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INTRODUCTION 

THB Consumers' Co-operative Movement is the largest organization 
in Great Britain which is both democratic and voluntary. It has 
',500,000 members, and it is roughly true to say that in every second 
household in the country at least one person is a member. Its funds 
amount to more than £300,000,000, and its annual trading operations 
exceed that sum. These figures are sufficient to show that the movement 
is of great importance both in the social life and in the economic 
activities of this C9untry. Nevertheless, with the exception of Mr. 
and Mrs. Webb's book published in 192.2., no comprehensive examina
tion of its aims, methods and results has been undertaken; indeed, 
even studies of single aspects are rare. The need for such an investiga
tion is widely felt. The general public wants information about a 
matter concerning which very contradictory judgments are passed 
both on the platform and in the press; co-operators themselves desire 
to learn more about an organization of which they are members, but 
of which they only see a very small part; economists wish to have 
data concerning a trading organization which is neither on the 
"capitalist" nor on the "socialist" model; social students would like 
to know something of a movement which has always pursued social 
as well as economic aims, and finally politicians are interested in its 
entry into the field of national politics. 

This book is an attempt to fill the gap and to satisfy in some measure 
all those interested in the movement from the points of view mentioned 
above. The idea that a survey should be undertaken arose in the 
following manner. At meetings of the Association of Tutors in Adult 
Education it was discovered that there were. often requests to lecture 
on the movement and that' many tutors brought the subject of 
Co-operation into their lectures, but that the lecturers were hampered 
by the lack of information.- .Discussions were then·initiated between 
members of the Association and officials of the' movement. The 
C.W.S. offered to provide facilities for a thorough and impartial 
survey; the Scottish C.W.S. and the Co-operative Union associated 
themselves with the C.W.S. As a result a committee was formed of 
the persons whose names appear on the title-page,. and who are 
associated with the Universities and Adult Education, in order to 
take advantage of this opportunity: The Committee decided to 
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invite the C.W.S., the Scottish ~.W.S. and the Co-operative Union 
to send representatives to the meetings of the Enquiry Committee. 

The Committee held several meetings, at which Professor J. 
Hilton presided. Various aspects of the movement were considered 
in turn, and descriptive material was placed at the disposal of the 
members. The presence of the co-operative representatives enabled 
the Committee to discuss with those best acquainted with the move
ment the interpretation of this material. In addition, every facility 
was given to the members of the Committee to visit premises, to 
examine books and accounts, to question officials and employees and 
to investigate methods and operation. It soon became evident that 
it would be necessary to carry Out certain special investigations, and 
for these purposes the Committee was fortunate enough to obtain 
the assistance of certain" research students from various universities. 

A gr~lUp of students at the University of Birmingham, working 
. under the direction of Professor P. Sargant Florence, undertook 

many of the preliminary studies. Mr. O. F. Troutman and Miss G. 
Jenkin investigated the distributive and manufacturing operations of 
co-operative retail and wholesale societies. Miss Jenkin also made a 
study of the comparative consumer tastes for co-operative and non
co-operative products, and, assisted by Miss J. Le Mesurier, made 
by means of a questionnaire a survey of the shopping habits of a 
section of the community. Mr. H. Mars undertook a long and detailed 
investigation into the methods, costs and problems of co-operative 
production and investment. Mr. W. G. Symons exammed the methods 
and problems of management and democratic control, and the trading 

. structure of co-operative retail societies, and in the later stages of the 
enquiry gave secretarial assistance. Among other students were Mr. . 
J. A. Hough of the University of Manchester, who made a study of 
the co-operative method of distributing profits in the form of dividends 
on purchases, and Mr. H. Briggs, who, working under Professor 
Hilton at Cambridge, studied the question of employment in 
co-operative societies. 

The planning and supervision of the work of these assistants fell 
to certain members of the Committee, and in particular to Professor 
P. Sargant FlQrence; indeed the analysis of the economic aspects of 
the movement is entirely due to him and his helpers. Thus, at a certain 
period in the progress of the enquiry, two or three members of the 
Committee began to assume !he chief responsibilities, and it was 
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decided to leave the task of assembling the material, conducting the 
analysis, and writing the book to • Professor P. Sargant Florence, 
Professor R. Peers, and Professor A. M. Carr-Saunders. Mr. G • 
. Darling, who had been the secretary of the Committee from the 
beginning and had put into manageable form a large amount of material 
presented to the Committee at its earlier meetings, was asked to assist 
the three persons mentioned above. . 

It is not possible to say exactly what part each of the many persons 
concerned have played in the writing of the book. It must be sufficient 
to mention that, after the majority of the members of the Committee 
had ceased to be actively concerned, the work went through three 
stages. Taking as a basis the documentary material which had accumu
lated and the evidence which had been collected,' the three members 
of lhe Committee whose names have been 'given in the preceding 
paragraph and Mr. Darling each undertook to draft certain chapters. 
As these drafts became ready, they were considered by all four persons , 
concerned at a number of meetings, and in consequence of the discus
sions at these meetings there was much redrafting. The second stage 
was completed when the drafts were found to be satisfactory in 
themselves. It was realized, however, that there was overlapping and 
lack of unity in style and mode of presentatio~ The final stage was, 
therefore, a revision of the whole book by Professor R. Peers. He 
undertook a most troublesome task, and the other members of ~e 
Committee are greatly indebted to him. 

The thanks of the Committee and of the authors (for it seems proper 
so to describe the three members of the Committee) are due to the 
research students, whose names have been mentioned already, to all 
members and officials of the Consumers' Co-operative Movement, far 
too numerous for individual mention, who, with unfailing courtesy, 
have given up so much time and taken so much trouble in providing 
information and in answeri!1g questions, and especially to Mr. G. 
Darling, who acted not only as secretary of the Committee, but also 
as secretary to the authors. He organized the work of the enquiry, 
from beginning to end, arranged all meetings, maintained all contacts 
and interchanges. Without his devoted assistance the book could not 
have been written. 
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PART I 

THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 



CHA.PTER 1 

TIlE mSTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE MODERN 
CO-OPERATIVE MOVEMENT 

BOTH the present co-operative movement and the principles on which 
it is founded are the result of a process of evolution reaching far back 
into the past, and it is only in the light of the past that either can be 
understood. The achievements' and the failures of the movement 
alike have to be explained in their historical setting; and there is scarcely 
a problem of any significan(:e in the study of Co-operation which 
does not involve constant reference to the forces and circumstances 
which have shaped its development from the beginning. We are not 
concerned with a piece of machinery, which could easily be adapted 
and adjusted from time to time to the needs of the moment, bu~ rather 
with a living organism, the product of the creative forces Which gave 
it life and of the environment within which it has grown to maturity. 
Further, one must think not merely of the facts of growth, but also 
of the. purposes which have animated the movement from time to 
time and are still influencing it in the response which it makes to 
present-day conditions. It is necessary, therefore, before any attempt 
is made to describe the modem structure and aims of the movement, 
or to elucidate the problems with which it is now confronted, to trace 
the process by which its present form and character have been deter
mined. What is wanted here is not a detailed history of Co-operation, 
even if that were possible within the scope of this investigation, but 
rather an attempt at historical interpretation of the movement as it 
now is and of the ideals by which it is inspired. 

§ I. Early Industrialism and Laisser-f~e 

The co-operative ideal is as old as human society. It is the idea of 
conflict and competition as a principle of economic progress that is 
new. The development of the ideal of Co-operation in the nineteenth 
century can best be understood as an attempt to make explicit a prin
ciple which is inherent in the constitution of society, but which had 
been forgotten in the turmoil and disintegration of rapid economic 
change. It is against the background of the industrial revolution, and 
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of the dislocation which accompanied it, that early id.eas· of Co
operation and the origins of the Co-operative movement must be 
judged. . 

The change which came to a head in the period of the industrial 
revolution had been preparing long before. In this country, agrarian 
feudalism had early given way before the growth of commercialism, 
and capitali~t enterprise had made rapid progress even before the 
coming of machinery. The large-scale system. of production involved 
the creation of a dependent wage-earning class; it had already destroyed 
the small, independent producer in important branches of industry; 
and the change was finally completed by the inventions of machinery 
and by the application of power to industrial processes, which led to 
production' on a large scale and to a remarkable extension of the 
principle of division of labour. The break-up of small communities, 
isolated and largely self-subsistent, proceeded rapidly with the growth 
of great centres of industry, fed by new means of transport and large
scale farming. Industry was divorced from agriculture, and the small 
independent producer, who depended on both, disappeared. With the 
'concentration of ownership of industrial capital and land, labour came 
to be regarded as a mere factor in production, to be bought and sold 
like any other commodity. The labour of the individual ceased to have 
any direct relation to the satisfaction of his own wants. He worked 
for a wage, the amount of which depended not so much upon the 
effort he expended as upon his bargaining power against that of the 
employer. 

These changes did not take place in a day; indeed, they are not 
even yet complete; but they had gone far enough by the end of the 
first quarter of the nineteenth century to bring about a revolution 
in the customary organization of society and in the manner of life 
of large sections of the population. The new methods of production 
had already greatly increased the power of human effort; but it was 
felt by many that the system of production for profit had diverted 
this increased power from what should have been its true purpose, 
the better satisfaction of the wants of the people. The growth of 
wealth in the hands of the few was accompanied by mass poverty' 
and increasing economic insecurity. The labour of women and chil
dren was exploited, while men were thrown into unemployment by 
the new methods of production; and competition for the right to work 
kept down to a low level the wages of those who were employed. 
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Standards of living deteriorated in more senses than one in the sordid 
manufacturing towns of the early runeteenth century. 

Meanwhile, the new economic system had evolved ·a philosophy 
of its own. It found a new principle of action in self-interest-the 
desire for gain. If every man were left free to pursue his own interest, 
in the sense of monetary. gain, this would lead to the largest possible 
increase in the wealth of the nation as a whole. In order that this result 
might be achieved, the State in particular must refrain from interference 
in the direction of economic activities. If the system appeared to work 
out badly for the majority, this was due to causes which were inherent 
in the nature of things: poverty seemed to be the inevitable fate of the 
mass, and the desire to escape from poverty was regarded as the 
necessary spur to human effort. 

§ 2. Tke Revolt against eke New Order 

It is not surprising that, just as the new system found its prophets, so 
also there arose, in the early stages of the industrial revolution, a new 
philosophy of revolt against the existing economic order to inspire 
the agitation against it. The struggle of the depressed classes is expressed 
in the early growth of Trade Unionism, in the battle for Parliamentary 
reform, and in the evolution of socialist ideas in opposition to the 
doctrines of individualism. The early co-operative movement was 
part of this reaction against the new order. . 

The first co-operative experiments were isolated attempts on the 
part of groups of people to provide themselves with necessaries at a 
reasonable price. The Hull Corn Mill of 1795 is one example of a 
number of similar enterprises. They had no ulterior purpose and were 
not linked together in any wider movement. Under the influence of. 
Robert Owen, however, Co-operation became a new and conscious 
principle of social organization. Co-operation, in opposition to com';' 
petition, seemed to offer to the mass of the people a way of escape 
from misery and poverty. It linked on to the past in:its appeal to a 
community sentiment which was not yet dead; it was a criticism of 
the confusion of the age; and it offered a constructive plan for the 
future. Godwin had preached the perfectibility of the human race and 
had blamed the powers· of government and privilege for existing 
evils.1 His beliefs inspired the optimistic faith of Robert Owen and 

1 Godwin: Pouti&J JlUtU:6, 1793. 
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called forth the gloomy pessimism of Malthus. Land refonners like 
Spence and Paine,l believing that the monopoly of land by private 
owners was the principal cause of social ills, proposed to restore to the 
community its common birthright, and so initiated the attack on 
property rights. With Thomas Hodgskin2 the attack became at once 
more general and more specific, since it was directed by him against 
all the claims of property in the fonn of capital to share in the product 
oflabour. Co-operation, as it developed under the influence of Owen, 
was one aspect of this general attack on the claims of private property; 
but unlike the others, it envisaged, not the expropriation of existing 
property owners, but the voluntary accumulation of common posses
sions, in order that the many might be set free from dependence on 
the few who monopolized the means of production and used them, 
at the expense of others, for their own private gain. 

§ 3.' The Owenite Phase of Co-opel'ation 

It was by no means merely fortuitous that, just when the fonner 
basis of community life was being rapidly destroyed, Owen and his 
followers should have preached the benefits of Co-operation and 
community of possessions in opposition to the doctrines of private 
ownership and competition. The ideal of association was in the air. 
Owen was not its only advocate; but it WaS he who saw most clearly 
the nature of the conflict between the principle which he was advancing 
and the principle of self-interest; and it was he also who realized, with 
a far-sighted perception unusual in his day, the revolutionary implica
tions of the system which he tried to put into practice. 

Owen was born in 1771. As a young man, he observed the disas
trous effects of the selfish and uncontrolled exploitation of the new 
methods of production in Lancashire and Scodand. During his life
time, he had seen the "clean village" in which he lived as a child con
verted into a "dirty but thriving manufacturing town." His youth was 
spent among country people and small artisans; in his early manhood 
he became acquainted with the depressed, ignorant and dissolute 
masses of the manufacturing towns. Here he saw great wealth an~ 
great poverty side by side and could not avoid the conclusion that one 

1 Spence: TAe Real Rig"u of Man. 1775. Paine: Agrarian Justi&., 1795-6. 
I Hodgsldn: Labour Defendd against tAe CImms of Capital, 1825. 
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was the cause of the other. IT the existing system had produced so 
much misery and deterioration, a different system, based on c0-

operation instead of competition, might be made to produce the 
opposite results. His aims went far beyond the mere schemes which 
were associated with his name; they embraced the whole future of 

. humanity. 
Thus while Fourier in France seemed merely to aim at reducing 

economic relationships to some semblance of order, by means of 
carefully regulated commUnities in which labour, capital and talent 
were to be rewarded in fixed proportions, Owen aimed from the 
beginning at the ultimate supersession of the entire system of private 
property and profit-making, in order that wealth might be devoted 
tp the satisfaction of wants and to the improvement of the character 
of the human race. Fourier was concerned mainly with the rights of 
producers; his ideas were to inspire later the more practical propa
ganda of Louis Blanc, and so also, through the Christian Socialists, 
the rapid but ephemeral growth of co-operative workshops in this 
country in the fifties. Owen, on the other hand, in spite of the 
superficial similarity of his proposals to those of Fourier and his 
followers, was concerned ultimately with the needs of people as 
consumers, and ·with the enjoyment of wealth as a means to the 
progressive improvement of the individual and of society. He wanted 
to destroy "the immoral and degrading system of buying cheap and 
seIling dear for a money pro!it," in order "to make all intelligent, 
charitable and kind to each other." 

If one seeks to connect the teaching of Owen with the later evolu
tion of the co-operative ideal in the modem. movement, it is necessary 
to concentrate upon principles and ultimate objectives rather than 
upon the visionary schemes through which Owen sought to realize 
his aims. These projects belonged to his age; the principles which 
they embodied transcended the circumstances of his time and lived 
to inspire a movement capable of applying them under conditions 
which Owen could not possibly have foreseen. Owenism has been 
branded as mere Utopianism, and something of the same reproach 
has clung to the co-operative movement throughout its later history. 
It has become the fashion, even among the prophets of Co-operation, 
to repudiate Owenism as having no relation to the principles of the 
modem movement. This attitude, in common with that other and 
opposite attitude of vague belief in a co-operative millennium, seems 
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to arise from failure to distinguish between the projects through which 
Owen strove to give expression to his principles, and the principles 
themselves. 

Co-operation, as it was conceived by Owen, was not what is meant 
by Co-operation to-day. He aimed at the establishment of communities 
settled on the land, consisting of the producers of different com
modities, owning the means of production in common, and working 
together to satisfy their collective wants. In these communities, the 
body of producers and the body of consumers would be identical; 
there could therefore be no question of any conflict between "Pro
ducers' Co-operation" and "Consumers' Co-operation", such as 
was to develop later. The idea of self-contained communities on land, 
in which conscious and· enlightened co-operation should take ~e 
place both of custom and of competition, was not so far removed 
from reality in Owen's day -as it came to be later, when large-scale 
production had become the rule rather than the exception. It is easy 
now to perceive the futility of the hopes which these schemes inspired, 
and to describe Owen's plans for the regeneration of society as mere 
Utopian dreams; but that is only because we can now see clearly 
the results of tendencies which were then only just beginning to 
appear. 

Other schemes which arose either directly or indirectly from the 
teachings of Robert Owen were of the same character as his villages 
of co-operation, and they shared the same fate. They attempted to 
embody a universal principle in forms which no longer corresponded 
to the needs of the age. For instance, the passionate desire for the 
"redemption of labour" and the attempt to establish "Union Shops" 
can easily be understood in the light of existing wage conditions cind 
prevalent unemployment in the age which culminated in the Hungry 
Forties. The Union Shops differed from the villages of co-operation 
only in the sense that they applied the principle of self-employment 
to particular occupations instead of to mixed communities; they were 
for that reason more in touch with actuality than the former; hut 
they were equally impracticable in the long run. Again, the Owenite 
Labour Exchanges, which aimed at the direct exchange of the products 
of labour, had in view the small, independent producer who already 
belonged to the past and could no longer hope to stand up against 
the growing competition of machinery. Finally, disappointed by the 
growing hostility of the powerful and wealthy, to whom he had at 
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first appealed, Owen turned to existing working-class organizations. 
In his association with the Grand National Consolidated Trades Union 
of 1834, Co-operation and the community idea seemed to be aban
doned for a crude form of syndicalism. It was, however, a "New 
Moral World" that he was seeking. If one way failed, others might be 
tried: persuasion of the great and powerful; encouragement of the 
many to accumulate their pence, in the midst of poverty, in order to 
achieve the millennium; finally, an appeal to the united power of 
labour for the same end. 

Meanwhile, hardly noticed by Owen. himself, and certainly not 
regarded by him and his followers ~ anything more than the first 
step towards bigger things, there came into existence the co-operative 
stores, out of which the modem movement was to grow. They offel,"ed 
an immediate prospect of abolishing the profit of the middleman and 
improving the quality of consumption; and at the same time they 
were regarded as the means of accumulating funds for the purchase 
of land and the establishment of communities. The later history of the 
co-operative movement proves that there was nothing extravagant 
in the hope that groups of working people might, by taking for them
selves the profits of retail trading, accumulate large funds for the 
development of co-operative enterprise. It was the form of the new 
society that was wrongly conceived, not the way to achieve it or 
the principles by which it was to be governed. And in the confusion 
of that dark age of revolutionary change, a clear vision of immediate 
objectives was not to be expected. It was something to have created 
hope in tlfe place of despair, and a belief in creative community 
effort in opposition to a blind or disingenuous acceptance of 
existing miseries as part of the working out of immutable natural 
laws. 

From the point of view of practical results, the story of the early 
co-operative movement is one of failure. Even the co-operative stores 
of that first period had largely disappeared by 1840. But the seeds of 
a new social philosophy remained and were to spring up anew in 
the more favourable soil of a later age. It may be well, before dis .. 
cussing the subsequent history of the co-operative ideal, to remind 
ourselves of the principles which were bequeathed by Robert Owen 
to the modem movement, in order to discover how far, in fact, the 
movement has outgrown them, and how far they are still releVant 
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to Co-operation as it is understood to-day. They may be summarized 
as follows: 

(I) The abolition of the system of private profit. 
(2) Production for use by voluntary associations of consumers. 
(3) Common ownership of the means of production by the voluntary 

: -~; accumulation of the profits of combined enterprise. 
(4) The utilization of the wealth of the community for the improvement 

of the character and happiness of mankind.l 

No social philosophy more revolutionary than this has been 
advanced by later socialist thinkers. But Owen seemed to have little 
faith in the ability of working people to manage their own affairs. 
The democratic principle of control occupied no place in his imme
diate schemes. The complete plan, under benevolent-autocratic 
initiative and control, came first; the improvement. of character and 
the removal of ignorance as a result of better conditions and education 
followed automatically; and the future form of society !night then 
be left to take care of itself. It was for the later co-operative movement 
to make democratic control at all stages one of its central principles, 
and to piace this control in the hands of the general body of consumers 
as distinct from particular bodies of producers. 

In the meantime, this necessary adaptation of the Owenite system 
had already been envisaged by Dr. William King, of Brighton, who 
founded the Brighton Society in 182.7 and published his ideas in the 
Brighton Co-operator between 182.8 and 1830. The following passages 
from Dr. King's writingsl illustrate both his attitude to Owen'!! 
scheme and his understanding of the real nature of the problem: 

Co-operation being a subject quite new to the working classes, it is 
natural that they should be ignorant of it. If it has been heard of by them at 
all, it has been in such a way as to make it appear completely visionary. It 
has always been connected with the idea that, in order to carry it into prac
tice, large SUIns of money are absolutely necessary. The smallest sum ever 
mentioned as sufficient for the purpose is £20,000. From this the advocates 
have gradually risen up to as high as a million. • • • A man wants nothing 
but his wages and an honest companion to begin. 

Mter showing that small beginnings can be made by means of a 

lOwen's views are expounded in a mass of writings extending over a long life (he 
died in J8s8, at the age of 87). The gist of his teachings is to be found, however, in his 
New Yuw of Society, 1813-140 and in his Report eo rM County of Lmarle, 1821. 

• Quoted by Dr. Miiller in the Intunational Co-opuativ. Allianc. Yea, Boole for 1913. 
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common fund, and that the latter may be built up out of the profits 
of trading, he goes on to say: 

If a number of workmen were to join toge~er on these principles, their 
capital would be greater and they might do great things. They might have 
a store of their own where they might deal in anything they wanted. Their 
store would enter into competition with other stores in serving the public. 
As the business increased, the profits and capital would increase. As the 
capital increased, it would employ the members of the Society, in any 
way which might be deemed most advantageous. If there was a profitable 
demand in the public for any particular commodity, the members might 
manufacture it. 

This latter passage describes in advanCe the modem development 
of the co-operative movement in this and other countries. 

§ 4. The Transition to the Mode", Co-operative Movement 

All the experiments which Owen himself regarded as important 
ended in failure. Co-operative societies which can claim a continuous 
existence from this earlier period, like the Lennoxtown Friendly 
Victualling Society in Scotland, whose minutes go back to 182.6, and 
the Meltham Mills Society in Yorkshire, founded in 182.7, remain as 
historical curiosities. It was a new movement which was born in 
1844, although its founders, as their statement of objects shows, were 
not conscious of any break with Owenism. 

The period of eclipse of all those movements in which the hopes 
of the conscious sections of the working class had been enshrined 
proved to be the proverbial darkest hour before a ~ew dawn. Both 
Trade Unionism and Co-operation experienced a remarkable revival 
in the second half of the nineteenth century. It is not easy to account 
for the success of the Rochdale movement after the failure of the 
earlier experiments. There had been no lack of enthusiasm in Owen's 
day, although there had been less opportunity for the emergence of 
ability and leadership among the working classes of that period. The 
distribution of the surplus in the form of dividend on purchases was 

. not entirely new in 1844; but it made a fresh appeal to a generation 
which, in an age of greater prosperity, came to enjoy some slight 
margin for the exercise of thrift, in spite of the fact that poverty still 
excluded large numbers from the benefits of the co-operative store. 
The appeal of Co-operation was widened when membership ceased to 
depend upon adhesion to a particular social ideal; and the system of 
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democratic control, which wa;; emphasized by the Rochdale plan, 
fostered the deyelopment of those qualities of leadership which made 
the modem movement possible. Given the initial success which grew 
out of thesecondiuons, the causes of further growth are to be found 
as mu~ in thedefe~ of contemporary private trading as in the 
virtues of the co-operatiye system. The small retail shop, charging 
high prices for goods of poor quality, maintaining its hold on an . 
impoverished clientele by a pernicious system of credit, or, still 
worse, through the prevalence of the Truck system, could not always 
rival the well-managed co-operative store, with its emphasis on 
quality and cash trading at fair prices. Moreover, as co-operative 
.trading increased, the stores were able to command capital resources 
which were beyond the power of the small retail trader of that day. 

The movement succeeded in the second half of the century because 
it adjusted itse~f to the needs of the age, and because it initiated an 
economically effective form of retail trading. We sometimes forget 
that it was the co-operative movement which led the way in this 
country in the development of department and chain stores, offering 
standard lines of necessary commodities at fixed prices, and securing 
the advantages of large-scale organization and efficient service. 

It is difficult to get any clear picture of the progress of the new 
movement before 1860. Such statistics as are available suggest, 
however, that growth was slow at first, and that it was not until the 
sixties that any rapid development took place. The following figures 
give an approximate view of the progress made down to 1863. Of 
the 460 societies existing in England and Wales in that year, the 
numbers established in each year are stated to be as follows:1 

1795 IS4S 2 ISS6 12 
IS)S I IS49 5 ISS7 10 
IS)S ISS0 9 ISSS 17 
IS40 I ISSI 10 ISS9 37 
IS42 I ISS2 IS60 9S 
IS44 2 ISS) 5 IS61 152 
IS4S I ISS4 II IS62 6S 
IS47 4 ISSS 9 IS63 2 

In the three years 1864-67, the number of societies registered aver
aged just over 200 per annum, although it is impossible to tell how 
many of these were older societies registered for the first time under 

1 Article by William Nuttall in Tlac Co-opuoror for October 186+ 
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the new Act of 186%. In 1870 and 1871, the numberS fell to 67 and 56 
respectively. There was a further increase to 11% in 187% and 188 in 
1873. After a period of steady progress at the height of Victorian 
prosperity, the numbers of new registrations fell to 7i in 1876, 58 in 
1877, and 48 in 1878. The figures for Sco.tland .show exactly the same 
tendency. . 

The striking thing about the next dozen" years is the steadineSs in 
the growth" of new societies during a long periqd of trade depression, 
the number of new foundations averaging 7% per annum in England 
and Wales during the period 188% to .1890, and rishtg to 104 in the 
latter year. By the end of the century there w~re 1,439 societies in 
Great Britain, with a total membership of 1,707,011; and the average 
membership per society, which stood then at 1,186, had more "than 
doubled itself in the past twenty years. 

Perhaps the best evidence that the new movement fitted in with 
the needs and tb.e spirit or the age is to be found in the series of 
enactments which provided it with the necessary legal framework, 
beginning with the Friendly Societies Act of 1846, and culminating 
in the important consolidating Acts of 1876 and 1893. 

§ 5. 1M Confusion of Ideals 
The success which attended the efforts of working class organizations 
in the second half of the century to consolidate their own position 
and to improve the lot of their members was accompanied by a· 
gradual change of attitude. Both the Trade Union movement and the 
co-operative movement concentrated more and more on immediate 
objectives and, for the time being, turned their backs upon revolu
tionary ideals and schemes for the regeneration of society. As a result 
,pf growing prosperity, in which the working classes obtained an in
creasing share, there was a dying down of the spirit of revolt. Laisser
faire and the appeal to self-interest appeared to be justified in their 
results, and the new age witnessed a progressive acceptance of the 
philosophy of individualism, not only by the more privileged classes, 
but also by the leaders of working-class movements. Attempts by 
coercion to change the course of events were discredited. Self-interest 
was recognized as the. dominating motive; the law of supply and 
"demand came to be universally accepted as the determining factor in 
the wages oflabour as in the prices of commodities; and thrift became 
one of the cardinal virtues. 

B 
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This acceptance of the new orthodoxy had a profound effe~ on 
social movements. The aim was now no longer to fight against the 
new order, but rather' to fit the labouring class into it. They must 
acquire a place by more effective organization, by the acquisition of 
property and, above all, by appealing to enlightened self-interest. 
The justification of the co-operative movement, based on the Rochdale 
plan, was no longer that it would revolutionize society, but that it 
was one of the most effective means of reconciling private interest 
with the public good. 

The inherent contradictions in the new position were not, of 
course, understood. It was not realized that the appeal to self-interest 
must emphasize division of interest. The Labour movement became, 
in this age, a divided movement. The skilled workers organized 
themselves in powerful and exclusive amalgamations, pursuing 
sectional ends, and leaving the unorganized, unskilled workers to 
their fate. The co-operative movement also came to be divided into 
two sections based on fundamentally different principles-associa-. 
tions of producers in self-governing workshops, and the consumers' ' 
movement, with the Rochdale plan as the starting-point. The full 
measure of this unconscious inconsistency, and of the confusion of 
ideas which made it possible, is to be found in the effortless transition 
on the part ofleaders like Vansittart Neale from producers' co-opera
tion to labour co-partnership. The principle of profit-elimination was 
confused with that of profit-sharing, either among associated working
men producers, or between workmen and employers. This confusion 
is further illustrated by the constitution and aims of the Co-operative 
Union, which originated in the London Congress of 1869' Its object 
was stated to be "The promotion of the practice of truthfulness, 
justice, and economy in production and exchange," and this was to· 
be achieved "By conciliating the conflicting interests of the capitalist, 
the worker, and the purchaser, through an equitable division among 
them of the fund commonly known as Profit." It was composed of 
representatives of productive societies, consumers' societies, and 
co-partnership concerns. 

It needed a further period· of growth and a sharpening of conflict 
within the movement itselfbefore these contradictions became obvious, 
even to the leaders; and the issues involved are even yet not clear to 
the majority. In the meantime, the effect of the confusions of this 
period were apparent in the progressive disappearance of any clear-
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cut philosophy of Co-operation and in the decline of interest among 
the members and leaders in the social and political implications of 
the c<H>perative system. 

As the movement grew in material strength, and the number of 
societies and the volume of their trade increased, the active manage
ment passed more and more into the hands of permanent paid officials 
who, of necessity, replaced the v~luntary enthusiasts of an earlier 
period. They were concerned primarily with Co-operation as a 
business enterprise and were naturally opposed to any kind of propa
ganda or political action which might have the effect of alienating 
any section of their own membership, particularly those middle-class 
friends of Co-operation whose influence was so valuable to the 
movement. The number of employees working for a wage increased, 
and those conflicts of interest which Co-operation was designed to 
remove began to appear inside the movement itself. This was another 
issue which had to be clarified before the way was clear for. the 
emergence of a new philosophy, adapted both to the changed character 

• of the movement and to the changing character of society. . 
The decline of interest in the co-operative ideal is illustrated clearly 

by a study of co-operative literature and of the reports of Co-operative 
, Congresses in the sixties and seventies. Early Congress meetings 

were largely occupied with the discussion of principles. As time went 
on, papers on subjects of this kind were more and more "taken as 
read" and relegated to an Appendix to the printed Report. Finally, 
they disappear altogether, and Congresses come to be occupied 
exclusively with the discussion of trading problems and problems of 
organization. This change of attitude is apparent also in the deteriora
tion of the periodical literature of the movement. For instance, Tne 
Co-operator, described in a sub-title as "A Record of Co-operative 
Progress by Working Men:' edited in Manchester by Henry Pitman, 
and published fortnightly from 1860 onwards, contained at first and 
during the first ten years of its existence many articles and reports of 
addresses on the principles of Co-operation in relation to the future 
organization of society. A speaker at the Congress of 1871 stated 
that "for twelve years Tne Co-operator was their standard-bearer 
when the battle was not an easy one to fight and they had no other 
defender." It included contributions by men like John Stuart Mill, 
Henry Fawcett and E. Vansittart Neale. The fate of this publication 
is indicated by its later titles~ In 1870, it had become Tne Co-operator, 
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Anti-V~ccinator and Herald of Health. and it was in debt to the tune 
of £600. By that time it was hardly worth saving, and it died shortly 
afterwards. There was not:lllrtg else which could even be compared 
to the early Owenite journals and the Brigh.ton Co-operator. 

One final illustration may serve to indicate the changed character 
of the co-operative movement during this period of material progress. 
The early societies after 18«, foIlowing the example of the Rochdale 
Pioneers, had devoted a proportion of their profits to education. 
Some had even established reading-rooms and libraries. The social 
aims of Co-operation were recognized as being at least equal in impor
tance to the economic benefits which it conferred. During the period 
of rapid growth, these aims feIl into the background. Of 400 societies, 
in 1871, analysed in an appendix to the Congress Report of 1872, 
only 66 devoted funds to "education"; and of these, only 35 spent 
amounts of /)0 or more for this purpose. It must be remembered 
also that the term "education" included a variety of misceIlaneous 
activities which were not in any real sense educational. 

Thus the material advance made during this period seems to have 
been gained at the expense of clarity of purpose and at the cost of 
the abandonment, not merely of the Utopian and impracticable aims 
of the earlier movement, but also of that social sense which, if it 
could have been preserved, might have made the co-operative move
ment one of the most powerful influences in the re-moulding of thought 
and culture and in the reorganization of economic life in the modem 
world. Meanwhile, the confusion of aims became also a hindrance, in 
the last quarter of the nineteenth century, to the further development 
of Co-operation itself. 

§ 6. Th.e Modem Co-operative System Talces Slzape 
< 

The future historian of the movement will date the modem phase of 
Co-operation, not from 18«, but from the foundation of the 
Co-operative Wholesale Society, which originated, after several 
abortive experiments initiated by particular societies, in the North of 
England Co-operative Wholesale Industrial and Provident Society 
of 1863. Before this joint action could be effective, the last legal 
obstacle had to be removed. The Act of 1862 repealed the provision 
of the existing Statute which forbade one society from holding shares 
in another and liInited the holding of landed property to one acre. 
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In 1868 the Scottish co-operators established their own Wholesale 
Society, after a suggestion that the En~lish Wholesale should extend 
its operations to Scodand had been turned down. 

The rapid progress made by the two wholesale societies suggests 
that this new development also was in line with the evolutionary 
trend of the modem co-operative system. The annual sales of the 
English Wholesale Society increased from £51,857 in 1864 to over 
one million pounds in 187~ and by the end of the century had reached 
the remarkable figure of £16,043,889' Over a similar period, the sales 
of the Scottish Wholesale Society had increased from £81,094 in 
1869 to £5,463,631 in 1900. 

It was during this period of expansion that two major controversies, 
the product of the confusion of ideals, came to a head. The first con
cerned the issue between Producers' Co-operation and Consumers' 
Co-operation; the second, which is discussed in a later section, 1 con
cerned the problem of the relation between Co-operation and Labour. 

The original aim of Co-operation was production for use on the 
basis of the common ownership of the means of production. Under. 
the influence of the Christian Socialists, this was translated to mean 
the establishment of self-contained and self-governing workshops or 
factories, in which the workers owned the plant collectively and 
divided among themselves the profits of the undertaking. It was not 
clearly understood that the division of profit among associated work. 
men was not the same thing as the abolition of profit by dividing 
it among the co-operative consumers in proportion to the amount of 
their purchases. During the early part of its existence, the Co-operative 
Wholesale Society was persuaded to support a number of small-scale 
productive ventures of the co-operative workshop type, and it shared 
in the heavy losses which the inevitable decline of this type of concern 
involved. When the C. W.S. itself embarked upon productive:.enter
prise in 1872., it did so in the face of bitter opposition from many of 
the staunchest friends of Co-operation.1 

The last quarter of the nineteenth century saw the rapid expansion 
of productive enterprise, either under the direct control of the whole-

s See page 4). 
• Although this inherent contradiction between two con1licting conceptions of 

Co-operaoon remains to-<Iay, the predominance of the consumers' movement has reduced 
it to negligible proportions. Retail societies in effect control a number of productive 
aocieties, either by their shareholding, or by the fact that they purchase such a large 
proportion of the output. See p. 191. 
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sale societies, or under the control of retail societies, acting singly or 
in federations established locally. The rival schemes of production 
within the consumers' movement were to cause difficulties at a later 
stage; but the principle of control by the-organized consumers was 
sound. A real attempt was made to put into practice the ideal of produc
tion for use when the movement, either locally or nationally, began 
to manufacture commodities for sale to the retail stores, and to 
distribute to the retail societies the surplus over costs in proportion 
to the value of their purchases. When, in addition, the wholesale 
societies acquired estates in this and other countries for the supply 
of raw materials, the chain was complete, and within the range of the 
commodities concerned, profits were eliminated at all stages, and a 
new economic system in embryo was brought into being. The magni
tude of the development which was thus initiated is indicated in the 
chapters which follow; its implications, however, remained hidden 
from the vast majority of those who were responsible for it. The 
outstanding exception to this latter statement was J. T. W. Mitchell, 
who was, President of the Co-operative Wholesale Society from 
1874 to 189s-perhaps the only prophet produced by the modem 
movement, and certainly the greatest. He it was who gave new meaning 
to the growing co-operative enterprise, who saw clearly that the 
profits of such enterprise, at whatever stage they arose, must return 
to the ultimate consumer if the ideal of direct production for use, 
in opposition to the system of production for private or sectional 
profit, was ever to be achieved. He had tremendous faith in the future 
of this new Conception of co-operation. If it was "loyally supported 
and indefinitely extended," it would "solve all social problems, 
destroy poverty, eradicate crime, and secure the greatest happiness 
to the greatest number."l 

The- main lines of the new movement became gradually clearer as 
producers' co-operation in its early form declined, and as the renewal 

1
0f conflict, in the midst of economic depression, revealed the futility 
of the co-partnership principle as a universal means of reconciling 
opposing interests. After the early opposition had subsided, the 
wholesale societies entered wholeheartedly into the business of 
production, and became to an increasing extent the main directing 
influence. I Partly as a result of these new preoccupations, the 

1 Beatrice Webb: My Appruuu:eslaip, pp. )68""9. 
I See Table, C.W-S. ProJuctiDM, Appendix I. 
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co-operative movement as a whole remained immersed in those 
practical problems which were created by the very success which 
marked its progress, even during the worst period of the depression 
in the eighties and nineties. 

The setback in trade expansion during this period exerted a profound 
influence on other social movements and on social theories generally. 
Faith in the beneficent effects of unrestricted competition was shaken, 
and that powerful movement towards combination in the world of 
capitalist enterprise, which has made such great strides in our own 
day, was initiated. The reaction against laisser-faire led to more and 
more interference by the State in economic affairs, and the main lines 
of state economic action began to be more or less clearly defined. 
This was also a period during which the economic functions of 
municipalities began to take shape and the relations between the State 
and the municipality in this sphere began to be worked out. Mean
while, the false sense of unity of interest which had characterized the 
previous period of prosperity was destroyed, and the modem Labour 
movement, based mainly upon the Trade Unions, began to acquire 
a separate identity ana a new pOlltical consciousness. Trad~ Unionism 
itself took on a new character with the growth of organization among 
the unskilled, ili:-paid sections of the wage-earners; and socialist 
ideas exerted an increasingly powerful influence. 

§ 7. Co-operation ana Politics 

In the face of this new orientation of forces, the co-operative movement I 
seems to have remained neutral and largely uninterested. The 
Co-operative Union had existed continuously since 1869, and the 
first Co-operative Congress of the modem series was held in the 
same year. By 187), the constitution of the Union had taken-t'lhape, 
and its work was organized under sectional boards, then five in num
ber.l The movement therefore had developed machinery for the 
formation of opinion, and the regular annual Congresses organized 
by the Central Board provided ample opportunity for the expression 
of political views. As we have s,een, however, the wider interest$ of 
the earlier gatherings had largely disappeared by the seventies, and 
the co-operative movement of that day had become severely practical 

1 The Central CcHlperative Board, as it was then called, was registered in 188p as 
the CcHlperative Union, Ltd., by which name it has since been known. 
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in its oudook. Whenever proposals came before Congress which 
involved political action or a closer alliance with the growing forces 
of Labour, they were always defeated by large majorities. There is 
no suggestion during this period of any clear-cut co-operative 

. doctrine in relation to the future organization of society; indeed, over 
and over again, Co-operation is defined simply as a method of trading, 
open to all whatever their social or political views, unwilling to 
concern itself with ulterior aims or purposes.1 

Apart from the absence of any clear sense of direction, the reason 
for the political neutrality of the movement is not far to seek. There 
was the memory of past failure and the consciousness of present 
success. The failure was associated with a Utopian political philosophy, 
and the success with the acceptance of more orthodox views and 
more limited aims. The leaders were unwilling to jeopardize that 
suc~ss in new political adventures. Moreover, there was no funda
mental solidarity within the movement itself. One section of the 
Co-operative Union, embracing the wholesale and the retail societies, 
represented a potential alternative to private enterprise and the system 
of private· profit; at least one section, the agricultural co-operators, 
regarded Co-operation as a means of increasing the profits of private 
enterprise; and another section, representing the co-partnership 
movement, stood for a compromise with the system of private profit 
by means of profit-sharing. A movement so constituted was in a 
weak position when it came to a definition of purposes; and without' 
such definition, the scope for common action is severely limited. 

In spite of these difficulties, however, political consciousness 
within the movement was increasing during the years before the 
War. The establishment of the first Parliamentary Committee of 
the Co-operative Union in 1880 is evidence that the movement 
recognized the importance of watching legislation and endeavouring 
to protect co-operative interests in Parliament. I This activity was not, 
however, inconsistent with political neutrality. The real issues were, 
first, whether the movement should endeavour to secure direct repre
sentation in Parliament, and secondly, whether it should act in concert 
with the Labour Party. 

1 The limited aims of consumers' co-operation are clearly stated in the Co-opua"". 
Wlauluat. Socutw' .A1IIIlI4l, 1902, page 337- Quoted also in InJustritJ CiMJpuatioll, ed. 
Catherine Webb, page 124-

• For composition of the Joint Parliamentary Committee see Chapter 12, page 2.07-
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The issue of direct intervention in politics was first raised at the 
Perth Congress in 1897, by Williaoi Maxwell, in his Presidential 
address. A resolution was passed to the effect that the time had arrived 
for the direct representation of co-operators in Parliament, and the 
question of the means to be adopted to this end was remitted to the 
Co-operative Union and the two Wholesales. The Central Board 
was, however, itself opposed to this policy, and the matter was quietly 
shelved. The question of direct representation was again raised at the 
Paisley Congress in 1905, when a proposal that the 'co-operative 
movement should take steps to secure the election of a representative 
in Parliament was defeated by an overwhelming majority. The pro
posal was renewed at subsequent Congresses, coupled, to an in~asing 
extent, with the demand for an alliance with the Labour Party; but it 
gained little support before the War. 

The conflicting views are clearly expressed in the following 
resolution submitted to the Aberdeen Congress in 1913, and in the 
amendment which it evoked: 

That this Congress endorses the effort now being made by the Co-opera
tive Union and other bodies to secure a closer union between the forces of 
organized labour and the co-operative movement, believing that it is only 
by combined and persistent effort in this direction that advantages gained 
by organization and sacrifice can be permanently secured to the members 
and the future interests of the wage-eamer adequately safeguarded. 

'The amendment proposed to omit the words after "Congress" and 
to substitute the following: 

Whilst approving . the concerted action with trade unions and other 
organized bodies for raising the status of labour, cannot sanction union 
with the Political Labour Party; and that the Central Board be instructed 
strictly to maintain the neutrality of the movement in respect of party politics, 
so that political dissension in our ranks may be avoided. 

Even at that late date the amendment was carried by 1,346 to S80. 
It is not necessary to trace in detail the steps which led to the. 

reversal of the policy of political neutrality and to the formation of 
a close alliance with the Labour Party. It is significant that this again 
came about, not as a result of any clear appreciation of the ultimate 
aims of Co-operation, but rather as a measure of self-defence against 
the unfair treatment meted out to the co-operative movement during 
the War. 
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At the Swansea Congress in 1917 it was decided by a large majority 
that the movement should "secure direct representation in Parliament 
as the only way of effectively voicing its demands and safeguarding 
its interests." In the following year, a Co-operative Parliamentary 
Representative Committee of the Union was set up by resolution 
of the Liverpool Congress, and shortly after, this developed as the 
nucleus of the Co--operative Party, which was established in 
1920. Opinion was still sharply but more evenly divided, among active 
co-operators, on the question of an alliance with the Labour Party. 
It was not until 1927, three years after the formation of the first 
Labour Cabinet, which contained one Minister drawn from the 
Co-operative Party, that a modest and not very satisfactory working 
arrangement was carried by 1,960 votes to 1,843' The whole manner 
of this excursion into politics is evidence of the confusion of aims 
to· which reference has already been made. It was not the original 
intention of the movement, when it entered politics, to found a new 
political party. The 1917 resolution aimed only at securing co-operative 
representation in Parliament. 

This is not the place to embark upon a detailed examination of 
the programme of the Co-operative Party; but it is not surprising 
to find, after the foregoing survey, that while it was based on the 
assumption that "Co-operation is a theory of society and, therefore, 
a legitimate basis for a political party,"l there was, in fact, little in 
the original programme or in the later publications of the Party that 
was distinctively co-operative in character. 

The failure to find itself politically was the inevitable consequence 
of a failure to define the aims of Co-operation. The co-operative 
movement found itself confronted by vested interests-largely "pro
ducer" interests-on every hand. The opposition became stronger as 
the movement grew in material strength and as the economic situation 
became more difficult. Many of the advantages which it had enjoyed 
in the late nineteenth century were lost during the War and post-War 
periods; and free competition, upon which it depended for expansion, 
was progressively restricted. In the circumstances, the need for politi
cal action was felt to be urgent; but the basis for effective independent 
political action was lacking. On the other hand, although there seemed 
to be, in view of the large common membership, identity of interest 
with the forces of organized labour, there was also a certain conflict of 

1 T. W. Allen, at the National Emergency Conference in 1917. 
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interest, and a fundamental difference of viewpoint which made any 
firm alliance with the Labour Party, based largely on the Trade Union 
movement, difficult. 

§ 8. Co-operation and LaIJour 

The relation of Co-operation to the working-class movement generally 
was complicated by the fact that the co-operative movement itself 
became a great employer oflabour. This issue is linked to the earlier 
controversy concerning the form of co-operative production; and it 
had to be made clear before there could be any real conception of 
the modem co-operative system or any clarification of aims. 

The employees of the earlier co-operative stores were hardly 
conscious of their position as wage earners. They felt themselves to 
be part of the community which they served. The position became 
very different with the rapid increase in the number of workers 
employed in production by the wholesale societies, and with the 
later increase in the size of retail societies and in the number of their 
employees. The growth in the number of employees is indicated in 
the following table: 

Retail Societies 
Engaged in distribution .. 
Production and services •• 

Wlwlesak Societies 

1931 
J:Z.S,790 

61,843 

Engaged in distribution •• 5,601 10,191 
Production and services.. 14,078 41,615 

Under the influence of the Christian Socialists, attempts were 
made to introduce the principle of profit-sharing with employees into 
the retail and wholesale societies. The Scottish Wholesale Society 
from its inception in 1870 until19u paid C) bonus on wages, differen
tiating at first between "productive" and "distributive" workers. The 
English Wholesale Society was persuaded in, 1873 to introduce a 
somewhat similar scheme of bonus on wages, but this was abandoned 
in 1875. Although it was reintroduced, for the drapery and furnish
ing departments only, from 1882 to 1886, the whole idea of profit
sharing was finally rejected in 1891. The survival of the bonus on 
wages practice in some of the older retail societies is unimportant in 
principle. In fact, the emphasis throughout the movement has, in 
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the modem phase of Co-operation, been shifted to the consumer, 
and the principle of distributing the surplus in proportion to purchases, 
from the wholesale to the retail societies, and from the latter to the 
consumer, has come to be firmly established in practice. 

The co-operative movement is, however, itself a working-class 
movement, and it has always taken the lead in improving the condi
tions of labour. It was the co-operative store which first introduced 
the weekly half holiday. Minimum wages for male labour and a scale 
for women workers were fixed by the C. W.S. before the War. Trade 
Union membership was made compulsory on all C.W.S. employees 
in 1919, and many retail societies either anticipated or followed this 
lead. It may be said that wages in general have been higher and con
ditions of labour better in the co-operative movement than in com
parable occupations outside. In this way, the co-operative movement 
has helped to raise general standards, especially in the distributive 
trades. 

But the co-operative movement has also, on numerous occasions, 
demonstrated its solidarity with the working-class movement as a 
whole. During the Irish Transport Snike of 1913, on the guarantee 
of the Parliamentary Committee of the Trades Union Congress, the 
C.W.S. within three days deliveIed in Dublin a ship-load of food 
assembled and packed to meet the needs of about 2.5,000 faInilies 
affected by the dispute, and continued to send similar supplies during 
the next four months. Similarly, immediate business arrangements 
were made by the C.W.S. during the great labour disputes of 1919, 
192.I, and 192.6, to enable unions banking with the Society to have 
cash available at once for strike pay on a great scale. In 192.1 and 192.6 
extensive credit was granted by co-operative societies to members 
affected by the national coal disputes. 

Yet, from the side of the trade unions, conflict seems sometimes to 
have been more in evidence than identity of interest, and little distinc
tion has hitherto been made by them between co-operative societies 
and capitalist employers. Disputes leading to the withdrawal of labour 
have been fairly common. In 1918, some thousands ofC.W.S. workers 
were withdrawn on the question of craft versus industrial unionism. 
In 192.3, the National Union of Distributive and Allied Workers 
withdrew the workers from two C.W.S. factories in the course of a 
wages dispute, and subsequently brought out 4,000 C.W.S. employees 
in sympathy. A dispute in March 192.4 led to the closing of most of 
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the co-operative stores in Lancashire. Apart from the merits of the 
~ it is impossible to overlook the anomaly of the situation. The 
cleavage of interest between the trade union movement and the 
co-operative movement was finally illustrated by the national strike 
of 19~G. Co-operative employees were affected as trade unionists, and 
because of its high degree of trade union effectiveness, the movement 
actually suffered more than many private enterprises. At the same 
time, both the C. W.5. and the local societies were being asked for 
help, in the form of credits and in other ways, by the trade unions. 

Evidence of this conBict of interest has emerged also in the rela
tions, in certain societies, between employee members and the mem
bership as a whole. The problem of ''workers' control" lurks in the 
background. Co-o~ration is based on a fundamentally different 
principle, that of "consumers' control". The recent history of the 
movement suggests that this issue will have to be made clearer if 
Co-operation is to find its true place within the wor~g-dass 
movement as a whole. 

§ ,. TAe Immediate Bar:1cground 

The descriptive chapters which follow· will give a better picture of 
the remarkable progress made by Co-operation in Great Britain 
since the close of the last century than any historical survey which 
could be made here. But some idea of the rate of growth of the retail 
societies may be obtained from the following table: 

Year NumMrof~ M...J.en T",Y...,.I_ 
1901 1,455 1,789,358 600,115 
1911 1,381 ~,6~6,016 836,658 
19%1 1,300 4.501.458 1,875,W 
1931 1,159 6,531,834 2,olo,376 

The increase in membership bO,th during and after the War is a 
striking tribute to the service rendered by the movement during the 
most difficult period in our national history. Hardly less significant 
is the fact that this increase in· membership was accompanied by a 
decrease in the number of societies--evidence of a closing of the 
ranks and greater concentration of resources to. meet the changed 
conditions of the present day. This tendency is most clearly illustrated 
in London, where thirty-three societies in 1913 were reduced to 
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fourteen in 1931, while the membership grew from 133,770 to 843,963 
in the same period. Of this total London membership in 1931, 
780,000 belonged to three great societies. In 1913, the average member
ship per society in the United Kingdom was %,075; in 1931, it was 
5,546• 

Total sales by the retail societies have also increased greatly during 
the present century, as the following table shows:1 

Year TotalSaiu Average per Memher 
£ £ 

1901 52.,761,171 %9'43 
19II 74,8 I2.,469 2.8'33 
192.I 2.18,780,384 48'10 
1931 2.07,888,385 31' 55 

The increase in retail trading was reflected in a new burst of activity 
on the part of the wholesale societies. The C.W.S. acquired new 
warehouses, factories, Inills, a colliery, dairies, farms, woods, tan
neries, seed-trial grounds, ~ vinegar brewery, fish-curing and distri
buting stations, lands for building and extensions, buildings and 
building land in West Africa, Denmark and Spain, and (with the 
Scottish C.W.S.) tea estates in India and Ceylon. A siInilar, although 
of course less extensive, development of productive enterprise was 
taking place at the same time in connection with the Scottish 
Co-operative Wholesale Society. The growth in the capital and 
combined trade of the two wholesale societies is indicated in the table 
which follows:1l 

Year Total Capital Total Salu 
£ £ 

1901 5,345,162. 2.3,342.,82.5 
19II 10,606,931 35,744,069 
192.1 31,641,632. 103,982.,8403 
1931 88,82.9,2.2.7 98,635,584 

The very rapidity of this growth has brought to the movement 
fresh problems for solution, the exaInination of which must be post
poned to later chapters. But the nature of the problems-the haphazard 
way in which expansion has taken place, the gaps which have been 

1 Allowance must, of course, be made for changes in the general level of prices during 
this period. 

a For the growth in productive activity of the C.W.S., see Appendix I. 
I A year of inlIated prices. Adjusted to 1931 prices the amount would be £54.9440160. 
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left, the absence of any logical plan of development, whether in 
relation to the future form of the co-operative movement or to the 
transformation of economic society as a whole--is closely connected 
with the failure to work out a new philosophy of Co-operation after 
the older Owenite ideal had been abandoned. In contrast to the 
spectacular success of the movement in the sphere of trade, its influence 
in the realm of ideas has, in modem times, been negligible. The 

-educational tradition of the earlier movement has, it is true, been 
continued down to the present day; but there has been no growth 
in the amount and quality of this work commensurate with the growth 
in its trading activities. Co-operative education offered a means of 
consolidating the membership and making it an effective force in the 
State; but the effort has lagged far behind the need. 

This does not mean that the movement is lacking in practical 
idealism. It stands for high standards of service in the widest sense. 
It has striven to make democratic control a reality at all stages, 
although not always with success. It has preserved the ideal of straight 
dealing and honest quality in the goods supplied from an age when 
those things were rarer than they are to-day. Over and over again, 
it has fought the battle of the consumer against profiteering private 
dealers. In its relations with a large number of employees, it has set 
a high standard of social conduct and has influenced private practice 
and national policy in the direction of higher standards of remunera
tion, reasonable hours of labour and the recognition of the principle 
of collective bargaining. In the limited sphere of practical thrift, it 
has brought added comfort and stability to tens of thousands of 
homes, and this in itself is no mean achievement. It has provided 
opportunities for the education of its members in those qualities 
which are essential to the success of democratic institutions. The 
question now is, whether it is possible to create out of all this a 
conscious movement with a deeper and wider understanding of 
ultimate aims and a common will to achieve them. 



PART II 

THE STRUCTURE OF THE CO-OPERATIVE 
MOVEMENT 



CHAPTER 2 

THE COMMON FRAMEWORK 

FROM the point of view of economic organization, trading under
takings of all kinds may be divided into three classes: the capitalistically 
controlled, the employee controlled and the consumer controlled. 
The control of undertakings of the first kind is in the hands of persons 
who need not be either producers or consumers of the goods manufac
tured or handled, or of the services rendered; control may be exercised 
by a small group of persons, in some cases by a single shareholder,' 
or by a large number of persons each owning a few shares. It is not 
with undertakings controlled in this fashion that we are concerned 
in this study. Undertakings of the second kind, now relatively few 
in number, are controlled by the employees, who appoint a board of 
management to represent them. But it may happen, and, as we shall 
see later, it has happened, that undertakings of this type accept 
financial help either from persons who, are not employees or from 
undertakings of the third type; under these circumstances they become 
in part or in,whole either c:;apitalistically or consumer controlled. 

To the third class of undertaking belong in the first place the trad
ing concerns operated by central and local government authorities; for 
in these cases control is in the hands of the consumers. But member
ship, if we can speak of membership in connection with these concerns, 
is obligatory on residents in certain areas. There are, in the second 
place, other con~rns, also controlled by conSumers, membership of 
which is ,voluntary. The outstanding example of this type is provided by 
the trading units of the consumers' co:'operative movement. It should 
be noticed that the aim of the movement is to provide goods for final 
consumption-especially such goods 'as a~e sold in ordinary retail 
shops. This characteristic of the consumerS' co-operative movement 
distinguishes it from certain agricultural societies. The latter are also J 
trading concerns controlled by the "consumers" of the goods provided; 
but in this Cl!-se the goods are producers' goods, such as feeding stuffs 
for stock. and agricultural machinery. Thus, while these agricultural 
societies are consumer controlled undertakings of the voluntary type, 
and therefore to be placed constitutionally in the same category as 
the units of the consumers' co-operative movement, they form a, 
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separate class. There are also, as is well known, agricultural societies 
the objects of which are to provide for the members, not producers' 
requisites, but facilities for processing and marketing agricultural 
produce. Strictly speaking neither type of agricultural society is 
consumer controlled in the ordinary sense;1 for the consumers of the 
agricultural products have no place in them. It may indeed be said 
tha.t in both types it is the producer interest which is predominant; 
for 'their objects are similar to those of the numerous trading organiza
tions of industrial firms which. aim at the reduction of costs and at 
organized marketing. 

Though we have distinguished three types of trading undertakings, 
there are only two ways by which they can be legally incorporated 
and thus carry on their business. The first is under the Companies Acts 
and the second under the Industrial and Provident Societies Acts. 
The first method is suited to capitalistically controlled undertakings and 
.is almost exclusively used by them. The second method is employed 
by the remaining types of voluntary undertakings. Attention must now 
be drawn to the fact that any undertaking incorporated under the 
Industrial and Provident Societies Acts is often called co-operative. 
The consequence is that under the head of co-operative societies are 
often included, not only consumer controlled undertakings, but also 
employee controlled societies and ventures founded as employee 
controlled but now in whole or in part either capitalistically or con
sumer controlled, as well as agricultural societies in which the producer 
is stronger than the consumer interest. This popular use of the word 
co-operative has always been and remains a prolific cause of confusion~ 
In this book we are concerned, not with Co-operation in the large 
and ill-defined sense, but with the consumers' co-operative movement. 
We refer to employee controlled undertakings only inso far as they have 
fallen wholly or partly under the consumers' co-operative movement; 
and agricultural societies are mentioned only in so far as they have 
come into organic connection with that movement. It only remains 
to add, before describing the provisions of the Industrial· and Provi
dent Societies Acts, that two main types of trading units can be 
distinguished within the consumers' co-operative movement, which 
has been defined as consisting of voluntary organizations under the 

1 There are certain agricultural societies which, side by side with their predominandy 
"producer" activities, also carry on the work of an ordinary consumers' c:o-operative 
society. 
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control of consumers aiming at the production, wholesaling and 
distribution of consumption goods. They are the local retail societies, 
engaged chiefly in retail distribution, and the federal societies, some 
engaged in the production and distribution of goods for purchase by 
the retail societies, and others engaged in the supply of goods and 
services directly to the members of their constituent societies. 

The first Industrial and Provident Societies Act was passed .in 
185% and was intended chiefly to facilitate the setting up of employee 
controlled societies. The then existing law relating to Friendly 
Societies also applied to societies set up under this Act, except in so 
far as it was expressly varied by the Act, so that the legal framework 
at this period can only be understood after a study of legislation 
relating to Friendly Societies. Since 185% there has been much amend
ing and consolidating legislation, and the provisions relating to 
Friendly Societies have been separated from those governing other 
societies. The position is now governed by the Industrial and 
Provident Societies Act of 1893 amended by the Acts of 1913 
and 192.8. 

A society which is registered under this Act is an association of 
shareholding members, and it becomes a corporate body with perpetual 
succession and the right to sue and to be sued in its own name.· The 
shareholding members have the benefit of limited liability. The 
relations of the members to a society are laid down in its rules, which 
correspond to the Articles of Association of a limited company. 
These rules must be lodged with the Registrar of Friendly Societies. 
A society must consist of at least seven members if these are individual 
persons, or at least two if they are registered societies, and may admit 
an unlimited number. It can accept share capital up to any total 
amount; no individual, however, can hold more than {,2.00 in shares 
in anyone society, and a society can by its own rules fix a maximum 
limit lower than {,l.OO. A society can also accept loan capital from 
members or non-members. There is no legal limit to the amount of 
loan capital which an individual may hold,·but societies must in their 
rules fix a limit to the total amount of loaf!. capital which the society 
may issue; this limit may be, from time to time, altered by amendment 
of the rule. Share capital may be either transferable or withdrawable. 
The right of issuing withdrawable shares is a facility peculiar to 
Industrial and Provident Societies. A fact which has proved of great 
importance is that:, since 1867, it has been possible for one society 
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to be a member of another. Th~ £200 limit on shareholding does 
not ~pply if the member is another registered society. 

A registered society may undertake any legal trade or business 
which is specified in its rules, including, with certain restrictions, the 
business of banking. Societies may hold property, undertake any 
transactions in connection with land, enter into mortgage agreements 
and advance money on security of real and personal property. Societies 
must submit their accounts annually for audit to a public auditor. 
A .balance sheet, return of receipts and expenditure and auditor's 
report must be forwarded annually to the Registrar of Friendly 
Societies. Every three years the society must also make a return of 
the holding of each person in the society, whether in shares or loans. 
The rules of societies must be obtainable on demand, and the balance 
sheet and auditor's report must be available at the registered office 
of the society. 

The law does not define the voting rights of members or state how 
profits are to be distributed; these matters must be regulated by 
the rules of the society. In all retail societies votes are allocated on the 
basis of one vote per member. Mter allocations to reserves and the 
payment of a fixed interest on share capital, it is usual for the rest· 
of the trading surplus to be distributed among members in proportion 
to their purchases. In some societies it is provided in the rules that, 
while a very small holding of share capital (perhaps IS.) may give 
membership rights so far as obtaining dividend on purchases is 
concerned, a rather larger holding (perhaps £1) is required before 
voting rights are conferred. It is almost universal in the case of retail 
societies for share capital to be in the form of withdrawable shares; 
among federal and agricultural societies transferable share capital is 
more common. 

The supreme body of a society, which alone can transact certain 
business (the allocation of profits, alteration of rules, etc.), is the 
general meeting of members. An ordinary general meeting must be 
held at least once a year to receive the report and balance sheet and to 
sanction the distribution of profits. 

In retail societies ordinary general meetings are held about once 
a quarter. In addition, extraordinary general meetings may be sum
moned according to the rules. The business of the society is adminis
tered by a "Committee of Management" elected by the vote of the 
membership according to the procedure laid down in the rules. In a 
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few cases certain chief officials are appointed by the membership, but 
usually the committee appoints the permanent officials. 

The trading structure of the co-operative movement in this country 
is represented diagrammatically in Fig. I. This includes the consumers' 
movement itself and also such agricultural and "productive" societies 
as are constitutionally linked with it.l The basis consists of the local 
retail societies (R). These local societies cover practically the whole 
of Great Britain, either, by the establishment of shops in the urban 
areas and rural villages, or by the use of travelling shops or delivery 
vans in those areas where co-operative shops do not exist. There are 
few parts of the country which are not now covered by co-operative, 
services. Each society constitutes a local democratic association of 
consumers, who join together to supply themselves with the domestic 
goods and services they require. In the main these 'local societies 
limit their operations to retail distribution. Occasionally, one retail 
society will be a member of another, as shown in the chart at x. 
This arrangement is unusual, but has certain consequences that will 
be discussed later.1 

These retail societies may be, and mostly are, themselves members 
,of one of the two wholesale societies, the Co-operative Wholesale 
Society Limited,. and the Scottish Co-operative Wholesale Society 
Limited. The relation of the retail society to the wholesale society 
is similar to that of the individual member to the retail society. The 
C. W.S. and the S.C. W.S. are themselves the sole members of two other 
societies, the English and Scottish Joint Co-operative Wholesale 
Society, and the Co-operative Insurance Society. The latter is not 
shown in the diagram. The two main wholesale societies perform 
services of wholesale merchanting, manufacture, transport, insurance, 
banking and a variety of other services. The E. & S. Joint C.W.S. 
performs the special services of tea and coffee blending, and cocoa 
and chocolate production. 

Local federal societies (F) perform special localized services, and' 
are controlled by groups of retail ,societies. These societies are most 
common in laundrywork, dairying and sometimes baking. In addition, 
there are a few specialized national federal societies-notably the 
Co-operative Press, Limited and the Co-operative Printing Society 

I The relations between the consumers' CQooperative movement and agricultural and 
productive societies are described in Olapters 10 and II. 

I See page 8S-
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The anows indicate the direction of membership. ~ 
The individual members belong to retail societies (R). > 
Retail societies are members of federal societies (F) and wholesale societies (C.W.S. and S.C.W.S.). Z 
The productive societies have a tripartite membership consistihg of retail societies, employees and individual shareholders; lome 

are members of the wholesale societies. 
The ag.ricultural societies have fanner members, and many of these societies are members of the wholesale societies. 
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Limited. The Co-operative Union is also organized as a national 
federal society. 

Owing to the fact that employee controlled undertakings are 
registered under the Industrial and Provident Societies Acts, they 
are accepted as part of the consumers' co-operative movement. This 
alone would not justify their inclusion in the d,iagram. Most of them sell 
.their output to the consumers' co-operative movement; in additi.on 
units of the movement have invested capital in· many of them, with 
the result that they have become wholly or partly consumer controlled. 
On this account they are shown in the diagram, where they appear 
as productive societies.1 

Agricultural societies are associations of agricultur,ists for the 
purchase of requisites and the sale of produce. Most of them are 
members of their appropriate wholesale society from which they 
draw a part of their supplies. Retail societies are somc;times 
members of agricultural marketing societies, but this is not very 
common. 

Insurance is in the hands of two organizations--the Co-operative 
Insurance Society Limited and the C.W.S. Health Insurance Section. 
The C.I.S. is a federal undertaking controlled jointly by the C.W.S. 
and the S.C.W.S. and is thus in the same position as the E. & S. 
Joint C.W.S. The constitution of the C.W.S. Health Insurance 
Section is determined by the provisions of the National Health 
Insurance Act of 1924. This Act lays it down that approved societies 
must not operate for profit and that their affairs must be under the 
control of their members. In consequence the C.W.s. Health Insurance 
Section is a constitutionally separate body, has separate accounts, and 
elects its own governing body. In fact, the governing body is the 
C.W.S. Board and business is transacted by C.W.S. officials and 
local societies.8 This fictional separation of the Health Insurance 
Section is identical with the relation of joint stock insurance companies 
to their approved society sections. 

The C.W.S. Bank undertakes banking services for the C.W.S. as 
a trading concern, for individuals, for co-operative societies, and for 
other organizations such as trade unions. It keeps its own accounts 

1 This term is borrowed from the phraseology employed in the statistics of the 
Co-operative Union. In these statistics, however, the term covers some federal societies 
as well as societies which, at least in origin, are employee controlled. In. the diagram the 
term is used to cover the latter alone. 

I See Chapter 8, page 181. 
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separately' from those of the trading departments of the C. W.S., but 
is itself constitutionally part of that society and is controlled by the 
Finance Committee of the C. W.S. Board. 

There is, finally, one example among co-operative organizations 
of a bqdy registered under the Companies Acts. This is the Co
operative Dental Association Limited which provides dental treatment 
for the public. Company organization was required by the provisions 
of the Dentists Act of 1921, but the C.W.S. holds the greater part 
of the share capital and the Board consists of two C.W.S. directors 
and three dentists. 

All these societies, whether consumers' societies or not, may be 
members of the Co-operative Union, and most, in fact, are. The 
Union is itself in legal fonn a co-operative society. It undertakes a 
variety of services for its member societies. 

The consumers' co-operative movement thus consists of a loosely 
knit yet coherent group of organizations, linked to a. certain extent 
by constitutional and financial ties, but to a greater extent governed 
in their relations and trading activities by conventions and a common 
purpose. It is possible, in fact, to think of the movement as a "con
sumers' trade association" (While there are many differences between 
a capitalist and a consumers' association-not the least that a capitalist 
association aims at fixing minimum prices for its output, whereas 
the consumers' association, if it fixes prices at all, fixes maximum 
prices-they are similar in that each involves some conscious control 
and avoidance of overlapping. The conventions governing the move
ment are not contained in any written articles of association but 
have grown up spontaneously and sometimes unconsciously:~ Some 
of them have been fonnulated in general terms in the resofurlons of 
the Co-operative Congress and the quarterly meetings of the whole
sale societies; others are contained in thousands of bilateral agreements, 
and resolutions in general meetings, governing the relations of retail 
and federal societies. 

Retail societies generally agree among themseJves as to boundaries 
beyond which they are not to deliver, canvass or advertise. The federal 
societies-both national wholesales and local federal societies-do not 
undertake direct retail services, except with the consent of their 
member societies; they may not supply capitalist competitors of the 
retail societies, but do accept public contracts and undertake exports. 
The trading areas of the two national wholesale societies, the English 
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and the Scottish, are fixed by agreement, and goods of one society 
may only be sold in the area of the other through the agency of the 
latter. The British societies have tacit or explicit understanding with 
foreign consumers' societies as to markets. 

The regulation of production is somewhat less clearly defined. 
Consumers' societies draw most of their supplies from within .the 
movement; if they do buy outside, "trade union" firms are patronized 
first. If a co-operative society gives up production it will, in general, 
only do so for the benefit of another co-operative plant, not for a 
capitalist plant. There is .a general agreement to increase the extent 
of financial interrelations within the movement. Almost all surplus 
funds go to the wholesale societies to be available for co-operative 
investment. Insurance for co-operative societies is undertaken by the 
Co-operative Insurance Society Limited. Production experience and 
secrets are freely shared; responsible officials of co-operative plants 
may inspect other plants, obtain information about costs and any 
other particulars required; information about capitalist and other 
outside competitors is pooled. There is a tacit agreement to provide 
mutual assistance in the case of financial or trading" difficulties; the 
C.W.S. has supervised and supported several retail and agricultural 
societies whose" financial position appeared somewhat unsound; in 
consequence, it is very rare at the present time for members to lose 
their savings as the result of the failure of a co-operative society. 
If any part of the movement wants to alter policies and principles 
hitherto generally adhered to, it will consult other parties concerned. 
Disputes between societies are normally settled by arbitration within 
the movement, usually organized by the Co-operative Union. 

These conventions are observed throughout the movement with 
a considerable degree of loyalty. It seems that co-operative organiza
tion favours agreement, mutual assistance and avoidance of competi
tion, in marked contrast with capitalist organization. 

A distinctive feature of co-operative enterprise is the extent to I 
which financial and trading information about societies is made 
public. The quarterly or half-yearly reports of a retail society are not 
merely the formal returns usual in the case of company reports, but 
normally contain a detailed analysis of departmental and branch 
sales.1 In the same way, the wholesale societies supply to . their 
member societies a detailed account of their financial and trading 

1 Reference may be made to the report and balance sheet of any local society, 
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position. Societies also make regular retum,s to the Registrar of 
Friendly Societies and to the Co-operative Union.1 

It will he seen that the consumers' co-operative movement consists 
of a series of societies with common features hut exhibiting a great 
variety of form and function. The next nine chapters describe in turn 
the various existing types of society, and the last four chapters in this 
Part give an account of the various non-trading organizations 
associated with the co-operative movement. 

1 See "Co-operative Statistics," published as an appendix to the annual report of the 
Co-operative Congress, and also obtainable as a separate booklet from the Co-operative 
Union, Holyoake House, Hanover Street, Manchester ... 



CHAPTER 3 

STRUCTURE OF THE RETAIL SOCIETIES 

§ I. Sq,e and Mem!Jmlzip 

THE roots of the co-operative movement are in the retail societies. 
The societies are autonomous, each being free within the confines 
of the law to determine its internal organization, range of services 
offered and area of operation. 

In 1935 there were 1,09G retail societies in Great Britain. There 
were 783 societies in England, 224 in Scotland, and 89 in Wales. 
They ranged from the "one shop" village society in rural or mining 
areas to very large societies with numerous shops centred in the main 
cities of the land. These societies are the lineal descendants of the 
original "Rochdale" shop; but in the process of evolution the very 
success of the movement has created problems far removed from 

-those- which the pioneers had to face. There has been a great increase 
in size and in the volume of business, and co-operative societies have 
entered most lir.t.es of retail trade. A large society has to build an 
administrative organization adequate to control a retail trade of more 
than a million pounds a year, and even a medium-sized society will 
be providing a greater variety of services than any single capitalist 
retail firm. Co-operation has spread so -that co-operative services are 
available in practically all parts of the country, but the range and 
standard of services vary considerably. 

Societies are now finding it necessary to adopt a more vigorous 
sales' promotion policy, partly' as the result of new co-operative 
opportunities, partly because of the nature and variety of competition 
which is developing in the retail trades. 

As shown in Fig. 2., there is a wide divergence in size of retail 
societies. There is, however, a steady trend in the direction 'of an 
increase in the average size of societies (Fig. 3) by increase of member
ship and by amalgamation and absorption of small societies. This is 
partly due to a realization of the economies of large-scale organiza

-tion; but a more important cause is the fact that only a large organiza-
tion can undertake the range of services now demanded from a 
co-operative society. 



RETAIL DISTRIBUTIVE SOCIETIES -IN GREAT BRITAIN,- ARRANGED ACCORDING TO 
MEMBERSlllP, SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF SALES (1935) 

Number of SocletleslD Total Membershl& of Socletlea SaIea each Group lDeacb roup 
Size of SocletL 

(Number of Mem rs) 
P""'i~~!feof Numbers Perc:r-~::f' of Total Salealo 

P.rc:r-~~eof 
Average per Averegeper 

Numbe .. (000) .acb Group Societl Member 
Membership (£000) (looo (£l 

500 and under 215 19' S9 62 0'83 2,116 0'97 9'9 14'1 
5°1-1,000 166 15'14 124 1'67 4,101 1'87 24'6 33'1 

1,001-2,000 202 18'46 295 3'98 10,047 4'S8 49'7 14'1 
2,OOJ-3,000 113 10'33 278 3'7S 9,999 4'57 88'S 36'0 
3,001-4,000 64 . 5'8S 2U 2'99 7,oso 3'U 110'2 31'8 
4,001-5,000 56 5'12 2S2 3'40 8,625 3'93 154'0 34'2 
5,001-6,000 30 2'73 157.. 2'11 5,026 2'3° 173'3 )2'0 
6,001"'7,000 31 2'83 200 2'70 6,687 3'06 215'7 33'4 
7,001-8,000 28 2'S6 210 2'83 6,259 2'86 u3'5 29'8 
8,001-9,000 18 J'64 152 2'05 4,S66 2'09 253'1 30'0 
9,001-10,000 20 1'82 191 2'57 6,040 2'76 302'0 31'6 

10,001-15,000 51 4'65 629 8'48 19,624 8'96 384'8 31'2 
IS,ooI-2O,ooo 26 2'37 452 6'09 13,454 6'15 517' 5 29'8 
20,001-40,000 45 4'09 1,260 16'98 36,927 16'87 820,6 :19') 
40,001-100,000 25 2'28 1,461 19'69 42,801 19'55 1,71:1'0 29'3 
Over 100,000 6 0'54 J,47S 19'88 35,59~ 16'26 5,932'7 24'J 

Total, , " 1,D96 . 100'00 1,42.1 100'00 218,918 100'00 200'1 :19' 5 

• For the IOIU'Ce8 of statIstICS used in thIS and subsequent tables, Bee AppendIX II, 
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FIG. 3 

TABLE SHOWING TREND OF MEMBERSIllP AND AVERAGE 
SIZE OF RETAIL CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES IN 

GREAT BRITAIN 

Year Memkrs/,ip 
Numkrof 
SocieUu 

A"erag. MemkrsJ.ip 
of SocieUu 

1881 546,560 965 566 
1890 960,186 1,228 781 
1900 1,70),084 1,419 1,200 

1905 2,146,242 1,429 1,501 
1910 2,529,271 1,)96 1,811 

1915 ),240,685 1,))7 2,42) 
1920 4.459,960 1,)26 ),)6) 

1925 4,865,094 1,255 ),877 
19)0 6,346,745 1,181 5,)74· 
1933 6,856,159 1,124 6,099 
1934 7,141,558 1,110 6,434 
19)5 7,422,718 1,096 6,772 

§ 2. Local Variations 

During the past~ntury, co-operative enterprise, developing spon
taneously, has brought into1)eing a comprehensive system covering 
the whole country. The movement,. while standing for local free4om, 
has been against competition. Overlapping and competition between 
societies does exist, but it is certainly the exception rather than the 
rule, and it is being gradually eliminated by local agreement and by 
the efforts of the Co-operative Union. 

We may picture co-operative retailing as carried on by a series of 
independent societies, each providing various types of retail services 
in a particular locality. There is no specialization. An axiom of the 
movement is "one area--one society". The management committee 
of a society feels that its society should undertake all co-operative 
services in its area. In some areas two societies may overlap, but even 
in such cases both will give a somewhat similar range of services. 

This marks a clear distinction between capitalist chain stores and 
co-operative societies. A chain store firm specializes on a fairly limited 
range of retail services (e.g. grocery goods) and operates over an 
area without clear boundaries; it will usually expand by increasing 
its area of operation. A co-operative society, on the other hand, is 



FIG. 4 

TABLE SHOWING COMPARATIVE CO-OPERATIVE MEMBERSHIP AND TRADE ON A 
REGIONAL BASIS (1931) 

Regional Areas Co-operative Population Number of Average Size 
Total Trade 

Trade per Trade per 
Membenhip Societies of Societiel Head of Member (Membenhip) . Population 

{. {. .. (. .. 
London .. .. . . .. 784,833 4.396,82.1 8 98,104 2.0,2.7°,458 4 I2. . 15 17 
Kent •• .. .. .. .. 105,799 1,2.18,565 18 5,878 ~,2.05,481 a I) 30 6 
Surrey .. .. .. .. 35,12.9 1,180,810 6 .- 5,855 .,018,670 0 17 2.9 00 

Middlesex .. .. .. .. 32.,946 1,638.52.1 4 8,2.37 1.°19.391 0 I2. 3° 19 

Total .. .. .. 958,707 8.4)4.717 36 2.6.63 1 2.5.514.000 3 I 2.6 U 

Yorkshire .. .. .. .. 885.410 4.389.465 168 5.2.7° 2.6.2.""'933 6 ° 2.9 13 
Northumberland .. .. .. 162.,849 756,72.3 39 4.176 5.335.395 7 I 32. 15 
Durham .. .. .. .. 317.2.54 1,485.978 5° 6,)45 9.653,459 6 10 30 9 

Total .. .. .. 1.365,513 6,632.,166 2.57 5.31) 41.2.33.787 6 4" 30 4 

Leicester .. .. .. .. 108,507 541.794 30 3,617 3.604,061 6 13 33 4 
Northantl .. .. .. .. III,oS8 361.2.73 31 3.583 3.075.392. 8 10 "2.7 14 

Total .. .. .. 2.19.565 903,067 61 3,599 6,679,453 7 8 30 8 
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Norfolk .. .. .. . . 45,221 
Suffolk .. · . .. .. 55,872 

'Cambridge .. · . .. . . 27,639 
Lincoln .. .. .. . . 76,177 

Total .. · . .. &04.\109 

'. 
Brecknock .. .. · . · . 1,115 
Radnor .. · . · . · . 331 
Carnarvon .. .. .. .. 8,646 
Denbigh .. .. .. · . IS,406 

Total .. .. .. as,4'S 

Ayr .. .. '.' · . . . 51,66a 
n Lanark .. .. .. .. 196,456 

Renfrew .. .. .. .. 55,543 
Edinb~rgh (Midlothian) .. .. 120.182 

Total .. .. .. 423,843 

Caithness .. .. .. .. 1,436 
Inverness .. .. .. .. 4.60S 

Total .. .. .. 6,041 

England .. · . .. .. 5,60S,061 
Wales .. · . .. .. 15S,471 

Scotland . . · . · . · . 759.96a 

504,846 .9 5,025 976.#4. 
401,114 II 5,079 1,787,078 
a I 7,709 6 4.606 779,190 
624,553 8 9,522 3,3°1,525 

1,74S,22a 34 6,027 5,844.·37 

57,771 ) ,7a a6,4B5 
al,314 I 331 4.179 

120,810 13 665 a53,ooa 
157,645 5 ),6SI 573,174 

357,$40 aa 1,295 S54.840 

aS5,18:a :14 3,153 3,534.291 
1,5S5,96S 55 3,57a 8,613,547 

a88,575 :10 . :1,777 3,617,147 
526,277 , 13.554 . "6,278•85° 

• 
3,686,ooa 108 3,924 "ao,o42.835 

a5,656 71S 
, 

34.S39 a 
82,082 2 2,3°3 16?,9:1O 

107,73S 4 1.510 :102,759 

37,789,738 829 .6,765 164.741,44° 
:l,15S•193 91 1,741 5,39:1,890 
4.S42,554 .36 3.2:10. 35.916•134 
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brought 'into being by .. a specific population group to supply such 
services as its membersdetempne. It will normally have boundary 
agreements with adjacent societies, and will expand by increasing 
its range of services and the intensity of trade within its area:.: 

In the countrY as a whole marked variation of co-operative intensity 
is noticeable as is clearly sh9wn in Fig. 4. It is strongest in the industrial 
areas of England and Scodand. Recendy there has been a marked 
development of co-operative enterprise in London, but the area is 
not yet saturated. The agricultural areas are still further from satura
tion. Wales as a whole is weak co-operatively, both in its industrial 
and in its agricultural areas. Some of the worst "co-operative deserts" 
are!n the rural parts of Wales and the Welsh Border country. 
~An accurate classification of societies is difficult, but there are 

certain main structural varieties: 

(a) "The smallest are the "one shop" rural village s,?cieties. These 
are really the ordinary "village all-sorts shop", run on a 
co-operative basis under a committee. About 250 seems to q,e' 
a common membership for this type of society. • 

(b) "One shop" societies also occur in the industrial areas, usually 
with a rather larger membership. These are to be found singly 
in isolated industrial villages, or in groups in industrial areas 
(e.g. North Leicestershire, the County of Durham, some of 
the industrial parts of Scodand). Both the rural and industrial 
village societies sometimes develop into small two or three 
shop societies. 

(c) A straggling industrial1 area may instead be served by one society 
with many branches. Sucha society may deal with the areaas such, 
without any clearly marked centre (e.g. Dudley and Halesowen 
Societies in the Black Country, Oakengates in Shropshire). 

(t!) Alternatively it may happen that a society centred in a large 
town will cater for a neighbouring industrial aggregation. A 
particularly good example of this is the Barnsley Society with 
its very complete chain of branches throughout that part of 
the Yorkshire coalfield. 

(e) Many societies are situated in clearly marked shopping centres, 
usually market towns, and cater for large surrounding areas 
by grocery branches and delivery services. This is the 
1 The type of area known by economic geographers as a con-urbatioo. 
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usual form in the rural areas. Examples are the" Rugby and 
Worcester Societies (see Fig. 6). 

(J) As a development of the latter there are the very large societies 
in the great centres of population (Birmingham, Leeds, Liver
pool). These provide a variety of services throughout the city 
and suburbs and are equipped 'with· a central emporium and 
numerous branches. They do 1\ot nOnhally extend far into the 
rural areas.! 

(g) In the large cities suburban. societies are also found operating 
in a section of the city. Sometimes there will be a boundary 
agreement between the suburban society and the central society 
(e.g. Birmingham and the Ten Acres and Stirchley Societies). 
Sometimes there is definite clverlapping (Coventry and Lock
hurst Lane). In certain centres, notably Manchester and Glasgow, 
a situation has developed in which there are a number of subur
ban societies, but none that can really be called a main society. 

(4) Finally there are, in the South of England, the "regional 
societies". The distinctive feature of these societies is that they 
cover a wide stretch of country and include centres of popula
tion which are in no sense subordinate to the town in which"the 
head office, is situated. They do not necessarily serve a larger 
area than some of the "market town" societies (e). But, whereas 
the normal market town society caters for an area the whole of 
which is centred, either for civic and shopping purposes, on the 
market town, a regional society serves an area having no such 
natural unity. 

Travelling from the north to the south of' England, we observe 
a marked increase in the average size of area served by societies, 
culminating in the regional and market town societies of the south. 
In those areas in which Co-operation first made progress, chiefly in 
the industrial north, it developed spontaneously as the result of local 
enthusiasm in the towns and villages; as a result there are still many 
small societies and a considerable amount of overlapping. In districts 
in which progress has been more recent, co-operation has developed 
by an increase in the membership and extent of a smaller number of 
established societies; in consequence societies cover large areas and 
there is little overlapping. 

I 1m exceptional development is the case of the Nottingham and Liverpool Societies 
which have taken over societies in Skegness and the Isle of Man respectively. 



FIG·S 
RETAIL SOCIETIES AND BRANCHES, DURHAM AND·TYNESIDE 
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FIG. G.-MAP SHOWING THE AREAS OF RETAIL 

SMILES 
I I I I , I 
• I 2 II 4 5 

D Town& containing head offices. 
• Branch premises Ii Rlail societies. 
+ 10Wns & villages wilhllUl ~ti'" 

Slm.I On most cases aeMd by van) 
._. Boundaries doubtful (usually in ams 

with small Cooperatiw memllership) 
_ Boundaries accurately fixed. 
_ Customary boundaril$ of delivIry srrvicr 
o Built up al'!as. 
o Areas of overlap. 
(D Co-operatiVf deserts. 
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O-OPERA TIVE SOCIETIES IN TIlE MIDLANDS 



FIG. 7 

MAP SHOWING THE AREAS COVERED BY RETAIL 
SOCIETIES IN LONDON AND SOUTHERN ENGLAND 

Towns containing head offices of retail societies shown thus: 0 READING. 
Branch premises of retail societies shown thus: 0 Newbury. Branches are 
Joined by straight lines to the head office of their society (except in the case 
of the three London societies). Approximate boundaries of the more extensive 

retail societies: -.-.-.-.-
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The three maps illustrate the variety of local conditions. Fig. 5 
shows the mining area of East Durham, which is remarkable for a large 
number of the type (h) societies in the mining villages, each society 
being fairly small. There is a lack of clear-cut boundaries, and delivery 
services occasion even more overlapping than is evident from the 
positions of the branches. Fig. 6, which covers Warwickshire and 
W orcestershire, together with parts of Staffordshire, Shropshire and 
Leicestershire, shows the retail society structure which is more usual 
in the rural and newer industrial districts of England. The area of 
each society is fairly large, recognized boundaries exist, and there 
is litde overlapping. Most districts are served by fairly large retail 
societies centred in the more important towns. There are also a few 
rural village societies (Long Itchington and Harbury), and a suburban -
society (Ten Acres and Stirchley) which extends into the rural areas. 
The thinly populated country to the west, stretching towards the 
Welsh border, is to a large extent a co-operative desert, but 
the neighbouring societies, especially the Shrewsbury society, are 
extending their activities in this direction. 

In the south (Fig. 7) much of the country is covered by "market 
town" societies as in Warwickshire. Some societies, however, have 
developed into regional societies of the type described above. Illustra
tive of this type of organization is the Brighton Society with branches 
in Eastbourne and East Grinstead. The Reading and the Portsea 
Island Societies might perhaps be considered to be examples of 
market town societies; but again they illustrate the tendency to serve 
an ~ea much bigger than that closely associated with their central 
towns. In the interstices of the. regional societies there are still a 
number of smaller societies, especially in the straggling residential 
districts west of London. 

§ 3. Comparative Sales 

In 1935 the total co-operative sales in Great Britain exceeded 
£2.18,000,000 for a membership of 7,42.2.,718, making the average 
sales per member £2.9 9S' It seems probable that, if allowance is made 
for cases in which there are two or more co-operative members in 
one family, and .¢.ose in which one person is a member of more than 
one society, nearly 6,000,000 families out of the II,ooo,OOO in the 
country are associated with co-operative societies. Assuming that the 



FIG. 8 

GRAPH SHOWING SALES PER MEMBER IN SOCIETIES OF DIFFERENT SIZE 
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average purchases per family of co-operative goods could iUIlount 
to £65 a year, total co-operative purchases might have been as much 
as £360,000,000. The question of members' loyalty is thus an impor
tant one and is not unrelated to retail society structure. Fig. 2 gives 
average sales per member for societies in each membership group. 
This is represented graphically in Fig. 8. Although the curve is not 
regular, it shows a marked decline in sales per member as the size 
increases. The troughs and peaks result from the sales of a few out
standing societies. The difference between the straight line and the 
dotted line for the 40,000-100,000 group, arises from the elimination 
of one society, Edinburgh St. Cuthbert's, which has 80,000 members 
and unusually high average sales of £49 per annum. By leaving out 
St. Cuthbert's society the curve follows the dotted line. The graph 
seems to show that co-operative trade would be larger if societies 
were smaller· in size. How far is this the case? In attempting to answer 
this question the following factors must be remembered: 

(a) The large and small societies normally operate in different 
types of area. The society in a small town may be the main 
retailer and can look to members purchasing a large part of 
their supplies from it. In a large town competition from chain 
and departmental stores is keener, and convenience of purchas
ing will probably lead to members buying some commodities 
elsewhere. 

(6) As mentioned in the discussion of regional societies, the areas 
without "spontaneous" co-operative loyalty developed later, 
progress in these areas having depended upon large societies 
covering a wide area rather than upon self-initiating village 
societies. To some extent, therefore, low co-operative loyalty 
is the cause, not the result, of the growth of larger 
societies. 

(c) The ultimate test of effectiveness is sales per head of population 
rather than sales per member. A small society in a large town 
may originally have had an ardendy co-operative membership, 
spending much of their income with the society. A vigorous 
development policy, new buildings, advertisement, a wider 
range of ~rvices will attract a large "fringe" of new members 
who are not convinced co-operators, but who will use the 
stores for the purchase of certain articles. Under these circum-
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stances average sales per member will fall, but it cannot be 
said that the position is worse, for the loyalty of the earlier 
members is untouched. 

Practically no societies have records showing the distribution of 
membership in their areas. Sales for each branch are usually obtain
able, but it is only possible to use these figures to measure sales per 
head of population in those cases in which a branch caters for a 
well-defined population group. Important as they are, neither the 
percentage of population who are co-operators in a given area nor the 
co-operative sales per head of population are easily obtainable for 
small areas. 

Fig. 9 gives sales per head of population for certain selected areas 
in the Midlands. The Tamworth Society is unusual in keeping records 
of sales and membership in all villages in its district, most of which 
are served by delivery vans. The figures show that percentage 
membership is higher in the town but sales per member are higher 
in the outlying areas. This result is to be expected, for those in the 
rural districts who are members will usually obtain a large part of 
their supplies from the society's vans. The Harbury and Long Itching
ton Societies are' independent societies operating in rural villages in 
a similar district. The Shrewsbury Society is a market town society 
with branches in towns (for instance Ludlow) widely separated from 
its headquarters. It was not possible to obtain membership figures 
in this case, but sales per branch suggest a lower effectiveness 
compared with an independent society. 

The Highley Society operates in a mining village, isolated within 
an agricultural district, and sales per head of population in the village 
itself are high. The Society operates delivery services over a radius 
of a few miles, and the co-operative loyalty of outlying members is 
high. But the percentage membership among the population in the 
agricultural villages is very low. It appears that trade outside Highley 
is almost confined to the few mineworkers resident in other villages 
and no progress has been made with the agricultural population. 

The figures for Leicestershire have been grouped together, as there 
are, in this county, series of clearly marked villages. Most of them 
are served by independent village societies, but a ftwf by branches of 
the Leicester Society. It is not possible to obtain the sales per member 
for each branch of the Leicester Society, but the sales per branch 
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are fairly satisfactory for calculating sales per head of population. 
The high sales per member and sales per head of population in the 
. case of the Croft Society are noteworthy. . .. 

These figures indicate that the highest sales per head of population 
are to be found in isolated population groups, especiaIIy if occupied 
in a single industry; for instance, the inhabitants of Croft are very 
largely employed in quarrying. An independent society is usuaIIy 
more effective than the branch of a larger society in catering for a 
self-contained population group. While an industrial village society 
may have very high sales per head among industrial workers, such 
societies are usuaIIy iriferior to the larger town societies in pioneering 
among the agricultural population. As a general rule, the lowest sales 
per head of population occur in societies operating in towns not 
linked for shopping and civic purposes with the town in which the 
head office of the society is situated. 

§,4. BounJaries, Sh.ops anJ Delivery Services 

The area of operation of societies has been discussed at some length; 
it is worth asking what actually determines this area. In the case of 
a society pioneering into a co-operative desert the effectiv~ area is 
that in which there is a reasonable density of trading members. 
Co-operative policy, however, is to avoid overlapping, so that when 
two societies adjoin it is necessary to fix a boundary and to ensure 
its observance. The determination of boundaries is primarily the 
concern of the two societies involved. Sometimes there is a definite 
agreement; more frequently a customary boundary is observed, and 
in a minority of cases no boundary exists and there is overlapping. 
At the instance of the parties an arbitrating body-usuaIIy appointed 
by the Co-operative Union-may be set up to deal with a boundary' 
dispute, but most of the agreed boundaries have been fixed between 
the societies concerned without recourse to arbitration. Boundary 
agreements, where they exist, may incorporate three mutuaIIy imposed 
restrictions upon societies' activities: they always govern the position 
'of shops; they usually, but not invariably, include restriction on the 
delivery of goods and on the extent of bread and milk rounds; occa
sionaIIy they restrict the area from which societies may accept 
members. The whole country can therefore be portioned out into 
a series of areas, each the territory of a particular society, although 
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FIG. IO.-MAP SHOWING THE SERVICES OF RETAIL CO
OPERATIVE SOCIETIES IN THE LEICESTER AREA. 
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with some doubtful boundaries and a certain amount of overlapping. 
Fig. 10 shows the location of boundaries of a typical area. 

Retailing is not a single service, and co-operative societies supply 
goods and services to their members in various ways. In competitive 
pri~te enterprise it is safe to assume that most opportunities of doing 
trade will be seized; in consequence, it is possible to rely on a fairly 
full range· of .services being provided-although not necessarily 
efficiently-for everyone. In the co-operative movement competition 
has been reduced, and each society limits its activities within certain 
self-imposed boundarjes. In each area so defined there is· usually 
only one society operating. This fact has allowed of considerable 
economies; but if everyone is to have a full range of co-operative 
services, the disposition of retailing agencies must be related to the 
shopping habits of the population. How far is this the case? 

The department store, selling a wide variety of goods including . 
expensive articles and fashion goods, was to a considerable extent 
developed and popularized by the co-operative movement. Co
operative stores of this type are to be found in the main centres of 
population, and are used regularly by customerll from the surrounding 
residential areas and, on Saturdays and market days, by rural dwellers 
from a wide area. A normal society, catering for a natural marketing 
group, will have one large store at its headquarters. Regional societies 
covering a large tract of country, including several natural shopping 
centres, may operate more than one emporium; although it must be 
added that societies of this type are apt to concentrate on shopping 
facilities at their headquarters, to the neglect of other natural centres 
in their district. 

Frequently co-operative central stores are not placed where we 
should expect to find large capitalist retail stores. There are several 
reasons for this. The co-operative movement began among the 
working people, and co-operative department stores have developed 
in what were working-class shopping streets during the last century, 
now perhaps unlikely sites for a modern, weIl-equipped department 
store. Historical causes ~ay also determine the town in which a 
central emporium is situated. Many societies, starting in a small 
industrial town, have extended their scope to cover a large stretch 
of agricultural country with its market town. Such an area, aided by 
modem transport, will use the market town to an increasing extent 
for shopping, but is not likely to shop to any extent at the original 
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headquarters of the society, although this may still be the site of the 
main emporium. In general there is a tendency for each society to 
have a main central store. This would be satisfactory if society areas 
corresponded to natural shopping districts; but in fact many societies 
operate over very arbitrary areas, with a consequent lack of correlation 
between the placing of co-operative department stores and the shopping 
habits of the population. The most important consideration is that 
the co-operative central stores should be easy of access to the whol~ 
area for which it caters. The fact that a society has a definite member
ship means that there is less need to choose a s;ommanding site"than 
in the case of a private trader. The consequent saving in cost is a 
genuine co-operative economy. 

The great bulk of retail trade, both within and outside the 
co-operative movement, takes place not through these large stores, 

• but through other types of shops and by means of delivery services. 
The shops can be divided roughly into semi-central and household 
commodity shops. Semi-central shops are those which supply goods 
which are in fairly frequent request-e.g. stationery, medicines, 
hardware, hairdressing, etc.-but for which the customer is prepared 
to go to the nearest shopping centre. In the category of household 
commodity shops come all those which the housewife expects to find 
"just round the comer"; the most important are those which supply 
groceries, provisions, butcher's meat, common medicines, and general 
household requisites. Delivery services are steadily growing in impor
tance as a channel of retail trade. These are of various kinds: regular 
daily bread and milk rounds; "errand boy" delivery from branch 
shops; van delivery of heavy articles from the central stores; travelling 
shops carrying a stock of wares and touring the district for custom; 
regular van services delivering grocery parcels in response to a weekly 
order. 

In residential areas almost all co-operative societies operate a fairly 
complete chain .of grocery stores, and in most cases a more sparse 
chain of butchery, greengrocery and confectionery shops. At the 
niain suburban shopping centres there will usually be a group of 
co-operative shops, either forming a small department store or a 
series of shops linked together. Such a group will comprise house
hold commodity shops and semi-central shops, but the latter will not 
usually sell expensive or fashion goods. The practice in rural" areas 
Varies very much between different societies. In the smaller country 
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towns there will frequently be minor department stores. It is the 
modem practice to limit these to the sale of standardized articles, 
since customers are tending, as a result of improved transport, to buy 
expensive articles at the emporium in the market town where a wider 
range is available. Grocery distribution in rural ~eas is either by 
branches in the villages or. by van delivery. In sparsely populated 
districts the latter is of increasing importance. There are many societies 
which cover a large stretch of country entirely by van services without 
any branch premises at all.1 The use of travelling shops is increasing 
in both rural and suburban areas. In rural areas they are chiefly 
employed lor butcher's meat and hardware; in suburban areas 
greengrocery, butcher's meat, fish and poultry are sold in this way. 

There are two changes in shopping habits of recent years which 
are important. The first is the growth of a closer network of retailing 
services--small private shops, chain store branches, greatly increased \ 
delivery services and door-to-door hawking. The second is, at first 
sight, in. contrast to this. Modem transport has resulted in a greatly 
increased shopping area for central shops selling more expensive 
goods. The modem growth of country buses, private cars and cheap 
rail travel has increased the importance of the larger market towns 
and led to a serious loss of business by stores in small towns or villages, 
especially in "dry goods" lines. This accounts for the fact that an 
adequate retail service can he maintained by a central store and a 
delivery service alone in some areas. A further development has been 
that of very cheap, long-distance rail excursions, as a result of which 
residents in medium-sized towns will often travel fifty miles or more 
to the large cities to do certain kinds of shopping. 

The fact that societies operclte within fixed boundaries has a distinct 
influence on the service offered. A society will not deliver outside 
its agreed area, and this means that a customer must depend upon the 
services of the society in whose area he resides for the supply of those 
goods which are normally delivered. He will only have an adequate 
service if the premises from which he has to order are easily reached 
and if the society gives a reasonably comprehensive range of services. 

Boundary agreements, it must be recognized, Constitute a restric-

1 The Tamwonh Society serves an area of seven miles radius with only one outlying 
branch. The Chipping Norton Society caters for a large and thinly populated tract in 
the Cotswolds by means of a well organized system of van service, and there are many 
other societies developing their trade on these 1ines. 
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tion on trade. This restriction is nonnally justifiable as involving less 
loss than would be occasioned by indiscriminate overlapping. It is 
important, however, that the position of boundaries should be 
detennined not by considerations of prestige and self-sufficiency, but 
in such a way as to ,lead to the most efficient use of co-operative 
resources. There is indeed something to be said for a departure from 
the strict "one area, one society" structure. Some services, e.g. grocery 
retailing, can be undertaken efficiently by quite a small society. On 
the other hand, there are an increasing number of services which can 
only be operated by a relatively large society. As a result of this 
situation there have grown up in some districts working agreements 
between neighbouring societies. An interesting example of this is to 
be found in the Leicester area, illustrated in Fig. 10. The central and 
western part of Leicestershire is covered with small, separated villages 
whose inhabitants are engaged in quarrying, the shoe trade, hosiery 
and hat manufacture. The Leicester Society was founded in 1860. 
Between 1870 and 1900 Co-operation developed in'the villages, not 
through the opening of branches, but by the founding of independent 
societies. Since that time there has been only one absorption of a 
small society; but most of the village societies have become members 
of the Leicester Society. Members of the fonner may use the Leicester 
Central stores for, the purchase of dry goods, and the Leicester Society 
undertakes milk and butchery delivery in the areas of meqilier societies 
not doing these lines of business. The Enderby Society also delivers 
milk in the areas of certain other societies. In all these cases arrange
ments are made for members to receive dividend from their own 
societies. 

In this way there have developed in a few areas systems of mutual 
help and division of functions between neighbouring societies. This 
development has been more or less spontaneous, mainly as the result 
of a series pf bilateral agreements. In the Leicester area the arrange
ment has existed largely unchanged since 1900. It would appear that 
the time is now ripe for a fuller examination of the whole question 
of inter-society wo~king, with a view to its possible extension.1 

I See Chapter 27. page 486. 



CHAPTER 4 

GOVERNMENT OF THE RETAIL SOCIETIES 

§ I. The Committee of Management 

CONSUMERS' co-operation bears the mark of its spontaneous develop
ment in the variety of organization of government which it displays. 
The work of the Co-operative Union and the increasing contact 
between members and officials of different societies are helping 
societies to learn by each other's experience; but nothing like uni,. 
formity has resulted. Some of the variations are occasioned by factors 
in the local situation and represent real efforts at adjustment to environ
ment; many are merely the results of historical accidents which have 
been preserved by local conservatism. 

The anatomy of a typical retail society has already been outlined 

f
in Chapter 2.1 The organ of higher control-variously described as 
the Board of Management, the Management Committee, or the General 
Committee-is elected by the membership to whom it is ultimately 
responsible. A great variety. of means are adopted to achieve an 
effective degree of democracy, or, in other words, to make the manage
ment committee sensitive to the will of the general membership; but 
this aspect of the organization is considered fully later.s The manage
ment committee usually consists of laymen serving in their spare 
time. Nevertheless. it does exert a fairly detailed control over the 
affairs of the society. The chief executive officers and departmental _ 
managers are immediately responsible to the committee and work in 
close relation with it. These officials are, almost invariably, appointed 
by the committee in the larger societies, although in a few cases 
certain of them may be elected by the membership. 

Industry is coming more and more to be controlled by committees, 
whether called Boards of Directors or by some other name. Thus 
the distinction between the varieties of industrial organization lies in 
the nature and method of appointment of these controlling com
mittees and the way in which they exercise control. Even the Post 
Office, formerly managed by a hierarchy of officials responsible in 

1 For a fuller desaipdon, see S. and B. Webb, Tlu Consumers' CtHJ]nrative Move-
"""t, Chapter I. I See Chapter 16, page :157. 
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theory to the Postmaster-General, is now managed by a Board. 
The c:o-operative movement is in some ways in an exceptional position. 
It has had a longer and more continuous. experience of committee 
control than any other fonn of industrial organization. Retail trading 
can be understood comparatively well by the non-expert. Hence a 
closer and more detailed control can be exercised in this sphere by 
a body of laymen than is possible in the case of more technical 
manufacturing activities. 

The sizes of management committees ot co-operative retail 
societies vary somewhat, but consist usually of about twelve 
members. Although this may seem rather large for the convenient, 
transaction of business, it is difficult for the committee to be, smaller, 
especially in those cases in which several trading sub-committees are 
required, since lack of time on the part of the voluntary. members 
precludes anyone from serving on several sub-committees. In the 
case of societies in which there are no sub-committees a management 
committee of seven or eight is common. ~ 

The committee is elected by the wh~le membership of the society, 
its members retiring in rotation after a tenn of office of about two 
years. They are almost invariably re-eligible except that, in the case 
of some Scottish and a very few English societies, there is a limit 
to the consecutive periods a member may serve. There is normally a 
considerable continuity of tenure. In some societies it seems to be 
assumed that the only cause which can lead to a member leaving the 
committee is death. An obvious result of this is that the average age 
of committee members is distincdy high, members of eighty or more 
being not unknown. In the majority of retail societies there is no 
age limit for committee membership; in an increasing number of 
large societies, however, regulations are being introduced fixing a 
retiring age between sixty-five and seventy. . 

Committee members are drawn in the main from the skilled artisan 
class and especially from industries in which there is a high degree of 
Trade Union organization. Railway employees probably head the 
list; they have certainly taken a leading part in co-operative democracy 
throughout the country. In areas of localized industry (e.g. mining 
and textiles) the committee may consist almost entirely of workers 
in one trade; in general, however, a committee will contain members 
of a considerable variety of trades. Non-industrial workers whose 
employment brings them into touch with a large section of the 
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membership are also common-e.g. insurance agents and labour 
organizers-as well as unemployed and retired workers and married 
women. The committee is normally more definitely "working-class" 
in composition than the membership. Many societies now trade 
considerably with members of the middle and professional classes, 
.but active participation in co-operative management is almost confined 
to working-class members. The only exception to this is in Wales, 
where there is a hig~, proportion of schoolteachers among members 
of management committees. 

A slow change in committee personnel appears to be in progress; 
,the old type of pure co-operative enthusiast is becoming rarer, and 
his plase is being taken by the man, drawn from the Trade Union 
movement, who~is also active in public affairs and may be'a city or 
tewn counciIlor or a magistrate. 

The election of women to management committees is a compara
tively recent development; in fact, towards the end of the last century, 
it was unusual for women to. ?lee part even in quarterly meetings. 
The work of the Women's 'Guild has changed the situation, and 
there are now women on the committees of about a third of the retail 
societies. These are chiefly the larger societies where it is common 
for two or three committee members to be women. Societies of less 
than 1,000 members, or those which have not active Women's Guilds, 
rarely have women committee members. 

The qualifications and disqualifications for election to the com
mittee are stated fully by the Webbs,l and there has been no marked 
change here. At the present time the eligibility of employees of the 
society for election to the committee is the chief question in dispute. 
This is not stricdy a question of worker representation. There are 
indeed a few societies which have employee representatives-that is, 
members of the committee who are direcdy elected by the votes of 
PIe employees alone; but this arrangement is very rare and is not 
increasing. The main issue is not one of employee representation, 
but whether employees should be eligible for election to the manage
ment committee by the vote of the membership. There are four 
situations to be found in retail societies: (a) Societies in which em
ployees are definitely excluded from the committee; (D) societies in 
which there is no. rule on the subject (whether intentionally or 
accidentally) but in which, in fact, employees do not seek election 

1 Op cit-, pp. 30-31. 
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or serve on the commi~; (c) societies in which there is rio rule and 
in which opportunity has been taken to elect employees. In a few 
such cases the majority oCthe committee may be employees;! (tl) 
societies in which a liI1:Uted number of employees (usually two) is 
allowed on the committee. In these cases. the full number allowed 
is almost always elected. 

Employees are still usually excluded in the case of sodeties with 
'a membership ofless than about 15,000, but thljte has been a definite 
move of recent years, especially in the larger societies, to allow a 
limited number to serve. If a change of rules is made it is almost 
always to adopt this latter arrangement. There are two normal methods 
of election in societies where this is the case. In the first, any~umber 
of employees may be nominated along with other caQdidates, and the 
committee is then elected by the vote of the membershi p in the ordinary 
way; no distinction is made in the case of employees except that not 
more than a limited number may be elected. According to the second 
method, the number of employees' cantlidates is li~ited; there is a 
prior election among the employees, and the candidates so chosen 
then stand for election among the other candidates. This latter method 
prevents a split in the employees' vote at the main election, and in 
consequence makes it more likely that employees will be elected up 
to the full permissible number. The employees elected are usually of 
'the official or branch manager class rather than members of the rank 
and file. The continuity of office on the part of employee-members 
of the committee is, perhaps, more marked than in the case of other 
members. 

Opinions on employee representation differ very widely. It is 
usually felt that the presence of a limited number of employees does 
not have any marked effect on the working of the committee. They 
are occasionally able to make a distinctive contribution as a result of 
their experience as employees, but in the main they take their part. 
in a way which does not distingJlish them from the rest of the com
mittee. Some managers are of the opinion that the arrangement is of 
direct value to the society in promoting solidarity and in helping the 
employees to appreciate the problems of the management. 

Adverse criticism is mainly on the ground of discipline. A permanent -I 
official may be in a difficult position when giving orders to a subordi
nate who is also a member of the committee which appoints him. 

I Examples of this have occurred in the Ecdes, Warrington and Coventry Societies. 
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Further, it is suggested that employees on the committee may reveal 
to their colleagues the gist of boardroom discussions; this form of 
abuse is more serious in cases where there is a powerful employees' 
vote at the general meeting, which may be used against the committee 
or its individual members. These complaints, however, are the excep
tion and seem commoner in the North. In the Midlands and South 
the concensus of opinion among managers seems to be in favour of 
-or at least indifferent to--the presence of a limited number of 
employees on the committee,.and this opinion seems to be shared 
by the membership. Amendments of rules to admit the election of 
(usually) two employees to the committee have been passed with an 
almost negligible number of dissenting votes in most of the societies 
where the change has been made. 

It is important to distinguish the various ways in which employees 
may influence the administration of retail· societies. One is through 
employee members on the management committee, but there are 
four others of importance: (i) Employees may, by virtue of their 
membership of the society, 'take part in the ordinary democratic 
activities and, in some societies, their vote is an important factor; 
(ii) the employees are members of a powerful Trade Union and the 
movement as a whole is very sensitive to Trade Union pressure; 
(iii) the permanent officials, whose influence on co-operative policy 

_ is steadily increasing, are themselves employees, usually promoted 
from the ranks and in close contact with the rest of the employees; 
(iv) in a few societies there have been "workers' councils" or "joint 
committees" with consultative powers; these have usually fallen into 
disuse and very few of them remain. Employees' influence through 
these various channels is discussed more fully in Chapter 19. 

In the Royal Arsenal Society the Board consists of full-time 
directors, and in Barnsley British Society, out of a Board of nine, 
there are three full-time directors. Salaries in these cases are not high 
when compared with those of capitalist industry; but they usually 
allow the directors to live at a slighdy higher standard than that to 
which they have been accustomed. With these exceptions, the control 
of retail societies ,is always in the handS' of voluntary committee 
members, serving in their spare time. In some societies a small fixed . 
honorarium is paid, usually about £'1.0 a year; in others a small fee 
is paid for each meeting. Although major expenses, such as travelling 
on delegation work, are always allowed to the committee members, 
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there are usually certain mlnor personal expenses occasioned by 
serving on the committee, and, where an honorarium is paid, it does 
little more than cover these. Such pay as is given is insufficient to 
prove an attraction in itself. This lessens the temptation to seek 
election from purely self-regarding motives; it also obviates the 
danger of a man being put on the . committee as a reward for past 
services rather than because of present ability. 

§ 2., Types of Gcwernmental Organi{atioll 

Classifying societies according to the administrative plan and chain 
of responsibility, there are three main administrative types which are 
fairly accurately correlated with the sizes of societies. (I) The simplest 
type is the small village society of one or two shops. The normal 
form of administration (type 1)1 is that involving a single manager 
(usually called the managing secretary) who performs the limited 
secretarial work required. His main work is running'the shop, doing 
the buying, fixing prices and often serving in the shop as chief shopman 
with his assistants. 

A form of this type which still remains in some small societies is 
that in which there is a part-time secretary, who is a member of the 
Board and is elected by the membership. The manager is an employee 
and is really only chief shopman. The secretary manages the com
mittee work, registration of members, and sometimes even a small 
part of the .buying; this he does in his spare time for a small salary. 
This arrangement means that management is entirely in lay hands, 
but it is undoubtedly obsolescent, the preference now being in favour 
of the full-time managing secretary. Its survival is, however, aided 
by unemployment and by the fact of short-time work in many 
industrial areas. There are always a few elderly but keen co-operators -
who have been forced into early retirement and who are glad to find 
occupation, even at a very small salary, in work of this sort. 

(2) As lines other than grocery develop, the managing secretary 
will have under him a certain number of departmental managers who 
will act as chief buyers in non-grocery lines. There are not many 
societies of this type (type 2a, a sub-group of type 2).1 As it is difficult 
for one man to undertake secretarial work, general management, and 
grocery buying, it is usual to separate. the jobs of secretary and general 

. . 
I The reference is to Fig, II. I See Fig. II. 



FIG. II 

SAMPLE OF SOCIETIES IN ORDER OF SIZE TO SHOW ORGANIZATIONAL TYPES 

Number of Branches Organization 

Society Membership Number of Number of 
Town Country Executive Departmental Type Members of Sub-Head Managers Management Committ_ Committee 

Birmingham .. · . " 164,616 106 14 A D 3 13 S 
Leeds .. .. ., . . I09,49S 94 38 A D 3 13 3 
Bamsley .. .. . . ~8,030 20 85 A D 3 9 16 

Leicester 60,466 62 6 A D 
-. .. .. .. 3 13 .. 4 

Walsall .. .. ~ . " 40,545 17 36 A D 3 14 6 

Coventry .. · . · . 38,358 3S 8 A D 3 II 4 
Ten Acres & Stirchley · . 33,647 20 6 A D 3 13 5 
Burton-on-Trent .. .. 21,481 IS 10 A D 3 10 3 
Kettering · . · . .. 20,550 26 9 A D 3 12 -
Worcester · . .. .. 18,532 10 10 A D 3 13 4 
Nuneaton .. .. .. 16,401 II 7 A D 3 IS 4 
Dudley .. · . . . 15,356 7 IS B G 2 U. 7 
W olverhampton .. .. 13,735 10 8 B G 2 10 2 

Coalville .. .. · . 13,2.66 3 IS B G 2- II 3 
Rugby · . .. " I2.,SS4 II 14 A D 3 12- 9 
Tamworth .. .. .. 9,301 I I A D 3 I2. S 
Kidderminster •• · . .. 8,572 10 5 B G 2 II S 
Lockhurst Lane · . . 8,2.80- 10 - B G 2 7 0 .. 
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Stafford .. · . · . 7,834 II , B G 
Halesowen & H. · . ... 7,172 6 9 B G 
Hinckley . . .. " 6,511 sa - A G 
Shrewsbury .. .. " 6,432 7 .. B G 
Oakengates .. " .. S,600 3 120 B G 
Enderby .. .. .. a,088 4 20 A G 
Ironbridge .. .. " 1,395 3 5 A G 
Atherstone .. · . · . 1,195 I - A G 
Mountsorrel .. .. · . 800 a - A G 
Harbury .. .. . . 7sa I I A N 
Highley " .. .. 557 I - Bx N 
Fleckney . " .. " 500 ·a - A N 
Ratby "" .. .. .. 306 1 - Bx N 
Croft .. .. .. .. 293 2 - A N 
Broughton Astley .. .. 2.87 I - Bx N 
Long Itchington .. .. 266 1 - A N 
Cosby •• .. .. 2S8 J - Bx N 
Kirby Muxloe .. .. 2.5 2 I - Bx N 

E;rplan'Jtion:-

A = One managing secretary. 
B = Equal secretary and manager. 
Bx = General manager and part-time secretary. 
D = Departmental managers for all departments. 
G = Departmental managers for all departments, except grocery; 

general manager acts as buyer for grocery. 
N = No departmental managers. 
- = Jnformation not recorded. 
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manager. The resulting type (type 2) 'presents a very common method 
of organization for medium-sized societies. At the head are the 
secretary and general manager, who are of equal status. The secretary 
does the very considerable secretarial work occasioned by the meetings 
of the committees. He controls the accounting department and the 
office, which includes the fairll" elaborate office organization required 
to record members, shareholdings and purchases. The manager 
controls the whole of the trading side. This involves control of 
staffing, shop equipment and general supervision of trading activities. 
Details of buying and pricing in non-grocery 'lines are left to the 
departmental managers. The general manager, however, is still chief 
buyer for groceries and perhaps for certain other lines where there 
are not departmental managers. This means that he has also to control 
the grocery department at headquarters and other grocery premises 
which probably form most of the branches of the society. 

(3) In the third type (type 3)1, found in the large societies, there 
is only one executive head, usually called managing secretary. Grocery 
buying is performed by a grocery manager who is in the same position 
as any other departmental manager, and all departmental managers 
are responsible to the general secretary. Much of the work performed 
in type 2 by the secretary is now performed by a secretarial department 
and an accountant's department. Hence the secretary is able to act 
much more as a general administrator. The working of a society of 
this type is described subsequently.2 

An analysis of societies in the Midlands is given in Fig. I I. It will 
be seen that societies of more than 10,000 members are commonly of 
type 3. Types I and IX are practically confined to the small rural 
"village shop" society of a few hundred members. Figs. 12 and 13 ' 
indicate diagramatically the usual organization of "type 2." and 
"type 3" societies. . 

The London societies and the large regional societies of the sot,{th 
depart somewhat from the forms of government usual in large societies. 
The two most important distinctions are the existence of dual control 
and the retention of the secretary, constitutionally elected by the 
Jtlembership. Whereas in the Midlands dual control by secretary and 
manager is rarely found in societies of more than 15,000 members, 
both the London and South Suburban Societies (575,000 and 125,000' 
members respectively) adopt this "type 2" form of government. The 

1 See Fig. II. I See page 98. 



FIG. 12 

DIAGRAM OF ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT IN A "TYPE :an SOCIETY 
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FIG, 13 

DIAGRAM OF ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT IN A "TYPE 3" SOCIETY 
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South Suburban Society follows the usual practice of "type 2" 

societies, in making the general manager responsible for grocery 
buying and departmental managers for non-grocery departments; but 
in the London Society there is a separate grocery manager. In. the 
Midlands it is almost universa! (or the secretary to be appointed by 
the management committee; the only exceptions are a few small 
village societies where the electi~ri..of the secreta;'y (who may be a 
part-time official) is a matter of routine business at the general meeting. 
It is, therefore, surprising tO'find the secretary in some of the large 
regional societies of the South elected by vote of the membership • 

. In some cases the secretary has to be re-elected annually; in others 
his appointment is permanent and he can only be removed by a 
resolution passed at the general meeting. A contested election, however, 
is very unusual, and the candidate proposed by the committee is 
usually automatically elected. The main effect of this method of 
appointment is that it gready strengthens the position of the secretary 
in relation to his committee. 

Another important point of organization is the presence or absence 
of regular trading sub-committees. Small societies with very little 
dry goods trade do not usually have regular trading sub-COmmittees, 
but in all the larger societies they are the rule.1 The actual methods 
of organization, however, vary considerably. 

(a) The simplest form is that in which there are two main sub
committees. There may be a building sub-committee and a trade 
sub-committee. The former is concerned with inspecting buildings 
and equipment, examining proposals for capital extension and sub
mitting them to the management committee. The latter examines 
branch and trading returns and generally supervises trading' 
methods. 

(D) In the case of societies with several active trading departments, 
and with the head offices situated in a fairly large town, a number 
of at! hoc sub-committees are· often set up, each sub-committee 
being responsible for a department, or for one or two allied depart
ments (e.g. sub-committees for grocery; fish, fruit· and poultry; 
butchery; cafe; buildings and equipment; drapery and tailoring, etc.). 
An extreme example is that of the Barnsley Society which has no less 
than sixteen sub-committees of three members each, in a~dition to 

1 An important exception is that of the Kettering Society which, although a large and 
progressive IOciety, has 110 ~ aub-c:ommittees. 

J) 
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six "committees o( the whole house" contro11ing certain important 
departments. 

(c) In societies 'centred in the larger cities waste of time in travelling 
is a serious difficulty, and committee members have often many 
outside commitments. Hence some ptethod of economizing time is 
necessary. It is usual in these cases to divide the committee members 
among about fow: trading sub-committees, no member being on 
more than one such sub-committee. These sub-committees usually 
meet simultaneously, sometimes immediately preceding a full meeting 
of the management committee. There may also be a finance sub
committee, with a member from each of the trading sub-committees, 
which must obviously meet at some other time. It will be noted that 
this form of sub-committee structure· closely resembles that of a 
local authority. A good example of this organization is to be found 
in the Birmingham Society. 

In some cases the assumption still obtains that grocery is the main 
business of the society, and therefore the responsibility of the whole 
committee. • 

§ 3. Committee ProceJure 

In the larger societies much of the detailed work is done in the sub
committees, which have the primary responsibility of supervising 
the trading of their particular departments. They receive reports, 
usually in written form, from the departmental managers, giving an 
account of trade, conditions of the wholesale market, estimated 
,trading surplus, staff changes in the department, etc. The sub
committees interview each of their departmental managers in tum, 
discussing their reports and any general trading matters. New lines 
of policy within a department usually originate at this point in the 
form of suggestions from the departmental manager. 

The sub-committees report their proceedings to the management 
committee. In small societies the chairman of the sub-committee reads 
out the minutes of the sub-committee from the minute book, but in 
larger societies it is usual for the minutes to be duplicated and sent 
to a11 committee members with the agenda of the meeting. The report 
of the sub-committee is divided into two parts. First are recommenda
tions of the sub-committee requiring confirmation by the management 
committee. These include staff appointments, promotions or dis-
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missals, puicbases of property or equipment, platters concerning 
. any relations with other bodies, such as trade unions. Next come 

matters which require reporting only; this section is mainly a con
densation of the departmental managers' reports, in£luding temporary 
staff appointments. It normally takes the management committee 
about ten minutes to go through a report if npthing contentious 
arises, although some reports mat lead to long discussion. Usually 
about half the time of a meeting of the management committee is 
given to the examination and approval of sub-committee reportSt 
The rest is taken up by correspondence, arrangements and agenda 
for general meetings of the society, delegations and appeals on consti
tutional points. Any important matter of general policy is discussed 
by the full management committee, but matters of trading policy are 
always first reported on by the suh-committees concerned. 

It is of interest to see how much time is taken by this committee 
• contro~ and the experience of the Birmingham Society may be taken 

as fairly typical. In this society the thirteen members of the manage
ment committee give about two and a half hours per week to com
mittee work, and the five members of the finance sub-committee a 
similar period in addition once a fortnight. The secretary and assistant 
secretary are preSent at the meetings of the full committee, and four 
minute clerks attend the sub-committees, which meet fortnightly; the 
departmental managers will also attend their sub-committees for a 
short time. In a smaller society there may be less business, but the 
meetings are usually less efficiently organized, and in consequence the 
members may have to give more time to committee meetings. 

In some societies the sub-committees have direct executive power I 
over the departmental managers, who are responsible to the manage
ment committee via the sub-committee and only secondarily respon
sible to the managing secretary. In other societies-and this, perhaps, \ 
is more usual-the sub-committee's function is purely advisory, the \ 
main task being the examination of trading matters peculiar to their 
departments and reporting to the management committee; executive 
power is confined to the full committee, whose orders proceed to the 
departmental managers via the managing secretary. 

The function of the higher executive officials varies as between 
different societies. In "type ,." societies with two co-equal chief 
executive officials-the secretary and the general manager-the only 
body to co-ordinate their activities is the management committee. 
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In "type 3" societies which have one chief managing secretary, the 
status and functions of this official are by no means the same for 
different societies. In many societies he is, in ~ffect, the general 
manager, being responsible for the general administration and co
ordination of the activities of the society; in others, however, he is 
responsible for th~· secretarial work of the committee an~ of the 
society, but is not the ef,fective administrative head. In this case the 
chairman of the management committee may perform this function 
to some extent, but usually it falls on the committee as a whole. These 
differences are partly the result of the personalities concerned, partly 
of tradition in each society.l • 

§ 4. Metlwds of Management . 
The general management of the shops of a co-operative society has 
a great deal in common with that of any retail undertaking. The 
distinctive features depend on two factors: (a) The variety of retail 
services performed by a co-operative undertaking, and (b) the demo
cratic higher control. 

A capitalist retail firm will usually conCentrate on a relatively 
narrow range of operations--it may undertake a chain store business 
or a departmental store, or dairying and milk delivery, or the like. 
A large' co-operative society has to administer successfully a depart
ment store (or perhaps even a chain of department stores), an ordinary 
grocery chain store, a chain of stores dealing in butchery, and so on, a 
series of bread, milk and other rounds, and personal and property 
services. If these various lines are all to attain to a sufficiendy high 
standard to compete with separate specialist concerns, quite peculiar 
problems of management will arise. 

The general plan of management is represented diagramatica1ly in 
Fig. IZ. In a "type ,." society (with co-equal secretary and manager) 
there is a fairly complete separation of the trading section and the 
secretarial and accounting side. In the larger societies (type 3) all 
departmental managers are, as we have seen, responsible to the general 
secretary and to their respective sub-committees, although the extent 
to which the secretary acts as an administrative head varies. 

Attached to each shop are the usual number of assistants and 

I For a full discussion DE the important function of general admillistration, see 
Chapter ao, p. 304. 
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errand boys. In each shop, one assistant (or more if the shop is large) 
is a eluzrge IuznJ with certain special responsibiltties. The- charge hand 
will deputize for the branch manager in his absence. Over each shop 
is a Imu,,:! llUUllZ8er who is responsible for the general running of 
the shop and discipline. The branch manager is directly responsible 
to his appropriate departmental manager. The JepartmentalllUUllZ8er, 
working in close relation with his sub-committee, is responsible for 
buying, fixing retail prices, and general supervision of the trade of 
his department. 

The administrative scheme in many societies will frequently depart 
from this form in madel's of detaiL In smaller societies the division 
of responsibility as between the secretary, general manager and 
departmental managers is often very anomalous. In one society the 
general manager was found to buy. the groceries and to supervise 
the whole of the shops, except that the dairy department was entirely 
independent of him, being responsible direct to the committee. The 
secretary, however, was responsible for the coal department. 

An important problem of management is now emerging, that of 
the control of branch department stores, and on this no agreed solution 
seems to have been found. Under the system of management outlined 
above, each branch manager is responsible solely to his appropriate 
departmental head. This works satisfactorily for a society in which 
all branches are one-ciepartment shops, but it raises difficulties for 
societies which are operating several department stores. The most 
usual solution is to treat the store for the purposes of administration 
as though it consisted of a series of independent shops, a method 
which preserves the normal syste1ll of management but which is apt 
to lead to lack of correlation between the departments of the store 
and a consequent loss in the appearance and quality of the store as 
a whole. An alternative which ;,s slowly coming into favour is to 
appoint a "store controller" to supervise the general running of the 
store. The manager of each department of the store is then responsible 
to his departmental manager for all matters concerning trade, but to 
the store controller for anything related to the appearance and opera
tion of the store as a whole. The main obstacle to the adoption of 
this scheme appears to be fear of friction with departmental managers; 
certainly, to be effective, a store controller must be a man of initiative 
and tact. I 

The regional societies of the south have peculiar problems of 
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management to face; they depart in certain ways from normal prac
tice, but no generally accepted form of organization has yet emerged. 
In the Royal Arsenal Society another storey is added to the admini
strative structure, since the departmental managers are grouped under 
a foodstuffs manager and a dry goods manager, who come between 
them and the chief executive officer. In another society three assistant 
general managers have been appointed with the particular responsi
bility of supervising branch premises. As might be expected, a 
store controller is usually appointed for the management of branch 
department stores. 

§ S. Recruitment, Promotion and Dismissal of Staff 

The recruitment of staff is in theory under the direct control of the 
management committee. In a large society much of the engagement 
of staff, including interviewing, must be done by the officials, but the 
appointment of new staff is always a matter requiring the confirmation 
of the full committee. 

The majority of co-operative employees are taken on at fourteen, 

r 
direct from elementary schools. Preference is almost always given to 
children whose parents are co-operative members. In view of the 
high percentage of co-operative members among working-class 
families, this is not a serious limitation of choice. In some societies 
there is a defini~~~~ts m~t n~be. carrying on_~ comp«:ti.
ti~.J.l.S.~S; and it is sometimes required that their purChases should 
exceed a certain average amount. The method of appointment varies. 
Sometimes there is a simple competitive examination largely in arith
metic and composition. In other cases appointment is left to the 
departmental manager subject to the fonnal approval of the committee. 
In smaller societies the committee may interview candidates. 

There is little recruitment from secondary schools, as secondary 
school boys "will normally only enter dry goods departments or the 
offic~s, and managers are often more favourably inclined towards 
those from elementary schools.1 Appointment is at first only provi
sional, and there is usually considerable weeding out at sixteen to 
the extent, in some cases, of about 2S per cent. This opportunity of 
selection is particularly important in employment in which there is 
considerable security of tenure. The first step in promotion from the 

I See Chapter u. 
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ranks is to the post of charge hand. This appointment is made by the ) 
departmental manager on the advice of the branch manager and is 
subject to the fo~approval of the_,:oJll.!!li!tee. The appointment of 
a branch manager is normally made on the advice of the departmental 
mailager, but in this case it is usual for the appropriate sub-committee 
to interview a short list of candidates. 

The post of departmental manager is on~ of some responsibility, 
especially in larger societies, and vacancies are not frequent. When a 
vacancy occurs, it is advertised in the co-operative press and sometimes 
in the general press. Candidates are interviewed by the sub-:eommittee, 
the sqort list candidates meeting the full committee. The majority of 
these appointments are from within the co-operative movement. In 
certain departments (notably pharmacy which is developing rapidly) 
a considerable number of appointments are necessarily from non
co-operative sources. 

The procedure in filling the higher official posts (e.g. general 
secretary and manager) is much the same as for a departIllental manager. 
In some ~es, secretaries and managers will be appointed from within 
the society, but it is becoming mor:e usual to make appointments from 
among applicants who have held similar posts in other societies. The 
usual course .of promotion for the secretary of a small society is to be 
appointed to the same post in a larger society. 

The right of dismissal is closely linked to the question of discipline. 
Casual or unestablished employees may be dismissed by the depart
mental manager on the advice of the branch manager. In the case of 
fully established employees, however, dismissal is almost always in 
the hands of the management committee. The departmental manager 
has the power of suspending an employee, but dismissal must be 
confirmed by the committee. This arrangement usually works well, 
but some departmental managers feel that it raises disciplinary 
difficulties. 

Significant points in the staffing procedure are worth summin~ up: 
(I) In many cases promotion will be ~ost entirely from within. 

There are medium-sized societies in which practically all the managers 
and officials have been em'ployees of the society for their whole working 
lives. There is usually more interchange between the large societies 
in the case of higher officials, including departmental managers. 
The great majority, however, come from previous co-operative 
employment. 
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(2.) Among fully established employees there is a degree of security 
of tenure very like that of the civil service. Demand for labour is 
fairly steady, and the participation of employees in membership, 
coupled with the close personal relationships existing between staff 
and management, tend to make dismissal (except for actual dishonesty) 
very rare. The general policy with an inefficient employee is to fit 
him in where he will do as little harm as possible, but not to dismiss 
him. 

(3) The fact that recruitment is usually made direct from elementary 
schools, coupled with the fact that promotion is almost entirely from 
within, is likely to have serious consequences in the future. Modem 
developments in our educational system are leading to the selection 
of young people with certain types of ability for higher education, 
and, if co-operative recruitment methods continue unchanged, these 
young people will be permanently diverted from co-operative employ
ment. This will restrict unfavourably the personnel available for 
responsible p~ts in future years. 



CHAPTER 5 

TRADING POllCY OF RETAIL SOCIETIES 

§ I. Trading Metlzotls 

THE social significance of the co-operative form of organization, and 
the educational and political aims associated with the movement, 
sometimes obscure the apparendy obvious truth that the purpose of 
a retail co-operative society is to undertake retail trade. The success 
of a society must first be measured by its efficiency in supplying its 
members with the goods and services they require; if it falls short of 
other fonns of organization in the quality or economy of service or 
in sensitivity to consumers' Wants, it is failing in its primary function. 

Retail societies undertake the distribution of goods and the provision 
of services to individual consumers. In origin they were formed to 
supply working-class members with their rather narJOW range of 
daily requirements-chiefly foodstuffs. and clothing. Changes in 
habits of life have, however, led to a considerable extension in the 
range of co-opera~ve services, and societies now view the whole of 
retail trade as their potential field of activity. In addition to shop
keeping, retail societies undertake a number of direct. services to 
consumers-e.g. optical and dental s~ces, laundering, house 
decorating, garage services, funeral furnishing, motor tours and private 
hire, and the provision of convalescent homes. There are, however, 
certain services which, by legal provision, co-operative societies are 
not able to provide; for example, monopolized services such as rail 
transport, water and power. Co-operative societies are as far as pos
sible endeavouring to supply almost all the needs of the individual 
consUmer, but at present they must be thought of as mainly concerned 
with those needs which are. satisfied through the agencies of retail 
shops and delivery services. 

Retail societies, in the case of a few commodities, undertake the 
whole of production and supply; in most cases, however, their function 
is purely that. of retailing goods which they obtain from elsewhere. 
Supplies may be roughly grouped as follows according to their 
source:1 

1 For the proportion from each source, see page 160. 

D· 
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(J) Goods obtained through the agency of the C.W.S.:1 
(a) produced by the C.W.S. 
(6) imported by the C.W.S. 
(c) wholesaled by the C.W.S. 
(t!) sent direct, from capitalist producers to retail society but 

invoiced through the C.W;S. 
(~) Goods obtained from other co-operative sources: 

(a) from local federal societies. 
(6) from agricultural societies. 
(c) from "productive" societies. 
(d) from members of the retail society (chiefly small quantities of 

agricultural production from fanners or smallholders). 
(3) Goods obtained from private traders: 

(a) from private merchants. 
(6) from large producing firms. 
(c) from local fanners. 
(t!) from local industrial producers.' 

The feeling of co-operative loyalty in retail societies usually ensures 
that goods are obtained, whenever possible, from co-operative sources. 
Since a society must, however, be sensitive to the demands of its 
customers, certain goods must be purchased outside the movement, 
either because the goods in question are not obtainable through 
co-operative channels, or because customers prefer varieties produced 
by private firms. The proportion of purchases through each channel 
varies widely as between different societies; the smaller society dealing 
in a narrow range of goods will usually buy less outside the movement 
than a large society dealing in a wider range. 

Of recent years, co-operative trading has extende4 so that examples 
may be found of almost every line of retail trade, including in this 
term both the retailing of consumers' goods and the direct provision 
of consumers' services. Development has not been uniform, however, 
and the extent to which co-operative societies have been successful 
in different lines of trade varies widely. 

In Fig. 14 comparisons are made between the trade in different 
departments, these departments being arranged roughly in the order 
of the frequency of their occurrence. The second series columns give 
the distribution of co-operative trade between the various depart
ments, and the last two columns that percentage of the' total national 

1 For Scotland, read S.C.W.S. for C.W.S. 
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retail ttade in each department which is carried through co-operative 
channels. 

Under "sundry and unclassified", the most frequently occurring 
departments are laundries, restaurant services, funeral furnishing, and 
house decorating. In addition, 60me of the larger societies undertake 
travd agencies, motor coach services and hire, furniture· removals. 
sports outfitting, garages and car maintenance, engineering and elec
trical equipment, garden requisites, holiday homes, photographic 
work, window cleaning, musical instruments. The total trade in these 
departments is, however, relatively small. 

The backbone of co-operative trade is still the sale of foodstuffs, 
and especially of groceries, which are sold by all retail societies. 
Foodstuffs account for over 70 per cent. of total trade, but their 
importance relative to other departments has decreased in recent 
years. What is more significant, the co-operative share of national 
trade in groceries has also slightly fallen, although in most other 
departments considerable progress has been made. The chief cause 
of this fall is probably the very rapid development of chain stores 
in the grocery trade. The co-operative movement holds a predominant 
position in the production and distribution of bread. This is frequently 
one of the most important of a retail society's lines of trade as well as 
one of. the most remunerative. The co-operative society is often the 
largest bread distributor in its area and is in a position to decide 
bread prices. The most rapidly developing food department is that 
of dairying and milk delivery, which is receiving special encourage
ment from the wholesale societies and the Co-operative Milk Trade 
Association. 

Drapery and millinery is the most important non-food line, but 
this category really includes several very different lines of trade. Most 
larger societies operate well-equipped central stores selling a wide 
range of fashion goods and more or less expensive a.tticles. In the 
smaller societies, especially those near large towns, the succes!ifuI 
drapery departments are those which do not sell fashion goods but 
concentrate on a limited range of day-to-day requirements. Care 
must thus. be taken in making statistical comparisons for, whereas 
the range of grocery goods is much the same in a large and a small 
society, the drapery departments are likely to be concerned with the 
sale of quite different commodities. The expansion of drapery, 
tailoring and furnishing is closely linked ~th the growth of "club 



FIG. 14 

DEPARTMENTAL ANALYSIS OF THE SALES OF RETAIL SOCIETIES IN GREAT BRITAIN 
AND IRELAND 

'" . -
De!,artmental Percentag .. of 

Co-operatlve 
Departmental Totals Clm) PeoiTo~.r" otal Co-operatlve Trade 

Nation'. Trade (b) 

1925 1930 1932 1935 )925 1930 193' 1935 1925 193· 

--------------------- ------
FOOD: (c) -

Grocery (including bread and confec-
tionery) . . .. . . . . 130-8 126"1 IUl"9 127'2. 71"2. 58"1 60"1 57'7 2.2.'7 2.2.'6 

Meat (excluding provisions and cooked 
meat) ,., " 

, , , , 
" 12.'4 18'9 16'8 18'8 6'8 8'7 8'4 8'5 4'8 7'9 

Dairy , , 
" , , .. , , 4" 10'9 12.'3 17'0 2.'5 5'0 6'1 '" 5'3 13'2. 

Fruit, Vegetables and Fish " .. 1'7 2.'8 3'1 3'6 0"9 1'3 I' 5 1'6 0'5 1'1 
--------------------------

TOTAL FOOD .. '" .. .. 149'6 158'7 153"1 166'6 81'4 73'1 76"1 75'S 12.'3 14'0 
--- = ---------= = = 

CLOTIllNG AND FOOTWEAR: 
Drapery and Millinery , , .. 11'0 17'8 16'0 17'5 6"0 8'2. 8'0 8"0} 
Tailoring and Outfitting 2.'7 5'9 5'3 6'0 1'5 2.'7 2.'6 2.'7 4'1 9'4 .. .. 
Footwear (including repairs) " , , 3,6 6'0 5'1 5'7 2.'0 2.'8 2.'5 2.'6 4'4 ~ 9' I 

------------------------
TOTAL CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR " 17'3 29'7 26'4 2.9'2. 9'5 13'7 13'1 13'3 4'1 9'3 ---= = = ---= ---------



OrnER CONSUMERS' GOODS: 
Furnishing, Hardware, Earthenware, . 

Jewellery, Cycles " 
, , 

" - 5'3 5'6 7'Z - z'S z,8 ]') - 5'0 
Coal .. , , .. .. .. 5'0 8'7 9'1 10'0 z'7 4'0 4'5 4'5 7'7 14'0 
Phannacy .. .. .. .. 0'3 0'8 1'0 1'3 o'z 0'4 o'S 0,6 3'7 6'a 
(a) Sundry and unclassified " .. 11'3 14'1 6'0 6'1 6'z 6'3 3'0 a,8 - ----

TOTAL (EXCLUDING FOOD, CL01HING 
AND FOOTWEAR) .. .. .. 16'6 z8'9 ZI'7 Z4'6 9'1 13'a 10,8 II'Z - -

====== = = = 
TOTAL OP ALL COMMODITIES .. .. 18)'5 ZI7'3 ZOI'Z 330'4 100'0 100'0 100'0 100'0 - (d) B-1 

Co-operative Percentage of National Trade (1935) = 8 'I, 

NOTES,-(,,) "Sundry and unclassified" consists of lines of trade (e.g, laundries, funeral fumishing) which are not Included 
in the other categories; it also includes all non-food articles of certain smaller societies not operating leparate furniture, coal, 

'" o 
t'" ... 
n 
0< 

o .., 
etc., departments. The diminution in this item is probably not due so much to a change in trade as to better classification in ::III 

~~ = (h) The figures for national retail trade in food, clothing, footwear, coat, and phannacy are obtained from Feavearyear's e: 
estimates. For furniture Colin Clark'. estimate of national trade is /:'107.,000,000 (193z); to this must be added approximately t'" 
/:,10,000,000 for cycles, domestic pottery and cudery, III 

(.) The analysis between the various food items i. probably not accurate; many small societies group fruit, vegetables, and 0 
other food items with grocery, Grocery also includes certain non-food iterns--coap, candles, etc. In calculating total national 0 
trade to correspond wi.th co-operative grocery departments, the national expenditure on smoking requisites of /:,u.o,ooo,ooO (19a5) 11\ 
and /:,144,000,000 (1932.) har been added to the figures of /:'458,000,000 (192.5) and /:'391,000,000 (1932.) for grocery, provisiOIlSc ::! 
and cooked meat. Cl 

(d) The calculation of the co-operative percentage of total national retail trade i. based on Colin Clark', comprehensive 
estimate of /:,7.,2.96,000,000 for 193Z and /:,3,750,000,000 for 1935, (Figures of total retail trade not available for 192.5') These 
figures include retailing in the -narrower sense together with expenditure on drink, tobacco, newspapers, coal, private cars, and 
petrol sold to private motorists, If expenditure on drink and cars i& eliminated the co-operative percentage of the national totsl 
is 10'7 per cent. ,g 
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trading", whlch is considered in the next section. The increase in the 
furniture trade has been aided and stimulated by the progress in 
C.W.S. furniture production. A very rapidly expanding section, 
although new in many societies; is that of pharmacy. 

Co-operative retailing has thus made a beginning in almost all the 
main sections of retail trade, and in some has advanced far; but 
development has not been uniform. There are a few lines in which 
progress has been slight in all districts; there are also very many 
departments which are operated successfully but only in a limited 
number of societies. 

The main gaps in co-operative retailing are specialized goods 
catering for a limited market and lines of trade which require craft 
equipment on the part of the shopkeeper. The first class consists of 
commodities which customers will only buy at shops which stock 
a wide selection of goods, e.g. sports equipment. Shops dealing 
in these commodities depend upon goodwill and look to providing 
a complete service in. a narrowly limited range of business. Shops 
requiring craft equipment often overlap with the above and include 
watch selling and repairing, saddlery, electrical equipment and services, 
photography and photographic materials. Modern methods of produc
tion, however, are undoubtedly lessening the scope of the small 
craftsman-shopkeeper. An important group of commodities which do . 
not fall strictly into either of the above classes, but which are largely 
outside the field of co-operative trade, are the allied lines of book
selling, the distribution of newspapers and periodicals, and the selling 
of stationery and writing materials. One of the causes leading to this 
situation has been the complete boycott of co-operative societies by 
the National Federation of Retail Newsagents, acting in association 
with the Newspaper Proprietors' Association. This boycott has 
prevented I\etail societies from undertaking newspaper distribution, 
except in the case of co-operative periodicals. The demand for writing 
materials and books among working people has in the past been 
rather small and has largely been met by the stationer-newsagent. It 
thus appears that the failure to enter the newspaper trade accounts for 
the small co-operative development in stationery and bookselling, 
although difficulties have also arisen inconnectionwith the sale of copy
right books. It is, however, noteworthy that these lines of business, 
which have proved a successful field for chain-store methods, should 
be almost completely untouched by co-operative trade. 
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The fact that the co-operative movement is founded"" upon the 
shop and the individual consumer has led to the neglect of publicity 
methods needed to develop trade with corporate purchasers in their 
requirements, e.g. office equipment and supplies· and bulk. stationery. 
While the co-operative movement cannot, in general, look to custom 
from private trading concerns, there is an· increasing number of 
societies, institutions, clubs and churches which might have their 
needs met through co-operative channels but which at present rarely 
do so. 

In addition to these definite gaps in co-operative supply, many 
services are available in certain areas only. The commonest reason 
why a society does not undertake a certain line of business is its 
inability to do a sufficiently large trade in the commodity in question. 
This limit is determined by three factors: first, there are certain retail 
services, e.g. dairying, in which overhead charges are high and in 
which turnover must be large for economic operation; secondly, 
some lines require for success that a large range of stocks should be 
held; thirdly, there are lines of business or methods of trade which 
depend upon goodwill and upon the retailer building up a reputation. 
Hence there is a minimum rate of turnover for each line of trade below 
which it is not profitable to undertake it. This results in certain lines 
of goods not being retailed at all, either by co-operative or non
co-operative channels, in rural and outlying areas; those who wish 
to procure such articles must travel to the larger shopping centres to 
obtain them. 

More significant from the standpoint of co-operative organization 
is the fact that in many areas private retailers or chain stores are dealing 
successfully in goods not available through co-operative channels. 
There are, for example, towns in which there are flourishing private 
but no co-operative butchery shops, greengrocery shops or cafes. 
The main reason for this lies.in the difference of the trading tactics 
of a co-operative society as compared with a specialist private concern. 
The specialist shop aims at obtaining the trade of the wlzole population 
for a narrowly defined range of goods; a co-operative society, on the 
other hand, aims at obtaining the trade in all lines in which it deals . 
from a loyal section of the population. This means that in lines of 
trade such as grocery, bread and milk. delivery in which there is con
siderable competition between different retailers, the co-operative 
society, by virtue of its loyal membership, will probably have the 
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largest rumover of any retail undertaking in the town. In those lines 
in which trade is in the hands of a few specialist shops, the question 
which the co-operative society has to determine is whether it is pos
sible to obtain from its loyal section of the population, possibly about 
one quarter, a sufficient volume of trade to enable it to compete with 
the specialist shops. The situation is often rendered more difficult by 
the fact that the lines of trade in the hands of specialist shops are those 
in which working-class purchases are smaller than: those of other 
sections of the population. 

In addition to irregular development' as a result of conditions of 
demand, there are gaps in co-operative service due to conditions of 
non-eo-operative supply. In colliery districts, societies commonly 
do not enter the coal trade, as their members are able to obtain their 
supplies more cheaply through other channels; rural societies often 
do not supply milk, as members obtain it direct from local farms. 
In many small societies the close personal contact with local traders 
deters societies from entering new lines of trade. In a village society 
the local butcher or milkman may obtain his groceries through the 
society; he may be an enthusiastic co-operator or even, in a few cases, 
on the management committee. Under these circumstances, there is 
an understandable opposition on the part' of the membership to 
extension. Even where there are no links of this kind, there is in a , 
village or small town a strong sentiment against entering into competi
tion with a known and respected local trader. Finally, there are, of 
course, the usual factors of inertia and conservatism. The retailing 
of "bread and butter" commodities is fairly easy; launching out into 
new lines involves risks which may he foreign to the experience of a 
small society and demands a skill in salesmanship which it may be 
hard to obtain. 

" 
§ 2. 1JiviJenJs anti Pri;ces 

The payment of "dividend on purchases" is a distinguishing mark of 
the consumers' <:o-operative method of industrial organization.1 Mter 
all the expenses of trade in a retail society have been met, including 
allocations to specific reserves, a fixed rate of interest-usually of 
about 3 or 4 per cent.-is paid on share capital. The surplus remaining 
is the distributable surplus, sometimes incorrecdy called the net 

1 See the Webbs' TAl COns_'I' Co-op.,,,';,,, MIWCIrWIt, pp. 4~ 8-11. 
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profit. Certain allocations are made to general reserves, and for 
charitable and educational grants. The major part of the surplus is 
returned to the members divided in proportion to their purchases 
during the trading period. Over the country as a whole, 93' 9 per 
cent. of the distributable surplus is returned as dividend on purchases. 
Of the remainder, which represents a surplus of lid. per £ of sales, 
3' 9 per cent. is accounted for by allocations to general reserves, 
1'1 per cent. by grants to education, o' 5 per cent. by grants to charities, 
and o· 6 per cent. by b'onus to employees, which is paid only by 
sixty-two societies. 

The payment of dividend has required the development -of some 
system whereby the purchases of each member can be recorded. It 
is important that this should be done accurately, cheaply and without 
inconvenience to the member. There are three systems at present in 
use. Under the first, the member receives a metal token or a voucher 
(sometimes a gummed slip to be affixed to a card) on making each 
purchase, retains these, and presents them periodically as a record of 
total purchases. The second is the familiar "climax" check. system: 
The member states his number when making a purchase. The assistant 
records the number and the amount of the purchase on a slip which 
is tom out and given to the member. Two carbon copies are taken 

; which are retained by the society. A mechanical cash register is some
times used which makes the necessary triplicate record of the amount 
of the purchase and the number, and issues the member's check.. Under 
the third system, the member is provided with a book which he 
presents when making a purchase, the amount being recorded therein. 
Of these three systems the second is the most usual and appears to 
he the most satisfactory. It is simple for the member, who need do 
no more than remember his number; there is no need for.him to retain 
slips, except to check. the accuracy of the societies' records; dividend 
accrues automatically, and the member need take no action until he 
wishes to withdraw it. The method definitely associates dividend.and 
membership, in contrast with the first system, under which tokens 
may he transferred. Finally it gives the society a continuous record 

,of members' purchases and a check upon cash received. At intervals, 
the assistant-or if there is a centralized cash system, the cashier--'
gives up the duplicate slips which should correspond to till money. 
The checks are then sorted according to number, and the amounts 
of the purchases are credited to the members. The main infolm4tion 
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obtainable by means of the check system is (I) cash received by each 
assistant or cashier;(2.) total purchases of each member for calculation 
of dividend payments, (3) departmental purchases of each member 
for the use of canvassers. It is of interest to notice that co-operative 
societies have available far more detailed {ecords of the amount and 
distribution of customers' purchases than are available to any other 
retailing organization. Very little use is made of this information, but 
it !night be of considerable value in guiding development policy. 

At the quarterly or half yearly meeting a recommended rate of 
dividend is incorporated in the management committee's report, 
which requires acceptance by the members. Each retail society is thus 
free to determine itS own dividend level. While there may be small 
variations between neighbouring societies, dividends in anyone 
district are usually at about the same level. There are fairly marked 
divergences between different parts of the country. Higher dividends 
are the rule in Scotland and the North. In the Midlands and South, 
high dividends are paid in a few isolated village societies, but in the 
larger societies relatively low dividends are usual. Dividends over the 
country as a whole· show a marked trend towards a lower level, 
especially since the War. The average of the rates of all societies has 
declined as follows: 2.S. lod. in the £ in 1902.; 2.S. sd. in 1912.; 2.S. in 
1932.; IS. Iod. in 1935.1 Fig. 15 shows the variation in the rate of 
dividend paid. It will be seen that 54 per cent. of the societies pay 
dividends of 2.S. in the £ or less to 70 per cent. of the members and 
on 65 per cent. of the total retail trade of the movement. 

While dividend on purchases is regarded as a method of distributing 
the trading surplus, a surplus which arises as the result of selling 
goods at (or, as in the North, above) market prices, from the point of 
view of the manager, it appears as a cost which has to be met out of 
the selling price. Prices are commonly fixed by departmental' managers. 
A uniform dividend is normally paid on the goods of all departments. 
Thus unless the price policies of the departments are in line, one will, 
in effect, be subsidizing another. This happens to some extent, but it 
is usually undesirable, and pressure is consequently exerted on depart
mental managers to see that each department "earns its dividend". 
Under those circumstances the dividend must appear to the depart-· 
mental managers as a cost. 

1 For a fuller statistical treatment of rates of dividend, see J. A. Hough, Dividend DII 

CD-opertlt;vc Purclaasu (Co-operative Union). 
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Although rate of dividend varies considerably as between different 
societies, any attempt to reduce dividend either below the accustomed 
rate for the society, or below the normal rate for the district, is difficult. 
Societies which had previously paid a high dividend have, in a few 
cases, reduced dividend as a first step towards adopting a low price 
and low dividend policy. Difficulty with the membership has been 

FIG. 15 

RATES OF DIVIDEND ON PURCHASES, SHOWING THE 
NUMBER OF SOCIETIES, MEMBERSIDP AND TRADE 

FOR EACH RANGE OF RATES, 1935 

• 
Humber of Membenhip Trade Societies 

Ralel of DlvldeDd 

Ho, per HUIDbeIS per £ per 
cent, cent. cent, 

6d, in the l'. and under 7 0'7 5,2.45 0'1 83,7°8 0'1 
61d, up to 1/- .. 63 5'9 811,485 11'0 17,499,599 8'0 
l/ol " " 1/6 , . 195 18'2. 2.,147,177 2.9'1 55,2.16,037 2.5'4 
1/61 " " 

2./- .. 312. 2.9'1 2.,2.49.452. 30'S 68,718,949 31'6 
2./ol " n 2/6 ,. 288 2.6'9 1,502.,2.44 2.0'4 49,664,680 22'8 
2/61 .. " 3/- .. 12.9 12.'0 431,985 5'9 16,933,136 7'8 
3/ol " " 3/6 .. 61 5'7 165,12.8 2'2. 7.42.3,114 3'4 
3/61 .. .. 4/- .. 12. 1'1 43>343 0'6 1,889,798 0'9 
4/ol and over" .. 4 0'4 10,690 0'2 307,92.9 0'1 

Totals . . .. 1,071 100 7,366,749 100 117,736,95° 100 
. 

NOTB,-Some small societies do not give particulars of their rates of dividend on 
purchases. The omission of these societies explains the discrepancies between the totals 
given in this table and figures of membership and trade and the nwnber of retail societies 
given elsewhere for the same year. 

avoided by explaining the tactical reasons for the action. An 
unexplained and considerable. drop in dividend is, however, usually 
regarded as the first sign of financial difficulties, It is likely to make the 
position of the management committee insecure and, since a retail 
society serves in many ways as a savings bank, it may also lead to a 
withdrawal of capital. In consequence, the dividend of a society tends 
to remain at a fairly even level from year to year. In some societies 
this tendency to a normal dividend shows itself in the payment of a 
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dividend and bonus. If the trading surplus is above the average, a 
society may pay a bonus, trying to avoid by this means an increase 
in the rate of dividend which might be difficult to reverse in subsequent 
years. 

The stability and large volume of sales of a typical co-operative 
society, coupled with modem costing and book-keeping methods, 
has made possible a much more accurate forecasting of the trading 
surplus. The manager of a fairly large society stated that it was possible 
in his. society to estimate expenses and hence trading surplus to an 
accuracy of ld. in the £ under normal conditions. There is thus no 
practical difficulty in maintaining dividend at any desired level, 
within. certain limits. It would similarly be possible to adjust prices to 
equal costs, thus eliminating dividend. 

In the early days of co..,operative retailing, prices were fixed by 
the management committee, and the practice is still retained in a few 
small societies. It is, however, now almost universal for prices to be 
fixed by the permanent officials-in small societies by the general 
manager, in larger ones by the departmental managers. In the latter 
case the general manager or managing secretary makes it his responsi
bility to supervise the price policy of the society as a whole. The 
management committee is usually notified of any important price 
changes, but does not exert any detailed control; advice t6 the effect 
that "prices are to be competitive" would appear to be the limit of 
their intervention under normal circumstances. 

There is considerable variety in different societies in the method 
of fixing prices. Many societies, especially in centres where competition 
is not keen or where there is a small loyal membership, work on the 
basis of a customary "mark up'" on the wholesale price in each depart
ment. In areas of keen competition, however, societies have to keep 
their prices in line with those prevailing in the district. In many cases 
there appears to be no systematic means of checking prices; in some, 
however, a canvasser or an assistant is detailed to observe prices in 
other shops. Even when a conscious endeavour is made to conform 
to local prices, there is still the question as to which prices. In high 
dividend areas (i.e. with dividend over2.s. 6d. in the £) it is usual 
to keep grocery prices in line with the better class independent stores 
in the town. In the lower dividend areas, in which co-operative loyalty 
counts for less, prices are usually regulated by the chain stores. 
Societies do not normally attempt to compete with cut-price stores, 
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although it must be recognized that the boundary between cut-price 
stores and the regular chain stores is somewhat indefinite. It is· fairly 
true to say that, over the South of England imd the Midlands, co
operative prices keep roughly in line with those of the better quality 
chain stores. 

A very common piece of advice to managers is "to let dividend 
take care of itself", which appears to mean that prices should be 
market prices, and the dividend should be the normal trading profit. 
This is unsatisfactory advice for two reasons. First,. the market is not 
a perfect guide; with a series of unstandardized commodities and a 
number of different types of retailers, there is often a considerable 
range of priCe which may be called "competitive". Secondly, in an 
increasing number of commodities, the co-operative society controls 
the market. This is frequently true of bread and was true of milk 

, before the coming of the Milk Marketing Board. In many 0ther articles 
the local co-operative society will be one of the main retailers in a 
district, and its price policy will exert a strong influence on prices 
generally. In consequence, there is a growing need for a more positive 
basis for co-operative price policy. If co-operative undertakings 
should ever be in a position to control the prices of a large range of 
goods, then some independent method of costing would be the only 
basis of co-operative pricing. At present, prices must be fixed in 
relation to market prices; but prices and dividends are both to some 
extent controllable. The relation betWeen price and dividend is a 
complex one-more complex than that between price and profit in 
capitalist organization&-for the rate of dividend and the level of 
prices both have a direct influence on purchases and, therefore, on
turnover and costs. The influence of dividend on demand has, more .. 
over, never been investigated. One thing is certain: i~ is not possible 
to make the simple assumption that the dividend is equivalent in its 
effect to a proportional reduction in prices. Experiments along the 
line of a greatly reduced dividend have not been encouraging, for the 
following reasons. First, customers tend to take prices as an index 
of quality, and would not believe that a IS. 6d. article was as good as 
one marked IS. Sd. in a private shop; they do, however, accept an 
article priced IS. sd. in a society paying 2S. in the £ dividend as being 
of an equal value. Secondly, the dividend provides a direct inducement 
to membership. By thus creating a "collectivity" with a certain degree 
ofloyalty, the system of dividend leads to important trading economies. 
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Thirdly, there is a direct satisfaction in obtaining a dividend rather 
than an equivalent reduction in price. It provides a way of unconscious 
saving for holidays or emergencies; in many families, the dividend 
represents the personal savings of the housewife, who thus has a 
direct incentive to buy through co-operative channels. For these 
reasons, it is doubtful whether it would be wise for societies to reduce 
dividend sufficiendy to sell well below market prices • 

. Reference has already been made to the wide variation in rates of 
dividend. In some areas, a high dividend of 2S. 6d. up to 4S. in the .£ 
is paid. Prices, although not above those in some private shops, 
usually tend in these cases to be slighdy higher than those obtaining 
in the more efficient of the chain stores. The level of dividend is much 
easier to. observe than the level of prices, and there is a distinct 
temptation for the management to drift into this policy of higher 
prices. The effect depends upon the habits of the people. For some, 
the attractiveness of the dividend is important, even though prices 
rise above market prices. There is, however, a growing feeling that 
a high price and high dividend policy savours somewhat of deception, 
and high dividends are less of an incentive than was once the case. 
The most serious objection to such a policy is its adverse effect upon 
those with a low income level; members near the poverty line may 
not be able to afford high prices, even though the difference will be 
subsequendy returned to them in the form of dividend. This may 
lead to a divergence of opinion among the members in industrial 
areas--e.g. the Durham coalfield-in which there is a considerable 
body of unemployed. It has been noticed that a moderately high divi
dend (about 2S. 6d.) will sometimes have the effect of stimulating 
efficiency in an area of low co-operative loyalty. The departmental 
managers are conscious that in such an area prices will be viewed 
critically by purchasers and that it will be difficult to make up the 
dividend by charging higher prices; they will, in consequence, 
endeavour to make the dividend by increasing internal efficiency and 
turnover. 

Passing from general price policy to departmental prices, an 
interesting problem arises. One of the important co-operative econo
mies is 'the low cost of raising capital,l but the ratio of working capital 
to turnover varies as between different departments. Thus the net 
surplus--expressed per .£ of sales---earned by a co-operative society 

1 See pp. 128, 378 and 434. 
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tends to be larger in those lines of trade in which the ratio of sales 
to working capital is lowest. This means that co-operative economies 
are least in departments in which the ratio of sales to capital is greatest 
-i.e. in the grocery and food departments. If prices are to be kept 
at market level in all departments, internal price policy must be based 
not upon earning a uniform dividend rate on sales, but upon earning 
a uniform rate of return on capital. This will require that some of 
the dividend on departments with a lower rate of turnover should be 
used to subsidize those with a higher rate. In practice, many factors 
confuse this analysis, but there is evidence that it is true in broad 
outline. 

Retail societies are free to fix the selling prices of most of the goods 
wit;p. which they deal, except in the case of proprietary articles whose 
retail prices are fixed by the private manufacturer. The C.W.S. fixes 
maximum retail prices in the case of a few lines, but its normal practice 
is to fix wholesale prices only~pecially in the case of groceries. 
The policy of national fixed prices for C.W.S. goods is a subject of 
discussion in the movement at the present time, and a resolution in 
favour of this policy has been passed by the Co-operative Congress. 
The following arguments are urged in favour of the policy: 

(I) The adoption'ofuniform prices would facilitate advertising on 
a national scale, especially in the press, with the object of building 
up a national goodwill for C.W.S. goods. (2.) In"high price and high 
dividend areas, proprietary articles, selling at fixed national prices, 
are likely to gain a competitive advantage over C. W.S. products 
whose retail prices may be increased in order to earn the dividend. 
(3) The fixing of retail selling prices would do something to restrain 
high price and high dividend policy. (4) A uniform price policy would 
do much to simplify democratic supervision; it would prevent societies 
covering up inefficiency of operation by minor increases of price 
and would make the dividend level more useful as an indication of 
efficiency. 

There has been a definite disinclination to adopt this policy for 
various reasons. The retail societies are very jealous of their own 
powers and local officials are anxious not to lose to the C. W.f,. the 
discretion which they now possess. But probably more important is 
the opposition of committee men in high dividend areas who, in the 
event of prices being fixed at a level acceptable to other societies, 
would be forced either to face the unpopularity of reducing the 

I 
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dividend or to increase the efficiency of their societies considerably. 
It is frequendy asserted that uniform prices could not be attained 
without the enforcement of uniform dividends. This appears to be 
based on a complete misunderstanding of the situation. Under a fixed 
price policy, variations in dividend would, in fact, continue and 
would be a much surer guide to efficiency of operation than at present. 
There appears to be a strong case for a wider fixing of national maxi
mum prices; but societies should have the right to sell at lower prices 
If they desired. 

§3' Credit Trading 

in view of the evils of excessive credit trading among people with 
small incomes~ co-operative sentiment has been strongly opposed in 
the past to the granting of credit in any form. The prevalence of the 
habit, however, made it difficult for societies to keep entirely to cash 
trading, and in 1935 the average indebtedness of members to their 
societies was about 17S. per member. Credit is not all of one sort, 
however; and distinction must be made between credit granted on 
regular delivery services, club trading and hire purchase on the one 
hand, and irregularly extended credit on the other. The granting of 
credit for the daily supplies of bread and milk is largely the result of 
the inconvenience of cash payment on delivery. In some societies, 
especially in the poorer districts, credit is avoided by issuing tokens 
which may be purchased in advance and used for payment. Usually, 
however, the familiar methods of the bread book and the milk book 
are adopted.·The granting of weekly credit on regular grocery parcels 
falls into much the same category. 

Club trading is of particular importance in the clothing department 
and is usually confined to purchases of from one to five pounds in 
value. There are two chief forlOS of club trading-the "draw club", 
which is the older form and is common in the industrial villages of 
the North, and the "mutuality club", which is more recent and has 
developed rapidly among the societies of the Midlands and South. 
The ~~draw club" operates over a fixed period, usually twenty weeks. 
Membt;rs pay IS. per week. for each pound of purchases. Each week 
the names of one-twentieth of the members participating are drawn 
and they are allowed to make their purchases at once. The weekly 
payments are made through the society's branches and, in a fairly 
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compact society, it is not necessary to employ collectors. As the 
amount of the money drawn out of the club is always equal 'to the 
amount which has been paid in, the method does not involve any 
interest charge for the society. The cost of operation is therefore 
very small. 

In "mutuality trading" or, as it is sometimes termed, the "mutuality 
club", there are few vestiges of a club left; the name is used to describe 
a form of systematized credit. Any member desirous of trading in 
this way applies for registration and agrees to contribute X shillings 
per week for twenty weeks. Mter his application has been accepted 
by the office and a certain number of weekly contributions have been 
paid, usually about three, the member receives vouchers to the value 
of £Y which may be used as cash, in certain of the society's depart
ments. There is a limit to the total amount of credit allowed to any 
member at one time under the scheme, usually about £5, but it may 
be related to the shareholding of the member. The weekly payments 
are, in some societies, in part received at the branches, but the greater 
proportion is paid to club collectors. The cost of operation of mutuality 
trading is, therefore, considerably more than that of the "draw club"; 
but, in the more scattered societies of the South, the employment of 
collectors is essential to ensure regular payment. These collectors are 
in an exceptional position among co-operative employees; they are 
paid entirely by commission-usually 5 per cent. on money collected 
---and as a group are fairly independent of the management, organizing 
their own rounds and arranging among themselves for relief duty •. 
They are usually drawn from among the membership and keen 
co-operators are appointed rather than professional collectors, the_ 
posts being much sought after. Collectors canvass widely for club 
trade and usually also endeavour to obtain hire purchase orders and 
new members. In a few societies a poundage of about 6d. is charged 
on club trading, but in most cases the terms of trade are the same as 
for cash, the cost of operation being met out of the retail margin. 
The average cost is about IS. 2d. per £ of trade conducted under 
the scheme. Of this the major part is commission to collectors; interest 
charges are about lid. in the £, and bad debts are usually only about 
fod. in the £. The knowledge which the society has of its memb~rship, 
the character of the ·typical co-operative member, and the fact that 

_ the society can, in emergency, recover debts from the member's 
shareholding, account for this low cost of bad debts. 
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The distinstion between "draw club" and mutuality trading is not an 
absolute one and some societies operate· schemes with some of the 
features of bOth. It seems plain that the future lies with the "mutuality" 
form of organization. This has developed with surprising rapidity 
in the Midlands and South and in very many societies' well over half 
of the clothing trade is conducted in this manner. . 

Articles of furniture are ~ommonly sold under brdinary hire 
purchase agreements. The form of these agreements does not appear to 

differ markedly from the normal practice in non-co-operative trade. 
The costs of operation, and in particular costs of bad debts, would 
appear to be lower in co-operative trade than outside, but reliable 
figures are not available. 

Extended credit on open account, although repudiated by the 
pioneers, crept in at an early date. Efforts are made to reduce this, 
but it still exists to a large extent, especially in certain districts. Such 
credit is often limited to the amount of the shareholding, and in some 
societies, if payment is .delayed for more than a certain number of 
months, interest is charged. 

The Co-operative Union has for many years recorded the average 
amount of money owing per member and, since 192.7, has distinguished 
between credit on open account and organized credit (club trading 
or hire purchase). An interesting feature is the relative increase in 
importance of organized credit in recent years. Average indebtedness 
has been much higher in the Scottish and Northern sections than in 
the Midlands, South and South-west.1 In 1900 amounts owing per 
member in the first two sections stood at 13s. and 19S. Sd. respectively 
as against ss. 2.d., 4S. 2.d., IS. 9d. for the latter three; in 1935 these 
sums had become £1 4S. and £1 2.s. 2.d.; and 178. 2.d., ISS. lid., 19S. 
respectively. The increases in the Midlands, South and South-west 
are in part due to the increase in organized credit; the percentage 
indebtedness due to sums outstanding on club and hire accounts in 
those areas for 1935 were, respectively, 66, 77, 49' per cent. In the 
Western section (chiefly Wales) indebtedness rose between 192.0 and 
192.1 from 16s. Sd. to £3 ISS. Sd. per member, standing in 1935 at 
£2. I)S. Sd.; this was largely credit on open account. In general, it 
appears that a working-class emergency--ether a strike or trade 
depression-leads to an increase in ordinary credit, whereas better 

I The incidence of unemployment and industrial disputes is, of course, a material 
factor. 
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working-class conditions tend to stimulate club'iradipg, whicli is 
largely used for the purchase of articles- other than n~ities.· ' 

~ "M , 

$,4. AJvertising ana Salesmans"¥' 

The aim of the consumers' co-operative movement is to extend the 
sphere of the ,*oluntary democratic control f)f capital over an increasing 
range of economic activities. This fact gives a distinctive character 
to the development and sales promotion policies of the component 
undertakings. It was originally maintained that co-operative retailing 
had no need of advertisement and that the saving obtained in this 
way· was a legitimate co-operative economy. This situation has 
changed with the expansion of co-operative membership and trade, 
but it is still true that co-operative publicity is something different 
from that of private trade. 

In the small village societies of about 2.50 to 500 members, publicity 
in the ordinary sense is practically unknown, except for the display 
of a few bills in the shops. There is no need to advertise the stores, 
which are well known to all. Advertising is only needed to inform 
members how they may obtain, by co-operative channels, goods and 
services not obtainable directly from the local co-operative· society. 
It must be admitted, however, that in most village societies, information 
of this sort is seriously inadequate. 

In the larger societies the scope of advertising and sales promotion 
is considerably wider; there are, however, few matters in which there 
is a greater variety of method and upon which more diverse opinions 
are expressed by co-operative officials. The responsibility for the 
sales promotion policy of retail societies falls upon a variety of different 
officials. In a few of the larger societies (over 10,000 members) there 
is a separate publicity department; this is exceptional, however, and 
even some of the largest societies in the country are not so equipped. 
Where such departments exist, they ate usually not responsible for 
the whole publicity of the society, varying amounts being in the hands 
of the departmental managers. Where there is not a publicity depart
ment, the responsibility for advertising is shared between the ~~part
mental managers and the secretary or general manager's office. The 
situation is further complicated by the fact that some of the functions 
of propaganda are managed, not by the trading side at all, but by the 
Education Department which, in the majority of societies, is adminis-
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tered quite in~ependently of th(l trading organization under a separately 
elected committee. 

The i.mrD.ediate aims of retail publicity activities may be grouped 
into three categories: (I) obtaining new members, preserving and 
increasing members' loyalty, and education in co-operative ideals; 
(2.) informing the membership of services available; and (3) increasing 
incentives to buy. Certain of the publicity activities of societies will, 
of course, perform two or more of these functions. 

The most direct effort to obtain new members is by the employment 
of canvassers. Many of the large societies have a few canvassers, 
some as many as twenty or more, but usually only one or two. Each 
canvasser is given an area and has two main functions: trying to 
obtain new members, and visiting members whose purchases are low. 
Frequendy, however, the post of canvasser is combined with that of . 
order-collecting or debt-collecting for mutuality clubs; under these 
circumstances the function of canvassing usually drops into the back
ground. Canvassers are often chosen as enthusiastic co-operators 
rather than professional salesmen. In the Ten Acres and Stirch1ey 
Society, in addition to regular canvassers, the local. committees 
organize voluntary helpers as district visitors. 

A very characteristic form of co-operative publicity is that of 
propaganda meetings. These are usually organized by the Education 
Department, but in close co-operation with the trading side. They 
take a great variety of forms-talks by co-operative officials, variety 
performances, mannequin parades, advertising films (issued for the 
C.W.S.), social evenings, or, more frequendy, a programme consisting 
of an assortment of these. Meetings of this kind are particularly 
successful in rural villages. The C.W.S. and local societies also arrange 
periodic extubitions of goods and processes. Owing to the wider 
experience of the C.W.S., the standard of these is usually high. It is 
difficult to assess their results, but they are probably most effective 
in the larger market towns. ,,' 

Publicity is also obtained through various publications. The most 
significant in this connection is the W!&eatslt.eaf. It is produced by the 
C.W.S. as a family journal for co-operative publicity. Containing 
as it does both national and local pages, it is a very important source 
of information and helps to increase the solidarity of the membership.1 

The main general channels of information are newspaper advertise-
1 See Chapter 14. 
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ments, handbills, the cinema and ann0!Ulcements inshoJ>s. Of these, 
advertisements in local papers are the most important. In .most 
centres, co-operativ~ societies are doing considera!>ly more newspaper 
advertising than the chain stores, but less than local department 
stores. In the smaller towns the co-operative society may even be 
the largest local advertiser. IIi market town societies, catering fora 
large area by van delivery, duplicated handbills, inserted weekly in 
members' grocery parcels, are a useful way of keeping a scattered 
membership informed of the society's activities. It is the experience 
of co-operative officials that information is only successful in so far 
as it is directed to memlJers; postal circulation of trading information 
to all the residents in a district is not worth the 'cost involved. 

Other factors influencing trade with a society are shop equipment 
and location, window dressing, packaging and salesmanship. These 
have a twofold function: first, to attract new members by increasing 
confidence in the society; secondly, to induce members actually to 
buy. Shop equipment and design, once rather poor, is now often very 
good as a result of the service of the C.W.S. Window dressing and 
display reach a high standard in some societies, but are much below 
the general standard in others. These matters are the responsibility of 
departmental managers in most societies. There is rarely any attempt to 
develop this as a specialized art in the hands of an expert, as in many 
private stores. Packaging, where it is performed by retail societies, 
usually suffers from the same defect. 

One of the most frequent charges- made against co-operative 
retailing is that of bad salesmanship and poor service on the part of 
assistants.1 This is probably exaggerated, and in many societies service 
is certainly equal to that in a good private shop. The charge is not 
unfounded, however, and the following reasons may be adduced to 
its frequency. First, there is a tendency for assistants to treat customers 
as equals and to lack the servility which is sometimes in evidence in 
private shops. This does not necessarily lead to poor service~ Secondly, 
the greater security of tenure, right of appeal to the management 
committee before dismissal and, in a few societies, the influence of 
employees in elections do not favour strict discipline, and the quality 
of service may suffer in consequence. Thirdly, even where the will is 
present, there is frequently a lack of systematic and scientific training 
in saiesmanship.1 
~ I See Qapter 22, § 5. • See Chapter I,. 
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Organized sat'es promotion. has come more into evidence in the 
co-operative move:ment in reo:nt years.'The relative, value of many 
sales devices-that is the increase of trade to J;!e expected from a 
given increase in advertising expenditure-is, however, likely to be 
less for co-operative societies than for private traders because of the 
influence of co-operative loyalty in the former. The chief weakness 
of co-operative advertising and sales methods lies in the failure to 
deal with the matter in a specialized and scientific manner. Designing 
advertisements, window dressing, packaging, and training of sales
men, which demand specialized ability, are too often left in the hands 
of a variety of officials and are consequently treated as- "odd jobs". 
In some of the larger societies, it may be possible to establish publicity 
departments with adequate equipment and specialized staff. Progress 
over the country as a whole, however, seems to depend upon an effec~ 
tive national advertising system-which would undertake. design for 
press and poster advertising, both locally and nationally, and package 
design. The success of the C.W.S. Architects Departments gives 
reason to hope for development along this line. 

§ s. Architecture and Shop Equipment 

Co-operative societies were often pioneers in developing central 
department stores. Unfortunately, this development took place during 

,a period in which shop design was ornate rather than beautiful. In 
consequence, the movement has a legacy of stores of a heavy and not • 
very attractive appearance. Many of their stores, too, lack unity and 
harmony of layout and general appearance. This is chiefly the result 
of the stores having grown with the development of the society, sa, 
that buildings are a mixture of ages and styles; a contributory factor, . 
however, is often the sectional nature of administrative control and 

, the lack of a single executive head-a subject which is discussed 
elsewhere. Of recent years, however, there has been a very marked 
improvement, thanks to the work of the C.W.S. Architects Depart
men.ts, and the design of many of the modem co-operative department 
stores is undoubtedly very effective. 

Although central department stores attract the most attention 
one-department shops are of much more importance in point of 
nu:mbers. It cannot be said that the appearance of small private shops 
sets a very high standard in this country; they can usually be classified 
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into the dingy, the untidy and the garish. Chain stores often keep 
up a better standard of neatness and c1e8tiliness, but have a unifonnity 
of design which may clash with their ·setting. Co-operative shops do 
not show up badly in comparison. . 

In rural villages there is often a marked difference between the 
premises of independent village societies and those of village branches 
of a town society. The independent village society will have premises 
of the typical "village shop" type, often quite well kept though not 

. modem; branches of town societies are usually constructed more in 
• .the chain store style. 

The commonest visible evidence of co-operation in this country 
is the suburban grocery store and it is here that the stand¥d is probably 
lowest; many societies with really good central premises have very 
poor branch shops. A clean, roomy, and comparatively weIl-equipped 
shop will often be found behind a dingy and untidy shop front which 
has, apparently, not been renovated for years. Those societies which 
have modernized the shop fronts and equipment of their branch 
premises have found the expenditure to be well repaid in increased 
trade. . 

The co-operative movement ought to be able to set a standard of 
its own in shop design. Societies need not copy the blatancy of many 
private traders, for co-operative loyalty renders less necessary the 
more aggressive forms of publicity; it should be possible to have 
shops which are not merely good in themselves, but which als~ 
harmonize with their surroundings. The C.W.S. Architects Depart
.ments have achieved notable success with large central stores; they 
might give more attention to the less exciting problems of the smaIl 

. shop. 
An important question is how far unifonnity of design and lettering 

is desirable in co-operative premises. This has been adopted with 
success in the Swedish co-operative movement; but whether it would 
be wise in this country to mask the esseOtiallocal character of co-opera
tive retail societies and to spread the impression; already fairly com
mon, that co-operative societies are merely another national chain of 
stores, is an open question.1 Nevertheless there can be no doubt at 

. all that, by the development of a really good style of co-operative 
shop architecture, the movement can make a contribution which will 
benefit both the community and itself. 

See Chapter "7. p. 491. 



CHAPTER 6 

CO-OPERATIVE FINANcE 

THE co-operative movement has been described as a consumers' 
cartel in which nearly every kind of commercial activity has its place. 
The most important service undertaken by the cartel is that of retail 
distribution. Behind this primary service are the federal institutions, 
dominated by the wholesale societies, with their factories, warehouses, 
depots and a complex system of commercial and financial operations. 
The capital required to finance this vast enterprise, apart from some 
small exceptions to be noted later, is provided by the members of the 
local distributive societies. Actually, they have provided far more 
capital than is needed to finance the present trading operations of 
the movement. Retail co-operative societies are not soldy trading 
concerns, they are also savings institutions, and co-operators are 
encouraged to invest their savings in their societies. 

§ I. Capital of tAe Retail Societiu 

The Industrial and Provident Societies Acts lay down a legal limit of 
£200 as the sumwhich each member can invest in anyone retail society. 
With 7,500,000 members the aggregate share capital of these societies 
could reach a legal limit of £1,500,000,000. But that is not all the 
capital that could be subscribed. The £200 legal limit applies only 
to share capital. Many retail societies, 580 of the 1,096 in Great Britain, 
invite their members, and in some cases non-members, to invest in 
loan capital to which no legal limit is set for individual holdings, 
although societies with loan capital must state in their rules the maxi
mum aggregate of investments which can be subscribed under that 
head. Some societies, however, fix a lower limit than £200 as the 
maximum. individual share holding. Others pay a rate of interest 
lower than the customary rate on share holdings in excess of £50 
or £100. Some impose a qualification that reduced rates of interest 
will be paid on the share capital of those members whose purchases 
do not reach a certain amount each year. Such restrictions are not, 
however, generally applied; co-operative soc}.eties encourage thrift 
and act as bankers for their members' savings. 
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The most significant fact about co-operative finance is that 99 per 
cent. of the share capital of the retail. societies, i.e. about 80 per cent. 
of the subscribed .. capital of the movement, is withdrawable. For 
small sums no notice of withdrawal is necessary; for larger sums 
notice, varying from one week for [,5 up to ten or twelve weeks for 
[,I~ has to be given. But as the majority of the individual share
holdings are less than [,5, the bulk of the capital of retail societies 
could be withdrawn according to rule with only a few days' notifica
tion. If such a withdrawal of co-operative funds should occur, it 
would not affect the ultimate solvency of the societies, unless it 
exceeded their huge investments and reserves. This is hardly con
ceivable. Experience has shown that, even in conditions of acute 
general distress, co-operative savings are not withdrawn to any 
serious extent. 

The total capital held by the retail societies in 1935 amounted to 
[,198,146,861, made up as follows: 

Share Capital 
. Loan Capital 
Disclosed Reserves 
Cash balances, etc.. 

£135,745,52 4 
£34,007,92 9 
£12.,732 ,520 

£15,660,888 

£198,146,861 

To this must be added the value of the hidden reserves which are 
created by most co-operative societies. It is customary for co-operative 
societies to make provisions for depreciation greatly in excess of actual 
requirements. As a result of this policy, pursued over a period of 
years, many societies put the value of their buildings, fixtures and 
stocks in their balance sheets at strikingly low figures. Most societies 
generally put their disclosed values of stocks and properties much 
below market values. It is impossible to calculate the extent of these 
hidden reserves, but they represent a large amount of collectively 
owned capital, probably running into tens of millions. The disclos~d 
reserves are accumulated surpluses which have not been distributed 
to the members. 

The main source of co-operative capital is the shareholding obliga
tion of the members. Fig. 16 shows the distribution of share holdings 
among the members of seven societies. The evidence of co-operative 
officials supports the view that this sample distribution is typical of 
the whole movement. 

B 
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From this sample it might appear that about one-quarter of the 
members are not sufficiendy interested in the affairs of their societies 
to invest the necessary £ I share to obtain the full rights of member
ship. But it should be remembered that many of these, especially 
during a period of expansion, are new members who are each accumu
lating their £1 shares. It is usual for members to join a retail society 
b~ the payment of 6d. or IS. and then to allow their dividends on 

FIG. 16 

MEMBERS' HOLDINGS OF SHARE CAPITAL IN SEVEN RETAIL 
SOCIETIES, 1935· 

P.,. eMt. 

Under £1 28 
£1 and under £2 19 
£2 " " £3 8 

£3 " ." £4 4 
£4 " " £5 3 
£5 " " £10 8 

£10 " " £20 7 
£20 " " £30 4 
£30 " " £40 3 
£40 " " £50 2 

£50 " " £100 6 

£100 " " £150 4 
£150' " " £200 2 
£"1.00 2 
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purchases to accumulate until they have invested £1. The time which . 
is needed to accumulate £1 in this way depends on the purchases 
of the new memberS and the rate of "divi" they receive. These two 
factors vary throughout the country, but it generally takes from six 
to eighteen months on the average. Some societies permit their 
members to withdraw part of their dividends before the minimum 
shareholding is obtained; in these societies the period required to 
accumulate a £1 share may be longer. Some members allow their 
dividends to accumulate over a period of years until the maximum 
of £2.00 is obtained. It is rather unusual for members to make deliberate 
investments of large sums at one time in their societies. In the sample 
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distribution above, it may be taken for granted that the 62 per cent. 
of the members who have each a shareholding of less than £5 have 
not invested any part of it other than by the method of accumulation; 
and a large part of the other members with shareholdings of more 
than £5 have followed the same practice. 

The term loan capital is applied to various funds which rank as 
capital in the retail societies' balance sheets. The aggregate amounts 
at the end of 1935 are shown in Fig. 17. 

There are several reasons why retail societies obtain capital by 
loan investments in addition to their share capital. Sums in excess of 
£200 can be invested in loan capital by members who have larger 
sums to invest; societies can also obtain loan capital from non
members, and in some districts tradesmen and farmers, and even 

FIG. 17 

LOAN CAPITAL OF RETAIL SOCIETIES 

Invested Loan Capital •. 
Savings Bank deposits •• 
Employees' Pension and Thrift Funds 
Bank Overdrafts •• 
MiscelJaneous Funds 

£:u,2.91,2.56 
£5,6)1,546 
£5,406,193 

£52.9,181 
£1,149,753 

£34,007,92.9 

private shopkeepers, find the local society a convenient institution in 
which to place.their money, although they have no desire to become 
trading members; finally, as loan capital earns a lower rate of interest 
than share capital, the retail society can usually make profitable use 
of the former. 

The declared reserves of retail societies amount in the aggregate 
to £12,732,520. The largest item here is the total of general reserve 
funds of over £7,000,000. The rest is made up of insurance funds and 
special contingency reserves. The reserves do not increase the value 
of the shares. A member can only take out of a co-operative ·society 
the capital he has paid in; he has no claim on the reserves, which are a 
form of collective capital. Hidden reserves increase this collectively 
owned capital. 

According to the returns of assets and liabilities, the capital used 
to finance the trading operations of retail societies in 1935 amounted 
to £77,590,380. This was the disclosed value of properties, stocks, 
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fixtures, machinery and other capital goods. The trade conducted on 
this capital amounted to £:2.2.0,42.9,517, and the net surplus, including 
interest on share capital, resulting from that trade was £2.6,746,054, 
equal to 13·5 per cent. of the total capital and 34 per cent. of the 
trading capital. 

The capital needed to finance the trading activities of the retail 
soCieties is only a part of their total capital. In 1900, £19,000,000 or 
80 per cent. of the total capital was so used, and £5,500,000 or 2.0 per 
cent. Was invested. The percentage of the total capital, including 
reserves, needed to finance the trading operations of retail societies 
in 1935 was only 40 per cent., and 60 per cent. was invested. In 
figures, £77,59°,380 was employed by the societies, and £12.°,556,481 
invested outside. It is clear that a centralization of this surplus capital 
of over £12.0,000,000 should enable the co-operative movement 
greatly to expand co-operative enterprise. The value of such a 
co-ordination of capital is fully understood, and 70 per 'cent. of the 
outside investments of retail societies have been placed in other 
co-operative undertakings, mainly in the wholesale societies. The 
total sum invested by retail societies in other co-operative under
takings is £86,910,600. The amount of capital thus used to finance 
other co-operative enterprise, usually of a federal character, exceeds 
the amount used to finance the trade of the retail societies. A large 
part of this sum is invested in the wholesale societies, particularly the 
C.W.S., which again reinvests 89 per cent. of its total capital. 

The share and loan capital of the wholesale societies, held by the 
retail societies, amounts to £83,2.43,600. In addition the majority of 
retail societies hold shares in productive and federal societies, amount
ing to £3,667,000. These two sums account for the total of £86,910,600 
invested in other co-operative enterprises. The remaining £33,645,881 
includes investments in government and municipal stock, in house 
and other property and mortgages, and in non-co-operative industrial 
concerns. In some cases, societies, actuated by a spirit of local pat
riotism, have invested in local commercial undertakings in which their 
members are employed. This is true· of some societies in Lancashire 
which hold shares in local cotton mills. No analysis of these outside 
investments is available; but for the sake of clarity all of the 
£33,645,881 is assumed to be invested outside the co-operative 
movement, although it is doubtful. whether loans to members to 
enable them to buy houses should be so defined. 
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§ 2. Income from Retail Societiu' Investmenu 

The total income accruing to retail societies from their investments 
cannot be accurately calculated from the available figures. Share and 
loan interest received from investments in the wholesale societies 
amounted in 1935 to about £'-,500,000; and about £150,000 was 
received from investments in productive and federal societies. The 
net income from investments in government and municipal stocks 
and other non-eo-operative fund!; was at least £1,000,000, assuming 
the average rate of interest on these investments to be about 3 per 
cent. This estimate gives a total income from investments of 
£3,650,ooo--about £1,850,000 less than the sum required to pay 
interest on the total share and loan capital of the retail societies. 

A retail society which covered the interest payments on its share 
and loan capital by the income it received from its investments would 
be in a very happy position. It would have no interest charge!% on its 
trading operations and one item in retail costs would thus be elimi
nated. The retail societies' statistics do not reveal how closely this 
advantageous position is reached. The prevailing low level of interest 
rates is frequendy advanced as the reason for the deficit of £1,850,000 
between interest received and interest paid out. The real reason is that 
only a part of the capital of retail societies is invested, and the interest 
received on that part is not sufficient to pay interest on all the sub
scribed capital. The large funds held by retail societies are certainly not 
a burden, as is sometimes assumed. In fact some societies gain a net 
income from their surplus capital. With the average rate of interest on 
share capital at 31 per cent., and on loan capital at 3 per cent., interest 
payments in 1935 were about £5,500,000. It can be assumed that the 
£77,600,000 employed to finance the trade of the retail societies was 
taken from the share capital and therefore had to earn £3,500,000 for. 
interest payments, leaving £,-,000,000 to be provided by income from 
investments. But investments realized £3,650,000. The position can be 
explained another way. The difference between income' received 
from investments and interest payments to share and loan holders is 
approximately £1,850,000. This sum represents net capital cost on 
the trading operations of the societies: 0·,84 per cent. on the trade 
turnover of £2.700,000,000 and '-·4 per cent. ,on the capital employed 
in trade. There are very few trading concerns which operate on such 
low capital expenses. 
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§ 3. TM Capital. 0/ tM Wholesale Societies 

We have seen that the Co-operative Wholesale Society and the 
Scottish Co-operative Wholesale Society have extensive financial 
operatio~ somewhat similar to those of investment trusts. Retail 
societies put most of their surplus capital in these two institutions. The 
financial dealings between the wholesale societies and the retail societies 
contribute . largely to the trading and financial strength of the co
operative movement. 

To prevent confusion the operations of the two wholesale societies 
will be discussed separately. Theretail1 societies inEngland and Wales, 
with very few exceptions, are members of the C.W.S., from which 
they purchase most of their supplies. As a condition of membership 
they have to "take up not less than one £5 share for every two (indi
vidual) members".1 These shares are transferable only, and need not be 
fully paid on the society's admission to membership, but no interest 
can be withdrawn until the shares are paid up. At the end of 1935, 
£13,017,445 had been paid into the share capital account. In addition 
to subscribing the share capital of the C. W.S., the retail societies 
place much of their surplus funds in the C.W.S. deposit and loan 
accounts. The items that make up the loan account can be best explained 
by reference to the sums paid in and withdrawn in 1935. The trade 
dividend-i.e. dividends on purchases from the C. W.S. in the previous 
year-amounted to £1,808,82.1; interest on share capital £52.7,000; 
interest on loan capital £167,2.70; a total of £2.,5°3,091. These sums, 
due to be paid to retail societies on their transactions in the previous 
year, were credited to their loan accounts. £1,735,872. was withdrawn. 
Sundry cash items arising from trading transactions, amounting to 
£168,408, were added, making the net sum credited to these loan 
accounts £935,62.7. The loan accounts, therefore, consist of payments 
due to retail societies on their trade with the C.W.S. and on their 
holdings in the C.W.S. These payments can be withdrawn or allowed 

• 
1 Several agricultural, productive, and foreign a>-operative societies are also members 

of the C. W.s. (see Chapter 7). The financial relations of these societies with the C. W.S. 
are of much less importance than those of the retail societies, and their investments in 
the C. W.s. have been c:aladated as investments made by the retail societies for the 
purpose of this discussion. Their exclusion would make only a minute difference in the 
figures. 

• This applies to new members only. The rules have been altered from time to time 
and the sharebolding obligation dilfers according to the date of entry. 
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to accumulate. In 1935 the £935,{57.7 not withdrawn brought the 
total of loan accounts to £6,006,098. 

Deposit accounts are the sums placed in the keeping of the C.W.s. 
by the retail societies; they amounted to £54,7.37,050 at the end of 
1935. These deposits can be withdrawn. They provide retail societies 
with a simple, profitable and fluid form of investment. Simple, because 
orders and paymerits for goods, requests for services, and payments 
received on trading transactions, all go to and come from the same 
add~the headquarters of the C.W.S.-and it is easy for a retail 
society to work with one institution which supplies goo,?s and ser
vices, accepts cash deposits and provides one set of accounts for all 
these transactions. Profitable, because the C.W.S. makes arrangements 
for the retail society to place its money at the end of each day's working 
in a local branch of a joint stock bank and pays interest on it. Fluid, 
because its deposit accounts with the C. W.S. can be withdrawn to 
meet any financial contingency, and what is more, the C.W.S. 
will provide additional financial assistance to meet unexp~ted 
difficulties. 

The main financial department of the C.W.S. is the C.W.S. Bank. 
The methods and operations of the C. W.S. Bank are described in 
Chapter 7: here it is sufficient to say that the deposits of retail societies 
mentioned above-are deposits in the C. W.S. trade department, and 
not in the C. W.s. Bank. The Bank eventually becomes the custodian 
of these sums, but they are placed in a special deposit account credited 
to the C.W.s. trade department. The C. W.S. takes the responsibility 
of paying a fixed rate of interest on these deposits. If the Bank 
is unable to invest them to obtain a return sufficient to cover 
the fixed interest, the difference has to be made good by the trading 
side. 

The retail societies in Scotland have a somewhat similar arrange
ment with the Scottish C.W.S. Interest and dividends on purchase 
due to retail societies are credited to their deposit accounts. These 
amounts can be added to by cash payments, or they can be withdrawn. 
In 1935, £1,7.66,143 was paid in by societies; and £68,646 in interest 
on shares, £7.080446 in interest on deposits, and £385,841 in dividends 
on purchases were credited to societies'. accounts. The amount thus 
accruing was £1,919,076; £1,158,996 Was withdrawn, leaving the 
total deposit account at £8,176,313. The Scottish C.W.S. has two 
other deposit accounts; one for societies that are not members of the 
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Scottish C.W.S. and the other for individuals. Non-members' deposits 
amounted to £2,417, and individuals' private deposits to £997,962. 
The S.C.W.S. has not a kianking department. Its surplus capital is 
invested in co-operative undertakings and in government and other 
gilt-edged securities. 

The wholesale societies are thus the investment houses of the move
ment. They collect and use the surplus capital of all societies, and as 
the movement is a thrift and savings institution, its funds are large 
and for ever increasing. 

We can now summarize the joint financial position of the C.W.S. 
and the S.C.W.S. in 1935- The share, loan and deposit capital of the 
wholesale societies amounted to £82,241,563, All of this was pro
vided by other societies, with the exception of the £997,962 invested 
in the Seottish C.W.S. by individuals. It was made up as follows: 

C.w.S. Share Capital 
S.C.W.S. Share Capital 
C.W.S. Loan and Deposit Capital 
S.C.W.S. Loan and Deposit Capital 

£13,017,445 
£1,804,267 

£60,243,148 
£9,176,7°3 

In addition, the reserves of the wholesale societies, including C.W.S. 
Bank funds, amounted to £47,327,685, making their total capital 
£121,569,248. The capital needed to finance their trading operations, 
excluding loans from societies, was £13,081,776 or II per cent. of 
their total capital. The remainder was reinvested. 

The extent to which the wholesale societies are used as investment 
trusts can be judged from these figures, taking 1935 as the present 
instance: £108,487,472 or 89 per cent. of their total capital, including 
the funds of the C.W.S. Bank, is reinvested. The C.W.S.has £4,216,481 
invested in the English and Scottish Joint C.W.S., and £21,000 in the 
Co-operative Insurance Society; the S.C.W.S. figures are £1,194.357 
and £5,380 respectively, making a total of £5,437,218. Only £93,500 
is invested in other co-operative undertakings, i.e. productive and 
federal socieites. Trade inve~tments in non-eo-operative eommercial 
undertakings ·amount to £787,500. The S.C.W.S. has £9,250,000 
invested in gilt-edged securities. ·The remaining investments are made 
by the C.W.S. through the C.W.S. Bank. They are as follows: 
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British Government, Indian, and Irish Land Stocks 
British Municipalities, Railways, etc. 
Colonial and Foreign Government an4 Railway 

Securities, etc. • • 

£65,272,205 
£10,864,118 
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In addition, Treasury Bills, Municipal Loans, and money at call 
and short notice, the short-dated investments of the Bank, amount to 
£9,637,254. Overdrafts and advances to societies and other customers 
of the Bank amount to £2,577,108. These sums bring the total Bank 
investments to approximately £92,919,254. Part of this, however, is 
money deposited in the Bank by individuals, trade unions, and other 
institutions which are not co-operative societies, and advances by 
the Bank. to this group of customers. It also includes bank balances 
and cash in hand, a sum of £2,100,000. The part which is reCkoned 
as retail societies' capital reinvested by the Bank. is the sum of their 
deposits in the C.W.S., and advances from the Bank. which rank. as 
capital in their (i.e. retail societies') balance sheets. This amounts to 
£73,508,500• 

§ 4. Capital of the ProJuctive anJ FeJera/ Societies 

The productive societies are financed jointly by retail societies, 
individual shareholders, and workers employed by the societies. The 
proportion of the capital held by retail societies was about £901,500 
at the end of 1935. The local federal societies are financed solely by 
consumers' societies.1 

The two groups together have an aggregate capital of approxi
mately £6,800,000, of which £2,000,000 is reserves. The capital 
employed in the trade of these societies is estimated to be about 
£4,000,000, and about £2,800,000 is invested. The surplus capital is 
invested in the wholesale societies, in other productive societies, in 
house property, and in government .and municipal stocks. 

1 The C. W.S. is a shareholder in two local federal societies, ~d the S.C.W.S. ill a 
shareholder in two Scottish federab. 
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§ 5. Tire Financial Position of the Movement 

We can now summarize the financial operations of the co-operative 
movement. The total capital invested in retail societies by individual 
members is £169,753,453. In addition individuals have invested 
approximately £1,750,000 in productive societies and the Scottish 
C.W.S. This sum of individuals' shareholdings has been added to 
by the accumulation of reserves in retail societies, by investment 
in wholesale societies, which have also accumulated reserves, and by 
investment in other undertakings, until a total capital has been reached 
of £229,605,508. Yet by the rules laid down in the Industrial and 
Provident Societies Acts, a £1 share in a co-operative society cannot 
increase in value. The rate of interest is fixed, and any surplus above 
interest on capital and reserves is distributed not to capital but to 
the members on their purchases. The aggregate accounts of all 
co-operative undertakings shows that £94,672,156 of all capital and 
reserves is used to finance co-operative trade, and £134,933,353 is 
invested outside the movement. The former figure is the sum of the 
capital items employed to finance the trading activities of all retail, 
wholesale, productive and federal societies. The latter figure is the 
sum of their investments in non-eo-operative enterprises. The 
co-operative movement therefore is not only a trading concern, for 
58· 7 per 'cent. of its financial resources are invested in non-eo-operative 
funds, principally in gilt-edged securities. The facts are summarized in 
Fig. 18. 

These figures are not complete, however, for no reference has been 
made to the Co-operative Insurance Society. The C.I.S. is worked 
on a nominal capital of £26,250. The assets exceed £20,000,000. 
The normal practice of insurance investments is followed, but the 
financial assets arise from premium income and not from capital 
invested by co-operative societies. The finances of the C.I.S. should 
be included in the resources of the movement, but in view of their 
special nature it would be difficult to include them except by reference 
to some necessary but confusing qualifications. For the C.I.S. does 
not make profits for the movement. Its profits are returned to the 
policy holders. Its reserves are, in the main, held to cover insurance 
risks, and are not all available for more or less permanent investment 
in trading enterprises.1 

I See Chapter 8. 
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Fig. 18, showing the aggregate capital of the movement, requires 
some 'explanation. Column 2 gives the total capital-shares, loans 
and reserves-of each group. of societies. In column 3 are the amounts 
of capital employed by each group. In column S-capital invested 
in co-operative undertakings--the sum of £86,910,600, the amount 
invested by retail societies, is divided among the wholesale societies 
and productive and federal societies, and appears again in column 2 

in the capital of those two groups. Similarly, some of the capital of 
the wholesale societies is invested in productive and federal societies, 
and vice versa. Consequently the total of these investments in the 
movement does not give the sum of the capital employed in 
co-operative enterprise. It is necessary to deduct these duplications 
in order to obtain a more correct figure of the total capital of the move
ment. The adjusted total of column 2 represents, therefore, the capital 
subscribed by the members of the retail societies and by individual 
shareholders of the S.C.W.S. and by productive societies, plus the 
reserves accumulated by all the societies. The total of column 3 
is the amount of capital used to finance the trading operations of the 
movement as a whole. 



CHAPTER 7 

TIlE WHOLESALE SOCIETIES 

§ I. TIze, Members 

THE basic structure of the wholesale societies has changed little since 
their inauguration seventy years ago. They were created to serve the 
needs of the retail societies, originally as wholesale agents; but with 
the growth of the movement they have extended their operations 
into nearly every field of commercial activity. 

Membership of the wholesale societies is restricted to incorporated 
co-operative organizations, except that, in the case of the S.C.W.S., 
individuals also may become shareholdeIS. These organizations need 
not, however, have been incorporated under the Industrial arid 
Provident Societies A~. The decision as to whether a new member 
shall be admitted rests with a general meeting of members, that is, 
a meeting of the representatives of the shareholding societies, which 
bases its decision mainly on the objects of the candidate for election. 
A concern may be co-Operative in principle, although it is registered 
under the Companies Acts; on the other hand, there are many 
organizations registered under the Industrial and Provident Societies 
Acts the objects of which are completely unacceptable by the con
sumers' co-operative movement. 

MembeIShip is not confined to consumeIS' societies;, productive 
societies, agricultural societies, and various overseas co-operative 
societies are in membeIShip with the C.W.S. and S.c. W.S. At the end 
of 1935 the membership of the C.W.S. consisted of 882 retail societies, 
97 agricultural societies, 4 productive societies, 22 OVeISe3s societies 
and 47 of a miscellaneous nature (e.g. federal societies and 
societies formed for a special purpose, such as the maintenance of 
convalescent homes). The total membeIShip was thus 1,052. In 
addition, 66 non-membeIS made purchases from the C.W.S. These 
non-membeIS are, however, mostly agricultural societies; only a 
small number of retail societies in England and Wales, transacting 
a very small amount of trade, are not membeIS of the C.W.s. 

The memberShip of the Scottish C.W.S. comprises a somewhat 
similar grouping; 211 retail, 6 agricultural, 7 productive, I oveISeas, 
and 15 miscellaneous societies. Among the non-member societies 
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purchasing from the S.C.W.S. are Aberdeen Northern Society and 
Dundee Society, two of the largest retail societies in Scotland. The 
question of these two societies frequently arises in discussions in 
Scotland, for they prefer to act independently of the movement. 
They are not members of the Co-operative Union; the Aberdeen 
Society withdrew in 1918 as a protest against the fonnation of the 
Co-operative Party. Apart from these two notable exceptions, and 
a handful of small and relativdy unimportant societies, the retail 
societies in Great Britain are members of their appropriate wholesale 
society. 

The relationship between the wholesale societies and their members 
is not unlike that existing between a retail society and its members. 
Members of a wholesale society share in its government; they receive 
a dividend on purchases; they provide the capital, on which they 
receive a limited rate of interest; and they are not compelled to restrict 
their trading to the wholesale society. This is an important aspect of 
co-operative organization. The wholesale societies depend on the 
goodwill of the retail societies for their trade. They are restricted by 
rule to sell only to retail societies, but they cannot force retail societies 
to buy their goods.1 Thus they have to compete with capitalist con
cerns in selling goods to co-operative societies. On the other hand 
there is an dement of loyalty in co-operative' trading which works to 
the benefit of the wholesale societies. 

Shareholding in the S.c. W.S. is not confined to societies; indi
viduals may also be shareholders, the maximum individual holding 
being £'-00. Employees of the S.C.W.S. also can take up shares. 
Each holding must be at least £10, which may be paid in instalments. 
Employees have invested £61,2.18 or o· 5 per cent. of the total share 
and loan capital of the society, and other individuals hold £936,750 
or 8· 5 per cent. 

The most important source of capital of the wholesale societies is 
by way of loans and deposits from co-operative societies. The rate 
of interest at present (1936--7) paid on these varies between 3 and 4 
per cent. Non-members receive about one-half of one per cent. less 
than these rates. Only a negligible portion of the total loans and 
deposits is held by societies that are non-members. 

1 This rule is relaxed to enable by-products of the C. W.S. or S.C.W.S. factories to 
be sold to merchants and manufacturers, and also to permit the sale of goods to publiC 
authorities. 
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§ a. Control and Management 

Both the C.W.S. and the S.C.W.S. are owned and controlled by their 
member societies. Control is democratic, the directors being nominated ' 
and elected by the shareholders, but the voting strength of the members 
is determined by their purchases from the wholesale society, and not 
by the amount of shares they hold. In the C.W.S. each member 
society has one vote in virtue of membership, one additional vote 
for the first [.10,000 worth of goods purchased from the C.W.S. in 
the previous year, and one further vote for each succeeding [.2.0,000 

worth of purchases. The method adopted by the Scottish C.W.S. is 
rather more complicated. Here also one vote is granted to each member 
society in virtue of membership. The society with the largest amount 
of purchases from the S.C.W.S. in the previous year is allotted a 
further forty-nine votes, making fifty in all. No society can hold 
more than fifty votes. The remaining societies are then allotted votes 
according to their purchases, the ratio being fixed by the forty-nine 
votes given to the highest purchaser. 

The member societies can appoint delegates to the quarterly 
meetings of the wholesale societies to the same number as they have 
votes. These quarterly meetings correspond to the members' meetings 
of a retail society and somewhat similar business is transacted. The 
directors present their report, attached to which is a fairly detailed 
statement of trading results. The report is discussed and criticisms 
and suggestions come from the assembled delegates. There are, 
however, two marked differences between the quarterly meetings of 
the wholesale societies and those of the retail societies. In the former 
case the report is more detailed, giving far more information than is 
found in the directors' reports of joint stock companies, or even in 
the reports of retail societies, and the discussion is better informed 
and usually far more constructive.1 

To facilitate the organization of meetings, the C.W.S. area is 
divided into eight divisions. Every quarter a meeting is held in each 
division, not necessarily always at the same place, except in the case 
of Manchester, London and Newcasde. These divisional meetings are 
all held on one day, and are followed, a week later, by a final meeting 
at Manchester. Delegates may attend anyone divisional meeting or 
the final meeting, but not both. All votes cast at divisional and final 

1 See Chapter 17, § I. 
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meetings are added to ascertain the. voting on any proposal. Owing 
to the splitting up of the representatives in this manner, special 
arrangements are necessary for dealing with amendments and motions 
for adjournment, but otherwise business at these meetings is carried 
on in a normal way. More than 2,000 votes are usually cast at C. W.S. 
meetings. 

The quarterly meetings of the S.C.W.S. are by rule divided between 
Glasgow and Edinburgh. The March and September meetings review 
the half-yearly balance sheets, and are more important than the 
interim June and December meetings. The March and June meetings 
are held in Glasgow and the September and December meetings 
in Edinburgh. Unlike the C.W.S. the Scottish organization does 
not hold. district quarterly meetings. There is only one meeting 
each quarter and that serves the whole of the area covered by 
the S.C.W.S.~ The alternation between Glasgow and Edinburgh, 
however, goes some way to meet the convenience of the constituent 
societies. 

An interesting feature of the democratic control of the S.C.W.S. 
is the place given in the system to its employees. The conditions 
attached to shareholding by employees are that each applicant for 
shares must be a bona fide purchasing member of a constituent retail 
society, and that the employee-shareholders shall form a special society 
which takes its place in the general federation of constituent societies. 
The S.C.W.S. Employees' Shareholding Association, as the special 
society is termed, has to meet prior to each quarterly meeting of the 
S.C.W.S. and appoint delegates to attend. Each constituent society 
is entided to a delegation equal to the number of votes it has been 
allotted. In the case of the Employees' Shareholding Association, 
which has no purchasing qualification, one delegate is allowed for 
every ISO members. The number of members is S80, which entides 
the Association to three delegates. The expenses of the Association 
are borne by the members, who each pay 6d. per year for the purpose. 
The association has the right to raise any matters affecting the working 
of the S.C. W.S., but it usually confines itself to issues connected with 
the welfare of the employees. In fact, although it might be expected 
to keep the employees' interests to the fore, it very seldom utilizes 
its right to do so. Labour questions are left to negotiation between 
the trade unions concerned and the S.C.W.S. Board. Membership 
of a trade union is a condition of employment; therefore any griev-
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ances, complaints, and disputes are quickly reviewed by the unions 
and are soon under discussion with the directors. 

The machinery provided for the expression of opinion by members 
of the wholesale societies is quite adequate for its purpose. Members 
may bring any matter connected with the business of the societies 
before the meetings after due notice. The balance sheets and reports 
are extremely comprehensive documents, giving details relating to 
every works or group of works, as well as to the activities of the 
societies generally. In practice, the machinery is not used to its fullest 
possible extent. The most prominent items at quarterly meetings are 
usually enquiries, raised on the report, and therefore less formal 
than if they were raised on the agenda under the special provisions 
contained in the rules. These general meetings serve rather to 
maintain and act as a check on the efficiency of the societies 
than to govern them. This statement has to be modified by the 
fact that the directors, although given wide powers by the rules, 
submit matters or recommendations of a controversial nature to the 
meetings. 

The directors of the wholesale societies are not elected at the 
quarterly meetings. They are nominated by the committees of 
management of. the member societies. Candidates for the Board 
are voted upon by these committees, the number of votes 
allotted to each society being based on their purchases as mentioned 
above. Voting is conducted by post on the -proportional representa
tion method. 

The rules relating to elections are very strict on the subject of 
canvassing. Each candidate aspiring for election to the C.W.S. Board 
is allowed to submit a loo-word letter and a photograph, and no 
more. No society may have more than. one of its members on' the 
Board. Directors of the C. W.S. must be under fifty years of age at 
the time of nomination and must retire at the age. of sixty-eight. 
They receive a commencing salary of £750 a year, rising to £1,000 
at the end of four years. The term of office is four years, after which 
they are eligible. for re-election., Re-election· is in practice automatic 
until the retiring age is reached, and no director in reCent years has 
failed to be re-elected. 

The C.W.S. Board appoints its own chairman and also the secre
tary, who is a paid official of the society. At present the Board consists 
of twenty-eight directors, fourteen elected from nominations by 
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societies in the Manchester district, six from the Newcastle district, 
and eight from the London district.1 

The full Board is expressly required by rule to deal with matters 
raised on reports from the committees and sub-committees. ~ese 
matters are: 

(1) The purchase or sale ofland and buildings. 
(2) Investments (except day-to-day investments, which the Finance 

Committee is empowered to make). 
(3) Any mortgage or charge upon any part of the assets of the Society. 
(4) Raising capital. .. 
(5) New ventures. 
(6) Expenditure on capital account beyond the limit fixed by the Board. 
(7) Working arrangements with competitors. 
(8) Replacements of assets, whether on capital or revenue account, 

involving a sum over and above a limit of expenditure to be 
fixed by the Board. 

(9)' Appointment of foreign deputations. 
(10) Appointment of salaried staff, whether new appointments or promo

tions, and including normal increases in staff salaries over a sum to 
be determined by the Board. 

Apart from these matters it is empowered to delegate its powers 
to sub-committees and this is done to a considerable extent (see 
Fig. 19)' The full Board meets weekly. Meetings are neld in the three 
main C.W.S. centres, Manchester, London and Newcastle, in accor
dance with the following rota: Manchester (3 successive weeks), 
London (I), Manchester (I), Newcastle (I), Manchester (I), London 
(I). Thus it meets once in eight .weeks at Newcastle and twice in 
eight weeks at London. This arrangement was adopted because, 
although the administrative centre at Manchester offers the greatest 
facilities, it was felt necessary to keep in touch with the depots and 
factories grouped around' the other centres. In the case of London, 
the fact that the C.W.S. Board is represented on several organizations 
having headquarters there provides an additional reason. 

1 A special committee appointed by the C. W .S. shareholding societies has recendy 
(1937) recommended a change in this arrangement, in order to ensure that all districts 
shall have an interest in the election of the national directorate. The suggestion is that a 
selective process shall be established whereby each of a nurnb~ of districts shall, by means 
of an election conducted within its own area, elect two, three or four candidates (accord
ing to the size of the district) whose names will then be submitted to the whole of the 
electorate throughout the country in an election conducted nationally. This recom
mendation has been accepted by the shareholders' meetings. 
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The Board is divided into three main committees, Finance, Grocery 
and Drapery, and the day to day duties of management are performed 
by two permanent sub-committees of each of these main committees. 
A composite sub-committee drawn from each of the main committees 
deals with wages and all labour questions not reserved for deter
mination by the Board. The minutes of the main committees are 
submitted to the Board in the week following the committee meetings. 
Minutes of the main committees relating to wages and similar matters 
are submitted to the Wages Committee. The Wages- Committee thus 
acts as a co-ordinating agent. The C.W.S. Board acts as an executive 
body to a much greater extent than is usual with the administrative 
bodies of concerns of a similar size. Until 1929 a system of routine 
visitation was in force, whereby individual directors were responsible 
personally for visiting and supervising specified works or depots. 
This arrangement did not prove entirely satisfactory, .and a system 
of permanent sub-committees was substituted, in order to relieve the 
main committees of work and to increase the possibility of specializa
tion. The sub-committees are responsible to the main committees 
for works and departments jn their charge. There are also a number 
of special, and usually temporary, ad hoc committees appointed to 
deal with new enterprises or specific administrative duties. The need 
for relieving the committees of work led also to the development of 
a system of group management, whereby one manager was made 
responsible for all the C.W.S. works in a particular branch of industry. 
This system has, of course, also economic advantages, and it is still 
being extended. 

The difficulties of managing a concern with activities as varied as 
those of the C.W.S. are obvious, and owing to the volume of executive 
work which is undertaken, considerable stress has to be laid on 
routine. The structure thus tends to be rather rigid, with consequent 
loss of personal contact with the works and departments. Fig. 19 
illustrates this point. In practice, of course, these channels are not 
always used, but the diagram illustrates the method by which formal 
instructions and resolutions are passed. 

The method of control is somewhat similar to that of a municipal 
authority. The sub-committee responsible for a group of factories 
and departments meets regularly to discuss their administration and 
policy. Decisions are reported for confirmation to the appropriate main 
committee. If the sub-committee's decisions are confirmed by the main 
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committee they are reported to the full Board for final confinnation. 
In nonnal circumstances no important decision can be implemented 
until it has been approved by the Board. In exceptional circumstances 
a decision may be implemented before it has had time. to get to the 
Board, in which case it has to be ratified before it can become a 
permanent measure. It may be argued that this rather complicated 
machinery of government delays the execution of business. In practice 
this need not happen. The business to be transacted by a sub-committee 
consists mainly of the consideration of reports from the managers 
of factories and departments. A manager reports regularly, sometimes 
weekly, and his report deals with the trading resultsof his factory 
or department and with proposals for extending business, new enter
prises and other matters on which he requires the approval of the 
committee. Even in a personal business, where the owner is the 
entrepreneur, many matters have to be thought out very carefully 
before they become the practice of the concern. A C. W.S. department 
which desires to put down new plant, or to introduce a new enterprise, 
need not take longer over the matter than any other form of business 
organization. The plans are presented to the appropriate sub
committee, which will probably have a week to study them before 
the manager attends a meeting of the sub-committee to discuss the 
matter. If the plans have been carefully prepared and are backed by 
full information, there should be no delay in obtaining the consent 
of the sub-committee to put them before the main committee and the 
Board. If the plans involve capital expenditure they have to be sub
mitted also to the Finance Committee for approval. This step is 
necessary to co-ordinate and govern investment policy. But approval 
at this stage is not nonnally withheld, provided the main trading com
mittee strongly supports the venture. When the proposal comes before 
the Board, backed by the sub-committee, main committee and Finance 
Committee, its approval is often automatic. The matter will have 
thus been under discussion in one committee or another for three 
weeks or a month. In the course of these discussions any· apparent 
weakness or any divergences from the common policy of the society 
would have been noticed. Many proposals, some involving large 
expenditure on new plant, take~no more than three weeks to receive 
the final approval of the Board. Others' have been known to take 
several months, for the procedure is to refer back to the sub-committee 
which first dealt with it any proposal which fails to receive approval 
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at any stage in the proceedings. It is then sent back to the manager 
with the reasons for withholding approval, and he has to modify 
his plans to conform to the views expressed by any of the committees 
or the Board. 

The main criticism of this procedure is not the time that may be 
taken in coming to a decision, but the absence of machinery to pro
mote and guide a comprehensively planned development of trading 
activities. A few developments are initiated by the Board or com
mittee; and entirely new enterprises are normally initiated by them. 
There is, however, very little planning on a big scale to provide for new 
industries and new methods of trading. Such developments as have 
occurred have been in lines in which the demands of the retail societies 
have made expansion necessary. There have been very few enterprises 
initiated in anticipation of the demands of retail societies. Develop
ments in trades in which the wholesale societies are already engaged 
are usually initiated by the managers of productive plants or depart
ments. There is, however, constant discussion among managers, 
officials and directors throughout the movement and ideas for new or 
improved activities are thus constantly arising over a wide field. 

The government of the Scottish C.W.S. follows a similar plan, 
although the actual constitution of committees differs in detail from 
that of the C. W.S. The S.C.W.S. is governed by a Board of Directors, 
t;welve in number, including the President and the Secretary. In 
contrast to C. W.S. practice, both of these officials are nominated and 
elected by the member societies. Each director (and the President 
and Secretary) is elected for a period of t;wo years. The President 
and Secretary receive a salary of £650 per annum each, and the other 
directors receive £500. All are eligible for re-election, and in practice 
re-election is automatic until the retiring age. The Board has three 
sub-committees, each consisting of four members, and for this purpose 
the President and Secretary act as ordinary members of the Board. 
Each is assigned to a sub-committee as an ordinary director. The 
President, however, has the additional right to sit on each of the 
sub-committees in an ex officio capacity. In practice he seldom exercises 
that prerogative. The Secretary, by virtue of his office, may often 
be called in to either of the two sub-committees of which he is not 
a member. The day-to-day administrative work is. conducted by 
these sub-committees. 

A .director serves on a sub-committee for four years, and then 
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moves to another. Each sub-committee is so organized that it provides 
for the exercise of four distinct individual functions. For instance, of 
the four members of the Finance and Property Committee, two are 
responsible for financial and two for property matters. One of the 
two financial members is officially styled the finance convener. He 
acts as chairman of the sub-committee when it deals with matters 
that come within his province, and he is responsible to the Board, on 
behalf of the sub-committee, for those matters. The other financial 
member acts as his assistant. The two members whose special province 
is property function in a similar manner. One is the property convener, 
and takes the chair when the sub-committee deals with property 
matters. The other is the convener's understudy and assistant. The 
Grocery Sub-Committee and the Drapery and Furniture Sub
Committee deal with all matters affecting the departments, whether 
productive or distributive, which come under their control. Each of 
these two trading committees has a convener who is responsible for 
the distributive departments, and a convener for the productive works; 
and each convener has his assistant. Each convener serves only a year 
in that post. He is followed by the director who has been acting as 
understudy or assistant convener during the year. 

The full Boardis, of courSe, responsible for the preparation and 
direction of general policy. The final authority is the meeting of 
shareholding societies; but the meetings are in the main concerned 
only with policy in its widest aspects. Interpretation must always be 
the function of the directors. The full Board, too, has to ratify the 
decisions of the sub-committees before they can become operative. 

The directors of the S.C.W.S. are not, like those of the C.W.S., 
elected on a geographical basis. The only limitation is that no society 
can have more than one director on the Board at any time. In practice, 
however, when a vacancy occurs owing to the death or retirement. 
of a director, the societies invariably elect the new director from the 
district from which the previous one came, provided, of course, that 
a suitable man is available. f 

The persons elected to be directors of the wholesale societies are 
outstanding members of the local committees or paid officials of 
local societies. Nominations are in practice made from a selected 
group. Similarities of experience and training within this group make 
geographical representation unnecessary; and yet it is in some ways 
desirable. In the C.W.S. the extensive nature of the enterprise and 
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the differences that exist in co-operative affairs in different parts of 
England and Wales have been held to make geographical representa
tion essential. In the S.C.W.S. those conditions do not exist to the 
same extent; but in spite of the lack of rules to enforce election on a 
district basis, the sense of the member societies works in that direction. 
Geographical representation in this type of democratic business 
enterprise has much to commend it, so long as it is not so rigidl:y 
applied as to prevent the most capable men being elected to the 
highest posts. 

It is interesting to examine the previous occupations of the directors 
of the wholesale societies. Of the twenty-eight directors of the C. W.S., 
in 1935, eleven were secretaries or managers of retail societies~ two are 
ex-M.P.s, four were school teachers; the remainder were, respectively, 
a minister of religion, an official of the C. W.S., a political organizer 
for a retail society, an official of the insurance Society, an official of 
the Co-operative Union, an official of an agricultural marketing society, 
an Inland Revenue official, a school attendance officer, a commercial 
traveller, and two engineers. Of the two ex-M.P.s one was also a 
trade union official and the other had previously been a clerk in the 
offices of a local authority. 

Three of the twelve dire~tors of the Scottish C.W.S. were managers 
of retail societies prior to their election to the Board. The other nine 
include a former trade union organizer, an engineering draughtsman, 
a journalist who had also been an M.P., a compositor, a tailor, an 
insurance agent, a miner, an assistant manager of a linen factory, and 
a manufacturer's buyer. . 

With one exception, the twenty-six directors of the two societies 
who were not drawn from the ranks of officials of retail societies, 
were members of committees of management of their retail societies. 
l'he directors, therefore, are a combination of representatives of the 
consumers and representatives of the official side of the trading 
organizations that directly supply the consumers. Consumers' control 
is the dominant feature of the wholesale societies. The directors are 
in the main representatives of the consumers. To that extent they 
adequately fill the part they have to play. But under the existing 
constitutions of the C.W.S. and the S.C.W.S. they have to do more 
than govern the policies of the conc~. They are also called upon 
to undertake a large measure of detailed administration, and such 
work, requiring a peculiar skill, may not be the kind of work which, 
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as consumers' representatives, they are necessarily fitted to undertake. 
Further, the size and multifarious activities of the C.W.S. have 
reached a point at which further growth will so overburden a Board 
of twenty-eight members, that they will either have to increase their 
number or devolve more and more of the administrative work on 
their officials. 

The directors have also to undertake the management and admini~ 
mtion of other organizations with which the wholesale societies .are 
associated. The control of the English and Scottish Joint C.W.S. is 
vested in a Board of eight directors, six from the C. W.S. and two from 
the S.C.W.S. The Board meets monthly and a meeting of the two 
bodies of shareholders, represented by the directors of the two wholt;
sale societies, is held annually to receive and pass the balance sheet. 
The business conducted by the E. & S. Joint C.W.S. is restricted to 
tea, coffee, cocoa and chocolate. There is, therefore, no need for 
frequent meetings to deal with the administration of this rather routine 
business. 

The Co-operative Insurance Society is also jointly controlled by 
the two wholesale societies.1 In addition, directors serve on the 
management committees of the retail societies which are "under 
supervision" by. the C.W.S. Some are on permanent government 
committees,such as the Food Council and the Board of Trade Advisory 
CounciL Others serve on public committees and industrial councils, 
such as the Transport Advisory Council, the Coal Utilization Council, 
Flour Millers Corporation, Manchester Ship Canal~ Meat Advisory 
Committee, Chambers of Commerce and other similar bodies. 

§ 3. 1Plzolesaling 

The functions of the wholesale societies can be grouped under fOUf 
main heads: merchanting, importing, manufacturing and finance. The 
merchanting function is the most important, measured by trade. From 
the point of view of policy, however, in the development of the 
enterprise of the wholesale societies, more attention is paid to the 
expansion of manufacturing activities. The wholesale societies were 
originally established to act as wholesale agencies, though they soon 
found it necessary to begin proJuction of many of the articles required 
by the retail societies. The manufacturing side of their activities has 

I See Chapter 8. 
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grown to large proportions, ~d their policy to-day is to extend pro
duction until the movement becomes self-supporting, apart from those 
supplies which have of necessity to be obtained from abroad. There 
are many articles needed by the retail societies which are not yet 
manufactured within the movement. These are obtained by retail 
societies through the C.W.S. or S.C.W.S. who buy supplies from 
capitalist firms, or direct from private wholesalers and manufacturers. 
In some cases the wholesale societies are the sole agents for the co
operative movement for standard articles. Some of these articles 
compete with C.W.S. or S.C.W.S. productions, but as the demand 
for the capitalist products is large, the wholesale societies find it 
necessary to act as agents for their competitors' products. This is 
particularly the case in regard to tobacco, cocoa and some other 
proprietary foodstuffs. 

The wholesaling functions of the C. W.S. are conducted from 
three main centres--Manchester, the original headquarters, Newcastle, 
opened in 1872, and London, opened in 1874. Each of these centres 
consists of a complete group of salerooms, warehouses and adminis
trative offices. Around each is grouped a number of important C.W.S. 
factories. Sub-branches have been established at Bristol and Cardiff, 
under the jurisdiction of London. Salerooms have been established 
at Leeds, Birmingham, Nottingham and Huddersfield in the Man
chester district, and at Plymouth and Northampton in the London 
district. The function of a saleroom is to provide a convenient centre 
for the maintenance of a relatively permanent display; depots carry 
on in addition minor administrative duties and buying. The head 
administrative offices of the S.C.W.S. are situated in Glasgow. The 
smaller area for which it is responsible has resulted in a much greater 
geographical centralization, both of productive works and of 
distributive departments, than in the case of the English society. 
The main salerooms are in Glasgow, which alone cater for the complete 
range of S.C.W.S. goods. There are branch salerooms in Leith, 
Kilmarnock, Dundee and Edinburgh. 

Special displays of goods are made in the salerooms on one day of 
each week, and buyers from most societies make it convenient to 
visit one or other of the salerooms on that day, placing orders and 
meeting the officials of the wholesale societies. A member of a retail 
society may also purchase from the saleroom on his society's order 
form. Thus the wholesale societies provide a useful service to the 
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members of those retail societies without drapery or furnishing 
departments. Such societies are often willing to pay members' fares to 
the nearest wholesale showroom. 

The wholesale societies have travellers attached to their various 
departments and factories, who visit retail societies periodically to 
display samples and book orders. Another point of contact between 
the wholesale and retail managers is the printed word. Price lists of 
all goods are circulated frequendy. The use of these lists is facilitated 
by a long-standing instruction to managers that the same price must 
be charged to all societies on the same day, irrespective of the size 
of the order. Orders for goods are not necessarily dealt with at the 
salerooms. They have to be remitted elsewhere, since the salerooms 
do not carry stocks. Orders are more frequently filled from the branch 
warehouse in the case of drapery goods. Furniture is, for obvious 
reasons, usually distributed direct from the factories. Groceries may 
be distributed from depots at various ports, from local commodity 
warehouses, such as the C.W.S. Hull Bacon Warehouse, from branch 
warehouses, or from the warehouses of railway or shipping com
panies, or direct from C.W.S. factories.or private manufacturers. 

Arrangements have been made by the C.W.S. and the S.C.W.S. 
with manufacturers of certain standard lines, chiefly groceries and 
foodstuffs, to supply retail societies with goods on orders received 
through the wholesale societies. The C.W.S. or S.C.W.S. receives a 
single account from the manufacturer for all supplies sent out to 
retail societies in each agreed period. This method, known as "invoicing 
through", enables the wholesale society to pass on some of the 
advantages of bulk orders to small societies. In some cases arrange
ments have been made whereby goods can be "invoiced through" to 
the retail society at the same price as direct orders. This means a 
saving of dividend and commission to the movement, although i, 
may divert attention from the desirability of co-operative production 
of certain articles, and it offers no incentive to large societies, which 
are able to place bulk orders, to obtain supplies from their wholesale 
society. On the other hand, the concentration of orders by retail 
societies for certain standard goods from capitalist manufacturers 
gives the wholesale societies i ~owledge of the co-operative market 
for those goods, which is very'valuable in the planning of productive 
enterprises. 

Transport is organized through special departments established for 
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the purpose. Detailed transport arrangements are naturally in the 
hands of each factory.· In the case of warehouses, central packing 
rooms are situated in each building or block of buildings, each room 
being responsible for the despatch of goods from certain depart
ments. The C.W.S. also possesses a Steamships Department, which 
conducts the C.W.S. shipping service between Manchester and Rouen, 
operated by two steamships. 

FIG. 2.0 

C.W.S. IMPORTS, 1935 

(A) COUNTRIES (B) COMMODITIES 
from [. [. 

Argentine •• 2.,993,°46 Butter 7,948,5°1 
Australia 2.,996,365 Cheese 810,40 9 
Canada 3,897,13° Coffee 72,617 
Denmark 6,082.,23 1 Eggs 442,120 
Holland 793,389 Fruit 2.,12.2.,736 
India and Ceylon •• 3,842.,618 Grain 761,624 
New Zealand 3,338,4°8 Meat 2.,619,978 
Other Countries •. 8,696,828 Tea .4.293,717 

Vegetables 349,432 
Wheat .. 4,°8°,741 
Other_commodities 9,138,140 

Total Total 

Purchased directly from co-operative sources •• 
Purchased directly from other sources •• 
Purchased from merchants in Great Britain 

[. 
9,818,oj6 
6,867,177 

15,954,802 

The wholesale sOCletles obtain from innumerable sources the 
~ommodities which they distribute. They import nearly one-third of 
them. One of the frequently asserted principles of the movement is 
that it acknowledges no divisions of class, race, or creed. It would 
therefore be inconsistent for it to pay attention to the demands of the 
nationalist school, except in so far as these have justification in the 
conditions under which the foreign producer operates. The volume 
of imports from foreign countries may, however, be affected by the 
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extent to which co-operative marketing is developed in other countries, 
since it is the policy of the wholesale societies to give preference to 
co-operative marketing organizations. 

Fig. 20 shows the countries from which the main imports of the 
C.W.S. are obtained. It will be seen that these main imports are all 
foodstuffs. The S.C.W.S. imports similar goods on a smaller scale 
from the countries listed in the table. Less than a third is obtained 
from co-operative organizations overseas, but this proportion is being 
increased, for· the wholesale societies prefer either to buy from co
operative organizations or through their own agencies. To this end 
the wholesale societies have set up buying depots in Ireland, Canada, 
Denmark, Spain, France, the United States, Australia, Argentine, 
New Zealand, Ceylon, and West Mrica. In addition, direct trading 
relations have been set up with overseas co-operative marketing 
organizations. Deputations of directors and officials frequently visit 
foreign countries with a view to extending this practice. 

The C.W.S. method of importing wheat calls for special mention. 
A special buying depot has been established on the Liverpool Corn 
Exchange which carries on all the operations usually associated with 
dealings in wheat and other cereals. It is responsible for the whole of 
the supplies to the mills. Direct trading relations have been established 
with various countries, notably in the case of the Australian and 

, Canadian Co-operative Wheat Pools, but owing to changed circum
stances these have not been maintained during recent years. It may be 
added that speculative buying and selling is not considered a desirable 
form of co-operative marketing; the wholesale societies prefer to 
negotiate comparatively long-term contracts direct with the producers. 

In the case of tea, too, the peculiarities of the trade prevent the 
E. & S. Joint C.W.S. from buying all its supplies by contract from 
the planters. About one-fifth of the society's requirements is grown! 
on its own estates in India and Ceylon. A small additional supply is 
purchased directly in the tea market at Colombo, but the prices at 
Colombo are determined by "Mincing Lane". The bulk of the pur
chases, therefore, have necessarily to be made in London. The methods 
of buying and selling tea at the London Tea Exchange prevent the 
society from acting as a broker.:, There are in fact only about twelve 
brokers engaged in this business and any of them may be commissioned 
to buy the society's requirements on the instructions of the 
representative who is present at each day's dealings. 
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In making purchases in the open market the practice of the whole
sale societies does not differ from that adopted by the wholesale trade 
generally. Buying is controlled by the manager of the department or 
'Works concerned. One other method calls for attention, on account 
of its interest,rather than its importance. The C.W.S. has established 
hide and skin depots in various parts of the country. They purchase 
the hides and skins of animals slaughtered in co-operative societies' 
abattoirs for use in C.W.s. fellmongering works and tanneries, while 
wool from sheepskins is sent to the woollen mills. The manufacture 
of boots and shoes and other goods from these skins is the last link 
in what is probably the most complete vertical chain of co-operative 
production. It is flat entirely complete, however, since raw materials 
for the later processes are obtained also from other sources. Supplies 
from hide and skin depots exceeded £250,000 in value during 1935. 

Although there is no compulsion on societies to confine their trade 
to the wholesale societies, they are strongly influenced to do so. The 
requirements of retail societies are fairly easily met and the whole
sale societies can supply, if not all, at least a very high proportion of 
them. Apart from the question of co-operative ideals, it is claimed that 
a high degree of loyalty is profitable to the retail societies which 
benefit by the economies of large-scale organization, by the existence 
of strong wholesaling and productive organizations safeguarding 
co-operative supplies, by the fact that the C.W.S. and S.C.W.S. are' 
the. receptacles for most societies' surplus capital and by the g-ood . 
labour conditions maintained by the wholesale societies. It is also 
suggested that, since the wholesale societies sell only to co-operative 
societies, the latter, as a quid pro quo, should buy only from the C.W.S. 
or S.C.W.S. 

On the other side, it is urged that to tie societies to the wholesales 
would be uneconomic, since it would remove a strong incentive to 
efficiency. This argument falls to the ground if democratic sanctions 
operate properly. Secondly, it is urged that to bring compulsion to 
bear on societies is contrary to the spirit of "voluntarism" which, to 
many co-operators, is the essence of democracy. In practice, the extent 
to which societies obtain their supplies from their owq wholesale 
agencies varies considerably. Some, generally small societies, obtain 
the whole of their supplies from that source; in other cases, the 
proportion falls to 20 per cent., or even lower. On the whole, the 
smaller societies _obtain a higher percentage of their requirements 
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from these sources than the larger societies. The following analysis 
of the trade of 102 societies with the C.W.S~ iIlustt,ates this point: 

FIG. 2I 

PURCHASES THROUGH C.W.S" 1932 

- Wholesale Purchases· 
Size of Socl.tl .. NUIIlbu Total RetaiJSa1es Purchases --saIeS 

(Memben) of Membership per~r fromC,W.S. Socletl .. per Member (percent.) 

£. £. 
Under 2,000 12 15,367 34'75 18,6· 5J"5 
2,000- 4,000 12 39,504 3°'3 14'9 49'2 
4,000- 6,000 12 59,597 28'0 

. 
14'0 5°'0 

6,000- 8,000 12 86,924 30 '1 13'8 45'8 
8,000- 10,000 12 107,34° 30 '1 14'1 46'8 

10,000- 20,000 12 177,44° 2.8'0 11'6 41'S 
2.0,000- 40,000 12 3380410 .3°'2 12.'6 41'6 
40,000- 60,000 9 470,514 2.9'9 11'9 39'8 
60,000- 80,000 ) 203,616 29'9 12'9 43'1 
80,000-120,000 4 416,090 2.7'0 7'5 27'8 
Over 120,000 2 676,670 25'9 10'7 41'3 

• Average p~ .from C. W,S, are at wholesale prices, while retail sales are at 
retail prices. 

There are several reasons for this smaller percentage of C.W.S. 
trade in the case of larger societies. Small societies depend on the 
C.W.S. for services which larger societies can perform for thetnselves • 
.As the size of the society increases, it is better able to undertake 
services and operate departments (e.g. hairdressing and painting) 
which do not appreciably increase the demand for wholesale supplies. 
A large society can perform for itself services, such as the breaking 
of bulk and carrying of stocks, which the C. W.S. performs for smaller 
societies. It can obtain favourable terms from private suppliers on 
account of the size of its orders. Consequently, its dependence on the 
C.W.S. is not so great and its loyalty may be subjected to a certain 
amount of strain. .As the tendency for th~ membership to become 
concentrated in large societies grows, it is clear that the C.W.S. is 
only able to maintain its position by greatly increased efficiency. 

The C.W.S. provided the retail societies of England and Wales 
with approximately 67 per cenL of their supplies in 1935, and the 
S.C.W.S. provided the Scottish retail societies with about 62 per cent. 
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- ' . 
About 65 per ceqt. of the retail societies' supplies of grocery goods 
are obtained from the wholesale societies. This figure would; however, 
be increased to more than 70 per cent. if the trade in perishables was , 
eliminated from the calculations. There are two obvious reasons why 
societies are not willing to transact all their trade in perishables tlu:ougli " . 
the wholesale societies. The first lies in the nature of the co~odities; 
and the' second in the fad: tlmt these -goods undergo no process of 

FIG. :u. 

RETAIL SOCIETIES, 1935. ESTIMATED SOURCES OF SUPPLIES 
(WHOLESALE PRICES) 

EDgiand and Wales Scotland Great Britain 

Source . 
£000 Percent. £000 Percent. £000 Percent. 

------------
Wholesale Societies .. 95,000 66'8 18,000 62.'0 113,000 66'0 

Productive and Federal 
Societies " .. 4.500 3'2. 2.,000 TO - 6,500 3'8 

Own Productions and 
, 

Services . . .. 2.5.500 18'0 5,500 19'0 3 1,000 18'2. 

Farmers, Merchants and • 
Manufacturers . , 17,000 12.'0 3,500 12.'0 2.0,500 12.'0 

--- ---'-

Total supplies .. 142.,000 100'0 2.9,000 100'0 171,000 100'0 

• 
manufacture, except pasteurization in the case of milk. Societies, 
particularly the large ones, may secure an advantage in buying for, 
themselves. The introduction of Marketing Schemes for agricultural 
products and coal has, however, changed the attitude of the movement 
to the buying of perishable foodstuffs and coal locally, The retail 
societies have come to the conclusion that they can serve their interests 
better by concentrating their orders through the wholesale societies. 
The demands for milk, potatoes, bacon and coal from the wholesale' 
societies are increasing as a result of this change of policy. 

§ 4. ProJuctwn 

The manufacturing enterprises of the wholesale SOCleDes cover a 
very wide field. They aim at producing all the articles-foodstuffs, 
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furniture, clothing, household utensils--whi,ch co-operators buy for 
themselvlS and their homes; all the equipment that is needed to bring 

. those domestic supplies to the consumer, such as shops, offices, 
buildings, transport vehicles; and the raw mate}:"iais that are required 
in th~ production of finished goods. That aim has not yet been realized, 
'but, as Figs. 23 and 24 show, the wholesale societies operate ~ exten
'Sive range of productive plantS:. 'The tC. W.S. has 171 factories and 
workshops, which produced goods to the, value of £34,500,000 in 
1935. The S.C.W.S. operates fifty-six plants with an aggregate selling 
output of £6,026,000. The E. & S. Joint C.W.S. cocOa and chocolate 
factory at Luton has an annual selling output of approximately 
£250,000, and the annual value of supplies from the tea-packing and 
coffee-blending factories amounts to nearly £7,000,000. There are, 
therefore, 230 works and factories under the control of the wholesale 
societies and the anriual value of the goods they produce is approxi
mately £47,750,000. The efficiency of these plants, their locations 
and organization are discussed in Chapter 24. 

It will be noticed that the range of productions undertaken by the 
S.C.W.S. does not correspond with that of the C.W.S. Some products 
manufactured by the C.W.S., such as cycles, corsets, cutlery and 
paints, are "not made by the S.C.W.S. which, in tum, makes some 
products, e.g. jute, floorcloth and linoleum, not manufactured by the 
C.W.S. The S.C.W.S. acts as Scottish agent for C.W.S. products, 

'and the C.W.S. deals similarly with the S.C.W.S. products in England 
and Wales. 

We have seen that the retail societies obtain 66 per cent. of their 
supplies from the wholesale societies. In 1935 the value of the supplies 
from the wholesale societies amounted to approximately £113,000,000 
at wholesale prices, £37,000,000 of which, or, about one-third, repre
sented goods subjected to some process of manufacture in their own 
factories and workshops. The total output amounted to £47,750,000, 
but the value of commodities produced in one plant which are used 

. as raw material in another, the value of services not sold to retail 
societies, and sales abroad have to be deducted to find the value of 
supplies tQ retail societies. The value of the productions of the whole
sale societies which are sold over the counters of co-operative stores 
is reckoned to be £37,000,000. Fig. 43 on page 410 shows the extent 
to which the movement as a whole is dependent on supplies of raw 
materials fro~' non-eo-operative sources, from which it will be seen 

F 
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FIG. :13 

PRODUCTIVE PLANTS OF THE CO-OPERATIVE WHOLESALE 
SOCIETY, 1935 

Number of Number of Plants Factories or Employees Gross Output· NetOutputt 
Depots 

FooJ ProJu&tioll anJ Ass0ciau4 
Procusu .. £ £ 

Bacon Curing (England) 3 I) 89,517 4,410 
Bacon Curing (Ireland and 

8u,873 Denmark) · . .. ) 580 94,515 
Biscuits and Cakes .. 2 1,628 691,348 :155,)8) 
Butter Blending .. .. ) 270 1,~9,6)0 :a8,B4;a 
Flour Milling · . .. 8 1,749 6,~348 1,449,954 
Food Canning • • • • 2 899 654,592 136,191 
Lard, Refinery and Packing 2 :14 ~ 168,025 ,S,7U 

Margarine " · . · . 1 1,170 '20560,332 209,873 
Dairies and Milk Products 9 328 1,897,976 87,:186 
Fish Curing .. .. 1 14 2027;1 )87 
Preserves and Pickles .. 3 20270 . 1,478,8u 181,744 
Vinegar .. · . · . I 51 38,788 :12,167 

T~ anJ Clatlaing .. 
Oothing and Mantles .. 10 4,470 1.458,056 496,2)2 
Corsets .. .. .. I ~) 234,2)2 179,619 
Cotton Weaving •• .. ) 814 343,736 90>100 
Hats and Caps · . .. J u 1,586 1,029 
Flannel and Wool Shirtings 2 u6 93,351 21,016 
Hosiery .. .. · . 1 1,232 438,114 167.467 
Shirts .. .. .. 4 1,~6 4320743 159,944 
Wool Weaving .. · . 3 618 277,549 119,338 

MetJ GoHr .. 
Aluminium Ware •• · . J 99 50 ,063 20,009 
Cudery .. .. .. I 62 30,u9 17,001 
Cycles .. · . .. I u5 163,944 45.476 
Jewellery and Watch Cases J 68 37,962 11,086 
Tinplate, Canisters, and 

113,606 Electrical Goods · . 3 701 :105,747 
Washing Machines .. 1 40 7,839 3,959 

z-v,., GoHr .. 
Boot and Shoe Manufacture 7 4,500 1,~0,748 613,451 
Leather Goods, Bags, and 

19,874 Saddlery · . · . 2 I~ 54,871 
Leather Tanning •• .. 2 159 174,911 46,~1 

I 

Ot'" COIISIIJMrl GoHr: 
Brushes and Mats •• .. 2 314 101,194 46,112 
Coal Mining · . .. 1 779 134,236 114,737 
Chemicals, Drugs, and 

354,~9 Drysaltery •• · . 4 1,359 1,4°3,839 
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PRODUCTIVE PLANTS OF THE CO-OPERATIVE WHOLESALE 
SOCIETY, 193s-continueJ 

Number of Numberof' Plant Factories or Gross Output" Net Outputt 
Depots Employees 

O'Mr Conl_'" Gooth: {. {. 
Furniture •• .. .. S 2,710 1,001,173 466,524 
Paints and Vamishes .. I 78 143,618 51,931 
Pottery .. .. .. I 159 36,948 20,037 
Ropes and Twines .. I 165 88,851 26,2076 
Soap .. .. .. 3 1,662 1,807,838 686,077 
Tobacco .. .. .. I 685 1,056,022 110,226 

Work, t:DflCuneJ mainly witla 
prot/ueul' GootU IIfIfI 
SlInIieu: 

Building and Engineering 9 1,948 805,484 345,974 
Glass Bottle Manufac:tllre 2 389 158,561 72,060 
Motor Body Building and 

Wheelwrighting .. 2 156 64,466 37,195 
Packing Case Manufacture I 178 99,3]2 ,41,623 
Oil and Cake Mills .. I 383 788.681 130,760 
Power Station .. .. I 20 61,776 40.729 
Fellmongery .. .. 2 164 182,061 36,701 
Joinery Works .. .. I u5 40.516 25,001 
Provender Milling .. 5 51 73,385 5,793 
fU:iI,?y Wagon Works •• I 31 13,180 6,477 
Pnnnng.. ,.' .. 6 3,615 1,043,453 5Ir,IOI 
Weighing Scale Depots .. 14 169 64.493 43,707 

Totals' "_ .. 149 39,815 31,555,211 7,776,112 

• Gross output does not correspond accurately to value of sales from productive 
factories shown in other tables, e.g. W, since it relates to production, and production 
only, during 1935. Values of sales, however, also include certain selling expenses and 
sales from stocks in hand during the period under review. Only production in the society's 
main factories and workshops is included above. In addition, the C.W.S. haS II farms 
with 726 employees and a gross output of £246,976, for which it is difficult to calculate 
net output; a number of depots at which no productive processes are carried on, such as 
milk depots, hide and skin depots; two packing factories where goods are broken from 
bulk and packed ready for retail sale; and several small factories, such as the picture 
framing and umbre\la factories, the total output of which is relatively small. These are 
not included in the above table. 

t Net output refers to gross output minus cost of materials. 

that the vplume of raw materials produced by the wholesale societies 
for use in other of their plants is relatively small. 

It has been possible to obtain figures of net output of the productive 
plants of the C.W.S. These are given in Fig. 23. Similar figures are 
not obtainable for the productive plants of the Scottish C.W.S. 
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Fig. 24 gives the values of productions sold from S.C.W.S. plants in 
1935, and not the values of goods actually produced in that year. 

J-

FIG. 24. 

S.C.W.S. PRODUCTIVE PLANTS, 1935 

NumJ,.ro! 
Factories 

Plonts or Depots 

Aerated Waters.. 4 
Bacon ..... 
Bedding 
Blankets 
Boots and Shoes 
Brushes 
Building and Engineering 4 
Clothing and Mandes 7 
Drugs and Sundries • " 
Fishcurlng 
F1oorcloth and Linoleum I 

Fodder.. 2. 
Flour and Meal s 
Furniture 
Hosiery and Knitted Underwear 2. 
Jute 
Laundry 
Margarine 
Motor Body and Cartwright • • 2. 
Nursery •• 
Preserves, Peels, Pickles, etc. 5 
Printing, Bookbinding, Paper, etc. .. 2. 

, Saddlery , I 

Sausage •• 
Scale Repair 2. 
Shirts 2. 
Soap, Candles, etc. 1 

Tinware 
Tobacco, Cigars, and Cigarettes 
Underclothing •• 

Prot!uctioM 
Supplied 

:£ 
54,687 

12.8,2.66 

13,311 

13,092. 
339,613 

7,872. 
467,82.3 
2.09,473 
3II,535 
168,582. 

114,554 
41,815 

1,536,473 
12.2.,843 

50,2.75 
2.13,82.1 

7,62.4 
2.16,2.36 

34,92.8 
8,006 

51I,596 
345,82.8 

10,)83 

56,689 
5,171 

78,475 
2.75,663 
51,773 

617,999 
10,92.9 

Workers 
Employed 

68 
46 
2.9 

48 

993 
2.4 

1,047 
1,2.40 

550 

102. 

2.56 
II 

385 
363 
178 

455 
232. 
1)0 
84 

39 
599 
80S 

35 
2.6 
22. 

'385 
2.68 

159 
273 

93 

8,945 

The two tables are, therefore, not strictly comparable. This can be 
seen by reference to the figure of total sales of C.W.S. productions in 
1935, which was £34,500,000, while the total output value of goods 
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from 149 of the 171 C.W.S. plants amounted (see Fig. 2)) to 
£31,552,211 in the same period. 

§ 5. The C. W.S. BanIc 

The C.W.S. Bank is unique as a bank because it is not a separate 
institution; it is one of the numerous departments of the C.W.S. 
Prior to 1876, co-operative societies were precluded from carrying 
on banking business; in that year the Industrial and Provident Societies 
Acts were amended to remove the restriction. The C.W.S. had, 
however, anticipated the amendment to the Acts when it established 
a Loan and Deposit Department in ,1872. This department accepted 
funds only from co-operative societies, and even after the establish
ment of the Bank this restriction remained. Deposits from individuals 
were accepted in "910, and they now have an important place in the 
business of the Bank. Just before the War, trade union accounts were 
encouraged. To-day there are very few trade unions which do not 
conduct the whole of their banking business with the C.W.S. Many 
Working-men's Clubs, and mutual organizations such as Friendly 
Societies, sick clubs, educational and political associations, are also 
customers. The extent and classes of business of the Bank are shown 
in Fig. 25. 

FIG. 2S 

ACCOUNTS AND FUNDS OF THE C.W.S. BANK, 1935 
Nlllllkrof C,.dit OvuJrafu anti 

Clan of ClUtomU Accounu Baitm&u Advancu 
{. {. 

C.W.s. Trade Account 64.2.44,870 
Co-operative Societies 896 4.018,373 1,844.414 
Trade Unions 10,014 4.398,079 48,608 
MutUal Organizations 10,214 1,910,826 281,177 
Clubs 990 269,481 96,720 
Individuals •• 46,080 15,748,684 298,514 

TOTAL 68,204 90,590,313 2,5<>9,453 

The most important customer is the collectivity of the C.W.S. 
trade departments. Of the sum of credit and debit balances, 68 per 
cent. is in the C.W.S. trade account. When the C.W.S. account is 
deducted from the total credit balances, that is, from the sum of current 
and deposit accounts, the rest of the business, amounting to more 
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than £26,000,000, is comparable with that of such banks as Coutts, 
with deposit and current accounts amounting to £23,000,000; or 
Williams Deacon's with £35,000,000; or the Scottish and Irish banks. 
These banks, however, are not in such a favoured position as the 
C.W.S. Bank, which, by virtue of having one customer with excep
tional financial resources, is guaranteed a large and secure banking 
business. There are only twenty-three co-operative societies in 
England and Wales, with an aggregate membership of 10,500, which 
do not conduct their banking business with the C. W.S. Bank. 

The business conducted with individual customers is growing year 
by year. The customers who use the C. W.S. Bank do not keep large 
balances in their current accounts. Of the £15,748,684 standing in 
individual accounts, £5,477,847 is in the accounts of customers 
making deposits through retail societies, and £7,254,198 is in "deposit 
notes". The method of opening a deposit account through a retail 
society is growing in favour, and 21,500 such accounts have been 
opened. The rate of interest on new deposits (1936) is 2! per cent., 
a further 1 per cent. being added for three months' notice of with
drawal, and a further 1 per cent. for six months' notice. Deposit notes 
can be bought by customers not necessarily co-operators, who want a 
safe investment. Interest rates are from 2! per cent. to 3 per cent. 
according to the period of investment. 

The banking methods used by the C.W.S. Bank are economical and 
certainly inexpensive. Its business is not sufficiently extensive to 
support branches in all the towns in England and Wales. There are 
branch banks at each of the main C.W.S. centres in London, New
castle and Bristol. Two additional branches have been established in 
London, one in Kingsway, where the city office of the Co-operative 
Insurance Society is situated, and the other in Westminster near the 
headquarters of the Trades Union Congress and of some of the 
national trade unions. Throughout the country, local co-operative 
societies act as banking agents. This business is conducted through 

. the local branches of the joint stock banks. Current accounts are 
opened with the joint stock banks, and when a local society arranges 
to be an agency of the C.W.S. Bank, it indicates which of the banks 
has a conveniently adjacent branch. The headquarters of the selected 
bank are then requested to instruct their local branch to accept the 
deposits of the co-operative society. These deposits are credited to 
the C.W.S. Bank's current account with the selected joint stock bank. 
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Local withdrawals, which are usually infrequent, are arranged by 
the issue of bank drafts drawn by the C.W.S. on the same bank. The 
daily takings of co-operative societies in all parts of England and 
Wales are thus lodged to the credit of the C.W.S. Bank with one 
or other of the joint stock. banks, where they are available to be 
drawn upon for ordinary banking purposes. 

This system provides the C. W.S. Bank with over 2,500 local 
agencies. Individuals banking with the C.W.S. can present cheques 
for payment, or put sums in their accounts, at the local co-operative 
society, either at its head office or at one of the branCh shops which 
have been selected for the purpose. The local society submits a daily 
statement of these transactions to the headquarters of the C.W.S. 
Bank at Manchester or to the nearest branch office at London, New
castle, or Bristol. This statement shows the deposits paid in by the 
customers of the bank and the sums paid to them. If the balance on 
these transactions is a credit due to the Bank, the more frequent 
result, the co-operative society pays the credit into the local joint 
stock. bank. Where the reverse situation occurs, and the local society 
has paid out more than it received, it claims the difference on the 
daily statement and the Bank credits the sum to the society's current 
account. The C.W.S. Bank assembles these daily statements, balances 
the total transactions, and makes the necessary adjustments and 
reconciliations in the societies' accounts. The local societies· are 
remunerated for the banking business they undertake, special 
allowances being made for each class of work. 

The interest on current accounts is not determined until the end 
of the half-year, when the available surplus is ascertained and a rate 
of interest decided upon that will utilize all the surplus with the 
exception of an amount sufficient to make a modest allocation to the 
reserve fund. The rates of interest allowed do not 'Vary as between 
customer and cUstomer with one exception. Co-operative societies 
receive i per cent. more on credit accounts than the rates shown on 
the terms slip for other customers, and are charged i per cent. less 
on debit accounts or overdrafts. During the decade ended July 1932, 
the average rate paid on current account was £2 13s. 3d. per cent., 
and to societies £3 3s. 3d. per cent.; the existing rates (1936) are 
2 per cent. and 2i per cent. respectively. The manner in which the 
Banking Department utilizes its funds has been explained in Chapte~ 6, 
and calls for but one comment here. The proportion of the funds 
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placed in overdrafts is relatively low, and the proportion placed in 
investments relatively high, as compared with banking practice 
generally. This is due to the habits of thrift innate in the co-operative 
system. The co-operative movement has attracted (in part through 
accumulated dividend) a greater amount of monetary resources than 
is needed for its existing capital or trading requirements. A large part 
of this passes more or less automatically to the C.W.S. Bank. Most 
co-operative societies are now self-supporting for capital purposes, 
and few overdrafts are necessary. 

The C.W.S. Bank acts as banker to the Co-operative Wholesale 
Society Limited as a trading body, on terms slightly more advan
tageous than other banks would allow to their important commercial 
customers. The Bank acts as financial adviser, arranges credits for 
foreign purchases, supervises the financial arrangements at the colonial 
and foreign depots, advises on foreign exchange policy, and so forth. 
All the financial transactions of the C. W.S., as distinct from those 
of the Bank itself, pass through a current account, and are treated in 
the same way as those of an ordinary customer. Bank and trade opera
tions are thus kept quite distinct. The accounts of several foreign 
banks are also conducted by the C. W.S. Bank. It has made considerable 
advances to co-operative organizations in N~ Zealand, Australia, 
Russia and elsewhere. The Bank is also affiliated to the Banking 
Committee of the International Co-operative Alliance. 

The Bank is governed by the Board of Directors of the C. W.S. 
The administration, however, is supervised by the Finance Committee.1 

This Committee meets once weekly, and at each meeting the Bank 
Manager attends and submits particulars of the Bank's business, with 
the necessary statistics; position of funds, investments, overdrafts, 
bank balances, applications for overdrafts, questions of policy, etc., 
are considered. The decisions of the Finance Committee go to the 
Board for approval or otherwise, and are then acted upon. Methods of 
control and supervision differ very little from those of an ordinary 
commercial bank. 

The Scottish C.W.S. has an account with the C.W.S. Bank, but 
the banking business of the co-operative movement in Scotland is 
conducted with the Scottish joint stock banks~ This is in line with the 
general financial system in Scotland, where the banks are independent 
of the joint stock banks in England and Wales. 

1 See p. 141. 
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§ 6. Miscellaneous Services 

The wholesale societies of to-day are called upon to undertake many 
services, additional to providing goods for retail distribution, which 
were not contemplated in their original aims. They have been under
taken to satisfy the needs of retail societies, which, in the development 
of their trading operations, have required to an ever-increasing extent 
the services of· architects, builders, shopfitters, research chemists, 
advertisers, publishers, lecturers and propagandists, exhibitions and 
cinema shows and other miscellaneous services. All these are provided 
by the wholesale societies for their members. The modem policy of 
the wholesale societies is to undertake every kind of commercial 
service that any section of the movement may require. 

Retail societies, with very few exceptions, now have their new 
shops, offices, dairies, laundries and other buildings designed by the 
architects of the C.W.S. or S.C.W.S., built by the building depart
ments of the wholesale societies and fitted by their shopfitting 
departments. Alterations to old buildings are also carried out by these 
staffs. The improvement in co-operative architecture which has been 
so noticeable in the post-war years has been due to the virtual monopoly 
of building whi~ the movement has given to the wholesale societies. 
The large quantity of work thus concentrated in two organizations 
has enabled them to employ big staffs of qualified practitioners, 
including architects, engineers.and surveyors, who, by pooling their 
problems and experiences, have raised the standard of designing and 
building to a high level. 

Another service which has given excellent results is the organiza
tion of exhibitions. In the main these are organized by the C. W.S. 
Publicity Department. The Scottish C.W.S. has fewer opportunities 
of undertaking this service. The advertising of C.W.S. products and 
services and, to a more limited extent, retail societies' advertising, are 
also undertaken by the C.W.S. Publicity Department. In these fields 
its work has been less successful. Co-operative advertising has not 
reached as high a standard as the size and scope of the movement 
warrant.1 The C.W.S. Publicity Department also publishes a number 
of periodicals, books and pamphlets. In Scodand the advertising 
service is provided by the s.c. W.S. Advertising Department. 

The C.W.S. has established a Chemical Research Department, 
I See p. 404. 

F* 
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where all the products of C.W.S. factories are tested for purity and 
quality, and where non-eo-operative goods are also tested to ensure 
that their standards are at least as good as their advertised claims. This 
department, which is recognized by the appropriate authorities as 
having the status of a public analyst, also undertakes many services for 
retail societies. For instance, it advises co-operative societies on the 
best methods of dealing with perishable goods so as to avoid waste 
and to ensure a maximum of purity; it also acts in conjunction with 
the Legal Department, another service provided by the C. W.S., when 
any co-operative organizations inadvertently, or as the result of 
inefficiency, transgress the Foods and Drugs Acts. 

These services are organized to meet the needs of retail societies. 
There are, however, services organized by the C.W.S. which pass 
over the retail societies and are undertaken directly for the individual. 
They are the C.W.S. Health Insurance Section, described in the next 
chapter, and the Co-operative Dental Association. The latter is a 
unique enterprise. It is governed by a committee consisting of three 
dental practitioners and two C.W.S. directors, and has opened forty
five surgeries, employing sixty dentists, in various parts of the country, 
where members of retail societies can obtain dental treatment. 

§ 7. Wholesale Societies and Retail Trade 

The growth of the wholesale societiqs and the extending scope of 
their services has led to suggestions for direct participation in retail 
trade. This has only recently been discussed as a matter of general 
poliCy, but some retail societies have in the past found themselves in 
financial difficulties and have called on the C.W.S. or S.C.W.S. for 
assistance. The C.W.S. at present has forty-four retail societies "under 
supervision". To assist them and nurse them back to prosperity, the 
C.W.S. appoints two or three of its directors to become the manage
ment committee of the society. The original committee becomes an 
advisory body only. Under the management of the C.W.S. and with 
the backing of the central organization, these societies usually recover 
their former position. But the question has often been raised: why 
should the C.W.S. give the societies back to their original manage
ment? Under C.W.S. guidance and control, their efficiency has been 
improved and they have given better service to their customers. This 
feeling was responsible for the formation of.the C.W.S. Retail Society 
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Ltd. At the quarterly meeting in January 1934 the C.W.S. was 
authorized, under certain conditions, to open retail shops, a proposal 
which aroused a storm in some sections of the press. The conditions 
laid down were, however, intended to safeguard the position of retail 
societies. Branches of the new retail society are only to be opened in 
areas where there is a desire for them, and where local circumstances 
are against the formation of a completely autonomous society, or 
where the local society has repeatedly failed to maintain its position. 
The interests of neighbouring societies are to be consulted, and 
provision is made for the branch to become independent of the C.W.S. 
if it achieves sufficient strength. The scheme before adoption was 
submitted to the Co-operative Union for approval. It is believed that 
steps will be taken later to facilitate the management of the societies 
under supervision by incorporating them in the scheme. The first 
branch opened is at Cardiff where the local society has never been 
very successful. The society is now officially known as the Cardiff 
Branch of the C.W.S. Retail Society Ltd. The Cardiff experiment is 
being closely watched, and the results obtained there will probably 
determine future policy. 

The Scottish C.W.S. has engaged in retail trade since 1910, when 
a retail store was. opened by the S.C.W.S. in Elgin. It is difficult 
and often impossible to establish retail societies in the Highlands. 
They are too far removed from the urban centres from which the 
movement receives its strongest support. Yet the people in these 
areas are willing to support the idea of co-operative trading, if the 
store and co-operative services are provided for them. They are not 
interested in exercising control over the store themselves. So far, 
five such branches or stores have been opened. Their situations and 
memberships are: 

Banff, Banff •• 
Buckie, Banff 
Elgin, Moray 
F orres, Moray 
Peterhead, Aberdeenshire .• 

430 members 
1,000 members 
1,72.4 members 
1,198 members 
1,82.8 members 

6,180 members 

The organization of retail trade by the wholesale societies has not 
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reached a position of importance. The efforts that have been made so 
far have been largely experimental. Only a radical change in the views 
of the movement would permit a wide extension of this kind of 
trading. Such a change, as far as can be judged by the present temper 
of the movement, is unlikely. 



CHAPTER 8 

CO-OPERATIVE INSURANCE 

INSURANCE is one of the most successful branches of co-operative 
enterprise. The ability of the movement to adapt its peculiar form of 
organization to meet the needs of this distinctive business illustrates 
the flexibility of the co-operative structure. There are two separate 
departments concerned with insurance business, both of which are 
controlled by the wholesale societies. The Co-operative Insurance 
Society, jointly controlled by the C.W.S. and the Scottish C.W.S., 
is responsible for life assurance and all branches of general insurance 
except health insurance. The C.W.S. has established a special depart
ment for health insurance, which, in its organization and management, 
occupies a position similar to that of a trading department of the ' 
C.W.S. 

§ I. The Co-operative Insurance Society Limited 

The movement w:ent into the insurance business in 1867, when the 
Co-operative Insurance Company was founded as a federal society 
to insure the property of co-operative societies. The word "Company" 
was dropped from the title and "Society" substituted in 1899. It had 
made very little progress before it was taken over by the wholesale 
societies in 1913. For many years it confined its business to fire and 
fidelity insurance and found these two lines rather unprofitable. It 
ventured into life assurance in 1886, but the methods adopted to insure 
the lives of co-operators were not such as to obtain a satisfactory 
response. Premiums were paid through local retail societies at quar
terly or half yearly periods instead of through weekly house-to-house 
collections, the more usual practice in working-class households. 
Handicapped by its inefficient methods, the Society made very little 
progress, and the business which was taken over by the wholesale 
societies could hardly be described as a going concern. The history of 
co-operative insurance is of some interest, because it supports the 
claim of the wholesale societies that all services, other than retail distri
bution, can be more ·efficientlyorganized under their control than by 
specialized societies. While it was a separate and independent society, 
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the. C.LS. was far from enterprising; under the control of the whole
sale societies, it has made rapid progress. 

In 1917 the C.I.S., now owned by the wholesale societies, absorbed 
the Planet Friendly Assurance Collecting Society, and used the local 
agents of the Planet for the inauguration of house-to-house canvassing 
and collection of premium payments. This method of conducting life 
assurance business, though costly, is apparently necessary for successful 
development in this class of business. 

The official sub-title of the C.I.S.-The Joint Insurance Department 
of the Co-operative Wholesale Society and the Scottish Co-operative 
Wholesale Society-printed on all the documents issued by the 
Society, is the public indication of joint ownership by the two whole
sale societies. For the purpose of management, it is treated as a depart
ment of the C.W.S., with the additional feature of S.C.W.S. 
participation, although it is registered as a separate society under the 

• Industrial and Provident Societies Acts. The nominal capital of the 
C.I.S. is £105,000, of which only £26,250 has been called up. The 
nominal holding of the C.W.S. is £84,000, £21,000 of which has 
been called up. The S.C.W.S. has likewise paid only a quarter of its 
nominal holding of £21,000. It is governed by a management com
mittee of ten members, eight appointed from the directors of the 
C.W.S. and two from the directors of the S.C.W.S. The C.W.S. 
always appoints its Finance Committeel of eight members as its 
representatives; this arrangement serves a very useful purpose, 
for in the course of their duties as a C.W.S. committee, they also 
attend to C.I.S. business. As the headquarters of the C.I.S. are in 
Manchester, and the principal branch office is in London, the 
C.W.S. Finance Committee, with the addition of the two directors 
from the S.C.W.S., undertakes the responsibility of day-to-day 
administration. 

The manager of the C.I.S. reports to the Finance Committee, and 
meets with it at frequent intervals, in just the same way as do the 
departmental managers of the C.W.S. who come under its jurisdiction. 
The C.W.S. Finance Committee is thus responsible for administering 
the important financial operations of banking and insurance. The 
co-ordination of financial administration in one committee is advan
tageous. It makes possible a common policy in regard to investments; 
and it concentrates the financial strength of co-operative enterprise, 

I See p. 147. 
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10 that, if difficulties were ever experienced, the collective resources 
of the movement could be effectively organized to meet them. 

As the C.W.S. and the S.C.W.S. are the sole shareholders of the 
C.I.S., their member societies have no legal right to receive' its balance 
sheets and reports, or to raise questions regarding its administration, 
except in so far as the administration affects the value of the share 
capital of the C.I.S. In practice, however, a summary of the c.I.S. 
balance sheet and the financial results of its business are included 
with the annual balance sheet of the C.W.S. and one of the two 
half-yearly balance sheets of the S.C.W.S. The delegates to the 
wholesale societies' meetings thus have an opportunity of discussing 
the Insurance Society's affairs. This practice has been followed because 
it serves a useful purpose. The reasoned criticisms of retail societies' 
representatives are incentives to efficiency; and the announcement of 
C.I.S. business in the reports of the wholesale societies gives publicity 
to its affairs among its most influential customers. 

The business conducted by the C.I.S. and the methods used are 
much the same as those of any other well-established insurance 
company. A little more than half its business (52 per cent.) is in indus
trial life insurance, 18 per cent. in ordinary life assurance, I I per cent. 
in motor insurance, 10 per cent. in co-operative societies' own business 
risks and other arrangements, and 9 per cent. in the co-operative col
lective life assurance scheme. This latter scheme is another example of 
the benefits of collective enterprise. Every member of a retail society 
which pays the stipulated premiums is automatically insured. On the 
death of a member, the retail society pays the sum provided in the 
scheme to the person nominated by the testator. This sum is based on 
the member's average annual purchases from his society in the three 
years prior to his death. In the case of a husband's death, his wife, or 
dependants receive 45. per £ of purchases up to a maximum payment 
of £40; on the death of a wife, the rate is 2.S. up to a maximum 
payment of £20; and in the case of a single person, 5S" with a maximum 
payment of £501 The premium income is paid by the retail societies 
to the C.I.S., the rate being lid. per £ of sales. Some societies have 
obtained a modification of these premiums whereby they pay Id. 
per £ of sales, in return for which their payments to members' 
dependants are arranged on the basis of the average of three years' 
purchases, or the last full year's purchases, whichever is the smaller. 
Only a few societies, most of them small, have not joined the scheme, 
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and several of these have similar schemes ~f their own, indepen
dent of the C.I.S. The scheme is simple, and is of great benefit to 
poorer households when the expenses of funerals have to be met. 
Its value can be gauged from the 1935 payments, which amounted 
to more than £440,000. 

Apart from this collective life assurance scheme, the only insurance 
of a specifically co-operative character is that arranged for retail and 
other societies to cover their business risks. It is estimated that 98 per 
cent. of this kind of insurance is placed with the C.I.S. and accounts 
for about 10 per cent. of its premium income. It covers fire, accident, 
employers' liability, motor and general insurance and is undertaken 
on an ordinary business footing. The premiums are calculated to 
accord with the risks. But certain advantages accrue to the C.I.S. and 
to the insured societies from the co-operative character of the business. 
The C.I.S. is assured of a large and steady premium income from 
trading concerns which are "good" risks, for co-operative societies 
do not go bankrupt, or act carelessly in matters affecting property; 
their insurance payments are kept within the movement; the reserves 
which the C.I.S. creates add to the financial strength of the movement; 
and the profits are distributed to retail societies. 

Other (orms of insurance are conducted directly between the C.I.S. 
and the insured persons. The old method of arranging for premiums 
to be paid through co-operative societies has been discarded. Great 
Britain is covered by a network of 200 district and branch offices, 
at which any kind of insurance can be arranged. The "field" staff 
consists of 3,000 full-time and 8,000 part-time agents. These local 
agents are carefully selected, and the C.I.S. lends the successful 
applicantS up to 75 per cent. of the purchase price of their "books" 
and guarantees each agent a minimum weekly earning of £2 lOS. od. 
For the first few weeks of an agent's employment, he has the services 
of a special canvasser to explain his duties and generally advise him 
on the most successful methods of canvassing. 

The C.I.S. compares favourably with other insurance offices in the 
progress it has made in the post-war years. Between 1920 and 1935 its 
annual premium income increased five-fold, from £1,385,000 to 
£6,993,000; and its assets increased thirteen-fold, from £1,685,300 to 
£21,770,300. Measured by premium income for industrial life assur
ance the C.I.S. ranks sixth in the list of the most important offices and 
tenth for all classes of insurance. It has made outstanding progress in 
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recent years. In the nature of its posi9.on, the C.I.S is not strictly 
comparable with companies which deal to a large extent with com
mercial and marine insurance. Such business accounts for only a small 
part of its operations and is conducted largely with co-operative 
societies, the trading operations of which do not call for much in
surance against speculative risks. 

There are several reasons for' the post-war progress of the C.I.S. 
It is as efficient as most other offices, and would obtain in the ordinary 
course of events a part of any general increase in insurance business, 
such as that occurring in the post-war years. As the C.I.S. is not a 
member of any tariff association, it can quote its own terms, and is 
thus able to compete successfully for business outside the market 
provided by the movement. In refusing to belong to tariff associations, 
which can legitimately be descdbed as insurance "price rings", the 
C.LS is following the acknowledged principles of co-operative 
trading. Moreover, there is a great amoUnt of goodwill given to any 
enterprise of a co-operative character by the 7,600,000 members of the 
movement. This is quite rightly exploited by the C.I.S., whose agents, 
able to obtain lists of retail societies' members, have an important and 
valuable contact with thousands of potential policy holders. ~any C.I.S. 
agents are on committees of mahagement of retail sQcieties and there 
is generally a strong link between the local C.I.S. staffs and local 
societies, which has been very useful in the development of the 
insurance business. This link has also been useful to the retail societies, 
for the C.I.S. agents consider themselves to be co-operative mission
aries. In some areas, where the co-operative societies have a large 
percentage of the population as their members, the local agents are 
supplied with lists of non-members on whom they call to explain 
the benefits of co-operative trading as well as to canvass for insurance. 

It is impossible to say whether or not the co-operative form oC 
organization of the Insurance Society gives it any advantage over its 
competitors. As has been seen, the paid-up share capital is only 
£'1.6,'1.50, on which the rate of interest is fixed at 5 .per cent., so that 
the annual payment to capital amounts only to the incredibly small 
sum of £1,)1'1.. The advantage of exceptionally low capital charges 
is,· however, counterbalanced by the effect of investment policy 
described below. On the other hand, the absence of the profit motive 
enables the C.I.S. to accumulate strong reserves which help to meet 
the handicap of restricted investments. 
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Following the', usual practice of other .insurance companies, all 
profits accruing from life assurance policies are distributed to the 
policy holders. The profits from other insurance business are dis
tributed to retail societies by a device similar to the distribution of 
dividends on purchases by the wholesale societies. Co-operative 
societies· whidt place the insurance of their corporate risks with the 
C.I.S. receive an annual dividend eqUal to 121 per cent. of their 
premiums, if they are members of one or other of the wholesale 

_ societies; non-members of the wholesale societies receive half that 
rate. The total distribution of profits and interest on capital amounted 
to £43,105 in 1935. The retail societies thus share the profits arising 
from the insurance of their fOrporate risks, and alsp share the profitS 
from insurance business, apart from life insurance, .conducted with 
other organizations and individuals. The total profits from fire, 
accident, motor and other general insurance amounted to £146,000, 
so that, after provision had heen made for distribution of profits, for 
pension funds and other commitments, and the carryjng forward of 
a requisite balance, the sum of £70,000 was available as a general 
reserve. This sum was additional to the reserves, amounting in the 
aggregate to £714,000, whidt eadt department allocated to cover its 
risks, and additional to the total extr.{ reserve of £508,000 whidt was 
put aside to add to the financial strength of the societJ. Life assurance 
funds, amounting at the end of 1935 to £19,%95,000, are kept separate 
and distinct from other reserves, which amounted to approximately 
£%,000,000. The figures seem to indicate that the general reserves 
are larger than is necessary to provide adequate cover for the risks 
undertaken. They provide a fund of capital whidt can at any time be 
used for the benefit of the movement. The C.I.S. used its funds to 

.' assist the C.W.S. in the immediate post-war years, when £1,100,000 
was invested in the Development Bonds whidt the Wholesale Society 
issued to meet a temporary shortage of capital. 

The Cl.S. is faced with a difficult problem in the investment of 
its fun,ds. It must seek to obtain the highest possible return, since its 
terms for life assurance and the bonuses to policy holders depend 
on its income from investments. Bilt the most profitable avenue of 
investment is virtually closed to the Cl.S. It does not place its funds 
in industrial enterprises whidt compete with the co-operative move
ment. This is a self-denying ordinance whidt follows from the 
dtaracter of the movement, but it imposes a handicap on the Cl.S. 
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To maintain a satisfactory income and to maintain its insurance 
rates; it has to keep expenses as low as possible. It has thus a self
imposed incentive to efficiency which has contributed to its successful 
career. About 90 per cent. of the investments are in gilt-edged stocks, 
house mortgages and similar securities. Only a very small proportion 
of the investments is in industrial debentures and preference shares; 
nOne is in ordinary shares of commercial joint stock companies. A 
small part of the irivestments are placed through the C. W.S •. Bank, 
which undertakes all the banking business of the.(aS. The C.W.S: 
Bank, however, is not used as a broker. Arrangements are made to 
place the larger part of the inveStments directly through brokers. 
. The person who arranges an insu~ with the C.I.S. will not 

notice; without-deeper investigation, any difference between it and 
any other reputable insurance cOrbpany, except for the use of the word 
"co-operative" in its title; but that., as we have seen, is not restricted 
to co-operative societies. It gives better terms than some, but not better 
than all other i,nsurance companies. Yet there are many evidences of 
the co-operative character of the C.I.S) apart from its ownership. 
It is a member of the International Insurance Committee of the 
International Co-operative Alliance, through which it has contacts 
with co-o~erative insurance soCieties iIi· other countries: It is dius 
able to discuss common problems, pool experiences, and accept and 
offer reinsurance, particularly of fire risks. Thlt C.I.S. would prefer 
to effect all reinsurance, necessary to spread unusual risks, with other 
co-operative insurance societies, and through the International 
Insurance Committee it is working to that end. In the treatment of 
its staff, too, it displays its co-operative basis. All its permanent 
full-time workers must belong to a trade union, and working conditions 
are negotiated with the appropriate unions. The salaried staff work .. 
under conditions negotiated with the Guild of Insurance Officers. 
There is, however, a tendency for these negotiated minimum terms 
of employment to be considered as maxima, and there is probably less 
elasticity in the payment of salaries to officials of the C.I.S. than there 
is in most other insurance offices. 

§ 2. T!&e C.W.S. Healtlt../nsurance Section 

The National Insurance Act of 1911 created considerable controversy 
in the co-operative movement. The problem was to find a form of 
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organization which would administer the. scheme on co-operative 
lines. The unsat;isfactory natu~e of the pre-war Co-operative Insuran~ 
Society was well illustrated in the discussions which ensued. Before 
the Act was passed, the big ins~ance companies obtained a conc~sion . 
which enabled them 'to fonn separate sections to "operate health 
insurance on a non-profit- making basis. This toncession opened the 
way for the co-operative movemen.t to do likewise, and ifthe modem 
Co-operative Insurance Society had been functioning in 1911, there 
1s no doubt that it would have been the body to ~dertake the service; 
but the fonnation of a health insurance section by the C.I.S: was 
vigorously opposed, as were al~o the proposa1s to fonn a-special society 
for the purpose, or, alterna~vely, to encourage retail societies to ad
minister the scheme. The fipal suggestion, to fonn a health insurance 
section of the C.W.S., received sufficient support to make the venture 
possible. So far there has been no similar enterprise in, Scotland. • 

The National Health Insurance Acts provide that an approved 
society must not operate for profit and that in its constitutitm i~ affairs 
must be subject to the abswute control of its members, who must, 
either directly or through delegates,elect the committee of management 
or .cther governing body, Accordingly, the connection between an 
approved society which is a special section of a profit-making concern, 
and the parent body, is not, in strict law, very close. It amounts 
rather to a lending 9f the name and reputation of the parent body 
to. the special section; the fonner has no legal or financial control 
over the approved society and its directors or shareholders have, as 
such, no right to interfere in its affairs. 1n practice, of course, the 
connection is much closer, since the parent body provides also good
will, and, very often, special facilities for operating. The parent body 

• may in retUrn derive advantages from its association with the approved 
society, and the members of the approved society may see their way 
to grant the parent body some degree of authority, such as representa
tion on the committee. Control of the C. W.S. Health Insurance 
Section, therefore, vests fonnally in the insured members. The 
membership is divided into groups of not less than 750 members, 
each group being attached either to a co-operative society or group 
of co-operative socleties, or to a depot of the C.W.S. Each group of 
members is entitled to elect from its membership one delegate for 
every 1,000 members to transact business at the annual general meeting 
of the section and at special general meetings. 
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Elections of delegates are noqnally held every five years. There 
are at present ~49 electoral grouPs, and 322 delegates' positions are 
available, but no less than 167 are vacant; II~ electoral groups are 

. fully' represent~d, and 120 not at, all. This may no doubt be due to 
the manner of conducting elecnons, wpich'does not secure the 
maximum number 01 nominations. It is ii common experience of 
approved s~ocieties that the membership takes little interest in their 
democratic forms anp methods. ' . , 
~ administration of the Health Insurance Section is in the hands 

of a general committee of twenty-eight, elected annually at the general 
~eeting. It is here that the position pf the C.W.S. becomes more 
obvious, for the committee is and always has been the whole of the 
Board of the Wholesale Society. Jhe del~tes might, if they wished, 
make major J,r minor alterations in the personnel of the committee. 
But, allart from the fact that the members of the committee give their 
time and services voluntarily, it would be open to the C.W.S., in the 
eve~t .,f allerations, to give notice of its intention to terminate its 
connection with the section. It will be seem that, under normal cir-
cumstances, the pOssibility of such a step is remote. , 

The committee responsible for the dat to day management ott;he 
Health Insurance Section is a suJJ..committee oj the C.W.S. Board. The 
Board appoints the C.W.S. Finance Committee for this purpose, thps 
concentrating the administration of all forms of msurance in one com
mittee. The control of the Health Insurance Section is simple in 
operation. Before meeting as the C.W.S. Finance Committee, the 
same C.W.S. directors meet as the Health Insulance Sub-Committee, 
and their decisions are ratified by the C.W.S. Board sitting as the 
Health Insurance General Committee. The identification of the govern
ment of the C.W.S. with that of the Health Insurance Section goes 
even further. Questions about Health Insurance are asked and answered 
at C.W.S. quart~ly meetings, although they are stricdy out of place 
there. This is not without importance. Societies are, in practice, as 
interested in the scheme as the insured membersi. and their questions 
at C.W.S. quarterly meetings act as a check. on the actions of the 
Health Insurance Cormpittee. , . 

When the Health Insurance Section was originally formed, it was 
anticipated that the retail societies wo'"utd act as agents, obtain new 
business, receive and distribute contribution cards, pay benefits and 
generally maintain contact between the members and the administra-
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tion. The auxiliary organizations-men's' and women's guilds
would provide voluntary sick visitors, thus linking the scheme closely 
with the social side of the movement;'but this part of the plan never 
came into being, although here and there members of the Women's' 
Guild act as sick visitors on behalf of some local comniittees. 

There is a local committee for each electoral group, usually con
sisting of the committee of management of the society to which 
members of the group' are attached. Where the group is attached to 
.one of the centres of the C.W.s.., or where the committee of the local 
society refuse to act, the general committee appoints a local committee 
of six persons. The local committee is a voluntary body, responsible 
for receiving and vouching for new members and for verification of 
sickness claims. It also acts as a first court of appeal against decisions 
of the general committee. The work of each committee devolves upon 
its secretary, who is usually an official of the retail society. This 
system secures the goodwilt and support of the co-operative move
ment and is economical, but it has disadvantages. Socieues generally 
regard National Health Insurance as a sideline and do not seek new 
members vigorously. Except in large groups, there is little opportunity 
for the clerks responsible for the work to become expert in its details. 
Moreover, insured members are· demanding more service and are 
often unwilling to go to and from the society's central office or shop 
fo~ cards and benefits. The number of societies able and willing to give 
full Health Insurance service is comparatively small. For these and 
other reasons a number of societies decline to be troubled with an 
agency for the Health Insurance Section. Actually, out of 871 retail 
societies in membership with the C.W.S., 583 act as agents for the 
section. 

The section has made quite satisfactory progress. The total number 
of insured contributors for England and Wales increased from 
15,894,900 at the end of 192.9 to 16,710,900 at the end of 1935, an 
increase of 5 per cent. In the same period the membership of the 
C.W.S. Health Insurance Section increased by 132.,000 or 49 per cent., 
from 271,000 to 403,000. It has thus grown rapidly in recent years, 
and is now the seventh largest approved society in the country. The 
Acts restrict transfers from one society to another, so that this new 
membership has to be gained mainly from new entrants to insurance. 
It is impossible to discover the extent to which the membership of 
the section is made up of co-operative employees, but probably to a 
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much smaller degree than'might be anticipated. The National Union 
of Distributive and Allied Workers has an approved society member
ship of 40,000, drawn mainly from co-operative workers. Other 
trade unions and approv~d societies take their share, particularly in 
the case of C.W.S. productive works, where a large proportion of 
the workers were not C.W.S. employees at the time of entry into 
insurance. Out of 45,000 C.W.S. employees, 13,000, 9r less than 
one-third, are members of the Health Insurance Section, and they 
constitute less than one-thirtieth of its total membership. 

It is extremely difficult to compare the relative" efficiencies of 
approved societies. Members who transfer from one society to another 
lose considerable benefits, so that dissatisfaction does not often find 
expression in transfers. The average member does not usually compare 
the benefits, and service to -be derived from various societies, as he 
might do when taking out an ordinary insurance policy. Consequently 
membership constitutes only a rough guide to the attractiveness or 
othefwise of a society. Perhaps one of the best rough tests is the 
result of the quinquennial valuation b,. the government actuary. 
The amount of surplus of each approved society is ascertained by the 
actuary, who also decides how much of it shall be made available f?r 
the society to distribute to its members by way of additional benefits. 
This disposable surplus represents the benefit, apart from services, 
which accrues to the membership. According to'the latest valuation 
of the eight largest approved societies, only one had an average 
disposable surplus larger than that of the C.W.S. Health Insurance 
Section, which, therefore, offers an attractive service to insured 
persons. 



CHAPTER 9 

ornER FEDERAL SOCIETIES 

THERE are four main kinds of federal societies-the national whole
sale societies, specialist national societies controlled by the wholesale 
societies, specialist national societies controlled by individual retail 
societies, and local federal societies. The first two kinds have already 
been described. Societies of the last type, which are by far the most 
numerous, are controlled by a number of adjacent retail societies and 
serve a relatively limited area. They are often loosely described as 
"federal societies" without qualification, but it is best to use the term 
"local federal society" for this type in order to distinguish it from the 
national wholesale and specialist societies. -

The national specialist societies are parallel to the wholesale societies 
in structure but much smaller in size, specializing on a limited range 
of trade. This class is not of great importance and there are in England 
only two-the Co-operative Press, Ltd.; and the Co-operative 
Printing Society, Ltd. The work of the Co-operative Press is described 
in Chapter 14. The Co-operative Printing Society was the original 
printing organization· of the co-operative movement and for years 
did the whole of the printing for the C.W.S., the Co-operative Union 
and the Co-operative News, before any of these organizations pro
vided their own facilities. The C.P.S. is unique in structure, com
prising on its Board representatives of the trade unions and retail . 
societies. Its customers to-day incluqe retail co-operative societies 
and most of the principal trade unions. At a later stage the C.W.S. 
decided to do the printing for its own departments and still later 
became an effective competitor of the C.P.S. for printing for retail 
societies. The C.P.S. pays interest on capital, bonuses to its workers 
and dividend on trade. 

Effective democratic control,. a problem which is discussed more 
fully in Chapter 19, is difficult in the English specialist federal societies. 
In Scotland, the concentration of co-operative activity has rendered 
control easier, and the distinction between national and local federal 
societies is, for geographical reasons, much less marked. There are 
three Scottish specialist federal societies-The United Co-operative 
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Baking Society, the Paisley Co-operative Manufacturing Societyl 
(manufacturing clothing), and the Scottish Co-operative Laundry. 
The United Co-operative Baking Society is the largest, with an annual 
trade of £1,237,000, serving Glasgow and Belfast with bread and most 
of Scotland with biscuits, pastry and confectionery. 

Much more important in terms of numbers are the local federal 
societies. In 1935 there were forty-four in England and Wales, and 
seven in Scotland. The chief lines of trade organized in this way are 
baking, dairying and laundering. In England, in contrast with Scotland, 
bread-baking is entirely in the hands of retail societies and local 
federal societies. Federal bakeries are chiefly confined to the North; 
out of a total of eleven, seven are in Northumberland and Durham. 
Most of these work on a fairly small scale when compared with the 
bread output of the larger retail societies or the U.C.B.S. of Scotland. 
The latter indeed overshadows all other co-operative bread-baking 
undertakings in this country. The average output of the three largest 
federal bakeries was £63,600 in 1935, which is small compared with 
the bread and pastrycooks sales of many medium-sized and large 
retail societies. 

Federal laundries are much more evenly distributed over the 
country. Only a (ewretail societies operate laundries of their own, 
and federal laundries in consequence serve much larger societies than 
is usual in the case of federal bakeries. The largest is the United 
Co-operative Laundries Association Ltd. in Manchester, which was 
founded in 1912. as a federation of twelve societies. In 1935 it had 
fifty member societies, and in 1936, sixty-eight, stretching from 
Preston to Shrewsbury and as far into Wales as Uandudno Junction. t 

It had an annual trade of £56d,000, with plants at Manchester, Liver
pool and Stoke-on-Trent. The Liverpool plant was doing the 
unusually large annual trade for a single laundry plant of £152,000. 
The other fourteen federal laundries work on a smaller scale, varying 
in trade from £3,800 to £12.5,000 per annum. 

There has been a fairly rapid development recently in the number 
of federal dairies. In 1935 there were seven federal dairies with a 
total of fifty-two retail society members. 

The other local federal societies do not, as yet, do any large volume 
of trade. The largest is the Huddersfield and District Co-operative 

1 This society, although largely controlled by retail societies, also carries on general 
retailing and has individual membera. . 
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Meat Traders' Association with an annual trade in 1935 of 
£200,000. 

A summary of the facts concerning local federal societies is given 
in the following table: 

FIG. 2.6 

THE MEMBERSIDP AND SALES OF LOCAL. FEDERAL 
SOCIETIES, 1935 

Total NumlJer TotalSalu 
NumlJerof ofR.tail of Local 

Local Fderal Societiu F.J.ral Societiu 
InJustry Societies who are MemlJ.rl (£000) 

Baking (England and Wales)· • II 81 279 
Baking (Scotland)t .. 2 13 163 
Laundries (England and Wales) 15 375 1,033 
Laundries (Scotlandn •• • .. 2 . 89 52 
Dairies (England and Wales) •• 7 52 617 
Miscellaneous (pharmacy, meat, 

shoe repairing, funeral furnish-
ing, coal distribution). 14 85 367 

• A new society with six retail society members was registered in 1935.and is not 
included in these figures. • 

t The greater part of the co-operative bakery tJade in Scotland is in the hands of the 
United Co-operative Baking Society, a specialist federal society with 243 members and 
an annual tJade in 1935 of £1,237,000. 

: Laundty work and dairying in Scotland are also undertaken by the S.C.W.S. 

As regards economic function, there are two distinct types of 
local federal society, namely, those providing supplies or services 

• which the member retail societies then distribute to their customers, 
and those which undertake a special retail service, dealing directly with 
the members of their component societies. Dairy societies are found 
in both categories: some, like the West Kent and East Sussex 
Co-operative Dairies, collect, pasteurize and supply bottled milk to 
the retail societies for distribution; others, like the United Co-operative 
Dairies (Failsworth), undertake the whole of the distribution of the 
milk from the farmer to the consumer. In areas, such as Durham and 
parts of Lancashire, in which there is considerable overlapping of 
retail societies, it is usual for federal laundries .. dairies and bakeries 
to deal direct with customers. In this way, the loss which would 
result from overlapping· delivery services is avoided. In the South, 
where there is little overlapping and retail societies are usually larger, 
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federal bakeries are rare; but federal laundries and dairies are fairly 
common, and in many cases the component retail societies undertake 
the final stages of distribution. An unusual form of local federal 
iociety, which occasionally occurs in areas in which overlapping is 
common, is that in which two or three competing societies in the 
same town will set up a federal undertaking to operate certain retail 
departments.1 

. The democratic control of local federal societies is discussed in 
Chapter .... 7. The organization of government and administration is 
very simple compared either with retail or with national wholesale 
societies. This is due to the fact that local federal societies are almost 
invariably concerned with only one line of trade. Higher control is 
in the hands of a Board appointed by the member societies, which 
usually meets monthly. The Board does much less detailed administra
tion than is usual for co-operative Boards of Management; it confines 
itself to appointing the higher officials, examining trading results, and 
laying down general lines of policy. A local federal society is usually 
managed by a single general manager, and the plan of management 
resembll:!l. closely a trading or productive department of a retail 
society. 

The sources of.capital of a local federal society are, ona smaller 
scale, similar to those of the wholesale societies. The member societies 
must hold a certain minimum shareholding calculated on a basis laid 
down in the rules; they may, however, hold additional share or loan 
capital if they desire. Local federal societies supplying goods or 
services to retail societies follow the same plan for the distribution of 
surplus as the wholesale societies; the retail societies obtain their 
supplies from the federal sodety at wholesale prices and receive a 
dividend proportional to their purchases. When a federal society under
takes direct retailing, there has to be a somewhat different arrange
ment. The federal society usually distributes its surplus to each of its 
member societies in an amount proportional to the purchases of mem
bers of that society from the federal society-that is, it pays a uniform 
rate of dividend to all its member societies. Customers receive checks 
from the federal society which they subsequently exchange for checks 

1 For example, the Westhoughton Friendly and the Westhoug!uon United Co
operative Societies, both operating in a small town neat Bolton, have set up a federal 
society to operate an outfitting shop. In the same way there is a federal coal society in 
Arbroath, serving the members of the three retail societies of that town. 
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of their own retail society to the same value. They thus obtain dividend 
on their purchases at the rate paid by the retail society of which they 
are members. In consequence, the retail society benefits or loses 
financially to the extent of the margin between the rates of dividend 
of the retail and the federal society. Normally, the federal rate of 
dividend is higher than that of the retail society, sometimes by as 
much as 2.8. in the £. If, as is usual, the federal society undertakes 
its own advertising and sales promotion, the· only expense on the 
part of the retail society is the small amount due to bookkeeping and 
arrangements for paying dividend.· The major part of the margin is 
thus clear profit to the retail society. It can perhaps be considered as 
payment for goodwill; but it is doubtful how far retail societies 
should expect a federal society to subsidize their other departments. 

The growth of local federal societies has been somewhat haphazard 
owing to the lack. of any central organ to sponsor their formation. 
There are many cases where the establishment of a federal society 
would be advantageous, but where the need is not sufficiently pressing 
for any action to be taken by local retail societies. On the other hand, 
once a federal society is in being, it will often expand rapidly in 
membership. An example of this is the United Co-operative Laundries 
Association, which has already been mentioned. Recently, the C.W.S. 
has taken a. more active part in the encouragement and development 
of local federal dairies and bakeries in certain districts. These societies 
are financed jointly by the C. W.S. and a number of adjacent retail 
societies. Their constitution and administration follow ordinary 
local federal practice, except that the C.W.S. has·certain voting rights 
by virtue of its shareholding and in some cases is represented on the 
Board. It seems clear that, without C. W.S. capital and backing, the 
local retail societies in these cases would not have been prepared to 
take the initiative and face the risk involved in setting up a federal 
society. At present these societies are all successful. 

The policy in relation to milk. distribution is changing somewhat. 
There are two savings to be obtained from the local federal operation 
of dairies; economies in milk processing and bottling, and economies 
in final distribution. This latter economy is, however, only obtainable 
where several retail societies serve a single district, or where the 
individual retail societies are very small. The economies of bulk 
processing can be obtained just as well by a series of dairies operated 
by the national wholesale society. Consequently, in those areas in 
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which retail societies are able to undertake the final delivery of milk 
efficiendy, the present policy of the C.W.S. is not to encourage the 
setting up of local federal dairies but. to set up regional dairies itself, 
supplying milk to retail societies for final distribution. In this it is 
following the practice of the S.C.W.S., which has established a series 
of dairies throughout Scodand, so that there has been no need for the 
development of local federal dairies. 

In recent years the scope of local federal societies has changed. 
Originally they were established chiefly as supply associations for 
retail societies. Owing to the centralized distribution of many lines 
of goods that were formerly sold through the local markets, and the 
increased scope of the national wholesale societies, almost all retail 
societies' supplies can now be obtained from the wholesale societies. 
On the other hand, there is an increasing tendency for local federal 
societies to undertake lines of trade direct with the consumer-e.g. 
milk and bread rounds, laundry service and sometimes pharmacy, 
funeral furnishing and coal delivery. Under modem conditions the 
area which will allow of the most efficient operation of a retail depart
ment differs widely for different lines of trade. The majority of retail 
societies are operating certain of theiJ; lines of business on too small 
a scale for maximum efficiency, and many are not operating some of 
these lines at all. The future of local federal societies probably lies in 
the direction of operating certain retail departments for their member 
societies, rather than in providing retail societies with supplies. An 
extension of funeral furnishing and pharmacy in this way is under 
consideration, and there is reason to believe that outfitting, central 
department stores, and possibly restaurants, might perhaps be more 
efficiendy operated in some areas on a federal basis. If such federations 
are to develop in accordance with a national plan, a prior survey bf 
market conditions is desirable, and where necessary financial support 
should be given by the wholesale societies. This question is discussed 
in Chapter 27. 



CHAPTER 10 

PRODUCTIVE SOCIETIES 

THIS chapter of our report is not to be taken as a full or objective 
account of the group of societies known as produc~ve societies. It is 
rather a view of them through the spectacles of consumers' co-opera
tion and is limited to the bearing of those societies on the consumers' 
movement. The productive societies differ widely in economic char
acter and constitution. Their main distinguishing feature is the existence 
of some measure of workers' control.1 They are registered under the 
Industrial and Provident Societies Acts and each is governed by a 
Bo~d elected by the membership. The relative voting strengths of the 
different cla~es of members are calculated in various ways, but one 
member one vote is a common practice. In most productive societies 
the majority of the workers are members, but membership of dIe 
society. is not usually a condition of employment, and, taking the 
societies as a whole, about one-quarter of their workers are not 
members. In none of the societies, however, do members now con
sists6lely of employees; in all, a considerable part of the share capital 
is held by outside individuals and by other organizations--a few 
trade unions but chiefly retail societies. This link with consumers' 
retail soci~es and the fact that the retail societies take a large propor
tion of their products, make some description of productive societies 
necessary in a treatment of the consumers' movement. . 

The business of the productive societies falls into three main groups 
---=Cloiliing,. footwear, and printing. The societies in the first group 
are fairly small, with two exceptions: the Kettering Cloiliiers Ltd. 
and the Ideal Cloiliiers of Wellingborough. These two societies had, 
in 1935, 1,800 and 2,200 employees, and an annual trade of £507,000 
and £730,000 respectively. In the case of Kettering Cloiliiers, the 
Board consists of seven employees, two outside individuals, and one 
represen~tive of a retail society; in the case of the Ideal Cloiliiers, the 

1 The present Co-operative Union lists classify as "productive" all societies whose 
function is production, thereby including many consumers' federal societies. The 
Co-operative Productive Federation has a membership more nearly cotenninous with 
what are here called productive societies, and this association insists on a measure of 
workers' control as a condition of membership. 
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GOVERNMENT AND FINANCE OF PRODUCTIVE SOCIETIES 
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• One or two smaller societies failed to provide information as to the composition of their Boards of Management. Conse-
quently the first four columns do not add up to the total number of societies in the appropriate group. ~ 
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numbers are three, two, and two, respectively. In both these societies 
most of the employees are members. The average annual value of 
output per society for the other seven societies in this group is about 
£50,000. With this may be compared the total clothing production 
of the C.W.S. in 1935, amounting to approximately £1,800,000, and 
the average output per factory of £180,000. All the societies in this 
group are closely dependent upon consumers' retail societies for their 
market, the only exceptions being two small silk-weaving societies 
which, although largely financed by retail societies, sell their goods 
to high-class specialist shops outside the movement. 

The footwear societies are more uniform in size and there are none 
that stand out in the same way as the two clothing societies mentioned 
above. They are somewhat less successful financially and, out of 
eighteen, only nine were in a position to distribute a surplus after 
paying interest on capital and other expenses during 1935. During 
the period. 1933-35, only nine each year showed an increase in trade. 
One society, the Leicester Anchor Boot and Shoe Society, went into 
liquidation in 1935- The proportion of employees on the Boards of 
these societies is higher than in the case of the clothing societies, but 
very much the same proportion of capital is held by retail societies. 
Although the percentage of sales outside the movement is somewhat 
higher than in the case of clothing societies, it is relatively small. 
The average ;mnual volume of the output per society in 1935 was 
£40,000 and, as all are single plant societies, this may be compared 
with £580,000 per annum for the C.W.S. Leicester Works and an 

, average of £230,000 per annum for each of the Society'S seven 
factories. 

There are eighteen printing undertakings, each known by the name 
of a town-e.g. the Birmingham Printers Ltd. These vary consider
ably in size, from the Leicester Printers, with an annual trade in 1935 ' 
of £80,000 per annum, down to the Long Eaton Printers with £1,700; 
the average trade per society was £ 13,000. The trade of most of these 
societies has been increasing slowly, probably not faster than the 
general increase in industrial activity, and in 1935 all except one showed 
a profit, although several did not distribute any surplus after paying 
interest on capital. The annual trade of these undertakings may be 
compared with that of the Co-operative Printing Society Ltd., a 
national specialist society with three plants, which reached £288,000 
in 1935; also with £1,095,000~ the amount reached by the six plants 
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or the C.W.S., the largest or these (Longsight) having an annual 
output or £436,000. A large part or the capital of the "productive" 
printing societies is held by retail societies, chiefly the retail societies 
in their localities, but the composition of the Boards suggests that they 
do not take much part in control. In contrast with clothing and foot
wear societies, printing societies do almost half .their trade with 
customers outside the co-operative movement, part of this trade being 
with trade union and labour organizations. 

The other nine societies undertake an assortment of trades
metalwork, boxmaking, building, etc., and several are semi-capitalist 
in form. The only one of importance is the WalsaII Locks and Cart 
Gear Ltd., with an annual trade of £84,000. 

The methods of distribution of profits vary. It is usual to pay a 
fixed basic rate of interest on share and loan capital; any surplus 
remaining, apart from sundry donations, is distributed between share 
capital (as an additional percentage); employees (as a bonus on wages); 
and customers (as a dividend on purchases). The two most successful 
productive societies (the Kettering Clothiers and Ideal Clothiers) pay 
a total dividend on share capital of 51 and 61 per cent., a bonus to 
employees of loci. and IS. 6d. per £ on wages, and a dividend to 
purchasers of 6dL.and 9d. in the £, respectively. In a few'societies 
interest on share capital rises as high as 10 per cent., but in most 
cases it is about 5 to 7 per cent. 

The majority of productive societies are members of the Co-opera
tive Productive Federation, which is a defence organization protecting 
the interests of productive societies, advising them, and undertaking 
propaganda for them. It draws up model rules and makes a measure 
of employees' control a condition of membership. Forty-four societies 
are members or the Federation, which is itself a registered society 
under the Industrial and Provident Societies Acts and a member of 
the Co-operative Union. The Federation operates a successful joint 
invoicing scheme whereby customers may pay accounts with any of 
the member-societies through the agency of the Federation. About 
13 per cent. of the trade of the member-societies is now dealt with in 

. this way. . . 

Retail societies playa considerable part in the control of productive 
societies, especially the larger clothing and footwear societies. The 
quarterly meetings are usually held on a Saturday afternoon, as in 
the case or the larger local federal societies, and many of the member 

G 
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retail societies send delegates. The other interests, those of the workers 
and other shareholders, are of varying importance in different socie
ties.1 The relations of retail societies to productive undertakings are 
fairly friendly, and the demand for "loyalty to co-operative produc
tions" is often taken to include the goods of productive societies. 
Towards the end of the last century, the national wholesale societies 
held shares in productive societies and obtained part of ·their supplies 
from them.z To-day, however, the C.W.S. holds a nominal interest 
in only one society-undertaking silk manufacture; it obtained 
supplies, in i935, from four societies, in negligible quantities in two 
cases, to the extent of £11,000 from a silk manufacturing society 
(riot the one in which it holds shares) and to the extent of £400 from 
the Waisall Locks and Cart Gear Ltd. There is a "concordat" between 
the Wholesale Societies and members of the Co-operative Productive 
Federation by which they agree not to attack each othq in public 
statements. This agreement is not always completely observed, how
ever, and it must be recognized that the rela~on between the produc
tive societies and the wholesale societies is one of direct competition 
for the custom of the retail societies. • ':JlI ' 

How does the mixed control of productive societies affect the 
method of operation and especially the maintenance of efficiency of 
the undertakings when compared with consumers' control? First, in 
those cases in which the influen~ of the employees predominates, 
the usual difficulties of workers' control are apt to arise, difficulties 
of discipline and conservatism of technique.8 On the other hand, the 
productive societies are only able to maintain a reasonable volume 
of trade and to achieve financial success by waging successful competi
tion with other producers, including. the wholesale societies. In 
consequence, the stimulus of competition is probably stronger than 
in the case of consumers' federal societies. Further, as compared with 
the wholesale societies, productive societies are specialist organizations, 
which may result in more adequate managerial and technical equip
ment and in better attention to the peculiar conditions of the trade. 
This is an advantage which these societies share with local specialist 
federal societies.' The difference of constitution is likely to have a 
still greater influence on general policy. In some cases, where retail 
societies play a major part in control, consumers' interests may be 

1 See fig. 17. • See Chap~ I, Po 37. 
• See Chapter I" §,. • See Chapter ,. 
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dominant, but as a whole it is probable that these societies will respond 
mainly to producers' interests, that is to say, will aim primarily at 
securing the largest possible surplus. The main consequence may be 
a greater superficial responsiveness to consumers' demand than in 
the case' of consumer-controlled societies, but on the other hand, 
productive societies in their desire to maintain producers' interests 
may favour\political and economic changes that are likely to result 
in higher prices for their products. They can form no defence of 
consumers' interests. Finally, the organization of productive societies 
does not result ina co-ordinated policy. Societies are only likely to 
be founded where there is a considerable chance of financial success, 
and, as in competitive capitalism, success is likely to lead to the for
mation of a number of competing undertakings, all below the optimum 
size, rather than the organization of production to meetconsumecS' 
needs most efficiently. 

It is not possible here to enter into any exhaustive discussion of 
the relative merits of employees' versus consumers' control. The main 
argument advanced in favour of the "productive" form of organiza
tion as against the (oOps of control found in the consumers' movement 
is that it leads to an improved status oflabour in the undertaking, and 
a balance between consumers' and workers' interests. "Consumers' 
control" does not, however, lead to domination by consum ers 
interests only; in fact, as is suggested later, employees' influences even 
in consumers' societies may sometimes be excessive.1 The question 
arises, whether the more direct and more regular participation of 
employees in the control of productive undertakings is likely to be 
exerted more responsibly than the incidental and indirect influences 
which they can exert in the consumers' movement. It is almost impos
sible to answer this question on the evidence available; the different 
scale of operation and the different range of production make com
parison between consumers'· and productive societies impossible. 

The survival of the productive societies is largely due to their 
having a protected market in the retail societies. They are specialist 
undertakings and thus sometimes have an 'advantage as compared 
with the wholesale societies. Their relation with the consumers' 
movement is one of tradition rather than affinity. 

I See Chapter 19. § ). 



CHAPTER II 

AGRICULTURAL CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES. 

IN Chapter 2 attention was called to the confusion caused by the 
popular use of the word co-operative. In particular it wps noted that 
confusion arises in connection· -with certain agricultural societies, 
registered under the Industrial and Provident Societies Acts, which 
are usually referred to as co-operative societies, and indeed often 
employ that description in their titles. Since it was said in the second 
chapter that this book.is confined to an investigation of the con
sumers' co-operative moveme~ti some explanation is required when 
a chapter is devoted to these agricultural societies. The reason is 
neither that they are ca!~~d co-operative societies in the usual but wide 
sense of that term, nor that they are registered in the same manner as 
the units of the consumers' co-operative movement, but that they 
have come in the ,:ourse of time into fairly close relations with that 
movement. 

Co-operation for, the' purchase of requisites and for the sale of 
products has long been recommended to farmers as a solution of 
some, at least, of their difficulties. The plan is simple in outline. If 
the farmers in an area combine to maintain an organization for the 
purchase of requisites, they will be able to give large orders and so 
purchase at cheap rates. Similarly, if they maintain an organization 
for the sale of products, they will save by the pooling of delivery 
charges and by cutting out the profits of the middleman. In both 
cases they will also be in a good bargaining position. In many countries, 
notably Denmark, agricultural co-operation has gained a strong hold. 
Progress has been slow in this country. But, owing in part to the 
foundation of the Agricultural Organization Society in 1901, it has 
advanced in recent years. This Organization was terminated in 1924, 
and since that date there has been no organizing authority for agri
cultural societies in England, though such authorities exist both in 
Scotland and Wales. It is true that the National Farmers' Union has 
nominally undertaken the supervision of agricultural co-operation, but 
no great interest or energy is exhibited in this side of its work. 

The pioneers of agricultural co-operation in this country had little 
in common with the pioneers of consumers' co-operation. The link 
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between the two movements is not to be found in any sharing of 
early ideals or of any common objective. It is indeed of fairly recent 
date and was formed because the C.W.S. manufactures many products, 
such lIS feeding stuffs in the course of milling, which agricultural 
requisite societies set out to buy, while the' consumers' movement 
buys very large quantities of those products which agricultural mar
keting societies have for sale. The -two movements have also been 
brought together because the cons~mers' co-operative movement is 
disposed to look with favour upon transactions with organizations 
which are co-operative in the wide sense of the term. Again the 
absence of any Agricultural Wholesale Society in ,England has led 
them to look towards the C.W.S.; they ha~e had to establish them
selves in a world which, except far"the C.W.S., was indifferent if 
not hostile to them. 

It is not necessary to describe in detail '\the constitution of the 
agricultural societies. It is enough to say that, while in form the same 
as that of any unit of the consumers' co-operative movement, an 
agricultural society in fact bears little resemblance to a retail society. 
The societies elect _·committee and appoillf a manager. As long as 
things go well, the'members are inactive in matters of general policy. 
They are, however, in constant touch with the manager, who is fully 
aware of their views, and, as in the case of a limited liability company, 
when things go badly, there is trouble. For the agricultural sotieties 
are business concerns. What matte~s to us here is their relations to the 
consumers' co-operative movement, and we may consider requisite 
societies first. . 

Any requisite society can become a member of its appropriate 
wholesale society and most of them are members. They can obtain 
from the wholesales, not only feeding stuffs, put also seeds, fertilizers, 
chums, carts, ropes, scales, twines, paint and varnish. In late years 
the C.W.S. has done much to develop its Agricultural Department. 
Many agricultural societies bank with the C.W.S. which also under
takes auditing. When the Agricultural Wholesale Society failed in 
1924, many societies were involved in heavy losses. The C.W.S. 
came to the assistance of several of the more promising among them, 
treating them as it treats retail societies which are in difficulty. That 
is to say, they were granted credit, but placed under C.W.S. super
vision. A few of them are still in that position. They value their con
nection with the C.W.S. because it displays a friendly attitude in 
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contrast to the opposition, often embittered, from merchants, some of 
whom have done all they can to obstruct them. Indeed it is fairly 
widely recognized among those responsible for these societies that 
the backing of the C.W.S. secures them from boycott and unfair 
treatment by groups of merchants, ' ;. 

It might perhaps seem that there is no need for requisite societies. 
If fanners want to obtain supplies from the consumers' eo-operative 
movement, they can join their local retail society and obtain them 
through that channel. Some fanners are members of their local retail 
society and get household requirements in that way. But there are 
three reasons, each sufficient in itself, for the continued existence of 
fanners' requisite societies, at least for the present. Farmers want an 
organization to buy for them in the cheapest market, and if they had 
no society of their own, they would be unable to purchase collectively 
from non-eo-operative sources. Secondly, the provision of agricul
tural requisites is a specialist function, and there is a strong case for a 
separate organization with an experienced manager who can advise 
farmers concerning purchases for particular purposes. Thirdly, the 
political situation is suc~ that there is no immediate possibility of all 
farmers joining their retail societies. To a good many farmers, with 
their traditional conservative allegiance and rural background, the 
consumers' movement still appears as an urban organization of self
assertive wage-earners with advanced ideas. It is noteworthy that, just 
as few farmers join retail societies"; so few agricultural societies join 
the Co-operative Union. The Union seems to them an irrelevant 
body, given to passing resolutions and inspired by ideals different 
from those which inspire themselves. The C.W.S., on the other hand, 
appears as a business-like concern, and they feel on safe ground when 
dealing with it. Thus, for the present at any rate, the only workable 
mechanism, through which farmers can get supplies from the con
sumers' movement, is a network of requisite societies dealing with the 
C.W.S. 

The relations between agricultural marketing societies and the 
consumers' movement are less close and less well defined. Some 
marketing societies sell to local retail societies and several sell to the 
wholesales. The egg and fruit societies have perhaps most dealings 
with the movement. The Framlinghamand Eastern Counties Co-opera
tive Egg and Poultry Society, one of the largest in the country, seIls 
Jl third of its output to the· movement. The Littleton and Badsey 
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Growers, one of the most successful fruit societies, is a member both 
of the C. W.S. and of the Co-operative Union. Wool marketing 
societies, on the other hand, though a successful type of marketing 
.ociety, have little connection with the movement; they only deal in 
unwashed wool, and consumers' organizations" usually buy their wool 
at a later stage: The situation in regard to the marketing of other 
agricultural produce is complicated by the official marketing schemes, 
of which more will be said later. . 

The relation between the consumers' movement and the agricultural 
societies is a more important matter than appears at first sight. The 
C.W.S. owns 26,000 acres of fanning land, and many local societies 
possess farms. But the amount of agricultural' goods directly produced 
by the movement is negligible in comparison with the amount of 
home-produced goods passing through co-operative channels. Thus 
in 1935 the total agricultural production of the movement was valued 
at £918,000, whereas the co-operative trade in milk alone amounted 
to £ 1 5 millions. Further, it is quite clear that the consumers' movement 
has no intention of expanding direct agricultural production; therefore, 
since fanning under State auspices has no advocates in this country, 
the movement must contemplate a system under which independent 
producers of agrjcultural supplies will continue" to exist. TheSe 
producers are increasingly anxious to obtain their requisites un
burdened by unnecessary middlemen charges. They have two choices. 
They can attempt to go into production of requisites themselves, or 
they can obtain them through the C.W.S. The first course involves 
large expenditure of capital and much risk. The second is to share with 
the consumers' movement its productive and wholesaling organiza
tion. A start has been made in this direction, and there is no reason why 
the independent agricultural producers should not be able to obtain 
the bulk of their requisites under satisfactory conditions in this way. 
Now that the C.W.S. has reorganized its Agricultural Department, 
the consumers' movement is ready to play its part; itremains for the 
agricultural producers to take full advantage of the opportunities 
which are open to them. 

The interests of agricultural marketing societies and the consumers' 
movement are not so obviously coincident. The object of the former 
is to get as good a price as possible, and of the latter to buy cheaply. 
It has been said that there is an unreconcilable conflict of interest; 
while this is not true, it is the case that the consumers' societies tend 
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to look upon the farmers' societies as merely out to raise prices, and 
that the latter tend to regard the former as over-anxious to buy cheaply. 
But, although suspicions of this kind make relations difficult, there 
is no fundamental bar to satisfactory working arrangements. The 
movement is not opposed to organizations formed for the purpose 
of bargaining; in fact it has imposed organization upon its employees 
for this purpose. Therefore it would welcome, rather than object to, 
dealing with organized agricultural producers. The latter have in any 
case to face the necessity for selling to organizations, and organiza
tions of middlemen are not disposed to favour organizations of 
producers. Indeed, cases are common enough in which the merchants 
attempt to short circuit the marketing societies and deal directly with 
individual producers, thus undermining the foundations of organized 
selling. The agricultural societies are finding by experience that they 
have in the consumers'movement a fair-minded customer who dis
dains these tricks, and there is no reason why relations between the 
two should not be greatly extended to the advantage of both. 



CIIAPTER U 

TIIE CO-OPERATIVE UNION 

THE Co-operative Union is of central importance to the whole 
co-operative movement, inBuencingnot only its trading activities 
but also its educational, social and political life. This body is itself 
a co-operative society, registered under the Industrial and Provident 
Societies Acts. It is, in fact, a federal undertaking like the C.W.S. It 
is not primarily a trading concern, but rather an inclusive association 
of co-operative societies, and it has, in this capacity, five main groups 
of functions. In the first place, it formulates policy, speak$ on behalf 
of the movement, and acts as a defence organization. Secondly, it 
provides a framework, both locally and nationally, for discussion 
and the formation of opinion. Thirdly, it assists in the settlement of 
disputes between constituent societies or groups within the movement 

. without recourse to law. Fourthly, membership of the Union provides 
a guarantee of the co-operative character of member societies. Fifthly, 
the Union provides a . range of specific services to its members, 
including teelurlcal asSistance, legal, labour, agricultural, statistical, 
educational and financial advice, and publicity services. 

Practically all the members of the Co-opera~ve Union are societies 
registered under the Industrial and Provident Societies Acts, although 
the rules allow corporate bodies of other types, including joint stock 
companies, to be members. Membership is, however, limited to under
takings "which have for their objects the promotion of co-operative 
principles and ideas" and which conform to certain standards. Thus 
Rule 8 of the Co-operative Union lays down certain general principles 
-the abolition of false dealing,. the equitable distribution of trading 
surplus, the prevention of waste by elimination of competition, and so 
on. These principles are, however, phrased in such general terms that 
they are not.of much value as a test to apply to individual under
takings. What is; perhaps, more significant, is Rule 9, which requires 
that the management of affiliated societies shall be of a I1presentative 
character, thus excluding undertakings in which members' control is 
non-existent. The Executive Committee of the Union is responsible 
for scrutinizing all applications for membership. 

The membership of the Co-operative Union does not correspond 
G* 
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precisely to the consumers' co-operative movement. It also includes 
almpst all the productive societies, some of the agricultural societies, 
and a few non-trading organizations-professional associations and 
societies for propaganda. Out of the total number of members of the 
Co-operative Union, however, 1,037 are retail societies, and fifty-one 
are consumers' federal societies; and both the control and the financing 
of the Union are, to an' overwhelming extent, in the hands of con
sumers' organizationsl It will be seen that a large proportion of the 
1,135 retail societies registered 'with the Registrar for Friendly 
Societies ire members of the Co-operative Union; those standing 
'outside are chiefly the smaller societies; actually, 97 per cent. of 
co-operative members are members of retail societies affiliated to the 
Co-operative Union. In spite of the diversity among member societies 
thefo-pperative Union is predominandy an organ of the consumers' 
movement and in particular of the retail societies. 

The Union is financed chiefly by subscriptions from its member
societies; the shareholding requirement is merely a nominal 5s. share • 

. The subscriptions of retail societies are proportional to the member
ship, calculated on the basis of 2-d. per member per annum. The 
subscriptions of other classes of societies are fixed from time to time 
by the EXecutive Committee of the Union. The proportion of the 
Union's income drawn from these various sources is as shown in the 
following table. 

FIG. 28 

PARTIQPATION OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF 
CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES IN THE FINANCE AND CONTROL 

OF THE CO-OPERATIVE UNION, 1935 

Retail Societies 
Local Federal Societies 
C.W.S. 
S.C.W.S ••• 

Total 
Su!scriptimu 
£. s. ti. 

52.,72.8 14 9 
64 8 0 

900 

212 

o 0 

o 0 

Federals attached to Wholesale 
Societies (C.I.S., E.& S.C.W.S.) 

Other National Federals (C.P.S., 
80 0 0 

Co-operative Press, etc.) 
Agricultural Societies 
Productive Societies 
Special Associations 

70 2 0 

S 8 0 

244 18 0 

151 10 0 

1 See Fig. 28. 

Yoting Strength 
ita El«timu and 

D.Ugaus OIl Carti Yot. 
10 Congrus ita CongrU$ 

2,2.)1 1,594 
22 22. 

24 108 

12 24 

12 8 

II II 

4 4 
57 61 

56 56 
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The final authority of the Co-operative Union Ltd., like any other 
Industrial and Provident Society, is the members' meeting, which 
takes the form of the annual Co-operative Congress. Member societies 
may send from one to twelve delegates, retail societies being allowed 
one for the first 1,000 m~ jUld one for each additional 5,000 

members up to 2.6,000 members; above this number an extra delegate 
is allowed for each 50,000 members up t<5 a maximum of twelve. 
Voting at Congress is by show of hands or, if 4esired, by a card vote, 
retail societies having one vote for each 1,000 members. The rela· 
tive voting strengths of the various types of society if shown in 
Fig. 28. Congress has certain constitutional duties to perform iIi 
relation to the affairs .of the Co-operative· Union. It has to receive 
the report of the Central Board and its committees;to recehte and pass 
the accounts, to elect an auditor, and to consider and vote. on any 
proposed changes in the constitution of the Union. Because it is' the 
most representative gathering in the co-operative movement, Congress 
has acquired· an importance far greater than that which it possesses 
merely as the annual business meeting of the Co-operative Union. 
Its main task. is to receive the very detailed report of the Central 
Board of the Union; but in the discussion of this report, its delibera
tions cover almost all aspects of co-operative policy.1 

For the administration of the work of the Co-operative .Union 
the country is divided into nine sections. A secJional board is dected 
by each section, which is divided, for the pili-pose of dection, into 
electoral areas. Candidates are nominated by the member societies in 
each electoral area, but voting takes place over the section as a whole. 
Societies have the same voting power as is accorded to them for the 
card vote in Congress. The following are the names of the different 
Sectional Boards, with the number of members: 

Midland Sectional Board II 

Northern Sectional Bo~ •• 7 
North-eastern Sectional Board 8 
North-western Sectional Board 13 
Scottish Sectional Board 10 

Southern Sectional Board •• II 

South-western Sectional Board 6 
Western Sectional Board • • 6 
Irish Executive 8 

I The position of Congress as the national focus of oo-operati", demolDCY is 
cliscussec;l in Chapter 18, § 2.. 
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The members of the nine Sectional Boards meeting together form 
the Central Board,! a body of seventy-four members which meets 
twice during the period of Congress and on two other occasions 
during th,e year. The Central Board is constitutionally the management 
committee of the Co-operative Union Ltd., but the effective manage
ment of the Union is in the hands of the Executive Committee, a 
body of ten members comprising the Chairman of the Central Board 
and one representative elected from each Sectional Board. This 
Committee meets monthly and is responsible for administering the 
affairs and finances of the Union and for the appointment of the 
rugher permanent staff. 

The Sectional Boards, in addition to making up the Central Board, 
have important individual responsibilities. They meet at least monthly. 
Each Board, except the Western and South-western, employs a full 
time SE!Cretary, who works undet the direction of the Sectional Board 
and in close contact with the Manchester offices of the Union. The 
main responsibility of the Sectional Boards is to encourage. co-ordina
tion between the societies in their section, and in this connection they 
deal with boundary disputes; they also assist in propaganda, supply 
speakers to District Association Conferences, and encourage societies 
in establishing new services. Since 1934, the Sectional Boards have 
taken a considerable responsibility in relation to the Ten Year Plan.1 

There is in each section an Annual Sectional Conference at which the 
draft report of the Sectional Board is received, together with the 
reports from delegates representing the section on other associated 
bodies. This meeting, like Congress, acts both as an organ of criticism 
of the work of the Board and also as a centre for general discussion 
of co-operative policy. 

Each section except Ireland is divided into from four to eleven 
District Associations. These are administered by District Committees: 
usually of about eight members each, elected by the societies in the 
District, and each appoints an honorary secretary. They organize 
periodic district conferences on a wide range of business topics. The 
District Association is a convenient local unit, and while its impor
tance in relation to the section varies in different areas, it is often 
considerably used for local discllssions of co-operative policy, and it 
is also usually made the unit for labour agreements. 

I The Irish Executive, which corresponds to the Irish Sectional Board, appoints only 
two of its members on to the Central Board. • See Cllaprer '1.7. § 3. 

,.. 
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This machinery serves the double purpose of controlling the 

general policy of the Union through its Central Executive and also 
of giving local effect to this policy. The fact that one of the functions 
of the Union is to promote discussion ensures a considerable measure 
of democracy in the administration of its affairs. 

The Co-operative Union is,' in effect, an 'association of retail 
societies, in spite of the inclusion of other types of sopety in its 
membership. The composition of its controlling committees shows 
the extent to which it is subject to retail society control. Out of the 
74 members of the Central Board, So are present members and I I are 
past members of the management committees of retail societies; 7 are 
pennanent officials of retail societies and one is a past official; and" 
one member is an official of a productive society. The remaining 
four members are either members of education committees or are 
prominent members of retail societies without being on the manage
ment committee. There are no C.W.S. directors or officials and no 
members C?f agricultural societies on the Central Board. 

The central activities of the Union, controlled by the Executive 
Committee, are administered on a departmental basis. For this purpose, 
the Union employs a considerable pennanent staff at Holyoake House, 
the Manchester .offices of the Union. The Executive has under its 

• direct control the Legal, Financial, Research, Publications, Labour, 
and Agricultural Departments. There are certain other departments-
Parliamentary, Propaganda and Trade, Educational, and Trade 
Associations-which are controlled by joint committees with repre
sentatives of other co-operative bodies. 

The Legal Department gives advice, general and special, to the 
member societies on all questions of law which affect the operations 
of co-operative societies. In dealing with legislation it may be con
sidered necessary to bring forward and finance fest cases where it 
seems likely that the law may press unfairly upon the movement. 
By letter, by telephone, or by personal visits, societies bring to the 
Union's solicitor the legal problems which arise in their own areaS'. 
The solicitor attends at Holyoake House and at the Northern and 
Southern Section branch offices to give advice personally. Owing to 
the differences' of Scottish law, the Union also has a Scottish legal 
adviser, stationed in Glasgow. These two consulting solicitors are 
appointed annually by the Executive Committee. of the Union. Model 
rules, suitable for all types of societies and acceptable to the Registrar, 

.... 
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are available for the use of affiliated societies. Special rules are drafted 
by the Legal Department at the request of societies. An important 
part of the regular work of the Department consists in giving 
interpretations of existing rules. . 

The Finance Department, in· addition to keeping the Union's 
accounts and funds, endeavours to secure unifonnity in the keeping· 
and presentation of societies' accounts, and gives advice on investment, 
rating, income t3x assessments, and on trading, check. systems and 
leakage accounts. Recent legislation has increased the work of this 
department in connection with taxation. 

The Research Department ·'collects figures of membership, share 
and loan capital, assets and liabilities, trade and credit to members 
frorn the annual returns of member societies; these are assembled for 
htdividual societies and regions, and published in the statistical 
appendiX- to the annual report ,of the Co-operative Union. The 
department also compiles an index of co-operative prices, and fur
nishes, on request, special departmental trade returns an.~, informa
tion representing wages costs. It furnishes statistics to the Bank of 
England for ,inclusion in their survey of retail trade operations. 
This department is now heing extended to undertake research into 
co-operative trading. 

The Publications Department is a service department which touches 
every side of Co-ope~tive Union activity. Textbooks are supplied 
for the use of students, and reference books for the use of committees 
and co-operators generally; trade and publicity campaigns are hacked 
by appropriate literature and posters; technical periodicals are pub
lished; there is a news service which puts the co-operative point of 
view and supplies information to co-operative periodicals. The Union 
also acts as publisher for the literature of the Co-operative Party. 
Two annual publications which are of particular value to students 
of the co-operative movement are the Co-operative Directory, con
taining a complete list .with addresses of all co-operative societies 
and associated organizations, and Co-operative Statistics, based on 
returns made by societies. 

The Co-operative Union has at its central offices a Labour Depart
ment which advises memb~r societies in their capacity as employers of 
labour, dealing not only with prohlems of labour peculiar to 
co-operative societies, hut also advising on general employment 
questions, Trade Board legislation, welfare and superannuation 
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schemes, recruitment of staff, and so on. In addition to providing t;Jus 
service through its central office, the Union provides, through the 
District Hours and Wages Boards, the basis for collective bargaining 
in which the retail societies participate. Participation is voluntary, 
and those societies in each district which associate themselves with the 

'scheme elect a District Hours and Wages Board, which acts·as an 
Employers' Association witJUn the district,. negotiating with the unions 
concerned.1 In some cases there 'have also been set up Sectional 
Councils containing representatives of the District Hours and Wages 
Boards and of the Sectional Board o{ ~e Co-operative Union. In 
some areas, permanent conciliation machinery exists which is de .... 
scribed in Chapter :1.1. . 

The Agricultural Department deals not only with all probll!ffis 
affecting the staple commodities in which the moveqlent is ~acting 
business, but also with technical and advisory services to societies in 
connection ~th theit marketing or'regulated commodities, legal and 
quasi-Iega~ control of processing and preparation, and the agricul
tural operations of societies. The range of these services (:overs dairy 
equipment, slaughterhouses, land te!lure, farming operations, drainage, 
public health conditions, marketing schemes, quota'tegulation and 
general agricultu~1 policy, from the point of view of the consumer 
co-operatives. 

The work of the Department has increased in recent years as a 
result of the initiation and conduct of national marketing schemes and 
the inauguration of co-operative trade associations dealing with com
modities like meat, niilk and bacon. 

The Parliamentary Committee of the Co-operative Congress was 
originally a committee of the Union responsible to Congress but is now 
composed of representatives from the Union and other co-operative 
organizations. The composition of the Joint Commi~tee is as follows: 

8 from the Central Board of the Co-operative Urrlon . (one from each of 
the Sectional Boards, but not from the Irish Executive. At least one 
must be a member of the Central Executive); , 

1 The District Hours and Wages Boards must be distinguished from the District 
Association Executive, being separately elected" although often having an overlapping 
personnel. In 1933, 56 per oent. of the retail societies, containing 75 per oent. of the 
'total co-operative membership, were affiliated to Hours and Wages Boards. See 
pamphlet, HOUTS GtUl Wac"" Boards, by Frank Jones (published by the Co-operative 
Union). 
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a from the Co-operative Wholesale Society; 
2. from the Scottish Co-operative Wholesale Society; 
I from the Co-operative Productive Federation; 
I from the Co-operative Secretaries' Association; 
I from the Co-operative Managers' Association; . 
2. from the Co-operative Party (at least one to be an M.P.). 

The Committee has 'a secretary and staffwith offices at Westminster, 
and undertakes the duties of a parliamentary agency, scrutinizing 
proposed Bills, Orders and Regulations which may affect the interests 
.of co-operative societies. Deputations to government officials are 
,sponsored and evidence prepared; representation of co-operative 
interests upon Departmental Committees and Royal Commissions is 
sought. Recent legislation affecting trading and commodity marketing 
has increased the scope and importance of the Parliamentary Com
mittee's duties. 

The Joint Propaganda and Trade Committee is an important joint 
committee of the Union and consists of eight members, half from the 
Central Board of the Co-operative Union, half from the Board of 
the C. W.S. It supervises propaganda work in backward co-opera
tive areas, providing literature and a loudspeaker van service. It 
arranges propaganda meetings as required and organizes an annual 
National Co-operative Propaganda Campaign. The organizing of 
the co-operative "Ten Year Plan", which is discussed in Chapter 2.7,' 

is also a responsibility of the Joint Propaganda and Trade Committee. 
Perhaps the most fruitful work of this committee-which for this 
purpose is enlarged by the addition of two representatives each from 
the Co-operative Secretaries' Association, the Co-operative Managers' 
Association, the Co-operative Productive Federation, and one repre
sentative from the S.C.W.S.-is the organizing of a series of Trades 
and Business Conferences. Two subjects are chosen each year and 
speakers selected. Conferences are held in various convenient centres 
at which the two speakers read papers. These conferences are attended 
by societies' secretaries, managers and other responsible employees 
and by committee-men. The papers presented are published as booklets 
and contain much useful material. 

The educational work of the Co-operative Union is supervised 
by the National Educational Council and the Education Executive. The 
Council is composed as follows: 
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One representative from each of the nine Sectional Boards; 
One representative from each of the eight Sectional Educational Associa

tions; 
And one representative each from 

The English Women's Guild, 
The Scottish Women's Guild, 
The Irish Women's Guild, 
The National Co-operative Men's Guild, 
The Scottish Co-operative Men's Guild, 
The National Guild of Co-operators, 
The Co-operative Managers' Association, 
The Co-operative Secretaries' Association, 
The National Union of Distributive and Allied Workers, 
The British Federation of Co-operative Youth. 

This Council mel;ts quarterly and receives the report of the Edu
cational Executive, which is appointed by the National Educational 
Council and consists of ten members, five of whom (including the 
Chairman) must be members of the Central Board of the Co-operative 
Union. These committees control the Educational Depar~ent of the 
Union which endeavours to co-ordinate the various educational 
activities within~e movement. It directly controls the Co-operative 
College, employs travelling teachers in certain areas, maintains a 
national examination system, and organizes summer schools and 
educational week-ends. Technical instruction is administered by the 
Joint Committee for Technical Education, consisting of four repre
sentatives of the Education Executive and four representatives of the 
C.W.S. Board. In each section of the Union except Ireland there is a 
Sectional Education Committees' Association, to which are affiliated 
local Guild branches and the Education Committees of co-operative 
societies in the section. These Associations appoint representatives to 
the National Educational Council; they have no other constitutional 
powers in relation to the Education Department of the Co-operative 
Union. Their function is to organize local educational work; they are 
becoming more active,! and have established a National Association 
of Co-operative Education Committees. This body is not part of the 
structure of the Co-operative Union. Although it was originally 
purely advisory, it is now undertaking more positive work. 

1 Some Associations have registered themselves as societies under the L and P. Acts 
and have obtained membership of the Co-operative Union. 
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A fair1y recent development, but one of considerable importance, 
has been the development within the framework of the Co-operative 
Union of certain Trade Associations. Those at present existing are 
the Co-operative Milk. Trade Association, the Co-operative Coal 
Trade Association, the Co-operative Drug Trade Association, and 
the Co-operative Meat Trade Association. The associations are largely 
autonomous, although they are committees of the Union and are 
financed by it. In the case of the coal and milk trades, there are regional 
(usually sectional) executives appointed by societies in the areas 
which undertake these lines of business. The regional executives also 

,contain representatives of the C.W.S. and the Co-operative Union 
and appoint a national executive for the Association. These executives 
examine matters affec~g the well-being of their trade, sponsor 
advertising efforts-usually in collaboration with the Publicity 
Departments of the Co-operative Union and the C.W.S.-and 
undertake, where necessary, negotiations with the trade outside the 
co-operative movement. The work of the associations is subject to 
examination and criticism by societies' representatives both locally 
and nationally in that the reports of the sectional and national trade 
association executives'are incorporated in the reports of the Sectional 
and Central Boards respectively of the Co-operative Union. The 
Meat Trade Association was brought intO being as a result of a 
resolution at the 1936 Congress. It was a direct succession of the 
Co-operative Retail Butchers' Association, which was independent of 
the Co-operative Union. Its form of organization follows the same 
general lines as the Coal and Milk. Associations. The Drug Trade 
Association is more simply organized, and its main contribution has 
been to create a panel of experts in the employment of the movement 
who have been able to advise on the technical problems arising in 
connection with the extension of the co-operative drug trade. 

Finally, mention must be made of the National Co-operative 
Authority, which is representative not only of the Co-operative 
Union but also of the C.W.S., the Co-operative Productive Federa
tion, the Co-operative Party, and the Co-operative Press, thus incor
porating every section of the co-operative movement. The duty of 
the Authority is to discuss and decide co-operative policy on current 
national issues affecting the movement, and it has power to make 
decisions on matters of national policy arising between Congress, 
subject to agreement by at least a two-thirds majority. The decisions 
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o( the Authority are carried into effect by the Co-operative Union 
and a report of the Authority's work during the year is contained in 
the Central Board Report of the Union. The National Authority is 
constituted as follows: 

The Executive Committee of the Union, 
4 representatives from the C.W.S. Board, 
~ representatives from the S.C.W.S. Board, 
I representative from the Co-operative Press, 
I representative from the Co-operative Productive Federation, 
~ representatives from the Co-operative Party. 

The Co-operative Congress is the organ for the democratic control 
o( the Co-operative Union and is the major deliberative-assembly in 
the co-operative movement. The Central Executive is the permanent 
governing body of the Co-operative Union. The National Authority 
is a committee, representative of the most important poijcy-making 
bodies in the co-operative movement, which determines matters of 
policy affecting the whole movement, needing to be settled between 
the meetings of Congress. 

The Co-operative Party must be distinguish~ from the Parliamen
tary Committee, .. which has already been discussed. The latter is 
primarily concerned with defending co-operative societies as trading 
organizations; the Co-operative Party e,osts to forward the political 
and social aims of the movement and to secure co-operative representa
tion in Parliament and on local authorities. The Co-operative Party is 
a distinct political party with a separate fund, and is supported only by 
such bodies as are affiliated to it. These' do not include all of the 
societies which are members of the Co-operative Union, but do 
include bodies, e.g. the Guilds, which are not directly members of the 
Union. Nevertheless, the executive of the Party is responsible to the 
Central Board or the Co-operative 'Union which is responsible finan
ciaIly for the Party's Central Office and Staff • .-

There were, in 1935,485 retail societies affiliated to the Co-operative 
Party. They are chiefly the larger societies; while 4,500,000, or 64 per· 
cent., of the total co-operative membership were members of societies 
affiliated to the Party, these represented only 485 out of 1,106 societies, 
or approximately 44 per cent. of the total. Affiliation is more usual 
among societies in urban than in rural areas. The 4,500,000 given as 
the membership of affiliated societies must not, of course, be taken 
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as the membership, or the potential voting power of the Party. The 
vast majority of co-operators are members of their societies as trading 
concerns, and have no interest in their political affiliations; a great 
many are attached to other political parties. 

The local administration of the Co-operative Party is usually in 
- the hands of a political council, although very occasionally the 

management committee of a retail society will undertake this responsi
bility. In some cases the council. is attached to an individual retail 
society. But in towns and boroughs it is usual for a single council to 
act as a unit for the area; finance ';in this case will be drawn from 
affiliated societies in the area, and the council will be composed of 
representatives of affiliated societies, ele~ed at the members' meeting, 
and also of .1!Jcal bIjUlches of the . Guilds and other auxiliary bodies. 
In the more active centres a full-time staff is employed by the council. 
This is usually the ca~ in areas in which a co-operative candidate is 
in the field. Federations have, in some cases, been established covering 
larger regions to allow of co-ordination and discussion between the 
local councils. 

The central administration of the Party is carried on with a head
quarters staff establisl\ed in London. The National Committee of the 
Co-operative Party, which is subject to Congress and the Central 
Board of the Union, is consti.tuted as follows: 

9 representatives of the Central Board (one from each Section); 
9 representatives of societies contributing to the Co-operative Political 

Fund (one member from each Section, appointed by the contributing 
societies in the Section); 

I representative from the National Educational Counell; 
2 representatives from the C.W.S.; 
I representative from the S.C.W.S.; 
I representative from the Co-operative Productive Federation; 
2 representatives from the Joint Parliamentary Committee; . 
I representative of the Women's Co-operative Guild (England and 
Wales);' 

I representative of the Scottish Co-operative Women's Guild; 
I representative of the National Co-operative Men's Guild. 

The Party programme follows very similar lines to that of the 
Labour Party, but differs from it in certain ways, particularly in its 
banking and foreign trade policy. A Labour and Co-operative alliance 
has existed since 192.7, and while the two Parties remain independent, 
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certain . arrangements have been made for their closer co-operation. 
A joint sub-committee with limited powers has been established 
representing the two Party executives. There is an exchange of 
minutes between the two national executives. From time to time 
joint campaigns are arranged, and the two Party executives act together 
on matters of importance. This agreement aims at preventing the 
nomination of Co-operative and Labour candidates in opposition to 
each other. In the constituencie§ J.n which co-operative candidates 
have stood for parliamentary' elections, they have appeared as 
Co-operative and Labour candicIates. The actual number of Co-opera
tive members of Parliament has never been great. Ten were elected 
in 19z9~ one in 1931, and niRe in 1935. 



CHAPTER 1,3 

EDUCATION 

As with the trading side of the movement, the basis of the educational 
organization is local; and jUst as the trading activities of the wholesale 
societies are limited by those of 'the retail societies, so the work of 
the national educational bodies is limited by the extent to which the 
retail societies exert themselves in the field of education. For the 
function of the national bodies is to give advice and assistance to 
local societies. Out of the 1,096 retail societies in 1935, only 585 made 
grants for education; but the aggregate membership of these 585 
societies was 6,72.9,000, or 90 per cent. of the total membership of 
the movement. This position arises because the large societies all 
make grants, whereas many of the smaller societies do not. Of the 
585 societies making grants, only 480 appointed education committees: 
when a society undertakes education without appointing a special 
tommittee, the board of management supervises the work; and, even 
when an education committee is set up, the board of management 
sometimes retains technical education in its own hands. Education 
committees usually consist of eight to twelve persons who are in 
most cases all elected by the members of the society at a quarterly 
meeting. In some societies, however, the management committee 
appoints representatives to the education committee, and occasionally 
the Guilds and other bodies are also given this right. 

The composition of certain national and federal educational bodies, 
including the National Educational Council, the Education Executive 
and the Sectional Education ComInittees' Association, the last
mentioned being found in each section of the Union, have been 
described in the preceding chapter. To complete the list of national 
organizations, mention must be made of the Joint ComInittee for 
Technical Education, consisting of representatives of the Educational 
Executive and of the Co-operative Wholesale Society. There are also 
certain other national and federal bodies, such as the Education 
Secretaries' Association, which are outside the structure of the 
Co-operative Union in the sense th~t they ruive no executive functions 
entrusted to them by the Union. Every year, two months before the 
meeting of the Co-operative Congress, an Educational Convention is 
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held, which is attended by representatives of the education committees 
and other bodies. It discusses educational policy, and though it has 
no powers, its recommendations have considerable influence upon 
the policy adopted by Congress. 

The National Association of Co-operative Education Committees 
is growing in importance; it seeks to present a coherent and progres
sive educational policy and to press its \tiews upon the ex~sutive 
bodies. It works in close contact with the Education Secretaries' 
Association. The secretaries, some of whom are full-time officials, 
occupy key positions on the educational side of the movement. They 
have organized themselves primarily to discuss problems relating to 
the specific duties which they have to perform, but they also discuss 
general policy, and their views carry weight. Finally mention should 
be made of the Co-operators' Education Fellowship which seeks to 
organize on a national basis those who are interested in co-operative 
education. 

The gross expenditure by the movement on education in 1935 was 
about 1).77,000 and the net expenditute about £269,000. The differ
ence between the two sums is accounted for by certain receipts, 
mostly through fees and the sale of literature; which accrue to the 
central bodies. Of the £277,000 no less than £250,000 is expended 
by retail societie!! directly. But this does not represent the total 
expenditure of these societies; for the Education Department of the 
Co-operative Union spends about £10,000, and the Union is financed 
to a large extent by the societies. The expenditure upon education 
by the national bodies is small; the Co-operative Wholesale Society 
spends £4,200, of which £1,500 goes to the Joint Committee on 
Technical Education and the rest to the expenses of a lecture scheme 
for its employees and to bursaries, while the federal and productive 
societies spend £5,000 on bursaries and grants.1 Though the total 
is impressive, it only represents &. 9d. per member of the societies 
making grants. The Royal Arsenal Society, the second largest in the 
country, had the highest expenditute on education, which equalled 
IS. Jd. per member and represented a·sum equal to 2 per cent. ofits 
trading surplus. 

The term education is used in this c!tapter in the sense in which 
it is employed in the movement. It appears from an enquiry made in 
1922 that the term is employed with an unusually wide meaning. An 

1 For details of the expenditure of retail sodeties, see Fig. a\l. 
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EXPENDITURE ON EDUCATION BY RETAIL SOCIETIES 

1935 
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examination of the accounts or fifty societies in that year showed 
that their expenditure on education was allocated as follo~:l 

Social activities and entertainments 
Hire of rooms 
Propaganda •. 
Literature 
Administration, salaries, and expenses 
Formal education 

P., COIIt. 

16 
14 
20 

10' 

II 

9 

While these figures relate to 1922, there is reason to suppose that 
they represent the position to-day with fair accuracy. If there have 
been changes, it is probable that the expenditure on administration 
has increased relatively and that the expenditure on hire of rooms 
has relatively decreased. It seems unlikely that the proportion spent 
on formal education has changed. 

It should be mentiop.ed at once that the small proportion of the 
total expenditure applied to formal education does riot by any means 
fairly measure the work done by the societies in this connection; for, 
as will be explained later, they also attempt to persuade their members 
to take advantage of the opportunities for formal education provideil 
out of public funds. In so far as they are successful in doing so, the 
only expenditure which they incur is in connection with administra
tion. Nor should it be suppose!1 that there is anything improper in 
so relatively large an expenditure upon entertainment and propaganda. 
There is clearly need for much propaganda, and there is a very good 
case for spending part of the surplus collectively upon entertainment, 
as well as upon formal education, instead of paying it all out in cash 
to individuals in dividends. The only thing that may be questioned 
is whether such activities are appropriately described as educational. 

It may assist towards an understanding of the activities of the 
education committees of the retail societies if we give a typical 
programme issued by the education committee of a large society. A 
programme issued by the Leeds Society, for example, contains the 
following items: 14 concerts; 3 important educational lectures, 1 of 
them organized by Guilds; 1 cinema shows of a propagandist character; 
~ amateur operatic and dramatic productions; 4 one-day schools, 

held on Saturdays, the subjects usually dealing with some aspect of 
co-operation; 10 lectures organized by the Education Fellowship; 

1 H.l. Twigg, The Organitatioll aNI Ertent Dfe_peN';'" EJucatiollo 
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24 meetings of the Naturalists' -Club; 3 educational courses for 
employees, each covering a number of weekly lectures,. the three 
subjects being Grocery Management ~d Salesmanship, Window 
Display, and Book-keeping and Commercial Arithmetic; 21 courses 
of lectures on co-operation for juveniles between the ages of ten and 
sixt~ all the courses being similar in scope but held in different 
parts of the area; 2. dances; 2. excursions, one to Ulster and the other 
to Margate; a children's treat; a full list of the lectures for and meetings 
of the local branches of the Men's, Women's and "Mixed" Guilds 
and the Comrades' Circle; and notices of the 2 choirs and 2. orchestras 
organized by the committee, and the Chess Qub and Billiards Section. 
In varying degrees, according to the extent of the membership of 
their societies, all education committees present somewhat similar 
programmes. 

The items in this programme which fall under the head of education 
and propaganda need little explanation. The Fellowship's lectures 
cover a wide range of subjects and include" A Visit to Czechoslovakia" 
and "What do we mean by Wealth?" Of the twenty lectures in the 
syllabus, only three are specifically about Co-operation, though 
mention is certain to be made of Co-operation at most of the meetings. 
The Comrades' Circle is an organization for those between fourteen 
and eighteen which attempts to provide, in a manner adapted to the 
age of the members, the same sort of interests as are provided for 
adults by the Guilds. Since the Circle's branches need adult guidance 
and financial assistance, they are usually supervised by the education 
committees. The Comrades' Circle and other co-operative youth 
organizations are federated in the British Federation of Co-operative 
Youth. These youth organizations are increasing in membership, and 
their activities are growing. 

The social activities carried. on under the auspices of education 
committees are very valuable. The opportunities which members 
have to participate in such activities are limited, and when education 
committees. organize concerts, excursions, dances, chess clUbs, pigeon 
flying and amateur photography, they are rendering a distinct service. 
The only criticism which might be made is that the programmes 
follow somewhat conventional lines, and that a bolder policy, aiming 
at more novel fonns of communal expenditure, such as holiday homes, 
for instance, even if it involved considerably greater outlay, might 
be justified. 
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It is difficult to distinguish entertainment from propaganda; for 
the opportunities which the members possess of participating in these 
social activities are in a &enl!e propaganda for the movement. Moreover, 
at most of the entertainments, there is some mention of Co-operation. 
At concerts there is usually an address by an official of the society 
during the interval, and at a cinema show a film may be given which 
is provided by the C.W.S. to illustrate some of.its operations. Even 
at dances, the "co-operative m~sage" is expressed in one form or 
another. Some education committees also undertake the sale and 
distribution of literature, and their funds may have to cover the 
contribution of the society to the WheatsAeaJ, for which, in each 
society, one member of the committee usually acts as local editor.l 

Thus the scope of the work undertaken by education committees 
is very wide, and many societies have appointed a full-time secretary 
for their education comnuttee. Where such an official exists, formal 
education usually receives greater attention than when no appointment 
of this kind has been made. It is in relation to formal education that 
the national educational bodies come in. For, even where there is a 
secretary, guidance from the national bodies is necessary in order to 
ensure that proper attention is paid to this side of the work. 

Just as it is difficult to disentangle propaganda from entertainment, 
so it is not easyta draw a clear line between entertainment and educa
tion. Many of the lectures in the Leeds programme are evidendy 
instructive as well as entertaining. But it is when a series of classes 
is organized that we may perhaps regard the work as coming under 
the head of formal education. In order to obtain further information 
about the educational activities of the retail societies, a questionnaire 
was circulated to which ten sets of answers have been received. These 
ten societies are all large, and, since large societies undertake propor
tionately more educational activities than small societies, the replies 
cannot be taken as representative of the movement as a whole. All 
these societies distinguish between propaganda and education properly 
speaking, 'and arrange for courses in general education to which 
non-members are admitted. The subjects cover much the same range 
as those covered by any large W.E.A. branch. Two societies, in fact, 
arrange all their general courses through the W.E.A., and most of 
the courses seem to be arranged, if not in conjunction with the W.E.A., 
through some other organization, such as the N.C.L.C., or through 

a See Chapter 14. p. 2)0. 
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the L.E.A. Thus many of the classes are grant earning and duly 
qualified teachers are employed. It therefore follows that, in addition 
to the courses run by the local committees in social subjects on the 
lines of the Co-operative Union syllabus, there is a considerable 
amount of general education of a familiar kind. Apart from these 
regular courses, each of the ten societies runs single lectures on social 
subjects at which the attendance is sometimes large, reaching a total 
of 700 at times. One society reports an aggregate attendance of 25,000 
at lectures on social subjects, which is equal to 50 per cent. of the 
membership. But no doubt most of the attendances were at single 
lectures. 

Nine of the ten societies arrange classes for members in co-operative 
subjects. The content of these courses will be described below. In 
all the cases the Co-operative Union syllabus is used and the teachers 
have the Co-operative Union certificate. The attendance seems to be 
poor. Not one of the societies has arranged a course designed to give 
members a knowledge of their duties and bpportunities as consumers 
in an organization which they control themselves. In answer to the 
question whether such a course would appeal to the members, the 
answer was in each case in the negative. It seems doubtful whether 
the possibilities were fully understood.1 It should be mentioned that, 
in addition to these courses for members, each society arranges single 
lectures, open to non-members, on variO'us subjects, which are free; 
they are well attended. One question asked for views as to the possi
bility of arousing further interest among members in the work of the 
society through educational means. The answers were non-committal 
and vague, but it is correct to say that opinion was generally adverse. 

Each of the ten societies arranges courses in technical education 
for its employees. In every case the Co-operative Union syllabus is 
used. There are also a few classes on technical subjects arranged in 
conjunction with the L.E.A. The standard in the former classes seems 
to be very little different from that of the latter. The attendances vary 
from 5 to 25 per cent. of the employees, but the average is much nearer 
the former ·than the latter figure. In three cases promotion is offered 
to successful studeu.ts; in four cases success is taken into account 
when promotions are made; while in three cases no incentives are 
offered. 

Each of the societies arranges classes of about twenty weeks' 
S See Otapter z8, p. 506. 
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duration for young people. Children of members attend without 
charge. The Co-operative Union syllabus is used, and examinations 
are held. One society ananges no less than ninety-five such classes. 
Attendances are very satisfactory, and this is in part due to the influ
ence of the youth organizations, such as. the Comrades' Circle for 
the children and the British Federation of Co-operative Youth for 
adolescents. • 

The movement has for a long time been engaged in organizing 
classes both in technical and in general subjects, the former under 
the guidance of the Joint Committee on Technical Education and the 
latter under the ~dance of the National Educational Council. Of 
late years there has been a change in policy, and retail societies are 
now urged to use the educational facilities provided by local authorities 
so far as they are available. In their report for 1935, the Joint Com
mittee for Technical Education say that they are "of opinion that 
societies should extend the use which is Inade of facilities provided 
by local education authoI1ties whilst making due provision for the 
use of the Joint Committee's syllabuses, textbooks and examinations, 
and for the appointment of a suitable teacher. The new policy adopted 
by the Committee is, therefore, to act mainly as an advisory body 
and not as a teaching body, though it will continue its provisions for 
employees' schools, for col'fe5pondence students, and for conducting 
written and practical examinations."l The following passage occurs 
in the report of the National Educational Council for the same year. 

"Many societies now organize classes through the local education 
authorities, but more might do so. Soci~ties are urged to claim their rights 
as ratepayers and to enter into agreements with their authorities for co
operative classes to be held under the auspices of these authorities. It will 
be found that most education authorities (if the societies will undertake to 
find the students) will be only too willing to arrange classes for them. The 
Educational Executive, however, emphasizes the importance of Societies, 
where co-operators form the majority of students in any class, protecting 
the interests of the students by asking for consultation regarding the teacher 
to be appointed, and insisting upon the Co-operative Union's syllabuses, 
textbooks, and examinations being used:'· 

The function of the national bodies is therefore to issue syllabuses, 
to publish literature and to conduct examinations; they also conduct 

I Sixty-tleYench Annual Co-operative Congress, 1935, p. 92. • Ibid., p. 78. 
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correspondence courses for students who, for One reason or another, 
. cannot join a class. When the local authorities are unwilling to provide 
teachers and classrooms, the local societies must do it for themselves; 
but in these cases, though there is always a syllabus provided by one 
of the national bodies to wor\t on, and in the case of technical subjects 
a teacher may sometimes be available from the Co-operativi College, 
there is no authority outside the movement in a position to inspect 
and to maintain standards. The attitude of the local authorities varies. 
In Scodand they are so willing to provide facilities that the movement 
is hardly ever obliged to undertake to find teachers and classrooms. 
The fact that only a very small part of the programme of the Leeds 
Society is devoted to formal education is due to the willingness of 
the local authority in that city to co-operate. But there are areas in 
England where this willingness does not exist. 

On the side of technical education a general course for juniors 
has been devised; it covers arithmetic, book-keeping, and commercial 
geography. It can be followed by one of tour different courses, each 
related to one of the four main finds of employment. For those 
working in shops there is an apprentices' course in salesmanship. 
followed by a senior course in the same subject, and then, to fit the 
probable future line of promotion, branch managers', departmental 
managers', and general managers' courses in that order. These courses 
occupy five years, so that, if a boy starts the apprentices' course at 
the age of eighteen, he may be able to qualify, at least by educational 
awards, for a general manager's post when he is twenty-four, at 
which age he will probably ~till be a counter-hand. The first four 
courses are arranged on a departmental basis covering grocery, 
butchery, dairy work, drapery, footwear, furniture, and clothing,_ the 
student taking the subjects 'for the department in which he is employed. 
The other alternatives are the book-keepers' and cashiers' course, the 
secretaries' course, and the auditors' course, covering three, four and 
two years respectively. 

These technical courses are well thought out and fulfil their purpose 
adequately. The same is not equally true of the courses on Co-operation 
and other non-technical subjects designed by the National Educational 
Council. The subject "Co-operation" is taught in three main stages, 
junior, adolescent and adult. The last two stages can be taken by 
correspondence, and are followed by exariUnations. The first can only 
be taken in classes; the subject is taught in this stage by some member 
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of a local society who receiveS a small fee, and there is no examination. 
It is no doubt a good idea to attempt to interest children betweep ten... 
and sixteen in Co-operation, but the sJdlabus looks drt and ths: text
books are dull; it is hard to suppose that the subject thus taught can 
make much appeal even to children of .ardent co-o,Perators. The 
adolescent course bridges the gap between the junior and the senior 
courses. The latter covers {our yearly courses, first a survey of 
co-operative enterprise, next a more advanced survey, followed by 
the constitution of the movement and co-operative methods, and 
finally a .. more advanced study of the problems arising in the third 
division. The senior grade is a compulsory subject fot the technical 
courses. There are also some advanced courses in specific subjects, 
such as co-operative finance and international Co-operation. The 
layout of the adolescent and senior courses is not unsatisfactory, 
though too much attention is given to problems of the past, such 
IS the relation between froducers' and consumers' societies, and 
insufficient attention to moilem problems, such as.the state marketing 
schemes. BU{ the treatment is Uhimaginative, and for the adequate 
discussion of more specialist problems there is a lack of the necessary 
m.aterial in book form. . 

The National.Educational Council also provides syllabuses on 
social subjects such as history, citizenship and economics. The 
programme extends to adv8nced treatments of these subjects. Citizen
ship includes central and local government, political theory, ethics 
and the principles of education; economics includes general economics, 
the theory of money, public finance and international trade. ),..S 
mentioned above, it is now the polic!y of the Council to urge the. 
societies to induce local authorities or educational bodies to prDvide 
teaChing in these and other subjects for such groups of co-operators 
as may want them. But the Council still offers to provide courses, 
both by correspondence and otherwise, and to examine and grant 
certificates in these subjects. I~ may be questioned whether it has the 
resources to enable it to do so in a satisfactory manner. 

What are its resources? It was explained in the last chapter that the 
Council controls the Co-operative College. The college dates from 
1919; its lecture rooms and library are in Holyoake House, Manchester, 
the headquarters of the Co-operative Union and of the National 
Educational Gouncil; it also possesses a hostel in the outskirts of 
Manchester. The main purpose of the college is to teacli residential 
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students, who are mainly co-operative employees sent there with 
bursaries, mostly by retail societies. But in addition to these duties, 
the teaching staff of the college, which consists of five teachers of 
social subjects, only one of whom has had a full university training, 
and fourteen of technical subjects, has to prepare all the syllabuses 
mentioned, to conduct a very large volume of teaching by correspon
dence, to undertake examinations and, in the case of teachers of 
technical subjects, to do a certain amount of peripatetic lecturing. 
The amount of work is overwhelming in size and in scope, and any 
criticism which may justly be made of the college falls, not upon its 
devoted staff, but upon those who equip it inadequately. ' 

We found reason to suppose that the teaching of technical subjects 
is not unsatisfactory. This is so because both teachers and students 
are in close practical contact with the subjects studied, and the move
ment provides a wealth of business experience upon which they can 
draw. There is an awareness of the work of the various trade associa
tions in the sphere of technical education, ahd this is a healthy stimulus 
tending towards a maintenence of good standards. The teaching of 
co-operative and other social subjects is a far more difficult task. 
There are no signs that this fact is recognized in the movement. 
Moreover, since there is no easy way of comparing the standard of 
co-operative teaching in these subjects with that reached in academic 
institutions of reputation, it does not become apparent when the 
standard falls below that which is desirable and obtainable. In fact, 
the social subjects are taught much as technical subjects are taught; 
they are given out in packets to be swallowed and subsequently 
regurgitated on excimination day. The teaching is deficient in imagina
tion, historical sense, insight and in the application of fine analytical 
methods. 

This weakness in the teaching of social subjects diminishes the 
value of the college for the resident students, all of whom are taking 
a general as well as a technical course. There are usually from 30 to 
35 students in residence each year; in 1935-36 there were 35 students, 
14 for a full academic year, II for two terms, and 3 for one term, 
together with 7 foreign students studying British Co-operation who 
were there for a full year. The curriculum follows the syllabuses of 
the National Educational Council, and the students sit for examina
tion. It is a remarkable fact that though ~e college is so close to the 
University of Manchester, no regular use. is made of the facilities 
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provided by the University for the study· of economics and other 
social subjects. It is all the more remarkable in view of the fact that 
it is now the policy of the movement to make use of educational 
facilities which are publicly provided. 

This policy is correct, and it is much to be hoped that, not only 
will the retail societies carry it out far more thoroughly than they do 
at present, but also that the National Educational Council, which has 
enunciated the policy, will put it into effect in regard to the work of 
the Co-operative College which it controls. Only if this is done will 
the task of the movement in relation to formal education become 
clear. If full advantage was taken of the public facilities for general 
and technical education, it would become evident what could not be 
provided in this way. It would then fall to the movement to fill the 
gaps. In regard to technical education, for example, most of what is 
wanted is common to the employees in other forms of industry and 
should be available from public sources. But there may be certain 
technical subjects, such as co-operative book-keeping, which public 
authorities may not find it proper'to provide, in which case the move
ment must do the work. In the field of non-technical education the 
position is that citizenship, economics and history ought to be learnt 
under arrangements made by Univetsities, local authorities or other 
recognized bodies. But the movement requires more than this. It has 
a belief in Co-operation and a special point of view about social 
problems; it may be said to have certain tenets. Its position is not 
unlike that of the religious organizations. The latter often maintain 
colleges in univetsity cities; the students avail themselves of the 
facilities offered by the univetsities for non-sectarian instruction, but 
attend special lectures in the college on sectarian subjects. This should 
be the relation of the Co-operative College to the Univetsity of 
Manchester. The teaching outside the college in what we may call 
sectarian subjects must be arranged by the societies in special classes 
with the assistance of the National Educational Council; the teachets 
might well be drawn from among the students of the college, just 
as, in the case of religious organization, the ministets are drawn from 
the theological colleges. 

The organization of classes and the selection of teachets for these 
specifically co-operative courses is, however, not all that is wanted. 
Relatively few people will join classes and follow COUtses. Many, 
however, are willing to attend conferences and week-end or summer 

H 
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schools. Some excellent work of this kind is already undertaken. The 
National Educational Council organizes four residential summer 
schools at holiday resorts for members of local societies, and also a 
school for teachers of social subjects. The regional and district 
educational associations hold conferences and organize week-end 
schools. These occasions give most valuable opportunities for the 
exposition and discussion. of co-operative aims and the co-operative 
point of view. They provide the best way of giving information and 
of interesting members in these matters who have neither time nor 
inclination to join classes. Though an admirable beginning has been 
made with the use of such methods, they might well be far more 
frequently employed. 

Finally the movement must undertake its own research work. 
The subjects, whether technical or not, the teaching of which it retains 
in its own hands, cannot be satisfactorily handled unless there is 
continuous investigation. Such subjects are the relation of co-operative 
economic organization to the national economic organization, and 
the relation' of co-operative social structure to the national social 
structure, and they fall within the fields of applied economics and 
applied sociology; and it must be remembered that co-operative 
organization and the world within which it functions do not remain 
static. Therefore, not only must these problems be investigated by 
the movement itself, since, owing to their reference being very 
specific, they fall as much outside the scope of ordinary academic 
research work as the specific problems of a church fall outside the 
scope of the academic theologian, but also investigation must be 
continuous. The movement must build up the necessary machinery 
for research. Up to the present it has not begun to do so.l The 
Co-operative College, as we have seen, is very inadequately staffed, 
even to undertake the te,!ching work which already falls upon it; for 
research work it is in no way equipped. 

1 This does not, of course, refer to "business" research, such as might be properly 
undertaken by a Research Department of the c. W .S., or technical research similarly 
'¥Idertaken by the appropriate C.W.S. organization. 



CHAPTER ,14 

PUBUCA nONS 

THB educational work of the co-operative movement, as we have 
seen, is to a large extent propagandist in. that it gives publicity to 
co-operative aims and ideals, and is used to explain the movement's 
activities to the public. For this propagandist purpose the classes, 
lectures and meetings, described in the previous chapter, are not 
enough; the spoken word needs to be supplemented by the written 
word. In fact, the numerous books, journals and pamphlets published 
by the movement reach a wider public and probably have a greater 
influence than all the lectures and speeches. More than a million 
persons regularly receive cO-operative publications, while the numbers 
attending classes and meetings are, as we have seen, much smaller. 
The publications of the movement are, therefore, of ,considerable 
importance. In the early days of the movement one weekly journal 
was sufficient for all purposes; to-day there are many co-operative 
publications, so many indeed that they confuse the average member.! 
The confusion arises from the complexity of the movement.' The 
trading societies, guilds, education committees, political councils, 
officials' associations, employees' trade unions, all rely on the publica
tion of journals and pamphlets to explain their aims and opinions, to 
provide means for the discussion of their problems and to give 
information to their members. 

There are three main organizations concerned with publishing: 
the Co-operative Press Ltd., the Co-operative Union, and the 

.. Co-operative Wholesale Society. The Co-operative Press is a national 
federal society with 770 shareholding societies)l Its function is to 

• publish newspapers and journals for the movement as a whole., It is 
not, in theory at least, concerned with the claims and views of any 
one section alone. Being free from sectional control, it is in a position 
to select and present news and judge all issues without sectional bias. 
The Co-operative Press has three offices •. The main office, at Man
chester, issues the Co-operative News, Woman's Outloolc, and two 

1 A short history of British c:o-operative publications appeared in the Rniew of 
I_tiona! CtHJperation, April and May issues, 1936. 

I The Co-operative Press Ltd. is a national federal society = see Olaplef 9. 
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youth magazines. The London office publishes Reynolds News and 
the Millgate Monthly. The Sco.ttisk Co-operator is published from the 
Glasgow office. The Co-operative News and Scottirk Co-operator are 
weekly journals designed to give news about the movement's activities 
generally. They serve a useful purpose, but neither reaches a high 
standard in the selection and presentation of news, or in discussion 
and criticism of co-operative policy, developments and problems. The 
Scottirk Co-operator is more enterprising than its English counterpart 
in its comments on co-operative affairs. Both are potentially capable 
of exercising a great influence on the policy of every section of the 
movement, for every committee member or official and every active 
member of a local society has to read either one or the other, in order 

. to know what the various sections of the movement are doing. They 
are essential to the active minority who control co-operative enterprise. 
Yet no crjtical analysis of trading policy· and methods of operation 
will be found in their pages. Neither do they devote space to the discus
sion of polifY for expansion. Both try to be newspapers serving the 
co-operative democracy, believing it to he their purpose to give news 
spiced with generalities on the evils of capitalism, the .iniquities of 
Conservative politicians and the virtues of co-operative enterprise. 
General propaganda of this kind is in many ways necessary and 
desirable if the journals are circulated among the unconverted. But 
theCo-operative News and the Scottisk Co-operator are read only by 
the converted,and then only for the news they give. Their circulations, 
70,000 and 21,000 respectively, indicate their limited influence as 
general propaganda sheets. The effective circulations are even smaller, 
for a large number of copies are hought by societies out of a sense 
of duty and little effort is made to distribute them to their members. 

The most effective propaganda journal in the movement is Reynolds 
News, an old radical Sunday newspaper established in 1850 and bought 
hy the Co-operative Press in 1929. It has a tradition of fighting for 
democratic principles and for social and political reforms. Co-operative 
societies subscribed the £150,000 which the Co-operative Press paid 

. {or the printing plant and goodwill of Reynolds. The decision to make 
the purchase was acclaimed with unusual enthusiasm by the 1928 
Co-operative Congress. 

For years the movement had talked of owning its own newspaper 
with a mass circulation; hut the newspaper acclaimed by the delegates 
to Congress did not come up to their expectations. It had a very 
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unattractive appearance. ~ machines on which it was printed were 
obsolete. Circulation was small compared with orer popular Sunday 
newspapers, and it fell to lower levels'under co-Operative ownership. 
The Co-operative Press, however, was determined to make a success 
of the venture, and appealed successfully to societies to give f~uther 
financial help for the purchase of new machinery and equipment. 
With this assistance a new Reynolds was launched in 1935. In its new 
form it compares favourably With any other popular Sunday news
paper. Under the capable direction of its editor, it has gained a unique. 
place in British journalism. It has a group of regular contributors who 
are well known and competent writers, and they, with an enterprising 
editorial policy, have combined to produce a left wing newspaper 
which a section of the public wanted. It devotes considerable space, 
to political matters and is socialist in outlook. Whether a definitely 
political newspaper of thi~ liind is the best medium for co-operative 
journalism is questionable. But Reynolds News is proVing to be 
successful. It has a circulation of half a million which is steadily 
growing. Reynolds News rather than the Co-operative News is now 
the more appropriate journal to be used as the general propaganda 
newspaper of the movement. 

The Woman'I.Outloolc is a small journal modelled on the lines of 
some popular papers for housewives. The style and layout are, how
ever, inferior to other papers of the same kind. On the other hand, 
in addition to articles on housekeeping and fashion, it publishes 
articles on political and social questions not found in the other papers, 
and it avoids society gossip and tittle-tattle about film stars. Its aim 
is to provide the members of the Women's Guild with their own 
housewives' journal, and articles on co-operative matters appear 
regularly. The Woman's Outloolc is published at lId., but even at this 
nominal price its circulation of 32,000 copies weekly is less than half 
the 70,000 membership of the Women's Guild. The Mil/gate Monthly 
attempts to be a popular monthly magazine; in its own words it stands ' 
for "Culture and Social Progress", but what it means by culture is 
not clear. Many of the articles published in its pages are of general 
interest and are usually concerned with social or political subjec&. 
Some co-operative propaganda appears regularly and there is at least 
one short story in each issue. It tries to be at one and the same time 
a co-operative publication combining informative articles with propa
ganda, a political journal discussing the science and problems of 
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government and the characters of politicians, a sociological journal 
dealing with social problems and statistics, and a popular magazine 
containing short stories, book reviews, articles, and notes about 
people and events. No single journal can combine all those aims 
successfully. One of the two youth magazines published by the 
Co-operative Press is issued for the British Federation of Co-operative 
Youth, and the other for the Comrades' Circle.1 

A recently inaugurated" service of the Co-operative Press is the 
publication of local monthly news-sheets for the Co-operative Party. 
These bear the name of the Citi{en, usually preceded by the name 
of the town in which the news-sheet is issued. The contents are mainly 
political propaganda. The Citi{en series have a total circulation of 
more th~ 700,000 copies a month, and are distributed to the general 
public in those areas where the Co-operative Party is strong. Many 
persons thus obtain their introduction t~ the co-operative movement 
through a· political broadsheet, and in some districts the Cili{en is 
the only form of co-operative advertising. This extensive publicity 
for one aspect of the movement gives to local co-operative enterprise 
a political atmosphere of a kind which in fact it does not possess. 

The Publications Department of the Co-operative Union publishes 
most of the books and pamphlets issued by the movement, including 
the textbooks used in educational classes. It also publishes the 
Co-operative Congress Report, the ATltIUIll Review of Co-operative 
Statistics, the Co-operative Directory, and several periodicals, of which 
the Co-operative Review is the most important; it is a monthly magazine 
which serves as the official organ of the Co-operative Union, and is 
indispensable to management committees and officials. The Co-opera
tive Educator and the Co-operative Official are two other periodicals 
issued from this source. The former is a quarterly journal and, as 
its name implies, is the organ of the Education Department. The 
latter, although published by the Co-operative Union, is not controlled 
by the Union. It is the monthly journal of co-operative officials and 
is controlled by a joint committee of officials and the Union; the latter 
in a spirit of helpfulness provides publishing and editorial services. 

• The Co-operative Wholesale Society, through its Publicity Depart
ment, publishes three monthly periodicals, one annual and a number 
of pamphlets. One of the monthly periodicals, the Wheatsheaf, is a 
home magazine with 530 local editions, and is considered to be the 

1 See Chaptel' Il. p. alS 
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best advertising medium the movement possesses. It has a total 
circulation of more than 1,100,000 copies a month. Each local edition 
consists of sixteen magazine pages, standard for each edition, and a 
number of pages in which appears news about the affairs of the local 
retail society, including notices and reports of meetings, .new services, 
special lines on sale in the society'S shops, trading results, employees' 
activities, and local events with which the society is concerned. The 
number of local pages varies from four to thirty-two, according to 
the size of the society, and the name of the local society appears on 
the cover to give the magazine the appearance of being a local publica
tion. Such a service as the WlzeatslzeaJ provides is essential to retail 
societies, for without it only a small proportion of the members, 
those who attend the business meetings, would know what their 
society is doing. The method of distributing copies varies. Most 
societies put copies in their shops for customers to take away. Some 
also put copies in parcels delivered to customers' homes. A few 
arrange a house-to-house distribution covering the whole of their 
areas, and including members and non-members alike. Only two of 
the 530 societies make a charge for copies. The cost of printing and 
publishing is jointly borne by the C.W.S. and the local societies. 
The WlzeatslzeaJ is valuable to the C. W.S., for the sixteen magazine 
pages regularly include articles on C.W.S. products and services. 
The size and general lay-out of the magazine do not make for the 
production of an attractive journal; it is too much like a Parish Church 
Magazine. 

The Producer, also published by the C.W.S., is the trade journal of 
the movement. It is issued monthly, and shares with Reynolds News 
the distinction of having reached a high typographical standard in 
its own field. Most other co-operative journals pay too little attention 
to typography and form. As a trade journal the Producer serveS the 
managers and buyers of co-operative societies, and the articles 
appearing in its pages discuss all kinds of trade matters with which 
they are concerned. The other monthly periodical published by the 
C.W.S. is Ourselves, a magazine for the employees. , 

The C.W.S. annual is the People's Year Book which gives an annual 
survey of the development of co-operative enterprise in Great Britain 
and many other countries, intermingled with articles on current topics 
and reviews of the cinema, theatre, literature and science. 

This list does not comprise the whole of the literature published 
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by the movement. Many retail societies issue their own journals, 
which are'comparable with the local editions of the Wlteatsh.eaJ; and 
mention should also be made of the Co-operative Productive Review 
and the Co-operators" Year Boole, the fonner a monthly magazine and 
the latter an annual, both published by the Co-operative Productive 
F ederation.1 The Co-operative Men"s Guild issues a monthly magazine 
to its members, called the Guildsman. The Co':operative Insurance 
Society and the Scottish C.W.S. both publish quarterly house journalS 
Finally, there is the Review of International Co-operation, published 
monthly in three languages by the International Co-operative Alliance, 
which regularly incllldes in its pages much valuable infonnation about 
co-operative enterprise throughout the world. 

Fig. 30 gives a general view of the publications of the movement. 
From the list of publications given above, it will be seen that the 

movement is well supplied, even to the point of being overladen, 
but it is doubtful whether all these journals are adequately fulfilling 
the tasks they were established to perfonn. Most of them lack the 
attributes which go to make a successful periodical. Among the 
thousands of papers and .magazines offered to the public, a large 
proportion have a distinctive character which each has built up and 
which is the thing that sells. This character might be created by 
typographical art, by the regular appearance of a particular kind of 
article, by a group of well-known writers, by the expression of a 
distinctive point of view, by intriguing and provocative comments 
on current affairs, or by any of the journalistic methods with which 
commercial publishers experiment in order to find out what appeals 
to the public. Co-operative publications, with few exceptions, lack 
that distinctive character which would mark them out and lift them 
from the common rut. One reason for this is the difficulty the move
ment has experienced in utilizing the usual retail channels of newspaper 
distribution. Only Reynolds News is sold through newsagents. For 
the rest the movement itself must act as the distributing agency. The 
circulation of most co-operative journals is, therefore, detennined by 
dIe loyalty of the members, and not by the quality of the contents. 
This dependence on loyalty seems to have produced a certain inertia 
and has stifled enterprise in co-operative· journalism. A careful 
utilization of the resources of retail societies would surely provide 
alternative methods of distributing co-operative publications. to the 

I See Chapter 10. 
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membership the movement now possesses-methods which would 
provide some test of the attractiveness and usefulness of the 
publications themselves. 

The movement requires at least one popular newspaper circulating 
to the general public, and Reynolds News fills the need. Most of the 
other journals are published either for local groups of members, or 
for specific national groups within the movement. The Wheatsh.eaJ 
serves local groups of members, although there is considerable room 
for improvement in its service.· The Co-operative Review and the 
Producer combine to serve the interests of management committees 
and officials, and the Co-operative News and the Scottish. Co-operator 
are the internal newspapers of the movement. Other groups, such as 
employees, educationists, guilds and youth associations have their 
own journals. What is lacking are journals in which co-operative 
enterprise is critically examined and treated in such a way that sugges
tions and proposals for improved efficiency and expansion of services 
emerge. For some years the Co-operative Review consisted of critical 
and informative articles of a high standard; but the style and contents 
were changed two years ago, when it became in a more definite form 
the official organ of the Co-operative Union. The Co-operative 
Union certainly needed an official organ, but it is to be regretted that, 
in making the change, the only educational journal of the movement 
was put out of existence. 

A significant fact which emerges in this survey of the movement's 
publications is that the C. W.S. has found it necessary to publish 
journals which are not specifically "house" organs, although a special 
publishing society, the Co-operative Press, exists for that purpose. 
One reason is that the C.W.S. is specially concerned with trade, and 
whatever organizati~n may publish a trade journal for the movement, 
it will have to rely to a very large extent on commercial information 
supplied by the C.W.S., which explains in part its publication of the 
Producer. There is, however, another important reason. The C.W.S. 
naturally wishes to express its own point of view to the officials 
of retail societies. A trade journal published by the C.W.S. is bound 
to serve its interests, whereas a journal published independently 
might take sides against the C.W.S. in the discussions appearing 
in its pages. The Wh.eatsh.eaJ is in a similar position. So long as 
it is published by the C.W.S. it serves the interests of that body; 
but there is no danger of the popular Co-operative Press taking 
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an independent line in its publications against the central organizations 
of the movement. To be aitical of any section in any oHts popular 
papers would be foolish, for those papers reach the public and are 
issued to propagate co-operative enterprise, not to discuss its weak
nesses. On the other hand, the journals which only circulate among 
the active minority of members and officials would be more useful 
if' they were more aitical; but they are not likely to change their 
policy under present conditions, for the simple reason that they 
depend on advertising revenue, supplied mainly by the C.W.S., for 
their existence. It is true that an attack on the C. W.S. in the publications 
of the Co-operative Press Ltd. would not cause a withdrawal of its 
advertisements. Relations between the various sections of the move
ment are not conducted in that spirit. On the other hand, the Co-opera
tive Press Ltd. would think. twice about offending its chief source of 
revenue. The seemingly independent position of the Co-operative 
Press Ltd. has thus been undermined. 

An equally serious aiticism of to-operative journalism is its 
inability to reach anything like a high standard, either in typography 
and fonD or in the material published. A stranger who reads the 
numerous journals of the movement will find it hard to believe 
that they are issued by a powerful trading undertaking seeking to 
transform the existing commercial system. It must be said that most 
co-operative journals are unworthy of the movement they represent. 
They are dull, unattractive, lifeless and frequendy unreadable without 
a great effort. While most features of co-operative enterprise have 
kept pace with modern business developments, co-operative publica
tions have lagged behind the progress which has been made in the 
publishing world. With few exceptions, their "make-up" is old
fashioned, and the manner in which they discuss cP-operative enterprise 
has changed but lime since pre-war days. 

Co-operative journalisqt in publications circulating among the 
public has an obvious task to perform: it has to present to the world 
the purpose and the results of co-operative enterprise, and the short
comings of capitalism, in an interesting and appealing way. As this 
book shows, Co-operation is a subject wide enough to provide a 
nearly unlimited scope for enterprising journalism, ,and the central 
theme of this wide subject-service for the consumer--is of such 
interest and importance to every family in the conimunity as to make 
the publication of journals dealing with housekeeping in its widest 
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aspects an indispensable co-operative:; service. This field is all but 
neglected by the co-operative movement, yet it offers the greatest 
scope for giving to the public as consumers the most valuable service 
which the movement could provide,including regular information 
about commodities and their uses and what they are made of, about 
prices, supplies, and all the other facts which enter into the supplying 
of consumers' goods. The co-operative movement should also have 
a point of view about every aspect of social life, and this might be 
developed and propagated by means of effective publications, which 
would have the further effect of consolidating the movement as 
a whole. Journalism of this kind would not only be of great assis
tance to consumers, it would also be the best form of publicity for 
co-operative enterprise. 

Co-operative journalism serving specific sections of the movement 
is less open to criticism. It has a more limited field which offers less 
scope for enterprise and demands less. In this field the absence of 
healthy criticism is the only serious defect, a defect which can only 
be remedied by a free and independent but influential publication. 
The very structure of the movement prevents such a journal coming 
into existence, unless either one of the national organizations were 
willing to pay for the cost while refraining from calling the tune, 
or the journal in question could be of such outstanding merit and 
interest as to be able to stand on its own feet. 



CHAPTER IS 

THE GUILDS 

§ I. Organi{ation of the Three Gui/tIs 

THB Guilds are voluntary bodies, democratically controlled, and 
constituted for self-education, discussion and the formation of opinion. 
There are three national organizations within the Guild movement: 
the Women's Co-operative Guild, the National Co~operative Men's 
Guild, and the National Guild of Co-operators. This latter is opposed 
to the sex barriers which limit the membership of the two other 
organizations. The Guilds have played and still continue to play a 
very important part in training potential members of management 
committees and other co-operative and public bodies, in the formation 
of opinion on co-operative affairs, and in general social education. 

The Women's Guild was founded in 1883 at a meeting held during 
the Co-operative Congress at Edinburgh. The movement spread 
with great rapidity, for in many ways the time was opportune, and 
the factors making for this development were not peculiar to the 
co-operative movement. At this 'time the "women's movement" was 
beginning and women of all classes were aspiring to take a new pan: 
in the life and thought of society, but the working-class housewife, 
burdened by domestic duties, was far more remote from social life 
and thought than the unmarried woman or the married woman with 
domestic servants, and it seemed that the tide of women's education 
might not penetrate to her and the large section of the community 
she represented. But the co-operative stores, ,dealing in household. 
goods, formed a natural rallying centre for a "housewife's movement", 
and the aspirations of the working-class housewife found their outlet 
in the Women's Guild. 

The aims of the "Women's League for the Spread of Co-operation", 
as it was originally called, were set out in 1883 in the following terms: 
"(I) To spread a knowledge of the advantages of Co-operation; 
(1) to stimulate amongst those who know its advantages a greater 
interest in the principles of Co-operation; (3) to keep alive in ourselves, 
our neighbours, and especially in the rising generation, a more earnest 
appreciation of the value of Co-operation to ourselves, to our children, 
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and to the nation; (4) to improve the conditions of women allover· 
the country." 

The early history of the Women's Cuild was like that of other 
movements which meet the needs of an age. Meetings were held in 
various centres, where two or three individuals would come forward 
to form the nucleus of a new branch. By 1893 there were. 6,000 
members and 137 branches, and in 1935 the Guild numbered 70,000 
members and had 1,671 branches. The movement, from the first, took 
the form of a federation of autonomous branches. Considerable 
initial guidance was given by certain middle-class leaders, among 
whom mention must be made of Miss Llewelyn Davies, who was 
General Secretary from 1889 to 1921; but the movement rapidly 
threw up its own leaders from among the rank and file members. 
An important battle was fought on the matter of platform speaking 
for women. In the early days this was a rare innovation, and there 
were some in the Guild who were opposed to it. The democratic 
basis of the Guild organization naturally led to its acceptance. . 

Education, in a wide sense, has been one of the central activities 
of the Guild movement. It is usual for each branch to have weekly 
meetings, at which either a member or an outside speaker gives a 
paper followed by discussion. These meetings are remarkable for the 
business-like manner in -Which they are conducted. The subjects for 
discussion cover an ambitious range; in addition to matters connected 
with Co-pperation, they also include economics, political science, and 
hygiene. Papers are often given by the secretary or one of the depart
mental managers of the local society on matters connected with 
trade. In addition to group meetings, short conferences and on~day 
or week-end schools have been increasingly common of recent years, 
bringing together melllhers from several branches. 

The Guilds are dealing with a special constituency, requiring 
educational methods differing from those natural to the "acaderruc" 
type of mind. The working-class married woman, not normally a 
student by nature, is not interested in abstract study. What she needs 
is something concrete, linking direcdy on to her immediate experience, 
and equipping her to deal more wisely with the actual situations of 
her life. The Guild movement has always reflected closely the mental 
oudook of the membership. 

The Women's Guild has never been ~ purely educational movement. 
It has developed a positive policy on certain issues and has endeavoured 
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to put its policy into effect by a sera of "campaigns". In some 
instances, the Guild has organized opinion within the co-operative 
movement with a view to seCuring some domestic reform; in other 
instances it has taken up national issues and has served as the mouth
piece of the working-class married woman. It has fought for a mini
mum wage fqr women co-operative employees; against credit in 
the co-operative movement; against high dividend policy; to extend 
Co-operation to the poorer classes; for the six-day week for milkmen 
in co-operative employment; for ,woman suffrage; for divorce law 
reform; and for national care of maternity. 

The Women's Guild represents the strongest organized body of 
opinion among co-operative membership and has had a real influence 
on the policy of societies. Its influence outside the co-operative 
movement is h~er to assess but has undoubtedly been considerable 
when a concerted effort has been made. Of recent years there seems 
to have been a danger of the movement losing itself in an orgy of 
mere "resolution passing", especially at its annual congress, and less 
attention has been paid to the careful organizing of a limited number 
of campaigns. 

As a result of the success of the Women's Guild, the need for a 
similar organization on the men's side was explored, and in 1911 the 
National Co-operative Men's Guild was founded, its first activity 
being a conference in December of that year. Early development was 
hindered by the War and, even afterwards, progress was fairly slow. 
Since 1924, the movement has definitely progressed, and the appoint
ment of a full-time organizing secretary in 1930 has given to it a new 
impetus. There were, in 1934, 10,0001 subscribing members organized 
in 330 branches, which were distributed among 250 societies. Men's 
Guilds are not normally found in societies ofless than 1,000 members. 
The Birmingham and Royal Arsenal Co-operative Societies have 
twenty branches each, but it is exceptional to find more than three 
or four branches attached to one society. There is a central office 
with a full-time secretary, which produces a series of pamphlets and 
a periodical, the Guildsman. The Guild also administers a Group Life 
Assurance Scheme. 

The activities of the Men's Guild follow much the same general 
lines as those of the Women's Guild, but "campaigns" have been less 

1 Many branches admit unemployed members without payment, so the total actual 
membenhip is probably much larger. 
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in evidence. The chief activity of a branch is the weekly meeting, 
with discussion on a variety of subjects,. including such general topics
as problems of democracy, talks on the local society and discussions 
of its affairs, local government activities, and so on. 

The Men's Guild is much smaller than the Women's Guild and 
has rather less spontaneous vigour about it. For the Women's Guild 
does not depend for its drive solely on its co-operative ideals; it also 
_ occupies a unique position as a housewife's organization, and depends 
for its life on the confluence of these two interests. The Men's Guild 
is more purely co-operative in its ~terests. Its distinctive feature lies 
in the opportunity it gives for exchange of thought and opinion 
between members and officials of societies. It has a fairly high propor
tion of employees in its membership, and probably a quarter of the 
branches are officered by co-operative officials. In so far as it helps 
to hold together the trading and idealistic sides of the movement, 
this is excellent. In many of the larger societies active participation in 
Guild life is the sole stepping-stone to influence within the local 
co-operative democracy. 

The sex separation involved in the Guilds' constitutions was soon 
called in question, and the feeling against it led to the formation of 
the National Guild of Co-operators in 192.6. This Guild has developed 
with reasonable rapidity, and in 1935 there were ninety-two branches 
with a membership of 5,882.. The objects are "to provide a meeting 
ground for all men and women interested in the working and develop
ment of the co-operative movement, irrespective of class or sex." 
As far as can be seen, the membership is largely new to the Guild 
movement as a whole and not drawn from the other Guilds. The 
"mixed Guild", as it is usually called in co-operative circles, appeals. 
to married people, who appreciate the opportunity of an organization 
in which they can take part together. • 

The three Guilds are quite separate, but follow very similar lines 
of organization. In the case of the Women's Guild and the Men's 
Guild, the organizations in England and Scodand are constitutionally 
distinct, but they work in close co-operation. The units of each 
organization are the local branches. Each branch is autonomous and 
is associated with a particular retail society; therefore, in areas where 
societies overlap, it is not necessarily an organization of all co-operators 
living in a district. Model rules drawn up centrally are usually adopted. 
Each Guild holds an annual conference which exercises certain constitu-
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tional powers, but effective control is in the hands of a central com
mittee or council. In addition, each Guild has a series of regional 
committees. The Women's "Guild, being the largest and oldest, has 
developed the most complete local structure; it has eight sectional 
councils, administering areas corresponding roughly to the sections 
of the Co-operative Union, and district committees which supervise 
the" smaller districts. The Men's .Guild and the National 'Guild of 
Co-operators have a similar structure, but less developed. The local 
committees are responsible for, supervising certain aspects of the 
local work of the Guilds in their areas, making representation to 
local societies, and holding periodic delegate conferences. 

The national and local committees of the Guilds are elected by the 
branches, each branch voting as a unit but having a voting strength 
proportional to its membership. This rather complex organization, of 
local committees and conferences serves to keep the central committee 
and secretary in direct touch with the rank and file membership. It 
also helps to develop local leadership. About one-third of the income 
of the Guilds comes from subscriptions from the C.W.S. and the 
Co-operative Union, and the local societies often give small grants 
to the branches in their areas. The rest comes from the subscriptions 
of members. 

At the present time various attempts are being made to co-ordinate 
the Guilds. In some retail societies, which have branches of all the 
Guilds associated with them, there has been set up a "Guild. Council" 
to promote a local exchange of opinion between the Guilds and to 
form machinery by which the Guilds may work together within the 
society. Except for this there is no formal collaboration between the 
Guilds, although there is informal consultation as a result of which 
the Men's and Women's Guild usually agree on important co-operative 
matters. .' " 

It is sometimes suggested that the time is now ripe for a merging 
of the three Guilds, following the line of argument which led to the 
setting up of the National Guild of Co-operators. In so far as the 
Guilds exist for discussion and the formation of opinion within 
the co-operative movement, there are strong arguments for this. The 
Women's Guild has, however, another function-that of being an 
organization of worlqng-class women-and it is plain that most 
members desire to preserve the distinctive nature of the Women's 
Guild. The Men's Guild, on the other hand, appears to represent 
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only to a small extent any distinctively men's viewpoint on 
co-operative and general affairs. 

§ 2. Relations wit" the Co-operative Movement 

It does not need a very prolonged contact with co;.operativeretail 
societies to be conscious of the influence of the Guilds, especiaUyof 
the Women's Guild. Among the 2 or 3 per cent. of the total member
shlpwho normally attend quarterly, meetings, a very large section 
belongs to the Guilds. In many societies, the attendance at quarterly 
meetings consists almost entirely of Guild members and employees. 
More than that, the Guilds prOvide almost the only centre for the. 
initiation of new ideas outside the management; they represent the 
only sections of the membership, in addition to the employees, which 
are organized and in a position to present opinion in a definite and 
formulated manner. The attitude of management committees and 
officials to the Guilds varies. Sometimes they are welcomed, as a 
propagandist movement and a subsidiary form of advertising. More 
frequently, however, they are viewed critically as an opposition party' 
who are always '-'agin the government". As an opposition party, the 
Guilds may exert a very healthy influence; there is some danger, 
however, of their getting out of touch with the trading side of the 
movement and urging on the management committees purely idealistic 
lines of poJicy which would not be in the interests of the membership 
as a whole. The policy of fairly frequent meetings between managers 
and the Guilds is of real value to both sides. 

The relations between the Guilds and the employees, as represented 
by the employees' unions, are usually friendly. The Guilds are generally 
prepared to press for any improvement in,working conditions within 
the movement-often without adequate atfention to conditions 
obtaining outside. They will often do most of the speaking at members' 
meetings on matters affecting the employees. A division of opinion 
between the Guilds and the e~ployees is rare and practically never 
occurs on major matters of policy. 

The relation of the Guilds to national party politics is somewhat 
difficult to define. The Women's Guild, which has the longest history 
in this matter, was originally non-political and non-sectarian in the 
ordinary sense of those terms; but, like all bodies concerned with 
policy, it developed a political colour, in the first place generally 
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liberal and progressive, though avoiding definite party issues. The 
rise of the Labour Party, however, provided a more definite rallying 
point and, while explicit association with Labour was avoided at 
first, the great weight of the movement lily behind this Party. The 
present situation is somewhat confused by the existence of the 
Co~operative Party, but if the opinion of the Guild Congress is any 
guidC\ the official policy is to work in alliance with the Labour Party, 
while being directly represented on the National Committee of the 
Co-operative Party. The Women's Guild, as a whole, is not affiliatea 
to the National Labour Party, although local branches may be, and 
in • few cases are, affiliated to the local Party organizations. It is, 
however, represented on the Joint Committee ofIndustrial Women's 
Organizations. This body is an adjunct of the Labour Party, and at 
the same time an association of women's movements which are not 
necessarily party political, but consist of members who wish to improve 
the economic and social status of women. The main function of the 
committee is to organize the annual Conference of Labour Women. 
In between the conferences the constituent bodies--the women's 
sections of local Labour Parties~ the Women's Co-operative Guild 
and women's trade unions--are only loosely co-ordinated by the 
joint committet!l each goes its own way. In many ,areas, the active 
woman membership of the Labour Party closely coincides with the 
membership of the Women's Guild. It is not easy to say, however, 
whether one acts as a recruiting ground for the other. 

The Men's Guild and the National Guild of Co-operators are 
both affiliated to the Co~operative Party. They are not officially 
related to the National Labour Party but have a general policy of 
alliance with Labour. These Guilds tend to collect the politically 
conscious and-as with other non-party, progressive organizations-
branches are sometimes captured by the Communist element. This 
tendency has been the subject of special recommendations from the 
National Council of tlie Guild of Co~operators and has caused the 
dissolution of certain branches. . 

§ 3. Significance of the Modem Guilds 

The Women's Guild, as we have seen, is at once a voluntary organ 
of co-operative democracy and the most comprehensive existing 
organization of working-class married women, united on the basis 
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of their common membership of the co-operative movement; in fact, 
it is the only "housewife's trade union". On some occasions these 
two aspects harmonize--e.g. in the opposition to producers' organiza
tions acting against the interests of consumers; at other times they may 
lead to a clash of policy, as during the campaign for Divorce Law 
Reform.1 It is this double function of the Women's Guild which 
prevents the merging of the Guilds into one Co-operative Mixed 
Guild. The greatest achievement of the Women's Guild has been to 
provide an opportunity of combined thought and action for working
class married women which had hitherto been lacking. The working 
man had had many opportunities of group activity, in trade unions 
and in the ordinary contacts of his work. His wife was condemned 
to a life far more lonely and cut off from others with like interests. 
In catering for the needs of this section, the co-operative movement 
had two great advantages--its democratic nature and traditions and 
its direct concern with the concrete problems of the working house
wife. In marked contrast to "mothers' meetings" and the like, the 
Guild branches managed their own concerns and worked out their 
policy in a truly democratic manner. The Guild drew to itself, for 
this reason, the more vigorous minds among working-class women, 
and the co-operative stores, with which they were associated, gave 
them a new experience of life and a realization of their capabilities. 
This experience was more vivid to the older members, for the life 
of the working-class housewife was in the past narrower and more 
drab than it is to-day. It is doubtful how far the Women's Guild will 
make the same appeal to the younger generation. 

The Men's Guild and the National Guild of Co-operators have 
had a simpler function to perform, namely to provide means within 
the co-operative democracy for eliciting opinion and making it 
effective. Without such activity, the mere constitutional machinery 
of popular control is lifeless. The Guilds, therefore, have a real function 
in the co-operative movement; they help to preserve its democratic 
character by training their members in the practice of democratic 
control. 

1 An account of the Guild's agitation for the reform of the Divorce Law from 1909 
to 1914. in the course of which evidence on behalf of the Guild was given before the 
Royal Commission on Divorce Law Reforms, appears in TIa_ Woman witla 1M Buket, 
by Catherine Webb, on page 152. 
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CO-OPERATIVE DEMOCRACY 



CHA.PTER x6 

DEMOCRATIC CONTROL OF RETAIL SOCIETIES 

§ I. Th8 Meaning of Democratic Control 

THE tension within States whose political organization is, at least 
in form, democratic, is often attributed to the failure to make their 
industrial organization equally democratic. If this is true, it means 
that one of the main problems in these States is the achievement 
of industrial democracy. The co-operative movement was democratic 
in origin, and the claim to be democratic is still its most distinctive 
feature. As important and well-established trading concerns, co
operative societies provide an unequalled opportunity for studying the 
attempt to apply democratic ideas and organization in the, sphere of 
industrial activity. . 

Democratic experience has given rise to three fundamental affirma
tions:1 (x) That each individual counts and has a life to live; (2.) that, 
in determining what is right for a group, each may contribute; 
(3) that out of conflicting opinions a decision can be reached by 
discussion. " 

Lying behind all these, and taking its most explicit form in the 
first of them, is a belief about the nature of man. This belief is that 
no one exists just to be made a tool, and that social institutions and 
organizations are of value in so feu: as they help each to live his own 
life. 

This belief calls in question the way in which power is used in 
society-whether it is political or economic power41odern conditions ., 
both of government and"production make it inevitable that power 
should be concentrated into relatively few hands; they require that 
organs of control should be capable of definite and efficient action. 
This power may be used for the ends of those wielding it or for 
sectional advantage; de!?ocratic principles demand that it should be 
used for the good of a!l. It seems to be a fact that the possession of 
unquestioned power by any social groug in time destroys its sensi
tivity to the needs of the larger body.(!Jemocratic organization has • 

1 See TA. Chru Paplt'8, collected by the Camden Society, and A. D. Lindsay, TA. 
LmuiaU of Dun«roI:J'. pp. n-r,. 
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been concerned with devices which render a governing group con
tinually sensitive to the will of a larger group. The vote is one such 
device, but only onelJits importance as a democratic instrument is 
derivative rather than fundamental. The will and interests of a hetero
geneous group cannot be expressed so simply;" they can only be 
elicited by discussion. Therefore tht(foundations of modern democracy 
lie in the right of free discussion and criticism, and in the right of 
free association, upon which freedom ~of criticism and discussion 
depends~ Without thc:se, democratic forms, such as the vote and the 
elected governing body, are meaningless and unreal. In short, true 
@emocracy depends not merely on forms of organization, but also on 
I the !iensitivity of the controlling group to the constantly expressed 
I will ~orthe whole. Democracy emphaticaTIy does not mean that 
j everyone must have a finger in the pie:) 

It is now commonly recognized that power in the modern State is 
not confined to the organs of government. Industrial capital gives 
power to those who control it; power over the workers who are 
employed to operate that capital; power over those who consume 
the goods and services produced by it; and power over society as a 
whole. Like the State itself, trading organizations have their forms of 
government. All industrial and commercial undertakings consist of 
a body of capital assets, with a number of workers, and an organized 
management culminating in a "higher control" (for example, a board 
of directors). There are four groups, standing in different' relations 
to the undertaking, who will be affected differently by the way in 
which the undertaking is administered and who have distinct, and 
sometimes conflicting, interests in relation to the undertaking. These 
groups are (I) the providers of capital, (z.) the employees, (3) those 
who consume the output of the undertaking, and (4) the community 
as a whole, not considered as shareholders, employees or consumers 
of the output of the undertaking. 

The sensitivity of the management to the desires and interests of 
these four groups is the result of what may be called economic and 
institutional constraints. Economic constraint results from the fact of 
exchange; the undertaking has to bargain with the shareholding group 
for capital, with the employee flouP for labour and with the con
suming group to sell its output. trhe need for bargaining creates in 
the management sensitivity of a certain type; it is common in varying 
degrees in all types of industrial undertaking~ but the degree of 
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sensitivity thus created depends on the amount of competition existing 
between different trading undertakings on the one hand, and between 
members of the various groups on the other. Institutional constraint 
is that which is exerted by the group which is in ultimate control of 
the management, the group, that is to say, which can draw up the . 
rules under which the undertaking is organized and which possesses 
the power to remove the management. The distinction between 
capitalist undertakings, State ~terprises, public utility corporations, 
worker-controlled undertakings, and consumers' co-operative societies 
depends to a relatively small extent upon differences in economic 
constraints, which are substantially similar for all these forms of 
enterprise; it depends chiefly upon differences in institUtional con
straints, and the main task 'Of the following chapters will be to examine 
the influence of institutional constraints in consumers' co-operation. 

It must, of course, be remembered that limitations are imposed 
upon the development of the co-operative system by the fact that it 
has to work in a society in which industfial organization is mainly 
capitalistic(A co-operative undertaking is not actuated primarily by 
the profit motive; but it cannot, as a voluntary organization, 'Work 
at a lo~in the ordinary sepse of the term. In short, i~rnust to Jdarge 
~nt accept th(tc:riteri~ o{dlecapi1:a.lj\l! system, whereas, in a socialist 
economy, other criteria than that of financial profit and loss might, 
in theory at least, be adopted. Further, the c~~rativ~\l~ in 
common with democratic organization as a whole, i~,!litariAA:io. 
tendencyand_.pM~~; but in a competitive society scarce abilities 
can-command a high price; and if a co-operative undertaking, working 
within such a society, is to use such abilities, payments of the same 
order may have to be offered, although this is offset to some extent 
by incentives peculiar to the co-operative movement. Finally~o long 
as the powerful interests of privately owned capital exert so strong 
an influence on public opinion and taste, and on the functioning of 
government, it is impossible for the co-operative system to operate" 
freely in its own way, although it already exerts an influence in society 
out of proportion to the amount of capital which it controlsj 

To sum up, democracy in the industrial sphere demands that 
economic power shall be used for the good of all, and that all who 
handle such power shall be sensitive to the will of those who are 
affected by the way in which that power is used. Co-operative 
societies, within their Iiniitations, give real experience of industrial 
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democracy in action; their success, measured not only by financial 
results, but also by service given, offers a test of the practicability of 
democratic control over industrial activity. The questions to be 
asked in assessing the reality of co-operative democracy are, first, 
how far the constraint which the members can exert on the administra:" 
tion of a society is effective in preserving the sensitivity of the 
management to their desires, and secondly, how far the placing of 
institutional power in the hands of organized consumers satisfies the 
demand for economic democracy. 

§ 2., Organi{ation of Democratic Control 

The local retail societies are the foundation of the whole co-operative 
structure and it is, therefore, with them that the study of democratic 
control must st<1rt. The body politic is in this case the:whole body of 
members of a retail society to whom the governing body is ultimately 
responsible. 

In general, there are no restrictions on membership of a co-operative 
society, but societies have the right to expel members. There is usually 
a minimum shareholding of one or two £1 shares, but this is a device 
for the financing of the society, and is not intended to impose any 
restriction on membership. The members' shareholding may be built 
up gradually; it is usually accumulated out of dividends on purchases. 
Special arrangements are made to allow of delay in payment in the 
event of sickness, unemployment or the like. The rights of membership 

1 may usually be exercised after the payment of the entrance fee, 
amounting to 6d. or IS. In the past, some societies only accepted one 
member from each family, while a few would not accept employees 
as members. These restrictions are now almost obsolete. Occasionally, 
in an effort to enforce boundary agreements, those resident outside 
the area. of a society are not accepted as members, but this is rare. 

(There are thus at the present time few restrictions on membership, 
and the restrictions still remaining are fast disappeari~ Further, full 
dividend is only paid to members, so that there are few regular cus- . 
tomers who are not members of their society. The result of these 
arrangements is twofold. First,(Since membership is open to all, there 
is no way in which a group or class within the membership may obtain 
control to the legal exclusion of others. Secondly, there is a positive 
incentive for all customers to become members, and. they are in a 
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position to exert control without further formality, should the occasion 
arise: 

The detailed administration of the affairs of a retail society is per
fQrmed by the management committee and permanent officials. The 
relations of the COmmlttee and officials in the ordinary conduct of the 
society's business have already been considered; here we are concerned' 
with the extent to which the Umanagement" (i.e. both the committee 
and the officials) is sensitive to the will of the membership and with 
the devices adopted to ensure this sensitivity. 

In a normal society, the higher"control is in the hand~..Qf a!l~le~d ./ 
committee. It is usual for comminee"meiiiEerStobe laymen serving in 
tTieir spare time. The close relation of the committee and officials, 
together with the fairly detailed business transacted, lead the com
mittee members to develop a definitely "official" outlook. Further, 
in some societies, the demands on a committee-znan's time are 
considerable, so that here the occupational composition of the com
mittee may not be typical of the membership. It cannot for these 
reasons be considered merely as a normal sample of the membership, 
administering for the membership; it must rather be viewed ¥ an 
integral part of the management, with its own distinctive viewpoint 
and experience, r~quiring continual checking up by the rank. and file. 

Thus, on the one hand, there is the membership, consisting of the 
customers of the society, and, on the other, the administrative machine 
-the committee, the permanent officials and the trading structure 
with its hierarchy of control. What are the devices by which the will 
of the membership influences the working of the machine, and by 
which the management is rendered responsive to that will? There are 
two main constitutional devices: the vote and the me~~eeting. 
There are also certain extra-constf"tutionaT organs, notably the Guilds, 
and the !!!10rganized operati~n of~.r!.'?!J.aI cOI.!!plaints. • -

The principle "one member, one vote" is universal in the 
co-operative democracy, but the actual arrangements of voting and 
constituencies vary somewhat. The use of the ballot in the election 
of the board is almost universal. Voting may take place either at the 
general meeting or in the shops. Fig. 31 indicates the method of 
voting in certain societies investigated. 

There is not usually any arrangement for regional representation; 
where it exists, it ~ more usual to achieve the desired result by requir
ing residence in a certain area as a condition of candidature, rather 
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METIIODS. OF DEMOCRATIC CONTROL IN CERTAIN RETAIL socmms 

General Meetings -. Election of Management Committee 
ill 

Society Membership (I) (0) (3) (4'- (5) . (6) (7) 

F~ueDCYOf Number of Total Percentage Number Place of Term of 
Number Office • eeting Meetings Attending' Attending Voting Voting (Yean) 

Birmingham " " .. U)4,646 Q&M 1 
, 

500 0'30 650 M&C a 
Leeds .. .. " .. 109,495 Q 68 2,600 2.'37 1,500 BR Ii 

*Bamsley .. " .. .. 88,030 H 1 1,500 1'87 16,000 B 3 
Leicester .. .. .. .. 60,466 Q - - - 1,000 M I 

Walsall .. .. .. .. 40 ,545 Q 18 1,000 2'49 1,500 BR 2. 
Coventry .. .. .. . .. 38,358 Q 3 300 0'78 1,800 B 2 
Ten Acres and Stirchley .. .. 33,647 Q 4 350 1'21 700 .B I 

. Burton-an-Trent . , .. .. 21,481 Q 2. 300 1'40 - - -
Kettering .. .. .. .. 2.0,550 Q I 500 2.'44 500 C I 

tWorcester .. .. " .. 18,532 Q I 2.00 1'08 350 M I 
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Wolverhampton .. .. .. 13,735 Q 1 120 0'88 500 B 1 
Coalville .. .. .. .. 13,266 Q 1 250 1'87 300 B I 
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Kidderminster " .. · . 8,572 Q I 
Lockhurst Lane .. .. .. 8,a80 H I 
Stafford · . .. " " 7,839 Q I 

:pIalesowen and Hasbury .. .. 7,172 Q I 

§Hinckley · . .. .. · . 6,521 Q I 

Shrewsbury •• .. .. . . 6,432 - -
Oakengates •• .. .. · . 5,600 Q 7 
Barwell .. .. " .. 3,920 - -
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AthelStone .. .. .. · . 1,195 Q I 
Harbury .. .. .. . . 712 Q 2 
Highley · . .. .. " 557 Q I 
Stoney Stanton .. .. .. S:al - -
Patby · . .. " .. 306 H -
Croft .. .. .. . . :&J3 H I 

Astley .. .. .. .. :a87 H I 
Huncote .. .. .. .. :a72 - ~ 

Long Itchington .. .. .. 2GG H I 
Cosby .. .. .. :aS8 Q I 

Kirby Muxloe .. ,. .. :as) H I .. .. 
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than by dividing the voters into constituencieS, although this occurs 
occasionally. Employee representation on the management committee 
is considered in Chapter 4, page 88, and does not require further 
.treatment here. 
. Canvassing f~r votes is usually not forbidden, but in small societi~ 
is not much in evidence. In large societies 'candidates sometimes offer 

. a brief statement of qualifications, which is printed in the Quarterly 
Report. In the Lockhurst Lane Society there are definite interrogation 
meetings, ch*ed by one canqidate, the others being on the platform. 
About 120 wembers are normally present at such meetings. Questions 
are asked, and the arrangement serves the purpose of assisting voters 
to know the candidates. 

The other main instrument of democratic control is the general 

NOTES TO FIG. 31 

The tables containing data respecting gener.d meetings and those respecting election 
of management committees are combined to allow of a comparison of numbers attending 
gener.d meetings and voting at elections [columns (4) and (s)]. The figures in column (4) 
were obtained in conversation with officia1s. and are only approximate. Column (s) is 
the result of a questionnaire. • 

Explmaa#on: 

Column (I) Q = meetings evety quarter. 
H = meetings evety half-year. 
M = also mid-quarterly meetings. 

Column (:I) Figures give the number of meetings, i.e. "I" indicates that there is 
a single general meeting, ":I" or more that there are a series of 
divisional meetings. 

Column (6) M = voting at gener.d meeting. 
C = voting at central premises. 
B = voting at branch shops. 
R = system of regional representation. 

• In me Bamsley Society the part-time members of the committee are elected for a 
three-y~ term. There are also three full-time directors elected for a five-year term 
of office. . 

t The Worcester Society may only, by constitution, bold its gener.d meetings in 
W orcesrer. Branch meetings, however, are held at five oudying centres at which ballot 
papers for the election of the management committee may be 'banded in and the agenda 
discussed. There may be no voting on resolutions or other matters. * In the Halesowen Society there is the somewhat unusual device of a single meeting 
which takes place in rotation in each of four main centres in the society's area. 

§ Voting for the committee of the Hinckley Society may only take place at the 
gener.d meeting. The discrepancy between columns (s) and (4) is due to the fact that a 
contested election is rare. Normally the attendance at gener.d meetings is thirty, but a 
contested election will usually cause a larger attendance of about the number shown. 
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business meeting, usually called the "Quarterly Meeting". This is 
constitutionally the supreme assembly of the society and various 
matters of business, such as purchase of property or declaration of 
dividend, sometime~ require its official sanction. Special meetings of 
members have power to make constitutional changes! 

The business of a general meeting will usually cover the following 
ground, except that some of the elections may be conducted by 
means of voting papers presented outside the meetings: 

(I) Acceptance of Balance Sheet, Accounts and Management Com-
mittee's report, the latter including: 

Declaration of dividend, 
Sales statement, 
Capital statement, 
Property acquired and sold and development of premises, 
Notes of immediate importance (e.g. on Marketing Boards, 
recent political events, etc.). 

(1) Reports of education committee and other special committees. 
(3) Election of management committee, education committee, etc. 
(4) Election of scrutineers, auditors, etc. 
Cs) Election· of delegates and representatives (to C.W.S. quarterly 

meetings, Co-operative Union conferences, etc.). 
(6) Reports of delegates. 
(7) Resolutions proposed by members and by the board. 
(8) Changes in constitution. (These may require a separate "Extra

ordinary General Meeting" which is commonly held after the business 
meeting.) 

The simplest organization is that of a single meeting, which may 
be attended by any member. As will be seen from Fig. 3 I, this form is 
found even in some of the largest societies (e.g. Birmingham). When 
the society covers a scattered area, especially if it is without a clearly 
marked centre, the device of divisional meetings is usually adopted. 
These meetings are described fully by the Webbs1 and need no further 
description, except to say that they are IegaJ~JI part of 1?e general 
meeting; the same b1.lsiness is laid before each and votes of all meetings 
"ireaaaed together. A member is only allowed to attend one such 
meeting, but is usually free to choose which he attends. Two excep
tional methods of organization are given in the notes on Fig. 3 I but, 
in general, single meetings or co-equal divisional meetings are the 

1 Til, COfUum"~' Co-operatiy, Moyem,nt, pp. 51-3. 
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rule. Meetings are usually held quarterly, but half-y~arly meetings 
are not uncommon in small and medium-sized societies, and they are 
probably becoming slightly more common. Meetings are held monthly 
in a few Scottish and a very few North of England societies. When 
meetings are held quarterly, the business is 'Sometimes the -same at 
each meeting, namely the presentation of balance sheet, full accounts, 
sales statement, and committee's report. More commonly, however, 
the balance sheet and accounts are drawn up for the half-year, and the 
intervening meeting is concerned with the sales report, discussions 
,of general business, and election of committees. In the case of the 
Birmingham Society, there are mid-quarterly meetings, primarily 
for the nomination of candidates, but at which the general work of 
the society is also discussed. 

The ,percentage of members attending the general meetings is 
usually small. The figures in Fig. 31 are not very accurate since they 

1 are based on estimates; it can be taken that z per cent. of the member
ship is a normal attendance at a general meeting. This includes members 
of the board, so that in the case of the small rural societies, the number 
of other members attending is often very small indeed •. It has been 
known in suCh a society for a meeting to consist of the committee 
together with one other member, who has been brought in to propose 
the acceptance of the report!!! would appear from the figures that the 
plan of divisional meetings is definitely effective in increasing the 
percentage of attendance in the case of the larger societies, some of 
which fix a quorum for the g~~eral meeting, but usually at so low a 
figure as always to be attained.) , 

Large attendances at gene~ meetings are generally the result of 
some apparent abuse or internal inefficiency, of a drop in the dividend, 
or of some particularly controversial issue, for instance, the question 
of political action; but these occasions are rcu:e. It is the "fine weather" 
attendance which is given in Fig. 31. It appears, although the evidence 
is rather doubtful, that there has been a tendency in recent years for 
the numbers to increase, especially in the case of rural societies. 

Elections and general meetings form part of the constitutional 
machinery of a society; but they do not complete the picture of 
democracy in action. An active democracy requires more than means 
whereby the will of the membership is expressed and made effective. 
That will must first be formed; hence,@ke political democracy, the 
co-operative democracy depends on discussion and on organs for 
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discussion whi4L have no place in the constitutio~ These latter may 
take various forms. In a few societies there are temporary or per
manent "vigilance committees". In the London Society there is the 
extra-consi1ti.ltfonal ~embers' Association. By far the most important 
and widespread organizations of this type, however, are the Guilds, 
which have heen descrihed in Chapter 15. 

§ 3. Co-operative Democracy at Work 

To pass from a description of form to that of content in dealing with 
social organization is to enter a more difficult world. The first can 
he found in rule hooks and constitutions, w!Ule the second can only 
he learned from experience of the machine in action. The quality 
and content of social institutions are of greater significance than 
the forms in which they manifest themselves, and are more difficult 
to appraise. Nevertheless it is only in this qualitative study of co
operative institutions that we can assess their democratic character. 

Although in a certain number of cases exceptional forms of demo
cratic control have developed, forms which are Jof considerable 
experimental interest, in the vast majority of retail societies in this 
country, democratic control is exercised through the two organs 
already described-the management committee and the general 
meeting. 

The constitutional form of the election of the committee is fairly 
uniform, but its actual character varies; societies may be classified iri 
this matter into. three groups: ' 

(I) In the small societies me~bers of the committee are automatically 
re-elected after each term of office and are very rarely opposed. 

(2.) In most societies elections. are regularly. contested; the retiring 
candidate is, however, usually, but not invariably returned. There 
are a number of candidates who regularly appear at each election, 
hoping to obtain a seat when a vacancy occurs. In this case voting 
is practically confined to active members who l"egularly take part 
in general meetings of the society, Guild activities, etc. 

(3) In a few larger societies conditions resemble parliamentary elections 
much more closely. A larger percentage of the membership take 
part-many more than habitually attend general meetings or have 
any real knowledge of the candidates. The local press takes a hand 
and may "run" certain candidates. Parties make their appearance, 

I . 
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usually corresponding roughly to the political parties. Although this. 
state of things means participation by a greater percentage of the 
membership, < it may be doubted whether it makes for greater 
efficiency or a wiser choice of directors. It has usually come into 
being as a result of an effort on the P¥t of a political group to 
seize the co-operative machine. 

In general, there is a very considerable continuity of tenure for 
members of co-operative committees. It is unusual for a retiring 
member not to be re-elected or for a large change in the committee 
to result from an electoral swing. Where this does occur it is usually 
the work of some organized section such as the employees. With 
the exception of the few societies whose elections follow the descrip
tion in (3), the election of the committee is closely associated with 
the general meeting. This is important, since it means that most of 
the candidates are known to the voters before election. A common . 
charge against the co-operative membership is that of apathy. The 
low percentage attendance at general meetings is quoted as evidence 
of the failure of the democratic method, and it is asserted that the 
control exercised by members at a general meeting of a co-operative 
society is as ineffective as that of shareholders at the shareholders' 
meeting of a limited company. In each case, it is said, real control lies 
with the board and in consequence there is no significant distinction 
between the two methods of organization. 

This is ~ very superficial reading of the facts, however. In the first 
place, the nature of the control is essentially different. The shareholder 
is almost entirely concerned with a quantitative result, the financial 
return on his capital. He limits the expression of his will to this one 
demand, with the power of withdrawing his capital or voting against 
the board if he is dissatisfied. Under these circumstances it is only 
to be expected that control exercised by shareholders should have 
become unreal. The co-operative member, however, is demanding a 
series of services; his criterion of the work of the board is their 
effectiveness in providing them. The criticism of the service offered 
requires the exercise of a more complex and qualitative judgment by 
the membership. To put this in another way, the board of a limited 
liability company knows what the shareholder wants without his 
expressing it; the board of a co-operative society only knows the 
exact demands of its members when they express themselves. Thus 
the general meeting of a co-operative society has ~ continuous and 
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. real function in the expression of opinion which the shareholders' 
meeting of a capitalist concern does not possess. 

In assessing the effectiveness of the general meeting, we are con
cerned, not so much with the participation of the membership, as 
with what has been called the sensitivity of the management com
mittee. How far does the general meeting serve to render the com
mittee sensitive to the will of the members, and how far does the 
relatively small percentage of members attending the meeting affect its 
ability to perform this function? Consider first the case of the medium 
size society (about 5,000 to 50,000 members) with a single general 
meeting. This meeting will probably consist, on an average, of about 
two or three hundred members. Obviously, this gathering is much 
too big for effective discussion with a view to the positive formulation 
of policy. Its primary function is one of criticism. It was stated as 
one of the basic principles of democracy that the ordinary man should 
have the right of criticizing the use of power if he is in any degree 
affected by the way in which it is exercised. Through the general 
meeting such criticism may influence both the governing body and 
the membership. Ii: seems that a meeting of not more. than 400 is 
suitable for this purpose. The members' meeting, as it works out in 
practice, may be viewed as a self-appointed, representative democratic 
body; the non-participation of the majority of the members results, 
without the complexities of ele~ons, in a body of convenient size 
and capable of effective criticism. A marked increase in the .proportion 
of members present would make the existing type of machine 
unworkable in the case of the larger societies. 

The small participation of the membership may, however, have 
certain undesirable results. First, the influence of any organized body 
within the membership grows as the participation of the general 
membership diminishes. In extreme cas~ it may be possible for one 
section (e.g. the employees) to obtain virtual control of the affairs of 
the society. It should be rememb~red, however, that the potential 
power of the membership can always be called into action if the 
organized element abuses its influence. A distinction may be drawn 
between non-participation and apathy. It is apathy which allows 
undesirable influence to be exerted by sectional interests. The fact 
that a large part of the membership does not habitually participate in 
general meetings will not matter if it preserves a fairly active interest 
in the running of the society. Secondly, democratic control is not 
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purely a one-way process; it is also necessary that the membership 
should understand and co-operate with the management. The general 
meeting is not just a means by which the membership may express 
their will; it is also an opportunity for the membership to learn what 
the society is doing, to appreciate the reasons for the management's 
policy and to help in carrying it out. In this way the discontent due 
to misunderstanding may be avoided. To achieve this result, it is not 
necessary, that the majority of the members should attend general· 
meetings. It is sufficient that there should be a representative gathering, 
since the discussion of the business transacted will reach a much 
larger proportion of the membership. 

Thus the general meeting of a retail society is organized, not for 
the detailed formulation of policy, but for discussion and criticism; 
it is normally a representative body; and it provides an opportunity 
for the membership to understand the policy of the management. 
How well in practice does the general meeting perform these functions ? 

In addition to the unorganized membership, the main groups who 
may be present are the employees, the members of Guilds, and the 
politically conscious members. The participation of these groups 
differs widely as between different societies. The attendance or non
attendance of employees at general meetings seems to be very much 
a matter of tradition. In some cases employees, though not excluded, 
do not feel that it is their place to take part in meetings, or they may 
have had enough of the society all day and do not want it in the 
evening; in other cases they are one of the main elements present. 
Probably the usual situation is for a small number of co-operative 
enthusiasts among the employees to attend regularly, though cases 
occur at times of employees packing a meeting on some particular 
issue, or in view of some grievance. The N.U.D.A.W., it may be 
noted, encourages its members to take part in their societies' affairs. 

It was the Women's Guild which originally brought about the 
participation of women in the business of the societies. As a result 
of their efforts, it is usual for at least half-sometimes considerably 
more-<:lf those present at societies' meetings to be women. Not all 
of these will be Guild members, but members of the Women's Guild 
are normally the largest single group present 'at the general meeting. 
The Men's Guild is much smaller and is not found in all societies; 
when members of the Men's Guild are present, however, they the 
usually more vocal than the women. It is part of the policy of are 
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Guilds to prepare themselves carefully for effective participation in the 
societies'meetings. To this end they usually make a detailed study of 
the report and balance sheet at the Guild meeting preceding the general 
meeting of the society. 

The politically conscious members, though not necessarily organized 
within the movement, form a group regularly present at the meetings 
of most societies; they are very vocal and represent a viewpoint not 
necessarily coincident with that of the main body of the membership. 
They normally reflect the varying shades in left-wing opinion and, 
of course, may overlap in personnel with the other groups. 

In addition, there is a varying number of the unorganized member
ship, usually (except during a period of discontent) the more thoughtful 
section. These will also include a fair number of elderly people who 
attend out of a general sense of duty, but do not take much part in 
business. 

The general meeting is thus in no sense a random sample of the 
membership. Those attending are usually disinterested in the sense 
that they are not concerned with obtaining any immediate personal 
or sectional advantage from their influence in the society's affairs. 
There are only three exceptions to this. The road to a seat on the 
management committee is normally via the general meetings. It is 
only as a candidate becomes known to those members who attend 
such meetings that he can hope for success. Hence some members 
attend in the hope eventually of obtaining a seat on the committee, 
but the advantage in this case is one of prestige rather than of financial 
gain. In some areas the political element appears to take part with 
an eye to help from the society's funds, and to the possible party 
advantages to be. obtained by a control of the society's activities. 
The main element, however, who might be in a 'position to exploit 
their influence, are the employees. This raises an important problem 
of co-operative democracy which is discussed fully in Chapter 19. j 
It suffices to say here that, as a general rule,@e participation of em
ployees at general meetings is very restrained and directed to the 
general well-being of the society,.;)There is litde need for them to 
press their interests, for the working class point of view, which 
is so strongly evident in the quarterly meetings, shows itself in a 
natural sympathy for the employees, and many of the demands for 
improved working conditions originated, not with the employees, 
but with the Guilds. Indeed, in view of the definitely altruistic tone 
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of meetings, any attempt to press a line of policy for obviously 
self-interested motives would be unlikely to succeed. 

The main opportunity for criticism by the membership occurs in 
the presentation of the sales statement, accounts and committee's 
report, which are taken page by page. It is open to any member to 
ask questions. The committee. and chief officials are present on the 
platform and are naturally to some extent on the defensive. There is 
a marked "feeling of the meeting" on important issues, to which the 
management is sensitive. 

A list of the questions asked and criticisms raised at a quarterly 
meeting of a fairly large Midland society may be of interest. They 
arose during the submission ~f the board's report and are fairly 
typical; they are not, of course, reported verbatim and were in fact 
often surrounded by a considerable amount of rhetoric. Each number 
represents the contribution of one speaker. 

(I) "Why is it. that you will not deliver furniture to me at 'A'?" 
(a point in the area of another society). 

(2.) "Are shop assistants paid for overtime, and, if so, what are the 
arrangements for them to claiM?" 

(3) "What were the names of the private firms voting with the 
co-operative sClcieties for a reduction of retail prices at the recent 
meeting of the milk distributors under the Milk Marketing Scheme?" 

(4) "Why is there still no grocery branch at 'B'?'" (a new housing 
estate). 

(5) "Why is it not possible to obtain screws, bolts, and nails at the 
central premises?" 

(6) A complaint about the lighting of the passages at the central 
premises during evening meetings. 

(7) (a) "If you cannot reduce the price of milk, why not reduce bread 
prices, as these are not controlled?" 
(IJ) "It has been suggested that political action is our remedy for 
the milk scheme. Is this true, in view of the fact that the Labour 
Party introduced the scheme?" • 

(8) "Why is there no dividend on removals or house painting?" (They 
were the subject of a direct contract.) . 

(9) A suggestion that a special dividend be given on milk. 
(10) (a) "Why is there no drug store at the central premises?" 

(IJ) A complaint about the quality of the cafe. 
(c) A suggestion that the society should break the law by reducing 
milk prices. • 
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(II) A complaint about the administration of the special relief arrange
ment for members. 

(u) A complaint about potato prices in a certain area, comparing prices 
in co-operative and private stores. 

(13) Questions on the dismissal of assistants. 

As can be seen, some of the questipns are irrelevant, or based on 
a misunderstanding. The complaints, however, are frequendy well 
inf01'lJled and well presented when they come from persons experienced 
in trade union and political activity who are probably skilled above 
the average in criticism of this type. There are some, however, among 
the members who are not so skilled~ and who may make speeches 
which appear to be irrelevant and which may be cut short by a hasty 
chairman; but they may be trying to explain something quite real, 
and such hasty action will leave a sense of discontent and may cause 
the loss of a genuine contribution. Good chairmanship is an unusually 
important factor in the conduct of a co-operative general meeting. 
Replies are given from the platforIl'i to questions and criticisms either 
by officials or by the chairman of the appropriate sub-committee. 

Later come reports from delegates, usually received without 
comment although with varying interest. Finally, there are changes 
of policy, which may be divided into changes sponsored by the com
mittee, but requiring the sanction of the whole membership, and 
resolutions from the membership. Motions proposed by the com
mittee are usually passed without difficulty, although sometimes after 
a good deal of discussion. Motions from the floor of the house are 
sometimes criticisms more clearly formulated by being presented in 
this way and are commonly the subject of more controversy. Com
mittees are not bound by any resolution on general policy (except, 
of course, a change in rules); the only redress the membership have 
is that of removing the committee. Nevertheless it is unsatisfactory 
to have a resolution minuted which is not observed, and management 
committees are considerably influenced by such resolutiol'lS. It must 
be remembered that the attendance at a general meeting is rather 
more progressive than the average of the membership, and in 
consequence the committee normally takes up what appears to be a 
reactionary position, because it has an eye to the whole membership. 

The length of time occupied by a quarterly meeting varies very 
much as between different societies; probably two to two and a half 
hours is a fair average for the meetings of large and medium-sized 
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societies. A noticeable feature in many societies is the amount of 
time given to discussion of trade compared with other matters. The 
discussion of business is usually efficient, with an intelligent exchange 
of question and answer between the membership and the committee. 
When this is finished, probably in under an hour, a cllsproportionate 
amount of time seems to be given to discussions arising on the reports 
of the education committee, on the Co-operative Party, on general 
political issues, on donations to hospitals, etc. 

In the case of larger societies, instead of a single general meeting, 
separate meetings may be held in different parts of the area. The 
advantages of these "divisional meetings" are (I) the distance of 
travel for members is reduced; (2) by reducing numbers at each 
meeting, the size becomes more suitable for discussion; 6) by sepa
rating off the membership in a distinct area, the members in that 
area are allowed to express themselves as a group. On the other 
hand, divisional meetings usually make it impossible for the whole 
committee to attend all the meetings. This is a disadvantage, since 
the main value of the general meeting lies in the direct contact be
tween the membership and the committee, and it seriously reduces 
the vigour and reality of the proceedings if there is not a representative 
number of committee members present. A minor disadvantage, but 
one which causes a considerable amount of trouble, is the difficulty 
of voting on a resolution with amendments in a series of divisional 
meetings, since the vote has frequendy to be taken on the resolution 
without the result of voting on amendments being known. The 
divisional meeting is a useful device which is almost unavoidable in 
some areas; but as a general rule, a few large meetings seem preferable 
to a larger number of small meetings. 

Two types of society must be distinguished in which the character 
of democratic control differs significandy from that oudined above, 
namely, the small village society and the regional society of the 
South. In small societies, as a rule, very few members attend, and in 
societies with a membership of less than 1,000 there may be only one 
or two members present who are not on the committee. This is 
accompanied by a change in the nature of the general meeting: busi
ness is transacted much more rapidly and formally than in a larger 
meeting, and there is usually very litde criticism or discussion. The 
small society in a village is really a type in itself. The co-operative 
store is not a competitive trading concern with its own special mem-
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bership and political character, as in urban areas. The shop is a village 
institution which happens, in such a village, to be managed by a 
committee. Service on this committee is viewed in much the same 
light as serving on the Parish Council. The secretary is a well-known 
village figure, and complaints or suggestions reach him without 
delay. The shop becomes a centre of village discussion, and the 
character of co-operative service, alongside the latest local scandal, 
is a regular topic. Under these circumstances there is no need for a 
general meeting in which a representative body of customers meet 
with the management and discuss the service offered. The general 
meeting is still necessary to ensure that the administration of property 
is in order and to preserve a device which may be necessary in case 
of abuse; it is superfluous as an organ for the expression of the will 
of the membership. 

The regional societies of the South are at the opposite extreme 
from village societies, and represent the final stage of a transference 
of emphasis which is going on in certain sections of the co-operative 
democracy. In the days of the Rochdale Pioneers, groups of men 
combined to do something for themselves. The primary fact for 
them was that their society was so~ething that they, personally, were 
creating. EventQ-(lay, in most societies, that same feeling persists. 
The society is something to which the member belongs in more than 
a general sense; its well-being depends upon his playing his part; it 
evokes loyalty because of a consciousness that it is only by loyalty 
that it can exist. The majority of the members may not have this 
sense in any highly developed form, but they are usually conscious 
of the society as a part of the local life, run by the efforts and enterprise 
of men who are known to them personally. Contrasted with this, 
and reaching its culmination in the regional societies, there is the 
conception of the co-operative society as existing externally to, and 
independently of, the members, providing certain services in the 
district, with a board of management sensitive up to a point to their 
needs; to some extent the members feel that they can influence the 
board by their actions, but they are not primarily conscious of their 
memhership of the sopety. This distinction may best be illustrated by 
contrasting the attitude of a member to a small voluntary association 
(e.g. a sports or social club) with that of a local resident to his city 
councilor to a public service corporation. In each there is the problem 
of the sensitivity of the governing body to its constituency; in each 

1* 
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. there is the question of the .active participation and interest of the 
rank and file. But there is a difference in the character of the relation
ship. The larger and better established a co-operative society 
becomes, the more the relation of the members approximates to the 
second type; and the "regional" type of society has an influence in 
this direction which is not due merely to its size. The members of a 
society operating a chain of stores over a wide stretch of country 
cannot stand in a very personal relationship to the management of 
the society, possibly located in a distant town; in fact, to an outlying 
member, the retail society appears to stand in much the same relation 
to him as does a large electricity undertaking. There is a very marked 
distinction between the character of the quarterly meeting at the 
central premises and at other towns in the area of a regional society. 
The attendance at the central premises is much larger and more 
representative, a result probably of a traditional loyalty among the 
members. In the other divisional meetings, attendance is usually 
very small and consists almost entirely of members of the Guilds 
and the political elements. In the town in which the head office is 
situated, there is a clear recognition of the co-operative nature of the 
society and a corresponding inter~t in its affairs. In other towns, the 
society is viewed by the rank and file members merely as a convenient 
chain store. This change does not necessarily mean a complete loss 
of democratic control; for the management of the society is still 
responsible ultimately to the membership. But the sense of responsi
bility is less intii:nate and resembles more closely that which obtains 
in a public-service corporation. 

With the growth in the size of the society, there is much less concern 
on the part of the members attending quarterly meetings about the 
trading activities of their society. The part taken in the discussion at 
quarterly meetings by political and other special groups increases, 

. so that the meetings are concerned with politics rather than with 
trade. This political discussion has very little' effect on the actual 
policy of the society and is, indeed, mostly irrelevant to it. There is 
also a tendency to elect directors on the basis of their political views 
rather than for their business competence. All this throws the respon
sibility for higher business control largely on to the .official~. As a 
result, the influence of the permanent offic!als as against that of the 
committee or of the membership is much greater in societies of this 
type. 
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Another difficulty of regional organization is that of discovering 
leaders among the member.;, and this has resulted, in the London 
Society, in the formation of a "Members' Association". This association 
is the regular stepping-stone to the board, for there are practically no 
other society-wide organizations by which individuals may become 
known to the active membership throughout the society's area. In the 
other regional societies, the leaders seem to be drawn primarily from 
the area in which the head office of the society is situated. While in 
these and other ways the regional form of organization raises serious 
difficulties of democratic control, it must not be thought that this 
situation is typical of co-operative d~ocracy or that all societies are 
tending in this direction. Over most of Great Britain the society 
serving a single population group is the rule and is likely to remain so. 

§ .. Experiments in Democra~ Control 

A few societies have departed from the standard forms of democratic 
control and have developed new experimental organs, mainly with 
the object of stimulating the membership to greater activity or of 
increasing the effectiveness of democratic supervision. These experi
ments are of interest because they throw additional light on the 
problems of democratic control of industrial activity. The two most 
important are the organization of local committees and the establish
ment of an elected representative assembly to come between the 
membership and the management committee. 

The aim of local committees has been to interest a larger bo~y of 
members in the society by giving them immediate local activities, and 
also to impose a direct democratic influence on the branches. Several 
societies have tried the experiment of local committees, but in some 
cases (e.g. the Lincoln Society) they have ceased to function. There 
are active local committees in the Ten Acres and Stirchley Society 
(Birmingham), the London Society and the Leeds Society. 

The local committees of the Ten Acres Society operate as part of 
the Education Department and are financed out of its. funds. There 
are fourteen such cO{JlIIlittees of twelve members each, elected--except 
for one representative from the board of management and one from 
the education committeer-at district annual meetings. These com
mittees have only an advisory function in relation to the control of 
the society; their main work is propagandist and consists in arranging 
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local propaganda meetings, running socials and similar local "activities, 
and organizing a system of visits to members. The last of these is 
probably the most important.· Members of the committee visit new 
members and establish friendly relations with them. They are instructed 
not to make this primarily an opportunity for collecting complaints, 
but to aim rather" at positive co-operative propaganda. Complaints 
are received, however, and these are discussed at the monthly meetings 
of the local committee before being forwarded to the proper quarter. 
The committees also discuss the trading development of the society, 
so that members may be conversant with the services offered. The 
educational development of this society is in keeping with the whole 
character of the district; Bournville and Selly Oak are active centres 
of adult education, and the Adult School Movement flourishes through
out the society's area. The success of the scheme is probably largely 
a result of this social enVironment. 

Each of the local committees of the London Society covers a fairly 
large area, and keeps a watch over the general trade in it; each presents 
a short report which is received, along with the management com
mittee's report, at those divisional meetings which occur in its own 
area. They seem to be effective .in developing a certain degree of 
suburban loyalty in a society which is far too big and scattered to 
have a sense of unity as a whole. 

The Leeds Society has built up an unusually elaborate system of 
local committees. The organization of this society, as it existed in 
192.1, was described fairly fully by the Webbs;l but in view of its 
pecuPar interest and the fact that certain changes have taken place 
since that date, it will be wdl to outline the present organization. In 
contrast with the Ten Acres Society, the local committees are part 
of the constitutional structure of the society. The sixty-eight ward 
meeting$ form the basis of the Leeds democratic system. They trans
act the usual business of a quarterly meeting, including discussion of 
the reports, accounts and balance sheet, voting on resolutions, and 
election of the local committees, one of which is appointed by each 
branch store. The total attendance at ward meetings is about 2.,600. A 
local committee consists of three members, a chairman, a secretary, 
and a stocktaker, and meets fortnightly, in theory in its own branch. 
The committee receives a sales statement from the branch manager and 
is supposed to advise him. Actually, the practice has changed, and the 

lOp. cit.. pp. 53. S~I. 
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committees rarely meet singly, but normally in groups of about four 
or five. The area of the society is divided into four districts, and each 
month there is a district meeting of all local committees in that 
district; this meeting is probably the main source of criticism and 
complaints. There has been an extra-constitutional development since 
the account given by the Webbs, in that each district meeting appoints 
representatives to a central assembly of branch committee representa
tives. This body has no constitutional status but acts as a powerful 
shadow cabinet and usually as an opposition to the management 
committee. There is also a constitutional body known as the quarterly 
conference of local committees. This meets just before the ward 
~eetings and all members of local committees attend. The purpose 
of this conference is instruction rather than criticism or discussion. 
Instruction is necessitated by the very large number of ward meetings, 
which have in general to be conducted without a· member of the 
management committee being present, and the responsibility for the 
conduct of which therefore falls on members of local committees. 
The quarterly conference gives them the opportunity of examining 
the trading accounts and reports of the society and education 
committee in advance. 

The building of an active democratic structure of this complexity 
is a real achievement, but certain points of criticism arise. 

(I) The scheme is undoubtedly disliked by the employees. This 
may be partly because the local committees exert a healthy supervision. 
It is also due to the feeling that the local committee structure 
deliberately foments complaints and is the cause of irresponsible 
criticism. The position of the branch manager, responsible both to 
his local committee and to his departmental manager, is not satisfactory. 

(~) The various bodies making up the organization are apt to be 
taken up with general political discussion, rather than with discussion 
of the trading policy of the society. 

(3) The fact that directors are not present at the ward meetings 
leads to a certain vagueness in discussion. The local conimittee-men: 
present have, admittedly, been instructed in the content of the report, 
but they still tend to be something of an opposition party. The meeting 
is thus liable to drift into a vague atmosphere of dissatisfaction with 
the board, without the possibility of direct question and answer and 
exchange or opinion between the management and the membership, 
which is the value of the ordinary general or divisional meeting. 
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The main difficulty of the system is to define the exact function of 

a local committee. The original purpose of the Leeds local committees, 
each with its stocktq,ker, meeting in the local branch, was obviously 
to exercise a degree of supervision so detailed that it amounted to a 
type of management. As far as this aim has been attained, it has led 
to discontent on the part of the permanent staff and to the usual 
difficulties arising from amateur interference and divided responsi. 
bility. 

The method adopted in the Ten Acres and Stirchley Society of 
making propaganda the primary purpose of the local 'committee, 
and keeping its supervisory function subsidiary, seems much more 
satisfactory. This work, however, might well be undertaken in most 
societies by the Guilds. The local committees 'of the London Society . 
are perhaps the most successful in performing their main function of 
supervising trade. They keep a watch on the trading facilities in a 
single area, but exert their influence on the management; they have 
no executive or even advisory power over the employees in their 
own areas. Further, each committee caters, not for a branch as in 
Leeds, but for a large area-perhaps a group of suburbs. Experience 
so far suggests that local committees in regional societies are likely 
to succeed only where each committee caters for a section of population 
which, in other places, would be large enough to have a separate 
society of its own. 

In addition to incorporating a local committee system, the constitu
tional structure of the Leeds Society provides the only existing 
example of a representative assembly, and it- is this which attracted 
the particular attention of the Webbs. It is, however, the central 
assembly of branch committee representatives which now seems to 
be the effective representative assembly, rather· than the quarterly 
conference of local committees. In certain of the regional societies of 
the South, rules revision committees have suggested the setting up of 
similar elected representative assemblies to come between the member
ship and the management committee. It is significant that these 
proposals have invariably been rejected by the members in general 
meeting; but the suggestion for an extension of this device is not 
dead, and still frequently recurs. Such a development would do little 
to render the participation of the rank and file more effective, for their 
only function in connection with the assemblies would be that of 
electing delegates-a form of democratic activity which is not, in 
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itself, particularly fruitful. The most ~portant argument advanced 
in support of the scheme is that such representative bodies could 
provide a more intelligent criticism of the management than the general 
members' meeting. There is, however, little to suggest that such a 
body is more suitable than the presen't "self-elected" meeting. From 
the standpoint of the member, the fact that anyone with a real grievance 
or contribution has at present the right to attend the general meeting 
and voice it personally to the committee in the presence of an 
influential section of the membership, is of vital importance. For this 
reason any change which would eliminate the general meeting or 
redijce its importance is likely to lessen the reality of democratic 
control. Only if the attendance at general meetings became unmanage
ably large would the change to representative assemblies become 
necessary or desirable. 

A possible fonn of organization not open to the same objections 
would be a "members' council", with purely advisory powers, existing 
alongside the ordinary general meeting. Such a council might, however, 
detract from the vitality of the general meeting or-what is more 
likely-might share the fate of most advisory bodies without responsi
bility, and die of inertia. At present it is always open to members, if 
they wish to make their criticism of the management more effective, 
to set up extra-constitutional bodies for this purpose. 



CHAPTER 17 

CONTROL OF FEDERAL UNDERTAKINGS 

THE most important step in the history of the consumers' movement, 
after the founding of the Rochdale type of society, was the setting 
up of federal organizations controlled, not by individual members, 
but by consumers' societies. The modem evolution of the movement 
is steadily increasing the importance of the federal undertakings, in 
regard both to trade done and, in the case of the national wholesale 
societies, to their influence on the economic policy of the movement 
as a whole. For this reason, democratic control of the retail societies, 
without a corresponding control of the federal societies, would be of 
little value. The nature of the problem is, however,· essentially different 
in the two cases, for a federal society is responsible directly to a series 
of trading concerns, and only indirecdy to the individual members.1 
The term "consumers' control" as applied to federal societies pro
ducing intermediate goods and' services is, indeed, capable of two 
interpretations. The "consumers" may be taken to be the member 
societies, who directly consume the output of the federal undertakings, 
or alternatively they may be individual members of the retail societies 
who are the ultimate consumers. In actual practice, the direct pressure 
of democratic supervision over federal concerns originates mainly with 
the committees and managements of member societies; in some cases, 
these will be acting primarily on behalf of their societies' trading 
interests; in others, as representing the individual membership. When 
a federal society undertakes direct retail services, the latter interpre
tation only is applicable. 

The legal forms of federal societies are similar to those of ordinary 
societies; they are registered under the Industrial and Provident 
Societies Acts and are controlled by boards of management elected 
by the member societies. It is important to distinguish between the 
four main types which have already been described, viz. national 
wholesale societies, national specialist societies controlled by the 
wholesale societies, national specialist societies direcdy controlled by 

1 There are a few societies which were originally "productive" societies, but have 
come so far under the control of retail societies that they may be considered as federal 
undertakings, although they still have some individual members. 
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retail societies, and local federal societies. The extent of operation 
and the number of member societies, affect profoundly the character 
and method of democratic control. There are certain non-trading 
concerns also organized as federal societies, which are discussed 
elsewhere, the most important being the Co-operative Union; this 
chapter is, however, confined to a consideration of trading 
undertakings. 

§ I. The 'J11'7wlesale Societies 

The Neat size of the national wholesale societies and the predominant 
position they hold in the economy of British Co-operation place 
them in a class apart: the question of the effective democratic control 
of these societies is of major importance in the movement as a whole. 
The arrangements for elections and general meetings of the C. W.S. 
and S.C.W.S. have been described in Chapter 7. The ultimate control 
of the wholesale societies is in the hands of the retail societies, and is 
exercised through the votes of their delegates at quarterly meetings. 
Thus the form of government of the wholesale societies, like that of 
the retail societies, is democratic. Owing to the system of allocating 
votes on the basis of purchases, 1 there is, however, the danger that the 
influence of a few large societies may far outweigh that of a large 
number of small societies. The system adopted by the S.C.W.S. of 
limiting the total number of votes allocated to the society having the 
largest purchases to 50, and grading the others proportionately, while 
it does not entirely remove this danger, does in fact, at the present 
time, prevent the dominance of anyone society or small group of 
societies. 

The influences-informative, persuasive and coercive--brought to 
bear upon the administration of the wholesale societies are varied 
and complex. The vast majority of day to day decisions, including 
those which involve matters of policy, are, as in any other large 
organization, in the hands of the permanent officials. There is a certain 
professionalism about the whole of the co-operative movement, akin 
to that of the Civil Service, and a sense of the solidarity between the 
various parts which is very noticeable as between the retail societies 
and the wholesale. This professionalism may degenerate into slackness 
and bureaucracy; at its best, however, it means that the officials of 

1 See Chapter 7. p. 143. 
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the wholesale are always ready to enter into consultation with the 
retail societies on matters of policy. Technical questions concerning the 
nature of products required and methods of supply are primarily 
the subject of direct personal discussion or correspondence between 
the officials involved. Perhaps the most distinctive feature of the 
relations between the officials of different co-operative trading under
takings is the absence of secrecy and the ready exchange of opinion 
and information. Further, executive officials of the wholesale societies, 
as well as the board, are influenced by the pronouncements of other 
co-operative policy-making bodies-the Co-operative Union, Co
Opetcltive Trade Associations, and Congress. Although not the oflicial 
channels of democratic ,control, these influences are of great im
portance in determining the sensitivity of the undertakings as a 
whole. 

The member societies exert a direct influence on the wholesale 
societies through the driginal choice of directors by election; through 
their votes when a director comes up for re-election; and through 
the quarterly meetings. The election of the wholesale societies' 
directors is peculiar in that it is not effected by the massed vote of a 
number of individuals, but by the choice of a series of organizations, 
for the voting of a retail society is almost always in the hands of the 
committee of management. This means that the vote is not the act 
of an individual, but the result of the discussion of a group. This 
group consists of persons who are in continuous contact with each 
other, experienced in business Planagement of their own society, and 
with an intimate knowledge of the co-operative movement. This 
method rules out the pure demagogue; the arts which go to make 
up a popular vote-catcher would not withstand the discussion of a 
co-operative board room. Although there· is no small controlling 
group, as is common in capitalist undertakings, the voting power of 
a relatively small number of larger societies is considerable.1 In 
consequence, these societies will often reach an understanding as to 
how they will vote. This is in many ways an advantage, as the leaders, 
and especially the managing secretaries, of the large societies are 
undoubtedly in the best position to know the qualifications and the 
trading records of candidates; and the danger of falling a prey to the 
more superficial forms of vote-catching is lessened. The only possi-

I Thus in 1935. 600 votes were held by 500 societies, while OVe! 800 ,votes were 
held by six societies. 
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bility of abuse occurs when these societies have representatives of 
their own among the candidates. Under these circumstances there is 
no doubt that bargaining sometimes occurs; one society agrees to 
vote for another society'S candidate in return for support of its own 
candidate by the second society at a subsequent election. It must not 
be thought, however, that the influence of the smaller societies is 
negligible, especially when there is divided voting among the larger 
societies.1 

A candidate to be successful must have played an active part in 
the co-operative democracy; he must be known to the management 
committees of the main societies and be trusted by them. The mefhod 
of election tends to throw up those who are experienced in Co-opera
tion, who have that pattern of behaviotu;' which, though largely 
unconscious, results from long experience of the co-operative move
ment. Successful candidates must have shown their ability in committee 
work and in working with others. They mUst, above all, have impressed 
their fellow workers with their reliability and trustworthiness. Many 
of the activities which bring committee-men together-e.g. Congress 
and the committees of the Co-operative Union-are, however, not 
primarily concerned with trade. They provide an opportunity for 
judging the genep11 character of a candidate rather than his ability in 
business administration. On the other hand, the development of local 
federal societies increases the contacts between members of different 
retail boards of management in the course of trade, and this growth of 
interlocking directorates is beginning to bring into being a director 
class from which the wholesale societies' directors may be recruited. 
Thus the process of election tends to produce a board which is fit 
to play its part in the co-operative structure, which is reliable and 
honest, and able to control in the interests of the member societies. 
The method of election is not, however, adapted to discover special 
enterprise or exceptional ability in administration; for that, it is 
necessary to look to the permanent officials. 

The majority of wholesale societies' directors have been committee 
members of retail societies, although there is an increasing tendency, 
both in the English and Scottish societies, for permanent officials of 
retail societies to be elected to the C.W.S. or S.C.W.S. Board. This 
results in a directorate w'ruch is conversant with the needs of the 
retail societies, experienced in the control of retail trade rather than 

1 For proposed modifications in the present system of election. see note, p. 146. 
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of production. In a few cases C.W.S. employees who have also been 
leaders in their local society have been elected, but they have not 
usually come from the factory departments. 

A 'seat on the board of the C. W.S. is definitely one of the key 
positions of the co-operative world. The method of election, as has 
been said, rules out the crude demagogue. If the method of election 
described is to be successful, it requires that the management com
mittees of the member societies. should know the candidates by meet
ing them in committee work or other business. Where the candidates 
are well-known co-operative figureS, this condition is probably ful
filled. There are cases in which none of the candidates is known to 
mor~ than a few of the electing boards, or in which the votes of the 
larger societies are divided; the result then becomes largely a matter 
of luck, and the way may be opened for a "good mixer", whose 
position brings him into wide but superficial contact with management 
committees, to obtain a majority of the votes. 

The re-election of a director is practically automatic, and the 
retiring directors always receive a much larger number of votes than 
the nearest outside candidate. Loss of support will, however, restrain 
a director from any seriously unpopular act. Even if he is in no danger 
of defeat, the variations in votes received at elections will form some 
measure of the favour in which he stands with his constitUency. The 
effectiveness of this is reduced by the collective responsibility of the 
board. The public activities of a director can be attributed to him 
personally, while his acts in relation to the trading of the society can 
not. Hence the course of voting is likely to be influenced by the popu
larity or otherwise of a director's public pronouncements rather than 
by the ability with which he performs his function of industrial 
administration. 

The general meetings of the C. W.S. are held on Saturday afternoons 
and normally last for about two and a half hours. The largest meetings 
are the London Divisional meetings ,and the final meetings in Man
chester, each usually consisting of about 700 delegates; the other 
meetings consist of 400 delegates or less. The total number of delegates 
present at all the meetings is usually about 3,000. The choice of dele
gates varies with the size of the society. In the case of the smaller 
societies, it is usual for one or more members of the board to attend; 
in a few cases the secretary or manager will be sent, and in others 
one of the ordinary members. Since the larger societies are entitled 
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to a considerable delegation, it is usual for several members of the 
board in rotation, and the managing secretary, together with one or 
more delegates elected by the membership of the retail society, to 
attend on each occasion. There is no doubt that the most valuable 
contributions to the discussion come from the managing secretaries 
of the larger societies. The value of the election of members' delegates, 
and of their subsequent report to the members, is rather doubtful. It 
is often difficult for the ordinary member to follow intelligently the 
procedure of the meeting. None the less, "the election and report of 
members' delegates is probably of indirect value in ventilating more 
widely the affairs of the wholesale society, in interesting younker 
members in the larger aspects of the movement, and, most of all, in 
keeping the C.W.S. vividly ·before the minds of the rank and file 
co-operators. 

General meetings are held quarterly, but balance sheets are now 
submitted only once a year, in April. The arrangement of the April 
meeting is consequently somewhat different from that of the other 
three meetings, both in procedure and in the information supplied. 
It consists of two sessions, the morning being given to a preliminary 
"balance sheet conference". Since this involves a discussion of the 
internal finances of the C.W.S., it is of a confidential nature; societies 
may send only three delegates, of whom only one may be other 
than an official or member of the management committee. A very 
full supplementary statement is provided, giving an analysis of de
partmental and productive expenses and a schedule of balances out
standing, and the amount of trade with all C.W.S. CUStomers (over 
r ,000 in all). The main purpose of this meeting is to allow of an 
explanation and discussion of the balance sheet and supplementary 
figures; it is to ensure that there will be at the subsequent general 
meeting a section who understand the contents of the balance sheet 
and accounts, and who, incidentally, know the directors' views on 
matters under discussion. The constitutional general meeting takes 
place in the afternoon and follows much the same form as in the 
other quarters, except that the balance sheet discussed at the morn
ing meeting is received. The number of delegates at this meeting 
is based on the voting strength of the societies. The business includes 
the following: consideration of applications for membership; accep
tance of directors' report (and balance sheet in the case of the April 
meeting); declaration as to election of directors and auditors; donations 
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to charities, etc.; approval of board's action in relation to sale and 
purchase of properties. . 

The main discussion arises on the directors' r~port, which incor
porates a departmental sales statement and is taken section by section 
by the chairman. Notice.must be given of all resolutions, amendments 
and questions not arising directly out of the report. A few directors 
and certain chief officials are present on the platform. Business is 
transacted very rapidly and the whole meeting often lasts under an 
hour. The meeting is very different in,character from that ofa retail 
society; it is more formal and there is less spontaneous discussion. 
Those in attendance are definitely more expert and discussion is 
almost entirely confined to societies' officials and committee-men. 
In the case of the S.C.W.S., the balance sheet is presented half-yearly, 
and there is no separate balance sheet conference. The meeting starts 
at twelve noon and usually lasts until about teatime, being thus 
considerably longer than that of the C.W.S. 

The general meeting provides an opportunity for examination of 
the societies' affairs and for the focusing of criticism. The general 
meeting of a retail society serves to callout the opinions and criticisms 
of a rather scattered and indefinite membership; the members of the 
wholesale societies stand in a much closer official relationship to their 
society. Normally, complaints and observations pass through the 
ordinary business channels, and the general meeting in consequence 
is not mainly an organ for the expression of opinion. If, however, a 
member society desires to bring any complaint vividly home to the 
board, the quarterly meeting provides an opportunity. A large society 
will frequently send delegates to all the divisional meetings, and if 
there is any serious ground for complaint, they are in a position to 
voice it at each meeting, thus influencing the feelings of other delegates 
and exerting a strong pressure on the directors. 

The discussion between the members and the platform is less real 
than in a retail society meeting. In the latter case, there is a direct 
and usually pertinent reply by the official concerned, or by the chairman 
of the appropriate sub-committee, to questions from the floor of the 
house. In the case of a C.W.S. meeting, the matters under discussion 
are of a more technical nature, especially as regards production. 
Further, the divisional meeting organization means that only a few 
of the directors are present. While at least one member of each of the 
three main committees is present at every divisional meeting, it may 
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happen that no director present has special knowledge of some of the 
matters upon which questions are asked. 

Democratic control of the wholesale societies is less obvious than 
in the case of a retail society; and if democracy is taken to mean 
supervision by the rank and file co-operator, it is indeed very tenuous. 
If, however, democratic control of the wholesale societies means 
control by the retail societies, then it is true to say that this control is 
very real and is continuously exercised. 

§ 2. Otker Fet!eral Societies 

Among the federal trading undertakings other than the national 
wholesale societies, the specialized societies controlled by the whole
sale societies; i.e. the Co-operative Insurance Society Limited and the 
E. & S. Joint C.W.S. Ltd., may be dismissed with a brief statement. 
They are very similar to the "associated company" of capitalist trade. 
Under the Industrial and Provident Societies Act it is possible for 
two societies to put the business of one department in the hands of 
a legally separate society, but to keep it under their immediate control. 
From the standpoint of democratic supervision, these societies are in 
much the same. position as trading departments of the wholesale 
societies. 

The commonest form of local federal society is the fairly small 
society undertaking only one line of business. Most of them serve 
from three to twelve adjoining retail societies, but a few serve a 
much larger number. Democratic supervision of these societies differs 
very markedly from that of the wholesale societies. The size and 
importance of the wholesale societies focuses attention upon them, 
not merely among the management committees of retail societies, .but 
also among the membership. The elections of the directors are impor
tant events observed by all co-operators; and the appointment of 
members' delegates to the quarterly meetings of the wholesale societies 
does result in at least a certain interest on the part of the rank and file. 
In contrast with this, the control of a federal society tends to be the 
concern only of the management of the retail society; it attracts very 
little notice among the ordinary membership. If the number of member 
societies is less than about twelve, which is the case in the majority 
of local federal societies, there are no elections; the member societies 
each appoint one or more representatives to the board of the federal 
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society-appointments which are usually made by the management 
.committees of the member societies, although they may be formally 
confirmed by the members' meetings. When there are more than about 
twelve societies, the management committees send representatives to 
the quarterly meetings of the federal society, at which the federal 
board is elected. While it is usual for societies' representatives to be 
committee-men, there is an increasing tendency to appoint officials 
-the managing secretary or one of the departmental managers--to 
the boards ot federal societies. 

In the more modern federal societies in England, it is usual for 
board meetings to be very much less frequent than in retail societies 
or the C.W.S.-often only monthly. In consequence, the relation of 
members of the board to the federal undertaking is very different 
from their relation to their own retail society. Control is more remote, 
and the greater part of the administration is left to the permanent 
officials; in fact, the function of the board of a federal society is very 
similar to that of the board of a public limited liability company, 
since it is concerned only with appointing the higher officials, laying 
down the general lines of business, and supervising the efficiency of 
the service offered. Another point of resemblance with capitalist 
organization is that each undertaking is concerned with one line of 
business only, instead of following the usual co-operative practice 
of providing a great variety of products and services. These local 
federal undertakings appear to operate smoothly, without the member
ship of the retail societies having much consciousness of their activities. 
Where they supply a cJirect service to the member societies, the 
method of federal control is effective in maintaining efficiency of 
operation. Where the service of the federal society is provided direct 
to the membership (e.g. convalescent homes), the control exerted by 
the board of management may become less effective and the quality 

. of service may come to depend largely upon the officials. Since 
publication of results is a wholesome check, there is a case for making 
retail societies publish abridged returns of all federal societies of 
which they are members. 

In Scotland there are a number of federal societies with a larger 
number of .members than the type just described and covering a 
larger area, often the whole of Scotland. An important example is 
the United Co-operative Baking Society, which provides bread for 
Glasgow and Belfast, and also biscuits and "small bread" throughout 
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the whole of Scodand. It is a very successful society and one of the 
largest bakery undertakings in the world. In societies of this type, 
control follows usual co-operative practice mbre closely. The board 
is chosen by ,election am~ng member societies and usually· meets 
weekly.1 There is commonly a regulation forbidding members of 
the board of the federal society to be also on the board of their retail 
society. Election to the federal board is usually viewed as promotion; 
in consequence, members of federal boards are commonly of a high 
average age and consist entirely of ex-members of retail..society boards 
. of management. This type of federal organization, namely the national 
specialist federal societY, is also illustrated by the Co-operative Press 
Ltd. and the Co-operative J?rinting Society. The main difficulty in 
these cases lies in making democratic control a reality. While the im
portance of the C.W.S. is sufficient to focus the attention of the 
member societies upon it, and the local federal society is in close and 
intimate contact with the boards of its member societies, the national 
specialist society is in danger of falling between two stools. In Scot
land, in view of the relatively localized character of co-operative 
activity, this tYpe of society is able to preserve its democratic, co
operative character; but in England, democratic supervision becomes 
very remote, and. success is only likely in those lines of business in 
which stimulus to the management from competition, or from the 
inherent interest of the work, makes immediate consumers'· super
vision less necessary. 

For these reasons, it seems likely that, unless the movement adopts 
some kind of planned development in which new national federal 
societies are created, the two most important types of federal organiza
tion in England, for the immediate future, will be the one-purpose 
federal society, undertaking localized production or service and 
catering for a relatively small area, and the single national wholesale 
society, undertaking all those types of trade in which the scale of 
operation is national. 

1 In some Scottish federal societies the member societies do not elect individuals but 
-utiu, the successful societies then nominating their own representatives. 



CHAPTER 18 

DEMOCRATIC CONTROL OF THE NATIONAL 
MOVEMENT 

§ I. Central Control 

EFFECTIVE democratic control in a scattered national organization 
does not come by chance, but only as a result of carefufand deliberate 
effort. It is easy, on the one hand, for the national organization to 
become, by its very weight, a rigid bureaucracy in which the rank and 
file member does not count; or, on the other hand, there is the danger 
of its falling into a series of independent groups, between which there 
is no real unity. In a trading structure such as that of the co-operative 
movement, this problem presents peculiar features. When a series 
of local bodies possesses unity of purpose, but not necessarily a unify
ing organization, co-ordination of activities requires discussion and 
the working out of a common policy. In this way an integration of 
effort can be achieved. This does not require a central organization 
although this may be desirable to facilitate the necessary discussion. 
A subject much discussed at the present time is the significance to 
the democratic character of the movement of an increase in central 
control as against local autonomy. There is, of course, nothing essen
tially undemocratic in central control; democracy no more involves 
autonomy for the local unit than it involves anarchy for the indivi
dual. Compulsory national regulation Inay be thoroughly democratic, 
provided only that the central regulating body is so. Yet democratic 
control is usu<ill.y more vigorous in relation to a local unit than to a 
national organization, and a more active democracy is likely to result 
if as much responsibility as possible is left in the hands of the local 
unit. A democratic system with considerable local autonomy has 
also a greater chance of survival in the face of organized opposition. 
It might not be difficult for sectional interests or for an unfriendly 
government to seize a centralized machine; but it would be much 
more difficult to destroy the freedom of a number of active local 
democratic groups. There are, however, many matters-for instance, 
retail prices-in which national regulation is very desirable in the 
co-operative movement, and such regulation would not limit local 
responsibility to any significant extent. 
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The national government of the co-operative movement is, in fact, 
a diarchy; that is, within each national area, there are two central 
federal organizations, the Co-operative Union and either the C.W.S. 
or the S.C.W.S. The constitutional organ of demoCratic government 
is the Co-operative Union, which also provides the framework within 
which political integration of the whole movement may become 
effective. The wholesale societies are members of the Co-operative 
Union; but their predominant position on the trading side gives them 
a pivotal position in co-operative affairs, so that they tend to assume 
a leading position in other than merely trading matters. The Co
operative Union is a federal bodywhose constitution has already been 
described. It is primarily an association of societies formed to provide 
them with various services; but it also regulates the policy of its 
member societies to some extent. It requires their constitution and 
aims to conform to its conditions of membership, and exerts a strong 
pressure on societies to accept its standards in relation to boundary 
agreements and conditions 'of employment. The only sanction within 
the existing legal framework which the Union can apply is that of 
expulsion from membership. While this has a certain moral effect and 
has been used occasionally, its power is limited, and, in consequence, 
the Co-operative Union has to be cautious in asserting control. The 
wholesale societies have a much more powerful sanction to hand, 
namely the refusal to trade with a society which will not conform to 
trading conditions. This weapon has not been used, however, and is 
not likely to be used in the immediate' future. The sentiment of the 
movement demands that the wholesale societies should be regarded as 
the servants of the retail societies, and therefore strong feeling would 
be aroused if they attempted to assume the function of government. 

The co-operative movement is thus an extreme example of federal 
government; and, although it is provided with well...;developed organs 
for national regulation, these are almost entirely lacking in coercive 
powers. Further, since the Co-operative Union functions mainly as 
a regulating and defence association for co-operative retail societies, 
it is difficult to devise adequate representation of the federal under
takings and especially of the wholesale societies. The economic 
position of the wholesale societies is meanwhile forcing them steadily 
into a position of leadership. This state of diarchy is recognized 
in the recently constituted "National Co-operative Authority", a 
body consisting of the Executive of the Co-operative Union together 
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with representatives from the. C.W.S., the S.C.W.S. and the 
Co-operative Party. The Authority has no governmental power 
within the movement, and its pronouncements do not officially 
represent the views of its ~onstituen~ bodies. Its main purpose is to 
act as a court of reference between the meetings of Congress on 
matters demanding a united policy. Its pronouncements carry weight 
because it represents the main policy-making bodies within the 
movement. 

The constitutions of the national organizations have already been 
dc;scribed.1 They are democratic, but the actual form of control by 
the membership differs considerably in the two cases. In the 
Co-operative Union, regular control is exerted chiefly through the 
Central Board and National Executive. The fact thaI: the governing 
organs of the Co-operative Union 'form the framework within which 

'much of the discussion of co-operative policy "takes place, has the 
effect of making the National Executive sensitive to the problems and 
opinions of the movement. The affairs 'of the wholesale societies are 
equally simject to democratic supervision. But their position as great 
trading concerns, and their relations to the retail societies, mean that 
they tend to have a practic;u business outlook, and to ,be less con
cerned with theories and. ideals. This dichotomy is perhaps unavoid
able at the present time; but it results in certain inefficiencies and the 
possibility of friction. On the other hand, it leaves each organization 
free to pursue activities which might be hampered if the functions of 
the Union and the wholesale societies were combined in a single 
organization. 

§ 2. Political Integration in the Co-operative Movement 

In spite of the very limited powers of compulsion of its central 
organizations, the co-operative movement possesses a real unity of 
thought and policy. The scope for central regulation, even if consti
tutional powers were granted, is distinctly limited. It might be pos
sible to legislate on clearly defined questions such as uniformity 
of prices. In more complex matters of policy, the active and willing 
co-operation of the local unit must always be required if a reasonable 
standard of efficiency is to be maintained. This active co-operation 

1 For Co-operative Union, see Chapter 12.; Democratic Control, Chapter 19, 

For Wholesale Societies' Constitutions, Chapter 7, 
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requires persuasion rather than coercion. In consequence, whether 
the movement retains its present degree of local autonomy or whether, 
as seems likely, an increase in centtal regulation takes place, the 
existence of effective organs of .discussion between the various parts 
of the movement will remain of great inlportance. In this way it is 
possible for societies to exchange experieI\ce, to understand each 
other's difficultiest and' to work out a co-ordinated policy. The 
co-operative movement p~ many organs for discussion, provided 
in part by the Co-operative Union, in part by auxiliary bodie$;and 
in part by specialist associations. The main opportunities for this 
type of discussion are: 

(I) The Co-operative Congress. . 
(~) The Co-operative Union Sectional Boards organizing annual 

Sectional Conferences. 
(J) The Co-operative Union District Associations, organized under 

district executives and hPlding quarterly conferences. 
(4) The Trades and Business Conferences organized joindy by the 

Co-operative Union, Wholesale Societies, Co-operative Productive 
Federation and Officials' Associations. 

(s) Week-end schoo1s and special conferences organized by the Guilds 
~ or Education Committees. 

(6) Local· Associations of Co-operative Managers existing in some 
areas, especially in cities containing several societies, e.g. Glasgow. 

(7) The National Associations of Co-operative Officials. 
(8) Regular visits of retail society managers and secretaries to wholesale 

salerooms. 
(9) The various Trade Associations of the Co-operative Union (e.g. 

the Co-operative Milk Trade Association). 
(10) In addition to these regular opportunities, the Co-operative Union 

is always in a position to organize an rul "OC committee or conference 
on any specific matter requiring the co-ordination of policy either 
in one area or nationally. 

Since the purpose of organization of this type is to reach a common 
mind on the issues under discussion, the meetings must be small. A 
large meeting is capable of criticism; it is not suited to the task of 
reaching conclusions. On the other hand, the case is not met by a 
small executive which legislates for an area; it is essential to this type 
of discussion that the responsible leaders of all the organizations 
involved should take part and understand the issues. 
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Regional discussion of this kind definitely involves organization. 
It cannot be achieved just by allowing people to meet; the course 
and nature of the discussion require careful planning. Regard must 
be had to the size of the meeting and to the knowledge and skill in 
discussion of the delegates, as well as to the range of subjects which 
can be covered in the time available. This throws a considerable 
responsibility upon the executive body for drawing up the agenda 
and deciding the course of discussion. The executive cannot indeed 
determine what is to be decided, but the care or otherwise with which 
the discussion is organized will determine in large measure whether 
any useful result is attained. 

The supreme meeting of the Co-operative Union is the Annual 
Co-operative Congress to which delegates from societies in all parts 
of the country are sent. It meets for about four days and the chief 
business is the discussion of a full printed report which is in the hands 
of all delegates. The Co-operative Congress has a character of its 
own. Part of its function is to act as an annual business meeting for 
the Co-operative Union, and to this extent it provides an opportunity 
for criticism of the executive of that body. It is more than this, how
ever; since. it draws together a large and representative body of 
co-operators for a period of nearly a week, it is also the major delibera
tive assembly of the whole movement. Considering the size of the 
meeting (1,700 delegates), the quality of discussion is undoubtedly 
high. While it is difficult for Congress to reach conclusions on matters 
of detailed policy, it provides an oppor~nity for gauging the feeling 
of the movement on the points under discussion. Its main value is 
probably that it fosters a sense of unity and educates the co-operative 
membership, and especially the leaders of the smaller societies, to 
understand the major problems which are facing the movement as a 
whole. 

The Sectional Conference is similar to Congress, that is to say, it 
is primarily a body for criticism; it receives and discusses the printed 
draft report of the Sectional Board. Some useful discussion may take 
place, but the general impression is that the ordinary delegate is 
confused by the mass of material. The smallest regular conference 
area is the District Association. Conferences are normally held 
quarterly in each District. A subject is iptroduced by a speaker and 
this is followed by discussion. The size of the conference varies, but 
about 100 delegates seems quite common. These conferences are of 
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more value than the Sectional Conferences in that they give an oppor
tunity for a more thorough discussion of one particular issue. There 
is plenty of evidence that this has borne fruit; for example, the rapid 
development of Mutuality Clubs-now almost universal in the case 
of dry goods trade in the Midlands and South-was largely the result 
of discussion at District Association meetings. The chief criticism 
applicable to both Sectional and District Association conferences is 
the inadequate time allowed. The meetings are normally held on a 
Saturday afternoon from 3 p.m. to 4.30 p.m., culminating in tea. 
Much more useful discussion would result from a two-session con
ference, since the opportunity of informal conversation over a meal 
nearly always leads to much more effective formal discussion 
afterwards. 

The Trades and Business Conferences, organized jointly by the 
national organizations, are of exceptional value. These are ad hoc 
conferences on specific trading matters and are attended by com
mittee members, managers, and other officials. There is always danger 
in the co-operative movement of a divorce between "ideals" and 
"business". The Trades and Business Conferences provide a basis 
for meeting and discussion between members-largely enthusiasts on 
Co-operation-and the permanent business officials. 

The special eduCational week-end schools and conferences organized 
by the Guilds or under education departments are of value in training 
the members in co-operative ideals. They are, however, attended 
largely by co-operative enthusiasts who are active in the Guilds or 
concerned with educational activities of the movement, and to a 
certain extent also by local committee men, but hardly at all by the 
local trading officials. For this reason they are apt to be out of touch 
with the practical trading problems of the movement. 

There is a remarkable unanimity of opinion among trading officials 
as to the value of informal meetings at the wholesale societies' sale
rooms. These, and the meetings qf secretaries' and managers' associa
tions, are of great importance in shaping the trading policies of the 
societies. There is room for an extension of this kind of discussion 
between members of the full-time staffs as an aid to determining 
co-operative trading policy. In a democratic movement, however, the 
formulation and co-ordination of policy cannot be allowed to depend 
solely upon the permanent'officials. For this reason the relation of 
the staff to those parts of the movemen! which provide for discussion, 
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and which also bring in the "lay" leadership, is of great importance. 
While there is a widespread recognition of the value of the Trades 
and Business Conferences, thepennanent staff often view the other 
organs of discussion with disfavour. Many maintain that they are 
just opportunities for the discussion of social ethics and politics, with 
a good deal of talk about "co-operative ideals" in the abstract, all of 
which follows a well-worn course, and that those who attend are mere 
enthusiasts without experience or knowledge of the trading side. This 
attitude is often justified; but the situation is in part the result as well 
as the cause of the non-participation of the permanent officials, and of 
their tendency to concentrate merely on day to day details. It is 
also due to some extent to the tendency of retail management com
mittees to send committee members rather than officials to all outside 
activities, which again is often due to the unwillingness of higher 
executive officials to delegate authority; even in large societies, the 
manager often adopts the attitude: "If I go off to outside activities, 
who is to run the shop?" There is no doubt that retail societies suffer 
seriously in many cases as a result of a lack. of imagination in their 
methods. Their administrative officers might well gain greater vision 
and wider experience from the opportunity of further contacts outside 
their own society, both within and outside the co-operative movement. 

To conclude, the co-operative movement has a real unity, in spite 
of the autonomy of local societies. This unity is more obvious, 
however, in relation to ideas than it is in trading policy. There has 
grown up, alongside the trading structure, machinery for discussion 
and consultation, which serves to unify the movement. This is vital 
to its life but may need modification in relation to particular functions. 
Critical thought is needed on the relation of the trading to the 
idealistic side of the national movement, and the parallel relation of 
the lay leaders to the permanent officials. 



CHAPTER 19 

SOME GENERAL QUESTIONS OF DEMOCRATIC 
CONTROL 

THE co-operative movement retains free economic exchange in the 
relation of the consumers and the employees to the undertaking; it 
does not stand for planned conSumption or for labour conscription. 
Consumers express their wants by offering a money price for goods, 
and societies respond, in the main, to economic demand; the employees 
bargain with societies in the same way as any group of workers with 
any employing body, and there is the usual machinery for collective 
bargaining. There is one significant distinction, however, as compared 
with competitive capitalism; the consumer may express, by price 
preferences, his choice between different commodities, but not, in so 
far as he is loyal to the movement, his choice between different 
undertakings, for the aim of co-operative organization is to reduce 
competition. 

The institutional control of a co-operative trading concern is in 
the hands of the members. The members are the customers, who are 
also the shareholders. The constitution and the methods of distribu
tion of profits are, however, such that there is rarely any possibility, 
either in retail or in federal societies, of a separation of the shareholders' 
from the consumers' 'interest. There have- been one or two cases in 
the past in which retail societies have attracted capital from non"" 
customers by offering high interest rates, and have thus brought into 
being a group with sectional interests which could, by withdrawing 
capital, exert undue influence; but experience soon showed the dangers 
of such a policy, and this situation does not now exjst. Voting at 
general meetings indicates that consumers' interest, showing itself 
in demand for better service, lower prices, or higher dividend on 
purchases, takes precedence over any shareholders' interest, which 
might show itself in a demand for a higher rate of return on capital. 
On the other hand, the employees, who are invariably members, form 
a group with a sectional interest among the membership ,of retail 
societies. This direct influence of the employees is not possible in the 
case of federal societies, but an indirect influence may still be exerted. 

The test of the democratic character of consumers' co-operation 
II: 
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is whether the immediate controllers of industrial capital-the adminis
trative officials-are sensitive to the inter~t of those who are affected 
by the way in which the capital is used; ~d in particular whether 
they are sensitive to community interests rather than to the sectional 
interests of small groups. It is in this latter connection that consumers' 
control is necessarily more democratic than control by the employees 
or shareholders. 

§ I. The Dis~tiYe Features of Co-operati'/le Democr~ 
A co-operative retail society is first of all sensitive to the general 
pressure of public opinion directed upon it as a well-,known and socially 
responsible local institution. This is reinforced by the existence of a 
large membership usually only vaguely interested.in the activities of 
the society, but possessing potential voting power. There is, however, 
a small active minority of the membership-usually about 2. per cent. 
-who focus this general pressure of opinion and who influence the 
management committee through the constitutional channels of demo
cratic control-that is, through the election of the committee and the 
members' meeting. This nucleus of keen members who make it 
their concern to supervise the society's activities, marks off consumers' 
co-operative undertakings from other forms of democratically con
trolled industry, in which there is no such voluntary supervising 
group. In a public or semi-public industrial und~taking-for example, 
the Post Office or the London Passenger Transport Board-sensitivity 
results from the general pressure of public opinion, but there is no 
group of consumers particularly concerned with supervising the 
service,provided. It is from the active nucleus associated with the 
retail societies that the leaders are drawn who control the federal 
organizations. of the movement, so that this supervision by a self- . 
appointed active nucleus is not peculiar to the retail societies but.is 
the distinguishing feature of the consumers' co-operative movement 
as a whole. Some of the members are willing to take pains over 
examining trading accounts and the other routine business of a 
co-operative society, mainly because they believe that in so doing 
they are furthering a social purpose beyond themselves or their 
society. 

Even if an active minority of this kind is available, however, it will 
only control wisell if it is sensitive to a wider public opinion, and if 
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members outside the active group have some interest in the affairs of 
the society. This need for an interested membership should not be 
exaggerated. To sugges\ that'democratic control has failed unless a 
large percentage of the members are continuously interested' in the 
society, is to suggest something which is not true. Without some 
interest on the part of the membership as .. whole, however, there is 
always the danger that the active minority may,be dominated by a 
political clique or by sectional interest. This potentially active public 
opinion depends upon two c9nditions: that the public for which the 
society caters should have a measure of group consciousness and civic 
sense; and thauhe members should be enabled to understand the nature 
and problems of their society. The first condition demands that the 
size and layout of societies should be determined, not only by economic 
factors, but also by social and geographical groupings; there is, in 
fact, an optimum size for retail societies in relation to effective demo
cratic supervision, as well as the more familiar optimum which is 
related to technical, managerial and financial factors.1 The second 
condition has important implications for co-operative publicity, since 
wise publicity will assist members to a better understanding of 
co-operative enterprise, with consequendy more satisfactory demo
cratic supervision. 

§ oZ. Contr:ol hy Consumers 
~ . 

If co-operative organization is to satisfy its democratic ideals, the 
membership must _have an effective ultimate contr()I __ ()Lw~_ general 
~dinip~liCy: they must he in a position toCheCk any action ~hich 
might be detrimental to consumers. It is _ co~trol of gene~ policy, 
not of detailed trading methods, which is th~ ~ of the matter. In 

• aaemocratically controlled co-operative trading undertaking, how-
I ever, another responsibility falls upon the membership-that of 
safeguarding the standard of service offered. Under competitive 
capitalism, economic efficiency is maintained by the competition of 
rival undertakings. In co-operative e)lterprise, competition between 
societieS is nearly eliminated; and, while competition between co-

l This conception of the optimum size for various functions is borrowed from 
E. A. G. Robinson's use of the term (cp. TM Strul:tura Df CDmpWtiva Industry). There 
is, however, no nonna! "democratic supervision optimum" for retail societies as a whole, 
for the size at which the democratic supervision of a retaiI society will be most effective 
i. conditioned by its environment, and especially the social en~nment. 
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operative societies and capitalist firms is still strong, co-operative 
loyalty tends to reduce the influence of. this competition on the 
societies. 'The democratic organization of a co-operative society 

I r therefore has a twofold purpose; it must enable the consumers to 
~ I determine general policy; and it must also make possible a general 

supervision both of the quality of service offered and of quantitative 
economic efficiency. .. 

As regards general policy, it must be admitted that control by the 
members is largely negative; ~ti!lfjOI) .of policy J~-?rmally _ the work 
of the managem:ent:Nonethe less there is a real supervision both in 
retail and in federal societies of the management's actions. The general 
meeting of a retail society makes public and brings into relief the 
significant issues which are before the society at any time. The discus
sion of these issues has an important psychological influence on the 
management, which is by this means rendered more keenly aware of 

I 
the will of the membership. By promoting discussion between the 
management and the rank and file, the general meeting enhances the 
solidarity of the society as a whole. The meeting, however, is but a 
focus; the- discussion and criticism would be less significant but for 
the fact that they are continued in the Guilds and other voluntary 
organizations and among the general membership. The careful 
reporting of general meetings m the local pages of the Wheatsheaf, 
and very frequently in the local press, does much to aid the wider 
participation of the members. In federal sopeties, including the 
wholesale societies, the general meeting becomes less a means of 
expression for a wider membership and more a focus for criticism 
and an opportunity for the ventilation of the society's affairs. While 
the effectiveness of this democratic supervision will vary somewhat 
with the type of society and the nature of the area served, the existing 

f checks are usually adequate to restrain the admininstration from any 
: line of policy seriously detrimental to the interests of the members. 
, Detailed internal checks on service and efficiency are of course 
1 the responsibility of the management; but the ultimate supervision, 

lest the management themselves become slack, must rest ~th the 
membership, for it can rest nowhere else. Supervision of the general 
standard .ot service is fairly effective, for members arereaoyto com
pfain of any inconveniences they have suffered; economic efficiency, 
however, is a more difficult matter. If prices were always strictly at 
market level, the dividend would form a useful guide. Societies may, 
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however, slightly increase some of their prices, an increase difficult 
to observe, so that they can pay an increased dividend, which is 
obvious to all, without the necessity for maintaining a high standard 
of efficiency. It is therefore of great importance, in the interests 
of efficiency, that there should be a check upon prices. The enforce
ment of maximum retail prices over as wide a range of goods as 
possible would be a step towards closer supervision of the efficiency 
of retail societies. Even then, however, it would be impossible for an 
uninformed democracy to supervise operating costs adequately. The 
only permanently satisfactory scheme would be the establishment of 
a central organization-perhaps a department of the Co-operative 
Union or the C.W.S.-which would undertake an examination of 
retail societies' costs and issue a 'report in a form: that would serve 
as a guide to the membership.l There is already an example of this 
method in use in the electricity industry; regular returns are pub
lished centrally giving costs of operation of electricity supply under
takings. With the assistance of a semi-independent, professional 
organization of this sort, democratic control of efficiency could be 
far more effective than it is to-day. 

The main difficulty in the supervision of federal concerns is one 1 
of administration. The close official relations of the member societies 
to federal undertakings, to which reference has already been made 
results in fairly continuous general pressure on federal boards for 
improved efficiency; ,but the varied and highly technical nature to 
many of the undertakings may make it 'difficult for the board of 
detect inefficiencies in some depFlrtlJlents •. What is mainly required 
is a comprehensive and uniform costing system;· 

§ 3. The Influence of the Employees 

Mention has already been made of the influence of employees on the 
affairs of retail societies as a result of their membership of the society. 
Although they are numerically a small section of the membership, 
em!?l<?yees are able toexe~adisproportionately large infi~~~ They 
constitute a gioup- with distinci' interestS of major importance to 
themselves, and are more aware of the society's activities than the bulk 
of the membership. They are an organized and self-conscious group 
in a position to pursue a concerted line of policy on any matter to be 

• See Chapter :zo. 
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decided in general meeting, or in the election of the management 
committee. The voting place for elections to the committee is often 
the society's shops; the employees are thus reminded of the election 
and are much 'more likely to vote solidly than the ordinary members. 
There are other conditions which reinforce this influence which 
employees can exert through the constitutional machinery of the 
society. Trade Union membership is compulsory in most retail 
societies, and ~ a result the N.U.D.A.W. is a powerful union.1 Since 
the sentiment of the co-operative movement is strongly in favour of 
Trade Unionism, it is very difficult for management committees to 
resist a demans! which has a trade union backing. In many societies, 

\ 
especially those it;J. which the management committee is apathetic or 

! incompetent, poliCy is largely in the hands of the permanent officials, 

II who are themselves employees and who are in close relation to the 
, rest of the employees. 

In most societies, however, employees do not seriously exploit their 
power and rarely exert it deliberately. The influence of the employees' 
vote on the committee is largely negative--that is, the committee is 
conscious of the potential power of the employees and is cautious 
about taking any action that would be unpopular among them. A 
large attendance of employees at general meetings may occur when a 
specific issue affecting them is under consideration, although these 
are not usually major matters of policy, but rather questions like the 
provision of playing fields or pension schemes. 

I 
In a few cases employee influence has taken the form of concerted 

pressure on the committee in relation to matters of management. The 
employees have combined together to secure the election or defeat 
of certain individuals and have in this way succeeded in removing 
an unpopular director or even in changing completely the personnel 
of the committee in the course of a few months. In one society, two 
assistants were dismissed as the result of alleged incompetence. The 
employees, acting with the approval of their trade union, called a 
special general meeting of the society, and succeeded in passing a 
resolution demanding their reinstatement. The management committee 
refused to obey this resolution and the. employees succeeded in 
removing all except the one or two members who were friendly to 
their point of view. In another society the employees removed the 
management committee in order to bring about the partial restitution 

I See p. 353. 
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of a wage cut to which they objected. There are several other societies, 
especially in the North of England, in which control is effectively in 
the hands of the employees. When the influence of the, employees 
predominates in this manner, weaknesses appear whichare'inseparahle 
from workers' control.1 There are difficulties about discipline. The 
managers of the society are in an invidious position when they are 
appointed by a committee largely controlled by their subordinates. 
The employees are likely to secure the election of a committee which 
will be easy-going rather than efficient, and the comnrlttee will adopt 
the same policy in appointing managers. Workers' control is likely ~ 
to lead to a conservatism of technique, especially;f changes are likely ; 
to displace labour or inconvenience existing employees. 

In the vast majority of societies, however, employees' influence 
does not show itself in these extreme forms. The management is 
sensitive to employees' interests to such an extent as to give conditions 
of employment definitely more favourable than those in similar 
private employment, together with. greater security and less rigid 
~~e.1 While these good conditions, improvea--statusandme 
Imowledge that they have a certain voice in the affairs of the society, 
are likely to result in a greater loyalty on the part of employees, and 
consequently. to. i~proved service, there is no doubt some danger that 
the managemen~ may be so sensitive· to pressure hy employees as 
to act in ways to some extent contrary to consumers' interests. Never- ' 
theless, the balance of control between consumers and employees in ( 
co-operative retail societies worlQ; satisfactorily in the main. 

§ 4. Competition ."ers~ Democratic Sanctions 

The actions and policy of the administration of a co-operative under
taking (that is, of the board and higher executive officials) are shaped 
by a mixture of democratic and economic forces. Although these 
differ in character, their action is simultaneous, and the actual policy 
will be a resultant of both. Societies may be considered to be mainly 
consumer controlled, employee controlled ,or bureaucratically con
trolled, according as the machinery is effective in making the hoard 
responsive to the wishes of the customer members, or of the employees, 
or of the permanent officials. Societies are not clearly separable into 

1 For a Culler discussion of these weaknesses, see Beatrice Webb, My AppTlntU:uloip 
(Appendix). 8 See Chapter 21. 
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these groups, and there are many borderline cases, but they represent 
roughly the three situations which can arise. Differences in the 

, incidence of economic forces are mainly due to the differing extent 
to which members' loyalty is effective. Some societies can rely upon 
their members' custom unless the goods they sell are markedly inferior 
to those of their competitors or considerably higher in price; others 
are subject to the full force of competition, and co-operative loyalty 
counts but little. 

It is impor~t to see how these different situations influence the 
general trading policies of societies and, in particular, how they affect 
the maintenance of economic efficiency. Although they are responsible 

1 
to consumers, co-o'pe~ti.y~_~<?ci~t:ies eire .!:rading undertakings and are 
concerned with Turthering their own trading interests or, to express 
this more precisely, with perpetuating their own existence and 
protecting the employment of their officials and workers. In all 
societies the influence of these trading interests is evident; in societies 
in which control is bureaucratic or in the hands of the employees, it 
becomes predominant. Societies in this condition do not differ very 
markedly from Capitalist undertakings. If co-operative loyalty is high, 
and democratic supervision is weak, slackness and bad service may 
result, as in the case of a private firm in a monopoly position. Where 
competition is keen, however, a society will preserve a sensitivity to 
consumers' wants and· may achieve a· considerable trading success. 
This is particularly likely in the case of societies whose control 
is bureaucratic, as the higher officials are usually anxious to expand 
the activities of the society which they administer. These societies, 
whether employee or bureaucratically controlled, will differ in certain 
significant ways from those in which there is effective consumers' 
control; theywill adopt the usual capitalist methods of sales promotion; 
they will be sensitive to the short-run desires rather than to the 
long-run interests of consumers; and, while they may adopt a low
price policy to attract trade, they will also be ready to shelter behind 
producers' price rings. 

Economic efficiency can, as we have seen, be stimulated in two 

l ways, by the force of competition or by the pressure of democratic 
consumers' control. The co-operative movement is at present in a 

• half-way position. Efficiency is partly maintained by competition with 
non-eo-operative industry; but in 'so far as co-operative loyalty is 
effective, this force is weakened, and much then depends on the 
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effectiveness of democratic supervision. The question of the relative 
effectiveness of competition and democratic contro1 is important, not 
merely to the co-operative movement, but also in the whole field of 
industrial organization at the present time •. There is no doubt that 
comp~ti()~i~E_m~!lY_~~ a I!lor~[~tivespMrtSLef!L~~ncLthan 
most of the forms of democratic industrial control which have yet been 
devised. But laisser-faire and competition are ultimately an uncertain 
defence of consumers' interests; for although they may; lead to a super
ficial responsiveness to consumers' demands, competition is wasteful, 
and there are many ways in which producers can act collectively in 
ways contrary to consumers' interests. One permanent alternative to I 
competition is effective democratic control by consumers, and if such 
control makes a reduction of competition possible, considerable 
economic saving may result. The consumers' co-operative movement ~ 
has already made headway in this direction; but, if it is to advance, 
it should depend less and less upon competition with outside traders 
as a spur to efficiency. Societies must look to developing standards 
of social responsibility and forms of democratic control which will 
result in a greater sensitivity to the collective interests of consumers 
and will maintain efficiency and enterprise independently of com
petition. 

§ s. Methods of Appointing HigMr Officials 

The method of appointing committees and higher officials is a matter 
of great importance, not only in the co-operative movement, but 
also in the whole of industrial and social life. There are three main 
methods of choosing a person to fill a position: election by a large 
constituency, selection by a small board or committee, and competi
tive examination. The last, which is of great importance in the Civil 
Service, is not employed in the higher ranks of the co-operative 
movement. Election is the .usual method of choosing a person when 
it is desired that he should be sensitive to the will of a larger group. 
Selection by a committee, however, is usually employed to obtain 
officials of special business ability or technical qualifications. In most 
organizations, it is the usual practice for elected posts to be unpaid, 
or remunerated on so low a scale that perso~al monetary gain as the 
primary incentive is excluded; fully paid posts in which the return 
is sufficient to provide a real incentive are normally filled by selection. 

x* 
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But there are exceptions to this rule, several of which occur within 
the co-operative movement, the most important being the election of 
members of the boards of the wholesale societies. It may be held that 
the purpose of these boards should be to serve as a higher control 
sensitive to the interests of the member societies; that directors should 
not be selected mainly for executive business ability, payment being 
necessitated by the volume of work which they have to perform. 
If this interpretation of their function is correct, and the method of 
appointment certainly suggests it, then the nature of the work 
performed by the boards requires adjustment in the light of it. 

The most important official in a retail society is the managing 
secretary or <:bief executive officer. Since high business and technical 
qualifications are required, the natural method of appointment is that 
of selection by the management committee, and this, in fact, is the 
method adopted in most societies. In a few societies, however, the 
managing secretary is elected by the vote of the whole membership, 
on the grounds, apparently, that his actions are of such central impor
tance to the society that he should be subject to more direct democratic 
control. In practice, even in these cases, the recommendation of the 
committee is almost invariably accepted, so that this method of appoint
ment does not influence the choice of the managing secretary to any 
great extent. One result of this method of appointment is, however, 
the reverse of that intended; it gives to the managing secretary almost 
complete security of tenure and greatly strengthens his position as 
against the committee, which can only remove him by securing a 
vote in the general meeting: This is difficult to obtain in cases of minor 
inefficiency, and even in the event of serious incompetence or corrup
tion, the committee may well be deterred by the publicity involved 
from placing'the facts before the general meeting. In one society with 
this method of appointment, a completely incompetent secretary was 
sheltered by the management committee for some years, until a major 
crisis ensued; had he been removable by the committee, there is no 
doubt that he would have "retired" much earlier on some pretext. 

f 
The election of the general secretary of a retail society by the members 
seems to be undesirable both as a method of choosing the candidate 

! of the highest ability and from the point of view of effective democratic 
control. 
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§ 6. TAe Democratic Control of Single- 'anJ Multi-purpose Federal 
Undertalcings 

An important question of co-operative organization is whether the 
processes of production are best performed by a single organization 
controlled by a democratic board, administering many departments 
through sub-committees, or by a series of specialist concerns, each 
controlled by an aJ Me board. So far, modem co-operative develop
ment has been along the first line, the wholesale societies following 
in this th~ example of the retail societies. This is in line with another 
kind of industrial activity under democratic control, namely municipal 
enterprise •. There is some ground for believing that the wholesale 
societies are handicapped by their heterogeneous lines of business; 
that in productive industry the specialist concern, whether capitalist 
undertaking or productive society, is at an advantage by reason of 
its specialization. The present trend in public control is also in the 
direction of the aJ Aoc public service corporation. From the stand
point of democratic control, these two forms of organizations involve 
quite different methods. A single multi-purpose board may be the 
subject of direct election and criticism by a fairly large constituency. 
This method cannot be applied to a series of aJ /WC boards, for the 
electorate cannot keep up a continuous and active interest in all of 
them simultaneously. In these circumstances, democratic control 
must be indirect, direct control being exercised by directors who 
are themselves thrown up by and responsible to the directly elected 
democratic organs, in this case the retail societies. Just as interlocking 
directorates in capitalist trade result in the formation of a director 
class, reacting in certain ways to changes in the industrial and social 
situation, so it is possible to envisage a co-operative director class; 
but whereas the capitalist director habitually watches the interests of 
shareholders, the co-operative director should be sensitive to the 
interests of consumers. In spite of difficulties of direct democratic 
control the single national society for centralized production has very 
real merits. In addition to technical gains, such as spreading of over
heads and of the costs of service departments, there are two major 
points in its favour. First, the size and importance of the enterprise 
focuses attention upon it and thus makes for more effective, even if 
less direct democratic supervision; secondly, more systematic plan
ning of co-operative production and of the direction of investment 
becomes possible. 
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PROBLEMS OF CO-OPERATIVE ENTERPRISE 



MANAGEMENT 

IT II1ay be well to start this chapter with a definition of terms.1 The 
task of most company dire.ctors is hi~her coptrol. as distinct from 
~nagemen.!L the distinction is roughly that between the determina-I 
tion of ends, and the subsidiary strategy and conti!luous supervision 
necessary to accomplish those ends. "Administration" is used to cover 
the tasks of both direction and at least higher management-tasks 
often jointly performed in co=operative societies by one person or 
body of persona. The primary functionS of'administration are three
fold: organizin$)~taffing.2nd controm.~. First must be determined the .. 
plan oTdepartments and ranks; secondly, men must be appointed to 
fill these ranks; thirdly, orders must bt:! given to subordinates. 
Management may be conveniently divided into lower and higher 
management, the division occurring at the level of the plant manager 
or manager of a distributive department. Organization below this 
point-that is, within a productive plant or distributive department 
-is determined ,largely by the nature of the process which is being 
undertaken and follows much the same lines in capitalist, co-operative, 
and municipal or state-operated industry: Higher management, 
however, will vary with the method of control, size and purpose of 
the undertaking. It is with higher management that this chapter is 
mainly concerned. The problems of management, and especially the 
organization of higher management, will differ considerably in the 
three main types of consumers' societies-retail, local federal and 
wholesale. A retail society has to organize consumers locally and 
provide them with the goods and services which they need. A local 
federal society is formed to undertake a single line of production, 
distribution or retail ·service throughout the area of several retail 
societies. The national wholesale societies endeavour to undertake all 
lines of centralized production distribution and service f~r their 
national areas. In reviewing the management of different societies, it 
is important to bear in mind these differences of purpose and scope. 

1 These definitions do not correspond exactly to those used by other writers--indeed, 
no uniform terminology exists. Cpo Sheldon, PloiIosoplay of MCUlalfemUJt; Florence, Logic 
of lNiustrial Organi{atioll •• 
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§ I. Retail Societies 

oThe higher management of rethll societies has already been described.1 

There are two normal types-the "diarchical" and the "monarchical." 
In the former, neither of the two officials performs effectively the 
function of general administration. The latter type, in which there is 
a single managing secretary, wi,th a full range of departmental managers, 
is becoming more common, especially in the larger societies. Where 
this form of management exists, however, there are considerable 
differences in the status of the managing secretary. In some cases he 
is minute clerk and society secretary, responsible for correspondence, 
for the secretarial work attaching to board meetings, and perhaps 
also for the accountancy department; in others he is much more 
than this, and his position is closer to that of managing director, for 
by delegating secretarial and accountancy management, he ill able to 
act as administrative head·ol the society as a whole. 

The general administration of any large organization involves two 
co-ordinating £unctions-technical and economic. By technical co
ordination is meant all those internal adjustments between different 
departments wliich are necessary to ensure smooth running. This 
type of co-ordination can be performed by a management committee 
with sub-committees or, much better, by a meeting of departmental 
managers, such as ocCUl"S regularly in some societies. Economic co
ordination is a much more important function of administration. 
It involves directing investment and develQ'pment policy, super
vising the range of services offered in all parts of the area and the 
relative progress of different departments in relation to the needs 
of the district-:-in fact, the economic balance of the whole concern. 
The final responsibility for policy must lie with the management 
committee or board, but it is not possible for the board to perform 
this function adequately without a full-time administrator who can 
keep in touch with all sides of the society's'trading activities and 
can marshal the facts. One difficulty of the sub-committee system 
is that the members tend to become specialists and, in consequence, 
enthusiasts, an~ are apt to believe that the way to success for the 
society lies through the departments for which they are responsible. 
This results in a sectionalization of the board, so that the balance, or 

1 See Chapter 4. 
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lack of balance, in the development of the society depends very much 
on the strength of personality of members of the various sub-com
mittees. Many societies for this reason give an impression ofhaphazarc\ 
development; and it i4 probably not accidental that some of the most 
progressive societies are those in which there is a single executive 
head, who has both the powers and the ability to exert administrative 
control over the whole society. 

If a retail society is to' "act effectively as h retailing organization 
providing a full range of consumers' services and catering adequately 
for its area, then two conditions are necessary. First, there must be 
a single executive head who is able to act primarily as an administrator. 
In many societies the managing secretary is approximately in this 
position; but if this is to work satisfactorily, he must be able to delegate 
a great part of the routine and secretarial work to subordinates. He 
may then give his attention to general administration and to what is 
happening outside the confines of the society. He should have an 
adequate central staff and, inJhe larger societies, one or two personal 
assistants. Departmental managers should be directly responsible to 
him and not to their sub-committees. The second condition, if.retail 
societies are to undertake effectively their wide range of retail sernces, 
is the existence of an adequate specialist staff and of speci~list depart
ments. The inadequacy of these arrangements is noticeable throughout 
the whole of the co-operative movement;., and it presupposes an 
impossible range of attainments on the part of managers. For example, 
some of the largest retail societies have no publicity departments; 
window dressing is left to the unguided enthusiasm of the assistants 
at each b~ch; there is no attempt at market research. The main 
functions which should be in specialist hands include the following: 
personnel management and vocational education, especialIy training 
of assistants in salesmanship; market (commodity and service) research; 
costing; publicity, including window dressing. In the smaller societies 
these services could be performed by the wholesale societies, if the 
latter w~re adequately equipped. In the larger retail societies, a special 
official should be responsible for each of these functio~ to supplement 
whatever services the wholesale societies might offer. 

The experience of local federal societies throws sb.me light on the 
management of retail societies, for a local federal society corresponds 
closely to a single productive or distributive department which 
happens to be shared by several retail societies. In consequence, 
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there is practically no higher managerial structure: the management 
culminates in a general manager, who is in much the same position 
.as the manager of a productive plant or distributive department in a 
retail society. A comparison between federal societies and the corre
sponding trading departments of retail societies affords some evidence 
of the advantages and disadvantages of specialization from the stand
point of management. Local federal societies usually undertake lines 
of trade requiring a relatively high degree of technical skill, and in 
general are better equipped than retail societies with staff qualified in 
the technicalities of their own trade. This is partly due to their larger 
scale of operation, but is also due to the fact of specialization. There is 
no logical reason why a trading department of a retail society should 
not have as satisfactory a staff as a local federal society on the same 
scale. It is merely that the general manager of~a federal society has 
usually more freedom and independence, and more influence with the 
board, than the departmental-manager of a retail society, wht>se de
mands for staff have to compete with sfmilal'l demands of many other 
departmental managers. On the other hand, some local federal societies 

., may be weak in services such as publicity which, in a retail society, may 
be iIi'the'hlPlds of a special department, but in a local federal society 
will almost 'certainly be the responsibility of the general manager. 

§ '2. Wholesale Societies 

The wholesale societies, repr~ent an extent of lateral integration 
unparalleled in non-eo-operative trade. This is illustrated by the list 
of industries controlled by the C.W.S.l In consequence the problems 
of control and management are peculiarly' complex-some would 
say insoluble within a single unit. Yet, if the co-operative movement 
is to reap to the full the advantages of a rational an? comprehensive 
plan of production and distribution, a single organization, capable of 
marshalling the resources of the movement nationally, is essential. 
Further, in an industrial setting increasingly dominated by very large 
combines organized in the interests of producers, the conSumers' 
movement requires the backing, especially financial, of an organization 
of comparable size. For these reasons the existence of a single national 
wholesale society must be welcomed. The problem is to devise an 
administrative and managerial system within a large, multi-industry 

1 See Chapter 7, p. 16a. 
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concern which will allow of as high a standard of internal efficiency as 
would be pos~ible in a series of single-industry undertakings. 

The administrative problem of a large multi-industry undertaking. 
like the national wholesale societies falls into the following divisions: 
(I) Multi-industry administration. (2) Multi-plant administration for 
each industry. (3) Single plant management. It is with the first two 
that we are chiefly concem.ed. ' 

An im~ortant consequence of the integration of several industries 
is to increase the complexity of the administrative organization. This 
organization must carry two sets of functions. First there are those 
due simply to the exercise of higher control-functions which would 
have to be performed equally by the higher administration of either 
a single or multi-industry undertaking. These include the control of 
labour conditions, thtf organization of service departments and-in 
the case of a co-operative society--of democratic control, as well as 
relating "the society to the outside world. Secondly, there are those 
functions required to co-ordinate the activities of the undertaking in 
each line of production or distribution-functions ~eculiar to multi
industry concerns. These include laying down of lines of pl'oduc;tion 
for each group of plants, making the best collective use of the various 
factories and service departments operated by the undertaking, and 
direction of new' capital investment. 

The wholesale societies are predominant in the economy of the 
co-operative movement. Hence their decisions are of major importance 
in shaping the policy of the movement in production and wholesaling, 
and in determining thd use of co-operative financial resources. The 
managerial systems are very similar in the C.W.S. and the S.C.W.S. 
For the sake of concreteness, the following discussion refers to the 
organization of the C.W.S., but most of the generalizations are also 
applicable to the S.C.W.S. 

The machinery of administration consists of the board and its 
sub-committees, and the centralized departments. The present board 
structure; obviously had its origin in a much smaller society which 
was an easily manageable unit and in which the board could make 
all the major decisions. The committees and later the sub-committees 
were formed to supervise specific departments and to aClvise the board, 
bu~ were given little executive responsibility, the power of making 
the major decisions being retained by the full board. Routine manage
ment has, indeed, been delegated in most cases to production and 
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departmental managers, but an examination of the matters upon which 
a manager has to obtain the prior sanction of the board indicates that 
the directors of the C. W.S. concern themselves not only with direction 
but also with higher management.1 The managerial plan, inconse
quence, depends not only upon the relationships. between officials, 
but also upon that between the committees and sub-committees of 
the board. Each production or departmental manager is responsible 
to one of the six permanent sub-committees. He meets with them 
regularly and lays before them his reports and a list of proposals for 
which he desires board,sanction. These are passed on, with the advice 
of the sub-committee, to the committee and thence to the full board 
for final sanction, the advice of the ,sub-committee being almost always 
accepted. The main process of multi-industrial co-ordination must 
therefore emerge from the activities of the sub-committees, the com
mittees and the board. There is only one standing co-ordinating 
committee with representatives from the other committees, namely, 
the Wages Committee., This control~ the Wage rates throughout 

. the society, negotiates with trade unions, and has a well-equipped 
executive known as the Wages and Staff Office. Other ad /zoe co
ordiiiatingcommittees are appointed from time to time to deal with 
special subjects and there is a constant interchange of views between 
the various committees. 

The progress of the C.W.S. in a multitude of different industries is 
by its very, success creating new demands upon the higher control 
exercised by the committee and board system. With the widening 
range of industrial production the pressure of work upon the per
manent sub-committees is increasing; while the amount of detailed 
business converging upon the full board may prevent concentration 
upon general policy. With new probleIll:S continually arising, it would 
be wasted effort for committees and sub-committees, as well as the 
board, to make decisions on details that should be the responsibility 
of the administrative staff. Managers possess rights of action on their 
own responsibility in routine matters and in an emergency; but it is 
still a question whether the procedure of report to sub-committees 
and the full board does not seriously slow down the tempo of the 
Society'S activity. 

The administration of many continually growing industries requires 
something more than a structure of committees to direct and control 

I See Chapter 7, po 143. 
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the various activities. It demands an expert staff able to adjust itself 
to the changing tasks of central management. These tasks are infor
mative, executive and supervisory, and include specialized services 
centrally provided. If directors and higher 'managers are to exercise 
their control efficiendy they must delegate the executive and super
visory tasks of lower'management, and they will need an increasing 
volume of staff work providing expert information on which to base 

. policy. It is the common experience of businesses which have grown 
fast and integrated a variety of industries that it is difficult to adjust 
the organization of management functions b~t for a simpler purpose 
to the magnitude and complexities of their new task. Often enough 
they do not realize sufficiendy the urgency of this need for adjust
ment. To this experience the C.W.S. is no exception. 

The need for such adjustment is particularly apparent in the function 
of collecting information. The most important device for getting 
information about the; progress of a growing concern is a uniform 
costing and control system. If the directors;tte to delegate manage
ment to a further extent they must be in a position to keep an ultimate 
check. on the efficiency of the various industries, plants, and defart
ments of plants. The C. W.S. has a Costing Department in Manchester 
which is charged with the inception and supervision of standard cost
ing systems. The officials are familiar with the principles of budgeting 
and statistical control. But the number, size and variety of C.W.S. 
plants probably demand a larger staff if the essenticd work of 
comparing achievement with budgeted plan is to be regularly 
performed. 

If growth of the organization is to be well balanced and well planned, 
information must be obtained also on certain facts and events outside 
that organization. Market research must be undertaken into the 
potential demands of old and new customers, and a forecast made of 
the likely course of economic conditions underlying the. various 
industries which the Society has entered. At present the C.W.S. 
relies for this information, so necessary as the basis 'of an intelligent 
general policy, upon regular and special reports from the administra
tive, financial and trading departments and from the individual fac;:
tories, supplemented more recently by the services of the Information 
Bureau established as a small section of the Publicity Department. 
Again, however, the question arises of the sufficiency of these methods 
under modem conditions. 
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In an age of rapid industrial progress, process research into the 
latest technical developments must be entrusted to a specialized staff, 
as also the complementary commodity research into the quality of the 
resulting product-including a follow up of complaints received from 
customers. The C.W.S. is inclined to expect each local manager to 
adjust his plant to the latest technical developments; centrally it has a 
relatively small though well-equipped laboratory, but one likely to be 
occupied with routine rather than development research. 

Besides the task of gathering information the management of a 
growing multi-industry concern requires specialized executive de
partments and specialized services. The txisting executive departments 
-Secretarial and Accounting--ofthe C.W.S. are fuIly organized, but 
new developments require an execUtive department responsible for 
administering the investment policy. At present this function is per
formed in part by the General Secretary, the Chief Accountant and 
the General Manager of the Bank. A centraliz¢ staff planning ahead 
·what industries to develop and what plant to lay down in view of 
market conditions, present and future, is now found essential in 

. progressive businesses controIling a variety of lines and processes. 
Such an exeCutive planning department would of course remain in 
close touch with the board ana especially with the directors particu
larly interested in investment and finance. 

Many of the special service departments of the C. W.S. are exceIlently 
equipped. ~ome of these-notably engineering and architects-are 
used not only to provide services within the society, but also as 
external service departments for retail societies, and are adequately 
staffed with a trained personnel. There is no reason why advertising, 
which is centralized for the whole of the C.W.S. in the Publicity 
Department, should flot in the same way provide a comprehensive 
advertising and publicity service for the whole movement. Finally, 
the Wages and Staff Department keeps staff records and is responsible 
for lectures to staff; but personnel management in its modem sense is 
lacking. 

In many of the main lines of industrial production undertaken by 
the wholesale societies there wiIl be several plants in the same industry. 
It is necessary therefore to have some form of administration above 
the plant managers for each single industry. The functions of multi
plant management in a single industry include specialization of 
production between plants, price-fixing and the control of production 
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schedules. There are also some functions which maybe performed 
either by the central multi-industrial or by the single-industrial manage
ment-the employment and dismissal of labour, transport; and the 
purchasing of supplies.1 

The normal managerial plan for C.W.S. plants in each single 
industry is that of group control, whereby the local plant managers 
are responsible to a group manager for each industry. The rate at 
which this form of organization is being adopted' is delayed· by the 
usual co-operative disinclination to displace existing staff, but there 
is no doubt that it will be the standard for the future. Major policy
specialization, design, price, etc.'-is freqUently discussed in managers' 
conferences before being submitted to the board. The main weakness 
is the lack of functionally specialized staff in the plants. Both factory 
and group managers are responsible for production in all its phases, 
sales, costing and office organization. They are too much occupied 
with routine matters and are not free to apply their energies 'to 
higher control and to the discovery of weaknesses. They have to 
make decisions without staff to prepare the facts which should guide 
them in making those decisions. They lack the staff to control the . 
execution of their decisions. Experts, a~ least in production engineer
ing, production schedules, costing, piece rates and personnel manage
ment, are needed for each factory or for each closely linked group 
of factories. Both group and works managers are unnecessarily 
burdened with duties which the central departments at fJanchester 
ought to perform for them. At present, accounting is the only responsi
bility of which they are relieved, as factoryaccounti'ng is directly 
under the control of the Accountant's Department at headquarters. 
But even here there might be more central control of budgeting not 
only to relieve the plant managers of responsibRity, but also to pro
vide an independent check on costs and to allow of an efficient higher 
control. 

I In the C. W.S. the appointment of Class A employees requires the sanction of the 
board and is, in effect, a function of the central management; Class B employees, on 
the other hand, may be engaged by the plant or group managers, but conditions of 
employment are strictly regulated centrally. Transport, both road and rail, is controlled 
through a central traffic department. The pUrchasing of raw materials is usually in the 
hands of the group manager, although joint buying between industrial groups is 
encouraged. (Official Instruction No. 78: "Wherever possible, manag~ must purchase 
their requirements jointly, and they sha1l obtain the same from our own works and 
departments whenever it is possible to do SOo") 
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§ 3. Staffing and Personnel 

The occupational background of retail society directors has already 
been discussed. About half of the directors of the wholesale societies 
have been drawn frofu the directors of retail societies and have therefore 
had similar kinds of experience. The other half have been managing 
secretaries of retail societies. 1 Co-operative directors usuPIly lack 
technical knowledge and are almost in'('lriably without previous pro
duction experience. In this they differ from the directors of smaller 
capitalist undertakings, though !,erhaps not markedly from those of 
large joint stock companies. The lack o( technical knowledge probably 
does not handicap ,boards in their function of direction, but it isa 
weakness when, as so frequently happens in co-operative enterprise, 
they also try to undertake management. 
• The final responsibility for appointment to the higher ranks of 

management lies, in every case, with the board of the appointing 
society. The board, however, does not rely on its unaided judgment 
in tnaking apppintments, especially appointments requiring high 
technical qualifications. In the wholesale societies, the normal road 
to the post of production manager is by the way ·of an assistant 
managership. There is a growing tendency to appoint fairly young 
and able men as assistant managers with the strong probability that 
they will succeed their respective managers. The choice of the assistant 
manager is thus of considerable importance and usually· this choice 
is made chiefly on the advice of the manager. In the increasing number 
of factories organized under the "group management" system, the 
plant managers are usually appointed on the advice of the group 
manager; when the group managership falls vacant, it is usually 
filled by the most capable of the plant managers. The group manager 
or the production manager is normally a good judge of the competence 
and suitability of candidates and will sponsor the appointment o( a 
capable man to be his subordinate. There is the danger, however, 
common to all organizations, that the manager--especially when he is 
not himself of first-class ability-will cause the appointment of a man 
to work under him who is a 'good subordinate, possibly a "yes man", 
in preference to one who is his intellectual and professional superior. 

In retail societies, departmental managers or production managers 

I See Chaptm" 7. P. IS:a. 
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are usually appointed on the advice of the managing secretary. 'The 
'appropriate sub:committee prepares a short list of candidates, who 
are then interviewed by the full board. The key appointment in a 
retail society is that of managing secretary. In making this appointment, 
the board is less able to rely on the advice of its permanent officials 
than in other appointments. In some cases appointments are made 
from within, but usually many of the candidates Wiq be managing 
secretarieS or assis.sant managing secretaries in other socie~es, In 
these cases, the board will scrutinize the tradin~ results of the socie"'ties . 
of which an official is a candidate, and will probably visit some of 
these societies. This procedure' is facitltated by the solidaritY of the 
movement and the ready exchange ·of information between societies. 
There is, of course, a'danger that a management t;ommittel! may push 
the claims of their managing secretary if they wish to be rid of him, 
or refrain if they are loath to lose him; the appointing committee if, 
however, likely to have a considerable knowledge of the reputatfon 
for efficiency of different societies. The qualifications and ability to' 
be looked for in a managing secretary are ·sufficiently similar frpm 
one society to another to make this method of appointment fairly 
satisfactory. 

In the selection of managers, the background and experience of 
candidates is, of course, of great importance. In co-operative societies, 
the selectors are guided by two principles which are peculiar to the 
movement. First, they tend to select candidates of working-class 
origin, who have themselves started as routine workers. Secondty, 
there is a marked preference for candidates from witllin the move
ment. These principles are not always observed and there is probably 
an increasing tendency to depart from them; they do, however, 
influence the personnel of co-operative management. 

Production managers are recruited from two sources--from the 
ranks of factory workers or from the office or sales staff. The ex
factory workers are skilled men who have worked themselves up to 
positions of foremen or supervisors and who have been made managers. 
Many of the managers so recruited are well fitted for their posts. Some 
of them lack the polish and manners which are expected of the modem 
factory manager and so may give an unfavourable impression at first 
sight; but they often possess managerial ability for organizing pro
duction equal or superior to that possessed by many who are drawn 
from a different class. The experience 'of industrial organizations 
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generally is that managers who have risen from the ranks of the 
workers are sometimes disappointing. They are craftsmen, interested 
primarily in the quality of the raw material and turning out a perfect 
product as the result of skill on the part of the workers. They ignore 
or underrate modem' production methods and will even advocate a 
return to old-fa~ioned methods. They are sometimes at a loss when 
it comes to matters of finance and accounting. Their commercial 
abilities on the buying and selling side have not been developed, and 
modem ideas about service to consumers and public relations are 
foreign to them. The result is often conservatism in technique, domi
nation by the mental outlook ·of the craftsman, and a lack of adapta
tion to the needs of consumers. This is largely unnecessary; the high 
,quality of the more successful co-operative managers demonstrates 
that the movement possesses ample potential ability, granted proper 
selection and training. 

The second group of production managers are those who started 
either as office boys and were promoted through the office to the post 
of ~ief clerk, or who started as salesmen. While there are exceptions, 
it is more difficult for a promoted clerk or salesman than for a pro
moted worker to become an efficient production manager. He will 
organize the office and commercial side well and may make a profit 
as the result of clever buying and selling. If he has the backing of an 
efficient technical assistant, who can act as assistant manager, he may 
be very successful. Withou,t such backing, technical efficiency is un
Ii{ely to be achieved; and if he is at a loss technically, his authority in 
the factory ~ll be weak. 

Retail departmental managers are, in the main, technicians rather 
than administrators. They are responsible for buying and for planning 
the trade of their department. They must, therefore, have a wide 
knowledge of commodities and of market conditions for the lines of 
goods in which they deal. A co-operative departmental manager can, 
in his buying, take advantage of the support the C.W.S. offers. He 
should therefore be able to give relatively more attention to salesman
ship, but this opportunity is not always seized. Departmental managers 
are frequently promoted from among the branch managers. In the 
large societies, in which the volume of departmental trade is consider
able, it is usual for vacancies to be advertised and for managers to be 
appointed from among departmental managers in other societies or, 
occasionally, from outside the movement. 

In societies in which there is dual control with co-equal manager 
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and secretary, the general manager will almost certainly be recruited 
from among the departmental managers and the secretary from the 
office-although in neither case necessarily from within the society. 
The administration of a retail society under a single managing secre
tary is, however, more usual. This official occupies a pivotal position 
in his retail society and one that does not corr~p<.:md to any post 
outside the movement. He must be able to co:ordinate the activities 
of the society as a whole, to supervise the -standards of departmental 
efficiency, to advise the board on investment policy, to be conve~ant 
with legal requirements, to organize democratic control and committee 
work, and to be responsible for the i:~lationship of the society to 
other organizations. When managing secretaries are promoted from 
the. trading side, there is a tendency to appoint. those with grocety. 
experience. This policy is a natural consequence of the position of 
grocery as the largest and senior activity; but groceries require less 
conscious salesmanship than "dry goods", and managers who have 
proved themselves successful in the more difficult art of selling furni
ture or drapery are perhaps likely to possess more of the initiative ¥nd 
originality required in a managing secretary. Although some of the 
most capable managing secretaries have been appointed from the 
trading side, an. office training gives perhaps the best inter-depart
mental experience. The danger here is that a person may be an excellent 
clerk for board meetings and secretarial work; but may fail to act a~ a 
real administrative head of the society as a whole. In the larger societies, 
the managing secretary is not appointed usually from within tlte 
society, but by promotion from a similar position in a sm~lIer society. 
This procedure is like that existing in local government service. It 
means that a managing secretary has before him the possibility of 
promotion up to the largest retail societies. It leads to a circulation of 
officials among retail societies and a consequent exchange of experience 
between different societies and different parts of the country. 

Co-operative managers are, as has been stated, usually appoinfed 
from within; often from within the department, usually from within 
the society-with the exception of retail society managing-secretaries; 
almost invariably from within the movement. Sometimes outsiders 
are appointed, but usually only for a new line of business, as, for 
example, when the C.W.S. started canister and steel furniture manufac
ture, or when retail societies have entered the pharmacy trade. The 
principle of giving preference to existing employees is sound, for if 
the chances of promotion are remote, they cannot be expected to 
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, sh9w the same keenness. On the other hand, it is necessary that fresh 
blood should be brought in from outside. This provides an im
portant 'check on' efficiency and obviates the danger of stereotyping 
techniqUe. 

It is interesting .to· note the contrast between those posts which 
are peculiar to the co-operative movement and those common to 
co-operative and non-eo-operative industry. In the case of retail 
managing secretaries, the movement has been able to develop a body 
of relevant professional experience and to raise sufficient candidates 
from within. This has been still more noticeable in the case of agricul
tural requisite societies. Progress at first was slow and there were 
many failures owing to lack of managerial ability. These societies 
now exist in sufficient numbers and are sufficiently well established 
to train their own managing secretaries within the movement, and 
this has been an important factor in their recent progress. In contrast 
to these purely co-operative posts, production managers and managers 
of distributive departments require technical skill which is common 
to co-operative and non-eo-operative industry, and there has been 
less success in developing this kind of ability from within. It is naturally 
chiefly in those departments which are expanding rapidly-e.g •. 
pharmacy-that managers are appointed from outside. While the 
importing of fresh blo~d is largely the result of expansion, it may 
also be true that the progress seen in these departments is partly the 
re~ult of the influx of new ideas. There are certainly signs of conserva
tism in method and slowing down of progress in the old-established 
departmenll> .:whose managers are almost entirely recruited from 
within the movement. 

§ 4. Training of Managers 

The vocational training of co-operative employees who are, or are 
likely to become, of managerial rank falls into three main categories: 
general evening-class training shared by most of the junior employees; 
training for the specialist staff; continuous training of existing 
managers. Alongside these forms of training in vocational proficiency 
goes the training of the staff in co-operative principles. 

Both· retail and wholesale societies provide the usual facilities for 
employees to take part in evening or part-time day classes organized 
by the Local Education Authority. They are, indeed, model employers 
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in relation to such schemes, but while this educational work, discu.c;sed 
more fully in Chapter 13, is important, it goes onlf a very little way 
towards full training for management. 

On the production side, what the co-operative movement needs 
above everything is a staff of competent engineers who can raise the 
technical level of the plants above those of private traders. Engineering 
knowledge nowadays is so vast and so specialized that nothing short 
of a full-time training in engineering at a University or Technical 
College, combined with practical experience, will give to the move
ment the kind of experts it needs. If the co-operative .movement 
already enjoyed the reputation of being among the most progressive 
and technically efficient business concerns in the country, the problem 
could be solved by picking out promising young manual workers 
and making it possible for them to attend courses in a good engineering 
faculty at a University or full-time Technical College. But the granting 
of a full-time University training, under present circumstances, has 
usually led to the employees in question leaving co-operative service 
to seek employment in more progressive capitalist undertakings. To. 
attract highly qualified men in the open market is difficult for similar 
reasons. The technical reputation of co-operative undertakings among 
university-trained engineers is, perhaps undeservedly, not very high, 
and it is therefore difficult to obtain the best lD~n. Further, it is most 
unlikely that the co-operative movement at the present time would 
take action which would close the channels of higher promotion J:O 
their own employees. If the movement is to create a body of technically 
competent managers, certain steps are necessary: 

(I) Workers in shops and offices ought to be admitted to open 
competitive examinations for first appointments, to prevent favouritism. 

(1) Successful candidates who also show signs of leadership and 
business ability ought to be classed as trainees and given a chance of 
working in every department of the factory, on both the productive 
and clerical sides. ' 

(3) Further, those trainees who had undergone this internal training 
successfully should have the opportunity of training at a college of 
University status. This would be assisted by a reorganization of 
co-operative education, but it must be emphasized that technical 
education cannot be undertaken by co-operative institutions alone. 

(4) Measures should be adopted to raise the status of these posts, 
and the general level of co-operative practice, in order to attract and 
to retain the best men. 
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A progressive. industrial undertaking must not only make sure that 
the abilities of managers at the time of appointment are high; it must 
also give them every chance of continuously increasing their profes
sional knowledge and ability. The only continuous training C.W.S. 
managers get at the present time can be described in a few words. 
There are managers' meetings, on a general and an industrial basis, 
at the main centres--Manchester, Newcasde and London. Managers 
receive trade journals which they are supposed to study. Representa
tives of engineering firms visit them and inform them of the latest 
developments. Managers have a chance of visiting other plants within 
the movement, but full advantage is not taken of this last opportunity. 

These opportunities for continuous training are insufficient to 
keep managers abreast of the times. They should be encouraged to 
visit as many outside factories in their own trade as they can gain 
access to and, o( course, all efficient co-operative works in their own 
and allied trades. They ought to be given an opportunity of seeing 
foreign . plants-especially Scandinavian, German and American
and should be allowed to visit industries fairs both at home and 
abroad. In particular, whenever a new plant is to be erected or an 
old plant to be reconditioned, the manager should have the oppor
tunity to stuay rationalized factories at home and abroad. There is 
probably room for a -development of management research groups 
composed of production managers of allied co-operative factories-
wholesale, local federal and reta11-accompanied by visits to plants 
followed by discussion and criticism. A certain 'amount of sharing of 
experience takes place informally and through the various associations, 
but it could be gready extended. Perhaps the most important single 
step for the continuous training of managers would be for the whole
sale socie~es, perhaps joindy with the Co-operative Union, to develop 
advisory departments on subjects such as factory construction, plant . 
layout and internal transportation, power and fuel economy, personnel 
management and mechanical equipment, whose experts would visit 
factories for the continuous training of managers. At present the 
C.W.S. employs an official who performs this function in the case 
of office organization, and this plan of educating managers by expert 
practical advice on their own problems should certainly be extended. 

Training for the commercial man and the administrator presents 
greater difficulties since the technique of such training is less developed. 
It is not possible to lay down any single method of training, although 
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fuller advantage should be taken of the opportunities offered by 
University Departments of Economics and Commerce. What is 
important, however, is that there should be room for experiment 
and that the movement should adopt a variety of methods of recruiting. 
While a number of the commercial and administrative managers of 
the wholesale societies have been appointed from outside, those who. 
have been promoted from within the society are usually drawn from 
the clerical staff. For their training they have the opportunity of 
attending the usual evening classes in business practice and of taking 
courses in co-operative principles at the Co-operative College or 
elsewhere. In the retail societies, the administrative staff are usually 
drawn from the check or accountants' office, and have the same 
opportunity of formal training. More important than formal training 
is the experience obtained in the course of the work. A weakness of 
the co-operative movement is a lack of subordinate' posts involving 
responsibility and demanding initiative and wide experience. This 
results from the unwillingness of controlling committees to provide 
adequate assistance and of managers to delegate responsibility to 
subordinates. When an employee who has long occupied a subordinate 
position is promoted to a post of authority, he is apt to pursue hide
bound and stereqtyped methods. A contrast to the usual practice is 
provided by one particularly progressive retail &,?ciety. The managing 
secretary of this society, being willing to delegate authority, has 
appointed several young personal aSsistants of initiative who are in 
a position to obtain • wide experience of the work of the society. 
This plan has allowed the managing secretary to give his attention 
to major questions of policy and to pursue a better co-orcJfuated and 
more imaginative trading policy than usual; it has kept within the 
service of the society employees of unusual ability; and it has given 
the assistants practical training in administration far superior to that 
usually obtained by the office staff. It is a plan that might well be 
followed both in the retail and in the wholesale societies. 

While it is impossible to lay down any uniform system of training, 
there are certain methods which might be adopted experimentally. 
A trainee scheme might be instituted to train employees in administra
tion. A certain number might be recruited from Universities, and given 
the kind of "graduate trainee" experience which is becoming common 
in large firms. As an alternative to or in conjunction with such a 
scheme, an opportunity might he given to promising employees to 
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have a suitable University training in commerce or industrial adminis
tration; but this raises the difficulties already mentioned of employees 
leaving the movement after their period of training. Finally, one of 
the most serious weaknesses in the recruitment of administrative staff 
is that the majority of employees are engaged at elementary school 

..leaving age, and are therefore, unless they are exceptional persons, 
not well qualified to profit by higher technical training. 

§ 5. Incentives 

In industry at the present time the importance of direct financia 
incentives varies considerably. In many capitalist undertakings there 
is a direct financial incentive to higher management in the payment 
of a bonus on results or, more frequently, as a result of the fact that 
the higher execUtive officers have a considerable shareholding in the 
firm; and therefore a share in its profits. In the targe public companies, 
however, there is an increasing tendency for managerial posts to be 
occupied by salaried officials whose incomes are not immediately 
dependent upon the results of their acttvities and do not vary with 
the success of the firm. . 

Among non-financial incenti\>es to productive activity the co
operative movement Ras one which is peculiar to itself, namely, the 
sense of social purpo~e. The manager may be willing to put forth 
greater energy and initiative because he beli$ves in the purposes of 
the movement and has a sense of solidarity with it. It is extremely 
hard to assess the strength of this incentive, and it varies considerably 
as between different individuals. There is no doubt that it is far 
stronger among the lay leaders of the movement th~ among the 
technical experts and managers. There are, however, a number of 
officials who, although not perhaps moved by enthusiasm for 
the cause of Co-operation, are nevertheless happier to give their 
services to a socially responsible organization than to use their skill 
to increase the profits of proprietors. 

The most important non-financial incentive is perhaps professional 
pride. This is common both to co-operative and non-co-operative 
trade. It arises primarily from the inherent interest of industrial 
management and from the satisfaction to be obtained in taking responsi
bility and in solving the problems which arise. In the words of the 
manager of a productive department of a co-operative society: "I 
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have not met with any recompense for my inventiveness and special 
efforts. I do not want it, but only want to prove the soundness of my 
own ideas. What depresses me most is when good technical proposals 
are turned down by the directors." This motive is greatly stimulated 
by the prestige of serving a concern which commands the admiration 
of the. community because of its technical, commercial, or social 
progressiveness. There are many large capitalist undertakings in· 
which this type of loyalty to the firm and pride in its achievements 
is a powerful incentive. 

The opportunity of promotion is a very common incentive among 
officials in the lower ranks of management. This is partly financial 
and partly non-financial. Many are anxious to obtain promotion in 
order to obtain a wider sphere of influence and activity, while increases 
in salary may be a secondary consideration. With others it is the 
other way round, and the financial is stronger than the non:-financial 
motive. 

The co-operative movement has always been averse from relying 
on financial incentives to any large extent. Workers are sometimes 
paid by piece rates and canvassers by commission, but those of 
managerial rank receive a fixed salary without bonuses or participation 
in trading surplus~ except that salaries of retail departmental managers 
are fixed, by collective agreement, on a scale depending on the turn
over of their departments, so that retail managers have a direct 
financial incentive to increase the trade of their departments. There 
is no inherent reason why, in the co-operative form of organization, 
financial incentives should not be used more widely; ,for example, 
the payment of a bonus to production managers dependent upon the 
saving of costs in their works would in noway conflict with co-opera
tive principles: If the movement is to avoid reliance on direct financial 
incentives, then it can only maintain competitive efficiency if its 
non-financial incentives are correspondingly more powerful than they 
are in capitalist trade. The on~ non-financial incentive that is peculiarly 
co-operative, the sense of social service, has at present a rather limited 
effectiveness. As a general rule the standard of co-operative technique 
is not such as greatly to stimulate professional pride. Managers who 
come from outside the movement are frequently dissatisfied with the 
lack of technical progressiveness. To this must be added the more 
rigid control over managerial activities by committees and, what is 
still more important, the very limited responsibilities given to subor-

L 
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dinate managers together with the extent to which they are hedged 
with regulations. Thus instead of non-financial incentives being more 
effective in the co-operative mov.ement, as might have been expected, 
they may actually be leSs. 

In an organization which does not depend upon direct financial 
incentives, the possibility of promotion as a reward for efficient 
service i& of particular importatlce, and here again co-operative policy 
is not as satisfactory as it might be.! There iS'too much promotion 
by seniority instead o( for efficiency, and when promotion is made 
on the basis of efficiency, it is generally fOl; routine ability rather 
than for initiative. Imagination and inventiveness count for less than 
ability to fill a place within a predeterIJ?ined system. The fact that 
salaries ~or higher posts are less steeply graded in co-operative than 
in non-eo-operative employment weakens the financial aspect of PIe 
promotion incentive. Promotion to higher posts is often slow, and 
there is not enough provision for salary increases as an alternative to 
promotion in case no early vacancy arises.· In consequence, there is \. , 
a tendency for the more ambitious of the staff, after a period of 
co-operative service, to seek employment outside. 

There is one financial incentive which. may be mentioned here-
namely bribery. The charge that c6rruption is particularly widespread 
in the co-operative movement is one which is very frequently made 
by private traders. It is important to see what truth there is in this 
charge. Bribery is understood -to mean a payment to an employee in 
brder to influence his actions in a manner possibly detrimental to the 
undertaking by which he is employed. This is most likely to occur 
in the case of employees responsible for buying or placing orders. 
Wherever this occurs, whether in co.-operative, municipal, State or 
private enterprise, it will be attended with equally h~ul results by 
diverting trade from what is economically the most efficient arrange
ment. Bribery is ruled out for all the transactions taking place within. 
the consumers' movement, not necessarily because of any superior 
integrity on the part of co-operative officials, but simply because th~ 
incentive is absent. A salesman will only bribe a buyer if he is paid 
to do so by the firm he represents, or if he receives a considerable 
commission on sales. There are no such inducements in the 
co-operative movement. 

1 Cpo Webb, Con.rumcrs· Co-op.ran"tJ MOlllnlont. 
I From 1936 a new policy was instituted by the C.W.S. whereby the salaries of all 

members of staff not subject to collective agreements are reviewed annually. 
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The possibility of bribery in the co-operative' movement is thus 
confined to transactions between co-operative societies and private 
concerns, which account for less ~ half of the total trade. The 
main points where it might occur are where the' nationa~ wholesale 
society buyers and retail society buyers buy from non-eo-operative 
sourcet. The responsible position and careful selection of wholesale 
buyers probably reduces the risk here. There is possibly some bribery 
of retail society buyers. but direct purchases by retail societies from 
private traders amount to only 20 per cent. of their trade. Since 
co-operative salary sqles are less steeply graded than in private 
trade, the higher officials are less highly paid, and the temptation to 
add to their income by ac~pting bribes is increased. But the close 
contact in retail societies between the chief buyers and the manage
mc;nt committee makes systematic bribery difficult. It might be sug
gested that the management committee itself could also be involved 
and, while this may have happened in a few cases, the general publicity 

, given to the affairs of a retail society, and the very strict view taken, 
by the membership of any abuse of this sort, rules out such a possi
bility on any considerable acale. There are in private trade a great 
many borderline practices which' are not usually permitted in the 
co-operative movement. Many priVate salesmen undoubtedly obtain 
orders from retail society buyers not by direct bribery, but by a 
more subtle mixture of flattery, minor gifts in kind, drinks, and the 
like. The co-operative movement takes a more strict view of these 
matters than is usual in the business world, ~ven to the point of 
considering many of the accepted customs of trade in private enterprise 
to be forms of bribery. 

.. , 
§ 6. Control Accounts 

If the controlling board of an industrial undertaking is to keep an 
effective check on its management, one of the first essentials is a 
~ystematic and regular record of the financial and trading position. 
With the development oflarger and more co~plex industrial concerns, 
the science of higher control accounts becomes more elaborate. 
, In the wholesale societies, financial details are sent weekly from 
productive works and sales departments to the accountant's office at 
headquarters. In the C. W.S. a monthly financial statement, in the form 
of a private booklet of .300 pages, is compiled. This contains a schedule 
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of sales and stocks for every productive works and every service and 
distributive department, together with comparative figures for the 
previous year and the percentage change. For each productive works, 
particulars are compiled of stocks, purchases, hours worked, wages, 
and other estimated expenses. For distributive and service depart
ments, an annual analysis of expenses is compiled and presented to 
the appropriate committee. The main weakness of the system of 
control is the inadequacy of the· costing staff, who are too taken 
up with routine work to be able to apply costing principles critically 
to the processes undertaken. 

The control accounts of retail societies vary according to the size 
and efficiency of the society. In a fairly large, up-to-date society, the 
weekly control accounts presented to the board will include the 
following: (I) Trading accounts giving total sales analysed for each 
department and for each branch, so set out as to allow of comparison 
with the previous periods. (2.) Estimated gross profit account for 
each department. (3) A costing record for productive and quasi
productive departments (e.g. bakery, butchery, dairy, boot repairing). 
In addition to these continuous records, Certain controls are available 
for each accounting period, one of these being the "leakage account". 
The importance of this form of control has been somewhat reduced 
by the development of modem forms of continuous control accounts; 
but as it is still of considerable use and was largely developed within 
the co-operative movement, it deserves description. It depends upon 

. bringing all goods to a common basis of measurement, namely retail 
selling price. A branch or department is debited with opening stocks 
and stocks supplied to it during the accounting period, all at seiling 
prices; it is then credited with sales during the period and the retail 
value of closing stocks. Any debit balance outstanding (subject to a 
correction for changes in price of goods while in stoCk) is termed 
the "leakage" of the branch or department, and may be due to various 
causes, such as errors in cash taken, pilferage of goods, shrinkage and 
evaporation, loss in cutting up of bulk goods, breakages, loss of 
perishable goods, seIling off of obsolete or stale goods at reduced 
prices. In some lines (e.g. tinned goods and footwear) leakage should 
normally be nil, but in others (provisions, cooked meats) a small 
leakage is unavoidable. A "negative" leakage can only occur if assis
tants are not giving customers full value. The leakage account enables 
the directors to detect waste or fraud in the passage of goods through 
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departments and branches. It has to be recognized, however, that it 
provides a check on certain types of inefficiency rather than a positive 
measure of management efficiency. The elevation of the leakage 
account to the main criterion of the efficiency of a branch may have 
certain unfortunate results. A branch manager may deliberately avoid 
those goods in which leakage is high and endeavour to confine his 
sales to goods with: a low leakage rate; and he may endeavour to 
reduce his leakage rate at the expense of his customers by giving 
short weight or even by increasing prices. It need not be emphasized 
that anything which leads to a feeling of suspicion between the assistant 
and the customer is extremely harmful to trade. These results may be 
avoided by an intelligent use of leakage accounts, but also by recog
nizing that an expansion of sales is a better indication of the ability 
of a branch or departmental manager than a low leakage rate. The 
sectionalizing of leakage accounts for different lines of goods is usually 
desirable, as it enables leakage to be identified more easily and also 
allows of a fairer comparison between the management of branches 
in which the character of trade is somewhat different. 

Once every accounting period-usually every half-year-there is 
a physical stocktaking. This is necessary for compiling the assets and 
liabilities account' and also for cofu.pleting the leakage account. This 
stocktaking is still, in many societies, the responsibility of board 
members, but it is now coming to be recognized that it should be 
performed by an independent permanent official. 

The larger societies are adopting to an increasing extent modem 
methods of stock control. In dry goods departments, stock is given 
a code mark indicating maker, period received, invoice and (in plain 
figures) selling price. This allows stocks to be easily recorded on 
stock sheets and, by suitable summarizing, enables managers to see 
the age of stocks and detect old stocks or slow selling lines. Systematic 
marking in this way also greatly facilitates stocktaking.· In food 
departments, sectionalized quantity records of commodities are kept, 
recording purchases and sales cumulatively. In many societies there 
is an elementary form of budgetary control, the manager determining 
the size, kind and movement of stocks for departments or branches. 
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§ 7. Conclusion 

The managerial problems of the consumers' movement are, to a large 
extent, common to industry as a whole, but are in some ways made 
more difficult by institutional causes and especially by the high degree 
of lateral integration usual in co-operative undertaking. The present 
managerial organization of many societies, including the national 
wholesale societies, seems to accentuate the. difficulties of wide lateral 
integration by_~due centralization~ an<{ byfuniting the. &cr~t,ic:>Iiary 
powers of m~af;~rslmdtlly, but at the same time fails to take advantage 
of the very considerable benefits which large-scale integration could 
give, especially in the provision of adequately equipped service, 

(

research and specialist departments. It ought to be the declared policy 
of directors to stimulate the self-confidence of managers, and the 
same policy should govern the relations of superior to subordinate 
managers. Occasional mistakes, provided that the manager conforms 
to the general policy laid down by the board, are less injurious than 
crippling the initiative of managers by surrounding them with a 
network of control and regulation. 

In the recruitment and training of staff, societies make a laudable 
effort to reduce the effects of class privilege. In common with certain 
other working-class organizations, however, they frequently fail to 
realize the need for adequate training, and the importance of attracting 
men of the highest ability. In a few departments-architecture, 
pharmacy, scientific research-the appointment of professionally 
trained staff is forced upon societies, but it is forgotten that very 
many occupations-salesmanship, journalism, advertising, market 
research, cost accounting-demand under modem conditions an 

I 
equally high degree of professional equipment. The internal training 
of staff is often too restricted owing to the lack of responsible subordi
nate managerial posts and the unwillingness of the higher management 
to delegate their powers. There is an urgent need for the larger 
socie1;ies to develop a training scheme, whereby future managers 
may have a wider experience and more flexible outlook; and there is 
also the need for-a more systematic methocI tor meseleCtion of younger 
employees of initiative. 

The movement has for historical reasons been opposed to payment 
by results and to a steeply graded promotion scale with very highly 
paid posts at the top, as incentives to its managerial staff. The chief 
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factors which enable the movement to retain in its service a number 
of able'managers who could obtain far higher remuneration outside 
are, first, a loyalty to the social purpose of the movement, and secondly 
the advantage of a greater security of tenure; but although able men I 
are retained in the service of the movement, conditions do not alWays 
permit them to exercise their ability to the full. There is no inherent 
reason why the movement should not make a greater use of direct ' 
financial incentives; but there would be less need for financial if a " 
better use were made of non-financial incentives, and if there were a 
more satisfactory promotion scheme. A manager deprived of profes
sional interests and possibilities of development becomes, very 
naturally, mainly interested in his salary. 

One reason for the very rigid control which co-operative boards I 

often exert over their managers is the I~~_o.f ~-.!c!.equate system ~f \ 
~oE.!!~1 accounts~ If a better costing and control account system were 
in force, it would be possible to grant greater freedom of action and 
initiative to managers, without the board losing control of the 
efficiency of the society. These weaknesses are, however, largely 
incidental and not inherent in the co-operative form of organization, 
so there is no reason to doubt that co-operative undertakings will be 
able to overcome, them. 



CHAPTER 2.1 

EMPLOYMENT 

§ I. Recruitment and Promotion 

THERE are 300,000 workers employed by co-operative sOClebes. 
They include salesmen, clerks, transport workers, engineers, builders, 
in fact, nearly every grade of skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled 
workers to be found in industry and commerce. The majority are 
recruited at the elementary school-leaving age. Salesmen and clerical 
and administrative workers in both the retail and wholesale societies 
invariably start as juniors and follow a life career in co-operative 
service. In manufacturing plants and in service and transport depart
ments, however, the proportion of employees who started as juniors 
is much smaller; many adults in these departments have been recruited 
through advertisement1 or Labour Exchanges. 

Appointment of junio'r employees in retail societies is usually in 
the hands of departmental managers, although management com
mittees also take a ce~ amount of interest in this matter. There 
may be a competitive examination or a selective process based on an 
interview, both of which mayor may not be restricted to members' 
children. Generally speaking, the interview test favours members' 
children. It is usual for prospective junior employees to be asked 
whether their parents are members of a co-operative society or not, 
and the reply to this question has some influence upon their prospects 
of engagement. In the case of some retail societies there are definite 
rules' that parents must be members, that they must not be carrying 
on a competitive business, and sometimes also that their purchases 
must exceed a certain amount. 

The normal age at whlch children enter co-operative service is 
fourteen. Secondary school children are not direcdy barred, but there 
does appear in some cases to be a prejudice against them, which is 
not lessened by the natural reluctance of many secondary school
children to begin in the humh.ler capacities which children of fourteen 

1 The CO-Op6rrJtiva News perfonns one of its most important functions in facilitating 
the exchange of labour in this manner. Societies recruiting labour from within the move
ment usually obtain information about candidates from the management committees of 
the societies in which they are employed. 
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will more willingly accepL This policy raises an important issue, for 
the c:o-operative movement has on numerous occasions approved of 
expressions of opinion in favour of raising the school-leaving age, and 
these expressions have not been stimulated solely by a desire to relieve 
unemploymenL IT the c:o-operative movement is to demonstrate the 
genuineness of its opinion that education at least up to the age of 
sixteen is desirable for all children, it will be necessary for it to show 
greater willingness to accept children who have already continued 
their education to that age. 

The reasons for this difference between precept and practice are 
not difficult to understand. Co-operative wage agreements provide 
for a starting age "at fourteen, and thereafter annual wage increases 
have to be granted. Most managers are opposed to engaging juniors 
at fifteen or sixteen because their commencing wages are higher than 
a boy or girl at fourteen would receive. Another argument put 
forward is that to take on a junior at sixteen, instead of fourteen, 
means the loss of two years' training. Again, children who go to 
secondary schools until the age of sixteen usually do so in the hope 
of obtaining something better than a shop assistant's job, and there 
is the feeling that only the failures from secondary schools are likely 
to apply for co-operative employment and that a bright elementary 
schoolboy may be a potentially better servanL This would hardly 
apply, however, to children remaining at Senior Elementary or Junior 
Technical Schools. 

There is some substance in these arguments, but they do not 
outweigh the fact that the policy of co-operative societies encourages 
parents to take their children from school at fourteen, and even to take 
them from secondary schools before the normal leaving age. They 
thus deliberately deny their children the higher education they should 
and could receive. To counteract the effect of this, the simple ex
pedient adopted by the C. W.S. might well be adopted by the whole 
movemenL The C. W.S. accepts junior applicants for eIliployment 
at fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, and sometimes even older. Provided 
they pass the entrance examination, they are taken on as vacancies 
occur, and after a short period, often only a few weeks, on messenger, 
postal, or similar work, they are drafted to the posts for which they 
seem most fitted. The wages difficulty is easily overcome. Juniors 
starting at fourteen to ,sixteen all receive the age fourteen scale for 
the first year and are afterwards paid the scales appropriate to their 

L* 
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ages. In this way no distinction is made between boys and girls from 
elementary and secondary schools. All stand an equal chance, or 
rather, because of the entrance examination, the scales may be weighted 
somewhat in favour of secondary school children. The C. W.S. has 
thus provided as direct an incentive to parents to give their children 
the opportunities of continued education as existing circumstances 
allow. 

To a very large extent, the recruitment of juniors in retail societies 
is restricted to members' children. It is easy to understand a society's 
reluctance to take into its employ adults who have had no contact 
with the co-operative movement. To be efficient a co-operative 
worker must be more than a good workman. He must also have a 
knowledge of the structure and aims of the movement and be interested 
in its activities. But it is shortsighted not to take the brightest and most 
intelligent juniors, irrespective of their parents' view. Young people 
can be taught to take an interest in the movement. Members who 
strongly support this restriction, considering it unfair that children of 
non-members should be employed in their societies, should remember 
that it is even more unfair to make such children bear the consequences 
of the actions or opinions of their parents, and that if taken in 
co-operative service, they may succeed in inducing their families to 
join the movement. 

The number of young persons under eighteen employed in the 
distributive trades, according to the 1931 Census, was 420,2.60, or 
14·4 per cent. of the total number employed. In 1931, according to 
the Registrar of Friendly Societies, 18·8 per cent. of retail co-opera
tive societies' employees were young persons under eighteen. The 
figures are not strictly comparable, since all types of retail shops are 
covered in the former case; but they indicate the importance of the 
problem. On the other hand, the proportio~ of women employed by 
retail co-operative societies is much smaller than for the retail trades as 
a whole. This is accounted for by the fact that the grocery trade is 
regarded as an occupation for men, and by far the largest field of 
co-operative retail employment is in grocery shops. Its position in 
the drapery and similar trades where women normally find employ
ment is relatively not so important, but even here the movement 
often employs men in posts which other employers reserve for women. 
It would appear that co-operative societies endanger their competitive 
ability by retaining at sixteen most of the young persons appointed at 
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fourteen, and by employing too few women. This apparent antipathy 
to the employment of women reveals a curious aspect of co-operative 
mentality. Not all societies are subject to it, but in many it is a tradi
tion to employ men whenever it is possible to do so. By following this 
tradition societies certainly increase their operating costs. Against this, 
they prove that they cannot be accused of seeking to employ cheap 
labour. 

There appears to be comparatively little dismissal of young persons 
in the co-operative movement. Many societies, on engaging juniors, 
make a stipulation that such engagement shall be regarded as of a 
temporary nature. There is, however, a difference between making 
such a stipulation and giving it general effect. A policy of widespread 
dismissals at the age of sixteen would certainly arouse the ire of the 
members. Nevertheless, the increasing proportion of unskilled labour 
required is a problem which the movement has to face and it has 
given a good deal of attention to it. The Labour Department of the 
Co-operative Union recently advised societies to overhaul their 
delivery systems, particularly bread and milk delivery, where blind
alley employment is mostly found, so that by efficient organization 
the temporary employment of juniors· could be eliminated. The 
Department also'suggested that there should be a very careful and 
responsible selection of juveniles and that continued education should 
be made a condition of employment. In this way an efficient staff 
could be recruited and the employment of relatively inefficient juvenile 
labour eliminated. But the co-operative movement alone cannot 
solve this problem: it is national in its scope, and the solution can 
only be found on a national basis. 

Dismissals in the co-operative movement are resorted to as rarely 
as possible. This is in the main due to the existence of pension schemes 
and a reluctance to condemn an employee to unemployment. The 
demand for labour has been increasing for some time, so that this 
policy can be pursued effectively. In most cases gross inefficiency or 
dishonesty are the only causes of dismissals. The employee who, on 
reaching adult status, shows himself to be inefficient is generally 
transferred to a routine position which does not require much adapta
bility. Only the larger societies have a sufficient staff to enable such 
transfers to be made without impairing their services. So long as 
routine jobs are available, transference of relatively inefficient em
ployees is to be preferred to dismissal. Many societies, however, 
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continue to carry workmen in jobs for which they are unfitted. One 
factor entering into this reluctance to dismiss employees may be the 
close personal relationship which exists in small and medium-sized 
societies between the staff and the c;ommittee of management. In 
addition, the employee has always a right of appeal to the general 
meeting-not a formal right, but one which can be exercised in 
practice, because the employees, forming a large block at members' 
meetings, may succeed in having such questions raised and discussed 
openly. In private enterprise dismissal may be undertaken for various 
reasons· much more lightly. 

§. 2.. Th.e Question of Nepotism in the Co-operative Movement 

The co-operative movement is often charged with widespread 
nepotism. It is obviously impossible to examine the antecedents of 
each of the 300,000 employees to decide whether the charge is justified. 
If such a course were possible, we should expect to find many sons, 
daughters, brothers, sisters, nephews and nieces of co-operative 
officials among the employees. At a first view, that might seem to 
point to widespread favouritism. But in the absence of actual facts, 
it is necessary to examine the opportunities for, and checks on, 
nepotism. Opportunities undoubtedly exist. Vacancies in co-operative 
service are being filled daily. There is a fellowship among co-operative 
officials that has few counterparts outside the movement. An official 
can without difficulty quickly and effectively recommend one of his 
family for a vacant post. His recommendation may be treated favour
ably, for it will be directed to a fellow official who knows that he 
himself may be in need of a "good turn" sometime. It should be 
noted, however, that retail societies' officials hardly ever recommend 
members of their families for posts in the societies in which they. 
themselves are employed. Thus, on the retail side, nepotism boils 
down to personal recommendation to another society. 

What are the chances of these recommendations being successful? 
It frequently happens that the person recommended, provided he has 
the necessary qualifications for the post, is given favourable considera
tion in the early stages of selection, and he might be successful in 
being placed on the short list to be interviewed. But in most cases 
it appears that only in the event of his abilities and qualifications 
proving equal to those of another candidate in the final selection is 
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the personal recommendation likely to carry any weight. On the 
other hand it is known that some management committees and officials 
refuse to consider a "sponsored" candidate for any post. It may be 
argued that it is unfair to give favourable consideration, even in the 
early stages of selection, to a candidate who has been pushed forward 
in this manner. It is not easy to decide how unfair such a procedure 
is, or how serious are its consequences. Measured by the standards 
of a perfect hypothetical system, there are perhaps grounds for criti
cism. Measured by the standards of the existing commercial world, 
the co-operative movement appears to be one of the least offenders, 
for its democratic methods of management provide fairly effective 
checks on patronage and favouritism. 

Positive checks on nepotism are included in the rules of some 
societies, which lay it down that no member of the management 
committee shall continue in office, or be eligible for election, if the 
society gives employment to a member ofhis family. For many years 
the C. W.S. had a rule that no more than one member of one family 
would be given employment. There are disadvantages in such rigid 
rules, as the C. W.S. discovered. A brilliant son of an officiaf ot a 
wage-eamer should not be denied employment because his father is 
engaged in a specific occupation. Ability should determine selection, 
not family ties, either negatively or positively. Rules of this kind are, 
however, becoming more common in the retail societies. 

Indirect checks influence the officials responsible for recruiting 
labour. Obvious nepotism in retail societies would quickly be the 
subject of discussion at members' meetings. If a member of the 
management committee were involved, his chance of re-election 
would be considerably weakened, for he would have to meet dis
approval from a strong combination of forces: disgruntled employees 
and critical members. The wholesale societies, too, 'are subject to 
similar observation, criticism, and, if necessary, effective disapproval. 
It is unlikely that a director of the wholesale societies would be turned 
out of office for en!9neering a person closely related to him into a 
post for which other candidates had better claims. But he would be 
subject to some criticism, and as directors are thus indirectly restrained 
from sponsoring members of their own families, so do the directors 
restrain managers and other officials from similar action. 

Close relatives of officials do, however, occupy posts in the move
ment; but the reason is not that the democratic checks have been 
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circumvented; it is to be found in the large size and varied nature 
of the organization. There can be no criticism of the" official who 
wishes his son to have a career in co-operative se~ce. Coal miners, 
postal workers, civil servants, men in every occupation, are prompted 
by the idea that their sons can follow in their footsteps. The co
operative movement is large enough to provide careers for many 
sons and daughters of employees. Inevitably~" patronage and favourit
ism are bound to operate as they do to a greater or lesser degree in 
every commercial undertaking. But in no other undertaking are those 
responsible for appointments under the control of a democratic 
constituency and, indirectly but effectively in such matters, so much 
subject to the criticism of the employees. 

§ 3. Working Conditions 

The co-operative movement prides itself on the relatively good 
conditions of employment which have been secured for its workers. 
This pride appears to be justified by the available evidence of condi
tions in industries and trades comparable with co-operative enterprises. 
To obtain evidence of comparable working conditions is often 
extremely difficult. The majority of co-operative employees are 
engaged in distribution, 1 and there is far less information available 
about working conditions in the distributive trades than in most other 
occupations. Thus it is impossible to make accurate comparisons over 
the whole range of distributive employment. 

Working conditions in private and multiple shops and department 
stores are far from uniform. There are wide variations in wages paid 
for comparable posts, in the number· of hours worked per day and 
per week, and in such aspects of employment as holidays, sick 
payment, pensions, rest periods and the right to organize in trade 
unions. There is no minimum standard of conditions legally enforced 

1 According to the 1931 Census, there were 2,915,000 persons engaged in the distri
butive trades in Great Britain, of whom 1,989,600 were males and 92.5,500 females. One
eighth of the occupied population were employed in distribution. These figures include, 
in addition to wage-eamers, non-insured workers, proprietors of shops and salaried 
employees earning more than £2.50 a year. In 1931 the number of insured workers in the 
distributive trades was 1,874,780; in 1935, 2.,007,340, an increase of 8 per cenL in four 
years. In the same period the number of c:o-operative workers engaged in distribution 
grew from 2.01,Boo to 2.23,700, an increase of II per cent. The number of persons, in
cluding insured and non-insured, now engaged in the distributive trades exceeds 3,000,000 
and approximately 7. S per cenL are employed by c:o-operative societies. 
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apart from .the regulation of hours. A Grocery Trade Board was 
established in 1925, but it was ineffective, and is now extinct. Recently, 
however, there ~ been a renewed agitation for some kind of control 
over working conditions in the distributive trades. The Ministry of 
Labour, the distributive trade unions and several employers' associa-' 
tions support the idea of establishing minimum conditions applicable 
to all distributive workers. There is less unanimity on the methods of 
determining minimum conditions and the manner in which they 
should be enforced. Some employers favour voluntary negotiation 
with employees to determine hours and wages; the agreed condi
tions would then be sponsored by the employers' associations and 
all employers would be persuaded to adopt them. A few advocate 
a Trade Board or, alternatively, government enforcement of freely
negotiated terms. Many are opposed to any form of regulation, 
believing that, while there may be some black spots in the trade, the 
few offending employers should not be used to bring Trade Boards 
or trade union interference into their operations. The trade unions 
have an easier task. They demand improved conditions, and' to 
determine what the hours and wages of shop assistants should be 
they are willing to negotiate with employers or with the Minister of 
Labour. It is difficult to predict the outcome of the conferences which 
the Minister has held with the employers for the purpose of finding 
some method of controlling hours and wages. 

The agitation for improved working conditions has stimulated 
some of the larger employers to negotiate agreements with the Shop 
Assistants' Union. It has also had the effect of revealing the prevailing 
hours and wages in some branches of the distributive trades; and with 
this information, incomplete as it is, some comparisons can be made 
with co-operative conditions. In their demands for better conditions 
the Shop Assistants' Union has given particulars of wages paid by 
some employers. An enquiry conducted by the Union into grocery 
assistants' wages showed that the average wage for an adult male 
assistant was 385. 6d. per week, and that 22' 3 per cent. of the assistants 
covered by the survey were in receipt of 3°S. or less, while only 
I per cent. received more than 55S. per week. A similar enquiry in 
the tailoring trade showed that among adult male shop assistants 
28· 8 per cent. received less than 4os. per week, 60' 5 per cent. received 
less than 50s., and 18'4 per cent. received more than 60s. per week. 
One case is cited in the drapery trade where sixteen girls and young 
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women, ages sixteen to twenty-:five, received between them £7 18s. 
per week, an average weekly wage of less than IOS.1 These are probably 
about the lowest "fcIges paid in the distributive trades although there 
,is no evidence to support that assumption, and there is no evidence 
ito show the number of employers who pay such wages or the number 
of employees who receive them. That relatively low wages are paid 
by a disturbing number of employers is obvious from the efforts 
which the employers who pay higher scales are making to achieve an 
all-round levelling Up.1 

The evid~ce of wages paid by the better employers is more 
6atisfactory,..for the agreements which some of them have negotiated 
with the Shop Assistants' Union have been published. Probably the 
most ~portant agreement is that made with Lewis's Ltd., a depart
ment store firm with branches in Liverpool, Manchester, Leicester, 
Leeds, Birmingham, Hanley and Glasgow. The wage scales in the 
agreement are shown in Fig. 32. The agreement also provides for a 
forty-eight hour week, two weeks' annual holiday with full pay, and 
full pay for statutory holidays, payment during sickness for a period 
of seven weeks. retiring pensions, and provides for differences arising 
from the agreement to be adjusted by negotiation between the firm 
and the Union. Stimulated by the results of its negotiations with 
Lewis's Ltd., the Shop Assistants' Union has asked other distributive 
employers to make agreements on similar lines. A number of 
employers have done so, and the conditions thus laid down for 
different branches of the distributive trades are the conditions which 
the more generous employers and the Unions wish to make generally 
applicable. The wage rates for male workers specified in these agree
ments are given in Fig. 32. and are compared with the "lowest" rates 
revealed by the Shop Assistants' Union's investigations on the one 
hand and with co-operative rates on the other. The range of "lowest" 
rates (column 3) gives actual earnings. The agreed ra~ both in 
private enterprise and co-operative societies, represent minimum 
wages. In all probability the majority of employees receive no more 
than the minimum rates up to the age of twenty-four or twenty-five. 
Thereafter many receive increases for proved efficiency or additional 
responsibilities. In addition some departmental and multiple -stores' 

1 The Slwp As.rUtrJnt, February 20, 1937-
• See the DraJlUs' IUcorJ, Grocer, and other ttade papers. especia1ly the issues 

published in the later months of 1936 and early 1937-
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employees receive commissions on ~es which raise their earnings 
above the minimum wage rates; and some co-operative societies have 
established their own rates at a higher level than t!tose in the agree-

FIG. 32 

RETAIL DISTRIBUTION 
COMPARATIVE WAGES OF MALES 

Deparunent Stores 

Grocery Stores 

Clothing, Outfitting, 
and Drapery Stores 
(provincial) 

Rsmg.o/ &tu in Il«ent 
Lowut&tu Agrummu 

in Private wit" PriYtJu 
Age Enterprise· Enterprise 

m 
14/-
18/-

No Figures 
~o/-
37/-
43/-
47/6 
S2/6 r A>~"o/- u/-t 
19/-

18 30 /-

20 44/-

21} 
SO/-

23 Average 38/6 SS/-
2S 60/-

{ 

16 About 10/- IS/-
18 2S/-
20 3S/-

221} Average less 43/-
3 than so/- S3/-

2S 60/-

RDni.o/ 
" Co-operatiy • 

. ,.. Raw: 

J'II/- to 13/6 

} ni9 to 32/-

} 44/6 to 64/-

64/-

} 11/- to 13/6 

} 22/9 to 32/-

} 44/6 to 64/-

64/-

11/- to 13/6 

} 22/9 to 32/-

} 44/6 to 64/-

64/-
• Taken Crom figures published by the Shop Assistants' Union. 
t Rates under negotiation. 
:j: Agreed rates in the co-operative movement differ between the nine Sectional 

areas. The rates shown here are the highest and lowest Cor the country as a whole. 

ments. Nevertheless, after taking these facts into consideration, 
co-operative rates are generally higher, especially for adults, than the 
rates paid by most employers in the distributive trades, and gready 
superior to the "lowest" rates, as shown in the table, that are paid by 
some employers. It is believed that some establishments catering for 
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the more expensive side of distribution pay rates higher dIan c~ 
operative societies, but there is little evidence of the actual rates paid. 

The wages of women distributive workers are lower than the 
rates paid to merle In Fig. 32. the agreed rates for men in private 

:enterprise department stores start at 14s. at fourteen years and rise to 
S2.s. ~d. at twenty-five. The comparable rates for women are 14s., 
rising to 37s. 6d. In the clothing and outfitting group the rates for 
men are ISS. at sixteen, rising to 60s. at twenty-five; for women, 
us. rising to 36s. The rates for co-operative women workers are in 
a similar relation to the rates for men. 

When we turn to the conditions of co-operative employees engaged 
in manufacturing and service occupations, comparisons can be made 
more easily. Most manufacturing occupations are subject in some 
degree to trade union agreements or to the decisions of Trade Boards. 
It is the custom in the co-operative movement to accept as dIe minimum 
conditions for each occupation the wage rates and odIer conditions 
agreed to between Employers' Associations and Trade Unions. This 
simplifies the labour problem of dIe wholesale societies. The C.W.S., 
for instance, has to deal with a hundred and more: different occupa
tions. To lay down uniform rates for all C.W.S. workers has not been 
found practicable, but acceptance of the agreed conditions for each 
trade is a simple and, under existing circumstances, an equitable 
medIod of working. Uniform conditions iliroughout the C.W.S., 
even if dIey could be applied, would place a handicap on C.W.S. 
plants in the lower paid industries. C.W.S. products have to compete 
widI comparable products of capitalist concerns. Wages costs in the 
C.W.S. must not be so high that they inflate dIe prices of products 

I to the disadvantage of dIe C.W.S. As far as possible each factory 
owned by the wholesale societies has to pay its way; but in many 
cases factories in which dIe minimum wage rates are unduly low are 
enabled, by the centralization of fin~ce and profit or loss, .to pay 
wages somewhat higher dIan dIe minimum rates. Most workers in 
co-operative factories subject to Trade Boards Agreements, in general 
the lower paid occupations, receive more than the minimum rates. 
In industrial occupations, therefore, the conditions of co-operative 
employees compare favourably wim comparable conditions outside 
the movement. 

There are, however, many co-operative employees outside dIe 
retail distributive trades who do not come under agreements laid 
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down by Trade Boards or agreements negotiated between Employers' 
Associations and Trade Unions. Clerks, warehousemen, salesmen 
and packers employed by the wholeSale societies form a large group 
for whom separate conditions have to be detemiined. Outside the 
co-operative movement such workers are largely unorganized, an~ 
are not covered by trade union agreements. There are often no. non
co-operative standards to serve as the co-operative minima. The 
majority of these co-operative workers are compulsorily organized 
into trade unions, and are in a somewhat strong position as a result of 
the absence of generally agreed conditions, for they ar~ ~ble to make 
demands for conditions without relation to outside agreements. The 
C.W.S. wage 'Scales for clerks and salesmen rise from us. per week at 
fourteen years to 68s. at twenty-four. Women clerks, typists and sales
women rise from lIS. to 45S. The highest min!ma, i.e. at twenty-four 
years of age, are 64S. for male warehouse workers and packers, and 42S. 
for women; 60s. for male porters, cleaners and general workers, and 
39S. for women. The wage paid at twenty-four is the minimum wage 
for adults. Above the age of twenty-four wages are determined for 
each employee aq:ording to his or her ability and the nature of the 
position held. AU but a few of the male employees in the clerical, 
supervisory and. sales grades continue to receive progressive increases. 
Women in these grades do not receive s~ch progressive increases as 
men, owing to the fact that very few women occupy higher posts. 
Porters, cleaners and general workers, with few exceptions, remain 
at their adult minimum, and the wages of warehousemen and packers, 
while they seldom remain on the minimum, do not rise so much 
above it as the clerical and salesmen's grades. Similar. wage scales 
operate in the Scottish C.W.S. 

These minimum adult rates, measured by the wage standards in 
comparable non-eo-operative employment, are fairly high. The method 
of granting progressive increases for ability, and to those in respon
sible positions, is to assess them on the annual wage reviews of the 
managers of departments. These reviews are considered by the Staff 
Office and Wages Committee, who attempt to co-ordinate salaries on 
the basis of comparable responsibility. It is impossible to avoid anoma
lies. For instance, those C.W.S. employees who come under the agree
ments, mentioned above, for clerks, salesmen, warehousemen, packers, 
porters and oth~ general workers, known as the Class A Staff, are 
often paid higher wages than skilled artisans doing more responsible 
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work. A Class A porter receivU;g more than £3 a week pr~bably 
has a higher wage than a skilled engineer. Correction of this anomaly 
is not so simple as it would appear, for the skilled engineer, receiving 
at least trade union rates, may be enjoying conditions much better 
than those given to similar labour by the majo~ty of firms. There 
are mllny industries in which the C.W.S. is engaged where the organiza
tion of workers is weak. Under such circumstances the exigencies of 
competition have to be considered. 

Hours of work are nearly as important a factor as wages in 
determining satisfactory working conditions. In retail distribution 
the existence of such a large number of shops in whic,h the proprietor 
and his family are the only workers has made legal control of shopping 
hours a real necessity. Yet, despite frequent efforts, the legislation 
limiting the hours that may be worked by shop assistants is considered 
to be very unsatisfactory by the trade unions. Young persons are 
limited to a forty-eight hour week by the Shops Act of 1934, but 
older employees are subject only to legislation dealing with the 
opening hours of shops and rest periods. With few exceptions all 
shops must close at 8 p.m. on four of the six working days. On one 
day they may remain open until 9 p.m., and on the other they must 
close at I p.m. Local authorities can order shops to close at 7 p.m. 
Employees are not permitted to work more than six hours without a 
twenty-minute interval, and meal times are prescribed. It is clear that 
even with this restrictivCl legislation shop assistants can be made to 
work considerably more than forty-eight hours a week. The Select 
Committee on Shop Assistants investigated the hours worked by 
assistants in different classes of shops in twenty-three large and small 
towns and discovered that wide differences existed.1 The results are 
summarized in Fig. 33. 

In all the distributive trades many shop assistants work more than 
45 hours a week. Only in three branches is the probable average 
48 hours. In the rest the average working week exceeds 50 hours, and 
in most trades a large number of assistants are employed up to 56 to 
60 hours. 

The weekly number of hours worked by co-operative shop assis
tants is considerably less than the numbers shown in Fig. 33. As we 
shall see later, employment in co-operative shops is regulated by 
Hours and Wages Boards. These regulations provide. for a maximum 

1 Repons of the Select Committee on Shop Assistants, 19]0 and 19]1. 
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working week of 48 hours in all sections except the Northern Section, 
where a week of 44 hours is laid down. The hours of clerical workers 
vary from 40 per week in the three Northern Sections to 48 in the 
South-west and in Scotland. 

In the wholesale societies· the hours of work vary from 41 for 
clerical and administrative staffs to 48 hours per week for certain 
productive workers. The number of hours worked in any particular 
occupation depends on the appropriate trade union or Trade Board 
agreementj 48 hours is the maximum working week in the wholesale 

-. ." PIG. 33 

HOURS WORKED PER WEEK IN RETAIL DISTRIBUTION 
1930-1 

Pro/,alJl. 
Hours Worlcd ~ 

Rtmg.of Gr6aur Numh.r 
TrtUU Hours Worlcd Avuag. ofAssU_ 

Bakers 44 to 75 54 50 to 58 
Boot and Shoe Salesmen •. 44 to 56 48 46 to 52 
Butchers .. 41 to 66 55 to 56 52 to 60 
Chemists and Drug Stores 40 to 64 51 to 52- 48 to 55 
Sweets Shops 42 to 80 56 50 to 60 
Cooked Foods 42 to 66 55 to 56 52 to 60 
Dairies 45 to 70 52 to 53 46 to 58 
Departmental Stores 43 to 57 48 47 to 50 
Drapery and Clothing 41 to 60 48 48 
Fish and Poultry 40 to 62 54 48 to 56 
Greengrocers 44 to 64 55 48 to 60 
Grocers 45 to 64 54 48 to 56 
Hairdressers 46 to 65 53 48 to 56 
Ironmongers, etc. •• 421 to 57 51 46 to 52 

societies and a large proportion of their employees work a shorter 
week. 

The discrepancies that exist between co-operative and other con
cerns in retail distribution are not apparent in the wholesale distributive 
trades. The Committee on Shop Assistants found the hours normally 
worked in wholesale establishments did not exceed 48 per week. In 
the sales departments of the wholesale societies the nonnal working 
week is 41 hours. 

The prevalence of overtime in the distributive trades, co-operative 
and otherwise, is one of the factQrs that renders exact comparisons 
difficult. The results of investigations in a number of large towns, 
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carried out for the Committee on Shop Assistants, suggest that 
overtime is usual in private trade almost everywhere. In the co-opera
tive movement the practiCe varies with local circumstances. Some 
societies are strongly opposed to overtime, in which case it is rarely 
worked; others regard it as unavoidable. It should be remembered, 
however, that in the co-operative movement overtime is based on a 
shorter working week, and all overtime beyond the fifteen minutes 
allowed for clearing the shop is paid at special rates. In evidence given 
before the Committee on Shop Assistants, on behalf of the Federation 
of Grocers' Associations, it was stated that it was not the practice to 
pay for overtime, this being offset by the fact that it 'Was not the 
practice to deduct pay for time lost as a result of sickness or publi~ 
holidays. 

Three facts emerge from this consideration of working hours. 
First, in trades other than retail distribution, there is not much 
difference between the hours worked in co-operative and some non
co-operative plants. In fact, there are a few employers keenly inter
ested in industrial welfare who have introduced a shorter working 
week than that operating in co-operative factories and depots. But 
on the whole the rigidity of agreements and the general attitude to 
labour conditions in the co-operative movement have given most of 
its workers a shorter working week than similar workers in other 
firms have been able to obtain. Second, in retail distribution there are 
wide disparities between ~o-operative and non-eo-operative employ
ment which tend to increase the relative costs of co-operative retailing. 
Third, these disparities not only handicap the co-operative movement, 
they also raise a social question, for it is clear that this necessary 
improvement in the labour conditions of shop assistants, a limitation 
of working hours, can only be obtained by a more drastic public 
regulation of shopping hours. 

The main argument against the regulation of hours all along has 
been that a restriction of shopping hours would bear heavily on a 
public which does most of its shopping late in the day. The repre
sentative of the U.K. Association of Multiple Shop Proprietors, 
which was responsible, according to their evidence, for over 30,000 
workers, stated before the Committee on Shop Assistants that "A 
society trading with its own members can within reason make what 
arrangements it likes as to hours and conditions of service rendered. 
The custom that they enjoy is very largely automatic. A 48-hour 
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week would oblige the Association to engage more staff, and this 
would obviously result in lower wages or higher prices. Furthermore, 
it would tend to cause casualization, and would moreover require a 
very elaborate system of inspectorship in order to enforce the standard 
hours of work." 

The Federation of Grocers' Associations also used the argument 
of public interest. According to the evidence of this body, hours were 
found to be on the average 54 to 56 per week, but the variety of public 
needs in different areas caused variations in the hours worked. They 

• were of the opinion that any statutory working week of 48 hours 
would work against the convenience of the public. On the wholesale 
sIde, the wholesale grocers were of the opinion that it was because 
the C. W.S. sold to tied customers that it was able to concede a 48-hour 
week in its establishments. Furthermore, in their view, if the C.W.S. 
had to entet into open competition in business, it would require 
greater elasticity of hours. 

The co-operative movement has not found it necessary to introduce 
casual labour into its shops to any' extent. In 1934, a fairly representa
tive year, about 4 per cent. of the membership of the trade union 
catering mainly for co-operative workers were on unemployment 
benefit. This figure compares well with the general average of 15 to 
17 per cent. for the distributive trades as a whole. There is a certain 
amount of local unemployment in the movement. In 1934 the 
N.U.D.A. W.l had 6·02 per cent. of its me~ers on benefit in the 
Northern area, 6· 53 per cent. in the North-western area, 1·9 per cent. 
in the South and London, and 1·83 per cent. in the Midlands. 

The superiority of co-operative labour conditions is more marked 
in matters other than wages and hours. Holidays with pay, retiring 
pensions, pay during sickness, and opportunities for advancement 
and promotion, have received far more attention in the 'co-operative 
movement than in most other spheres of commercial employment. 
It is an invariable rule in all societies to grant all employees holidays 
with pay. The period varies from one week to a fortnight for retail 
employees, in addition to statutory, and customary local holidays. 
Class A employees in the y.W.S. receive a fortnight with an additional 
week for those with 'annual salaries exceeding £500. The Scottish 

1 The organization of N.U.D.A. W.-the National Union of Distributive and Allied 
Wor~4 per cent of whose members are co-operative employees, is described on 
page 350. 
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C.W.S. grants a fortnight with an additional week after twelve years' 
service. Productive workers of the wholesale societies receive at least 
a'week in the su1lllIler and all statutory and customary holidays. 

Payment during periods of sickness is also general in co-operative 
employment. The period for which full pay is granted'varies between 
societies, depending usually on the length of service. The C.W.S. 
grants five weeks' full pay, less the amount received from Health 
Insurance benefits, to adults .with five years' service, and half-pay 
for at least four other weeks. These periods are extendeg as the length 
of service increases. Senior officials are granted three months' full pay 
and a further nine months' half-pay. The period during, wQich half
pay is granted may, if the circumstances warrant 'it, be extended 
considerably for all grades • 

. The majority of retail employees are covered by contributory 
pension schemes. There is some variation in the contributory pay
ments and pensions, but all aim at providing employees with a 
subsistence pension on retirement. The schemes are usually adminis
teredby a joint committee of representatives of the committee of 
management and employees. More than 158,000 of the 2.12,000 retail 
employees are covered by pension schemes, although only 2.85 of the 
1,000 retail societies have adopted the idea. Similar schemes have 
been introduced by the wholesale societies. In these important aspects 
of industrial welfare the co-operative movement is very much in 
advance of the majority of industrial and commercial concerns. If 
success attends the recent agitation for the legal enforcement of 
holidays with pay and other labour reforms, the co-operative move
ment will reap the benefit, for it has already adjusted itself to the costs 
of such welfare schemes. Most co-operative societies, too, have given 
attention to recreational facilities for their employees. The wholesale 
societies and the larger retail societies provide sports grounds, meeting 
rooms and canteens, and assist financially and otherwise to encourage 
dramatic societies, choirs, orchestras, sports clubs and libraries. 

§ 4. Machinery of Negotiation and Conciliation 

One of the most important features of the relations between the 
co-operative movement and its employees is 'the machinery of negotia
tion to determine working conditions and to settle disputes. For 
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purposes of collective bargaining, retail societies are affiliated to Hours 
and Wages Boards, organized on a district basis. The grouping 
coincides with the district associations of the Co-operative Union,! 
with a proviso that .. society in one district may affiliate to a Board 
for another district where the Boards concerned are satisfied that such 
a step is desirable. The constitution of each District Board is deter
mined by the societies themselves, but is generally on a basis of one 
representative from each society, together with experienced repre
sentatives of the District Associations and Sectional Boards of the 

. Co-operative Union. District Hours and Wages Boards are federated 
on a sectional basis, one representative from each District is appointed 
to the Sectional Hours and Wages Council, one of the members of 
which also serves as sectional representative on the Labour Department 
of the Co-operative Union. 

It was intended in the constitution of the Hours and Wages Board 
system, originally drafted in 1920 and amended in 1922, that a National 
Council should be established, but it has not yet been possible to 
secure national agreements, and this body has therefore not come into 
being. There is, as will be seen later, a great deal of local variation 
in the negotiation of working conditions, and local autonomy is as 
jealously guarded in this as in other co-operative matters. Where 
national discussion or negotiation has been desirable, the Labour 
Department Committee of the Co-operative Union has functioned 
as a co-ordinating body. It has only advisory powers. 

The Hours and Wages Boards are voluntary bodies established 
for defensive purposes. They constitute, in fact, an employers' 
organization. They began to develop in various districts towards the 
end of the War as a result of the labour difficulties then arising. 

Although voluntary, the membership of the Boards covers societies 
employing the great majority of co-operative workers, with the 
exception of the wholesale societies, which have not affiliated. The 
latter consider the machinery is not adapted to their needs, and have 
negotiated separate agreements with the appropriate trade unions for 
workers not covered by existing agreements. Fig. 34 shows the extent 
to which retail societies are affiliated to Hours and Wages Boards, 
but it must be remembered that other societies do, in practice, observe 
the rates and hours agreed upon although not bound by agreement 
to do so. 

1 See page 2O.f. 
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. The 447 societies not affiliated to Hours and Wages Boards are 
not necessarily paying less wages than the rates negotiated by the 
Boards, nor working a longer week. Many have refused to affiliate 
because their wages are higher than the agreed rates.· Others accept 
the Boards' agreements but reserve the right to modify them if they 
consider it necessary. Only a very small proportion of the employees 
ar~ working under conditions below the agreed standards. 

The Sectional Councils are the bodies mainly responsible for the 

FIG. 34 

PROPORTION OF RETAIL SOCIETIES BELONGING TO 
CO-OPERATIVE HOURS AND WAGES BOARDS 

1935 

Number of Districts Number of Retail Number of Employees of 
Societies Retail Societies 

Section 
With Without Affiliated to 

Hounand Hounand Hours and Not A1Iiliated Not 
Wages Wages Wages Affiliated Affiliated 
Boards Boards Boards 

Midland •• .. 9 I 81 60 2.5,681 2.,12.9 
Northern .. 7 - 83 2.7 13,749 1,2.71 
North-eastern .. 6 - 109 45 2.1,465 1,505 
North-western .. II - 13° 83 2.6,2.2.4 8,8:1.4 
Scottish •• .. II - 141 86 2.2.,762. 13,2.99 
Southern .. 8 2. 55 60 38,082. 8,988 
South-western .. 2- 2. 16 66 3,003 6,013 
Western •• .. 4 - 48 20 4,562 1,272 

58 5 663 447 155,52.8 43,3°1 

negonanon of agreements, although in the Scottish and North
western Sections there are also some separate district agreements. 
The scope and effectiveness of the machinery vary considerably •. 
Generally, the Boards tend to be most active and strongest where 
Trade Unionism has been most active within the movement, as in 
the case of the North-western section. There is not necessarily any 
similarity between the agreements arrived at by the various Councils. 
Every section has an agreement with the N.U.D.A.W., but some 
sections have, in addition; agreements with the Shop Assistants' Union 
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and also agreements covering butchers, bakers, tailors, boot repairers 
and other productive workers. 

The Hours and Wages Boards have functiont!d fairly successfully. 
Their existence has checked the guerilla warfare which the principal 
union of co-operative employees was able to wage against individual 
societies. By tying societies together in a collective agreement, it is 
quite possible that they have also prevented exploitation of individual 
societies by employees. It is significant that one of the difficulties 
experienced has been a tendency for individual societies to break 
away from the agreements and the Boards in order to pay higher 
rates or give better conditions. The Co-operative Union has opposed 
the establishment by individual societies of rates higher than those 
covered by the agreements, on the ground that they involve a 
weakening of collective power. . 

The Hours' and Wages Boards' machinery makes no provision for 
conciliation and it will be obvious that, failing such provision, the 
result of their establishment might well be the extension and intensifica
tion of such disputes as were allowed to develop beyond the stage of 
more or less amicable negotiation. Such cases actually occurred until, 
in 1926, the National Conciliation Board was established and greatly 
strengthened th~ machinery of collective negotiation. 

The National Conciliation Board operates in the case of any dispute 
which has not been settled by methods of collective bargaining • .It 
consists of six co-operators, six ttade unionists and an independent 
chainmn, all appointed from previously compiled panels of suitable 
persons. The panel of chairmen consists of Professors G. W. Daniels, 
H. J. Laski, F. Tillyard, and C. Doughty, K.C. Any dispute must 
be referred to the Board within seven days of the breakdown in 
negotiations, and the Board must then meet within fourteen days. 
No strike or lockout may be declared before such a reference has 
been made and the matter discussed by the Board. 

The Board may arrive at a decision in three ways: first, by a 
,unanimous vote; second, by a majority vote of the twelverepresenta
tives if the parties agree beforehand to accept that decision; third, 
if neither of the two previous ways is possible, by the chairman 
acting as arbitrator, if the parties to the dispute consent and agree 
beforehand to accept his decision. The Board has had considerable 
success. The wholesale societies are, however, not covered by this 
machinery. 
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That the Conciliation Board is of vital importance to the movement 
is quite obvious. For instance, in 1933, cases were settled by the Board 
affecting approximately 46,000 workers; cases which were not settled 
during the period affected only 250 workers. In 1935, agreement was 
reached in thirteen disputes, six were referred back. for negotiation, 
and in nine cases no decision was reached. Nowhere else in the 
distributive trades is there to be found machinery of this type, and 
nowhere else are questions of wages, hours and conditions of working 
subject to such comprehensive machinery of negotiation. 

§ 5. Emp/oyees' Councils 

The theory that workers should have some share in the government 
of the concern for which they worked has persisted in spite of fluc
tuations with economic circumstances, and has found expression in 
efforts to establish joint advisory councils of employees and manage
ment committees. These efforts were a genuine attempt to enlist the 
interest of the employees in the working of their society, to take 
advantage of their practical experience, to promote smoother working, 
and to avoid minor disputes over matters of internal policy; but they 
failed. 

The following Congress resolution of 1924 gave expression to one 
aspect of this question:1 "That the time has arrived when the 
co-operative movement should seriously consider the question of 
how far the worker should have control of industry, and what share 
he should be given in the management"; and a further resolution in 
1925 strongly recommended the establishment of joint councils. The 
result of an enquiry undertaken by the Labour Department of the 
Co-operative Union in May 1931 into the thirty or forty societies 
which had established councils, revealed a cleavage of opinion among 
societies as to their value. The general feeling seems to be summarized 
in this comment by one society; "After a few months the ideas and 
suggestions made by the workers' side were naturally exhausted, and 
thereafter--as must always in our opinion arise-it became evident 
that as actual executive authority must always rest with the committee 
of management acting through officials, the body could never be 
more than advisory and its scope consequently limited. The employees' 

1 Co-op.Nti". Congress R.port, 1914. 
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side were the first to realize this, and the council died a natural death. 
It had very little to do ,after the first onset." 

In January 1933, forty-two retail societies with 30,975 employees 
had joint advisory councils in operation, although some of these were 
not meeting regularly; moreover, a number of societies that formerly 
had councils had disbanded them. A recent "effort (1936) by the 
London Co-operative Society to establish a joint advisory council 
failed owing to apathy or mistrust on the part of the employees. 

It may be there was something more significant than at first appeared 
in the refusal of the workers to respond with great enthusiasm to the 
call for the joint advisory council. There are some in the movement 
who find in the general apathy towards this type of organization a 
pointer towards other and more direct methods of control on the 
part of the workers. Thus the Labour Department Report for 1933 
said: "It is perhaps significant that the policy of direct representation 
of employees on management committees grows as the joint council 
idea seems to recede-our own view is that its success in actual 
practice is largely a personal or a trade union triumph, and that it 
can never take the place of the esprit· t!e corps inherent in the joint 
council."l 

With the failure of joint advisory councils, the question of direct 
employee representation on co-operative committees certainly assumes 
a greater significance. It is important to distinguish between the right 
of employees as members to be elected to the committee of manage
ment, and the right of employees to elect a limited number of 
committee members from an employees' panel. The number of 
societies which allow employees to appoint. representatives to their 
committees, according to the Co-operative Union's record, is very 
small indeed. As regards employees being elected as members, the 
Co-operative Union states that, as far as their records show, there 
are approximately 100 retail societies, including most of the larger 
societies, which permit employees to seek election to the management 
committee, and in sixty of these societies one or more employees are 
at present serving on the management committee. 

The problem really divides into two distinct parts. In the first 
place, there is the question of the position of employees as members 
and how their peculiar relationship can be reconciled with the needs 
and present weaknesses of a democratically controlled organization. 

1 CO-Oplrativ, Congr"'$ &port, 1933, p. 38. 
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This has already been discussed in Chapters 15 to 20. Secondly, the 
issue involves the whole question of the control of industry. The idea 
of workers' control is prominent in the minds of many trade unionists 
and socialists. A recent publication of the National Union of Shop 
Assistants gave expression to the view that, in a future organization 
of society, control of the co-operative movement would and should 
be taken over by the employees. Such expressions need not, perllaps, 
be taken too seriously, but they cannot be ignored completely. With 
the development of the co-operative movement as a consumers' 
organization, it appears inevitable that there should be an alignment 
of forces vis-a-vis the employees .. There is a growing cleavage of 
principles which must result, not necessarily in any modification of 
the conditions now afforded by the movement to its employees, but 
in a considerable modification of its attitude towards trade unionism, 
and particularly towards those unions in which co-operative employees 
are largely concentrated. Whereas the early co-operative movement 
visualized its relations with trade unions being discussed round the 
table, the fact is emerging and becoming recognized that such 
discussions must take place from opposite sides. 

§ 6. Relations with Trade Unions 

To understand the present relations between co-operative societies 
and their employees' trade unions it is necessary to look at their 
historical development. For many years, labour disputes in the 
co-operative movement were almost completely unknown. There was 
little organization among co-operative employees, and the only 
negotiating machinery was a joint committee of trade unionists and 
co-operators, consisting of four members of the United Board of 
the Co-operative Union and four members of the General Council 
of the T.U.C. This body existed for over thirty years, outlived its 
usefulness, and perished during the War. In the meantime, there had 
sprung up the Amalgamated Union of Co-operative Employees, 
formed by amalgamation of local associations of co-operative em
ployees. The A.U.C.E., which included all categories of employees, 
including those in managerial posts, did not at first bargain as an 
independent body; it tried to improve conditions for the workers by 
presenting its case at District and Sectional conferences and the 
Annual Congress of the movement. 
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It was in 190} that the A.U.C.E. first began, in conjunction with 
the Women's Guilds, an agitation for a "living wage" for co-operative 
employees. Pursuing their method of internal persuasion, they were 
successful in 1908 in getting the annual Congress to pass a resolution 
adopting the principle and commissioning the working out of a scale 
by a joint committee of the United Board and the T.U.C. This 
Committee, however, broke down, for its suggestions were not 
carried into effect by the societies. It was at this point that the A. U.C.E. 
became, for the first time, a militant union, and in 1911 a strike fund 
was established. In 1919 it amalgamated with the National Union of 
Warehouse and yeneral Workers to become the National Union of 
Distributive and Allied Workers. 

It may appear strange that, while trade unionism within the 
movement was becoming more militant, the movement was itself 
encouraging its employees to join unions. Yet this undoubtedly was 
so, and may be attributed partly to a desire on the part of politically 
conscious co-operators to encourage another branch of the working
class front, partly to the large proportion of trade unionists in societies' 
quarterly meetings and committees, and partly to a desire to realize 
to the full the advantage of collective negotiation. 

It is certainly· true to say that co-operative societies give active 
encouragement to trade unionism. Apart from one or two isolated 
examples, where the memory of some dispute still governs the minds 
of the committee, it is customary to stress the desirability of trade 
union membership, and facilities are given for meetings and the 
collection of subscriptions. Many societies insist that all their employees 
shall be trade unionists; and the C.W.S. has had such a rule since 
1919. The number of societies which have adopted this rule is con
siderable, and includes many of the larger retail societies. Probably 
more than 90 per cent. of eligible employees are members of trade 
unions. Unionism is weakest in the rural areas of the Southern and 
South-western sections, and of Mid and North Wales. 

Whether employees appreciate, oppose, or are indifferent to such 
encouragement on the part of their employers is by no means certain. 
In 19J4the percentage ofN.U.D.A.W. members whose contributions 
were in arrears amounted to 2}'7; this was a considerable improve
ment on 19}0 when the figure reached }S' 7. In view of the compara-" 
tively small ratio of unemployment, and the good and regular wages 
enjoyed by N.U.D.A. W. members, the high percentage of arrears 
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may be significant. It may, on the other hand, be merely an expression 
of indifference towards an organization which has required little 
effort to establish, and whose activities, in the interests of many of 
its members, have rarely been directly needed. 

It is difficult, if not impossible, to arrive at the numbers of workers 
in the distributive trades outside the co-operative movement who are 
members of trade unio~, as they are spread over a great number of 

FIG. 35 

NUMBER OF DISTRIBUTIVE WORKERS ENROLLED IN THE 
PRINCIPAL TRADE UNIONS FOR 192I ~D 1931 
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1931 MemiJership 
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Percent 
119,62.3 94 

13,944 33 
3,593 Not ascertained 

5,087 100 

741 100 

unions, both on a craft and on an industrial basis. They do not' form 
such compact groups as those in, say, the boot and shoe industry, 
and those in the railway industry. 

The memberships of the main unions catering for distributive 
workers in 192.1 and 1931, according to the report of the Registrar 
of Friendly Societies, are shown in Fig. 35. 

Some workers engaged in the distributive trades are enrolled in 
the General and Municipal Workers' Union, the Transport and 
General Workers' Union and the National Union of Clerks and 
Administrative Workers; the total numbers are not known, but 
they cannot be large, probably less than 2.0,000 in all. It is clear from 
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these ligures that trade union membership, in the distributive trades 
outside the co-operative movement, is so small as to be wholly 
ineffective in the determination of working conditions. 

Trade unionists in the co-operative movement may be divided into 
two main groups. those who are members of craft unions and those 
who are members of industrial unions. Among the 60,000 productive 
workers of the wholesale societies, craft unions are by no means 
unimportant. But co-operative membership generally forms only a 
comparatively small proportion of the membership of such unions, 
and there hlW been little tendency to negotiate special agreements 
with co-operative employers. Generally speaking, the policy of the 
movement has been to pay at least trade union rates of wages and to 
grant at least trade union conditions, and this policy is accepted by· 
the unions concerned. . 

The N.U.D.A. W. occupies a dominating position in co-operative 
employment. Its influence is to some extent weakened by the presence 
of three rival organizations, the National Union of Shop Assistants, 
the National Union of Clerks, and the Municipal and General Workers' 
Union. These organizations compete with N.U.D.A.W. for members, 
the two former among shop, assistants and clerical workers in both 
the wholesale and·retail societies, and the latter more, among the ranks 
of unorganized prot;luctive and manual workers. The NationalUruon 
of Shop Assistants has about 25,000 members in co-operative service. 

It may be pointed out that where co-operative societies insist upon, 
or encourage, trade union membership, it is not customary to specify 
any particular union. The C.W.S., for example, merely indicates that 
membership must be of the "appropriate" union, without delining 
the term further. The definition of the appropriate union is decided 
by the General Council of the T.U.C., to which the C.W.S. refers 
all disputes on this question. Where a union is specilied, it is generally 
the appropriate craft union-presumably with a view to preventing 
the formation of an employee "bloc" within a society, and to prevent 
inter-union rivalry. Nevertheless, such a "bloc" has in practice resulted. 

'The N.U.D.A. W., which secures the majority of co-operative em
ployees for reasons largely historical, has been able to . conclude 
agreements with other unions catering for co-operative workers. 

There are both advantages and disadvantages accruing to the 
movement from its attitudes towards trade unionism. The advantage 
which is most frequently stressed is the simplification of collective 

M 
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bargaining. In addition to the concili~tion machinery, it is simple for 
the movement to be able to approach only one union when any, 
problem arises which calls for action over the whole field of emp.l0Y
ment in the movement. A good example of this was provided by the . 
aftermath of the General Strike in 192.6. At that time, the co-operative 
movement found itself in an extremely invidious position. It was -a ' 
workers' movement, and yet it was unable to stop its employees froIll .. 
going out on strike. When the strike was over, there was an oppor
tunity for the societies and the trade unions to get together to consider 
their special circumstances. In the Co-operative Congress report for 
192.8 there appears the following resolution: 

"This Congress, being finnly convinced that it is essential that good 
relations shall be maintained between the co-operative movement and the 
trade union movement, regrets that workers employed by co-operative 
societies were required to cease work during the national strike of 192.6. 
and that in some towns trade union organizations appeared to treat 
co-operative societies more harshly than they treated capitalistic undertakings 
trading for private profit. 

It affirms its belief that attacks upon co-operative societies must, if 
successful, injure every section of the working-class movement in Great 
Britain, and it therefore welcomes the decision of the Co-operative Union 
and the General Council of the Trades Union Congress to appoint a Joint 
Committee to formulate proposals intended to promote closer harmony 
between the two movements and to prevent the repetition of events which 
occurred during the national strike of 192.6." 

In conformity with this resolution, representatives of the movement 
met representatives of the T. U.C., and a joint sub-committee was 
appointed to go into the matters in detail in order to find points of 
common agreement. Subsequently the sub-committee unanimously 
recommended to their respective organizations "that the principle is 
accepted, that the relations between the trade union movement and 
the co-operative movement, with regard to questions arising on the 
tE"rms and conditions of employment, must be based upon a different" 
policy to that ordinarily applied to the private capitalist undertakings, 
so far as strikes and lock-outs are concerned. Provided that the 
co-operative societies are recognizing and applying recognized trade 
union rates of wages, hours and working conditions, they shall be 
immune from strikes and lock-outs in respect of such matters." 
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From the point of view of the union itself, it is obviously a great 
advantage to have its members concentrated under one set of 
employers. The expense of canvassing for new members and collect
ing subscriptions tends to be reduced to a minimum; the local union 
.organization is strengthened by the fact that the local employers are 
easily available; and with membership compulsory over such a wide 
,ilea in the movement, a steady income to trade union funds is assured. 

The disadvantages of the industrial type of union in the movement 
are fairly obvious. The most important is that an industrial union, 
concerned mainly with a special form of enterprise, would be inclined 
to condemn the conditions which are existing in its own province 
and not to see the conditions which exist outside of its province very 
clearly. This seems to be happening now in the co-operative move
ment. The N.U.D.A.W. has confined itself so much to the movement 
that it has fallen into the danger of neglecting conditions outside. 
Th,e object of a trade union should surely be to get the best conditions 
that it can for its members, but it should also endeavour to widen its 
membership with a view to levelling up conditions for all workers 
engaged in its field of activity. The N.U.D.A.W., partly because it 
has tried to cover too wide a field of employment within the 
co-operative movement, partly because of the very great difficulty of 
organizing the small and scattered units in the distributive trades, has 
fallen into the danger of aligning itself, not against employers in 
general, but against the co-operative movement in particular. This 
becomes clear from a study of the attitude of the union in its dealings 
with co-operative societies during the last few years. It has tended to 
change its stand from an acceptance of co-operative conditions as 
being better than those existing outside, to the point of view that 
co-operative conditions are not so good as they ought to be. 
'·r The N.U.D.A. W. holds that, despite the general superiority of 
co-operative wages and conditions, they are not superior to the 
standards of the best capitalist employers, nor are they as much as 
the movement generally could afford to pay. The co-operative societies 

'argue that the trade unions spend their time wrangling over trivial 
points of difference when they are faced with the fact that only about 
10 per cent. of the workers in the industry are organized. Thus, a 
meeting between the Co-operative Union Executive and the three 
chief trade unions, i.e. the N.U.D.A.W., the Shop Assistants' Union, 
and the Clerks' Union, led to the comment by the co-operative 
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representatives that "the meeting added nothing to the smoother 
working of the conciliation machinery, and if it left a feeling on the 
co-operative side that the complaints were somewhat trivial, when 
set beside the lack of trade union organization among their competitors 
and the treatment meted out to trade unions by them, such feeling 
could well be justified."l 

It may be added that the growth of this tendency, coupled with the 
experience of 192.6, has led to a hardening of co-operative opinion 
against the present type of trade union organization in the movement. 
Nevertheless, the attitude outlined at the beginning of this section 
still prevails, and it is certain that the movement would not cOnsciously 
approve of any action likely to antagonize trade unionism or to 
discourage trade union activity. 

1 Co-opt"";ve CtJIIfP'U$ &pon, 1934. p. 39-



CHAPTER 22 

THE EFFICIENCY OF CO-OPERATIVE RETAIL 
DISTRIBUTION 

§ I. Tlze Plan of Co-operative Retail Distrwution 

No part of our present industrial organization has received more 
severe criticism than the distributive system. Not only socialists but 
also scientists, engineers and other technicians, are constantly urging 
that the problem of production has been solved, but that the organiza
tion of distribution stands in the way to prevent the benefits of modern 
invention reaching the consumer. These critics usually point to the 
high profits that the middleman takes to himself and that seem to be 
growing ever taller. A broader line of criticism is that, whatever the 
reason, prices ~o the consumer are higher than they need be. Prices 
to the consumer may be higher than necessary, not because the middle
man makes a high profit after deducting his costs, but because his 
costs are higher than necessary. These high costs, in turn, may be due, 
not necessarily tp the middleman's personal inefficiency, but to .an 
excessive number of middlemen or to some other factor in the very 
nature of the present distributive system, in which a given middleman 
is but one unit. 

The most promising lines of attack on the apparent inefficiency of
modem distribution are thus policies for changing the system as a 
whole. Several such policies of reconstruction have been mooted. The 
co-operative attack on the problem of distribution at present excludes 
two such policies recently put forward as a solution; the policy of 
planning in the sense of planned consumption, and the policy of direct 
sale in the sense of physically eliminating all retail shops and getting 
direct contact of producer with consumer. 

The co-operative movement does not accept the policy of planned 
consumption, since it is prepared to cater for the demands of its 
members, whatever these may be, and does not seek to determine 
what they shall consume on some "rational" basis such as real need. 
Individual freedom of choice is preferred to arbitrary authority, 
however wise. Co-operative distribution is therefore subject to the 
same small-scale family buying on the part of the consumer, and. 
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exposed to the same risks of anticipating demand erroneously, as is 
capitalist distribution, except perhaps that its management committees 
offer a "planned" channel for expressing the demands of members. 

Nor does the co-operative movement accept as a principle the direct 
producer-to-consumer, factory-to-home, solution. The whole move
ment is based on the shop and the retail and wholesale societies. 
These are middlemen between consumer and producer; but they are 
not necessarily middlemen independent of the producer. As explained 
in Chapter 24, a large part of co-operative retail sales are bought 
wholesale from the C.W.S. and S.C.W.S., and part again of ~ese 
sales of the wholesale societies are produced in their own factories; 
moreover, most retail societies provide personal and property services, 
and manufacture certain products, such as bread. There is thus 
organizational integration in co-operative business, but not a belief 
in the physical elimination of retail and wholesale organs. The effec
tiveness of such surgical methods in satisfying the consumer is open 
to grave doubts.1 House-to-house peddling or mail orders to the 
producers raise as many costs as they avoid. There is no shop where 
the consumer can single out exactly what he wants; itlstead he is 
either pestered with unwanted callers, or, after choosing from a 
mere catalogue, has to pay the expense of the transport of goods in 
small parcels. 

Planned consumption and direct factory-to-consumer sale are thus 
not an integral part of the co-operative plan for distribution. But the 
fundamental problem of reducing prices to the consumer can be 
tackled and is being tackled in more ways than these two. Briefly 
stated, the co-operative plan on the business side is to abolish margins 
as payments for capital and management, and, partly by attracting 
customers through dividend on purchase, partly by eliminating 
competition inside the whole movement, to reduce costs. Since prices 
are built up of costs and margins, the reduction of costs and abolition 
of certain margins must inevitably bring down prices. 

The abolition of margins as payment for capital and management 
is effected by the co-operative device of paying variable dividends 
on purchase but fixed interest on capital and fixed salaries for manage
ment, instead of the capitalist device of paying variable dividends on 
joint stock. capital, or variable profits on the capital and management 

1 See Braithwaite and Dobbs, TA. DistrilJ,.tioll 0/ ConmtnlliJI. Goods, Chapters x 
and XI. 
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of the independent entrepreneur. This dividend on purchase and its 
attractive power to customers is in the very forefront of co-operative 
policy and has already been described.1 But the elimination of competi-

FIG. 36 

TRADE OF CO-OPERATIVE AND ALL RETAIL 
ORGANIZATIONS ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OF 

THEIR BRANCHES 
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• . . U,S.A. (Cmsu.r of 1930): -
Number of Shops .. 1,2.2.8.450 64,498 142.,640 4,2.2.I:j: 
Sales ($ooo,ooo) •• " 2.8,842. 3,838 8,52.5 4,350:1: 
Percentage of Total Sales 63'3 8'4 18'7 9'6:j: 

• See Braithwaite and Dobbs, DimwutWn of ConsUtnaIJ/tl Goods, p. 2.38. 
t Upper limit of estimate. 
:j: Department shops included either in Unit or Multiple Shops have been 

subtracted from these categories and here separately stated. 

tion inside co-operative retail trade is less well known. It has taken 
place gradually and unobtrusively through the amalgamation of 
societies and the opening of additional branches.1 The resultant 
position is shown in Fig. 36, which compares the percentage of 
co-operative and of total trade done by organizations with one, a 

1 See Olapter 5. 
I See page 63 for growth in membership of the average society. 
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few, or many branches. It will be seen that while the bulk of total 
retail trade is done by unit, single-branch shops both in Great Britain 
(69 per cent.) and America (63·3 per cent.), the bulk of co-operative 
trade (86· 8 per cent.) is done by societies with more than five branches. 

As far as the bulk of co-operative retail trade is concerned, this is 
conducted by an aggregate of large-scale organizations each owning 
at least six shops; co-operative retailing is, in fact, mainly of multiple 
shop or chain store type. Furthermore, this aggregate is more or less 
systematized. Unlike the non-eo-operative multi-shop organization, 
there is usually no competition from within. While the non
co-operative multi-shop organizations may be national or regional 
in area, the co-operative multi-shop societies operate only locally, 
and each co-operative multi-shop society has, with certain exceptions, 
a defined area within which it is immune from competition by other 
co-operative multi-shop societies.1 There is also the unifying influence 
of the two wholesale societies. 

The progress of co-operative retailing· is probably due partly 
to its large-scale features. A special statistical enquiry analysing the 
costs and profits of a hundred co-operative societies in 1931.2 has shown 
that in the grocery department (forming over half of co-operative 
trade) operating costs tend on the whole to be less and net margins or 
surplus to be higher, the larger the branches or shops of the society. 

1 See Chapter 3. 
I The societies selected all kept departmental records and were distributed as evenly 

as possible over geographical districts in England and Scotland, though more attention 
was paid to the Southern and Midland Societies charging market prices. The societies 
were of different representative sizes. 

It is hoped that a memorandum embodying the full results of this enquiry will be 
published shortly under the auspices of the Co-operative Union. The summary of results 
is as follows: In the grocery department the positive results were that the operating costs 
tend on the whole to be less and the net margins or surplus to be higher the larger the 
branches of the society, but not necessari1y the larger the society as measured by numbers 
of branches or total grocery sales. Merchandise costs, contrary to the experience of non
co-operative !inns, showed no tendency to fall for societies of l~ size. This unusual 
result was attributable to the C.W.S. and S.c. W.S. policy of treating all societies and 
orders alike, large or small, in the matter of rebates. 

In the drapery department the most surprising positive result was that operating costs 
were higher and the net margin or surplus was lower for societies that were larger as 
measured by their total sales in all departments. This apparendy lower efficiency of 
large societies was probably due to the wide variety of drapery lines, many of them 
more expensive in retailing, offered by the larger societies. There was, in short, large
scale organization but not large-scale dealing in anyone typical drapery line. This , 
spreading of business may pardy be a necessary accompaniment of a widening clientele, 
but obviously requires watching if costs are not to rise unduly. 
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This tendency runs parallel to similar tendencies in non-c9-operative 
trade; as shown in several American and English enquiries. But the 
question must now be put, has the co-operative movement anything 
more to off~ on its purely business side than increased efficiency due 
to mere large-scale organization? 

The answer to this question is Yes. In several business features, 
co-operative trading differs fundamentally from non-co-operative 
trading, however large-scale, and these lead to a greater efficiency 
over and beyond that possible to large-scale trading outside the 
co-operative movement. 

These sources of efficiency that co-operative business holds out as 
against non-co-operative business consist in (a) lower cost of mer
chandise; (IJ) lower operation costs; (c) lower costs of finance. The 
following three sections will compare each of these costs as incurred. 
by co-operative and non-co-operative organization. 

§ 2. ComparatiYI &tail Mercluuu/i.sl Costs 

Merchandise costs, that is, the purchase price of the stock. that is to 
be re-sold at retail, are less to co-operative societies than to non
co-operative firms if these societies trade with either of the wholesale 
societies. 

(I) There is evidence, adduced in Chapter 2), for supposing that 
the wholesale societies act as more efficient intermediaries between 
producer and retailer than do capitalist middlemen. Thus, quite apart 
from the dividend on their purchases, merchandise can often be 
supplied more cheaply to the co-operative retail societies than capitalist 
wholesalers can supply capitalist retailers. Certainly the high propor
tion of merchandise co-operative retailers do buy from the co-operative 
wholesalers is significant of the advantages thus conferred.1 

(2) As well as this general economy in the purchasing of mer
chandise, applying to all retail societies, the smaller societies obtain 
special advantages. The C.W.S. and the S.C.W.S. have an instruction 
to managers that the same price be charged to all societies on the 
same day, irrespective of the size of the order.1 This policy runs counter 
to that of most non-co-operative wholesalers or manufacturers 
supplying direct to retailers. Thus while larger societies giving larger 
orders may derive no advantage apart from the dividend out of pur-

I See Chapter a3. § 1. • See Chapter 7. p. ISS. 
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chase from the wholesale societies as against non-co-operative sources, 
smaller societies giving smaller orders may obtain a considerable 
reduction in the cost of merchandise compared to small non-co
operative retailers dealing with ordinary middlemen or manufac
turers. This is probably the main reason for the fact that smaller 
societies buy a greater proportion of their merchandise from the 
C.W.S. than the larger societies.1 It may also be the reason for the 
small effect of size of society upon grocery merchandise costs, noted 
above in the cost analysis of the hundred co-operative societies. In 
non-co-operative groceries, the large chain-store firms tend to have 
lower merchandise costs than the smaller firms. But this is not true of 
larger and smaller co-operative societies. Larger non-co-operative 
retailers reduce merchandise cost by giving larger orders to their 
wholesalers, but the larger co-operative societies obtain no such re
duction from the C.W.S. They throw their economic advantage in 
bulk ordering into the pool out of which smaller societies benefit. 

(3) The. C.W.S. has set up buying depots in foreign countries 
through which direct relations can be eStablished with organizations 
importing foodstuffs and other merchandise into this country. Some 
reduction in costs is probably effected in this way, as compared with 
the costs of buying through intermediaries. 

(4) The organization of co-operative retailing differs from that of 
all other retailing in combining the chain-store principle with that of 
local concentration. In the larger co-operative societies, there is 
central purchasing for a great number of branches all concentrated 
close to local headquarters. The relatively costly redistribution in 
smaller lots after "breaking bulk" is confined to a small area. The 
larger non-co-operative chain stores, on the other hand, have their 
branches scattered over a wide---often nation-wIde-area. Apart 
from their strategic position as usually the biggest buyers and dis
tributors IocaOy, co-operative societies thus often effect by their 
"lay-out" a real economy in transport of merchandise to the branch 
shop. . 

§ 3. Comparative Retail Operating Costs 

The gross margin of the retailer is the difference betWeen his sales 
at retail prices and his purchases at wholesale prices. The net margin 
of the retailer is the difference between this gross margin and his 

1 See Chapter 7. p. 159. 
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Operating costs. What are these operating costs and why are they 
incurred~ 

It is, apparently, not always clear to the critics of distributive 
margins that there are necessary services perfonned by retailers for 
the community which must be paid for by the community. It is true 
that retailers do not materially change the fonn of an article; they 
do not extract, manufacture or build "products"; nevertheless their 
necessary functions, though perhaps "invisible", are clearly enumerable. 1 

(I) Consumers must be infonned of the merchandise that is for 
sale. This is a necessary service, since it is useless for goods to be 
made to meet the demands of consumers if consumers do not know 
where to obtain these goods. Goods must be displayed on counters, 
on shelves and in shop windows, so that prospective customers may 
inspect them at their leisure. Advice may be required of shop assistants, 
and printed information is circulated in advertisements of various 
sorts. Advertisements may and do go much further than the mere 
giving of infonnation. They are designed not merely to tell the 
consumer where his existing demand can be satisfied, but also "to 
increase that demand by inducing consumers to buy more".1 This 
further purpose in advertising is not, of course, necessary and is 
largely the result of competition. 

(%) It is necessary for most goods to be prepared for sale by 
dividing, sorting, reassembling, grading, cleaning and packing. This 
preparation, which may be called for short the "handling" function, 
includes the actual wrapping and handing over the counter by the 
shop assistant. Handling is the nearest the distributor gets to physically 
productive functions, and is of varying importance in different trades. 
In butchery, for instance, there is actual slaughtering, cutting up and 
weighing; in tailoring and shoe shops, the actual fitting and trying 
on; while in most grocery and tobacco lines, handling is reduced to 
a minimum. 

(3) It is necessary for goods to be transported by the retail distributor 
to his shop and, unless he works on the cash and carry plan, delivered 
from his shop to the consumers' door. ' 

(4) Finally, stocks must he held, and their holding financed. Shops 
are often called stores, and one of the necessary functions of the 
shopkeeper is that he holds a store of goods like a reservoir of water 

1 Braithwaite and Dobbs, TM Dinrihutio" of Con~k GooJs, Chapter VII. 
lOp. cit., p. 1+ 
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which customers may tap at a moment's notice. For a given flow of 
sales, trades with a low rate of turnover of stock must hold a greater 
reservoir of stock in relation to sales than others. Grocery, for in
stance, with relatively few, and most of them standard, lines has 
a higher turnover than drapery or department stores. This holding 
of stocks involves space, safe keeping and watching. It also requires 
financing, since the retailer often finds it necessary to borrow in 
order to buy his stock, repaying the loan out of the proceeds of the 
sale of that stock; and, in any case, it represents so much capital. 

The costs incurred in the performance of these four types of 
necessary retailing functions involve the factors of labour, capital and 
land employed directly by the retailer, and also involve payments to 
outside agencies for specific services. 

Wages and salaries must be paid to shop assistants for giving 
. advice and information and for handling the goods, to van-men and 
errand-boys for transporting, and to watchmen or others involved 
in the holding of stocks. Interest must be paid on borrowed capital 
that finances the holding of stocks, the buying of land and the build
ing of shops and warehouses. Rent must be paid for such land and 
buildings used in holding and displaying stock as are not owned but 
hired. 

Specific services for which outside organizations are usually paid I 

include advertising, insurance of shops and stocks, power (for lighting 
and heating shops, and for illuminated advertisements), rates and 
taxes, repairs and replacements (partly met periodically by depreciation) 
and finally supplies such as boxes and wrappings.l 

Costs of co-operative and non-eo-operative retailing will be 
compared first under the following heads, some of which (i-iii) 
are factorial and others (iv-vi) functional. The financial costs will be 
compared later. 

(i) The cost of Labour. 
(ii) The cost of Administration. 
(iii) The cost of Land. 
(iv) The cost of Advertising. 
(v) The cost of Credit. 

(vi) The cost of Delivery. 

1 Logically those costs of "supplies" should be added to merchandise, but usually 
are not. 
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Under each of these cost items, some estimate will be given of a 
typical percentage which the cost bears to the total sales of co-operative 
societies. Exact costs that would be typical are not available, since 
each society adopts its own method of analysis, if it adopts any. This 
estimate will be based partly on direct knowledge of the cost items 
involved, partly on cost analysis of non-eo-operative firms mainly in 
the grocery trade, partly on the special analysis of th~ total merchandise 
and total operating costs of a hundred co-operative societies.1 Each 
estimate will, with the necessary corrections and allowances, bear some 
relation to the analogous cost of non-eo-operative firms, and the total 
of the estimates will tally with the total operating cost actually dis
covered for co-operative societies. Unfortunately there are few British 
non-eo-operative firms for which the detailed information of cost 
items is available. The evidence from analogy must mainly come from 
America, where the Harvard Bureau of Business Research has under
taken the cost-analysis of a wide variety of distributive trades, the 
Federal Trade Commission has recently investigated chain stores 
of all sorts, and there is a periodic census of distribution. Except in 
certain particulars, which will be noted later, American conditions in 
the distributive trades are not as different from British conditions as 
is usually supposed. The proportion of trade done by unit shops, 
department shops, and multiple shops, respectively, are much the 
same, as reference to Fig. 36 will show; nor are the gross margins 
charged by the same sort of trade so very different in the two countries.' 
It is worth citing the well-ascertained American experience, even if 
only to form a rough framework for a realistic analysis of costs. The 
main differences lie not so much between country and country when 
they are both highly developed commercially, as between trade and 
trade, and above all between different types of control. The margin of 
profit of a one-man business must not be compared, for instance, with 
the margin of profit of a joint stock company; the former is payment 
for labour, administration and capital, the latter only for capital.1I 

1 The comparison wiI~ strictly speaking, be confined to the Southern and Midland 
c:o-operative societies, since these charge market prices and give low dividends as against 
the high price and dividend policy of many Northern societies. 

I Compare Dunlop, "Retail Profit", Economic Journal, September 1929, and McNair, 
"Margins and Profits in Retail Trade in the United States", Economic Journal, December 
1930. 
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(i) The Cost of Lahour 
. The wages and salaries costs of non-eo-operative Jomt stock 

companies include payment for labour and administration; so do 
co-operative wages and salaries costs. 

The total salaries and wages' of workers classed as engaged in 
distribution is gi-.en for the retail co-operative societies in 1932. as 
£16,396,767; the total sales of these societies was £2.01,2.2.2.,000; and 
the percentage of wage cost to sales therefore appears te> be 8· 1 per 
cent. But it must be remembered that a portion of these "sales" are 
personal services such as hairdressing and undertaking, or property 
services such as shoe repairs, painting and decorating, laundry, 
furniture removal and blacksmithing, where there are no distriJ:?utive 
workers selling goods belonging to the society. These services cannot 
account for more than £2.,000,cxxj1 of total sales, leaving at least 
£199,2.2.2.,000 as true sales of goods; the wage cost of distribution 
proper cannot, therefore, be more than 8· 2. per cent. of these sales. 
To this must be added o' 3 per cent. of sales for employers' compulsory 
contributions to national insurance, making a cost of~· 5 per cent. 
for labour and administration. 

Bearing in mind the predominant position of grocery and food in 
co-operative trade, and the chain-store character of co-operative 
trading, the most appropriate non-eo-operative wage and salary 
cost-ratios to set against this 8· 5 per cent. are the 10' 3 per cent. of 
the Harvard Bureau enquiry into American chain groceries, and the 
10 or 1 I per cent. given by Mr. Dobbs for English multiple confec
tionery stores. But this comparison cloaks differences in the payment 
for labour and for administration respectively, and those services 
must be considered separately. 

Co-operative societies pay on the average higher wages to assistants 
and work them shorter hours, as described in Chapter 2.1; but if sales 
per seller are also higher, it does not follow that their labour costs per 
unit of sales are higher. Co-operative statistics are available, but in the 
absence of any Census of Distribution for Great Britain, the average of 
national sales effected per seller in different trades cannot be direcdy 
obtained. Indirecdy, however, by dividing value of sales (estimated 
from the Census of Production) by the number of proprietors, 
managers, salesmen and shop assistants actually engaged as sellers 

1 In Fig. 43 the ,estimate for services is ;[.1.500,000. 
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(calculated from the Census of Occupations) approximate compariSons, 
which are worth making, can be made in at least four trades or depart
ments important in co-operative distribution. The relatively small 
proportion of proprietors qr fnanagers of shops who do not actually 
perform the selling were excluded ali far as possible in the calculation 
of the national sales per seller. Most co-operative non-selling managers 
are automatically excluded, since the co-operative ~ployees refer to 
particular departments and "not to the supervisory office staff general 
to a~ departments. The ~ollowing is the result of the calculation: 

Grocery 
Drapery 
Butchery 
Footwear 

Sa/u per SaIuman, 193~ 

Co-opuative 
Societies only 

£ 
1,822 

1,369 
1,377 
1,712 

.All &taikrs 
Gr_Britain 

(approximately) 
£ 

1,450 

1,250 

1,550 

1,900 

The comparison shows a lower sale per seller in co-operative 
butchery and footwear departments, but a higher sale per seller for 
the two co-operative departments in which we are particularly 
interested-a much higher sale per seller in grocery and a somewhat 
higher sale per seller in drapery branches. It must be remembered, 
however, what a large part the small and admittedly low sale family 
shop plays in the total of non-eo-operative grocery sales and possibly 
drapery sales too. The comparison really required is one between 
sales per salesman in the co-operative shop and in its non-eo-operative 
rival of similar size, for instance, the chain or the department store. 
The figures available for British department stores, mainly in the 
drapery trade, show sales per salesman (exclusive of porters, packers 
and despatch staff) varying in I93~ from [,1,057 to [,~,21I according 
to size.1 In the department stores with largest sales-totals, the sales 
per salesman are clearly higher than the average sales per salesman 
in the co-operative drapery trade. 

In the absence of exacdy comparable statistics of sales per seller, 
we are thrown back on comparisons oflabourcost between co-operative 
societies and such comparable non-eo-operative firms as have been 
cost-analyzed. The Harvard Bureau distinguishes carefully, in its 

1 Retai1 Distributors' Association (R.D.A.), 1932. 
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analys~~ of pay rolls, between paymeQts for buying and administrative 
functions and payments for routine 'labour in shop, warehouse and 
transport. In the case of chain groceries, out of the total of 10' 3 per 
cent. mentioned above, I' 4 per cent. was paid for eX'ecutive costs in 
connection with buying and administration. labour costs would thus, 
at the outside, amount to. 8'9 per cent. A similar subtraction of 
administration costs from the estimated co-operative salary and wage 
costs of 8· 5 per cent. w~uld leave a labour cost of 8· I per cent.l 

Considering that wages and salaries tend to be higher in America 
than in England, the approximation of the labour costs per ,unit of 
sales of the (mainly grocery) co-operative societies and the American 
grocery chain is remarkable. 

(ii) The Cost of Administration 

It is difficult to assess the precise cost of administration in indepen
dent shops where the proprietor may, for part of his time, be 
"labouring" behind the counter, end where part of 4is income is 
payment for the capital he has put into the business. In ,'chain shops, 
usually controlled by a joint stock company, the manager is not a 
capitalist, although, since each branch is small, he is probably acting, 
for part of his time, as a salesman behind the counter. In department 
stores, however, the manager is probably purely an administrator, 
since each department of the store usually employs a large number of 
labouring salesmen. 

Administration may be taken to exclude activities that must take 
place on delivery routes or in the warehouse or in the shop itself, 
such as floor superintendence or managing' of small branches. Adminis
tration is thus restricted (a) to the work of buyers and purchasing 
managers; and (6) to other brainwork that can be conducted in an 
office; and, even in this office work, administration excludes routine 
clerical duties, and is confined to executive functions. Under this 
somewhat exclusive definition of retail administration, it appears from 
the researches of the Harvard Bureau that in American chain groceries 
the cost of administration was I' 4 per cent. of sales in 1929, and in 
American department stores and specialty stores was in the same year 
4 and 4' 5 per cent. of sales-of which half or over was paid to buyers. 
In the R.D.A. enquiry into British department stores, the personal 

',See (ii) below, administration com estimated at o' 40 per cent. ' 
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cost of administration (here excluding buyers) is given for J9JZ as 
)·21 per cent. 

As against these figures we may calculate the cost of administration 
in a typical large co-operative society with, say, total sales of 
[,1,800,000 divided between a gtocery department with sales of 
[,900,000 and nine other departments with sales of abou~ [,100,000 
each.1 The administrative staff would quite pt;pbably, in these circum
stances, consist of one grocery manager with salary of [,600; nine 
other departmental managers with salarieS of [,500 each; a General 
Secretary with salary of [,750; an Assistant Secretary and an 
Accountant each with salaries of [,500. The total administrative pay 
roll would thus amount to [,6,850, or some 0.38 per cent., say 0·4 per 
cent., of the total sales. This percentage is extremely low when com
pared with the administrative cost ratios of non-eo-operative firms 
that have been given. It must be borne in mind; however, that 
co-operative departmental managers do their own buying; that much 
of the higher control, as exercised by the management committee, is 
entirely unpaid; and that the co-operative movement stands for 
greater equality of incomes and hence lower remuneration of the 
higher officials as compared with capitalist organizations. 

(iii) The Cost of Rent 
The cost of rent per sales was shown to depend partly on the 

holding function, partly on the information function. ' 
If more stocks have to be held for any given amount of sales, more 

space is required for holding them, and a close correlation can be 
found between the rate of turnover of stock and the rent cost. The 
faster the turnover, i.e. the higher the ratio of sales over stock, the 
lower the rent cost per sales, and vice versa. This correlation can be 
established for the trades in which co-operative societies chiefly 
engage, by reference to the U.S. Census of Distribution. Milk appears 

, to have the highest rate of stock turn, the stock of milk dealers being 
turned over, according to the U.S. Census of Distribution,·some 140 
times per year.1 This trade is in a class by itself; but class two in stock 
tum includes butchery (50 times) and bakery (32 times). In class 
three may be placed coal (IS times) and grocery (13 times). In class 

I These figures are based on a survey of twenty-two of the largest English co-operative 
societies in 1931. 

• The figures are obtained by dividing sales by stock. The U.S. Census values stock 
at cost, Le. wholesale prices. 
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four, the sl~west turners, are apparel (tailoring and boots and shoes) 
and furnishing (both 5 times), and drapery or "dry goods" (3 
times). The cost of rent per sales was also obtained by the U.S. Census 
for the same trades, and the classes were roughly the same. Milk 
dealers had the very low rent cos~ of o' 83 per cent. of sales; apparel, 
furnishing and drapery, high rent costs of,· 06, 4.6 and 4'68 per cent. 
respectively.1 Midway came coal and grocery with rent costs of 1'35 
and 2.' 84 per cent.1 Bakery and butchery involve some productive 
activities and therefore additional room with consequently higher 
rent cos~ (6· 18 and 3'08 per cent.) than their low stock turnover 
w,ould suggest. In general, however, it appears safe to assume that 
high stock turnover is associated with a low rent cost per unit of 
sales. 

The rate of stock tum appears to be high in co-operative trade 
when QOmparecl with similar non-eo-operative trades. Accounts for 
the distributive societies in the United Kingdom give, for 1933, sales 
as £197,2.57,000; stocks as £17,362.,000; yielding a stock turn of 
I I • 4.8 These sales and stocks are composed of the sales and stocks 
of the different trades or departments in various proportions, but if 
similar trades are taken in roughly the same proportion, it appears 
that in 1930 the American stock tum was 10' 2. when reckoning sales 
at retail and stock at cost (i.e. wholesale) prices, as the co-operative 
societies do. This rate of stock tum is corroborated by the Federal 
Trade Commission enquiry into chain stores, when allowance is 
made for their valuation of sales at wholesale prices. This enquiry 
also demonstrates the stability of rates of stock tum over the years 
192.7 to 1930. A similar stability is shown in the Harvard Bureau's 
stock turns of department stores from 192.5 to 192.9. Except for 
butchery and bakery, where American reliance on large-scale cen
tralized production makes stocks less perishable and therefore slower 
to tum, it does not appear from the fragmentary English enquiries 
that stock turns, in those trades which are carried on by co-operative 

1 Cpo the Harvard Bureau Department and Speciality Store percentage of 3'0 to 
4' 8 per cent. below. 

I Cpo the Harvard Bureau Grocery percentage of I' 3 and 2' 3 per cent. above. 
I The stock of retail co-operative societies that engage in production would include 

raw materials and semi-finished goods which, if anything, would lower the rate of 
stock tum unduly. Taking retail departments separately, the hundred cost-analysed 
co-operative societies show an average (median) stock tum of IS' 84 for grocery, 3' 66 
for drapery. This compares with stock turns of 13 for grocery and 2'7 for dry goods 
in the U.S. Census of 1930. 
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retailers in England, are generally any higher than in America.1 If 
anything, they are lower. It may thus be concluded that co-operative 
trading has a faster turnover than non-co~operative tra'ding in this 
country and, on that head, incurs a lower rent cost. 

Rent also depends upon the information function. To inform 
customers of what they sell, shops must be placed in frequented and 
accessible central sites, for which other shops, and offices and hotels, 
will also be competing. The price of the land, i.e. the· rent, will 
therefore tend to be high. Competing for central sites is the policy 
of non-co-operativ~ department stores and some chain shops. It is 
not the policy of most independent unit shops, since the majority of 
these are small and include many catering for the very poor in slum 
areas.1 This is th~reason, probably, why the Harvard Bureau found 
the rent cost of independent grocers lower than that of chain groceries, 
I· 3 per cent. as against 2.·3 per cent.; and, together ~ith their lower 
stock. tum, it is probably also the reason for the comparatively high 
rent cost of department and speciality stores, which the Harvard 
Bureau found to be 3 to 4.8 per cent. in America. In British depart
ment stores the cost of "occupancy" is given by the R.D.A. for I9J2. 
as high as 5·73 per cent.; but this includes maintenance and deprecia
tion, and onlY3; 31 per cent. was strictly due to rent and 'rates. For 
most of their shops, co-operative societies, like independent traders, 
do not seek. the more expensive sites. They rely on their members 
seeking branches out even though they are not in the principal 
thoroughfares. An exception to this rule, however, is the central 
premises of the largest societies that are often placed in "department 
store sites". 

Thus, in theory, the co-operative rent cost per sales is likely to be 
lower than that of non-eo-operative department stores, both on 
account of the higher stock. tum, i.e. lower holding of stock. in relation 
to sales, and on account of the generally less central sites. But the co
operative rent cost is not so likely to be less than that of independent 
grocers or even of chain stores that have no centralized premises. 

In actual practice it is difficult to establish a precise percentage of • 

1 See Dunlop, "Retailing Profit", &OMmit: Jcwmal, September 1929. 
• To judge from the Census of Occupations, about half the 600,000 non-co-operative 

unit shops in Great Britain given in Fig. 36 had a ''Proprietor or Manager" who was 
"a worker on his own account", that is, employed no assistants whatever. Many further 
shops would presumably employ only one assistant. . 
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rent cost of sales, since most co-operative societies own their shops. 
The annual cost of the land and buildings is in that case represented 
by the interest on the purchase price, which may in many cases have 
been rapidly written off by a policy of high depreciation charges. 
In Fig. 39, all the co-operative operating costs, such as rent, are so 
estimated as to add up to the same figure as the total of operating 
costs actually found in the enquiry into a hundred societies.1 Thus 
only the actual rent paid in practice and not the economic rent that 
premises are worth is entered in the table. It was found in 1933, that 
the payment to rates by a typical number of societies in England and 
Wales was £1,380,000 per annum, the sales of those societies being 
£150,503,000. This gives the cost of rates as 0'9 per cent. of sales. 
From samples examined it would appear that actual payments to rent 
and rates average about I' 5 per cent. of sales. 

(iv) The Cost of Adverti6ing 

If the rent cost is lower in co-operative than in non-eo-operative 
retailing, owing partly to the possibility of economy in the informa
tion function, this information economy is yet more obvious in 
the lower direct costs of advertising by co-operative shops. British 
department stores, according to the R.D.A. survey, spent as much 
as 3' 02. per cent. of sales in 1932. upon publicity, of which 2.' 64 per 
cent. is due to general advertising, including some items probably 
not separately charged to advertising in other businesses. American 
department stores, according to the Harvard Bureau, spent upon 
advertising from 2.' 4 to 3' 4 per cent. and American speciality stores 
from 3' 1 to 4 per cent., the larger the size of business the larger 
being the percentage. 

Co-operative societies do not spend so much on advertising, 
since the loyalty of members is relied upon to ensure custom, and 
competition is less intense. Except in a few disputed territories, there 
is no competition between the several co-operative societies, as 
there is between the several chains of stores or between department 
stores. Co-operative societies may be estimated to spend not only 
far less than department stores, but even considerably less than the 
independent or chain stores grocers, whose percentage of sales spent 
on advertising was found even in America to be as low as o' 35 and 

1 See above, p. 360. The total of operating costs actually used is that for twenty-five 
representative Southern and Midland societies. 
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0·75 per cent. respectively. Probably 0·% per cent. of sales would 
amply cover co-operative advertising •. 

(v) TAe Cost of Credit 

A further, minor, economy of co-operative, as compared with 
some non-co-operative, organizations, is the smaller cost (mainly in 
interest) of the extension of credit, and the smaller cost of the actual 
collection of debts and of the possible loss by bad debts that cannot 
be collected at all. Though there has always been some departure from 
the cash principle, the bulk of co-operative trading is still for cash, 
as contrasted with most capitalist independent shops and department 
stores, where credit is allowed.1 The Harvard Bureau found bad debts 
to be as much as o· 4 and o· 35 per cent. of sales for independent grocers 
(in 19%4) and for department and speciality stores (in 192.8) respectively. 
British, though apparently not all American, capitalist chain stores, 
on the other hand, usually adopt the cash principle; so that co-operative 
societies probably do not score any advantage on this head over the 
multiple stores:· According to the Harvard Bureau, bad debts appear 
to be a negligible cost for chain groceries, and this may be taken as 
fairly true of co-operative stores also. The cost of bad debts may be 
estimated at the·outside as not more than o· I per cent. of sales. 

(vi) TAe Cost of Delivery 

Usually associated with the cash principle is the carry principle. 
Here again the co-operative societies are departing from their original 
practice and giving a sen1ce in place of striving for this particular 
economy. Delivery costs are partly included in labour costs (e.g. 
wages of vanmen), partly in costs connected with delivery equipment. 
Apart from interest on capital invested, these include depreciation and 
repairs of vehicles, and the cost of fuel, oil, and tyres for motors, or, 
alternatively, horse-feed. The Harvard Bureau found non-Wage 
delivery costs to be as high as I· % per cent. of total sales for indepen
dent grocers in 19%4 and to vary from o· 4 to o· 6 per cent. for 
department and speciality (drapery) stores. The R.D.A. gives %·34 per 
cent. of total sales as the cost of despatch (including packing and 
parcel postage) of British department stores in 1932., of which I· 34 per 
cent. was impersonal, i.e. not part of the wage cost. 

I See Chapter S. § 1. • See American Census of Distribution, 1931, Table SA. 
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For British co-operative societies, delivery costs are undoubtedly 
higher than for American chain stores, where they are confined to 
trucking at o· 4 per cent. of sales but are probably considerably lower 
than for independent grocers or department stores. They will be 
high where goods are sold on rounds, as in the milk and coal trade, 
often included in the co-operative grocery departments. In estimating 
this expense, we can make use of statistics of value of services that 
include transport, and put the cost (exclusive of the wages of personnel 
engaged in delivery) as perhaps o· 9 per cent. of co-operative sales. 

Summary of Estimates of Items Composing Operating Costs 

None of the other costs incidental to the operation of a retailstore 
seems likely to be reducible by co-operative organization. They are 
mostly technical necessities unaffected by different methods of control. 
They may be briefly enumerated with their percentage cost to total 
sales as found by the Harvard Bureau in the two types of organization 
most nearly akin technically to co-operative trade, namely (a) inde
pendent grocers (in 1924), and (6) grocery chain stores (in 1929): 

(I) Boxes and Wrappings; Supplies 
(,,) Heat, Light, Power, Water, Refrigeration 
(3) Depreciation and Repair of Shop Equipment 
(4) Insurance 

Total of Supplies, Maintenance and Depreciation 

Percentag~ Cost 10 

UnitofSalu 
(a) (6) 

O"SO 

0.30 

0·45 
0""0 

1"75 

0"75 
0"75 
0·75 
0·"0 

"·45 

A further set of miscellaneous items are given by the Harvard 
Bureau amounting, with taxes and licences, to I per cent. of sales of 
independent groceries and 1·25 per cent. of sales of chain groceries. 
These may be neglected for co-operative societies since, to quote the 
Bureau; "they probably are attributable to differences in the book
keeping classification in use by the grocers who assisted in this survey, 
and to consequent difficulty encountered in filling out the ptbfit and 
loss blanks."l 

All that need be added, then, to get a complete estimate of operating 
costs of co-operative retailers is some percentage to include supplies, 
maintenance and depreciation. Refrigeration and heating need not be 

1 Bulletin No. 52, p. 47. 
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so cosdy as in America, and we may estimate an inClusive ~ost of 
about I' 6 per cent., just below the lower of the two Harvard totals. 
Adding unallocated and miscellaneous costs, the estimates of all item 
operating costs without and with interest (left for discussion in the 

FIG. 37 

SUMMARY AND COMPARISON OF ITEM OPERATING 
COSTS 

Estimate for HARVAIU) BURBAU BULLETINS 

Costa Re~l'&ci~ties 
Independent (mainly Chain Stores 

Grocery, 1930) ShOp! (Grocery, 1929) (Grocery, 1924) 

Per .... t. Per .... t. Per .... t. 
(I) Labour .. .. .. 8'10 } } 8'9O} 8' 0 10'90 10'30 (2) Administtation •• .. 0'40 5 1'40 
(J) Rent (Annual Cost, Land 

and Buildings) .. 1'5°· 1"30 2'30 
(4) Advertising · . . . 0'20 0'35 ~'75 
(5) Bad Debts .. .. 0'10 0'40 -
(6) Delivery (exclusive of 

wage) •• · . .. 0'90 1'20 0'40t 
(7) Supplies mairi~ce and 

Depreciation •• .. 1'60 1'75 2'45 
(8) Unallocated and Miscel-

laneous · . .. - 1"00 1'25 

Total of items 1-8 .. 12'80 16'90 17'45 

Add Interest •• .. 1'10 1'10 0'75 

Total Operating Cost 13'90 18'00 18'20 

• Includes Rates (0' 90 per cent.), but excludes interest on purchase price of 
premises. t "Trucking." 

following section1) are tabulated (Fig. 37) as a percentage of total 
sales and compared with similar percentages in the non-eo-operative 
groce.t}' trades. 

To sum up. Co-operative retail organization appears to . effect 
economies as against all capitalist prganization on the score of 

I Q.v. for precise calculation of the interest rate. 
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administration and advertising; as against independent capitalist 
shop-keepers and department stores (but not chain stores) on the 
score of collections of debt and delivery; and as against department 
stores on the score of rent. 

What is probably the most important co-operative economy of 
all, however, has not yet been. discussed. It is the reduction in the 
cost of finance. There are technical difficulties in comparing co-opera
tive against capitalist costs of finance, due to the fact that, in capitalist 
organizations, only part of the real finance costs are accounted as 
operating costs. A large part of the capital is provided either by the 
proprietor-entrepreneur (e.g. of independent shops) or by appealing 
(in the case of joint stock companies) to outside investors to take 
ordinary shares. In either case the prospect of a high rate of "profit" 
or "dividend" on capital is required to tempt the entrepreneur or the 
shareholders to risk their wealth. This profit or dividend is not 
accounted as part of the operating cost, but is· included, with 
"reserves", in the net margin. An attempt will JJe made in the next 
section to make a true comparison of co-operative and capitalist costs 
of finance, in spite of the technical difficulties. 

Meanwhile, taking total operating costs at their face value, Fig. 38 
sets out the percentage ratio to sales of total operating costs, as well 
as of total merchandise costs, obtained from comprehensive enquiries. 
Our discussion has shown the necessity, owing to wide variation in 
rent, holding and advertising costs, for comparing similar trades; 
and in Fig. 38 two particular trades, grocery and drapery, are selected 
as the most important in co-operative trading. 

The average of the total operating costs found by various enquiries 
in grocery and drapery (e.g. department stores) trades are summarized 
in the second column of figures. In the grocery trade, the special 
enquiry into British co-operative societies disclosed a distinctly lower 
operating cost of U'78 per cent. (or 13" 89 per cent. for Midland and 
Southern areas only) as against 18 and 18' 2 per cent.l found by the 
Harvard Bureau, and 16'2 and 18'48 per cent. as found by the Federal 
Trade Commission. In the drapery or department store trade, the 
co-operative operating costs also appear lower, 17' 84 per cent. (or 
21·86 per cent. for the Midland and Southern area only) as against 
29.8 and 31'7 per cent. found by the Harvard Bureau, 20'25 and 

1 These three figures correspond with the 1"900 18, and 18'20 per cent. given above 
lIS the total for grocery of estimated cost items, including miscellaneous and in_to 
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COMPARISON OF COSTS AND NET MARGINS IN CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES AND IN 
NON-CO-OPERATIVE GROCERY AND DRAPERY CHAINS AND DEPARTMENT STORES 

Source of Information 
Average Avvage 0pera1iDg I Avvage I Total Cast Trade and V.,. Merchandise Cast. Nel Margio IDcludiag 

Cast (iocluding 101 .... 1) or Prolit Fioance* 

UNiTIID STATES OF AMmuCA 

Small Spi:ciality Stores, 19111 &t°ao 31"90 0"90 3:l"So 
Large Speciality Stores, 192.8 .. 64"70 3:l"3° ,"00 3S'30 

Harvard Bureau of Business Research • 0 

Independent Groceries, 192.4 Sooao IS'oo I'So 19"5o 
Chain Groceries, 192.9 •• So' 60 IS'ao I'ao 19'40 
Small Department Stores, 192.S . 70'40 2.9° So -O°2.Ot :l9°60 
Large Department Stores, 192.8 66" So 31"70 1°50 "oao 
Chain Groceries: ° ° • ° 79°42. IS04S aOlo aooSS 

F edc;r.d Trade Commission 
Chain Groceries and Meat: 80°98 160ao aoSa 19°0:1 
\:hain Dry Goods and Apparel: 73°aa 20025 5°93 a60lS 
Chain Department Storest &t°aa 27°73 4°45 3aol8 

GREAT BRITAIN 

R.DoA. Department Stores, 1932 70 "37 24"2.O§ 5°4311 :19° 63 

100 Co-operative Societies. AU areas { Grocery, 19310 77"07 1:&°78 10'IS 13°20 
Drapery, 1932 7:1°31 17° S4 9° SS ISo:a6 

:as Co-operative Societies. Midland and { Grocery, 1932 7S019 13"S9 7°92. 14°31 
Southern only ° ° Drapery, 1932 72°63 21°86 5°51 :I:l°:a8 

• For non-co-operative firms, operating cost plus net margino For co-operative societies operating costs and 0" 4:a per cento 
of sales representing margin allocated to reserve. 

t Lasso 1: Aggregate for 1913, 1919, 192:1,1925, and 19:r.~300 § Minus Interest. II Plus Interesto 
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27'73 per cent. found by the U.S. Federal Trade Commission and 
24'2 per cent. found for British department stores by the R.D.A. 
Too much stress should not be laid on the precise figures, since they 
refer to different countries, to somewhat different demarcations of 
the trade, and, in the case of the American enquiries, to different 
years.1 It is possible to conclude, however, that co-operative societies 
do appear from these facts to effect a significant reduction in operating 
costs. 

§ 4. Comparative Retail Net Margins and Costs of Fuzance 

Mter the subtraction of operating cost from the gross margin, there 
remains the net margin. This margin is often called profit, but, even 
in a capitalist system, the persons to whom the net margin is paid 
vary so completely according to the circumstances, that it is unwise 
to use the word "profit" until the circumstances are known. In a 
small one-man shop, for instance, there are no wages and the net 
margin pays for the labour, for the ~pital, as well as for the manage
ment service of the proprietor. In a large multiple shop concern .or 
department store, organized as a joint stock company, managers are 
paid by salary, and the net margin goes, apart from reserves, to 
pay for dividend on shareholders' capital. In short, the net margin 
may be payment for capital, labour and management, or payment for 
capital only, or payment for anything between these extremes, such 
as for capital and management, but not labour. If the word profit is 
to be used at all, it should refer to the pay of the capitalist entrepreneur 
combining in his person the!e two, but not all three, functions. 

In a co-operative system, net margin is paid neither for labour nor 
for management, which are both remunerated by wages and salaries, 

• 
I As far as the difference in the year of observation is concerned, the Federal Trade 

Commission, if we except the abnormal year 1919, show no operating C9st ratio below 
16',p per cent. for grocery chains or IS' 59 per cent. for grocery and meat chains in 
any of the remaining eight years studied. This lower limit is still well above the 
co-operative grocery cost ratios of U'78 or 13'89 per cent. In the drapery trade the 
Federal Trade Commission, again excepting 1919 and also 1913, show no operating 
cost ratio below 19'oa per cent. for dry goods and apparel chains and no ratio below 
as' 35 per cent. for department store chains. The Harvard Bureau also compares certain 
years for department stores. Between 192:1 and 19:1.8 the operating cost ratio never ft.ll 
below 28' 4 per cent. for the larger or :1.6' 3 per cent. for the smaller stores. The lower 
limits are again all well above the c:o-operative drapery cost ratios of 17' 84 and 
21' 86 per cent. 
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nor for capital and finance, which is remunerated by share and loan 
interests, included in operating costs, and thus already subtracted 
when the net margin is obtained. The co-operative net margin simply 
resolves itself, apart from reserves and special allocations, into the 
dividends on purchase. It certainly cannot be compared with the one
man shop net margin, nor with the profit of an entrepreneur capitalist
manager; but it can for some purposes be compared with the net 
margin of joint stock companies. This joint stock margin resolves 
itself into reserves and dividend on share capital, i.e. cost of finance, 
and excludes all payment for administration. 

Reasons were givenin the last section for supposing the co-operative 
to be less than the capitalist cost of finance. In capitalist joint stock 
undertakings, some capital is borrowed from banks, some is perhaps 
issued as debentures with fixed interest. But the remainder and usually 
the bulk of the capital of capitalist undertakings must be tempted into 
investment by the prospect of a high rate of dividend to offset its 
"locking-up" and risk of loss. Theoretically, the average rate of divi
dend on capital must be higher 0)1 the average of a number of years 
than the rate of interest on safe or gilt-edged securities; otherwise 
investors will keep their money in the safer stocks. In co-operative 
societies, on the other hand, capital is obtained, directly or indirectly, 
entirely from members, who are not specu1ating on an average yield 
higher than gilt-edged interest, or even higher than interest on Post 
Office savings. 

The difficulty in testing whether this theoretical estimate corre
sponds with the facts, is that the supposedly higher capitalist dividend 
does not appear among the costs as does debenture or bank interest, 
but is included in the net margin with the reserves for the stable 
payment of dividends in later and possibly less prosperous years, and 
with the reserves for re-investment in the business. Co-operative 
societies accumulate similar reserves, for both purposes, calculated by 
Mr. Hough,l for 193Z, as 4· 2. per cent. of net margin or 0·42. per cent. 
of sales. These reserves constitute costs of maintaining a stable finance 
and should be subtracted from the net margin and added to total 
costs, which include those of finance. In the case of capitalist firms, 
the whole of the net margin, consisting, as it does, of dividends to 
secure capital plus business reserves, will on this principle be part of 
total costs that are meant to include costs of finance. This may at 

-1 J. A. Hough, DiviJMJ "" Co-opuati". Purcluuu. 
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first sight appear somewhat arbitrary. But if we look ata distributive 
enterprise from the standpoint of the community of consumers, it is 
clear that the prices the community pays for distributive services 
include the cost of providing the necessary finance for this distribu
tion. The shareholders in a capitalist enterprise are in that respect no 
different from their shop assistants: each has to be paid for services 
rendered and those payments are, to the consuming community, costs. 
Accordingly, in the third column of figures in Fig. 38 giving these 
total costs, 0'42. per cent. is added (for the cost of reserves per sales) 
to co-operative operating costs, but the whole of the net margin is 
added to non-co-operative operating costs. In this case, the total 
costs of non-co-operative firms compare still more unfavourably with 
co-operative costs, and the net margins of the co-operative societies, 
with the exception ,of reserves, appear as a clear surplus over and 
above non-co-operative results,l unless they are obtained by charging 
the consumers higher than market prices. 

A wide enquiry into co-operative prices compared with the prices 
of other business conducted by Mr. Hough in February 19342 showed 
that in all cases in the north of Great Britain, co-operative prices 
were either the same or slightly higher than the prices in non
co-operative businesses of the same kind, while in all cases in the 
South and Midlands, prices wer.e the same, though in some individual 
instances there was the tendency for co-operative prices to be lower 
.than prices in similar businesses. If we take Southern and Midland 
sections only, therefore, we shall be isolating all the societies that 
charge at-or possibly belqw-market price. For the year 1932., the 
net surplus (or net margin), when expressed as a percentage of sales, 
was found to be 7'42. per cent. for the Southern, 7"32. per cent. forthe 
South-western, 8'07 per cent. for the Western and 8·82. per cent. for 
the Midland Sections. Thus true net surplus represented by the average 
surplus of these market-price-charging sections was 7'91 per cent. 
This corresponds well with the 7' 92. per cent. net margin for grocery 
departments obtained for the twenty-five societies specially cost-· 
analysed in the Midland and Southern area. The grocery departments 

1 Non-co-operative net margins may. of course, include some "windfall" profits 
over and above what is necessary to maintain the trade and attract capital, and may 
thus include a surplus (to the capitalist) above true cost. These windfall profits are 
probably balanced in !he long run by windfall losses. 

lOp. cit. 
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handle, of course, the bulk of the trade, and are more representative 
than the drapery departments. 

How is this surplus over and above all costs, including finance, 
obtained without any charging of higher prices to the consumer? 
The probable causes of lower non-financial charges have been detailed 
in Section 3, but more must be said of the "financial" cost of interest. 

What is the rate of interest on sales in the co-operative societies 
that may fairly be compared with rates of interest and profit of 
non-eo-operative retailers? 

Before answering this question, it must be stated that the interest 
and profit rates quoted from the Harvard Bureau's enquiries, and shoWn 
in Fig. 37, refer only to such interest and profits as are obtained, by 
retail trading; it excludes all other income such as interest on the 
capital of the firm invested outside the trade. As shown in Chapter 6, 
such outside investment bulks very large in the co-operative retail 
societies' finances. In 1932, the total assets were £172,316,258, of 
which £95,258,571 or 55 per cent. consisted in outside investments, 
to which may be added £1,238,022 in land, buildings and fixtures 
not used in trade and £3,190,629 of house property, making a total 
percentage of 58 per cent. The share and loan interest paid out on 
all the retail societies' capital has been calculated in 1931 as £5,450,286, 
but if we take only 42 per cent. of this as interest on trading, as against 
the 58 per cent. for capital invested outside, the interest on trading 
activities appears to be approximately £2~280,ooo. This sum is I· I per 
cent. of sales in 1931, and this is the figure shown in Fig. 37. 

The co-operative rate of interest on saJes will vary of cow:;e from 
year to year with fluctuations in the rate of interest on capital. It has 
been calculated, by a slightly different method, as I per cent. of sales 
in 1932 and 0.98 per cent. of sales in 1933. 

In comparing rates of interest shown in Fig. '37, it must be remem
bered that the co-operative societies own a large proportion of their 
premises, and for this, unless completely depreciated, they' pay interest 
on the cost of purchase instead of rent: In fact, in comparing total 
financial costs, rent, the payment for land and buildings to the land
owner must be considered jointly with interest and profit paid to 
the capital owners. When all these costs are calculated on the total 
of sales as shown in Fig. 39, it can be seen clearly that in the aggregate 
the co-operative' grocery departments ·have considerably lower 
financial costs than capitalist grocery stores. . 
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Part o( the reason for this low co-operative cost of finance is the 
large disclosed reserve accumulated by co-operative societies, amount
ing in 1932. .to £2.2.,600,000 (or over 13 per cent of the total trading 

FIG. 39 

FINANCIAL COSTS PER TOTAL SALES 
CtHlperanve Societies 

InJ.penJent au,;,. Grocoy Grocery Departments 
Groceriu, 1914 1929 1932 

(Harvard Bureau) (Harvard Bureau) (Co-operative Statistics) 
Rent •• 
Capitalist Profit 
Interest 

1'3 
1'8 

1'1 

2') 

1'2 

0'75 

I' 50" 
O'42,t 
1'10 

.. 0' 60 without rates, t To reserves, 

and externally invested capital), on which no interest was paid. But 
the main reason is the low rates of interest on shares and loans 
satisfying co-operative members compared to the rate of interest 
and profit expected by capitalists. 

§ 5. The Consumer's Reaction to Co-operative Retailing 

Hitherto the problem of efficient retail distribution has been discussed 
mainly in terms of economic costs and profits. In the co-operative 
movement, however, the function of retailing is not to make profits 
or even primarily to save costs but to satisfy the consumer. Retailing 
efficiency must in the last analysis be judged in terms of the consumer's 
human satisfactions. 

In order to obtain such,a judgment of consumers' reactions on an 
objective basis, a questionnaire was issued by the Commerce Depart
ment of the University of Birmingham to elicit the shopping preferences 
of a group of consumers. • 

A list of forty-two specific commodities in general demand was 
presented (see Fig. 40) "and consumers were asked if they generally 
bought these goods at co-operative or private shops. IT they bought 
at private shops, they were asked to state their reasons for not buying 
at co-operative shops, using the following symbols to summarize 
their reasons: 

·If the co-operative price is too high, "X". 
If the co-op~rative service or delivery is poor, "S". 
If you make the article at home, "M". 
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If you buy the article through a wholesaler, "VI". 
If the co-operative quality is poor, "Q". 
If the co-operative shop is too distant, "0". 
If it is justa matter of habit, "H". 

It is obvious that information collected in this way about shopping 
habits would be useless unless something were known, in addition, 
about the people who answered the questionnaire, and therefore 
answers were sought to the following general questions, of which 
questions I, 2. and 4 applied particularly to members of co-operative 
societies and 5 to non-members: 

(I) Are you a member of a co-operative society? If so, why? 
(2.) Is it because of the "divi"? 
(3) Are you interested in the ideals of Co-operation? 
(4) Do you attend quarterly meetings of your society? 
(5) If you are not a member of the co-operative society, why not? 
(6) Do you think that the service in co-operative shops is inferior 

, to that of other shops? 
(7) Do you think that co-operative productions are inferior? 
(8) Do you think that co-operative prices are higher? 
(9) Have ·you any remarks you would like to ·make about 

co-operative enterprise? 

The answers to 'this general questionnaire, besides giving informa
tion about the sample of people whose shopping habits were being 
analysed, also provided indications of opinion about the co-ol?erative 
movement: The remarks (question 9) "and the reasons given for 
membership of co-operative societies (question I) proved to be 
particularly interesting, although not everyone who answered the 
questionnaire made a remark or gave a reason for membership. Not 
everyone answered aft the questions,'but no qu~tion, except question 9, 
was answered by fewer than 2.2.0 people. '$ 

The total number of forms which wtre sufficiendy well filled in 
to contribute to the final result was 2.70. The work of distributing 
the questionnaire forms was done almost entirely by tutors of the 
Workers' Educational Association in different parts of England, and 
therefore those asked to contribute to the enquiry were scattered all 
over the country. None, howt:ver, living in Scotland, and only a few 
people from Lancashire and London answered the questionnaire, and 
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a large proportion· of the answers came from Yorkshire, Birmingham 
and country towns near Bristol. About twenty answers to the ques
tionnaire were received from middle-class people, and the remainder 
were answers from working-class families representing most of the. 
important trades in the country, though a sman proportion of the 
replies came from the unemployed. An early attempt to obtain answers 
to the questionnaire from a central Birmingham slum area ended in' 
failure, owing to the paucity of families that seemed to trade at all with 
co-operative societies. 

The method of distributing the questionnaire forms has had the 
result that the people who filled them in are by no means a random 
sample of the population. People who attend W.E.A. classes tend 
to belong to a certain social group and to be members of co-operative 
societies and interested in Co-operation. Evidence on this point is 
contained in a letter from a W.E.A. tutor who writes: "In my classes 
I have asked about ISO students not one of whom is not a member 
of a co-operative society. I gave out the forms at random and asked 
each person who filled in the form to get a non-co-operator to do 
the same. In nearly every case the student returned with hi; own 
form completed and the information that he didn't know a non
co-operator intelligent enough to fill in the form correcdy, if at all. 
This may be prejudice-" Of the 2.70 people who answered the 
questionnaire, hereinafter referred to as our "informants", 2.40 said 
that they were members of a co-operative society, and only thirty 
said that they were non-members. The answers to the general questions 
certainly provide evidence of the unusual keenness of the informants. 
In the country as a whole, only about :z per cent. of the members of 
co-operative societies attend the quarterly meetings of their societies, 
yet as many as 30 per cent. of our informants said (in answer to 
question 4) that they attended quarterly meetings and, in addition, 
IS per cent. said that they attended occasionally. 

Of the 2.40 people who said that they were members of co-operative 
societies, 87 gave their reasons for membership. The reasons given 
for membership provide evidence of the extreme importance to infor
mants of the ideals and principles of Co-operation and the relative 
unimportance of economic advantage in determining membership. 
Seventy of the 87 reasons given can be classified as· non-economic 
reasons; 43 said that they were members of co-operative societies 
because of the ideals and principles involved; IS said that they were 
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members for reasons which could be classified as political, and 6 
because they approved of the good treatment of employees in the 
co-operative shops. Only 17 people said that they were members of 
a co-operative society for an economic reason, such as the good 
value of the goods they bought or the convenience of shopping in 
a co-operative shop. 

The answers to the two questions, (3) Are you interested in the 
ideals of Co-operation? and (%.) Are you a member because of the 
"divi"? also showed the relative importance of ideals as against 
economies in the minds of our informants. Two ,hurtdred and ten 
people said that they were interested in the ideals of Co-operation 
and only 19 that they were not interested. Fifty per cent. said that the 
"divi" was not the reason why they were members and a further %.8 per
cent. said they were members only partly because of the "divi." 

The first five general questions establish the keenly co-operative 
composition of the group of informants. There is all the more reason, 
therefore, to consider carefully their answers to the general questions 
(S, 6 and 7) about the possible inferiority of co-operative service and 
products and possible dearness of the prices charged. 

The answers about quality of co-operative products. were not by 
any mean~ entirely reassuring, but will be taken up appropriately in 
the chapter on efficiency of production. The general answers about 
comparative prices differ widely and are considered below in dealing 
with the price obstacles to buying particular goods. The efficiency of 
service is general to a whole shop rather than particular to any 
commodity, and the answer to this general question may be considered 
immediately. 

Fifty-five per cent. of the informants did not think that the service 
in co-operative shops was inferior, 34 per cent. thought that it was 
inferior and II per cent. thought that it was sometimes inferior: 
Twenty-four people, however, voluntarily made remarks (question 9) 
about the inferior service in co-operative shops and of these the 
following are good examples: "The assistants are slow and not 
obliging" and "Customers shop at co-ops. in spite of the service." 
Two remarks were made, however, to the effect that service in large 
towns is good, and it is probable that the efficiency of service varies 
very much in different places, but there is evidence that in some 
shops at least the standard of service is below that of private enterprise. 
Seven people made remarks approving the good treatment of em-

N 
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ployees' (question 9). The two ideals of efficient service and good 
treatment of employees should not be entirely irreconcilable, but, to 
a certain extent, the insistence of some members that the employees 
be well treated must temper the tightening up of discipline which is 
probably necessary to ensure more efficient service. . 

The results of the enquiry into shopping preferences for specific 
goods are summarized in Fig. 40. The 270 people who answered the . 
questionnaire stated where they bought the forty-two commodities 
on thetist, whether at co-operative or private shops, and, where 
they bought at private shops, they were asked to give their reasons 
for so doing. The answers were added together and the table compiled 
by using the following symbols. 

"c"-More buying done at co-operative than at private shops, 
but the number of people buying at co-operative shops less 
than double the number buying at private shops. 

"e"-More buying done at co-operative than at private shops and 
the number of people buying at co-operative shops ~ore 
than double the number buying at private shops. 

up" -More huying done at private than at co-operative shops but 
the number of people buying at private shops less than 
double the number buying at co-operative shops. 

"P"-More buying done at private than at co-operative shops and 
the number of people buying at private shops more than 
double the number buying at co-operative shops. 

The replies which came in from various parts of the country were . 
grouped together and the table compiled to show the separate results 
from the North and South of England and the total result for England, 
including the Midlands.1 A separate column for the Midlan~s was 
omitted for the sake of simplicity. One hundred and eleven replies 
to the questionnaire were received from the South of England, eighty
two from the North of England and seventy-seven from the Midlands. 
From the table it can be seen that there exists considerable uniformity 
in shopping habits over the whole country. The only commodity about 
which there is sufficient divergence of habit to change a two-to-one • 

1 North extends southward to Yorkshire (where most answers come from) and 
Lancashire; South extends northward to Gloucestershire (where most answers come 
from) and similar latitude. Midlands includes intervening districts. . 
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majority in one area into an adverse vote in another is bread, which is 
bought more in private shops in the North than in the South and 
Midlands. In the North, about 30 per cent. of informants baked their 
bread at home, while home baking is not done in the South and 
Midlands to nearly the same extent. This difference in baking habits 
is probably connected with the geographical difference in bread-
purchasing habits. • 

'Q:te goods for which at least a two-to-one majority of our infor-
. ·mants in England as a whole preferred private shops ("P" in Fig. 40) 
were poultry, fish and vegetables. Goods or groups of goods for 
which there was a less than two-to-one majority for private shops 
("p" in Fig. 40) were meats, eggs, fruit, sweets, clothes, piece goods, 
furnishings, furniture and crockery. A less than two-ta-one majority 
in favour of co-operative shops ("c" in Fig. 40) appeared in tea and 
coffee, biscuits, tinned goods, milk, cakes, tobacco, shoes and coal. 
A more than two-to-one majority ("e" in Fig. 40) appeared in the 
whole grocery group, with the few exceptions just mentioned, including 
bread. 

This sample. distribution of shopping preferences is in keeping 
with the division of total national sales of various groups of goods, 
as between co-operative and non-eo-operative trade. Fig. 14 showed 
that co-operative shops have the highest proportion (about 23 per 
cent.) of national sales in grocery, next highest (about 14 per cent.) 
in coal and milk, next highest (about 9 to 10 per cent.) in meat, drapery 
and outfitting, and boots and shoes. Greengrocery and fish showed 
as Iowa proportion as I per cent. It is evident from our sample of 
informants that the comparative success of co-operation in the 
various groups of goods applies equally to keen members as to the 
general run of purchasers. Presumably the keen group of co-operators 
who answered the questionnaire would buy goods at co-operative 
shops unless there was a great disadvantage in so doing, and it is 
probable, therefore, that, for one reason or another, co-operative 
shops do not adequately meet the demands of shoppers for com-

. modi ties which our informants stated to be largely purchased from 
private shops. It is of great practical importance to examine the 

. reasons given for not buying at co-operative shops. 
The total number of reasons given for failing to buy goods at 

co-operative shops is 2,638, which yields an average number of reasons 
per commodity of 63. The total of 2,638 reasons is made up in the 
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PREFERENCES OF SAMPLE GROUP FOR PRIVATE OR CO-OPERATIVE SHOPS 
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Sauces and Pickles •• .. c C C -
Salt, Pepper, Mustard .. C C C -
Soaps .. .. .. C C C 81 
Polishes · . .. .. c C C 91 
Milk •• .. · . .. c c c -
Bread .. .. .. p C C -
Cakes and Confectionery •• p c c -
Poultry · . .. .. p p P II 
Fish · . · . .. P P P 19 
Fresh Fruit •• .. .. p p P 23 
Vegetables .. .. P P p Isl 
Sweets and Chocolates .. p p p -
Tobacco .. · . .. c c c -
Menis Clothes .. .. p p P 25 
Women's Clothes .. .. p p P 27 
Boots and Shoes .. .. c c c 251 
Piece Goods by.the yard .. 
Household Soft Furnishings 

p p p 231 

(curtains, linen, etc.) .. p p p 231 
Furniture .. .. .. p p P 27 
Crockery · . .. .. p p P 31 
Coal .. .. .. .. c c C 31 
Laundry .. .. .. p P p u 
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• Majority for .private shops more than 2 to I = P; less than '" to 1= p. Majority for co-operative shops more than -
'" to 1= C; less than '" to I = Co 0 

t X = Expensive, pria: at co-operative shops too high. Q = Inferior quality. S = Inferior service. M = Made at home. Z 
D = Co-operative shop tOo distant. W = Bought from wholesaler. H = Bought at private shOp out of habit. 

Where reason given less than eight times, number omitted. If two reasons are given by one informant, each reason is w 

counted 1. ~ 
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following way: price 714, habit 5401, quality 5171, distance from shops 
3671, made at home 2.68, service I8o!, bought from a wholesaler 50.1 

. The reasons (and the number of times each is given) for not buying 
particular goods at co-operative shops are listed in Fig. 40, but no 
mention is made of any reason unless eight or more people have 
mentioned it for any particular commodity. The distribution of reasons 
between the various products suggests certain practical policies for 
extending co-operative trade. 

FIG.' 41 

REASONS FOR NOT BUYING SPECIFIC GOODS IN 
CO~OPERA TIVE SHOPS 

Number of times particular reason given and percentage of all reasons 

Reason 

South Midlands North All Regions 

Price .. .. :1191 (u%) I45i (:&:&%) 349 (J6%) 714 (:&7%) 
Quality .. " :&00 (:zo %) 1401 (:&1 %) 177 (18 %) 517* (:&0%) 
Service .. .. 741 (7%) 19 (J %) 87 (9%) 1801 (7%) 
Distance .. " 1761 (18 %) 90 (14%) 101 (10%) 36?* (14 %) 
Habit .. " :&:&91 (:13 %) 16:1 (:&5 %) 149 (IS %) 5401 (:zo %) 
Made at Home .. 93 (9%) 73 (II %) 10:& (10%) :&68 (10%) 
Bought Wholesale Jl (I %) :&S (4%) 14 (:&%) 50 (:1%) 

All Reasons .. 1,004 655 979 :&,638 

High price is given a total of 714 times, or 2.7 per cent. of all reasons 
for England as a whole, as the reason for not buying specific goods 
at a co-operative shop. In the North (as shown in Fig. 41) high price 
is relatively more frequently given as a reason than in the South. It 
forms 36 per cent. of all reasons in the North as against 2.2. per cent. 
of all reasons both in the-South and in th~ Midlands, where price is 
no more frequent an obstacle than quality or habit. Had the Northern 
price objections kept down to the Southern level, many more kinds 
of goods would have been bought in co-operative shops by our 
Northern informants; a s~rious reflection on the Northern policy of 
keeping up prices to obtain high dividends. 

1 If two reasons are given by anyone informant Cor not buying anyone article 
co-operatively, each reason is counted i. 
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The specific goods where, as Fig. 40 shows, high price was· an 
important main reason against buying co-operatively were shoes, 
piece-goods, furnishings, furniture, crockery, coal, all the meat groups 
(except sausages) and butter, eggs, biscuits and tinned goods in the 
grocery group. It is for these commodities that price reductions should 
be particularly considered. Many of them, suCh as furnishings and 
furniture, have, to judge from family budgets at different income 
levels, an elastic demand so that price reductions would result in 
greatly extended sales. Where this is the case total revenue will be 
maintained in spite of reductions in price, and dividends may not 
have to be cut at alL 

The answers of people to the general question as to whether in 
their opinion co-operative prices were higher than non-eo-operative 
took the form of "Yes", "Sometimes", or "No". There were compara
tively more "Yesses" in the North, and more "Sometimes" in the 
South. The percentages for England as a whole were "Yes", 2.9 per 
cent.j "Sometimes", 38 per cent.j "No", 33 per cent.; and for the 
South and Midlands only, "Yes", 2.6 per cent.; "Sometimes", 41 per 
cent., and "No", 33 per cent. The frequency' of "Yes" and "Some
times" in these Southern districts is surprising, but does not necessarily 
imply a criticism, if quality or, as in certain societies in the South, 
high dividend is considered worth the higher price. In their remarks 
(question 9), however, some people stated that they would prefer 
lower retail prices to a high dividend, and a few suggested that high 
prices were not always the result ,of a high dividend policy, but were 
sometimes caused by inefficiency. One unemployed man remarked 
that the unemployed were forgotten and only the moneyed catered for. 

Habit is given as a reason for not buying at co-operative shops a 
total of 540itimes,or 2.0 per cent. of all reasons. Thishigh total suggests 
that the co-operative societies do not make sufficient attempts to 
alter the shopping habits of their members and that they Inight be 
well advised to adopt sales-pushing methods in the case of certain 
commodities. The main reason for buying Inilk, soaps and polishes 
from private shops is given as habit, and habit was an important 
secondary reason for not buying co-operatively in the case of the 
poultry, fish, fruit and vegetable group, where preference in favour of 
private shops was over two to one, and also in the case of sweets, 
clothes, piece-goods, furnishings, furniture and crockery where that 
preference was only slightly less strong. 
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It should be a relatively simple matter to change these habits if the 
co-operative shops adopted more efficient advertising, based oncareful 

. market research. A few people made the point that insufficient 
advertising was done by the co-operative societies in their answers 
to question 9 of the general questionnaire. In this connection, one 
member wrote "window dressing bad" and another made the remark 
that "there should be more press advertisement". 

Inferior quality of goods sold is given a total of 5171 times, or 
20 per cent. of all reasons, as a reason for not buying goods at 
co-operative shops. It was the main reason in the case of butter, 
cheese, tea, coffee, cocoa, biscuits, sweets and chocolate, clothes, and 
an important secondary reason in the case of sausages, jams and 
preserves, bread, cakes and confectionery. Almost all these goods are 
produced within the co-operative movement, so that criticisms, so 

. far as they are not just a matter of habit, may here be levelled either 
against the buying policy of co-operative retailers or against 
co-operative products. 

Distance from a co-operative shop is given a total of 3671 times, 
or 14 per cent. of all reasons, as a reason for not buying goods at 
co-operative shops. It was the main reason in the case of the poultry, 
fish, fresh' fruit and vegetables group, where private shops were so 
greatly preferred to co-operative shops, and the secondary reason in 
the case of butcher's and cooked meats, furniture and crockery, 
where private shops were slightly preferred. How far it is economically 
worth while setting up additional co-operative shops or departments 
to meet these unsatisfied demands for nearer premises, depends upon 
the volume of trade that can be expected. Probably if price and quality 
were satisfactory, and the habit of buying at private shops broken 
down, a trade at least sufficient" in fish, greengrocery, butchery and 
furniture-cum-crockery, to pay for itself might be set up in many 
new locations. . 

Made at home is given a total of 268 times, or 10 per cent. of all 
reasons, as a reason for not buying goods at co-operative shops. It 
was the main reason in the case of jams and preserves, sauces and 
pickles, bread, cakes and confectionery, and laundry. Modem trends, 
however they may be deplored, are setting against washing clothes 
and making goods at home and the co-operative movement should 
be in a position to capture the new "business" that arises. Here again 
efficient advertisement based on the appeal to, save labour, or on 
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claims that co-operative products are of home-made standards, would 
be likely to extend co-operative trade. . 

The deficiencies of the service in co-operative shops was dealt 
with in the general questionnaire. Inferior service is given a total of 
18o! times, or 7 per cent. of all r~ons, as a reason for not buying 
specific goods at co-operative shops. Fig. 41 shows that inferior 
service is complained of in the North more often than the South and 
Midlands. Poor service never appeared as the main reason in the 
case of anyone commodity, but was given over eight times in the 
case of milk, coal, fish, bacon and butcher's meats. It is significant 
that the first two of these items depend upon house-to-house rounds 
for their delivery; it may have been this "service" that was at fault. 

Finally, goods are not bought at co-operative shops because they 
can be procured wholesale. This reason was only given fifty times, 
and as Fig. 41 shows, twenty-five of these were in the Midlands. 
The only cases where this reason is given more than eight times and 
therefore qualifies for entry in Fig. 40 is that of eggs and coal. It some
times happens that a family has relations or friends with trade' con
nections, whether agricultural or industrial, and can therefore obtain 
goods without the intervention of the retailer. If retailers (including 
co-operative societies) push or keep up prices, or reduce quality or 
service, more of this "direct sale" is" likely to take place. Co-operative 
shops must realize that they "are not only competing against private 
shops but als~ against systems of distribution which eliminate shops 
and tetailing altogether, and that the system which appears most 
efficient and satisfactory to the consumer will tend, in the long run, 
to win. 

N* 



CHAPTER 23 

THE EFF1CIENCY OF CO-OPERATIVE WHOLESALE 

DISTRIBUTION 

§ I. The Extent of Co-operative Wholesaling 

THE co-operative plan of abolishing "profit" margins as payment for 
capital and management, and of reducing costs by attracting custom 
through dividend on purchase and elimination of competition, applies 
to wholesale no less than to retail distribution. The elimination of 
competition within the movement and the trend toward large-scale 
organization is indeed more obvious at the wholesale than at the 
retail stage, since two huge organizations, the C.W.S. and the 
S.C.W.S., have each a monopoly of co-operative wholesaling in 
their own country and are linked for joint purposes in the E. & S. 
Joint C.W.S. The attraction of custom, whether by cost reduction 
due to this large-scale organization or by the dividend on purchases, 
is certainly successful. _ . 

The bulk of the goods that the retail societies buy for resale to 
their members are bought from the co-operative wholesale societies. 
The sales of co-operative retail societies were in 1935, for instance, 
worth approximately £171,000,000 at wholesale prices. Of this, 
£31,000,000 represented the gross value of their own production and 
services, leaving £140,000,000 as the value of goods purchased.1 The 
sales of the three wholesale societies, free of duplication by reason of 
sales to one another and less sales to co-operative societies abroad and 
to non-eo-operative firms at home, totalled £113,000,000 sold almost 
entirely to retail societies. This represents 66 per cent. of all retail 
society sales, including their own productions, and 80 per cent. of 
retail society purchases excluding, that is, their own productions. 

Retail societies also purchase merchandise from the productive and 
federal societies. The sales of these societies amounted in 1935 to 
about £6,500,000. Thus the retail societies appear to buy about 
£150,500,000 of merchandise from all varieties of co-operative 

1 See Rem", of Co-operative Statistics, 1935. The gross value of retail societies' own 
productions and services is stated to be at wholesale prices, but possibly some services 
are included at retail values. 
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agencies, including their own productions. This sum represents 88 
per cent. of their total sales, leaving only £20,500,000, orl2 per cent., 
as merchandise bought outside the co-operative movement. 

The facts detailed above are set out in the following table: 

FIG. 42 

EXTENT OF PURCHASE OF RETAIL SOCIETIES' 
MERCHANDISE FROM CO-OPERATIVE 

AGENCIES IN 1935 . 
Grosl Yalue at 11'7wluak Pricu P.rcmtDg. 

Total Sales oC Retail Societies 
£. £ InJez 

Retail Societies' Productions and 
Services 31,000,000 18·:& 

Total Sales oC Wholesale Societies to 
Retail Societies 1I],000,000 66 

Total Sales oC Productive and Federal 
Societies 6,500,000 3. 8 

Total Merchandise bought by Retail 
Societies Crom Co-operative Agencies 150 ,500,000 88·0 

It is evident that the immediate sources of retail societies' purchases 
are almost completely co-operative. Among· these sources the whole;. 
sale societies bulk largely. Their sales ·of approximately £113,000,000 
were more than five times as great as the £20,500,000 of retail society 
sales not coming from co-operative agencies. \Vholesaling may be 
said to be very fully integrated into the co-operative system, and the 
problem is not so much the increase of the proportion of co-operative 
wholesaling as the quality and economy of that activity. 

§ 2. Comparative Wholesaling Costs and Margins 

The independent wholesale merchant in the capitalist system is often 
abused as the middleman paT excellence, who has no real functions 
to perfonn, and who merely exacts toll from the passage of goods 
through his hands. This abuse is misplaced. The goods that consumers 
demand are, under competitive capitalism, provided by a number of 
manufacturers, often on a small scale, trying to find contact with a 
number !,f retailers who are also, often enough, on a small scale. "Some
where in the process • • • efficiency demands large-scale organiza;' 
tion. If in anyone line of goods there are a hundred small producers 
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and a thousand small retailers there will, of mathematical necessity, 
be a hundred multiplied by a thousand contacts between them. 
Salesmen, orders, deliveries, invoices, bills, receipts, will he thus 
multiplied a hundred thousandfold. But let three large wholesale 
firms intervene and the necessary contacts will be reduced to three 
hundred between producers and wholesalers plus three thousand 
between wholesalers and retailers, a total of three thousand three 
hundred instead of a hundred thousand."l 

As between numerous producers and numerous retail outlets, the 
wholesaler performs much the same functions as were detailed for 
the retailer in order to account for his operating costs. The wholesaler 
must inform the retailers of merchandise that is produced, making 
contact by showroom, catalogue, salesmen and advertisement. He 
may undertake reassembling, blending, packing and other "handling" 
on a more efficient scale than is possible for producer or retailer. He 
may be able to transport goods cheaply in bulk. close to the retailer's 
shop; and finally he may he holding stock in an economically massed 
reserve for a number of shopkeepers of the district.· 

These functions must he paid for. The United States Census of 
Distribution taken in 1930 shows total expenses of wholesaling, half 
of them wages and salaries, as high as 8· 82. per cent. of the wholesale 
price for groceries and 13.36 per cent. of that price for the drapery 
trade. The Harvard Bureau of Business Research found 10· S6 per 
cent. to be the operating costs of grocery wholesalers in 192.3 and 
16·6 per cent. that of dry goods wholesalers in the Southern States 
for the same year. America is a land of long distances and, for com
parison with Britain, the transport costs may perhaps he subtracted. 
These, however, as calculated by the Harvard Bureau, do not seem 
to have amounted to more than 0·9 per cent. of sales for grocery and 
o· 16 per eent. for dry goods. I Enquiries into single British wholesale 
grocery firms do not make 9 or 10 per cent. appear an excessive 
wholesaling cost for this country. The only non-eo-operative whole
sale distributor the Balfour Committee were able to quote, a ·'textile 
house" J gave expenses as U· 6 per cent. of sales. t 

I P. Sargant Florence, Logie of InJustrUJ Or~ation, p. 41. 

I See Braithwaite and Dobbs, TA. Distrilm.tioto of CtJllSUlrllJlJl. GootU, Chapter VIII, 

for a full discussion of the functions of the wholesaler in the capitalist system. 
a Under heawngs outward freight, express and parcel postage and outward package. 
t· ComminH III! InJumy anti TraJ., Fun"'" FtlJ:ttJrs, p. IS+ 
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Abuse of wholesalers we said was misplaced. They perfonn certain 
functions necessary in the capitalist competitive economy, and it is 
this economic system rather than the wholesaler that is responsible 
for the high costs involved. At any nte it appears that the co-operative 
economy as developed in Great Britain can substantially reduce the 
expensiveness of these functions. The Co-operative Wholesale 
Society's expense in 1935 for distribution of groceries is given as 
31d. per £ ohales (at wholesale prices) or I'} per cent.; for distribu
tion in the drapery trade, as IS. lold. per £ of sales or 9' 2 per cent.1 

How do the wholesale societies achieve these reductions compared 
with the capitalist wholesaling costs in similar trades? 

To a slight extent the low wholesaling expenses proportion of the 
C.W.S. is created artificially. Where the C.W.S. is dealing with goods 
of its own production, some of the true wholesaling expenses are 
thrown on the back of co-operative factories. These marketing 
expenses debited to factories on account of sales promotion (adver
tising, showcards, exhibitions and traveIling), and of the office expenses 
of handling and invoicing orders, such as printing, stationery, stamps 
and telegrams, totalled £330,000 in 1934 (owing to a change in 
presentation of accounts, later figures are not available). This repre
sents about I') per cent. of the gross value ofC.W.S. goods produced 
in that period and o' 38 per cent. ot the total sales. The proportion 
of co-operative wholesaling expense obviously remains low even 
with these corrections. In any case, many capitalist manufacturers 
also, as will be seen later, shoulder marketing costs. The explanation 

I The rate of expenses to sales in all wholesale departments of the C.W.S. was in 
1935 as follows: 

Total 
Experuu Total Ratu 

£ N.,SaIu Pert: Per CUlt, 
Grocery and Provisions 91'5,650 72,965,165 0/31 1'3 
Coal a8,59O ",206,338 o/Ii 0'7 
Drapery '. 43",89z -"'713,69z 1/10. 9'z 
Men'. Wear 247,831 3,1~579 1/61 7'9 
Boots, Shoes, Grindery 132,127 2,467,166 I/of 5'3 
Furnishings a85,494- "'945,16z I/If 5'7 

Totals: Distributive Depts. 2,09"'584 92,W,IOZ 0/ S I Z' Z 

In case 1935 be thought an exceptionally prosperous and therefore low cost year, 
percentage rates corresponding to the last column may be quoted for the half-year 
ended January I", 1933: Grocery and Provisions 1'3, Coal 0'8, Drapery 9'7, WoolIens 
and Ready-mades 9'7, Boots and Shoes 6'6, Furnishings 6'8, 
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of the apparent economy of co-operative wholesaling is not to be 
sought in some manipulation of the statistics, but in the facts of the 
situation. 

One reason for the real economy of co-operative wholesaling is 
the huge national scale on which it is organized, and the fact that, 
in each national area, one co-operative wholesale society holds a 
virtual monopoly of the wholesale co-operative trade. The United 
States Census of Distribution of 1930 provides striking evidence of 
the economy in operating costs of the larger as against the smaller 
wholesaling merchants~ The smallest wholesale merchant houses, 
taking trade as a whole, had operating costs equal to 26'9 per cent. 
of sales; the largest had an operating cost percentage of only 9' 7 per 
cent., and the fall in operating costs is' continuous in the intervening 
sizes. In single trades, the association of lower operating costs with 
larger size is not so continuous throughout. the range of sizes, but 
grocery shows a variation in operating costs from 22·6 per cent. for 
the smallest size to about 8· 5 per cent. for the medium sizes and 
9' 5 per cent. for the largest size of wholesale merchants; while dry 
goods (or drapery) shows a variation in operating costs from 26· I per 
cent. for the smallest-sized wholesale firm to between 13 and 16· 5 per 
cent. for the medium sizes and 15 per cent. for the largest size. Clearly 
the S.C.W.S. and the C.W.S., which would rank as relatively medium 
to large-sized organizations among wholesalers, gain in chances of 
efficiency from mere size. 

Monopoly is equally important in effecting economies. The present 
capitalist system involves, as well as competition among retailers, 
competition among wholesalers. While expensive wholesaling is 
necessary to keep in contact with hundreds of competing retailers, 
wholesaling is made still more expensive per unit of sales by competi
tion between the wholesalers themselves. Competitive advertising 
and salesmanship is involved, with a greater risk of anyone competi
tor's warehouse and staff not being employed to full capacity. The 
C.W.S. has, as a start, a well-assured quasi-monopolized market that 
makes it possible to reduce the cost (per unit sold) of the wholesaling 
functions of information, transport and the holding of stock. There is 
competition beyond the point where retail societies' buyers may 
threaten to go elsewhere, but the initial loyalty and goodwill is a 
unique asset. 

Beside large-scale organization and some monopoly, a second reason 
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Cor the comparative economy oC co-operative wholesaling is that, while 
non-eo-operative wholesalers "appear in many cases to supply retailers 
with goods on long credit and in fact, therefore, finance the retail 
trader, the Co-operative Wholesale Societies are not in the same 
proportion called upon to shoulder this burden."l 

A third and possibly the main reason for the economy of co-opera
tive wholesaling is that the C.W.S. acts largely as a broker rather than 
as a merchant. Most C.W.S. products and many products obtained 
from outside are sent direct from works to the retail society. In this 
case, the wholesaling activity is not concerned with all the main 
functions of information, handling, transport, and holding. Whole
saling is simply confined to the paper-work oC ordering, invoicing, 
and collection of debt, with possibly some giving of information. 
Brokerage is obviously less expensive than full merchanting. For the 
grocery and drapery trades in the U.S.A., the expense of brokers was 
only 1·2. and 1 'per cent. of sales respectively, as against 9·3 and 
13·5 per cent. for wholesale merchants. The broker avoids the trans
port and handling costs. He does not hold stocks and consequently 
avoids the high interest and rent cost involved. Co-operative whole
salers in fact hold such a low value of stock in the distributive depart
ment relative .. to their sales, that the distributive stock. tum of the 
S.C.W.S. was in 1933, 2.1·3, while that of the C.W.S. was 33·3. This 
forms a great contrast to the stock tum of 5·9 and 3"4 found in 192.3 
by the Harvard Bureau for American wholesale grocery and dry 
goods merChants. Where brokerage can take the place of merchanting, 
it marks a reduction in the real costs to the consumer. This real 
economy is achieved within the co-operative movement, but in the 
capitalist system brokerage is often simply an additional stage to 
wholesaling in the transit of goods from producers to consumers. 

It is not the costs and profits of anyone distributor along the line 
oC transit of goods from producer to, consumer that matters to the 
consumer, but the total of the costs and profits oC all the distributors 
that may be found in the course of this transit.. This is the test of the 
real efficiency oC distribution. Some of these transit costs and profits 
may be borne and charged by the producer, particularly iC he sells 
direct to the retailer or markets a branded article; some of them may 
be borne and charged by the :retailer, as in the case of chain stores 

1 Balfour Committee on Industry and Trade. Furtla.r Factors in Industrial and Com
m.rcial Efficiency, p. J 19. 
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with th~ir warehouses; but the costs and profits remain "on the 
consUIller", and the expenses of all the steps must be added between 
producing and selling to the final consumer. It is in respect of the 
total of these expenses, whoever pays them in the first instance, that 
comparison should be made as between the capitalist and co-operative 
methods. 

A detailed estimate of the total cost of marketing functions in the 
U.S. grocery trade has been put forward by the Harvard Bureau of 
Business Research.1 It appears that, out of the wholesale price charged 
to the retailer, the wholesale grocer may take 11·3 per cent. (10·6 per 
cent. for expenses plus 0·7 per cent. for profit), but in addition to this, 
manufacturers of canned and bottled foods may, for marketing 
expenses, pay 17 per cent. of the price they receive, the manufacturers 
of cereals, biscuits, jams, etc., 26· 9 per cent., and manufacturers of 
soaps, cleaners, polishes and disinfectants as much as 37· 2 per cent. 
The wholesaling functions incurred by these manufacturers are the 
functions of infoqnation, including sales promotion, and advertising, 
rising as high as 6· 5 per cent. of wholesale prices on the cereals and 
13 per cent. on the soaps group, and the functions of transport and 
warehousing totalling 6 per cent. of wholesale, price for the canned 
foods, 8·5 per cent. for the cereals group and 8 per cent. for the soaps 
groups. 

In America, the independent capitalist grocery retailer has already 
been shown (Fig. 38 above) to take, in a typical year, 19· 8 per cent. 
of the consumers' money,or roughly 48. of his pound. It now transpires 
that the capitalist grocery wholesaler may take, of the remaining 
16s., II· 3 per cent., or roughly IS. lod., while the capitalist manu
facturer of cereals, biscuits and jams, to take an average grocery case, 
may spend for distributive costs 17 per cent. of the remaining 14S. 2d., 
roughly 2S. 4d. In all, the consumer thus pays 8s. 2d. out of his pound 
of grocery purchases, or 41 per cent., for distributive charges only. 

In spite of the continual talk about middleman's exactions and 
profits, no accurate enquiry has been made in Britain into the total 
of marketing costs incurred between capitalist producer and retailer, 
either in the grocery or in the drapery trade. Casual enquiry appears 
to show that, in British branded grocery articles, it is not unusual for 
the marketing expenses to take 40 per cent. of the consumers' money, 

1 See ECOIID11Iic Journal, December 19)0. The dates of the actual inquiry were 192.) 

for wholesalers, 192.7 for manufactUrerS. 
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as in America, or even more. The same appears to be true in the case 
of certain household appliances. 

In the British co-operative movement, the retail margins, that is, 
the difference between merchandise cost and prices, appeared in 1931. 
(see Fig. 38) to average about 22·93 and 27.69 per cent. of the retail 
price for grocery and drapery respectively. In addition to this, the 
wholesale margins, consisting of costs and surplus, charged in 1932 
(latter half), were for grocery 3· I per cent. and for drapery 1 I ·5 per 
cent. of wholesale price, equivalent to 2·4 and 8·3 per cent. of the 
retail prices. 

The distribution costs incurred by the non-eo-operative producers 
seIling through the C. W.S. is not known, but it is possible to estimate 
from C.W.S. records the distributive costs charged to C.W.S. factories. 
It may be assumed that two-thirds of the printing, stationery and 
stamps, the whole of the travelling, advertising and showcards, and 
exhibition expenses charged to factories, are incurred for distribution. 
Given these assumptions, the wholesale distributive ,costs of the fac-· 
tories under the C. W.S. grocery and drapery committees appear to 
have been not more than 0; 37 per cent. of grocery and o· 5 per cent. of 
drapery sales. This is equivalent to 0·29 and 0.36 per cent. of the 
retail sales. Assuming C.W.S. wholesaling margins and co-operative 
retailing margins to be the same whether 1:o-operative or non-co
operative products are dealt in, the total distribution charges or 
margins on co-operative grocery and drapery products appear to 
bear the following percentage to the retail price: 

Producers' Distributive Margin 
Wholesaling Margin 
Retail Margin 

Total Distributive Charges 

Grocery 
per cent. 

0·29 
2,.40 

22,·93 

Drapery 
per cent. 

0.36 
S·30 

27.69 

Instead of the 8s. 2d., or 41 per cent., of the consumer's pound 
spent in groceries, taken by the various capitalist marketing charges, 
only about 25 per cent., or 5s., seems to be taken by the marketing 
charges on co-operative grocery products, quite apart from the fact 
that a dividend on purchase is returned from wholesale· to retail 
societies and from retail societies to their individual members. The 
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costs thus saved. appear in the lower-than-market wholesale prices 
that are charged to retail societies and in the large allocations to 
reserves made in prosperous years. 

§ 3. Administration and Development 

Undoubtedly the total marketing charges in co-operative trade are 
lower than in capitalist trade. Costs are lower and profits are paid 
back to the customer. But it must be recognized that, up to the present, 
the co-operative movement has been largely skimming the cream of 
the trade. As soon as the movement advances, as it has already, beyond· 
its loyal membership, as soon as it starts competing on a big scale 
with chain stores and department shops, as soon as it offers a wider 
variety of merchaqdise to a wider public, then expenses begin to rise. 
Presumably the co-operative movement is to move still further for
ward. The problem therefore is to extend markets and yet to keep 
wholesaling and. marketing costs on the economical footing existing 
up to the present. The problem is not insoluble if co-operative 
administrators rise to their opportunity. 

When considering the comparative costs of wholesaling in labour, 
capital, land and administration, it has hitherto been taken for granted 
that those agents of production are of similar quality in co-operative 
and non-co-operative undertakings. In actual life, quality varies 
widely, and if cheapness means poor quality, some of these agents 
may be had too cheap. The co-operative movement does not try to 

. obtain its wholesaling salesmen and labourers any cheaper than the 
capitalist; in fact the opposite is the case. Nor are the land and buildings 
of the wholesale societies particularly cheap; the sites are as central 
and the architecture at least as "handsome"as in similar capitalist 
wholesale establishments. The factor where doubt creeps in is the 
administration. 

Administration involves first of all the higher control of the routine 
machinery; the surveying of the Bow of orders and sales, of revenue 
and expenses, of stocks and marketing costs, and of the activities of 
competitors. These administrative duties are competently performed 
by the C.W.S. and the S.C.W.S. for their own wholesale trade. But 
sometlling more than this is required of administratio'1 in the co-opera
tive movement, if that movement is really to move forward. The 
wholesale societies have always considered it part of their duty to 
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guide and advise the retail societies. They have· the advantage .of 
large-scale organization, with its possibilities of specialized experts, 
and they alone have the centralized knowledge of co-operative 
distribution and production. Should they not be the leaders in 
developing co-operative trade as a whole, so that it may eventually 
perhaps take the place of capitalist enterprise? 

It is in development policy that administrative ability must show 
its quality. For a co-operative movement with any ambition to displace 
capitalism, however gradually, development is essential, and no device 
for development can be neglected, even though it was first thought 
of by the capitalist competitor. These devices include the branding 
of products, advertising those brands, and every means that mer
chandising policy can plan for adapting goods to the demand of the 
consumers through adjustment of price, quality and design. Obviously, 
before any such developmentS can successfully be planned, research 
must be undertaken into the mind of the consumers to be catered for. 
Market research and consumer psychology must take their place i~ 
the armoury of the co-operative wholesaler. 

Up to the present, market research Cannot be said to have been 
undertaken on any sufficient scale in the co-operative movement.1 

The C. W.S. Sales Investigations Dep'artments established at Man
chester, London, and Newcasde each consist of one officer, who con
fines his enquiries to the purchases of non-eo-operative goods made 
by retail societies within his area, and tries to induce a change in their 
policy by appeals in various influential quarters. The Publicity Depart
ment at Manchester has begun an analysis of the total consumers' 
demand of particular commodities, of the total number of plants, 
capitalist and co-operative, producing a particular product, and of all 
the distributive organizations' existing in the country. This is real 
marketing research, or at least the beginning of it, and would certainly 
justify an extension of the department. . 

Market research does not confine itself to the present situation, but 
should try to forecast the trend of supply and demand, so as to be 
able to adapt products and prices to the future market. For this 
purpose enquiry must pursue the conditions underlying both the 
supply of and the demand for particular goods. The class and buying 
habits of actual and potential consumers; the climate, degree of 
urbanization and the type of house in the market district; the price, 

1 See also Chapter :1.7, § 3. 
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possible uses, designs, branding, and packing of the product: all these 
factors influence demand. Supply is influenced by the organization 
of the industry producing the article and the methods of distribution 
and advertising it. When a new article is to be put on the market, 
the producers should know who is going to demand it, where it is 
to be bought, how, and at what price. They must also know who 
is likely to supply substitutes and how they are going to be made 
and sold. This information may be difficult to obtain, and an expert 
research staff may be cosdy to maintain; but for large organizations 
like the co-operative wholesale societies, it will pay in the end. The 
hit and miss method of trial and error will not survive in competition 
against scientific sighting. A large, modern sales force cannot do with
out marketing research, any more than a large, modern army can do 
without scouting and an intelligence service. 

Once all-round information is obtained, trade development may 
proceed to . the actual business of merchandising, advertising and 
sales promotion. Merchandising means the adaptation of the grades, 
design, packing, price, or brand name of any product to the demands 
of the consumer; in short, making a marketable commodity, that is, 
"merchandi.se", out of any product. The co-operative movement has 
not, as a whole, consciously adopted any policy of this sort. Prices 
are not generally thought out and planned in relation to the spending 
power of various classes, but are left at the competitive level; designs, 
grading and packing are not studied any more than, if as much as, 
by the competing capitalist. Too often the packages, cans or bowes 
containing C.W.S. or S.c. W.S. products are unattractive or positively 
repulsive, nor can the brand names of many co-operative products 
be considered very happy.1 The invention of brand names requires a 
knowledge of consumers' reactions which the managers of works do 
not necessarily possess; an efficient administration would delegate such 
invention to experts. 

A low advertising cost is, thanks to a loyal market, a main factor 
in co-operative efficiency; but as soon as an attempt is made to develop 
beyond this assured market, some degree of advertising is essential. 
A market is then invaded that is fiercely competed for by private 
enterprise, and at least equal enterprise must be displayed by the 
co-operative invader. It is certainly a false economy to try a cheap 

1 For instance, "Lustre" and "Cogent" cigarettes, ''Territorial'' sauce, "I and U" 
shoes, "Federal" bicyc:les, "Lokreel" tinned foods. 
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quality of advertising. The wholesale societies' branded products 
have no fixed prices, except as a maximum, hence the appeal cannot 
be to price but may be to quality, co-operative honesty or other 
psychological factors. The design and layout of the copy for competi
tive advertisement is now a specialist'S job. Posters of the C.W.S • 

. such as that depicting flowers and butterflies with the caption "Summer 
is here. Buy C.W.S.Products", would certainly not pass the scientific 
tests of the psychology of consumers' reactions. Attention ,must be 
paid among other factors to appropriateness and relevancy and to 
the indication of the precise article that the prospective consumer is 
urged to buy. Here again the co-operative movement seems to under
rate the importance of training and to be behindhand in using modem 
scientific technique. Commercial art has recendy made great strides 
and specialists are to be had at reasonable salaries. Unless the co-opera
tive movement would rather stop at its assured market, the problem 
of developing its trade must be assigned to trained skill. 

General advertising is only one method of increasing sales, and any 
wholesale society's "sales promotion" must include helping retailers 
to dress their windows and display attractive signs, staging exhibitions 
and demonstrations, and generally convincing the neutral consuming 
public of the superiority of co-operative products and service. 
Co-operative plants, such as the Soap Works, the Preserve Works 
and the Lowestoft Canning Factory, organize and encourage works 
visits, and distribute prizes for window displays or for essays on the 
use of their products. These policies point the way. Clearly if the 
capitalist whol~aler, from whom co-operative retail societies buy 
part of any line of goods, is prepared by various devices to promote 
the sales of the goods, and the co-operative works producing a similar 
lines does not equally back up its salesmen, then the retail society 
manager is liable to turn to the capitalist for the proffered help. 
Managers, 'particularly of large societies, are busy enough with the 
routine selling; they are not in a position to refuse free help in 
development policy from whatever quarter it may come. 

The co-operation here discussed is a consumers' co-operation, and 
there is every reason for paying this attention to the consumer, how
ever neutral as between Co-operation and private enterprise he may be. 
The wholesale societies are not, on principle, trying to force unwanted 
goods down the consumers' throat; but, if they believe in the quality 
and value for money of their own products and services, they must 
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try to make the neutral consumer believe in them. too. They are up 
against skilled and expert competitors and cannot neglect their scientific 
arts of persuasion in the belief that the consumer "always knows 
best". The average consumer, on the contrary, is often ignorant and 
gullible. The consumers' co-operative movement must solve the 
problem of trade development by studying the psychological features, 
rational and irrational, of its own members and its potential member
ship as well. No trade organization is in a stronger position to do 
this than the consumers' own wholesale societies. They have, indeed, 
selling points to make that go deeper than those of their capitalist 
competitors. They can educate their members, through the Men's 
and Women's Guilds and the whole co-operative educational 
machinery, in real food values. They can teach some elementary 
chemistry so tflat a member will not be gulled into paying three times 
the necessary price for a certain medical mixture, merely because the 
mixture is offered under an attractive name, expensively advertised. 
They can take a leaf out of the books and bulletins of certainAmerican 
Consumer Research Societies in which are published the results, duly 
graded, of testing advertised products impartially and scientifically. 
This debamboozling of the consumer and his protection against the 
"ballyhoo" of the capitalist advertiser is a task clearly in harmony 
with co-operative ideals.1 

Education in the interests of the co-operative ideal of gqod quality 
for low price might even attempt, without planning consumption for 
him, to make the consumer more rational in his wants. A reasoned 
educational campaign might persuade members to ask in their shops 
for certain staple varieties of goods that could then be economically 
mass produced by the co-operative movement, instead of demanding 
every sort of variety and sub-variety that the imagination and the 
capitalist competitor suggests. Admittedly, human nature is hard to 
educate, and some retail societies may and do stultify wholesale 
societies' plans by a high price and wide variety policy. Yet some 
attempt at rationalizing consumption is certainly worth making~ 

1 It is not yet certain, however, whether it would also be in harmony with the English 
aw of libel, which is far stricter than the American. '\ 
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§ 4. The Problems of Integration 

Compared with the procedure of the capitalist wholesaler the methods 
of co-operative wholesale organization effect striking economies. 
This, however, does not mean that the co-operative'movement has 
no wholesaling problems still to solve. On the contrary, the unique 
position in which the C.W.S. and the S.C.W.S. find themselves 
gives rise to peculiar difficulties whit:h require careful study. 

The co-operative wholesale societies are producers as well as 
wholesalers. This leads to a series of big economies such as the bulk. 
purchase by the C.W.S. of raw materials for a whole group of similar 
plants; but it leads also to a' whole complex of problems connected 
with the attempt to balance the producing and tqe wholesaling 
interests. The wholesale societies might consider it their duty simply 
to supply retail societies with the goods demanded, indifferent whether 
these goods were' co-operative products or not; on the other hand, 
they might prefer to push the products of their own works. Sur
prisingly enough, the policy of indifference seems often the one which 
is consciously' or unconsciously adopted. The wholesale society 
salesmen do not always take advantage of the opportunities offered to 
them to gain the' technical knowledge which would enable them to 
explain the merits of co-operative products, and do not always help 
the works l>y sending reports of market conditions and of the reasons 
why retail societies may prefer non-co-operative products. Also 
wholesaling has a certain vested interest. 

The co-operative movement stands for the elimination of all middle
men's expenses. Accordingly it tries to encourage the ordering of its 
products by retail societies direct from works. These direct sales, 
however, tend to eliminate the wholesaling staff at headquarters, and 
the flat rate of commission paid to headquarters on all sales from any 
one works, whether the sale is direct or indirect, is an attempt to 
maintain the wholesaling interest. In the upshot, a "double track" 
sales organization is created. Retail societies order products either 
direct from works or from the wholesale departments, the proportion 
of direct to indirect, purchasing varying enormously in different 
industries. In addioon to the wholesale department's staff, works 
must often keep a commercial sales staff. This double track is partly 
the inevitable result of the need for inspecting certain unstandardized 
sorts of goods hefore purchase, an inspection most conveniently 
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conducted by the retail society buyer at a wholesale warehouse. But 
there remains the problem how to avoid duplication and how to 
secure co-ordination and specialization of function to the optimum 
degree. 

Beside their "straddling" position as both wholesalers and pro
ducers, the co-operative wholesale societies are unique in the number 
of lines they distribute. Though specialization is increasing, many 
y.rholesale societY salesmen are not specialized to deal wholly with one 
line, and they may be tempted to push their easy lines at the expense 
of lines difficult for the inexpert to explain, which might, however, 
ultimately prove best sellers. 

There is no question that, in its wholeSaling activities, the co-opera
tive movemen~ has developed a most efficient system, but in carrying 
out and administering this system, sources of inefficiency may be 
found. In the history of the wholesale societies, wholesale distribu
tion preceded production, and the distribution of each of the separate 
lines has on the whole not yet been as closely integrated with their 
production as efficiency requires. Where the production of anyone 
line of goods is on a sufficient scale, greater efficiency might well be 
obtained if works and sales were under the same management. This 
vertical integration is the practice of the more highly developed 
capitalist multiplant organizations, such as Imperial Chemical indus
tries, where each group of siinilar works is in charge of its own 
sales. 

Clearly the most efficient degree of vertical integration and lateral 
specialization between the lines of any given trade is a problem in 
scientific observation and experiment. It must not be left to historical 
accident and the inertia of tradition. 



CHAPTER 24 

THE EFFlCIENCY OF CO-OPERATIVE PRODUCTION 

§ I. The Extent of Co-operative Proauction 

A FIRST test of the degree of efficiency attained by pr~duction within 
the consumers' co-operative movement must be the extent to which, 
that production supplies the goods and serviCes bought by consumers." 
The total sales to consumers of retail societies in Great Britain (apart, 
from Ireland) was in 19))" £196,000,000.1 This retail value was 
equivalent, according to the Registrar of Friendly Societies, to 
£152,000,000 at wholesale prices.- How much of this aggregate value 
was produced within the co-operative movement? 

At first sight, when the gross outputs of the four sorts of producing 
society are added, it appears that the movement has a high degree of 
vertical integration and self-production. In round figures, the produc
tion of the three wholesale societies amounted to £)1,000,000; the 
production of the local federal societies and productive societies to 
£5,500,000; . the production and services of retail societies (at whole
sale prices) to £31,000,000, and foreign imports (mosdy food) from 
co-operative sources to £10,000,000. Neglecting the possibility of 
some export of co-operative products, production within the co-opera
tive movement appears to account for £77,500,000 or 51 per cent. 
of the £152,000,000 that was the wholesale value of the total sales 
to consumers. 

This appearance of a large degree of self-production is, however, 
fallacious. There is considerable double counting of materials as such 
and as embodied in products, and the high value of non-eo-operatively 
produced raw materials entering into co-operative products is not 
allowed for. If, instead of giving gross values, the value of raw materials 
is subtracted, and only the true value added by co-operative produc
tion is counted, then the net value of output thus given will present 
a different picture. 

1 The statistics used in this discussion must be largely based on the Report of the 
Chief Registrar of Friendly Societies. This defines the place and time for which informa
tion can be given. At the time of writing the last available report giving particulars of 
wholesale value of retail sales referred to 1933. 

I Report for 19)<1, p. IS. 
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Fig. 43 above shows the net value of the products .of wholesale 
societies, federal and productive societies, and retail societies as given 
by the Registrar of Friendly Societies, and adds an estimate of the 
net value of services of federal and of retail societies, left out of the 
Registrar's definition of production. These services are, in the case of 
federal societies, mainly laundering, and the gross output is obtainable 

FIG. 43 
EXTENT OF SALES TO CONSUMERS PRODUCED 

WITmN THE CO-OPERATIVE MOVEMENT 
GREAT BRITAIN, 1933 

The Total Sales at wholesale prices of Retail 
Societies 

Wholesale Societies 
Productive Societies:* 

Production 
Servicest 

Retail Societies: 
Production 
Services 

Total Home ProJuction 
Products of Foreign Co-operative Societies 

Imported 

Total Co-operative Products 
Subtract Services and Goods included above not 

sold ro British Co-op. Consumers or not 
entering into such sales 

ltulez 
N~tOutput Percentage 

l. l. 
152,000,000 100 . 

10,203,000 

2,488,000 
700,000 

10,916,000 
],500,000 

25,807,000 

5,500,000 

31,307,000 

2,000,000 

£29,30 7,000 19' 3 

* The term "productive society" used by the Registrar includes local federal societies 
(described in Chapter 9) as well as producers' co-operatives (described in Chapter 10). 

t Mainly laundries. 

from departmentalized information in Co-operative Statistics.1 The 
services of the retail societies are mainly laundering and catering, but 
include hairdressing, undertaking and charabancs. Their gross value 
is difficult to abstract from the all-in "value of own productions and 
services" (which even includes transport and cartage) given in 
Co-operative Statistics.1 The estimate shown in Fig. 43 is based on 
various sources, in particular a departmental analysis of twenty-two 

1 1933, p. 737. I 1933, p. 715. 
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large societies and the Registrar of Friendly Societies. It is again an 
estimate of net values, since services such as laundering and- under
taking use considerable raw material and supplies. 

To the total home products and services of the co-operative move
ment must then be added the products of foreign co-operatives or of 
properties abroad of the British co-operatives. The C.W.S. imported 
such (largely dairy and meat) products to the value of £4,500,000, 
the S.C.W.S. to the value of £1,000,000, and only' a small proportion 
was re-exported. 

The gross total of co-operative production and services thus appears 
to have been £31,307,000 in 1933, but this total includes some' 
services and goods neither sold to co-operative consumers nor entering 
into goods so sold. In the first place, some of the products of productive 
societies are sold to non-co-operative buyers at home, and some whole
sale societies' products, e.g. tea, are sold to co-operative organizations 
abroad. Secondly, the wholesale societies and the retail societies 
undertake such auxiliary activities as building and engineering, 
repairing of waggons or printing, the product of which does not form 
part of the aggregate of sales to consumers, though its value is included 
in the value of products in the table. 

The value of the net product of these activities must be subtracted 
before we can find the true proportion of the value of the co-operative 
sales to consumers that was created within the movement. This sub
tractable net value may be estimated at £2,000,000, equally divided 
among wholesale and retail societies. The final result is that of the 
£152,000,000 (at wholesale price) of goods and services sold by 
co-operative retail societies to consumers, £28,407,000 was produced 
within the co-operative movement, a proportion of 19'3 per cent. 
Clearly there is here room for development, and a problem to be 
faced: Of the four sources of co-operative production, two are of 
outstanding importance: the production of the wholesale societies 
and the production of the retail societies. Each amounts to some 
£10,000,000 of net value, and a main problem that arises is whether 
wholesale and retail societies are not competing needlessly in the same 
field, without logical division of function. 

§ 2.. Analysis of Production hy Retail and Wholesale Societies 

This competition within the consumers' co-operative movement 
between retail and wholesale societies is not, however, as equal and 
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compalable as it appears from the statisti<;s. If we analyse what is 
officially referred to as production, it will be found that, following 
the practice of economists, the word production is taken to include 
services. Fig. 44 (a) shows, under the main headings, the precisll' 
activities that constitute the retail societies' "production". 

FIG. 44 (a) 

ACTIVITIES INCLUDED UNDER PRODUCTION 
OF RETAIL SOCIETIES 

(A) PERSONAL SERVICE: 

Hairdressing. 
Undertaking. 
Catering •. 
Hire of Vehicles, Charabancs. 

(B) PROPERTY SERVICE: 

Boot, Shoe, and Clog Repairing. 
Painting and Decorating. 
Laundering. 

'Furniture Removals. 
Blacksmithing. 

(C) PRODUCTION OF PERISHABLE OR INTRANSPORTABLE GOODS: 

Baking and Confectionery. 
Slaughtering. 
Dairy, Milk Pasteurization, and Bottling. 
Building. 

(D) PRODUCTION OF OTHER GOODS: 

See Fig. 44 (b). 

Some information is availcilile from the returns of the Registrar 
of Friendly Societies as to the comparative importance of these 
activities. In the production of perishables (Group C) baking and 
slaughtering take first place. "In the retail societies the dominating 
productive operations are baking and slaughtering, the former in 
1932. accounting for nearly one-half and the latter for nearly one-sixth 
of the aggregate net value created." The remaining groups are less 
important in the values created. Here information is obtainable from 
societies' returns, submitted to the Co-operative Union. Taking 
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England and Wales in 1935, only 55 retail societies engage in hair
dressing, 1q4 in catering and 12.2. in the (final!) perso~al service of 
undertaking. In the property service group, 345 societies engage in 
shoe repairing, 61 in painting and decorating, 16 in laundry work, 
2.7 in metal working. Activities of the same sort also form the bulk 
of the trade of the local federations1 entirely financed by neighbouring 
retail societies. This trade consists almost exclusively of the property 
service of laundering or the perishables production of baking and 
milk processing. 

The method of grouping of the chief activities adopted in Fig. 44 (a) 
is important in deciding whether their performance by national ; 
wlaolesale, local foderal, or retail societies' is we most efficient and 
rational plan. 

The activities of laundering, boot and shoe repairing, black
smithing, painting and decorating, are services performed upon goods 
owned by the customer, and are thus grouped as property servicing; 
the activities of hairdressing, catering and undertaking are performed 
upon the person of the customer himself and are thus grouped as 
personal service. Now personal service obviously must be performed 
locally, at or near the customer's residence, and the same is true of 
property service if the property is iinmovable, like a house that is 
being decorated.· If, like old shoes or soiled linen, the property is 
movable but costly to transport, relatively to its value, then the 
requisite repairing . or laundering must still be performed near the 
customer either by local federal or by retail societies. 

The remaining activities displayed in Fig. 44 (a) may all be classed as 
the production of goods, or at least as single processes in such produc
tion; but it does not follow that they would all be performed more 
efficiently by the national wholesale societies. Local production may 
yet be more efficiently performed near the customer's residence either 
by local federal or retail societies, because, as in the case of baking, 
slaughtering and milk-pasteurization, the product will deteriorate if 
.time is taken up in transport. 

A logical, rational planning of the production of goods within 
. the whole co-operative movement would involve the large-scale 
provision at" some central plant or plants of those processes that do 
not, like personal and property services or the production of perish-

1 Recorded in the c:o-operative statistics of the Co-operative Union partly under 
Productive Societies, partly under Distributive Federations. 
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ables, 'require'to be performe4 near the consumer. Such processes 
appear in Fig. 44 (a) as Group D and are detailed in 44 (b). The national 
wholesale societies wo}.tld at first sight appear the logical organization 
to undertake this production, to the exclusion of the local federal and 
retail societies. This exclusion is by no means the case, as the second 
column of figures in I:ig. 44 (b) shows. In actual fact there is no clear-. 
cut demarcation, at least for those. of the Group D industries that 
are listed in Fig. 44 (b): . ' .. ' . 

Although these industries do not need to be so near the consumer 
as baking or slaughtering, ~t must be realized that nearness is a matter 
of degree. Many of the Group D industries will save considerably in 
transport and commpnication costs if they' are near their market. 
The grouping must not, therefore, be taken as absolute, but merely 
as an indication ()f what the probably most" efficient location of plants 
will. be: Group C will probably be dispersed, although baking and 
even slaughtering can, in fact, be centrally performc;d at $ome distance 
from the consumer, as the example of the Chicago stockyards and· 
the American mechanical bakeries shows. Group D-will probably be' 
centralized. There is a further group of industries almost certain to • 
be ,c.:entralized.. This group, call it E, includes such industries as textile 
spinning and weaving, fellmongering, hosiery and shirt-making, . 
margarine, soap-making and chemicals, hardware, and pottery; 
industries left entirely untouched by the retail societies but hody 
pursued by the wholesale societies. 

This centralization in the hands of the wholesale organization d~ 
not, however, necessarily mean centralizatio,p of all the plant. Plants 
may physically be dispersed, while their control and organization is 
thoroughly centralized. The C.W.S. has its administrative office 
centralized in Manchester, but i~s plants are dispersed, even' where 
these plants produce similar goods. Thus it is possible for the C.W.S. 
to effect a compromise between the economy of a larger-sized, 
centralized plant in anyone industry and the economy of plants 
located near the market, whereas.the local retail societies, being by 
nature dispersed, must be content, unless they federate, with one or 
a few smaller plants serving only the immediate nei~hbourhood~. 
Federation of retail societies for production of goods in Group D 
has taken the form of financing productive societies rather than 
exclusively controlling them. The industries in which this plan has 
been adopted are, confined to boot and shoe, value of sales (1935) 
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£684,423, bookbinding and printing, sjiles £780,482, ane! textile 
clothing anlll hosiery, sales £1,932,468. The sales of all other industries 
amount only to £168,979' 

FIG. 44 (b) 

GOODS PRODUCED BOm BY RETAIL SOCIETIES IN. 
ENGLAND AND WALES AND. BY TH~ C.W.S. IN I9JS 

, Production by Retail Societies Production by C.W.S. 

· Gl'OupD 
Number of Gross \Jalu. of Gross Value of Sales. Whol.,. Number of 
Societies sale Prices Plants Sales : .' 

:4 :10 . 
l l 

Meat Slaughtering .. .. 175 S,\)08,8S' I 171,081 
Meat Preparation- (including . -

bacon curinB) · . . ~ .. 150 , 1,45
'
,'30 6 • 943,?01 

Tailorin~, Dressmaking, Millin- .. 
ery and Mandes' • • • • 1\)0 733,104 9 810,168 

flour Milling • • . .. .. 10 627,730 9 8,003,660 
iF1IlIling and NurserieS .. 78 480,706 12 138,415. 

eese and Butter .. .. II 168,287 9 96,104 
Furniture .. .. .. 4' 14S,~06 S 861,065 
Jam and Preserves" .. .. 3 '30,197 3 ". 1,534,844 
F ootweaJ Manufacturing .. 38 , 76,138 7 1,589,838 • 
Drug Packing .. " .. .. 4 12,85S I 231,106 
Tobacco .. .. . . 1 81,477 I ',3 '0,233 
Saddlery and Leatherwork .. 4 1,294 1 54.872 
Shirts .. .. " 5 7,634 4 511,886 
Tea Blending .. · . .. It 321,110 2 4,889,605 

• The figures for the C. W.s. co~sist largely of bacon curing, which is only a small 
item in the retail society figures. 

t This society buys its tea in bulk from the E. and S. Jt. C.W.S. 
: F ol""difference from Gross OutPut see note to Fig. 23 and also note to Appendix ,; 

• 
We shall first discuss in § 3 the organi7,ation whereby the C.W.S. 

conducts industries of types D and E; but then shall proceed in § 4 
to the question why, in the more debatable Group D industries, the 

" retail societies participate in producpon. 

.. 
. § 3. The Organqation of Production by the Co-operative Wholesale 

Societies 

.(1) Problems of Industrial Planning under Modem TeChnique 
. The productive organization of the Co-operative Wholesale 

Society is that of a multi-plant integration. 'The organization consists 
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of a large number of separate plants in different places integrating a. ~ 
wide 'Variety of different sorts of goods. T4il! integration is horizontal' 
-several plants are making the same sorts of goods; v~tiCat-· .. 
several plants are engaged in the successive stages or processes, of' ~~ 
same sort of production; lateral-the plants are making different; 
products at the same stage; and diagonal-several plants are engaged. 
in auxiliary trervices (e.g. printing) needed by the organization as, a ' 
whole. 

This complex organizatiori has grown up piece~meal. Plants were 1 

started one by one as the possibilities of sale for their particular;~ 
products opened up' with the growth of co-operative djstribu~on.,: 
Yet, though the organization in its present form was not planned as', 
a whole, a general scheme is discoverable, and it is important to enquire\;; 
how far the ,present actual arrangement conforms to principles ·of , 
efficient organization, applica~l~ to -all,' b~itie!;ls" ~Fonce~nswhether:', 
co-operative, capitalist or state-controlled. ,',,' 

Taking for the present the simi total of 'production :b(Varlous: 
kinds of goods as given, three groups of questions arise: ... 

(I) Is the given total of anyone sort of production distributed" 
horizontally among the most efficient number of plants? In short, is ' 
the'size of plant an optimum for the industry? , 

(2.) Are the several plants making anyone sort of product situated. " 
in the places where they are likely to be most !!fficient? In short, is: 
the placing or location of plants efficient? • 

(3) Are the sorts of production in which the whole, organization • 
engages efficiently distributed as between, and as within plantS ? 
Should the several plants specialize more or should 'there, on the , 
other hand, be more vertical, lateral or diagonal integration within the 
plants? " 

The answers to these questions are interrelated and all of them 
depend upon certain technical considerations. 
" 'Capitalist industry has developed a technique 'of specialization of, 
individual men and specialization of machinery and equipment. . 
tabour has been divided so that one man does one job and nothing' 
but that one job, while many of the jobs that labour used to do are 
now done by mechanical and chemical processes. Moreover, machinery 
and chemical processes have themselves been specialized to perform " 
one job and one only. This tendency to one-pu~ose men and on~:; 
purpo~e equipment certainly increases efficiency up to a point. It : 
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~~ot he rejected by noli..capitalist organizjltions, particularly if thet 
r are' competing with capitalist organizations. Certainly in Russia, 
where the State has a fu,on9poly, specialization of men, mechanization, ' 

, and specializati~n of maqunes, is being deliberately f6stered as parf , 
of the plan f~ industry and ag,riculture. We shall as,sume, therefore, 
that t?is trend in techitique .:will fIot' be resisted in I co-operative 
production; but will be: an integra! part of the co-operative pl~n. 
, The' actual degree .. b{ !Jlec4anization and specialization that is-

o possible differs,q£cqu~s~; in"dlfferent industries and in the different 
branches of anyone industry: These possibilities are wide wherever, 
uniform materials ~'beipg refined 'Pr otherwise converted into 

, further uniform' JD.aterials, as in' grain-milling, in the manufacture of 
cheniicals such as soap and paints,bf margarine, lard and biscuits, 
abd in cotton and' wool spinning and weaving. The possibilities of 
mechanization are narrower where Ii complex product is being 
"assembled" as in tailoring, and in boot and shoe and furniture 
making. But even in;,n assembly industry, anyone standard product 
that can be rnass~produted will lend itself to mechanization and 
specialization in production. 

This developqlent of mechanizatioD is clearly confirmed in the 
statistics ofproduc~on costs that the C.W.S:.has collected half-yearly 
fo{ each one of its factories. Each type of costs is calculated in shillings 
!ffid pence per pound of gross total selling value of output. The cost 
ot material is largely irrelevant to the issue of mechanization and 
specializationt and the .costs should, therefore, be recalculated as" a 
percentage of <ltota! cortverslOn costs, i.e. total cost minus' cost of. 
materials. Mechanization involves higher costs in (I) annual deprecia

.tion, (2.) interest, (3) repairs and renewals, (4) power, water, heat and 
lighpng; and a correspondmgly lower cost in productive wages. 
Adding items (I) to (4), an analysis of the C.W.S. accounts in the 
years 192.8-32. for all factories in the industries concerned gives these 

. machinery costs as about 50 per cent. of all conversion costs in the 
woollen mills, where yam was converted into cloth, hut as only about 
19 per cent. of all ,conversion costs where boots and shoes were beidg 
assembled, and 14 per cent •. where cloth was being assembled into 
shirts or clothing. In printing the machinery costs ratio to total costs 
fell between the two, at about 2.3 per cent. A less detailed analysis' 
was made for other industries in the year 193.2. only. This showed 
high machipery costs relative to total conversion costs in fIour-

o 
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.milling . (48' 8 per cent. at the Manche,ster mills), in soap. making 
(J6'7 per cent. at Irlam), in margarine (JJ'J per cent. at Higber 
Irlam), in biscuit making (J8· 5 per cent. at Crumpsall) and cotton 
weaving (2.7' j per cent. at Radcliffe). In sh?rtthere is a fair degree of 
mechanization in most of the industries engaged in by the wholesale 
sociepes, but the precise degree'varies greatly as between industries.' 
This variatioll in mechanization ~ll condition and limi~' as we shall 

. see; the size, location and s~ope (i.e. integration) of the plants in each 

• 
particular industry. ~ : 

(2.) Si{e and Dispersion of ~lants .... . 
Once the trend towards specialization and mechanization is accepted, 

it follows that a policy of large-scale production is 'also accepted. 
VV'hen a worker or a machine performs one function or one Job, and 
nothing but that function or job, there must be enough to keep him 
or it fully employed. Moreover, the several sorts of specialists, staff 
and operative, and the special machines, that co;operate in producing . 
the finished product, are bound to have widely differing capacities 
for output. To "balance" their output a very large scale of operation 
!Day, on the "principle of multiples", be necessary, not to mention 
the large-scale economies of massed reserves and bulk transactions.1 

Specialization and mechanization will only be more efficient than 
unspecialized handwork up to a point, and that point is determined 
by the scale of production. Adam Smith pointed out ·that division of 
labour is limited by the extent of the market. Since co-operative 

. production can only be sold in co-operative markets, productive . 
specialization in the co-operative movement depends upon the propor
tion of co-operative products bought by retail societies. This does 
not mean that the policy pf specialization and mechanization should 
always wait upon the prospects of a sufficient sale. A sufficiently 
large market may onl1 be obtained when goods are produced suffi
dently cheaply; and this cheapening can only take place if specialization 
and mechanization are adopted. Scale of production, and the degree 
. of specialization and mechanization, are mutually interdependent. The 
degree of specialization is conditioned by the possible market and 
scale of production; size of the market and scale of production are 
conditioned by the economies possible through specialization. 

The policy of scattered locations of plants in the same industry to 
1 P. Sargant Florence, ~ of Industrial Orcani:{ation, pp. 16-:w. 
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cater fot.scattered markfit thus comes into direct conflict with that 
. "r .specialization and mechcuftzation and its interdependent policy of 
" large-scale operation. The more production is central~ed in one large 
-plant, the further that production will be removed from the market 
formed by th~ mass of consumers. Beyond a certain point what is 

. gained by additional economies in production may be lost by additional 
expenses ohransport, communication and keeping gOl?ds fresli. The 
possibiliti&" of larger-scale operation, we have already seen, are 
sacrificed in the performance by retail societies of baking, meat
slaughtering and milk pasteurization, and personal and property 
services have by their very "nature to be performed at or near the 
customer's l'esidence .. Bespoke tailoring, dressmaking, millinery, and 
shoemakiag, Since they require easy communication with the customer 
also reqp1re local as against central location. It is only where population , 
is. hfgblyconcentrated that large-scale operation is not incompatible 

'with local production. • 
Thus plants must frequently be on a small scale in order to be 

near their market. They may also have "to be on a small scale'to be 
near their source of supply, a restriction' that applies naturally to 
farming, but also applies to milling of inland wheat where materials 
are relatively costly to transport. 

Though plants may have to be locally dispersed, it does not foHow 
that these plants must be locally administered as by the local retail 
societies. The ,Co-operative Wholesale Society may and does own 
and .control a number,.of sqttered plants in the same industry and 
can thus plan sites so as to adjust the opposing economies of proximity 
to market and liuge-scale operation with a view. to obtaining the 
maximum overall economy. Thus the several C.W.S. plants in any 
indus!:ry are not likely to be widely sca,ttered over the country as 
similar plants would be if they were controlled by the local retaif 
societies. In most of the industries where the economies of mechaniza
tion, specialization and large-scale operation outweigh the transport 
economies of local production, retail societies do not, in fact, product! . 
at all. In the extreme case, the C. W.S., in spite of large total produc
tion, may have onl~ one plant for the coUntry' as a whole, as, for 
instance, for oil and cake (Liverpool, 1,383 employed, gross output 
£789,000), margarine (Higher Irlam, 1,170 employed, gross output 
£2,5<>0,000) and hosiery (Huthwaite, 1,232. employed, gross out
put £44°,000). In other cases, theC.W.S. may have only a few, 
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large-scale plants, each placed in the centre of a planned "IllfU"ket. 
Thus the London mantle and ladies' garment works supplies the 
Southern market, the Manchester works the Northern. Similarly 
Scotland forms in. itself a district market for the'plants of the S.C.W.S. 
centred chiefly in Glasgow. In many industries, the C.W.S. plants 
are most of them larger than the typical size for the industry generally. 
This is true of boot and shoe, tailoring, grain-milling, furniture and 
printing. In the remaining industries engaged in, such "as cotton 
weaving, soap, tobacco,'biscuits, C.W.S. and S.C.W.S. plants are of 
typical size, 110t smaller. The policy of production by national whole
sale co-operatives thus tends definitely away from smaller-scale 
organizations. 

6) The Location of Plants 
Once production is centralized in one or only a few plants, a further 

advantage possessed by the C.W.S. over the local retail societies is 
that its plants can be concentrated where, for the country as a whole, 
the factors of production are found most efficient. For the location 
of its works it can choose not only the places where. large;-scale 
economies are moSt efficiently balanced against low transport cost to 
market, but also where (a) the cost of labour and other services, 
(h) the cost of material and supplies, and (c) the cost of management, 
are at a minimum in relation to their productivity. 

(a) If we look at the maps of C.W.S. factory sites (Fig. 45), it is 
seen that the factories are usually placed in the centre of the industry 
concerned, where non-eo-operative factories of the same sort are also 
found. The C.W.S. woollen mills are fOU1ld in the woollen industry 
centres-Batley and Bradford in the West Riding, and Buckfastleigh 
in the West Cduntry wool district. The C.W.S. cotton-weaving mills 
\re placed at Bury, Radcliffe and Hebden Bridge,l in the East Lancashire 
cotton district. The C.W.S. boot and shoe factories are placed ·at 
Leicester, Rushden, Northampton and Derby, in the main E~t 
Midland shoe district, as well as at Norwich, Street! and Leeds, where 
a smaller group of boot and shoe plants are found. Similarly, the 
Tyseley cycle and aluminium works and the Dudley light metal.and 
electrical works are placed in the midst of the Midland metal-working 
district. In these districts the required skilled labour is obtainable on 
the spot and the auxiliary supplies and services specially needed by 

1 Fustian, clothing factory as well as cotton weaving.' I Tannery. 
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the industry are readily obtainable. These localizations of particular 
industries yield what economists call external economies, that is, 
economies not depenQent on the internal development of anyone 
plant, but accruing externally to any plant owing to its proximity to 
other plants making the same sort of goods and using the same sort 
of services and labour. 

With the growth of mass production, and the greater use of 
semi-skilled labour that can soon learn its job, location at the sources 
of specialized labour is, however, becoming less important. Other 
changes in technique, such as fuel economy and the transmission of 
power, or road transport, may also render obsolete any given centre 
of industry. To be at this centre in the changed circumstances is not 
necessarily rational. 

(6) There are other reasons for location in addition to being near 
the centre of the industry as a whole. Most C.W.S. flour and provender 
mills are found at the ports of entry of the imported raw materiaI
Hull, Dunston-on-Tyne, Manchester, Silvertown, Avonmouth, Liver
pool; C.W.S. furniture works are placed at the ports of entry of 
timber, such as London, Bristol, Pelaw near Newcastle, and Man
chester. Proximity to ports importing raw materials also accounts for 
the sites of the'margarine works at Higher IrIam, the oil and cake 
mills at Liverpool, the soap works at Manchester, Dunston and 
London, and the fish-canning factory at Lowestoft. . 

Raw material raised at home has also determined the sites of C.W.S. 
plants. Fellmongery plants l;1ave been established at Pontefract and 
Buckfastleigh in the cattle and sheep-raising areas. The Reading 
preserve works is close to fruit growing; the Wymondham brush 
works close to woods owned by the C.W.S. Naturally. too, the C.W.S. 
coal mine and farms must be on the site of the mineral d~osits and. 
of Jhe soil suited for the crop produced. But since the C.W.S. tdoe~ 
not engage to a great extent in the primary and the heavy industries, 
for reasons that will appear later, location at the site of raw materials 
does not play a great role in co-operative industry as a whole. 
, (c) In works location policy, the C.W.S. and the S.C.W.S. have, 

attempted to reduce the cost of management as well as that of skilled' 
services and materials. A policy has been adopted of placing works 
of different kinds in "clusters" around central administrative offices. 
This policy makes communication easier between the higher adminis
trative offices and the plant managers'. , The outstanding example is 
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the veritable trading estate of the S.C.W.S. in the Shieldhall district 
of Glasgow. English examples include the Broughton furniture, 
tailoring,shirt, mantles and underclothing works in the Manchester area, 
and the PelawClrysaltery, clothing, printing and furniture works in the 
Newcastle area. In the London area, there is a further cluster of works 
at Silvertown, comprising flour mills, soap works and grocery produc
tion factory. And in the Birmingham area, a cluster of works is growing 

'up in the Tyseley quarter, making cycles, light metals and aluminium 
ware. These clusters of plants originated, many of them, around the 
wholesale headquarters in Glasgow, Manchester, Newcastle and 
London for the convenience of those "marketing organs, and they 
catered for the clustering of co-operative population in their neighbour
hood; but they also cater to administrative convenience. At the begin
ning headquarters, as Mr. Redfern remarks,1 could keep an eye on 
them. 

(4) The Degree of Integration 

Some sort of plan has emerged in the number and size of C.W.S. 
works in anyone industry and in their location at certain sites; the 
question yet remains how far this dedication of certain plants to certain 
industries is itself rational. Furniture making is distributed among 
plants in London, Bristol, Pelaw, Birmingham and Manchester, and 
soap making in London, Manchester and Newcastle. But is it the same 
sort of furniture or soap that is made in each plant, and how is the 
practice in these cases related to efficiency? 

There is a strong argument for specialization of plants each upon 
a single branch of industry. It is only in this way, indeed, that a large
scale production in the strict sense can be obtained. Several factories 
all engaged in making a hundred sorts of furniture-bedsteads, 
cupi>oards, tables, chairs, etc.-may not produce one of these sorts 
on a large scale. The largest scale production of bedsteads, of tables, 
of chairs, would be obtained only if all supplies of each sort were 
produced in one factory. The rationalization programme of big 
capitalist combines of several factories does, in fact, include this plan; 
there has been a deliberate retreat from the policy oflaterally integrating 
different branches of an industry towards a "disintegration". 

Among the C.W.S. plants making similar products there has always 
been a certain degree of specialization. The products, though similar, 

1 TIl, Story of tla, c. W.S., p. 77. 
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may not be quite the same, and the processes of production may be 
different. There are several large plants all engaged in printing; but 
one of them (Reddish) specializes in periodical printing and photo
gravure and blockmaking; while ,another (Longsight) specializes in 
lithographic work, line and monotype printing and carton making; 
and others (Leicester, Reading, Pelaw) specialize in letterpress, ruling 
and binding. Printing by machinery is conducted at Longsight, 
Pelaw and especially at Reddish to a greater ex~ent than at Leicester. 
In shoemaking, four factories specialize on ladies' and nursery shoes: 
Leicester Wheatsheaf on medium grade ladies' shoes and crepe sandals, 
Enderby on girls' footwear, Norwich on higher grade shoes ancl~ 
Derby on sandals. Five factories specialize on men's footwear: 
Rushden on ordinary men's footwear, Northampton on higher grades, 
Bedford on heels, Leeds on boys' footwear, and Heckmondwike on 
working men's heavy boots. In cotton weaving, Bury specializes on 
fine cotton cloth and wide sheetings, Radcliffe on coloured cloth. 

Plant specialization is being deliberately planned in other industries. 
In furniture, the Birmingham and London works are specializing jn 
bedroom suites, while Bristol is specializing in upholstery and Rad
cliffe in tables and chairs and desks, and Pelaw concentrates on special 
orders, usually tGl meet individual customers' requiremen~s. In clothing 
Pelaw makes high-grade clothing for bespoke orders from retail 
societies; Leeds and Brislington specialize in mass-produced ready
mades; Crewe concentrates on juvenile clothing. This policy is con
nected with that of group management, since it is only where a com
mon control is granted over all plants in' the same industry that such 
plants can be planned to dovetail with one another. 

The necessity of location near the matket remains a restraining 
condition upon this plan of cutting up an industry and isolating a 
single section in one place, but for goods that are fairly transportable 
and durable, full efficiency requires the centralization of each section 
for a large-scale production that will permit the use of special machinery 
and a specialized staff. 

Different products and processes can be disintegrated into several 
specialized plants, but each of those plants may of course remain 
under one administrative control. The C.W.S. is the outstanding 
example of such an administrative integration; no one capitalist firm 
or combine produces such a variety of products. But in this adminis
trative integration I~k the same dangers of small-scale inefficiency 
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as in plant integration. S"ome reason must be given why the C.W.S. 
has undertaken to produce such a wide variety of products. 

The main reason is that the consumers in the co-operative retail 
societies demand certain varieties of goods each in sufficient quantities 
to permit some approach to large-scale production from the C.W.S. 
The C.W.S. does relatively little advertising and hence cannot 
standardize these demands and direct them into fewer channels; 
moreover, it is in the peculiar position, unlike other producers, of 
having its market limited to the societies, over whose buying policy 
it has no actual control. Thus the C. W.S. is at the mercy of the con-

_i,;sumer, and in producing any sort of goods must satisfy the consumers' 
r demands in all. their (possibly unreasonable) variety. Within each 

industry and branch of an industry there tends to be a wide-flung 
lateral integration of products. 

The C.W.S. does not produce finished consumers' goods only. 
Its integration is also vertical and includes the earlier intermediate 
processes of the clothing industry (fellmongering, cotton and woollen 
w~ving), of the boot and shoe and other leather industries (fell
mongering and tanning) and of the biscuit industry (flour-milling). 
The soap works also obtain materials from the by-products of the 
margarine works. For brush-making, the C.W.S. owns woods in 
Norfolk; the sawmill atWymondham cuts the trees up; and the Leeds 
. and Wymondham brush works produce the finished article. In the 
primary processes of production, the C.W.S. extracts its own coal at 
Shilbottle, grows some ofits own tea in India and Ceylon for blending 
in London and Mancheste.r, and some of its own fruit for jam-making, 
and carries on dairy and other farming more or less successfully for 
butter and cheese-making. 

On the whole, however, the C.W.S. has been cautious of getting 
too tar away from the making of the final consumer's goods. It does 
its own printing and produces certain equipment, tools and supplies 
for the shops, offices and transport services of the retail societies, 
such as paper bags, cartons, scales, tins, cans, stationery, delivery 
cycles, and some erection of machines and buildings; but it does not 
engage in many other "diagonally" related, auxiliary trades. The 
C.W.S. does not, for instance, make the machines it employs. Nor 

-does the C.W.S. engage in the basic processes of the iron and steel, 
the chemical or the paper-making industry. In this plan of diagonal 
and vertical disintegration, the C.W.S. is up to a point rational. 
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With its market limited to the demands of the co-operative retail 
societies, there is no scope for the large-scale basic processes or for 
large-scale engineering, which require wide outlets in a great number 
and volume of finishing trades. On the other hand, the paper supplies 
required by co-operative shops are on so large a scale that a large-sized 
paper mill might perhaps be fully employed. If resources are adequate, 
the co-operative movement should neglect no chance of efficient 
enterprise. The possibilities of trading expansion will be taken up 
later, after the discussion of investment policy. 

(5) Deviations from Economic Plan 

So far we have assumed that all plant locations, sizes and integrations 
can be explained on economic grounds, applicable to any business 
organization. In short, that the existing plants of the C.W.S. are the 
result of a reasonable plan for. industrial efficiency and for reduced 
costs and prices, and that if the C.W.S. could start afresh to-morrow 
with tliese ends in view, their plants would integrate the same sorts 
of production, would be of much the same size and in much the same 
places as to-day. When, however, we look into the actual motives 
for starting and developing any particular works, it is obvious that 
other factors nave entered into the situation and have created dis
crepancies between logical plan and fact. Some of these factors are 
connected with a specifically co-operative policy; others are incidental 
to all modem production. These incidental factors can be summarized 
in three paragraphs. 

(I) It is always difficult to anticipate the amount and direction of 
demand or the success with which the management of any particular 
works will meet any given demand. New inventions, changing tastes, 
whims of fashion, and changing technique may tum the best planned 
plant into a white elephant. On the whole the market for which the 
co-opera~ve organization caters is of the less whimsical and less 
fashionable sort, but uncertainty when producing in anticipation of 
voluntary demand is bound to involve some speculative planning 
that speculated wrong. The C.W.S. has been acutely conscious of the 
dangers of anticipation, and has perhaps been over-inclined to wait 
for a lead from the results of capitalist enterprise before embarking 
upon large capital investments i!l new ventures.1 

1 See Olapter 707, § 3. 
<1* 
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(2) Even if anticipation is correct, it will need time before the plan 
takes full shape. Thus some plants will be inefficient because they 
are still growing into the full production that was planned, or the 
inefficiency of other plants may be due to a necessary period of 
readjustment towards a different plan from the original on which they 
were built. 

(3) Besides uncertainty and the pains of growth and readjustment, 
there are more specific difficulties in the achievement of a logical plan. 
When a new works is planned, the logically most efficient site may 
not be available; or land and existing works of the sort required are 
available though not ideally suited. In a number of cases, the C.W.S. 
took over works belonging either to co-operative retail societies, or 
to co-operative productive societies; in other cases, it took over the 
buildings of more or less derelict capitalist concems.1 These works 
were often not planned, in either position, layout or equipment, to 
accommodate the sort of production or productive methods required 
by full efficiency. They looked to the past rather than the future. 
Again, where parcels of land were bought that were too large for the 
immediate purpose in hand, the remaining vacant land has often been 
assigned later to works of another kind. The administrative clusters 
of works have indeed often been the result of such land purchase 
rather than of deliberate planning at the outset. This, however, was 
not true of Shieldhall where a trading estate was planned from the 
outset. Shieldhall is an example of planned enterprise which has been 
hampered by the area of the estate becoming too small to accommodate 
the expanding plants. The price of the adjoining land has increased 
greatly, thus sending up capital costs whenever the S.C.W.S. has had 
to make purchases for new factories or extensions. 

These causes of deviation from plan are incidental to all modem 
production, co-operative or non-eo-operative. But co-operative differs 
from capitalist policy in deliberately considering the interests and 
sentiments of workers and members of co-operative societies, instead 
of making maximum profit to entrepreneurs and shareholders the 
prime consideration. 

Consideration of the interests of workers has led to a certain 
hesitation in displacing men by machines, or in dismissing men when 
trade is poor. This may explain the somewhat lower value of net 
output for a given number employed that is disclosed when the 

1 Redfern, TA. Story of tla. C. W.S. 
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returns of co-operative works are compared, according to the 1930 
census of production, with the average net output per head of all 
firms in the same industry. In fact, for six of the eleven more impor
tant co-operative industries with comparable sorts of output, 1 the 
net output per head of the co-operative works was lower than the 
national average. These industries were wool, hosiery, clothing, 
biscuit-making, printing and furniture. For two industries, boot and 
shoe and preserves, the net output per head was much the same, and 
for three industries, cotton weaving, grain milling and soap, the net 
output per head of the co-operative works was distinctly higher. 

Consideration of the sentiments of members of co-operative societies 
has sometimes led, particularly in the past, to factories being estab
lished or maintained in certain localities because the members of the 
local societies pressed for them.1 There is a sentiment that works and 
factories should be fairly distributed throughout the land. This senti
ment may coincide with business· efficiency where works must be 
located near the market for their products; but it will run counter to 
efficiency if the economies of centralized large-scale production in 
one or a few places outweigh the economies of proximity to market. 
In this case the consumer-member will in the end suffer by paying 
a higher pricetJtan he need. 

But there is a more important and a very real service that co-opera
tive production renders the consumer; and that is to serve as his 
protection against monopolistic exploitation. In at least three industries 
where the C.W.S. is engaged, there is a danger of capitalist monopoly 
-flour-milling, soap making and margarine. Here the C.W.S. makes 
a point of charging a price somewhat below that of the non
co-operative works. We have shown that, in at least two of these 
industries, the net output per head in C.W.S. works is well above the 
census average for the country as a whole. It is also true that these 
three industries are among the four most profitable undertaken by the 
C. W.S. 8 This service of protection, though originally strategic in 

1 The output cannot ever be entirely comparable. Co-operative products supply on 
the whole the poorer consumer and the output per head may for this reason have a 
lower value. On the other hand the cheaper products can be more easily mass-produced 
and machine-made, thus increasing the output per head employed. Net output per head 
is not, of course, the final test of efficiency; it is used here as some measure of mechaniza
tion of co-operative plants as compared with the average of capitalist plants in the 
same industry. 

I Redfern, TM Story of tM C.W-S. a See § S below. 
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purpose, is of economic advantage to the C.W.S. itself. Presendy, in 
the interests of the consumers, prices might be reduced still further. 

§ 4. Reasons for Retail Society Proauction 

The reasons for expecting large-scale mechanized and specialized 
production to be more efficient than small-scale production of goods 
have been set forth in § 3; and it was pointed out that dispersion 
of plants so as to be near the market for their goods was the main 
obstacle to the complete concentration of plants in anyone industry. 
The C.W.S., since it could effect the most efficient compromise 
between dispersion and centralization of plants, might thus be 
expected to undertake all production of non-perishable and trans
portable goods. This, however, is not the case. As Fig. 44 shows, 
many of such goods are in fact produced by the English retail societies 
(since comparison is made with the C.W.S. discussion will be confined 
to the English societies; there is very little retail society production 
in Wales); and we must now enquire into the reasons for this appa
rendy illogical plan. These reasons fall into seven groups. Retail 
societies (I) may have sufficient sales to permit large-scale production 
on their own account, (2) may be dissatisfied with wholesale society 
production, (3) may specialize in the hand-made bespoke branch of 
the industry, (4) may desire an integrated production, (5) may make 
use of local materials. Then (6) psychological factors cannot be 
neglected, and (7) there is always the inertia of tradition to be reckoned . 
with. 

(I) Some retail societies are large enough or, though not them
selves large, can sell sufficient of their products to neighbouring 
societies to produce on a scale comparable with that of the whole
sale society plants, and thus involving much the same economies, 
especially that of mechanization. Such industries as furniture produc
tion, tailoring, milk processing, cheese and butter making, tea packing, 
mineral water manufacturing and flour-milling come in this category. 

Flour-milling is undertaken by ten retail societies, some of them 
working for sale to neighbouring societies. Four of those retail 
society mills fall into a distinct large-scale group-in 1935, at or above 
the £45,000 output per year level: Bamsley, with an output of 
£227,750, Leeds with an output of £225,000, Leicester with an output 
of £61,500, Lincoln with £55,000. The two largest (Bamsley and 
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LeedS) might possibly be compared with the scale of production for 
the four smallest C.W.S. mills, which range from a £915,000 output 
at Dunston to an output of £400,000 at Oldham. Where the ratios 
of wage costs to gross output vary definitely for different plants in 
the same industry using the same sorts of raw material, one may 
assume that the degree of mechanization displacing labour is mainly 
responsible for the difference, and for want of a better index take this 
ratio as an inverse measure of mechanization. This percentage wage 
cost was, in 1933, 5·5 for Barnsley and 4·4 for Leeds, and is 
comparable with that of all the seven C.W.S. mills, with wage per
centages of 3 to 4, indicating similar mechanization devices. But the 
two smaller mills of the larger-scale retail society group showed 
a higher wage cost-iS· 8 and 8 per cent. respectively. Large 
economies are obtainable by mechanization in the industry, but 
mechanization probably does not pay when the output is much below 
£50,000 per annum. 

In cheese and butter making, the interdependence of scale of 
production and mechanization is very evident. Many of the retail 
societies produce on only a very small scale and these have wage 
costs per gross output varying from 30 per cent. to more than 100 per 
cent., implying. that in some cases the wage bill is actually more than 
the total value of sales. The retail societies produci.ng on a middling 
scale, not above £7,000 a year, have wage costs of 2. or 3 per cent. 
This wa~e percentage approaches that of the three C.W.S. butter 
factories, averaging 1·5, on an aggregate gross output of £1,750,000. 
It is possible, therefore, that some· retail societies can make butter 
and cheese on an economically large enough scale to justify local 
production.1 

Twelve only of the 157 tailoring works of the retail societies were 

I The retail societies have decided not to extend their production of milk products. 
This decision was taken in September 1936, when the Co-operative Milk Trade 
Association, having to face difficulties arising from the operations of the Milk Marketing 
Scheme and wishing to be prepared for the introduction of a marketing scheme for 
milk products, agreed to accept a policy of centralization of production and processing, 

. and contracting for milk supplies proposed by the c.w.s. The policy assumes that the 
c.w.s. is able to supply the liquid milk requiremenlS for balancing supplies of all the 
retail societies in England and Wales, and therefore proposes that the manufaclUre of 
milk products should be centralized in the C. W.S., thus giving conditions for planned 
development to offset the restrictions of the marketing schemes. Retail societies, there
fore, agreed not to ask the Marketing Board for new licences for milk products pro
duction, but to support the C. W.S. in ilS application for new licences and expanding 
production. 
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on a scale producing in 1935 more than £10,000 a year. Some of 
these, such as the Royal Arsenal's plant, with a wage percentage of 
18, appeared to have found their scale of production large enough 
to justify mechanization of production, but an output below £5,000 
seems to make mechanization difficult. The majority of these smaller 
scale productions have wage costs above 40 per cent. of gross value. 

Of the forty-one societies engaged in furniture making, bedding 
and upholstery, two had an output in 1935 above £10,000. One of 
these, the .London Society, seems to have found its output (which is 

.comparable with that of the smaller C.W.S. works) large enough to 
adopt mechanization. 

In comparing, as we have, the sizes of plants owned by the C. W.S. 
and the retail societies, it must be borne in mind that the C.W.S. 
does not necessarily concentrate all its production in one plant, and 
that, where several factories are employed in one industry, some of 
them may actually be smaller and less capable of mechanization than 
the single factory ofa large society. 

(2.) Some retail societies may not be' satisfied with the price or 
quality of the product. Though large-scale operations make certain 
economies more possible, it does not follow that these economies 
will actually be seized upon. Hence certain societies may feel that in 
spite of a smaller market and smaller resources they can, in fact, be 
more' efficient and .economical than the wholesale society. 

This may be the reason for the setting up of small-scale factories 
by certain more enterprising retail societies, such as Royal Arsenal. 
This society, which produces for itself II' 5 per cent. of its total 
sales, probably has the largest number of different productive sections 
of any retail society, including tailoring, curing of English bacon, 
tea blending and jam and fruit preserving. Jam is also made by the 
Bamsley and the Plymouth Societies. These three jam-making works 
owned by retail societies are all on a small scale. Their annual gross 
outputs were, in 1935, £67,670 for Royal Arsenal, £35,82.0 for 
Bamsley and £2.6,600 for Plymouth, as compared with £837,780, 
£376,330 and £2.92.,300 respectively for the three C.W.S. works at 
Middleton, Reading and Acton. Even if a retail society feels itself 
only equally efficient to the wholesale society, it may wish to employ 
local labour and capital, or may be manufacturing-minded, as explained 
under (6) below. 

(3) Some societies cling to hand-made products usually made "to 
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order", even though the modem trend is towards ready-made machine 
products. There appears to be a demand for bespoke tailoring, dress
making, millinery and evenshoemaking, though this latter is rapidly 
dying out. Bespoke furniture making is also demanded, especially in 
the North. 

The production without machinery of goods to order does not 
gain much in efficiency by large-scale operation. Almost all the costs 
are prime, such as materials and skilled labour, and are strictly in 
proportion to the output, whether that output is large or small. This 
explains the great number of retail societies engaged in tailoring on 
a very small scale. The output of the six C.W.S. clothing factories 
in 1935 ranged from £29,000 (Crewe) to £163,600 (Leeds), but only 
ten of the retail societies (those with over £10,000 output) had 
tailoring. establishments in the same class as these works. The 
remaining 145 societies (or 92 per cent. of those stating their output) 
had a gross output ofless than £10,000 a year. 

Bespoke goods must be made within reach of the customer, for 
he or she must be there to choose the materials, decide upon the 
design, and, if necessary, control the final adjustments. Where clothing 
is concerned, there are personal measurements to be taken and one 
or more fittings pn, and possible alterations after completion. It follows 
that little is lost by small-scale production and much is gained by 
locating near the scattered customers. The average production per 
plant of the 44 retail societies engaged in dressmaking, the 38 retail 
societies engaged in boot and shoe making, and the 47 retail societies 
engaged in millinery (see Fig. 44) is negligible compared with that of 
the C.W.S. plants. Here, then, retailers' production appears to be 
mainly of the bespoke or even repair and property services type, 
which it is rational to scatter in small workshops near the scattered 
customers. 

(4) Some retail societies may wish to integrate their production. 
Two groups of products stand out that have been integrated vertically, 
so that societies can in the later stages of production use their own 
products as materials. The first group consists of farm produce, 
cheese and butter, and milk pasteurization; the second, of milling or 
self-raising flour production and baking and confectionery. 

Integration will not lead to efficiency unless each and every branch 
or stage of production integrated can be operated on a sufficient 
scale to yield !,!conomies; otherwise it would be cheaper to buy the 
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, products from outside sources. Thus only the very largest societies 
can afford to integrate, and even then- only for those products for 
which there is a large demand among their members. This explains 
why it is only in the food-producing industries, where demand is 
extensive, that integration is aimed at, and why it is only in nine 
societies that milling is integrated with baking, and only in six s~cieties 
that cheese and butter factories are integrated with farming. 

Some diagonal integration of auxiliary work appears when retail 
societies do their own building of shops and other premises. This 
may account for ninety-five societies returning building among their 
activities. 

(5) Some societies use local raw materials that are at hand, and 
thus gain in transport to plant what they . lose in small-scale non .. 
mechanized production. Grain-milling is still predominantly carried 
on throughout the country in small plants partly using local materials. 
This may explain the small-scale flour-milling operation of the six 
co-operative societies that mill less than £45,000 a year. 

Local production is obviously necessary in farming and few 
additional economies can here be obtained by large-scale administrative 
units such as the C.W.S., unless farms are deliberately specialized. 

(6) Psychological factors cannot be neglected. Among the motives 
inducing societies to undertake production are local patriotism and 
manufacturing-mindedness-psychological states, rather than economic 
or business reasons. 

Local patriotism shows itself in the desire to find employment for 
local labour and possibly local co-operative capital too. Such patrio
tism often believes in the "sales value" of local production. The 
appeal of "Buy British" is thus brought still nearer home. These 
incentives to set up production are often reinforced by a certain 
production-mindedness among the members in large towns devoted 
to a variety of manufactures, and this whole complex of feelings may 
account for the statistical fact that own productions forms a greater 
proportion of the sales of societies in manufacturing cities than it does 
in any other societies. 

The highest percentages of production by retail societies per value 
of their sales are found in the Birmingham and the Rochdale districts, 
and the next highest in the Metropolitan, the Bolton, the Airedale 
(including Leeds and Bradford), the Somerset (including Bristol) and 
the Lincoln districts. This last district is influenced by the large 
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milling operations of Lincoln and Peterborough. All the other districts 
mentioned include large manufacturing cities. It is probable that the 
retail societies of these city districts engage in production partly 
because their members are manufacturing-minded, aI!d partly because 
they see the psychological value of possessing their own works in 
their own city when wishing to attract new members or to increase 
the purchases of old members. 

Not the cities, but the more scattered industrial and mining areas 
like South Wales, Northumberland, Durham and the fringes "of the 
North-western manufacturing district (Rossendale, Macclesfield and 
North Lonsdale districts) and Northamptonshire, have the highest 
sales per member.1 Hence a high percentage of production is not 
necessarily associated with keenness of members, indeed a tendency 
towards the opposite relation is discoverable. Comparing the cities and 
the mining and scattered industry areas, the lower sales-per-member 
cities tend to be those having the higher percentage of retail society 
production. 

(7) Finally, there are no doubt cases where production is carried 
on by retail societies, not because it is as efficient as or perhaps more 
convenient than prc;>duction by the C. W.S., but simply because of 

. the inertia of nPdition. Some small societies db not even cover their 
wage costs in such lines as tailoring and cheese and butter making; 

, and there are one or two large societies (e.g. Leeds, Barnsley, Leicester, 
Derby) which seem to spread their productive activities over a 
multitude ofUnes, producing each on too small a scale to be efficient, 
and creating difficulties of co-ordination. Here there may be a tradition 
of independence and a local sentiment that overrides economic 
considerations. . 

It must be emphasized that the whole complex of retail society 
production did not arise as one plan, but that the structure was added 
to here and there, now and then, as each of a multitude of independent 
local societies thought fit. Retail society production is thus likely to 
show discrepancies from a rational plan, far more numerous than 
those shown by. the wholesale society, but that is no reason for 
continuing and perpetuating an illogical tradition. 

1 See Otapter s. p. 78. 
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§ 5. Differences between Capitalist ana Co-operative Proauction Costs 
ana Profits 

Comparisons have hitherto been made within the co-operative 
movement: the problems of co-operative production have been dis
cussed without stressing differences from capitalist procedure. In an 
industrial society predominantly capitalist, any rapid co-operative 
progress must mainly be at the expense of capitalist expansion. 
Whether the division of the market reached at present is merely to 
continue, or whether co-operative production is to advance relatively 
to capitalist production and possibly ultimately to displace it, depends 
upon the comparative efficiency of the two alternative systems of 
organization. At the outset, therefore, a comparison of co-operative 
with capitalist production is essential to the understanding of the 
problem facing co-operative production, whether performed by retail, 
local federal, or wholesale societies. 

An examination of the individual items of production costs of the 
various co-operative plants shows that they differ from production 
costs of comparable capitalistic plants in many respects. Some co-opera~ 
tive production costs are actually or potentially lower and others 
higher. The reasons fof this difference are twofold. One set of reasons 
may be called institutional reasons, arising out of the peculiar character 
of the institution of consumers' co-operation. TIie other set of reasons 
can be summed up as economies of the large scale of organization 
common in the co-operative movement. These latter reasons are, of 
course, indirectly institutional, since the large scale of many co-opera
tive plants is rendered possible by institutional factors. It is not 
possible to obtain comparative figures for costs of capitalist produc
tion; a quantitative comparison is therefore not attempted and the 
main factors likely to lead to low or high co-operative relative to 
capitalist production costs are merely listed. Further, it is difficult to 
say how far co-operative organizations take full advantage of the 
potential economies connected with their peculiar method of organiza
tion. To some extent they do, but not uniformly. Some of the suggested 
economies may be potential rather than actual. The reasons which 
might lead to lower co-operative costs are given first, and then those 
leading to higher costs; in each case, reasons are given under four 
main heads--Iabour costs, material costs, overhead costs and general 
costs. On the whole, the industries in which the co-operative move-
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ment has hitherto engaged have relatively high material costs and low 
labour costs. Economies in material costs are likely therefore to be 
particularly important. 

The main factor leading to 'lower labour costs in the co-operative 
movement is the lower labour turnover. Costs of training workers, 
both skilled and semi-skilled, are thereby reduced.1 Further, the 
steadier output of co-operative plants leads to a more efficient use of 
employees' skill. Cost of management and administration is definitely 
lower than in capitalist plants, but it is a question how far this saving 
is a wise economy. 

There are two institutional causes of lower raw material costs 
in co-operative plants; and one applies only to retail societies. All 
retail societies obtain raw materials at the same price from the national 
wholesale societies, and hence small local societies are able to obtain 
supplies more cheaply than similarly-placed capitalist producers. The 
cash trading principle of the co-operative movement, together with 
the good credit standing of societies, makes many capitalist suppliers 
anxious to secure co-operative trade. In consequence, they are often 
offered special terms, especially in lines of goods in which there is 
considerable competition. The remaining economies in raw material 
costs which the. national wholesale societies and other large productive 
units obtain, are not directly institutional, but the result of the size 
of the undertakings. The wholesale societies' productive units are 
often larger than non-eo-operative units and, consequently, these 
societies can obtain cheaper bulk. rates than many capitalist firms; 
very often they can buy direct from the producer, excluding the 
capitalist jobber or importer. Further, the capital at the disposal of 
the movement makes buying ahead of need possible. This policy is 
adopted whenever prices are low. 

One of the main savings of overhead costs is that of the low interest 
rates on capital. This is partly due to the method of raising capital 
which, during high interest rate periods, effects large economies. 
During low interest rate periods, the interest paid by the C.W.S. on 
share and loan capital of the member societies is not much below the 
short-term market rate. It is, indeed, below the rate at which a small 
industrial undertaking can obtain capital, but the size and credit stand
ing of the C. W.S. would probably enable it to obtain short-term 

1 For a full analysis of costs of w,our turnover. see P. Sargant Florence, Economics 
of Fatigue and Unros,. Chapter 6. 
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capital on the open market-if that were its practice-at a rate no 
higher than the rate it now pays to its member-societies. The conserva
tive financial policy in the past has usually resulted in a considerable 
writing down in the value of capital goods; in consequence, deprecia

.tion and interest charges are reduced. Interest, risk, and depreciation in 
relation to stocks may be less because co-operative plants produce more 
to order and less for unknown markets than is usual in the case of non
co-operative plants. There is a lower interest cost for outstanding debts, 
because of the practice of prompt payment within the co-operative 
movement, and there are practically no bad debts between societies. 
Members' loyalty leads to a reduction of expenditure on advertising 
and salesmanship and to a steadier demand, with a consequent better 
utilization of plant capacity and permanent staff. Payment of directors, 
auditors, and managers is lower; no bonuses are paid on turnover or 
profits; and co-operative societies are spared the expense which public 
companies incur in floating the company and issuing capital. A factor, 
partly institutional and partly the result of wide lateral integration, 
is the saving on financial costs as a result of the transfer of goods 
without money payment, and the pooling of cash, materials, power, 
vehicles, and stock. This lowers both interest expenses and premiums 
for risk-bearing. 

In addition, there are certain general economies which cannot be 
specifically assigned either to labour, material, or overhead costs. 
The plentiful supply of capital which' is available for co-operative 
societies .allows of a maximum mechanization; while large-scale 
organization permits the lowering of transport costs as a result of 
the more complete utilization of vehicles, and permits the economies 
of producing goods in large batches. The large scale of the co-operative 
wholesale societies may secure economies as a result of plant specializa
tion, while maintaining a common multiplant control over them. 
This saving is actually obtained in the case of C.W.S. furnishing, 
clothing, shirt, and shoe factories. 

The causes which tend to make co-operative production costs 
higher- than capitalist costs are all institutional. The most important 
of these are labour costs. Trade union rates of pay for day and piece 
workers obtain in all plants. Not only are these rates higher than 
non-union rates, but they are also rigid. There are relatively high 
night and week-end rates in force in productive plants throughout the 
movement, and overtime rates are paid to employees higher up in the 
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income scale than is usual in capitalist undertakings. Most employees 
are paid a day rate, and some have a guaranteed week which is paid 
whether or not work is available. Many co~operative factories employ 
a probably higher proportion of older men and women, and less 
juveniles than similar capitalist undertakings, so that their wages 
costs are likely to be higher even than those undertakings which pay 
trade union rates. This question has been considered in Chapter 21; 

it is, however, impossible to determine quantitatively the actual 
difference in costs resulting from these preferential wage conditions. 
There is often a considerable difference between the speed of working 
in co-operative and capitalist factories since, as a general rule, 
co-operative undertakings are opposed to the use of modem speeding
up measures. Some societies definitely will not tolerate piece work, 
even in trades where this is the usual practice. The wholesale societies, 
on some occasions, have had to abandon an attempt to introduce 
piece work because of trade gnion opposition. Spreading available 
work among workers rather than dismissing them is a usual practice. 
When about eighty workers became superfluous in a C.W.S. dry
saltery works, they were not dismissed, but carried on for about 
eight months and then were gradually laid off or transferred elsewhere; 
this is but one illustration of a common practice. Productive employees 
of both wholesale and retail societies often obtain special privileges 
such as educational facilities, time off with pay, sickness, accident, 
and death benefits, pension schemes, holidays with pay, and welfare 
services. Although these privileges are found in some capitalist 
undertakings, they are far more widespread in the co-operative 
movement. 

Usually societies patronize co-operative sources of raw material, 
even if their prices are higher than prevailing market prices. Raw 
materials which cannot be bought from co-operative sources are 
almost always obtained from union firms-i.e. from firms granting 
trade union conditions to their employees. Both these factors are 
likely to increase raw materials costs to some extent. 

There are four institutional factors making for higher overhead 
costs in co-operative production. It is a common practice, in the first 
place, to spread work among all the factories of the wholesale societies 
during the slack period rather than to close one or two and work 
the others to capacity. The reason for doing this is to avoid dismissing 
labour and offending retail societies in the area in which the factory 
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is situated:· In consequence, some . co-operative factories may be 
running below capacity for part of the year. Secondly, the working 
week is often shorter in co-operative factories, and shift working is 
practically never adopted. Some of the advantages of high mechaniza
tion are therefore lost. Thirdly, when a co-operative society buys a 
capitalist undertaking, the price paid .for- goodwill is an entire loss, 
since the private business connections of the firm cannot be used. 
Fourthly, since retail societies are the owners of the wholesale under
taking, they tend to adopt a more critical attitude towards its activi
ties. Complaints are more frequent, and the process of meeting them 
usually involves more of the manager's time and energy. 

Finally, there are certain institutional factors leading to increased 
general costs. Some co-operative plants are consistently postponing 
rationalization in order to avoid creating technological unemployment, 
and by insisting that orders should be carried out in their own part 
of the country, retail societies frequently prevent the most economical 
utilization of plant and the maximum mechanization of industry. 
Since co-operative plants are essentially serving permanent customers, 
there cannqt be any attempt to attract custom by offering attractive 
looking but cheap and shoddy goods. It is impossible to obtain the 
full advantages of large-scale production, owing to the refusal of the 
customer to accept even partly-standardized goods, and in particular 
owing to the demand that the co-operative movement should be able 
to copy all,.the main capitalist lines. In consequence, in many lines of 
production, instead of the C.W.S. producing a number of varieties 
comparable with the principal lines produced by anyone of the 
well-known producers, they produce a very much larger number in 
their endeavour to copy each producer and to rival him in his own 
lines. This practice of small-scale production inevitably leads to loss 
compared with the saving which would be possible if co-operative 
plants provided a reasonable range and variety and took full advantage 
of rationalization and standardization. 

The conventionally accepted capitalist test of efficiency is not low 
cost so much as high profits. Profits or surplus are the result of a 
subtraction sum. They are the difference between the total revenue 
of a firm and its total costs. Hence, high profits or surplus partly 
depend upon low costs. But they also depend upon the amount of 
the .total revenue, and this introduces a new element in measuring 
efficiency. Total revenue is the joint result of the amount of sales 
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effected and the price at which the sales are effected; hence profit or 
surplus measures the success of the price and s<\les policy. Total 
profits or surplus might be high on account of a price that was high 
in relation to costs and yet was not so high as to discourage sales. 
On the other hand, total profits or surplus might be high ~ecause, 
with an elastic demand for the product, a low price only just aJ?ove 
costs encouraged a huge increase in sales. . 

The notion of efficiency always implies some balancing of costs 
against income or sales, although an idea of efficiency which balanced 
costs against sales on the psychological level, in.terms of human 
sacrifices and human satisfactions, would not necessarily' take profit 
-a balancing on the monetary level-as a final measure of efficiency.l 
However, we are still living induStrially in a competitive capitalist 
world with the emphasis on monetary profits as a test of efficiency 
and survival. Comparison of the sucess of co-operative and capitalist 
production must for the presc;nt, therefore, be made 'on this level of 
monetary profits or surplus. 

The rate of profit is calculated in capitalist firms on the capital 
involved. The accessible sources of information about public joint 
stock companies, such as Mathieson's Stock Exchange Record, give 
interest and dividend on the capital subscribed by the public in the 
form of debentures or shares. Profit on the basis of the total liability 
capital, including reserves ploughed in, is'not available. This nominal 
rate of profit on the value of the capital as originally spbscribed is 
separately given for each type of share-dividend on ordinary, 
preference, preferred, deferred, etc.-and the debenture interest is 
also separately recorded. The comparison required is with the total 
profit on total subscribed capital; hence the separate rates of dividend 
and interest for each company must on paper be put back into the 
pool and an all-in rate of profit calculated. Two to nine well-established 
companies were taken as a sample for each comparable industry 
according as the records of the companies were available, and the 
pooling principle applied to all companies in each industry. Thus a 
joint stock company rate of distributed profit, given in Fig. 4;, was 
obtained for each industry from the total dividend and debenture' 
interest of all the companies selected, divided by their total of shares 
and debenture capital. This calculation was made for each of the seven 
years 192.8 to 1934 and the median of those seven annual rates picked 

1 See P. Sargant Florence, &ollOmiu and Human BelJavwur, pp. 90-93. 
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out; that is, the rate corning in the middle (i.e. fourth) when the 
Seven yearly ra~es are placed. in o~der 'of magnitude. To get the total 
profit, !'In addition must be ma,de to dividends and interest distributed 
for that P?rtion of the profits appropriated to reserves instead of being 
distributed. These disclosed reserves, like the disclosed reserves 

• appropriated . from' co-operative surplus, serve the two purposes of . 
stabilizing di~tributed profits (or surpluses) and of reinvestment in . 
trade. During the seven years 192.8-34, it appears from figures of . 
representative companies in the sort of industries engaged in by the . 
C.W.S., collected by the Economist, that the ratio of reserve appropria
tion to debenture interest plus divide~ds vaned greatly from year to 
year and industry to industry, but averaged 'around is per cent.1 To 
obtain estimated rates of total profits the rates of capitalist interest. 
plus dividend must therefore be increased by this proportion. 

To compare with these capitalist rates of profit on. the nominal 
value of subscribed capital in specific ipdustrles, co-operaqve rateS of 
profit or surplus on its subscribed shares an~ loans ai:e not so easily 
available. The C.W.S. does not divide up its capital betweeri several 
industries or plants. Th~ nominal value of the subscri~ed share and 
loan capital of each plant must be reckoned in proportion to the known 
nominal value of the assets of the plant in the form of fixed capital 
and stocks (the chief items) and to that part of C.W.S. residual 
debtors and cash .which the relative sa!es of the plant justifies. This 
indirect cakulqtion of subscribed capital involves the subtraction from 
the asset capital of the year's surplus and also the subtraction of the 
value of reserves ploughed in during past years, since these rt~l'erves. 
increase asset capital without adding to subscribed capital. The 
calculation is complicated and cannot be given here in detail, but the 
average results (the median year of 192.8-34 is again used) are accurate 
enough to justify grading industries according to the ratio the C.W.S. 
total rate of surplus on capital bears .to the total rate of profits (dis
trib';1ted and undistributed) of the joint stock companies.a Th~ fifteen 

1 Taking the E&onomist Misc:ellaneous Group of manufacturing industry for the 
twenty-eight quarter years between 192.8 and 1934. In half the cases the ratios "reserved" 
lay between 8 and 2.2 per cent. For all groups of companies the average ratio reserved 
was slighdy higher than for the miscellaneous group-about 17 per cent. 

• The calculation of comparable profits and surplus formed part of t4e study of c0-

operative production made by Mr. H. Mars. It is hoped that work done by Mr. Mars on 
this subject will subsequendy be published. 

. -Cotton weaving had to be omitted for want of comparable joint stock companies. 
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industries where the C. W.S. employs ~ore than 600 persons are so 
graded in Fig. 46. The percentage in braPtets refq-s to the ascertained' 
average (median) rate of distributed profi't on the' capital of the joint 
stock companies. ' 

FIG. 46 

ANNUAL ltATE OF SURPLUS ON C.W.S. CAPITAL 
IN VARIOUS INDUSTRIES COMPARED .wITI! JOINT 

STOCK COMPANY .RATES OF PROFITS 

Ratio: 
C, J17,S, Surplul • 
compareJ wit" 

profi_ 
Less than I . 
BetWeen 1-11 
. (Similar)' . 

\ 

/nJusmu • 
(M.JieIn ,at. 01 tlistrWute4 profits in lJTttcTc.ts) 

Coal (4'0 %" Woollens (7') %), Clothing (9'1 %), 
~obacco (7'0 %), Margarine (19'4 %), Hosiery (7'1 %), 

• B~tween rr-2. ." Footwc:ar (6" %), Shirts and Overalls (4'4 %), Corsets 
• ' (7' S %), Preserves (6'0 %) . 

. Be~eetl 2.-) Furniture (1'7 %), Printing llDd Bookbinding (6' 5 %), 
• Grain-milling (10'1 %). 

Over) Biscuits (6'1 %), Soaps (8: I %), 
.. 

The conclusions which may be drawn from Fig, 46 are remarkab\e. 
Among the fifteen industries ~at are listed, only Jhre~oal-mining,' 
woollen mills and clothing-showed a lower co-op~tive rate vf 
surplus, and five industries-printing and bookbinding, grain
~illing, furniture, soap, biscui~howed a co.:operative rate of 
surplus more than twice the capitalist profit rate. I 

The comparatively low rate of profits on jojnt stoCk capital may 
be due to more inefficient use of "real" capital equipment and stocks, 
or may be due to an inflated valuation of such capital in the subscribed 
capital. Inflation is not unknown to occur as a result ofhigh preliminary 
expenses, including promoters' profits and underwriters' margins in 
floating' the issue, or as a result of a "watered" valuation of assets 
taken over. 

The results from this study of prodUftion reinforce the conclusions 
reached on the distributive side of co-operative trading, .Jhat one of 
the leading ~fficiencies of the co-operative system is the economy in 
subscribed capital. F~r a given capital the surplus is in most industries 
high compared with the profit on capitalist joint stock companies, or, . 
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to put ii: the other way round, a given surplus can be obtained with a 
comparatively low capital. Moreover, the bulk of the profit need not 
be distributed back to the proprietors of the capital in order to main
tain the flow of investment of capital. Instead of only 15 per cent. of 
distributed profits being appropriated to reserve, and a rate on capital 
of from 4 to 19·4 per cent., according to industry {see Fig. 46),1 
being distributed in debenture interest and dividend on shares, the 
C.W.S. pays for all its capital by a low interest rate (now, 1937, 
averaging about 3 per cent.); the remainder of the surplus goes back 
into trade or into inside investments for the society. 

§ 6: Specific Problems of Co-operative Production 

In productive activities the co-operative movement has many economic 
advantages. over alternative systems and has· made some progress 
towards supplying its own wants. But if co-operative production is 
to be extended by further reduction of costs and prices, and a larger 
proportion of co-operative sales are to be co-operatively produced, 
more economic thinking must be applied to practical problems· of the 
co-operative organization of production. Co-operative methods of 
organization have certain peculiarities and hold out the likelihood of 
certain consequences; and it is with an eye to these specific trends 
within th~ co-operative movement that policies have to be planned 
and practical problems solved. 

Among the institutional and large-scale features affecting the costs 
of co-operative as compared witlr capitalist production, four may be 
singled out as peculiarly different from the simple capitalist forms of 
production on which· economic theory is so largely based. Two of 
these features relate to the large scale of co-operative organization. 
Co-operative firms such as the C.W.S. or S.C.W.S. are not only 
very large, but also own a number of plants in different industries; 
and a' wide variety of products and services are provided. 

The two further features to be singled out relate to co-operative 
institutions. There is the feature of federalism, as displayed i'n a rim of 
production by retail and special productive societies revolving around 
the hub ot wholesale society production; and, last hut not least, 

1 Between 1910 and 1934 the dividend on ordinary shares recorded by the Economist 
for some two thousand joint stock companies averaged (median year) ? 5 per cent. 
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democratic ideals extend from consumers' control to a consideration 
of the interests of those employed greater than may be expected from 
capitalism. The consequences of these four distinctive features will 
be considered in turn, and after that, in a separate section, account 
must be taken of the consequences of the competition that co-opera
tors must still carry on in the quality of their products. 

(I) The variety of ' products and services provided is perhaps the 
most obvious feature. Services include insurance, banking, investment 
trusts; products include ~most all the ordinary needs of working 
families. The inclusion of all these transactions under a single control 
denotes an immense lateral integration; and such integration opens 
the way for many economic difficulties. A multitude of goods, each 
possibly made on a small scale, checks, as explained above, the develop
ment of large-scale "batch" or mass production, and the wholesale 
societies do not appear to have striven very hard for a standardization' 
that would reduce the number of lines of anyone product and thus 
increase the scale of operation in those that remained. In 1935, the 
Irlam' Soap Works of the C.W.S. were producing 190 different 
varieties, and the Dunston Soap Works 117, including 24 household 
tablet soaps,s carbolic tablet soaps, 13 dry soaps, 6 soft soaps and 
49 toilet soaps. The shirt factories were producing over 1,000 different 
types and sizes of shirts and were in addition required to execute 
special jobs without anincrease in prices. The CW.S. Brush Works 
were making 1,600 lines, half of .them stock, the other half special 
lines • 

. This over-abundance, not to say redundancy, of styles is largely 
the result of trying to match all the capitalist lines. It is true that 
a bold policy ·of simplification and reduction of lines' would require 
adverti~ing to canalize public demand into fewer channels, each of 
which would permit mass production.1 But the economies effected in 
producing a few goods each on a Urge scale wQuld certainly out~ 
balance advertising cost, if advertising were preceded by sci£ntific 
market research. When a multitude of goods of all varieties are joindy 
produced, it is not always the case that all or even the majority of 
the goods produced are making a profit. As between products of 
different industri~s made in different factories, it is kn~wn that in 

-
1 This canalization to pennit mass-production efficiency is indeed the chief economic 

advantage of advertising, although the numerous advocates of advertising usually miss 
the point. See P ~ Sargant Florence, Logic of InJustrial Organi{ation, pp. 84-5. 
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1935, out of the forty odd indusVies engaged in by the C.W.S., one 
industry, flour-milling, made more than one-third, and another, soap, 
made one-quarter of the total disclosed surplus of all C.W.S. plants, 
while four industries, soap, flour and provender, margarine, and drug 
and confectionery packing, made approximately 80 per cent. of the 
surplus. Six industries suffered a loss. The same problem occurs, in 
~elation to the comparative profits of its different lines, within' one 
industry making a multitude of articles. Here, unfortunately, the facts 
are not so accurately recorded, and it is not until scientific costing 
methods are applied within the plant that absence of surplus or sheer 
losses are revealed in the production of certain lines. 

The problem how far to go in selecting fewer articles of anyone 
sort for production, and how far to standardize and mass-produce 
those selected, cannot be solved without cost accounting. It is not a 
problem that most capitalist organizations have by any means solved, 
but since the co-operative organization produces in greater variety 
than any other industrial organization, it is a problem of particular 
importance to Co-operation. Since 1930, a central costing department 
has been set up by the C.W.S. at Manchester, and this department has 
discovered several articles made at a loss in various plants. Clearly the 
costing department must be developed so that it may examine the 
costs of every plant as a matter of routine. 

(2) The wide variety of co-operative services and products are 
provided by separate establishments or plantS in different places and 
of different sizes. This arrangement, as has been shown, makes it 
possible fo~ plants to be located at the point of minimum transport 
costs and to be of a size to incur minimum technical and management 
costs while at the same time enjoying the economies of large-scale 
marketing, higher control and finance.1 It does not follow, however, 
that advantage will always be taken of this possibility. In the C.W.S., 
the purchase of raw material is usually made centrally' for the plants 
in the same industry, and sales of products are at least supervised " 
centrally; finance is completely centralized. Here, large-scale organiza
tion certainly, effects economies. Large-scale control, however, is a 
more difficult problem. Too much control at headquarters is liable 
to result in bureaucracy and lack of adaptability, yet some control 
services are most efficiendy performed by full-time specialists that 

1 See E. A. G. Robinson, TA. Structure of Competitive Industry, chapters ii-vii on 
optimum sizes for different functions. 
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only the whole multiplant organization can afford to employ full 
time. Such services are those of cost accounting just mentioned, and 
of standardization of control accounts and statistics, making possible 
the comparison of results between different plants in the same industry.l 
The whole organization may also afford a large research department 
for observation and experiment in mechanical and chemical technique. 

The C. W.S. works at Silvertown standardized the packing 0; 
breakfast cereals in 1935. This standardization how makes it possible 
to use one of the same huge packing machines for packing all the 
various breakfast cereals, and ensures the full utilization of this expen
sive but efficient machine tool. The findings of central research can 
be similarly diffused in problems affecting the efficiency and welfare 
of labour. 

The main economy of the large multiplant organization is, indeed, 
the spreading of centrally-acquired knowledge throughout its plants;2 
thanks to their size, the C.W.S. and the S.C.W.S. have here an 
opportunity that is granted to few capitalist firms. The managers of 
the several plants in anyone industry and managers even of plants 
in different industries have much to learn from one another and might 
profitably meet together to discuss such common problems as costing, 
or working incentives, or selection and training of staff, along the 
lines already pursued by the Management Research Groups of private 
industrialists. The differences found in the management efficiericy of 
C.W.S. plants, even in the same industry, are remarkable and show 
the economic advantage that may attend inter-plant consultations 
promoted by the higher control of the multiplant organization. 

(3) This opportunity of spreading knowledge' is also present 
within the loose federal trade association around the hub of the 
C.W.S. and S.C.W.S. constituted by retail societies and special 
productive societies. The wholesale societies help retail societies in 
their distributive problems as a matter of course. The C.W.S. archi
tects, for instance, design shops-. But in production problems, whole
sale services are at present more limited. The C. W.S. provides a service 
of audit and financial accountancy for retail societies~ works. The 
engineering department of the C.W.S. (since 1934 divided up into 
engineering, dairy equipment and service departments) advises many 
of the retail societies in problems of power plant and instaIIation of 

1 See Jenks and Clark, TM Trust Prohkm, 4th ed., p. 48. 
I See P. Sargant Florence, Logk oj'lnJustrial Organi{ation, p. IS. 
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machinery, electrical installation, heating and ventilating, and motor 
and garage equipment.1 

In certain services, and in non-transportable product industries,
retail and local federal society production may fill a useful role beside 
wholesale society production. Once this federal plan of productiorr 
is consciously adopted, the large wholesale societies can deliberately' 
give such aid and advice to retail and federal societies on their produc
tion problems as may best be rendered by large-scale research, training 
and organization. 

(4) Advice on the efficiency and welfare of labour has been referred 
to as a function likely to be best performed by the central multiplant 
organization. In the co-operative organization, with its democratic 
ideals, such advice and corresponding policies must hold a particularly 
important place. Labour costs have been shown to be high in 
co-operative plants owing to less -speeding up and more liberal 
and congenial conditions of labour generally. These conditions. 
have largely been won by the insistence of the trade unions on the 
working-class sympathies of the movement; they have not been the 
result of scientific enquiry on the part of the co-operative control. 

Co-operative managers indeed are no more versed than capitalist 
entrepreneurs and managers in knowledge of the physiological and 
psychological conditions favourable to human efficiency and welfare. 
Co-operative works, even in the same industry, vary greatly in physical 
working conditions, such as noise, lighting, ventilation and extraction of 
dust and fumes, and the safety movement does not appear to be more 
advanced than in capitalist works as a whole. There are no departments 
for psychological testing and investigation such as are found in model 
capitalist firms, nor have any researches into the effect of hours of 
labour, of ventilation, or of vocational selection upon output, acci
dents, or labour turnover, been carried out in C.W.S. or S.C.W.S. 
plants. There is little scientific study of the easiest motion for the 
operator or the most comfortable equipment for him to use, or enquiry 
into the most effective methods of training or of providing financial 
or non-financial incentives; reliance, indeed, seems to be placed on 
simple time-wages to a greater extent than in capitalist enterprises. 

1 The engineering department of the C. W .5. was set up primarily to advise the 
plants of the C. W .5. itself. In fact the department may only do so if inStnlcted by the 
Grocery or Drapery Committee, or if the works manager calls it in for consultation. 
The position is almost the same as if the works and engineering departments were 
separate firms. I See above, § 2. 
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And yet what an opportunity the co-operative movement presents 
for a really scientific testing of the efficiency of various policies based 
on unbiased individual records! Scientific management, so called, 
has often proved, in the hands of the capitalist employer, an instrument 
for the exploitation of the worker.l He is speeded up, loaded up, and 
lui work intensified so as to give the highest short-period results in 
quantity of output. The co-operative movement, granting as it does 
high security of tenure, looks, on the contrary, to long-period results 
extended over the whole working life of the worker and should, if 
true to its principles, include in results quality of output and workers' 
immunity from accident, ill-health and premature invalidity. There 
is still a prejudice in democratic circles against the use of science. 
But there is no reason for avoiding expert advice and specialized skill 
if the expert and technician are the servants of democracy. Science is 
merely a means to an end. If the end is right, let science be used to 
'gain that end as efficiently as possible. 

§ 7. Competition in Quality of Product 

.Co-operative production is variegated and multiplant, it is federal, 
and favourable to the interests of labour. At the same time it must 
still remain competitive. Unlike state control of industry, co-opera
tive .control cannot order competition to cease in any industry. As 
a result co-operative production must make continuous efforts in 
order to keep up with its rivals and, if it so desires, to get ahead of 
them in satisfying public demands. There must be continual improve
ment and development as rivals improve their products and processes. 
This need is likely to grow in importance as co-operative enterprise 
leaves its loyal staple market and strives to reach new classes of pel'ions 
. and to provide new classes of goods. 

Co-operative trading must have a policy for development as well 
as a policy for carrying on existing trade. The possible research 
services of the central office of a giant firm like the C.W.S. or the 
S.C. W.S. are nowhere of more value than in relation to such a develop
ment policy. The C.W.S. has a well-equipped laboratory for testing 
C.W.S. productions and its work might well be extended. Research 
includes laboratory experiments in developing new methods and 

I For its lack of scieru:e, see P. Sargant Florence, Economics of Fatigue anti Unrest, 
Chapter III. 
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products, and field service to examine customers' complaints about 
exis~ng products. Such field service is at present liable to take up 
much of the time of the general manager of the single producing 
plant. Efficiency demands technically equipped marketing experts as 
well as productive engineers. In large American finns appropriations 
of funds for such development research staffs may amount to as much 
as 3 per cent. of sales. 

Competition hinges upon price or upon quality. Price differences 
have been dealt with in other connections,! but the problem of quality 
differences requires special and detailed investigation. Quality covers 
such a multitude of virtues that a distinction must be made at the 
Oij.tset between the inner and possibly unseen and unsensed virtue of 
a product, and its outwardly visible (or sensible) signs, such as design 
or taste. A medicine may have an attractive label and a pleasant taste, 
but have no inner virtue, and clearly in this case it is the inner effec~ 
that are all-important. But for the majority of goods sold for a price, 
taste and design have important uses. Of two food products, equally 
nutritious, the tastier and nicer packed food will win in competition. 
Of two settees, equally comfortable, that with the better design will . 
-or at any rate deserves to-win. Here, however, we run into 
complications. When it comes to furniture, popular taste is not' 
necessarily the same thing as good taste. Any judgment made of 
co-operative designs and furniture or for that matter linoleums, 
pottery, or clothes, is likely to be personal to the author and not 
necessarily a reliable index of competitive strength. B Detailed investiga
tion of quality, tht:refore, avoided aesthetic judgment, and was confined 
to an enquiry into "inner" virtue by means of chemical analysis, and 
an enquiry into popular taste by means of actual tasting on the part 
of a representative sample of the people. 

The enquiry into popular ·taste was conducted by members of the 
Department of Commerce of the University of Birmingham, and the 

1 Chapter s. § a. 
I The following passage from Dr. N. Pevsner's InJustrial Art in EnglanJ is, how

ever, worth quoting: "I was particularly anxious to see factories belonging to co
operative wholesale societies and to interview their directors. ••• My idea was that 
there should be educational possibilities in co-operative enterprise which might have 
favourably influenced the appearanoe of products. This, 1 found. was a misconception. 
The design of the articles which I saw-and there were pieoes of furniture, cutlery, pots 
and pans, linoleum, packages, etc., amongst them-was in no way better than that of 
similar goods produced by private manufacturers or limited liability companies with no 
particular interest in good design." 
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first step was to draw Up the questionnaire described in Chapter 22, 
§ s. Of the informants answering this questionnaire (most of them 
co-operative enthusiasts), 62. per cent. did not consider co-operative 
products to be inferior and among these were some who were con
vinced of their superiority. Thirty-eight per cent., however, thought 
that at least some co-operative products were inferior. The other 
answers of this rather large minority showed that a number of them 
(stated in brackets) did not buy the following goods in co-operative 
shops on account of inferior quality: men's clothes (2.1), women's 
clothes (21), biscuits (IS), coffee (I I), sweets and chocolates 
(II), jams and preserves (10), boots and shoes (10), bacon (9), 
sausages (9). 

From questions about shopping in ordinary life, the enquiry 
proceeded to an experiment in behaviour under selected and controlled 
conditions. Thirteen articles of popular consumption were selected: 
margarine, cheese, tea, cocoa, malted milk cocoa (food drink), straw
berry jam, marmalade, tinned peaches, tinned peas, lemon wafHe 
biscuits, ginger drops, coconut crisps, and soap-powder. A bundle 
was then made up consisting of two samples of each article, one a 
co-operative and the other a non-eo-operative product.· Each of the 

. samples of any. ~ne article was on sale in Binningham at the same 
retail price, and all trade-marks, makers' names, etc., were removed, 
so that there was nothing to choose between the two samples except 
their taste and appearance. The bundles of articles were then submitted 
to sixty households for tasting, and individual members of these 
households (on the average I· 6 persons answered from each house
hold) were asked to state which sample they preferred, that marked 
"S" or that marked "P". In an earlier trial test, the key letters adopted 
had been "A" and "B"; but since there might have been some bias 
towards preferring "A", the results of this test were neglected. As 
between "S" and uP" there seemed no ground for bias. 

The sixty households were constituted of five distinct groups~ 
numbered in ascending order of average income: 

(I) Members of a Birmingham settlement club in a new housing estate. 
This group consisted largely of families moved from the slums and 
were relatively poor. Some of this group had participated in the 
earlier iriaI test. 

(2.) Memhers of the community club in the new housing estate. 

p 
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6) Members of a Mothers' Union of a church adjoining the new housing 
estate. 

(4) Members of the Birmingham Co-operative Women'$ Guild. 
(5) Middle-c1a$$ people inteI'e$ted in the tes1$. 

The results of the test are given in summary form in Fig. 47. In 
the case of each of the five groups, the thirteen articles are distributed 
over five columns according to whether there was a larger (two to 
one) or smaller majority in favour of the co-operative or of the non
co-operative sample product, or whether voting was equal. The 
lettering is similar to that in Fig. 40 of Chapter 22; "C" or "c" 

FIG. 47 

RESULTS OF TASTING TEST 

Group of Tasters I Number I Number of Articles (out of 13l where Majority 
ot prefer Co-operative or NOD-Co-operative 

Answers Product 

c· ct Equal 
Voting p: PI 

- --- ----
All Tasters •• .. .. .. 1,:l8J 0 4 0 7 2 

Settiement Club, Housing Estate 442 2 I 0 6 4 
Community Oub, Housing Estate 213 I 3 2 I 6 
Mothers' Union .. .. . . 138 1 2 2 3 5 
Women's Guild .. .. .. 228 4 2 1 4 2 

Middle-class .. .. .. 260 3 3 0 2 S 

t c = majority ofless than 2 to I or ctJ-Opera"V8 pro u. 
• C = majority of 2 to 1 or more; f Fo • due 

t p = majority of less than 2 to 1 For IIINI-co-operati". (privGre 811terpnse) 
§ P = majority of 2 to 1 or more; producu. 

indicating a large or small majority in favour of co-operative products; 
"P" or up" indicating a large or small majority in favour of products 
of non-co-operative, private enterprise. 

On the whole, answers were in favour of non-co-operative products. 
Totalling all answers, there appear to be only four articles where a 
majority prefer the co-operative product, and nine articles where a 
majority (in two cases, a large majority) prefer the non-co-operative 
product. This preference for non-co-operative products is seen to be 
strongest in the lower income groups. The middle-class group voted 
for the co-operative product in the case of six, and for the non-
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c:o-operative product in the case of seven articles. The Women's 
Guild members, as was perhaps to be expected from those accustomed 
to the eo-operative products, were the group most favourable to them. 
A majority of the members voted in favour of the co-operative 
alternative in the case of six articles and a tied vote occurred in the 
case of a seventh, thus leaving six articles where the non-eo-operative 
alternative was preferred even by these co-operative enthusiasts. 

The very same articles submitted to tasting were then analysed by 
a chemist to discover the possible "inner" virtues (or vices) already 
referred to. Comparing co-operative and non-eo-operative samples 
of the same article, little difference in chemical content and purity 
was found except in four cases. In two of these, the co-operative 
sample was found to be chemically the better product, and in the 
two others the non-eo-operative. In three out of these four cases, 
the chemists agreed with the popular verdict-the chemically better 
received a majority of tasters' votes. In the fourth case, where tasters' 
votes were unfavourable to the co-operative product, chemical analysis 
was favourable. Evidently, it cannot be maintained that the co-opera
tive products selected for the test are on the whole any better in taste 
or in chemical quality than the similar and similarly priced non
co-operative products.1 

I The particular selectioD made was determined almost entirely by the practical 
difficulty of obtaining pairs of samples whose origin (co-operative or Doo-co-operative) 
could Dot be identified by the taster. The selectiOD was, therefore, from the standpoint 
of proving anything for or against co-operation, random. 



CHAPTER 2S 

CO-OPERATIVE INVESTMENT POllCY 

§ I. The Practical Problem 

ANY trading organization hoping to expand its activities must have 
funds to purchase the additional materials, stocks, and equipment 
required for that purpose. These funds may be obtained by borrowing, 
or may be set aside as reserves out of current revenue. The co-opera
tive movement has used both methods. Retail societies borrow from 
their members by means of shares or loans; and the wholesale societies, 
as also productive and local federal societies, borrow from the retail 
societies. At the same time, retail, wholesale, productive and federal 
societies have been setting aside funds in the shape of general and 
special reserves and of depreciation allowances. In fact, as Chapter 6 
shows, so successful have co-operative methods of raising funds 
proved that the movement has accumulated far more capital than 
is used in trade activities. Co-operative societies may legally invest 
their funds in securities or any kind of undertaking, and to-day the 
retail societies use only 39 per cent. of their capital in their own trade, 
they invest 17 per cent. outside, and lend the remaining 44 per cent 
to other co..:operative undertakings. And the wholesale societies, 
to whom the bulk. of the 44 per cent. is lent, use only 10' a per cent. 
of their capital in their own trade, lend 6' 2 per cent. to other co-opera
tive undertakings, and invest as much as 83 per Cent. entirely outside 
the movement. 

The average capitalist producer or distributor is continually worry
ing how to raise capital or, as he puts it, how to finance his under
takings. Can he get his bankers to extend his overdraft; shall he make 
a new issue of shares on the market; can he borrow on mortgage, or 
issue debentures? These worries have no place in co-operative under
takings. When the co-operative system found a way of paying profits 
back to the consumer, thus gaining an assured market, it also found 
a way of raising capital, thus gaining assured funds. For the profits 
credited to the consumer, as dividend on purchase, were largely left 
on deposit as funds for the society. The pioneers built more sym
metrically than they perhaps knew. 
. The capital problems facing the co-operative movement are not 
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concerned with the raising of funds for expanding its trade, but with 
the use of the funds already raised. They are problems not of finance 
but of investment, and can be summed up .in two questions. Axe the 
funds already raised insufficiently invested with a view to the general 
expansion of co-operative activities; and if so, in what particular 
directions should co-operative investment take place? 

§~. TAe General Extent of Co-operative I"vestment 

It would certainly not be wise for co-operative societies to invest in 
the movement up to the hilt. The capital they have to invest consists 
in the last analysis mostly in the withdrawable shares of individual 
members, and a wide margin must be left in a liquid form to meet 
possible emergencies. The very fact that there was no such margin 
would indeed tend to create states of emergency in the· minds of 
members. There must be some outside investment in gilt-edged 
securities, but not necessarily the large proportion, amounting to 
over half of all investments, that is the rule to-day. The co-operative 
movement should arrive at some optimu.m proportion of cash and 

. marketable outside investment per total asSets, to which to work as a 
standard practice. Since over 80 per cent. of the subscribed capital 
of the movement is withdrawable, without or with various periods of 
notice, this proportion should be higher than that practised by indus
trial joint stock companies, hut not necessarily as high as' a bank's 
proportion. For the capital of industrial companies is not withdrawable, 
while at the other extreme, though banks have, like the co-operative 
movement, the bulk of their liabilities withdrawable, it is the central 
activity of banks to deal in withdrawable deposits and they must 
expect a much greater velocity of withdrawals. 

There are no published figures of the average proportion of assets 
held by representative British industrial companies in the liquid form 
of investment in securities. But a composite balance sheet summing up 
the position of 544 American industrial corporations in 1926 showed, 
out of total assets worth $27,338,000,000, cash and marketable invest
ment assets to the value of $3,1I~,000,OOO, or between II and 12 per 
cent. The large British joint stock banks hold several lines of liquid 
assets, decreasing in liquidity from (I) the cash reserves (normally 
amounting to the familiar II per cent. of deposits) to (~) money at 
call and short notice and (3) investments. Adding these three more or 
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less licF.tid items, their ratio to total assets may in different years be as 
high as So per cent. or as low as 33 per cent. Thus the standard propor
tion of cash and outside marketable investments per total assets should 
in the co-operative movement lie somewhere between 10 and So 
per cent. It may be noted that, in 1900, only 2.0 per cent. of the retail 
societies' capital was not invested in their own trading activities. 
To-day the proportion for the retail societies and for the whole move
ment is actually outside the outsqe limit given by the banking precedent. 
Not only is this more than the margin required for all probable emer
gencies, but also, as will be shown in Chapter 2.7, there are undoubtedly 
urgent demands on co-operative capital for investment in the co
operative movement that are going unsatisfied to-day and that, unless . 
investment policy is changed, are likely to go unsatisfied in the 
future. 

Signs of present insufficiency ofinvestment in old lines of production 
may be seen in the working of plants above their normal planned 
capacity, and in orders not executed at all for want of capacity, however 
over-taxed. Many co-operative plants seem to be planned conserva
tively for the minimum load, so that when demand increases in the 
prosperous phases of the trade cycle, machinery· and men must be 
worked overtime and factories be crowded out with additional, often 
untrained, workers if orders are to be executed. Too often these 
"rush" measures, expensive as they are, are insufficient and orders 
must be entirely abandoned. 

Signs of present insufficiency of investment in new lines of trade 
are evident in the delay with which the co-operative movement has 
taken up new inventions and processes such as artificial silk, and wire
less apparatus, or developed new marketing methods such as fixed 
price bazaars and cash chemists' stores. Co-operative developmellt 
tends to copy capitalist development, and when an investment has 
at last been made along the lines pioneered by one or two capitalist 
firms, the fertile virgin soil has already been cropped. In the drug 
industry, indeed,the earlier stages of manufacture have been practically 
monopolized by one capitalist firm, and the co-operative movement . 
must confine its operation to the final processing of materials bought 
at a monopoly price from capitalist sources. 

Whilst in some trades capitalist development has been copied, in 
others the co-operative movement has as yet not inyested at all. 
These possible trades for future invasion will be considered in Chap-
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ter 21. The co-operative movement has undoubtedly been wise in its' 
first choice of industries in which to invest. These "first choice" 
industries are those for whose products demand is inelastic and stable 
and in whose production the supply of fixed capital is less important 
than the supply of raw materials. All these marketing and technical 
conditions lower the risk of misinvestment of fixed capital and safe
guard investors or depositors against wide fluctuations in the value 
of their property. The first-choice, safer opportunities for co-operative 
investment are now, however, becoming exhausted, and the co-opera
tive movement would be wise to consider somewhat more risky 
industries for the investment of its almost too copious funds. 

The fear of investment is, of course, shared by many capitalist 
firms and is thought typical of most forms of state operation of 
industries. Some economists attribute most of the economic maladjust
ments of the modem capitalist world to a propensity to save too much 
and consume too little, thus piling up supplies of capital without 
creating a demand for its use in conjunction with labour. The co-opera
tive movement promotes extensive saving but appears more unaru
mous than capitalism in.its fear of investment. Some capitalist firms 
and even,some state and municipal undertakings appear enterprising 
and can, wherec~mpetition is possible, reduce prices and thus undercut 
their less efficient rivals. But co-operative principles are opposed to 
competition and if co-operation is to spread at the expense of the 
competitive system, if the co-operative movement is to produce more 
of the materials and equipment it now buys in the market, and is to 
spread internationally, it is vital to efficiency that' some alte1'l").ative 
mechanism to competition for profits be discovered for fostering the 
spiri t of enterprise. 

§ 3. The Cause~ of Low Inaustrial Investment 

The first step towards such discovery is to disclose the causes for 
the present insufficiency of investment enterprise in the co-operative 
movement. These causes are mainly psychological, but vary in the 
level of consciousness at which they operate. 

Thoroughly conscious reasons for not investing are represented 
by traditional ideals ana policies expressed in such slogans as "produc
tion for use and not for profit", and "no speculation with depositors' 
funds". These phrases have been misinterpreted almost to the extent 
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of meaning that nothing should be produced or distributed about 
the use or demand for which there was' the slightest doubt, and that 
there must be no anticipation of consumef3' wants. The working-class 
consumer is traditionally afraid of capital as debt and supported by the 
further slogan "owe no man anything" is unduly impressed by a few 
investments that may have gone wrong in a slump. With modem 
industrial . technique, such counsels are economically impossible. 
To be cheap and efficient, production cannot be confined to filling 
actual orders. Plant must be laid down, "invested in", to produce, 
possibly mass-prpduce, for stock, in anticipation of demand over a 
long series of years in the course of which profits mayor may not 
occur. In this sense, speculation is an economic necessity. 

If profits do occur, they need not, however, accrue to the capitalist. 
Production for and distribution of any profit to the consumer are the 

. aims of co-Qperative enterprise. This must to-day involve speculation, 
and there is reason to believe that considerably more speculation in 
investing the deposits of members in their own industry would 
not endanger the security of co-operative societies. It is a matter of 
preserving the right proportion between investment in industrial 
equipment and stock and investment in liquid funds. The optimum 
degree of internal industrial investment is some way beyond the 
proportion actually effected by co-operative administrators. 

Less consciously admitted than these ideals and slogans as the 
basis of policy, are certain satisfactions felt by co-operative adminis
trators with certain situations. It is often considered satisfactory when 
there is no need to contract the uSe of machines and men in times of 
depression, and undoubtedly an exceptionally high surplus appearing 
in the accounts of anyone plant is, however secretly, a cause of 
rejoicing. Both these satisfactions may be ill-judged. Employment 
and investment in machines may be stabilized satisfactorily, but 
stabilized at the trade depression level, and may be quite insufficient 
for the prosperity phase of the cycle or for any long-period upward 
trend. Exceptionally high surplus may be achieved by restricting the 
total output and investment and maintaining prices unnecessarily high 
in relation to costs. In neither case will the satisfaction of the produc-
tion administrators be shared by the consumer. . 

So far, the causes of insufficient industriai investment have been 
found in certain states of mind, peculiar to co-operative philosophy, 
in those controlling co-operative trading activities. The remedy lies 
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mainly in a change of mind. I: urthercauses of too Iowa level of invest
ment are more indirect. They are still states of mind, but these psycho
logical attitudes are not peouliar to the co-operative movement. They 
are mental reactions, perfectly "normal in themselves to particular co
operative methods of organization. Among these methods, four may 
be picked out as tending to discourage investment: decentralized 
democracy, weak financial incentives for the investing administrators, 
the particular method of appointing such administrators, and (ru;nong 
the smaller retail societies) the intimate relation between depositor 
members and the investing committee. 

Decentralized democracy makes for "long deliberation of any 
proposal for investment and for a slow process of coming to a decision, 
if any. Directors and other administrative chiefs find no financial in
terest in extending trading activities,--onlymorebother; and they would 
be more than human if they were to go out' of their ~y, against 
much co-operative philosophy and the dictates of security, to advocate 
additional investment. Moreover, the social antecedents of most 
co-operative administriltors. are such that investments on a large 
scale appear somewhat staggering. They are liable to be thinking 
in terms of tens of pounds when the need is for the investment of 
hundreds of thqusands. It is significant, perhaps, that apart from 
purchases of raw materials, investment in capital goods for C.W.S. 
plants of a higher value than £5 requires the sanction of the Board 
of Directors. 

In addition, those appointed to managerships and directorships in 
the co-operative movement do not always possess the imagination, 
aggressiveness and will power necessary to build up a successful 
investment in the face of capitalist competition. More has been said 
on the quality of management in Chapter 20; but it is evident that, 
among the qualifications for appointment to key positions in co
operative enterprise, successful control of a society's retail business 
and democratic reasonableness in discussion are of outstanding 
importance. Such qualifications do not necessarily ensure a bold 
initiative for investing in large-scale production and may sometimes 
lead to agreeing "reasonably" with capitalist competitors to share the 
market, thus limiting the possible scope of co-operative investment. 
Clearly, different methods of appointment and of providing incentives 
must be compared, with a view to finding the devices most efficient 
for successful investment, compatible with co-operative democracy. 

p* 
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The old tradition Cannot be relied upon automatically to yield the 
enterprise needed by the wholesale and larger retail societies. 

The small retail societies do not require the same large vision, 
but an obstacle even to the small amowit of investment they do require 
is presented by the family business atmosphere that so often prevails. 
The same mental reactions result in trying to safeguard members' 
deposits, as in the small capitalist family business. 

"On the important question of reinvestment of revenue in the ~ the 
family business ~ often restricted because of large holdings of stock that 
distant cousins, aunts, widows, and even children may possess. • • • It is 
not felt right to deprive these members of the family-complete passengers 
though they be-of their expected income. It would be "letting one's people 
down', and one's people are not like ordinary shareholding people."l 

Finally, the national scope of co-operative organization imposes almost 
inevitable limits on the mental horizon. Though the ideals of the 
co-operative movement include international brotherhood, the 
facts of the trading organization are that each nation has its own 
wholesale organs and that the market in any sort of article within 
each country is restricted to buying the home society's production 
if there is any of that sort. This is no doubt the logical outcome of 
abolishing inter-society competition, but it does limit possible invest
ment outside national frontiers. The solution probably lies in joint 
investment in certain industries by several national societies along the 
lines of the English and Scottish Joint C.W.S., the joint enterprises 
of the Scandinavian Co-operative movement, and the new joint 
Swedish and Scottish electric lamp enterprise. 

§ 4- TAe Direction of Investment 

The causes of insufficient investment by the co-operative movement 
outlined above are all remediable without changing any of the funda
mental principles of co-operation, either directly by changing certain 
present misconceptions in the minds of co-operative administrators, 
or indirecdy by changing certain procedures in co-operative organiza
tion. Let it be supposed then that the .need for increased investment 
in their own ind,ustry and trade be agreed upon as a general principle 

1 p. Sargant Florence, up of INiusttiai o~ p. aD9-
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by c:o-operative leaders. What signposts are there to indicate the direc
tions in which invesanent should be carried? 

II the purpose of production and distribution is taken as the 
supplying of the consumers' demands, then the first indications of the 
direction of invesanent are the different net revenues derived from 
selling different products. Demand refers to wants for which the 
consumer is prepared to pay a price. It does not refer to wants without 
the wherewithal to pay, much less does it refer to the mere needs of 
the consumer. What a consumer needs in the way of diet, medical 
treaanent or education is often very far from what he wants-and with 
poverty in our midst his wants are very often far above what he can 
demand. Occasionally, the co-operative movement appears to aspire 
to supplying wants or even needs, but co-operative trading mainly 
exists for the supply of what the consumer himself demands and is 
prepared to pay for. That being the case, the revenue deri~d from the 
prices charged, once prices have covered costs, is the primary guide 
for what is to be supplied. It is thus the expected net revenue, the 
revenue minus the total costs, that forms the first test of the direction 
of efficient investment. This expectation covers the long-period as well 
as the immediate future, and the longer the use for which the invest
ment is laid down, the further into the future expectations must range. 
Thus present calculation of net revenue must be supplemented with 
some forecast of future trends. . 

Co-operative trading organization has integrated a wide variety 
of lines of production and distribution, and it would seem possible 
to calculate and compare the net revenue of a great number of different 
lines in which invesanent has already occurred. The present value of 
the sales or gross revenue of each of these lines is, with certain excep
tions, known or easily discoverable; but the costs that must be sub
tracted to obtain net revenue are difficult to allocate to each several 
line. Even within one plant there are certain important overhead 
costs Such as heating and lighting or interest on capital, common to 
the production of a number of different articles, so that it is not easy 
to allocate them in correct proportions to each sort of article; and 
within such a multiplant organization as the C.W.S. as a whole, there 
are further overhead costs common to a number of plants. It is the 
allocation of these multiplant costs common to plants in a wide 
variety of industries that forms the main difficulty in the comparison 
of various lines of investment. 
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To sum up, the net revenue of each line of investment, used as 
the first test of its efficiency, is the difference between its gross revenue 
and costs. The value of the gross revenue can, with some exceptions, 
be found, and also those costs that are direcdy allocated to each plant 
or line of product. But there remain costs not so allocated, and this 
lack of precision stands in the way of scientific comparisons of invest
ment efficiency. 

The exceptions to the possibility of calculating the value of gross 
revenue may first be dealt with briefly. Value here means exchange 
value on a market, and certain auxiliary services or products of the 
earlier stages of co-operative manufacture may never be thus exchanged. 
Services such as printing, or products such as leather or cloth, are 
"transferred" from co-operative printing works, tanneries, or weaving 
sheds to co-operative boot and shoe or clothing plants at an artificial 
"transfer price" that has not stood the test of market higgling. These 
co-operative transfer prices are usually determined on the basis of 
cost or market price, whichever is lowest. The exact market price is 
not always ascertainable, and several integrated capitalist firms make 
it a practice to bring quoted market price to the real test by "contract
ing out" at least a part of any order for materi,als, services or equip
ment which they can supply themselves. Their own sources of supply 
are thus continually brought into competition with true market 
prices. If such a policy of "partial integration" is not adopted, errors 
in estimating transfer prices may lead to unfairness as between different 
plants. If a cost price is adopted as the transfer price that is below 
true market price, the early stage or auxiliary service plants suffer 
in revenue, while the later stage plants gain in revenue as a result of 
cheaper raw materials or service. Thus if revenue minus costs is to 
test comparative investment efficiency between plants at different 
stages of production, an error creeps in by the very front door of the 
revenue factor. 

It is, however, the cost factor, and particularly the overhead costs 
not allocated to plants by such multiplant organizations as the whole
sale societies, that is the main problem in comparing investment 
efficiency. The costs not allocated by the wholesale societies to their 
several plants come mainly under the heading of depreciation costs 
and interest costs. Some ordinary depreciation is allowed for in the 
expenses accounts of each C.W.S. plant at the fixed rates of .2.1 per 
cent. on the original nominal value of land, 5 pe,r cent. on that of 
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buildings, 71 per cent. on that of machinery and steamships, zo per 
cent. on that of motor vans. The rules of the S.C.W.S. provide for 
a minimum annual depreciation of 5 per cent. on buildings and 10 

per cent. on fixtures. But extraordinary depreciation is also allowed 
for by both C.W.S. and S.C.W.S. out of central multiplant funds 
such as the development and renovation reserve and the surplus and 
deficit account of the Trade Department. Net payments for fixed 
capital are also written off centrally, except in years of depression, by 
means of a special appropriation in the appropriation account, so that 
neither depreciation nor interest need be charged on the P?rtion of 
the value written off. The total annual extraordinary depreciation 
provided from these various central funds varies greatly from year to 
year, but between 192.8 and 1934 the middle figure between the highest 
and lowest annual extraordinary depreciation from Central funds was 
almost one ana a half times the middle figure for ordinary depreciation. 

These high rates of extraordinary depreciation are not allocated 
to the separate plants in the same proportions as the ordinary fixed 
rates of depreciation appearing in the separate expenses account, and 
the allocation is somewhat arbitrary. For plants under the control of 
the Drapery Committee of the C. W.S. Board, the ratio of extraordinary 
central to ordinary plant depreciation is much higher than for plants 
under the Grocery Committee. Thus investment in drapery plants 
appears to pay better than in grocery plants, since capital costs ar~ 
written off quicker, but this "appearance" is not necessarily a true 
indication of the greater efficiency of drapery over grocery invest
ment. This differential subsidization out of central funds also applies 
to the separate works within the grocery or drapery group, and even 
to separate plants in the same industry. 

The method of determining the interest cost chargeable to the 
capital of the C. W.S. makes fair allocations as between the separate 
C.W.S. plants almost as difficult as allocation of depreciation cost. 
The liability capital of the C.W.S. is not assigned separately even to 
its three main departments of production, wholesaling and external 
investment, and the total interest paid on, the total consolidated capital 
is shared by each department and plant on a somewhat arbitrary basis. 
The assets used as the basis of allocation of interest to each department 
and plant include nominal original value ofland and building, nominal 
value at !Jalance sheet date of equipment, machinery and fixtures, 
average stocks during accounting period and average debtor accounts, 
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but excludes cash at bank and in hand, bills receivable and rents due, 
though interest, is lost equally on these excluded as on the included 
items. As between plants of the production department, no account 
is taken of the widely varying risks attaching to the different industries 
engaged upon, which in capitalist indUstry requke widely different 
rates of yield. In short, the allowance made for interest is no more 
accurate a measure of the true costs incurred by the different plants 
in different industries than the allowance made for depreciation. 
C~nsequently, the net revenue obtained by subtracting these allowances 
from gross revenue is no measure of the true efficiency of different 
lines of investment. 

TIlls brief discussion reveals the need for a scientific measurement 
of the efficiency of different directions of investment, independently 
of the present traC:litional practices. To assess the relative efficiency of 
existing directions of co-operative investment, overhead charges 
hitherto lumped together must 1Je allocated at scientifically determined 
rates to the different plants. To assess the relative efficiency of directions 
of investtDent hitherto non-existent in the co-operative movement, 
there must be a·knowledge of investment efficiencies and scientific 
,estimates of present and future demands and market trends. If the 
co-operative movement means to use the spare funds at its disposal 
for developing co-operative trade more rapidly than capitalist trade 
is developing, it must not be satisfied to be merely as scientific as the 
average capitalist firm. Co-operative organizers must undertake 
for the service of the consumers more research and spend more 
thought than the capitalist in the all-important planning of their 
investment. The questions to be asked and answered before laying 
down plant for long use in the future in anticipation of consumers' 
demands are many and difficult; they are questions that can only be 
tackled by the full-time consideration of experts. 



CO-OPERATION AND OTIffiR FORMS OF ECONOMIC 
ENfERPRISE 

ll. The Lgal Position of Co-operative Societies 

CO-OPERATIVE societies, like all other corporate commercial enter
prises, are governed by legislation intended to prevent the exploita
tion of workers and consumers, such as the Factory Acts, Early 
Closing Acts, Foo~ and Drugs Acts. They differ, however, from 
most other enterprises in that they are registered under the Industrial 
and Provident Societies Acts, whereas joint stock companies, whether 
public or private, are registered under the Companies Acts. Trading 
departments of the State and municpalities on the other hand are 
governed by special legislation. These three different forms of legis
lation provide the 6:amework within which corporate trading bodies . 
operate. The individual who is in business on his own account does 
not have to register his business, or to conform to the specific legal 
rules and obligations laid down for collective enterprises. He is, of 
course, subject to the general legislation relating to working condi
tions; but if he trades in any other name but his own, he must register 
the business under the Trades and Business Names Act, 1916. If he 
enters into partnership with another trader, without forming a 
company, he has to register the partnership and he becomes subject 
to legal provisions relating to his liabilities in the joint undertaking. 
His position in a partnership, however, is very different from that or 
a company or co-operative society, and he has no limited liability. 

It emerges that there are two methods whereby trading enterprises, 
other than those conducted by the central government or local 
authorities, may be incorporated, and it is of interest to compare the 
provisions of the Companies Acts with those of the Industrial and 
~rovident Societies Acts, and the positions which result. 

Sluues. A company can issue transferable but not withdrawable 
shares. It must state the maximum amount of capital it intends to issue, 
but it does not have to state the maximum individual holding. 1ts 
shares may be bought and sold, and will vary in value according to the 
financial position of the company. The rate of interest is fixed only 
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in the case of preference shares and debentures. A co-operative society 
can issue transferable and withdrawable shares. The maximum indi
vidual holdi~g is fixed, but thereis no limit to the total amount of 
share capital. Shares are not bought and sold, and when they are with
drawn or transferred, the shareholder cannot receive more than their 
issued value. The rate of interest is fixed, and additional profits are 
usually distributed as dividend on purchases. 

Accounts. A co-operative society in general practice issues to the 
members a full statement of its financial position, and its accounts 

. must be audited by a' public auditor. It has to fill in an annual return 
to the Registrar, and any shareholder may ob~ a copy of this 
return on application. A company is compelled to issue a balance 
sheet, but the summarized items in this may convey little information 
to the shareholders; any person may be appointed to audit the accounts. 

Yoting. In a co-operative society, voting is usually arranged on 
the basis of one man one vote, irrespective of the amount of shares 
held. Voting in a company is usually based on share holdings. 

Taxation. A company is liable to taxation under all schedules. The 
principle of taxation at the source is usually applied; and shareholders 
not liable to tax have to claim the amount of tax deducted under 
Schedules C and D. Co-operative societies are not liable to taxation 
under all schedules; there is no taxation at the source, and members 
whose incomes are above the taxable limit have to state, for income 
tax purposes, the interest received from share and loan capital. 

The statement is sometimes made that co-operative societies occupy 
a privileged position under the law. But apart from the question of 
liability to income tax, which is discussed below, there are no grounds 
for this assertion. The Companies Acts give facilities for incorporating 
enterprises run in the expectation of profit, while the Industrial and 
Provident Societies Acts give facilities for enterprises for mutual 
trading. 

The Industrial and Provident Societies Acts, and the Income Tax 
Acts until 1933, entitledco-operarlve societies to claim exemption 
from paying tax on income arising from interest, dividends and busi
ness profits, that is, from Schedules C and D. The reasons for this 
exemption were clearly stated by the Royal Commission on Income 
Tax (192.0), which reported unanimously that dividends on purchases 
are not distributed profits but rebates on the purchase price, and 
should not, therefore, be liable to tax. Co-operative societies, how-
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ever, had to pay income tax under Schedules A and B, that is, on in
come from land and buildings. The Royal Commission of 192.0 

pointed out that such payments are illogical, because they go into the 
pooled income of the societies from which dividends on purchases 
are distributed. "There is a curious anomaly in this position ••• if a 
co-opel'ative society invests its surplus funds in War Loan, fot example, 
the resultant income is exempted from tax, but if it invests those funds 
in acquiring property the society is liable to pay tax either on the basis 
of rents received, or on the annual value of the premises if they are 
occupied by the society." It went on to say that: ..... there 
appears to be no sound reason for differentiating between reserves 
invested in property, and we recommend that the income derived 
from invested reserves should, irrespective of the particular mode of 
investment, be subject to tax." The Commission also recommended 
that any part of the net proceeds of a society which is not returned to 
the members should be charged to income tax. Thus the Commission 
wished to distinguish between distributed and undistributed profits. 

The Commission, however, was by no means unanimous. Seven 
members, including a former Chairman and the then Chairman of 
the Board of Inland Revenue, presented a minority report in which 
they stated: "In our opinion, the proceeds of mutual trade are not 
profits in any sense of the groups of individuals among whom the 
trade is carried on. They are no more profits than the payments to 
a club by its members are profits •••• The majority report ••• 
implies that the question whether or not the receipts of a co-operative 
society constitute a profit depends not on the origin of those receipts 
but on the use to which they are put. This test is not employed as 
regards any other class of receipts, and we cannot agree that it can 
properly be applied with regard to this particular class of receipts." 
Two other members of the Commission tackled the argument from 
another angle. In their reservation they concurred with the view that 
receipts arising from mutual trading are not taxable profits, whether 
distributed or put to reserve, and that therefore to impose taxation 
on co-operative reserves would involve the introduction of dis
criminating legislation. They went on to suggest, however, that as 
more and more trade is conducted by co-operative societies there will 
be a corresponding reduction in taxable income arising from trade, 
and that to meet this situation co-operative societies should make 
proposals for an equitable impost on their transactions. Finally, a 
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further reservation was made by two other members of the Commis
sion, who argued that the "mutuality" characteristic, while a strong 
feature of early co-operative societies in which the members knew 
each other and united for a common purpose, is to-day "so slight 
and remote, and of so little significance as a practical factor, that it 
can be disregarded for taxation purposes." Consequendy they proposed 
that the surplus arising from the mutual trading of co-operative 
societies should be chargeable to 'income tax. They recognized that 
a ,distinction would have to be made, for practical purposes, between 
the surplus distributed to the members and the undistributed reserves. 
For most members of co-operative societies have incomes below the 
tax level; therefore, to impose tax on their dividends would involve 
the creation of cumbersome and cosdy machinery to deal with claims . 
for repayment of tax. So on the practical grounds of efficiency in tax 
gathering, they were prepared to waive the imposition on dis~uted 
surpluses, but agreed that tax should be levied on the reserves of 
co-operative societies. 

The Royal Commission made a thorough investigation of the tax 
liability of co-operative societies. The majority report and the three 
important reservations summarized above provided all the facts and 
arguments on which judgment could be based. The action of the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer in appointing, in 193%, a further com
mittee "to enquire into the present position of co-operative societies 
in relation to income tax • • • .. was therefore rather surprising. 
This governmental Committee, consisting of three persons, reported 
in favour of taxing all profits after making all allowances for trade 
expenses, wear and tear of plant and necessary repairs and renewals; 
dividends on purchases to be treated as a trade expense. In other 
words, the Committee recommended taxing reserves. Although this 
report added nothing to the arguments of the Royal Commission, the 
Chancellor accepted its findings and levied a tax on co-operative 
reserves in the 1933 Finance Bill. It is to be regretted that, in appoint
ing his Committee, the Chancellor should have selected as members 
the chairman of a gramophone company which refused to supply 
co-operative societies with its products, and an ex-president of the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants, since the Institute gave evidence 
before the Royal Commission pressing for the taxation of co-opera
tive reserves. Thus the Committee could hardly be regarded as· 
impartial. 
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The reports of the Royal Commissipn and the governmental 
Committee both omitted one important consideration. In comparing 
the incidence of taxation on joint stock companies with that on 
co-operative societies, not enough attention has been given to the 
fact that co-operative reserves do not influence the value of the shares 
of the societies. The sums put to reserve by a company influence its 
financial position and its profit earning capacity. Such reserves tend 
to increase the price of shares, and therefore the capital, or, if the shares 
are sold at the higher level, the income of the shareholder. There is 
therefore no true analogy between the reserves of a cc;>-operative 
society and the reServes of a joint stock company, even when the 
question of mutuality is left out of consideration. 

It need hardly be said that co-operative spokesmen agree with the 
view expressed in the minority report of the Royal Commission. 
Indeed, prior to 1933, the courts had upheld the view th~t co-operative 
societies were mutual trading concerns incapable of making taxable 
profits out of their members. Thus this controversy revolves around 
the question of mutuality trading. There is general agreement that 
the surplus which arises in the course of such. trading should not be 
classed with profits or taxed in the same way. To make a distinction 
between the distributed and the undistributed surplus, and to tax 
the latter as profits are taxed, is therefore without justification. The 
Majority Report of the Royal Commission recognized that an illogical 
position existed, because co-operative societies were taxed under 
Schedule A and Bj but the majority proposed not to discontinue but 
to extend the scope of this taxation. The governmental Committee 
took a similar view and the Government acted on their advice. 
Co-operators see in this action a deliberate attack on co-operativ~ 
societies. But to recognize that, because co-operative trading is 
mutuality trading, it should not be treated like profit-making enter
prises, does not end the matter. Hitherto the arguments against taxing 
it have been found overwhelming. But, as we have seen, the view was 
advanced in one of the reservations to the -eport of the Royal Commis
sion that mutuality was not as strong a feature of co-operative trading 
as formerly. From the social point of view there is some significance 
in this suggestion, but even though the larger urban retail societies 
and the wholesale societies are now so large as to be impersonal, their 
operations are still conducted on mutuality principles. A situation 
requiring a reconsideration of the legal position of co-operative 
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societies in regard to taxatipn would only arise if th~ system of mutu
ality trading largely replaced the system of trading for profit. 

There is something to be said for an immediate reconsideration of 
the legal position of co-operative societies apart from the question of 
taxation. A bill to amend the Industrial and Provident Societies Acts 
has already been discussed in the House of Commons. It was introduced 
in 1929, but government business crowded it out.The bill proposed, 
inter alia, to restrict the use of the word "co-operative" to societies 
which are governed democratically, which do not pay interest on capital 
exceeding ~ per cent.,_ and which distribute the balance of profits to 
their members in proportion to their purchases. This proposal,would 
prevent bogus co-operative societies from operating UJlder the cloak 
of the Industrial and Provident Societies Acts. There are a number of 
profit-making concerns, chiefly concerned with investment business, 
which are far ~oved from co-operative aims and methods, but which 
are registered as co-operative societies. Other proposals included the 
raising of the maximum individual shareholding from £200 to £400; 
the tightening of rules in regard to auditing and presentation of 
fccounts; further checks on bogus societies; and provisions for facili
tating the amalgamation of societies. No reference was made to the 
question of taxation. If the bill had been passed, it would have benefited 
legitimate co-operative societies. Its most important provision, the 
restriction of the use of the word "co-operative", is still an urgent 
necessity. But a new bill is needed, a bill which will provide a legal 
framework for modem co-operative organization. It should be remem
bered that the modem movement is essentially a consumers' organi
zation, yet the Industrial and Provident Societies Acts were originally 

_ enacted to register, protect, and promote producers' societies. 

§ 2. Co-operative, Municipal and State Trading 

The attitude of the co~operative movement to the idea of state trading 
is not easy to define. The logical aim of the movement is an economic 
system completely co-operative in character-a system in which 
every kind of enterprise is conducted by co-operative societies; in 
other words, a Consumers' Co-operative Commonwealth. But the 
movement as a whole strongly supports the idea of state trading 
over a certain range of services. The difficulty arises in trying to define 
the range which, according to the views of the movement, should 
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be provided by the State and the range of services which should be 
provided by co-operative societies. Within the movement there are 
a ~riety of opinions on the subject. Some would stricdy limit state, 
including national and municipal, trading to the Post Office," and the 
provision of local and national irater, gas, electricity and transport 
servia$ Others would widen the scope of public control to include 
also certain main industries--coal, iron and steel, heavy engineering
largely for the reason "that capitalist control of these industries can 
be more easily broken by nationalization than by any other method. 
It is not easy, however, to explain the official views of the {Jlovement; 
the r~olutions of the Co-operative Congress on this question are 
often remar~ly vague, and the official policy of the Co-operative 
Party is dictated rath~r by political expediency' than by any principles 
of co-operative enterprise. 

In the e.arly years of this century, the co-opeqtiye attitude to 
state and municipal trading was more clearly stated. The evidence 
given in 1900 to the Government Committee on Municipal Trading 
by Sir William Maxwell, Chairman of the Scottish C~W.S., illustrates 
the earlier view. He expressed the opinion tha~ any conflict between 
co-operative societies and municipalities was very unlikely, and 
although there were many trades which could be better carried on 
for some time" by co-operative societies, co-operators as a whole 
welcomed municipal trading and were prepared to make way for the 
municipalities if they proved the more successful. That view is 
certainly not held by co-operative leaders to-day. In 1900 the notion 
of municipal services for coal, milk, bread and meat was only a 
theoretical proposition; the people had had no experience of public 
control over their domestic supplies. The Great War, the growth o~ 
the Labour Party in national and local affairs, and the expansion of • 
co-operative enterprise, gave the problem an entirely different setting. 
The belief that public enterprise would irlevitably provide an efficient 
and altogether satisfactory service was badly shaken by" war-time 
experiences of food control; and the hitherto unforeseen danger that 
public services, whether organized by the State or the municipality, 
could be brought to an end by the votes of the electorate voting 
perhaps on irrelevant issues, made co-operators question 'the advisa
bility of supporting a policywhich would transfer their own enterprises 
to public bodies. Yet, while these experiences, and a new realization 
of what the co-operative position under public control might be, 
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made co-operative leaders question their old ideas, the growing 
influence of the Labour Party in Parliament and on local authorities 
made nationalization and municipalization immediately practical 
politics. • 

In the post-war years down to 1930, the co-operative movement 
tried to work out a policy on the question of public enterprise. In 
1919, co-operative support was given to a proposal which the Labour 
Party made to the Government to set up a municipal milk scheme 
nationally organized. A substantial minority in the movement opposed 
the proposal. In the following year, the movement was again divided 
on a Labour Party proposal, this time to keep the war-time Ministry 
of Food as a permanent government department to control the 
nation's food supplies. In 1924, the Labour Government introduced 
an Enabling Bill conferring general powers on municipalities to enter 
trade. This Bill received general approval from co-opeljltors, but a 
special committee set up by the Co-operative Union to enquire into 
municipal trading in milk, bread, meat and coal reported in 192.8 
"that in relation to the distributive trades, the policy of development 
by co-operative societies offered the most practical and satisfactory 
way of extending collectivist principles in meeting the needs of the 
community", and urged energetic co-operative expansion and an 
understanding with the Labour Party to support this view. Thus the 
old idea that municipalities !night take over co-op~rative enterprise 
was abandoned, and the co-operative movement tried to make the 
Labour Party change its views on municipalization. 

The controversy on municipal versus co-operative trading- holds 
very little interest to-day. There are three important reasons for this 
lack of interest. First, it has been realized that the size, scope and 
locations of local authorities are not generally suitable for commercial 
enterprise. Second, the co-operative movement has expanded so much 
that its attitude has changed. Instead of supporting municipalization 
it now seeks to protect its own vested interests. Third, there has been 
in recent years a considerable extension of national control over trade, 
particularly in the commodities previously singled out for municipal
ization--coal, bread, milk and meat. ,For each of these commodities 
there now ~sts some kind of national marketing scheme dealing with 
either the final' products or the early stages of preparation. Conse
quently, the opinion of those who formerly advocated municipal 
trading is now veering towards national rather than local public 
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control. It is the place of the co-operative movement in govern
ment-sponsored marketing schemes which is now actively discussed. 

The national aspect of the problem came into prominence in 1931 
witli the publication of the report of a Co-operative Union committee 
which had been enquiring into Import Boards. This report dealt only 
with wheat. It supported the idea of a Board, representative of the 
State, the co-operative movement· and commercial interests, with 
monopoly powers, to control imports in the interests of the com
munity. But it proposed two important provisos: (a) that ~e 
co-operative movement be allowed to function as a single national 
economic unit with freedom to develop its productive, wholesale and 
retail trade, and maintain its relationships with co-operative organiza
tions of other countries, and (h) that any profits not required for the 
maintenance of efficient administration should be' returned to the 
purchasers. 

This report was made public immediately before Great Britain set 
forth on a new economic policy of protection, restriction, quota 
schemes and new forms of control over trade. What has happened 
since then has made alI the previous discussions and resolutions 
useless, at least for the time being. The co-operative movement has 
now to deal with trading schemes introduced by the Government 
and actually working. Prior to 1931, discussions centred on the place 
which should be given to the co-operative movement in the Labour 
Party's schemes of socialism, for the view was held with some reason 
that only the Labour Party was likely to alter the existing economic 
system. Since 1931, the system has been altered in many ways which 
were not anticipated. The problems arising from state action which· 
now confront the co-operative movement are more real, more serious 
and far more pressing than any that were contemplated before 193i. 

The general attitude of the movement seems to be that industrial 
activities can by their nature be divided into four groups, for which 
different forms of organization may be required. The first group 
covers the main public services--transport and communications, 
power supplies (including coal mines and oil imports) and water. 
These industries, according to co-operators, should be organized by 
the State and municipalities, because each of them tends to the kind 
of monopoly which should be subject to public control. The second 
group covers the large staple industries such as iron and steel, heavY 
engineering, ship-building and chemicals, most of them concerned 
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with the production of capital goods. These also should, it is thought, 
be controlled by the State because they are of primary importance 
to other industries and they are not suited to direct consumer control. 
The third group includes the major industries in which fashion and 
public taste and . demand play an important part-textiles, electric 
apparatus, small metal ware and light engineering. The co-operative 
attitude to this group is rather confused; it fluctuates from nationaliza
tion of the' whole of each industry to complete laisser-faire. The 
middle view .is probably in, favour of state regulation which would 
give a special position to co-operative enterprise and permit co
operative units engaged in these industries to supply the co-operative 
market in their own way. This attitude was expressed in the report 
of the Co-operative Committee on Import Boards quoted above. 
The fourth group covers all those industries making consumers' 
goods in which co-operative productive enterprises have been estab
lished-pottery, clothing, foodstuffs and drink, furniture, printing, . 
and similar trades. The attitude of the movement to this group is 
naturally coloured by its vested interests, and the movement is not 
likely to sponsor proposals for state ownership. 

The co-operative attitude to Finance and Insurance is also difficult 
to define. If the movement had not had its own bank and Insurance 
Society it would very likely have given strong support to the proposal 
to nationalize the Bank of England, the joint stock banks and all 
insurance companies. The Co-operative Party in I93~ framed a 
policy on finance which included (a) the nationalization of the Bank 
of England and the joint stock banks; (6) raising the status of the 
C.W.S. Bank by admitting it to membership of the clearing house; 
and (c) development of a system of municipal banks. 

These proposals caused a great deal of apprehension among the 
C.W.S. directors and other leaders. It seemed to them impossible to . 
nationalize the joint stock banks without also nationalizing the C.W.s. 
Bank; and in any case it seemed doubtful whether th~ would be 
much to gain in making the C.W.S. Bank a member of the Bankers' 
Clearing House; in fact, the existing status of the C.W.S. Bank 
seemed far more satisfactory, since the successful enterprise of the 
C.W.S. Bank had been due largely to its relations with the joint 
stock banks.1 The idea of a loose national network of municipal 
banks also did not commend itself to the business men in the move-

1 See Chapter 7, § 5. 
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mento As a result of these criticisms the financial policy of the 
Co-operative Party was somewhat modified and now reads: 

"(a) The House of Commons to observe and enforce its powers and to 
exercise a strict supervision over the country's finances so that the same 
may be framed in the national interest. 
(h) TI!at the Bank of England be made. so far as its ownership and 
control is concerned, a national institution. 
(e) The establishment of Municipal Banks or a Municipal Corporations 
BaruL . ' 
(tI) The Co-operative Movement in all future developments and re
organizations of banking facilities should be able to exercise whatever 
banking powers and facilities for financial operations it may require to 
enable it adequately to serve its wide.and expanding consumer interests 
and responsibilities." 

The most important aspect of this policy is the claim for co-operative 
~nterprise to have freedom to expand; this sums up the attitude of 
the co-operative movement towards all proposals for state control. 

The views of the movement on the state control of trade, as far 
as they can be defined, are far removed from a logical conception of 
a Consumers' Co-operative Commonwealth. There is a tacit assump
tion that co-op'erative enterprise, although socially desirable and 
economically sound in many fields, is not the form of organization 
to be advocated, even by co-operators, for all services. This restricted 
advocacy of co-operative expansion is understandable, but it repre
sents a definite ideological weakness in the movement. The active 
members of cO-oPerative societies are, in the main, socialists politically. 
They support the idea of public enterprise as against private enterprise. 
Socialist co-operators take the view that the socialist state should 
include both co-operative and public enterprises. They are not quite 
clear, however, whether co-operative societies should be given a 
monopoly control over certain services, or whether co-operative and 
public enterprise should be set in competition with each other. There 
are some who believe that co-operative equally with public enterprise 
should be taken over by the State. To think this problem out logically 
is in their view hardly necessary at the present stage; it concerns a 
state of social organization which does not belong to the immediate 
future. They conceive their immediate task to be to develop co-opera
tive enterprise in the fields in which it has already established itself, 
and to promote the public ownership of the staple industries. The 
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conflict between these forms of enterprise may come at a later stage, 
and will be satisfactorily settled, they hope, by those who will then 
be concerned with the problem. 

§ 3. Co-operation and Marketing Schemes 

The most serious form of state regulation of trade which the 
co-operative movement has to face is that provided in the agricultural 
marketing schemes set up under the Agricultural Marketing Acts of 
1931 and 1933. This form of organized marketing is applicable to 
industries other than agriculture, and, although it has so far been 
applied only to agricultural products, similar schemes have been 
advocated for the reorganization of other industries. 

The Agricultural Marketing Act of 1931 was a new departure in 
British policy. It contains many provisions which the co-operative 
movement actively supports. The movement has always encouraged 
the organized marketing of farm produce.1 It would have preferred 
the farmers to regulate their marketing services through voluntary 
agricultural co-operatives. But the history of agricultural co-operation 
in Britain has not been marked by many successful enterprises, and 
many co-operative leaders long before 1931 had taken the view that 
agricultural co-operation would have to be compulsory in order to 
work effectively. In so far~ the Agricultural Marketing Act of 1931 
gave authority to the farmers to set up producers' organizations to 
organize the marketing of their produce, it was in line with co-operative 
ideas. The Act, however, went further than organizing supplies from 
the farm to the wholesale market, since it gave authority to the pro
ducers to fuc: prices and the terms and conditions of sales of their 
produce, and to prescribe the agents to whom the produce might be 
sold. These are far-reaching powers and depart from the accepted 
co-operative idea of organized buying and selling in the market. 
Further powers were given to the producers by the Agricultural 
Marketing Act of 1933. This authorizes the Board of Trade to regulate 
the imports of commodities for which marketing schemes exist. The 
1933 Act also empowers the Minister of Agriculture to regulate the 
descriptions and quantities of home produce if the Ministry,. on the 
representation of the producers, considers it necessary. Another 
provision concerns the processing of agricultural produce. Where 

1 Chapter 11. 
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a marketing scheme exists for a primary product, such as bacon pigs 
or milk, schemes may also be established for secondary products such 
as bacon, cheese or butter. And where primary and secondary schemeS 
exist, the controlling Boards may, with the approval of the Minister, 
establish a joint scheme controlled by a Development Board for the 
regulation both of the quantities of the primary produce which may 
be processed, and the output of individual processing plants; the latter 
may then work only when licensed by the Development Board. The 
Market Supply Committee was also set up by the 1933 Act. Its duties 
are to calculate the supplies of agricultural produce available in the 
United Kingdom and advise the Board of Trade, on the basis of these 
calculations, on the extent to which foreign ~mports are needed to 
ensure that supplies are adequate to satisfy the needs of the consumers, 
without reducing below an economic level the prices paid to the farmers 
for home produce. 

The two Acts provide the framework of agricultural marketing 
regulation. Organization is provided by the producers, and the intro
duction of a marketing scheme depends on their votes. A scheme has 
to be initiated by their representatives, usually the National Farmers' 
Union, but the terms may have been prepared by a Commission 
appointed by the Minister of Agriculture. The producers elect a 
Board which, With the approval of the Minister, may exercise all the 
powers of control and regulation provided in the two Acts. This 
form of producer control is the feature of agricultural marketing to 
which the co-operative movement is strongly opposed. If the control 
were limited to the organization of supplies between the farm and the 
market, leaving the merchants, manufacturers, distributors and con
sumers to negotiate supplies with the farmers and to organize retail 
distribution, and if the control were exercised in such a war. as to 
improve the efficiency of production, there would be no opposition. 
from the co-operative movement. Control is not limited in this way, 
and the co-operative movement, the only organized body of con
sumers in the country, has many grievances against the actual working 
of marketing schemes. The method of price control adopted by the 
producers' Boards has been to fix prices so that the relatively inefficient 
producers obtain a profitable return from the sales of their produce. 
There is a strong argument for keeping the smaller and even the less 
efficient farms in existence; but a policy of control designed to achieve 
that result should be accompanied by strong inducements to improve 
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efficiencY. The co-operative movement claims that the absence of 
such inducements puts a premium on inefficiency and provides the 
better producers with exorbitant profits~ The Bacon Scheme and the 
quantitative control of imports greatly increased the price of bacon to 
the consumer. The Milk Marketing Scheme has stabilized the price of 
milk to the consumer at a relatively high level. As a result of guaran
teed prices for domestic supplies of milk, there has been excessive 
production for which an uneconomic price is obtained, as the surplus 
milk can only be used for manufacturing milk products. It would 
appear that the consumers of milk are subsidizing the manufacturers. 

Apart from the complaints of the co-operative movement regarding 
the effects of marketing schemes on the consumers, it is seriously 
perturbed by the effects of the scheme on its trading interests. The 
primary schemes are governed by farmers, and the co-operative move
ment has too small a direct interest in agricultural production to enable 
it to obtain representation on the producers' Boards. It is, therefore, 
opposed to these boards having powers to determine the methods of 
distribution and the prices of their products. Such powers appear to 
be a serious interference with the "rightS" of co-operative societies. 
These rights, as claimed by resolutions of the Co-operative Congress 
and declarations of the national organs of the movement, are freedom 
to supply their own members, adequate representation of co-operative 
interests in the administration of organized marketing, and the right 
to have a part in the determination of prices by negotiation between 
the producers, distributors and users of the products. From its own 
point of view~ the movement is justified in demanding recognition 
and acceptance of its rights. The whole future of co-operative enter
prise depends on the possibilities of expansion; and these schemes 
limit that expansion. From the public point of view, too, there is 
much to be said for the co-operative attitude. A strong and effective 
consumers' trading organization is greatly needed in a commercial 
world that is rapidly coming to be controlled by statutory bodies of 
producers. But to fulfil. its purpose as a consumers' movement, 
Co-operation must be more than a trading venture at variance with 
producers' interests. It must be sufficiently strong and efficient to 
offer a better alternative system of marketing. 



CHAPTER 27 

THE UNES OF TRADE EXPANSION 

§ I. The' Advantages of Co-operative Trading 

THI opposition to state regulation and restriction of co-operative 
trade, described in the lalit chapter, does not spring from mere 
perversity. The leaders of the movement fully realize the advantages 
of free competition. Their movement came into existence and has 
grown to its present size and importance in a system of competitive 
capitalism; and competitive conditions are likely to continue favour
ing co-operative enterprise. For co-operative societies have many 
inherent advantages over their competitors.1 Ability to raise capital 
cheaply and in abundance, and relatively lower costs in some branches 
of their business, are distinct economic advantages. In addition there 
are two further advantages of some economic importance: th~ loyalty 
of the members to their. own shops and, a unique characteristic of 
co-operative societies, the fact that these societies have members and 
not transient customers. 

Loyalty is, however, a factor in co-operative trading the importance 
of which is easily exaggerated. The early societies, while they were 
struggling to establish themselves, had to depend on the loyalty of 
their members for their existence. With the huge growth in member
ship in the present century, that part of the membership with a high 
degree of conscious loyalty to their co-operative stores, while it has 
increased numerically, has become a continuously declining propor
tion, until to-day it is probably but a small fraction of the whole. 
The test of loyalty is the degree to which the members are prepared, 
becauSe of their belief in the social value of co-operative enterprise, 
to buy as large a proportion of their reqUirements as they can from 
co-operative stores, even at the sacrifice of some immediate advantage. 
The inquiry into shopping habits described in an earlier chapter gives 
some indication of the degree of loyalty of the members.1 Very few 
of those who replied to the questionnaire were willing to buy goods 
from co-operative shops solely because they believed in the ideals 
of the movement. Loyalty to ideals is important, however, in per-

1 See Chapters 22, 23. and 24. I Chapter 22, p. 382. 
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suading the members to purchase co-operatively where the prices' 
and services in co-operative shops and in the shops of their competitors 
are much the same, a condition of things generally applicable to the 
majority of societies; and there is a core of ardent members in every 
society who, possessing this loyalty to a high degree, buy as far as 
possible all their requirements from their own shops. 

More important is the "membership" influence in co-operative 
trading. Members and customers are the same people, and they have 
a financial as well as a purchasing interest in their societies. The average 
capital holding of the members is less than £10, but as the majority 
of the members regularly withdraw their dividends on purchases to 
meet current expenses, the strength of their financial interests cannot 
be measured by capital holdings alone. The payment of dividends on 
purchases is probably the most important factor in maintaining the 
trade of co-operative customers. Moreover, through having members 
as customers, co-operative societies are able to make direct appeals 
to them. A trading concern which knows the names and addresses 
and the purchases of its customers is in an advantageous position, 
for it can undertake effective, direct advertising, eliminating much of 
the haphazard, hit-or-miss element which is characteristic of the more 
usual publicity efforts. 

It would appear that, with these advantages over its competitors, 
the co-operative movement is in a position to capture a very large 
share of the country's distributive trade. Yet the data available on 
retail distribution show that, of the total national trade, co-operative 
societies are responsible for only a small part.1 Fig. 14 on page 108 

shows the expansion of co-operative retail trade in the decade 1925 
and 1935. In the food group, the co-operative proportion of national 
retail trade increased from I2. 3 per cent. in 1925 to 14 per cent. in 
1932. In the saine period, the clothing and footwear group increased 
from 4· I per cent. of the national trade to 9·3 per cent. Coal sales 
increased from ,., to 14.0 per cent. Yet the whole expansion of 

1 The Government's refusal to undertake a QeDSUS of distribution is unfortunate. 
The distributive trades now occupy a very important place in our national economy, 
and the absence of reliable information about the different kinds of shops, their cost of 
operation, the number of oudets and other aspects of retailing, makes it impossible for 
statesmen, business men, and economists to undertake their work satisfactorily. To their 
credit, co-operative societies do not share the fetish of secrecy beld so strongly by 
private shopkeepers. Every unit of the co-operative movement publishes detailed figures 
of its financial and commercial operations. They do not suffer in any way from the 
publicity they give to their affain. 
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their sales gives co-operative societies only one twelfth of the coun
try's retail trade. Total co-operative retail sales and total national 
retail trade are, however, not strictly comparable. The national 
figures include sales of drink, newspapers, and motor cars and acces
sories. Co-operative societies do not sell these articles, and it can 
be argued that they should not be included in this comparative study. 
If these sales are eliminated, co-operative trade was approximately 
II per cent. of the total retail trade of the country in 19)2., and is 

FIG. 48* 

COMPARISON OF CO-OPERATIVE AND NATIONAL TRADE 
IN CERTAIN FOODSTUFFS, 1934 

CotnlrllHBty CD-Dpuativ, TratU National Tratk 

Liquid Milk • • 137,759,)50 galls. 696,655,492 galls. 
Manufactured Milk • • 10,163,137 " 246,295,792 " 
English Cheese 106,375 ewt. 857,000 ewt.· 
Impo~ Cheese 589,613 " 2,868,000 " 
English Butter Negligible 674,000 " 

P,rcUltag. 
CD-Dp,rativ. 

19"77 
4"1 

12'41 
20'55 

Impo~ Butter 2,284,200 cwt. 5,379,000" 42' 5 
English Meat 2,097,539 " 2.4.410,000 .. 8' 96 
Imported Meat 768,186 " 340462,000 " 2" 23 
Home-produced Bacon 183,780 " 1,800,000" 10" 16 
Imported Bacon. 1,000,000 " 9,953,167" 10"05 
Home-produced Eggs 2:&6,000,000 ";7640000,000 ""75 
Imported Eggs 281,000,000 2,2440000,000 12" 5 
Potatoes 3,408,980 ewt. 75,340,000 ewt. ... 5 
Sugar 7,521,840 " 33,700,000" 22"3 
Home-produced Wheat 2,930,000 .. 18,440,~" 15"9 
Imported Wheat •• 16,591,060 n 1040780,000" 15"85 

• This table has been compiled by G. Walworth, Agricultural Organizer of the 
Co-operative Union, and is reproduced from Puhlic EnterprU4, edited by W. A. Robson, 
P·341 • 

. in much the same proportion to-day. This is the figure usually quoted, 
although the absence .of the sales of newspapers and motoring acces
sories from co-operative trade might be considered a criticism of 
co-operative enterprise. The drink trade raises quite a different ques
tion; the movement generally is strongly opposed to the sale of 
intoxicants through co-operative societies. The motor car trade 
is considered, probably erroneously, to be beyond the scope of an 
organization catering mainly for wage-earners and their families. 

A further indication of the co-operative proportion of the national 
trade is given in Fig. 48. This table shows that the co-operative move-
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ment handles more than 40 per cent. of the butter imported into 
Great Britain. This is the proportion which should be gained by other 
staple commodities, for the movement covers approximately one half 
of the families of the country in its membership. Other commodities 
in which co-operative trade reaches a proportion of about 2.0 per cent. 
are liquid milk, imported cheese and sugar. 

§ 2.. The Weaknesses of Co-operative Trading 

How is it that, with all its advantages and its huge membership, the 
co-operative movement is doing only about one-ninth of the country's 
retail trade, even when the more favourable figure is taken? It is clear 
there must be certain weaknesses in existing co-operative methods 
which to some extent outweigh the advantages; it is worth analysing 
these weaknesses and making suggestions for their elimination. 

Earlier chapters have shown that the movement aims to eliminate 
internal competition by recognizing the right of each local society to 
a monopoly of co-operative trade in the district it serves. In some 
parts of the country the boundaries of neighbouring societies have 
not been defined, and here and there internal competition exists; 
but these are exceptional cases. The movement, as a retailing organi
zation, consists of a network of local autonomous societies, each 
free to pursue its own policy and its own line of development. Most of 
these societies are small; more than half of them have less than 2.,000 

members each. An analysis of the services they operate shows that 
societies with less than 15,000 to 2.0,000 members do not undertake a 
full range of retail services. They lack the necessary potential trade 
to open up those lines, such as quality furniture, clothing, sports 
outfitting, electrical equipment, and those services such as fixed-price 
bazaars and drug stores, which require relatively large stocks and 
turnover or special skill to make them successful. Many of the smaller 
societies also lack the necessary capital to finance these lines. Thus the 
members of societies with less than 15,000 members, however loyal 
they may be to co-operative ideals, are compelled to buy part of their 
domestic and personal supplies from other sources. Nearly one half 
of the total membership belongs to societies which operate only a 
limited range of services. Moreover, there is no uniformity about the 
services which are undertaken. Throughout the country prices, 
dividends and business methods differ considerably. • 
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Faced with this disparity of development, the movement is unable 
to plan its development on a national scale. But even if the character 
of the retail societies made ordered national expansion possible, the 
movement possesses no central organization with the necessary 
authority and resources to undertake the responsibility of planning: 
and guiding such national expansion. The local autonomy of retail 
societies is unrestricted. The Co-operative Congress may propound 
wise and workable policies, but it cannot make them binding on its 
constituent societies. The movement in its present form is incapable 
of utilizing the very valuable weapon of national advertising; it has 
no guarantee that the goods and services advertised would be on sale 
in all societies; and even in the societies selling the advertised goods 
there would be no agreement about prices, except in the very few lines 
to which the C. W.S. has applied its fixed maximum prices policy. 

Apart from the restrictions on co-operative trade which are imposed 
by the small membership and the consequent small-scale operations 
of so many societies, a further limitation occurs as a result of the 
movement's general lack of enterprise. Almost 60 per cent. of its 
financial resources remain unused in its own enterprises.1 Fear of 
investment is most obvious'at the productive end; but even in retail 
trade it can be said that the movement has merely skimmed the cream. 
It has concentrated on supplying the necessities of life, _basic and 
standardized foodstuffs and domestic articles in constant use, requiring 
less skill in salesmanship than luxury articles with an elastic demand 
sensitive to price differences. Fig. 14 on page 108 illustrates this 
situation. Co-operative sales of lines which include some measure of 
non-necessities are relatively small. These lines are clothirig, including 
luxury fashion goods; furniture and furnishings; confectionery; 
books and stationery; chemists' supplies, including cosmetics and 
expensive luxury substitutes for the more prosaic and necessary 
toilet preparations; and sports goods. The reason for concentration 
on necessities can easily be appreciated. The movement came into 
existence to provide its working-dass members with the goods they 
needed, and in its early days members could not afford to buy luxuries. 
During the last fifty years, however, the standard of life of the people 
has risen; the movement has expanded greatly and now makes an 
appeal also to that far from homogeneous section of the community, 

I See Chapters 6 and as- Since c:o-operative capital depends pardy on dividends left 
on deposit, financial resources should grow with growth in enrerprise. 

Q 
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the middle-classes. But the range of co-operative services in the 
country as a whole has not perhaps increased proportionately. A 
further reason for lack of enterprise, at least in the smaller societies, 
can be understood, for they are managed in the main by working 
men who have had little experience of buying anything but neces
sities. It is their children' who are demanding better things. The 
management committees of most retail societies are innately con
servative. They usually possess a fine experience of working demo
cratic institutions, but it is an experience which deters them from 
taking risks easily. They are deeply conscious of the fact that they 
are the custodians of the savings of their friends and neighbours, 
and they are seldom prepared to launch out into new activities which 
may result in loss. Vigorous development over a wider range of 
services is seen only in the larger societies where the relations be
tween the members ,and their management committees are largely 
impersonal, and where large-scale operations and intensive competition 
from department and chain stores have provided the necessary spur 
for initiative' and enterprise. Co-operative developments, therefore, 
are sporadic. Initiative rests with each local society, and their various 
sizes and conditions have produced a patchwork movement without 
any uniformity and without any central, co-ordinated guiding force. 

§ 3. Co-operative Planning 

(a) The Limitations of the existing Ten Year Plan 

The national leaders of the co-operative movement are aware of 
its weaknesses. They are perturbed by the difficulties of overcoming 
the limitations of local enterprise, and many Congress resolutions 
have been passed in favour of national planning. By a recent (1935) 
Congress resolution, a Ten Year Plan was inaugurated, timed to 
conclude in the centenary year of the founding of the Rochdale 
Pioneers' store. Unfortunately, the Ten Year Plan does nothing to 
remove the fundamental weakness of local autonomy. It aims only 
at stimulating societies to increase their memberships, capital and 
trade, and for this purpose annual quotas of increases have been 
calculated for each society. The Plan does not attempt to provide 
uniformity of services throughout the country. It does not explain 
to societies how new services should be inaugurated. The restricted 
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character of C<H>perative enterprise will continue under the PIan. It 
does, however, serve a useful purpose in stimulating local expansion of 
existing services. Experience has shown that expansion begets expan
sion; and as the membership, trade and capital of a society increases, 
it will tend to operate new lines and develop over a much wider 
field. But a plan which leaves the form of this wider expansion to 
chance-in short, a plan without planning, is not satisfactory. 

The basic weakness of the Ten Year Plan is its lack of definiteness. 
A society can please itself whether it takes any notice of the annual 
quotas assigned to it, or whether it utilizes any of the publicity material 
which is available to those participating in the Plan. Above all, there 
exists no detailed information about the extent or the efficiency of the 
services of each society. Without such information, the quotas care
fully calculated by the Co-operative Union are unrelated to the actual 
circumstances of C<H>perative enterprise. 

The need for a central trade research department has already been 
suggested. Before any attempt to formulate a scheme of planned 
development can be undertaken, a great amount of research is neces
sary to obtain detailed information about the services operated by 
every society, the areas where various co-operative services are 
non-existent, th~ relative efficiency of societies in every branch of 
their activities, and other relevant material. On the basis of the infor
mation thus obtained, the gaps in co-operative enterprise could be· 
mapped out and plans produced to provide the neglected services; 
and the causes of apparent inefficiency could be investigated as a 
preliminary to their elimination. This work would require a large 
trained staff and would be expensive to maintain; but the cost would 
be small in relation to the benefits which would accrue. Far more 
money than such work would require is literally wasted on unplanned 
advertising, for the publicity activities of the movement are most 
haphazard and are not based on that kind of market research which 
is necessary to measure the value of the different forms of advertising. 
Hit and miss methods may sometimes be necessary; but it is wrong 
to use them when they can be avoided. One· of the advantages of 
co-operative enterprise, mentioned above, the membership relation 
between the customers and retail societies, is not used as it could be 
to make co-operative advertising fully effective. 
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(0) Th.eProoiem of Authority 
Based on the information produced by such a research organiza

tion, a plan could be produced for co-operative development in 
every branch of distribution (and, as will be explained later, in 
manufacturing undertakings also) covering all parts of the country. 
Even though the local voluntary character of the movement were 
maintained unchanged, such a plan would be useful in showing 
societies the lines of expansion it would be profitable for them to 
follow. Moreover, it would provide strong arguments for the 

. amalgamation of neighbouring societies, for the establishment of 
regional or national federal societies, and for working agreements 
between societies where any of these measures were considered 
necessary to eliminate wastage of capital or fill in the gaps in local 
services. Whatever body were entrusted with the task of preparing 
such a plan, it should also be given the task of making it effective.1 

The national plan might be based on regional schemes, the terms 
of which would be negotiated with the societies concerned. Modifi
cations might be enforced by societies in the light of local circum
stances; and complete opposition to the Plan would be inevitable in 
some cases. But by bringing these problems to the Co-operative 
Congress, the Planning or Development Commission would be able 
to obtain a measure of opinion within the movement which would be 
of assistance in overcoming opposition. Any scheme of planned 
development would be more likely to succeed if the body responsible 
for it had authority to carry it into operation. Here the local autonomy 
of the units that compose the movement is an obstacle, but not an 
unsurmountable obstacle. If Congress were prepared to set up its 
Planning Committee and its research organization, then a further 
decision by the constituent societies to accept and apply the terms of 
the Plan would be needed. I The tone of Congress in recent years 
suggests that such a decision would be accepted, provided two con
ditions were included in it: first, that the terms of the regional schemes 

I The Ten Year Plan has been prepared by the Joint Trade and Propaganda Com
mittee of the Co-operative Union and the C.W.S. This Committee, described in 
Chapter 12, is also responsible for the administration of the Plan. For such a Plan as is 
envisaged here a special Planning Commission would be more desirable. 

I The Co-operative Congress has already accepted the idea of planning, and the 
1936 Congress passed a resolution calling for an economic survey of the movement. 
Opinion seems, therefore, to be in favour of planned, enterprise and the establishment 
of a permanent research organization. 
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should be discussed with the societies concerned before being finally 
promulgated, and secondly, that any aggrieved society should have 
the right to present its case against any part of the plan to Congress, 
which would then decide whether or not the plan should be modified. 
These provisos would also apply to the wholesale societies and other 
national organizations. There should be little opposition to these 
proposals from the wholesale societies, for they are handicapped by 
the disorganized character of co-operative retailing. Measures to achieve 
uniformity of services, prices, dividends, advertising, and all-round 
improved efficiency, would result in an expansion of their operations. 

(c) Mapping Out Co-operative Retail Services 
A survey of co-operative services is essential, whether the proposals 

for reorganization which would arise from the survey are capable of 
being enforced or have to be left to the voluntary acceptance of 
societies. The maps of co-operative societies and their branches in 
Northumberland and Durham, and in the Midlands, on pages 68 
and 70, show the extent to which overlapping and competition 
between societies exist in those areas. Disorganization to a greater 
or less degree is found in most parts of the'country. The obvious 
solution is . the !=l"eation of regional societies by amalgamation. The 
experience of the Co-operative Union in sponsoring amalgamations 
has not been a happy one. Opposition from the smaller of the affected 
societies, who righdy regard amalgamation as absorption by their 
larger neighbours, i~ inevitable. Indeed, there are two very strong 
arguments against a general policy of amalgamations. In the first 
place, a small society operating in a small industrial area is usually 
a live and active democratic association of consumers. Even though 
its size prevents it from operating a full range of services, it is usually 
able to command a high degree of loyalty from its members for the 
services it has established.1 If it joins with a larger neighbouring society, 
it is likely to be completely merged, losing its own identity and, in a 
short time, becoming merely a branch of the larger concern. The 
democratic interest of its members and their loyalty to their own 
undertaking are weakened. Secondly, there is no proof that amalga
mation is, in all cases, economically desirable. Many small societies 

• See Fig. 8, p. 75. It seems paradoxical that the societies with fewer services have 
a higher average of sales per member. The main reason is the strong position of the 
smaller societies in their own communities. 
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are managed and organized with outstanding efficiency, and this 
efficiency may be lost if they become parts of larger undertakings. 
It is necessary, therefore, to examine the questionS of overlapping, 
internal competition and duplication of services with great care. 
Each case must be treated on its merits. No single solution is applicable 
to all cases; but it will be found that O!le or other of the following 
solutions will apply to every district where reorganization is required. 

(I) Amalgamation will be found to be the only possible solution 
in some districts. The Manchester area can be cited as an example. 
In Manchester and Salford and their immediately adjacent townships, 
there are nine retail societies. Some of them, serving more or less 
self-contained industrial towns, have a united and active membership 
which makes them comparable with societies in more isolated areas. 
They might lose the interest and loyalty of their members if they 
participated in a general amalgamation, and it would be wise not to 
include them in an amalgamation scheme against the wishes of their 
members. But these arguments cannot be applied to the four societies 
operating in and from the centre of this urban area. Each of them is 
too large and too impersonal to inspire in the members a keen and 
jealous loyalty to their own society. Attendances at their business 
meetings indicate indifference and not an active interest in their affairs. 
Large numbers of members may be keen supporters of co-operative 
enterprise, but their support, as in all the larger societies, is given to 
the movement, and not merely to a local section of it. Amalgamation 
of the four societies in the central Manchester area would not cause 
any serious loss of members' interest or loyalty. Co-operative service 
would gain, for overlapping and competition exist at present, and 
there is much unnecessary duplication of services. The situation in 
Manchester has many counterparts in other areas, for all of which 
amalgamation of neighbouring societies would be beneficial. 

(2) Where amalgamation would probably lead to a serious diminu
tion in co-operative interest and loyalty, and where the existing 
societies are reasonably efficient within their limited scope, it would 
be possible to co-ordinate and extend their activities and eliminate 
wastage of capital by the adoption of working agreements and the 
creation of federal services. A working agreement would provide 
for the demarcation of boundaries, uniformity of prices and dividends, 
co-'ordination of certain services such as deliveries and publicity, 
and general agreement on methods of operation. In this way the 
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societies in a fairly homogeneous disttict would collectively develop 
the disttict, and for this purpose a small, representative Co-ordinating 
and Development Committee would be useful. Some of their services 
however, would be better organized on a federal basis; in particular, 
milk distribution, bread baking and shoe repairing. A survey of 
co-operative enterprise would reveal the extent to which small 
neighbouring societies, each possessing a dairy and a bakery, fall 
short of sufficient trade to operate these services on an economic 
scale. There is undoubtedly a considerable waste of capital in these 
small individual plants. To scrap unnecessary plants and concentrate 
the trade of all the neighbouring societies on one dairy, one bakery, 
one shoe-repairing depot, and so on, is economically a rational 
policy. The creation of special federal societies to run these services 
would be by no means difficult, since the movement has already had 
considerable experience of federal enterprise. So far, however, federal 
services have been restticted mainly to production and processing of 
goods; only laundries, bakeries and dairies have been dealt with 

. in this manner on any satisfactory scale.1 There are, in addition, 
several other distributive services which the smaller societies refrain 
from operating, but which could be undertaken by a group of small 
societie$ working together. Such services include tailoring, outfitting, 
funeral undertaking, and the sale of furniture and chemists' goods, 
which could be undertaken ·either by federal societies or by some 
special arrangement whereby the neighbouring societies, in order to 
obtain an efficient organization, might agree to treat one society as 
the headquarters of the service and' the other societies as branches. 

(3) The establishment of national federal services would assist 
small societies considerably. For example, a national federal society 
to operate chemists' shops, called, shall we say, Co-operative Chemists, 
Ltd., could negotiate with local retail societies to open chemists' shops 
in their areas. If its efforts were successful, it would have a nationally 
organized chain of shops, each associated with a local society, but with 
the advantages of large-scale enterprise.· The same idea could be 
applied to all the services which small societies commonly do not 
undertake, and a group of national specialist federal societies, working 
in close collaboration with the wholesale societies for supplies and 
finance, could be created. From the customers' side of.the business, 
the shops belonging to these federal societies would appear to be 

1 See OIapter ,. 
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stores of their local societies. Local rates of dividend would be paid, 
although the surplus contributed to the dividend pool would be fixed 
by the standardized prices of the national organization. 

(4) The participation of the wholesale societies in retail distribution 
is being extended.1 The wholesale societies could be instructed to 
develop areas where co-operative enterprise is weak. 

Here, then, are four lines·of organizational development. To adopt 
all four in a haphazard manner would lead to competition and con
fusion. Development would need to be controlled by some central 
authority and the line adopted in any area would be the one considered 
most suitable after full investigation. 

Reference has already been made to the absence in co-operative 
enterprise of new services for which there is a growing demand. 
Petrol and general motor supplies are most obviously neglected, yet 
thousands of co-operative members possess cars or motor bicycles, 
and co-operative garages would make a strong appeal to them since 
the majority find the upkeep of their cars expensive. Petrol, oil, grease, 
tyres and such equipment as .sparking plugs are in regular demand.1I 

. Motorists would consider the payment of dividends on their purchases 
to be a real boon. There are very few co-operative bookshops and 
libraries, although a library service on a national basis, organized to 
provide every type of book (those less popular from a central 
institution), would be profitable both in providing a service to the 
members and in regularly attracting members to the stores. The 
insistence of the'co-operative movement on the need for working
class education makes the distribution of educational books a most 
fitting co-operative activity. The co-operative sale of stationery is 
not widespread, and co-operative drug stores are being extended 
but slowly. As in all other developments, initiative is left to local 
societies, whose management committees, as we have seen, are generally 
not very enterprising. Co-operative drug stores can render valuable 
service. It is well known that many popular patent medicines are 
sold at prices out of all relation to the cost of producing and retailing 
them. The C.W.S. is engaged in manufacturing and distributing 
at much lower prices a wide range of medicinal preparations similar 
to the more popular brands, but it has difficulty in gaining the trade 
it deserves owing to the limited number of retail outlets. A rapid 
extension of co-operative drug stores would enable the C. W.S. to 

I Even America has co-operative petroll 
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produce on a larger scale and would provide opportunities for effective 
national advertising. 

Department stores are being opened by most of the larger societies, 
and some of them are well planned and efficiendy organized, but 
fixed-price bazaars are almost completely neglected. For some years 
there has been much discussion within the movement on the need_ 
for a national scheme of fixed-price bazaars. Pamphlets have ,been 
published, conferences held, and the wholesale societies have organized 
exhibitions of the goods they produce which are suitable for a bazaar 
trade; but the outcome of all this activity is an agreement to leave 
the development of bazaars to local initiative. Yet it is obvious to every 
section of the movement that bazaar trading means the mass distri
bution of cheap mass-produced goods, and to be successful must be 
organized on the lines of a national chain of stores. 

The development of new services which have been initiated by 
some societies is not effectively brought to the notice of other 
societies with a view to stimulating their general adoption. Travelling 
shops, "pantry" shops, provision of materials for new housing estates, 
organized delivery services, are examples. Many societies have travel
ling shops to serve customers who live some distance from the nearest 
branches, and these have proved successful and profitable; but the 
only information about the methods of running them and their costs 
of operation given to officials is contained in some articles in the 
Producer,1 and in the advertisements of the builders of these shops, 
the C.W.S. Motor-body Building Department. What is needed is 
an investigation of local conditions to see in which areas travelling 
shops would be useful, followed by plans for the. best method. of 
utilizing them in those areas. Pantry shops have been established by 
the Middlesbrough Society)1 They are small shops in which foodstuffs 
in common demand, such as butter, margarine, tinned and preserved 
foods, etc., are sold ready wrapped in small quantities. Their turnover 
is rapid, and with low labour costs they clearly meet a need in a 
thickly populated urban area, for they are able to sell at low prices. 
The pantry shop is the co-operative reply to the low turnover house
shop, served usually by a single family. In the provision of materials 
for new housing estates, the movement has done very little. It has 
missed innumerable opportunities of organizing special supplies of 
furniture and other household equipment which the tenants invariably 

• See Chapter J4- • See the ProJucer, January 1935. 
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buy when going into their new homes. The distribution of attractive 
advertisements to explain the articles which could be obtained and the 
special terms of purchase would have been good business if backed 
by an efficient service. Delivery services vary greatly. Some societies 

. have developed an efficient organization of milk and bread distribution, 
but no work has been done in the investigation of the comparative costs 
and utility of the many different kinds of services adopted. Delivery 
of purchases to customers' homes is frequently frowned upon, and is 
seldom efficiently organized, yet this service is being demanded 
increasingly. 

The movement's lack of enterprise in these trades and services is 
one of the results of excessive parochialism. It needs a central develop
ment organization to produce schemes of expansion which, if supported 
by the local societies, would enable the movement to be the leading 
organization in new lines of business instead of following, and often 
lagging far behind, more enterprising competitors. Milk bars are a 
good example of the lack of co-operative enterprise. With its large 
milk trade, and its production of biscuits, preserves and fruit drinks, 
the movement possessed the equipment and goodwill to enable it 
successfully to initiate this new consumers' service. But it has waited 
until other and more enterprising concerns have battled through the 
pioneering stage and perhaps captured the market. 

Neglect of such services as hostels, cafes, playing fields and other 
social rather than retail business undertakings gives ground for 
criticism of a movement which aims at serving tlle people. The co
operative movement covers the whole country. It has millions of 
members in the urban areas, and societies well established in country 
districts and on the coasts, and some which serve the scattered com
munities living on the moors and the hills of Wales, Scotland and 
Northern England. There is clearly an opportunity in this widespread 
movement, to establish hostels or holiday homes in those parts of 
the country where the urban members spend their holidays.1 Each 
hostel could, where possible, be under the immediate control of the 
local co-operative society, to which this holiday trade would be a 
boon. A national organization, using local societies as its branches, 
could arrange the holidays of co-operators, offering them a choice of 
many centres and greatly increasing the trade and the goodwill of 
the whole movement. The C.W.S. has taken a step towards the organi-

• See also Chapter 28, p. 5 n. 
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zation of holiday centres by setting up a travel bureau which works 
in close association with the Workers' Travel Association. The W. T.A. 
is itself a registered co-operative society, but the C.W.S., the W. T.A" 
and the few retail societies with travel bureaux are not utilizing the 
resources of the movement as they might by setting up the chain of 
co-operative hostels which could be created to provide cheap, satis
factory holidays for the huge co-operative public. The public demand 
for playing fields has met with a negligible response from cO-operative 
societies; yet most societies have sufficient resources to enable them 
to provide such facilities. Cafes and canteens for urban workers 
should be an important co-operative service. There are now many 
co-operative cafes, but without exception they are faithfully modelled 
on the prevailing type of private cafe. A distinctive co-operative service, 
offering cheap but well planned and attractive meals, and including 
rest, writing and recreation rooms, where periodicals could be 'stocked 
as in a club, would not be difficult to organize, and would be a blessing 
to the thousands of workers who, in every large town, have to eat 
their midday meal away from home. All these services are either 
neglected or sparsely and inefficiendy provided by co-operative 
societies. A central directing force is required to stimulate their 
adoption on a wider and more effective basis. 

In connection with the expansion of co-operative trade and services, 
the appearance of co-operative shops is important. The majority 
have a solid and prosperous appearance, but many different styles 
of architecture have been adopted, even by individual societies. 
There is no distinctive style which immediately brings a co-operative 
shop to one's notice. The C.W.S. architects have tried to introduce 
a certain uniformity of style, but they are gready handicapped by the 
local character of the movement. What is needed is a generally uniform 
design which could be adapted to fit in with any distinctive setting. 
It would be foolish, for instance, to suggest that a shop front which 
is at home in a suburban shopping centre would be equally suitable 
for an unspoiled Cotswold village. The Swedish movement has 
adopted the uniform term "Konsum" as the distinctive sign of all 
co-operative shops, frequently in association with a monogram in 
which the initials K.F., standing for Konsumtionsforening or Co
operative Society, have imposed on them the initial letter of the town 
of. the society. Thus all the shops of the Stockholm society have 
the word "Konsum" on them, followed by a monogram made of the 
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letters S.K.F. The same idea is worth adopting in Great Britain, 
for the seemingly indiscriminate use of the words Friendly, Equitable, 
Provident, and Industrial in the titles of British societies is confusing 
and unnecessary. The one word "Co-operative" in simple, attractive 
and uniform lettering, followed by the initials of the society, without 
any adjectives, should appear over every shop, and there need not 
be any further indication of local association. This is only one aspect 
of the need for more uniformity in public relations. There are others 
equally important. There should be a co-ordination of advertising 
so that any person, living in any part of the country, may know 
what can be bought from co-operative shops. National advertising 
depends on a greater measure of uniformity of services, prices and 
dividends, without which effective publicity is impossible. A planned 
development of the movement is the only way by which this necessary 
co-ordination of services can be obtained. 

(J) Mapping Out W1wlesale ana ProJuctiv~ S~rvices 
So far, this discussion has been concerned only with retail services. 

Wholesale merchanting and the organization of manufacturing 
activities must also be included in any planned expansion of co-opera
tive business. Little need be said about merchanting. The wholesale 
societies have built up efficient organizations which could easily be 
extended to serve the new or improved forms of trading suggested 
above. Manufacturing services need far more consideration. 

As has been pointed out, only a small part of the goods sold in 
co-operative shops are produced within the movement at the present 
time, and this includes goods imported from foreign co-operative 
societies. The ngures given in Fig. 43 reveal the relative position of 
co-operative production.1 The net value of the goods produced by 
the movement, minus the services and goods not entering into retail 
sales, amounts to 19·3 per Cent. of the total sales of the retail societies, 
a much lower proportion than one would expect. 

In very few industries is the output of co-operative plants high. 
In the flour-milling industry co-operative mills produce about one
quarter of the national production. No other product reaches that 
proportion. The major part of the co-operative market for some 
commodities, however, is supplied, in the £nal stages, by co-operative 
plants. Soap, preserves, furniture, footwear, cycles, brushes, and 

I Page 410. 
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men's clothing are in that category. Any extension of retail sales would 
also cause a corresponding increase in the outppt of the plants pro
ducing those commodities. On the other hand, co-operative produc
tion of a large number of commodities is very small compared with 
their retail sales, thus indicating that retail societies prefer to sell 
the lines of competitive manufacturers, or that co-operative production 
in those lines has not reached satisfactory outputs. The number of 
such articles is so large that it is impossible to give anything like a 
complete list. It includes tobacco, piece goods, millinery, as well as 
the numerous goods demanded by the higher standards of housing, 
and many foodstuffs. Organized development of co-operative tra4e 
would have to include measures to increase the production of these 
goods and to make them acceptable to the consumers. Some co
operative products are not attractivdy presented; their brand names 
are not such as to stimulate purchase; others have not the taste the 
public wants; and the processes of production are sometimes below 
the level of efficiency that is needed to make them successful.1 Above 
all, the price must be "right". The policy adopted by retail and 
wholesale societies of never charging much below market prices 
for co-operative products, even where those prices are considerably 
above cost and include some monopoly profit, must limit the possi
bility of expanding considerably the sales of the articles in question 
at the expense of non-co-operative competitors. It is true that the 
public is apt to suspect that low-priced articles are cheap in quality 
as well as in price; but the consumers' own co-operative societies 
are in a strategic position to educate their consumer members and, 
while they are being educated, to find out what their precise reactions 
are to different prices, what, in short, the "right" price is. They 
should be able to lead, not follow, the market pricing,' and should 
endeavour to produce at a cost rdated to the right price, which their 
market research will have discovered. Connected with price are credit 
facilities. If the middle-class market is to be tapped-and increased 
sales and membership often depend on this development-then 
co-operative societies will have to adapt their credit policy to middle
class habits. They must not insist on weekly cash payments on the 
door-step, but must be prepared to accept monthly or quarterly 
cheques. 

The movement has made no attempt at all to produce many of the 
1 See Chapter 23, p. 404. 
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articles sold in co-operative shops. Sugar, electric lamps and matches 
are examples, among many others. The reason for this reluctance to 
enter into production is usually that the wholesale societies have been 
able to make easy arrangements with the manufacturers for supplies. 
In most of these cases, production is monopolized, and new entrants 
would find it difficult to sell on a scale large enough to employ an 
efficient plailt to the full. The movement would certainly find it more 
difficult to enter a monopolistic than a competitive industry, but it is 
in a s~onger position to do so than any other . .concern, for it can 
make arrangements with its retail societies to establish a guaranteed 
market. In accepting the terms of monopolists, the movement is 
departing from its belief in the· virtues of free enterprise. It has a 
social duty to protect the consumer from monopolistic exploitation 
and it should, therefore, make every effort to establish itself in the 
industries concerned. 

To start production in some of the monopolized industries would 
certainly be very difficult. The sugar-refining industry, for instance, 
has produced an agreement which, hacked by the Government, makes 
it virtually impossibl~ (or any concern to enter the industry, either by 
erecting new plant or by buying existing plant.1 To erect new plant 
would be economically wasteful from a national point of view, for 
the existing productive capacity is more than double the country's 
annual consumption of sugar.1I Patent laws also prove an obstacle. 
The production of electric lamps would be possible only under licence 
from the patent holders-the electric equipment manufacturers. I 
Government schemes, such as the selling schemes in the Coal Mines 
Act, prevent further expansion of co-operative production. But the 
existence of these obstacles strengthens. the case for a survey of 
co-operative production and the working out of a scheme of expansion 
in those fields where expansi~n is possible before it is too late. 

The second reason for the low percentage of co-operative produc
tion-the small extent of vertical integration-raises the problem of 
materials and supplies. In the main, co-operative plants depend on 
capitalist sources for their raw and even semi-manufactured materials. 
Co-operative production indeed often consists merely of the final 

1 H.M.S.O., Statutot;Y Rulu rmJ Or"r8. 1937. No. :&:n. 
I Report of the U.K. Sugar Industry Inquiry Committee, 1935. and. 4871, p. 46-
• The Scottish C.W.S. in association with the Swedish Kooperativa Forbundet has 

bad to face this problem in its new joint elearie lamp und~. 
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processing stage. In the case of foodstuffs this is inevitable, for farming 
by industrial societies has not been sufficiently successful in this 
country to warrant any extension. Thus, milk required for dairy 
products, fruits for jams, meat for preserved foods, and other agri
cultural produce used in co-operative factories, will continue to be " 
obtained from individual farmers organized, if possible, in agricultural 
societies. In some industries, effective control of raw material supplies 
has been obtained. Wool for C.W.S. woollen mills, and hides for 
C. W.S. tanneries, are supplied by C.W.S. fellmongeries, wJtich, in 
tum, have obtained hides and skins from the abattoirs of retail societies. 
The woollen mills supply the clothing factories with cloth and the 
tanneries supply the footwear factories with leather, thus completing 
the most self-contained chain of operations ip co-operative organiza
tion. Flour from C.W.S. Bour mills is used by "the C.W.S. biscuit 
works. But there are few other examples of such vertical integration. 

Vertieal integration of production and distribution is not the only 
possibility of efficient development in the co-operative movement. 
The chains of stores constituted- by retail society branches offer a 
wide scope for the provision of auxiliary I!~ces and producers' 
goods, such as shop-fittings, boxhoard, office supplies, stationery, 
and assembly of motor delivery vans. One of the most successful of 
C.W.S. enterpnses is its shop-fitting and motor body building service 
which, with an effective planning of the movement, would require 
considerable extension. " 

This kind of integration enables an organization to safeguard itself 
against restriction of supplies. It is a strategic, but not always an eco
nomically wise development. The scale on which some materials or 
supplies can be used internally may be too small, and even if the scale 
is large enough to provide an economic service it may, in certain 
phases of the market, pay to buy materials or auxiliary services from 
outside organizations if only to test the "transfer" price charged within 
the movement. 

All projects for integration must therefore be reviewed critically, 
and this review must be among the tcisks of expert management 
and market research. There is clearly a need ror a committee of co
operative directors freed from routine duties and able to "direct" 
the development of trade policy and to seek the necessary expert advice. 
Such a committee should be an integral part of a co-operative plan. 



PART V 

THE SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE OF 
CO-OPERATIVE ENTERPRISE 



CHAPTER 28 

TIlE SOCIAL ASPECTS OF CO-OPERATION 

IT emerged from the first chapter that the pioneers of Co-operation 
had in mind a picture of an ideal, or at least of a better, state of society. 
While the details of the picture were at no time clearly filled in, the 
general principles to be followed, in order to advance towards the 
goal, were firmly grasped and have remained constant. It was of the 
essence of the co-operative programme that co-operators should work 
progressively towards the ideal. They relied upop. collective self-help 
and mutual self-improvement. All that they asked from the State 
was freedom to embody their own organizations in appropriate legal 
fonns; they did not seek to coerce or capture the State in order that 
its powers might be used for their own purposes. Given this freedom, 
they hoped that by precept and example they would slowly transmute 
the existing social and economic order. Unlike some who also desired· 
profound changes, they did not watch for a "revolutionary situation" 
from which they might snatch advantage; and the notion that, follow
ing upon a sudden seizure of power, the oppressed would enter into 
their inheritance, was foreign to them. They_ made no appeal to close 
the ranks and no call to face the enemy. On the contrary they kept, 
the door always open, appealed to brotherhood, and sought to persuade 
in the hope that in time all would join them. The movement was, in its 
modem phase, neither salvationist nor millenary. The members looked . 
for increased support, not to theresu1ts of conversion, but to the ex';' 
perience of the solid benefits of Co-operation. They did not think that 
they possessed a key which could open a door into a golden age lying 
just out of sight; in their belief, they had found a path which would 
lead them out of a barren and hostile country into a region where, 
if the co-operative spirit continued to prevail, justice would be secured 
for all and a reasonable degree of material prosperity made universal. 

Nevertheless the co-operators believed as fervently in the desira
bility and possibility of a new way of life as any of those who hoped 
to achieve it as the result of a decisive battle. The latter were neces
sarily much preoccupied with the strategy to be adopted to bring on 
the battle under favourable circumstances, and with the tactics which 
would win it. The former, on the other han~, proposed to make a 
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beginning with the new way of life here and now. Therefore there 
was no room for debate about choice of methods; the line of action· 
was clear, namely to begin to co-operate. The preceding chapters 
have mostly been concerned with an examination of the vast and 
successful trading enterprise which has been brought into existence 
by co-operative methods. In these chapters some attention has also 
been paid to non-trading activities, education for instance, and to 
such matters as relations with employees and the working of democracy 
in industry. It remains to discuss briefly the more general aspects of 
those and other non-trading aspects of the movement. In other words, 
our task in this chapter is to ask how far the movement gives evidence 
of a new way of life otherwise than in the trading sphere. 

It is a commonplace remark that democracy is on trial. Current 
discussion centres upon political democracy, and it is generally said, 
even by advocates of democracy, that it does not work, or has not 
yet been made to work, in the economic sphere. It is strange that, in 
the course of all this discussion, little or no attention has been paid 
to the consumers' co-operative movement. Here is a successful 
economic enterprise, of long standing and in the course of steady 
expansion, which is completely democratic, not only in form but also 
in fact. The discussion in Chapters 16 to 19 has shown that there is 
abundant opportunity for all members, who wish to do so, to make 
themselves heard, to play a part in consultations and to take a share 
in executive functions, and that management is sensitive to the opinion 
of the membership which is so well able to express itsel£ Further, 
unlike most, if not all, political democracies, co-operative democracy 
. has never. fallen under the sway of financial or sectional interests, 
demagogues or bosses. It is true that the fluent speaker or the good 
mixer may at times have an advantage as a candidate at elections, and 
that the employee interest has occasionally pursued a sectional policy 
with success. But these are very minor exceptions, and it is a fact that 
co-operative democracy has never been perverted, as have many 
political democracies, into a machine which the careerist, masquerading 
as a statesman, consciously or unconsciously works in the interest 
of self-seeking groups. 

The pioneers thought that democracy had virtue in itself, since it 
recognized the worth of every man and conferred dignity upon all 
the members. We believe that they were right. They also thought 
that democracy would work in industry. Events have shown that it 
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can do SO; for the movement has proved that democracy is fully 
applicable to that sphere of life in which its introduction has been 
held to be least practicable. We believe therefore that the trading 
success of the movement is not merely an economic success but,
what is far more important, a successful social achievement. For it 
has shown that the best way of life can be followed in the pursuit of 
those activities which must of necessity occupy the greater part of 
the working life of most men. 

This great social achievement has both a negative and a positive 
aspect. On the negative side, it has eliminated from the economic 
sphere, as far as it is in the hands of the movement, anti-social or 
potentially anti-social influences. On the positive side, it has enriched 
the lives of those who have come forward to take a sh~ in the control 
of the trading organization, and it has produced a most beneficial 
change in the position _of employees in industry. Let us consider 
these positive social achievements in turn. The democratic method 
involves the constructi<;>n of a network of committees, councils, 
federations and other bodies, some executive and others advisory. 
In every sphere of its activities, the consumers' co-operative movement, 
as we have seen, has produced an almost bewildering profusion of 
machinery of this kind. It . must be remembered that this machinery 
has not been evolved from the brains of theorists in an attempt to 
impose organization from above. When this is the case, the organiza
tion may remain a mere lifeless skeleton which no ingenuity, however 
great, can clothe with flesh and blood, and therefore study of it is 
not only tedious but also of little profit. Co-operative organization, ' 
on the other hand, is spontaneous; it is the product of a collective 
consciousness and of a desire, informed by definite aims, to make 
efforts in common. It is often cumbrous, unwieldy and slow in action; 
but, to take a metaphor from the plant kingdom, this is only excessive 
growth from a vigorous stock, which moreover is able, after a process 
of pruning, to direct its energy into the more promising shoots. Thus 
it is profitable to study this intricate system and the manner in which 
it works; for it gives a picture of the co-operative movement as not 
only democratic in form but also as imbued with vitality which 
expresses itself in this mode. 

The nature of the work performed by the tens of thousands of 
co-operators who staff the committees varies greatly. At one end of 
the scale, there are a large number of relatively trivial duties; at the 
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other end, there is work which is in the highest degree exacting and 
responsible. In each of the fields of production, wholesaling, distribu
tion, banking and insurance, the members of the responsible com
mittees sucessfully carry out duties of a kind and on a scale the 
performance of which, in the most powerful states of the modem 
world, is commonly rewarded with riches, honours, social prestige 
and political power, with in fact all that society can confer. But the 
co-operative leaders are and remain of the people; they neither seek 
nor receive rewards of .this kind. 

There are two quite distinct features of this situation, each of which 
may be rightly claimed as evidence of very noteworthy social achieve
ment. One problem, which faces democracy in action, is how to 
ensure to those responsible for the conduct of important business, 
adequate status and authority, without at the same time removing 
them from the common run of men. Such persons tend to form a 
class, and classes tend to become hereditary. Since a social class may 
be defined as a group distinguished from the rest of the community, 
otherwise than as an inevitable consequence of the differentiation of 
functions, the existence of social classes is hardly compatible with 
democracy. The co-operative movement has proved that the most 
important business in the ecopomic sphere can be adequately performed 
without giving rise to class differentiation. . 

The second feature of the situation is equally noteworthy. The 
right of the people of this country to associate freely for any purpose 
opens up to them opportunities of experience in many fields, social, 
,eligious lmd political. But these opportunities are commonly deficient 
in one direction. They seldom give the chance of undertaking responsi
bility for trading organizations. Few members of the wage-earning 
class can hope for a greater degree of experience in this direction than 
falls to the man who runs a small shop or a family farm. The trade 
union movement is no exception to this rule; for trade unions are not 
responsible for the conduct of industry. The debt of this country to 
the trade union movement,· as a training ground in the running of 
democratic machinery, is great. Although in some industries there are 
now welcome signs of a change, in an important sense trade unions 
have been and are still in opposition without prospect of office. For 
those without responsibility, the next best thing is the prospect of 
office; since the trade unions lack even this, the lessons which they 
can teach are limited. 
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The co-operative movement, on the other hand, is in power, and 
its trading operations are on a scale sufficient to satisfy the most 
megalomaniac among captains of industry. Here is an opportunity 
for the ordinary man and woman to share in the responsibility' for 
the conduct of an immense trading concern. It is the one chance 
open to them to take a part in controlling the production and distribu
tion of that large range of goods and services now required by every 
household. This is not an opportunity to meddle in affairs beyond 
the comprehension and scope of interest of ~e ordinary ci~en; in 
this respect it differs from political democracy, where many of the 
problems, as in the field of foreign affairst are unfamiliar and obscure. 
It is an opportunity for control over matters of immediate 'personal 
and domestic concern. Thus it has greatly enriched the lives of those 
who take these chancest for it has enabled them to express themselves 
in a sphere that is of deep personal interest to them. It has further 
enriched the life of the community as a whole, for it has given oppor
tunities in each generation to many of those in the wage-earning 
group, who are specially gifted with business ability; to exercise their 
peculiar talents. Since,as we have noted" these opportunities are 
almost non-existent outside the movement, it must have saved many 
thousands of men and women in each generation, gifted with 
managerial and' executive ability, from 'suffering under a sense of 
Crustration. 

The success of the trading side of the movement has still wider 
social implications. It is generally acknowledged that the political 
stability of the country, and its capacity for continuous and steady, 
growth, depend upon the freedom and ability of the people to come 
together in order to form appropriate associations, to adapt and to 
improvise. In this manner the lessons of self-government are learnt. 
The co-operative movement provides one of the most important 
among the opportunities of learning these lessons. But it does more 
than that. Since the movement is mostly concerned with trading, it 
familiarizes the members with the peculiar difficulties inherent in the 
production and distribution of goods and services. This is a most 
valuable additional lesson. In these days, interest in what may be 
called social economics is widespread. Those who have little ot no 
practical acquaintance with the conduct of business are ill placed to 
understand the problems which arise in this field. Apart from the 
co-operative movement, the opportunitieS for wage-eamerS of gaining 
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this experience are, as has been said, very scanty, and an awkward 
situation might arise if the mass of the voters were ignorant of the 
difficulties which occur in a sphere With which legislatiori is increasingly 
concerned. The fact that a realistic view is taken of these problems in 
this country is in no small measure due to the experience which so 
many leaders of the working class have gained in the co-operative 
movement. 

The experience of business which the co-operative movement 
provides and the lessons which it teaches are even more valuable than 
appear at first sight. For, in relation to economic activities, man has 
a dual function; he is both a producer and a consumer. Many diffi
culties and conflicts arise because most economic organizations are . 
combinations for the pursuit of only one of these activities. Trade 
unions, for instance, are associations of men as producers, and those 
responsible for them are apt to forget, not only the interests of 
consumers in general, but also the fact that the members of trade 
unions are consumers th~selves. The co-operative movement is 
unique in that it tends to keep the consumer-producer relation steadily 
in view. Co-operators come together as consumers, but they do not 
cease to be under the influence of the trade union point of view. They 
are aware that the problem before them is not merely to make goods 
accessible to the members at reasonable prices, but also to ensure that 
goods are produced under decent conditions and at proper wages. 
Their attention is fixed upon economic life as a whole and upon all 
the relevant facts in the situation. Thus the view of the economic 
problem, as seen by the active co-operator, is more balanced and more 
penetrating than that of those whose experience is in other forms of 
trading. . 

It was said above that the positive benefits arising from the 
democratization of industry in the co-operapve movement include, 
not only those to which reference has just been made, but also the 
position of the employees. In previous chapters we have described 
the conditions of work in co-operative establishments. It emerged 
that wages are relatively high, conditions good, conciliation machinery 
well developed and trade unionism encouraged; on the other hand, 
the movement is behind some of th~ best private firms in regard to 
the selection of personnel, vocational guidance and the use of 
psychology in industry. But we noticed no radical difference between 
the position and outlook of employees in co-operative industry and 
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those of employees in private firms. We were, however, only 
examining the fonnal aspects of the situation. When we extend our 
view to include less tangible matters, we find clear evidence of better 
human relations and of greater contentment than usuaIIy appear. 
Whence do these things come? 

It is not infrequendy said that, if wage earners worked for the 
community and not for the profit of employers, they would certainly 
be more contented and possibly more productive. We do not believe 
that the contentment found in co-operative workshops can be attributed 
to the fact that the employees are not working for private profit. The 
desire to serve the cause and to forward the movement is no doubt 
a powerful motive among many of the managerial staff, who derive 
so much satisfaction from devoting themselves to these ends that 
they foigo the chance of higher salaries elsewhere. But we doubt 
whether the oudook and attitude of the ordinary wage earner in 
co-operative employment are much affected by the facts that their 
work does not help to fill an employer's pocket and that they are 
rendering direct service to their fellow wage earners. The source of 
their contentment must be sought in other directions. 

The spirit of mutual help is alive in the movement. Concern for 
the welfare of the employees is genuine and without ulterior motives. 
The members of boards, the managers and the foremen are wage 
earners or come from wage-earniog families. They know that good 
wages are not all, and perhaps not the chief thing, that the wage 
earner wants. They realize the misery of living under a regime of 

. fear, fear of unemployment, fear of dismissal; they are well aware 
that badgering, bullying and speeding up can make life a torment. 
Only too often, in private industry, reliance is placed upon fear in 
order to maintain discipline and to get work out of employees. In 
co-operative industry these methods are disdained, and in consequence 
human relationships are far more satisfactory than in private industry, 
and contentment is correspondingly greater. EconomicaIIy there is 
some loss due to an easy-going system, compensated for, at least in 
part, by the goodwill of the employees. Socially there is an immense 
gain. A visitor to a co-operative factory will find it much like other 
factories; he wiII not discovel' establishments, such as figure in 
travellers' tales, where the workers toil for the benefit of the prole
tariat. If the visitor is under the influence of communist propaganda, 
he will dismiss the achievement of the movement in the matter of 
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felations with employees as showing no advance on capitalism. But 
the achievement of the movement in this matter is solid and of great 
significance; for it is no small thing to have removed the harassing 
and degrading influence of fear from wage-earning employment. 

We must now note that the consumers' co-operative movement 
provides certain opportunities of social achievement of which full 
advantage has not yet been taken. Before the machine age, choice 
was limited for the consumer. But the consumer, at times in anycase, 
came into contact with the producer, and could therefore specify 
what he wanted. To some extent consumption was constructive. 
With the coming of machines and of large-scale production, choice 
was widened because a greater variety of articles was produced, but 
became limited in another way, namely to the things that had been 
produced. The consumer lost the power to order what he desired. 
In recent times, the part played by the consumer has become still 
more restricted for two reasons. The art of advertising has been 
developed to such a point that consumers are led to think that they 
are choosing when they are merely acting under the influence of 
skilful suggestion. Again, in the modem chain or department store, 
the assistants have little of the professional knowledge of the goods 
they handle which the specialist shopkeeper possessed. The latter 
could assume the role of an expert, and advise the customer and offer 
to get something that was not in stock. In these modem stores, certain 
lines are stock, and if they do not suit, the customer must go elsewhere. 
In fact; as a result of the real conveniences and superficial attractions 
of these establishments, the customer as a rule chooses from one of 
these lines. Thus under modem conditions consumption is uncreative, 
and choice, which is often more limited than is general~ realized, is 
under the influence of suggestions seldom made with the single object 
of benefiting the prospective purchaser. 

The co-operative movement controls its own sources of supply 
and its own organs of distribution, and the members are therefore in 
a position to free themselves from the constraints which hamper 
other consumers. But little advantage has been taken of this fact; 
co-operators are no more intelligent as consumers than the general 
public, and they have much the same attitude when purchasing from 
their stores as when ordering from private shops. They are no better 
protected against the blandishments of advertisers than the public at 
large. The leaders of the movement have not succeeded, indeed they 
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have seldom tried to succeed, in developing a critical spirit among the 
members in relation to advertised and proprietary goods. It should 
be possible to bring home to the members the fact that the vast sums 
spent on advertisement are found by the purchasers, that the motives 
of advertisers cannot be purely altruistic, and that one can have for 
a given sum of money so much of a commodity in a simple packing 
or so much less in an expensive but useless container. In season and 
out of season it should be impressed upon members that their own 
organization can produce most, at least, of the goods emanating from 
private firms, with the additional advantages that quality is always 
guaranteed and the price generally less. 

To arm their members in this way, that is to make them intelligently 
critical of advertised goods, is only the first step. It is more important 
that they should have rational grounds for making choices and giving 
orders. The movement has neglected an obvious duty 'in not under
taking such work as is performed by the Good Housekeeping Institute 
with its magazine Good Houselceeping. For consUmers should not only 
be less gullible but also better informed about the things which they 
purchase than they are at present. It is much to expect that they should 
have any extensive information about the properties of many materials. 
But in relation t~ food values and the properties of objects of common, 
consumption, there is already an incipient interest which the move
ment has done nothing to develop or foster. Yet opportullities abound 
in displays at shops, in the publications of the movement, in the films 
issued by the Co-operative Wholesale Society, in the educational 
activities, and in discussions by the Guilds. It is well within the power 
of the leaders of the movement to render an immense service to the 
members by. teaching them to spend with greater wisdom and profit 
than at present. 

Wisdom in expenditure has many implications. It must suffice to 
mention one particular opportunity which has been neglected. In 
regard to certain articles, low price is more important than width of 
choice. But low price can often only he obtained by large-scale 
production. In a former chapter it has been mentioned that co-operative 
factories often produce a very wide variety of a given article, thus 
losing the economies of mass production. The members could be 
taught the lesson that, if they will content themselves with a somewhat 
narrower choice, where choice matters little, they can have cheapness, 
where cheapness matters much. 
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Then there is the need for developing discrimination on aesthetic 
as well as on rational grounds. It is here that the movement is at its 
weakest. Its products are deficient in taste, and apparently in the gus
tatoryas well as in the aesthetic sense. The people of this country 
have so long been starved aesthetically that they do not know a 
beautiful thing when they see it. That there is a long and difficult 
task awaiting any movement which would attempt to arouse preference 
for the beautiful, none would deny. But the capacity for aesthetic 
enjoyment is there, and there is no reason why the co-operative 
movement, with its tremendous opportunities, should lag, as it does, 
behind certain other organizations in their attempt to inculcate higher 
standards of taste. 

Consumption, freed from the influence of mass suggestion and 
well informed, would be in a sense constructive or creative. A further 
stage towards making consumption creative could be reached in the 
co-operative movement, since it controls, as has been said, its sources 
of supply. To-day all consumers are in general purely passive; their 
real or supposed wants are discovered for them by enterprising firms 
whose products are in time copied by the co-operative movement. 

- For in the co-operative movement, not only is demand, as everywhere 
else, uncreative, but so also is supply. This is one of the most damaging 
charges that can be brought with justice against the movement; it 
indicates a depressing lack of imagination. Nevertheless the movement 
has it in its power, not merely to rise to the level of other productive 
enterprises on the supply side, but in addition to draw in its members 
to assist in the task of creation. There should be an appropriate 
research department of the Co-operativE: Wholesale Society; members 
should be encouraged to make suggestions which societies could 
forward to the department. There should be a flow of suggestions 
and criticisms backwards and forwards between the societies and the 
department. In this fashion the movement could do much to render 
consumption once more creative. 

When we look at the movement as a whole, we find its most 
important characteristic to be that production and consumption, 
instead of being artificially separated as in other kinds of economic 
organizations, remain related, even if full advantage has not yet been 
taken of this fact. When we come to examine the peculiarities of the 
movement in detail~ we discover dividend on purchase to be the 
mechanism which most sharply distinguishes it from other organiza-
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tions_ The economic importance of this mechanism has been fully 
discussed; but while its chief significance i~ to be found in this sphere, 
it is not without interest as a social institution. The system of dividend 
on purchase means that members save automatically for a period of 
at least three months. At the end of that time they can draw out 
their savings. It seems that about £20,000,000 are now distributed 
annually in dividends, and that about six members out of every seven 
withdraw their dividend at the end of each quarter. For those who, 
wishing to accumulate relatively considerable amounts, leave their 
dividends untouched at the end of the quarter, the movement offers a 
simple, convenient and secure mechanism for aiding thrift. Indeed there 
is nothing to equal it in this line, and the service rendered to the poorer 
section of the population by the mpvement, considered merely as a 
provident association, should not be under-rated. 

As mentioned above, most members regularly withdraw their 
"dividends. Where millions of persons are concerned, generalization 
is difficult; but it seems to be well established that the money with
drawn is very seldom squandered. It is not withdrawn for any lack 
of desire to save; it does not come as a windfall giving an opportunity 
of spending for spending's sake. It is regarded as a periodical and 
anticipated addition to family incomes, and is used mostly to make 
purchases which are only necessary at intervals, for example of clothes, 
boots and furniture, or to make periodical payments such as rates 
and secondary school fees. It may also be used for holidays or for 
any unusual expenses such as doctor's fees. Thus it is not merely 
that the dividend is not wasted. Let us admit, for the sake of argument, 
what we do not find to be true, that dividend represents no real 
addition to income and is obtained by paying higher prices. Even 
then, for those whose income ~ .so low that it is a problem to meet 
inevitable weekly expenses out of wages, it is a convenience to have 
part of the income in quarterly payments. Under these circumstances, 
the whole of the weekly money can go in food and daily necessities, 
and other expenditure can be held over to the end of the quarter. 
Once again the movement is found to provide definite social 
advantages. 

It was not the intention of the pioneers that the whole of the 
available dividend should be absorbed in cashpa¥Ments to individual 
members. It was part of their programme that a portion of the dividend 
should be enjoyed collectively. Though all covered, in the terminology 
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of the movement, under the heading of education, the objects of 
collective expenditure have always included entertainment and social 
functions, together with propaganda, as well as formal education. The 
educational activities at the present day, using the adjective in this 
wide sense, were described in Chapter 13, and we discovered a certain 
lack of drive and clarity of aim. The explanation of this state of affairs 
is to be sought in history. 

The movement tookshape and gathered force at a time,when the 
opportunities open td the people at large, either for communal enjoy
ment or for education, were extremely limited. It was a long time 
before the newly constituted local authorities acquired powers to 
provide libraries, reading rooms, halls and other facilities, and a 
longer time still before they began to make effective use of them. 
The late growth of public education in this country is a familiar story. 
Thus, in the early days of the movement, the co-operators had not 
far to look in order to find profitable ways of spending part of the' 
dividend communally. Many societies set out to provide halls and 
similar facilities, and to organize classes in a wide variety of subjects 
from simple arithmetic to natural science. In the absence of state
provided education, the co-operative societies, together with Mechanics' 
Institutes, Adult Schools and Mutual Improvement Classes, performed 
very valuable services. As time went on, the public 'provision of 
amenities and of educational facilities increased. It became unnecessary 
for co-operative societies to teach simpfe arithmetic, and it is now 
unnecessary for them to teach natural science. The movement has 
adapted its programme to the changed situation, and in Chapter 13 
we have described its policy as one of encouraging its members to use 
public educational facilities as much as possible while retaining in its 
hands the teaching of specifically co-operative subjects. 

Though the present policy is on right lines, it cannot be said that 
the movement has discovered how to obtain for the members the 
full benefits of communal expenditure under modern conditions. The 
failure may be traced to lack of vision and of inspiration. Expenditure 
on education (in the wide sense) is traditional; when societies vote 
money for education, they do so, not because there are things which 
they greatly want to achieve, but because it is the proper thing to do~ 
Education committees are not obliged, as are most other educational 
organizations, to treasure every penny and to seek means for making 
a grant, inadequate for their far-reaching purposes, go as far as possible; 
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on the contrary, they are often puzzled to know how to spend the 
money. The money is not ill-spent, but it is spent conventionally and 
without imagination. Pioneering in this field is not easy as it was 
once when so little was done; but the movement has ceased to pioneer. 
It copies; if chess clubs spring up, societies begin to organize. their 
own; if amateur photography becomes the fashion, societies, perhaps 
usually a little late in the day, organize facilities. 

As far as entertainment and social activities go, there is a very 
strong case for at least as much expenditure as there is now, and 
probably for very much more. The proportion of communal expendi
ture to individual expenditure is still far too low in this country. The 
immense permanent benefits which communal expenditure can confer 
are shown by such an experiment as the Miners' Welfare Fund. A 
large fraction of the co-operative membership have something to 
spare when necessities have been met; nevertheless they often lead 

'ullnecessarily dull and restricted lives. Communal expenditure can do 
two things for them. It can make this surPlus go much further than 
when spent individually, and it can open up lines of new activity 
and help to create new interests, which they would not discover for 
themselves. The. present expenditure is not wasted; it falls short of 
what it might. a~ieve in that it provides chiefly for conventional 
hobbies and lpopularized amusements, instead of thinking out what 
are the real unsatisfied needs of the members. Thus it has been slow 
to cater for the needs of members during the working day by providing 
restaurants and rest rooms, and it has not exerted itself to discover 
how to fulfil many unsatisfied wants during leisure hours and holidays. 
Thus, to take one example only, it has entirely missed the chance of 
giving a lead in the development of youth hostels and of hiking. 

A few experiments have been made. The Royal Arsenal Society 
acquired in 1919 Shomells, a house with eleven acres 'of ground, as
a holiday home. The Manchester and Salford Society has purchased 
two houses which are known as "social institutes"; they ate open to 
members of the Society on payment of a small annual subscription. 
The Leigh Society owns Culcheth Hall which, like Shomells, can be 
hired by outside bodies for conferences and week-end schools. When 
so many beautiful houses in lovely surroundings can now be acquired 
for very small sums, it is surprising that more societies have not 
availed themselves of the opportunity to purchase them and organize 
holiday homes. Another type of experiment has been made by the 
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Cefn Society in North Wales. Cefn is a small mining quarrying town, 
and the population are nearly all co-operato(S. There were formerly 
no public facilities for recreation. The society, about fifteen years ago, 
bought some waste land, turned it into a small park and put down 
tennis courts and a bowling green. It is astonishing to discover that 
this example has apparently not been copied by any other society. 
. This lack of vision and lack of drive in the development of social 

facilities is not unconnected with the parallel failure to attain clarity 
of aim in the realm of formal education. We have suggested above 
what the strictly educational objects should be. Among them is the 
transformation of the Co-operative College into an organization for 
research as well as of teaching. Research is a formidable word in the 
ears of the public. But, properly understood, it denotes the precise 
opposite of dry-as-dust activities. True research is only performed 
where ideas come to birth and are encouraged to try themselves out, 
where novelties are canvassed and authority questioned. IT the College 
was the research institute of the movement, its atmosphere would be 
such that students, chosen originally by the societies as their most 
promising r~ts, would return to the societies with fresh notions 
and new inspirati<U1s. By this and other means, the influence of the 
College would radiate out over the movement; the aim would become 

. more clear, the inspiration would be renewed, and the existing enthu-
siasm would become better informed. The strictly educational work, 
retained by the movement in its own hands, would gain greatly in 
coherence and strength; the social activities, now hesitant, conventional 
and imitative, would become confident, purposeful and· creative. 

In the sphere of education we have had to record that, after many 
decades of much valuable achievement, the movement has reached 
a phase where the original impetus has worked itself out. A fresh 
start is required. We have now to note that the most recent new 
development has not h.een in one of the fields where, as must always 
happen in the case of institutions with lengthy histories, there has 
been some temporary stagnation, but in a totally new direction. The 
movement has gone into politics. As noticed earlier in this chapter, 
the pioneers wanted nothing more from the State than freedom to 
develop along their chosen path. As far as freedom to incorporate 
their organizations in appropriate forms was concerned, they obtained 
it with less delay than other movements, such as trade unions, have 
had to endure. Then for a number of decades the energies of co-opera-
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tors were expended in building up their. great trading enterprise. 
There was nothing to draw the movement as a whole into politics. 
The Women's Co-operative Guild, as explained in an earlier chapter, 
in addition to facilitating the discussion of co-operative problems, 
became an organization through which working-class housewives 
could express their views on problems of the day, especially those 
relating to women and the home. In this latter capacity the Guild 
took a definite line on such questions as divorce, and consequently 
took sides on general political issues. But the Guild could, not commit 
the movement, though, since the word "co-operative" found a place in 
the title of the Guild, its pronouncements were sometimes a cause of 
embarrassment to the movement. 

During the War measures were taken, especially in regard to the 
rationing of food, which, in the opinion of co-operators, discriminated 
against them. Attempts were made to tax the movement in a manner 
which was held by the courts to be illegal. This was followed by 
threats to discover an effective way of taxing the movement, and 
finally by the subjection of co-operative reserves to income tax. 
Latterly the operation of the marketing schemes has impeded the 
expansion of co-operative trading. All these moves came from the 
political right; furthermore, the Press of the right has indulged in a 
series of campaigns against the movement, and has not shrunk from 
making the most serious, though baseless, charges against it. The 
inevitable result has been to drive the movement to look for protection 
from the left; it would be difficult to find a better example of political 
lunacy than the deliberate antagonizing by the right of a very powerful 
movement, inherently evolutionary and a great stabilizing element in 
the community, especially at a time when the left was in any case 
toying with revolutionary ideas. 

It is easy to understand why the movement came to look to the 
Labour Party for support. It is not so easy to understand why the 
Co-operative Party should have been founded. There never was 
any prospect of the rise of an independent Co-operative Party to a, r 

position of any importance. In practice all that happens is that In' , 
a number of constituencies, by agreement with the Labour Party, 
candidatures are financed by the movement. The candidates are 
scarcely distinguishable from ordinary Labour candidates; if they 
were, they would not get Labour support and would have less chance 
of election. The consequence is that the movement is politically less 

1l 
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powerful than if it was officially out of politics, but prepared to advise 
its members to support those candidates who agreed most with the 
co-operative programme. For, as things are, the Labour Party is 
more or less assured of co-operative support, and need not bestir 
itself over co-operative grievances. Indeed, Labour Party policy is 
constructed with little or no reference to co-operative ideals or 
co-operative needs. 

The entry of the movement into politics as an appendage of the 
Labour Party seems thus to be poor tactics from the point of view 
of its interests as a trading organization. Its object is to draw in the 
whole community; it runs the danger of limiting its clientele to the 
members of one political party. But it runs the far more serious 
danger of losing its way in the realm of social ideals and of being led 
to abandon its own long-cherished principles of action. 

The "next and concluding chapter of this volume is devoted to some 
further discussion of co-operative aims and ideals, and to the prospect. 
of making progress towards them under present conditions. 



CHAPTER 2.9 

THE FUTURE OF CO-OPERATION 

THE result which would best respond to the hopes of the writers 
of this book would be that the reader who has read thus far might 
have shared in some measure their own experience. They began with 
one end in view-to lay bare the character and meaning of a great 
and complex movement of more than national significance, a move
ment which originated in the confused social aspirations of more than 
a century ago, and has evolved in our own day into an enterprise 
so vast and so varied in its structure as almost at first to defy descrip
tion or analysis. The task was begun without preconceptions. It was 
continued in a spirit of critical investigation. Gradually, as the move-

. ment took shape in this study, the tangled impressions of the earlier 
discussions gave place to a growing sense of order and pattern both 
in the historical evolution of the movement and in its present organiza
tion. The conviction grew that we were witnessing in this process of 
evolution the working out of a vitally significant principle of sociat 
and economic· action, so essentially right in relation both to 
the need of which it was born and to the forces to which it gave 
meaning and purpose, that neither external opposition nor its own 
confused advocacy and uncertain application could hinder the result. 
A false start, under the influence of utopian dreams, was but the 
occasion for a fresh beginning. The notion that men might combine 
instead of competing to satisfy their common wants inspired ordinary 
people to great achievements and led to the discovery of unexpected 
abilities. The resulting combination of ideal and action expressed 
itself in a variety of organic forms, some of which proved capable 
of survival, and others not. Once the most effective form was dis
covered, it grew and multiplied and adapted itself to changes in its 
environment and to its own changing needs. 

The ideal of universal co-operation could best embody itself in 
forms which involved no inherent conflict of interest. Thus the plan 
of co-operation among producers, which was exposed to the copflict 
of 'sectional interests, lost ground before the idea of co-operation 
among consumers for the satisfaction of their wants. The simple 
device of dividend on purchases offered at once a practical way of 

• 
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avoiding earlier difficulties and discussions about the destination of 
.• accumulated funds, a means of eliminating profit, a method of accu

mulating savings for the extension of co-operative enterprise, and 
a sovereign plan for creating the assured market upon which further 
growth depended. The loyalty and community of interest thus 
created made possible the whole system of democratic control, 
directed by· inspired and unselfish leadership, which makes the 
co-operative movement different from any other form of economic 
enterprise in the modem world. 

We have seen how, from the germ of the Rochdale plan, a rich 
growth of co-operative societies has spread over the land, first in the 
industrial centres, thence extending into rural and residential areas, 
adapting its forms to each new environment. This vigorous rami
fication must of itself have impressed the mind of the observer; but 
corresponding to this outward growth and giving increasing support 
and sustenance to the whole, the roots of the movement have struck 
more deeply and spread more widely. Federal ~dertakings for com
bined services, including wholesaling, banking, manufacturing, and 
social, educational and propaganda activities, have been formed as 
they were needed, the product of those same vital forces which brought 
the retail societies into being. It is an arresting thought that the simple 
plan upon which a modest grocery store was founded nearly a hun
dred years ago has' sufficed f6r the subsequent organization of the 
whole of this vast undertaking, and that the principles which guided 
the pioneers in the conduct of their business are, in essentials, the 
same as those which govern each unit of co-operative enterprise to-day, 
from the village co-operative store with a few hundred members to 

. the great multi-plant undertakings of the two wholesale societies. 
To have become aware of the dynamic character of this great 

enterprise, of the size and complexity of its achievement, and at the 
same time of the creative simplicity of the principles on which it is 
founded, is the experience which the writers hope to have shared 
with those who read these pages. But they will have failed in their 
main task if they have succeeded merely in inducing complacent 
admiration. For they themselves are left, not merely with a sense of 
incalculable possibilities, but also with a feeling of doubt as to how 
far at the present time these possibilities are realized within the move
ment itself. There is in the history of every great movement such 
as this a danger of stagnation after a period of vigorous expansion. 
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The strength of the original impetus may grow less if, in the very 
profusion of growth, consciousness of purpose is diminished or lost. 
Size and complexity may pecome dangers in themselves if there is no 
corresponding increase in directive energy or in the general appre
ciation of ends. Growth then becomes haphazard; energies are divided 
or dissipated in ineffective action; there is no common mind on vital 
issues; and uncertainty leads finally to inaction and decay. It seems 
necessary, therefore, at this point, to attempt some restatement of 
the principles of Co-operation, as they have emerged in the course 
of this survey, and then to consider how far, in the light of present 
trends, the movement seems capable of realizing these principles in 
practice and of maintaining its progress in the future. 

§ I. ne Pritu:iplu ojCtHJperanve Enterprise 

One of the weaknesses of the co-operative movement in this country 
is its failure to evolve any clear-cut theory of co-operation to set 
against or even to supplement other accepted principles of economic 
and social organization. The modern movement has not produced 
an authoritative literature of its own. It has thrown up no great 
thinkers or teachers. It is therefore inarticulate when it tries to explain 
itself, and either seeks refuge in an obsolete utopian phraseology or 
finds comfort in columns of statistics!Yet this is not for want of inspi
ration from the past, or due to any lack of continuity between the past 
and the present. The fundamental principles with which the movement 
began remain unchanged to-day; but they needed to be worked out in 
the light of practice and in relation to changing conditions. Far from 
there having been any attempt to do this, they have been allowed 
quiedy to slip into the background, or to remain as a kind of religious . 
fervour among the few. This failure to work out a new and purposive 
idealism, capable of influencing action and policy,' has heen in no 
sense deliberate. It has been one of the penalties of growth. As the 
scale of operations grew larger, the available energies of the movement 
were absorbed in business activities. These came to be of importance 
for their own sake, and their ultimate meaning tended to be lost. The 
task of reviving the earlier sense of purpose and of directing it to 
the solution of the problems of co-operative development in the 
future is becoming more and more urgent. 

This is not to suggest that the movement must lose itself once 
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more in ,a maze of utopian theorizing; but "it must become clear as 
to its purpose. It must lay down the principles which differentiate 
it from ordinary capitalist enterprise. It must decide what is to be 
the scope of its operations and influence, both in the economic and 
in the political sphere; and it must work out the principles of future 
expansion and the forms which will most favour the achievement 
of its ends. It is essential, in any attempt to give meaning to Co
operation or to envisage its future place in the life of the community, 
to define its present character and, in the process of doing this, to 
lay bare the general principles which may serve as guide-posts when 
there are further advances to be made or obstacles to be overcome. 

In the first place, Co-operation is itself a complete system of 
economic organization, arising out of a direct interest of associated 
consumers in the goods and services which they require for the 
satisfaction of their wants. In this it is opposed to a system of organi
zation which achieves the satisfaction of wants indirectly and only 
to the extent to which profits are yielded in the process. It is clear 
that there must be opposition of interest between the co-operative 
system; which aims at the elimination of profits, and a competing 
system of supply, the mainspring of which is the profit motive. 

Co-operation differs fundamentally from the capitalist system of 
organization, which pUlS the interests of producers in the forefront. 
All are consumers, from the cradle to the grave, though most people, 
it is true, are producers also. But d?roduction misses its true purpose 
unless it is CIirected to the fullest possible satisfaction of the wants 
of consumers, and therefore the consumer interest should predomi
nate:) Experience shows plainly enough that, under the capitalist 
system, producers may, by achieving monopoly of supply, or through 
selling agreements, raise prices against consumers, or that they may, 
by th~ power of advertisement, deliberately persuade cQnsumers that 

t 
their interests are other than they are. Thus there is a standing temp
tation to seCti.onal and unjustifiable gain. The co-operative system 
offers a way of escape from this danger. 

If this conclusion is accepted, it is possible to deduce another. 
Co-operation stands for the control by the general body of con- . 
sumers of those economic activities which are directed to the satis
faction of their wants, and must be opposed to control by sectional 
interests. The starting-point of the co-operative system is the con
sumer and consumers' wants, not the producer and the desire for 
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gain. As between different bodies of producers organized for gain, 
there is diversity of interest. Each wishes to sell as dearly as possible, 
whether they have goods or labour to sell, and to buy the products 
or services of others as cheaply as possible. It is usual to say that 
our interests as consumers, on the other hand, are identical. Although 
this is not altogether true in a society which is divided into rich and 
poor, it is broadly true of the large body of consumers organized 
in the present co-operative movement; and it would become in
creasingly true as Co-operation succeeded in eliminating profit over 
a widening portion of the field. The significance of the undifferentiated 
consumer basis of co-operative enterprise has not been fully realized. 
So long as the consumers are making goods for, and selling them to, 
themselves, any attempt to save costs by lowering quality, or by 
reducing the remuneration of the main body of consumers in their 
capacity as wage-earners, becomes merely nonsensical. Moreover, 
informed consumers who undertake to satisfy their own wants 
co-operatively will be interested only in the commodities and services 
which they need, and will have no interest in artificially stimulating 
a demand for "goods" which do not contribute to better living. @. 
completely co-~perative system of production and distribution of 
consumers' goods would thus represent an enormous economy of 
effort, even if ~ere were no saving of costs i~. the actual production 
of commoditi~ ~.; 

This leads to the statement of a further essential characteristic of 
Co-operation. Because of the economies inherent in the co-operative 
system1 it must theoretically have a continuous capacity for expansion. 
The economy of effort which arises from the possibility of relating 
production direcdy to wants has already been mentioned. But further 
than that, the larger the body of organized consumers, the greater 
the benefit which each derives from the system and the greater the 
capital resources which can be set aside for further expansion. Between 
different producer interests there must be competition and wasteful 
friction; this leads to monopoly and the restriction of the gain to 
fewer people. Co-operation, on the other hand, seeks t'o bring in the 
largest possible number of consumers to share in the increasing benefit 
of the common enterprise. Thus if the movement were clear as to 
its principles and aims, and were planned and directed on right lines, 
it would ultimately supersede a system which operates only with 

I See Chapters 22 and 2. J. 
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recurring friction, which involves wasteful methods both of pro
ductionand of consumption, and which tends to break down in 
periodic crises. 

It is not sufficient, however, to establish the existence of an 
inherent tendency towards progressive expansion. Expansion itself, 
in the co-operative system, follows certain laws; and if these are not 
understood, or if obstacles are placed in the way of their operation, 
the tendency may be inhibited. The history of Co-operation in this 
country indicates the way in which expansion tends to take place. 
The first and most obvious form may be described as "horizontal", 
and it operates in two main ways. In the first place, more and more 
consumers are brought into the movement, and its resources and 
influence thereby automatically increase; and in the second place, the 
range of commodities with which it is concerned is progressively 
extended, and the proportionate co-operative buying of existing 
members increases. These two aspects of expansion are, of course, 
complementary. The tendency is always to begin with commodities 
in daily demand by everybody; then, as bumbers grow, it is possible 
to supply those goods which, while they are in general demand, are 
required at less frequent intervals; and finally, with a further increase 
in numbers, it is possible to meet the need for commodities and 
services which are more individual in their appeal and need greater 
variety and initiative in their production and handling. The extremes 
of this range are groceries, bread and milk at one end, and artistic 
products, dentistry, pharmacy, etc., at the other. 

Another and perhaps even more significant aspect of co-operative 
expansion is that which may be described as "vertical". This is con
cerned, not with the range and volume of commodities, but with the 
range of intermediate activities. The attempt to provide commodities 
for the use of a known and increasing body of consumers leads from 
retail dealing to wholesale dealing, and from that to manufacture, and 
finally to the provision of raw materials for manufacture. Here also 
there are certain well-marked lines of progress, from the manufacture 
of standardized commodities in general and day-to-day use, to the 
production of commodities which involve greater difficulty and 
variety of provision and less Continuous demand. Production direct 
from the soil is difficult to place, since it is concerned both with 
foodstuffs and with the raw materials of manufacture. It appears early 
in time, but it has not yet gone very far in relation to the total need. 
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The problem of the co-operative organization of farming and other·· 
"extractive" industries is one which has still to he solved by the 
movement, in spite of some promising experiments which have already 
been made, such as the agreements which exist between certain retail 
societies and neighbouring farmers and small-holders. 

The next task is to discovf(r how far these principles and tendencies 
are operating in the movement to-day, and what promise there is for 
the future. 

§ 2. Present Trends and Future PossiDilities 

It is'difficult to avoid the conclusion that the growth of co-operative 
enterprise has been accompanied by some blurring of the features 
which distinguish it from competitive private enterprise. As stores 
or branches have been established in areas where spontaneous Co..; 
operation is non-existent or weak, and as existing societies have 
outgrown their keen nucleus of co-operative ent;husiasts, they have 
tended to become more' and more like any other big business and to 
adopt the same criteria of success. This tendency away from the 
original co-operative character has been accentuated by the need, 
with increase in size, for placing more and more control and direc
tion in the hands of permanent business officials, although this is, 
of course, partiy a result as well as a cause. The essential antithesis 
between a closed co-operative system which produces goods and 
services for, and distributes them to, its own membership, under their 
ultimate direction and control, and a system which separates the 
producer. from the consumer and produces only in response to the 
stimulus of profit, tends to be lost. The surplus which arises at dif
ferent stages in co-operative production and distribution, and is dis
tributed in the form of dividend, should be incidental to the whole 
plan. Instead of that, it is tending to become an oDject of co-operative 
trading, as it is in private enterprise, with the added danger that, 
given an assured membership, it may be artificially created through 
higher prices, instead of arising as a genuine surplus. This represents 
a perversion of co-operative principles. 

But this "profit-mindedness'" goes further. Often enough, when 
the co-operative movement should be actively opposing private vested 
interests, it appears to be sharing advantages with them, even to the 
extent of making terms with monopoly and accepting a position of 

a* 
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economic dependence. If Co-operation is to survive as a distinctive 
movement, the essential opposition between the co-operative system 
and the system of production fot profit must be made clear, both 
to the officials and to the membership, and the movement as a whole 
must be prepared for a long and perhaps bitter struggle against re
strictive and monopolistic tendencies which are manifesting them
selves within the capitalist system. No great movement ever succeeded 
in the long run by taking the line of least resistance. But if the co
operative movement is to be guided, not by considerations of 
expediency but by definite principles which are proper to itself, 
these must be made clear to its members, who must become increas
ingly aware of the issues which they as a body are called upon to 
face. How far is the present disposition of the movement such as 
to make this task a possible one? This leads to a consideration of the 
extent to which another of the great principles of Co-operation, that 
of democratic consumers' control, finds its expression in present 
practice. 

We have found reason to question1 the ordinary, popular con
ception of democratic control, the notion that all or at least a con
siderable majority of the members of a movement which claims to 
be democratically governed must be actively participating in the 
management of its various activities. We have seen that it is sufficient 
if a representative section of the membership are aware of the issues 
to be decided and are prepared to be vocal in criticism and active 
in service, so long as those who are actually charged with the tasks 
of administration and control are sensitive to the will of the general 
body of members. Much of the criticism levelled at the movement 
on the ground that a large proportion of the memberS are merely 
passive and take no share in its deliberations or activities thus falls 
to the ground. But even with this re-interpretation of the require
ments of democracy, there is reason to believe that the present trend 
of the co-operative. movement is away from its original democratic 
character, and that there may be a corresponding decline of sensitive
ness on the part of the leaders to the needs of the general body of 
consumers. The number of active and informed members is too small 
in view of the growth in total numbers and in the range of activities. 
Many of the new regional societies with widely extended areas seem 
to have preserved little of the original spirit of the movement, except 

1 Chapters 16 to 19 •. 
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among the comparatively few members who are in touch with the 
administrative centre; and there is some danger also that the 
recent development of branches controlled directly by the whole
sales, however necessary it may be for Qther reasons, may further 
weaken the democratic character of the movement, unless some new 
democratic machinery can be added to that which depends upon local 
autonomy. 

Here again, the future of Co-operation as a distinctive system of 
economic organization is threatened by a departure from fundamental 
principles. The weakening of democratic control affects the quality 
of the leadership; the sense of direction is lost; and the way is opened 
to control by powerfully organized sectional interests within the 
movement. There is no reason to believe that'the qualities upon which 
democratic institutions in this country were built are less prevalent 
than they were; or that they are present in greater profusion in the 
older centres of Co-operation than in the newer; or that they are 
the monopoly of any class or age-group. If they are less in evidence 
in the co-operative movement as a whole than they were, the fault 
lies in the failure to adjust organization to the increased size and 
complexity of the movement, and in the failure to keep pace, in 
education and propaganda, with the needs of a rapidly growing 
membership. These are defects which caiJ. and must be reme4ied if 
the future of Co-operation is to be made secure. 

It will be necessary to return to these problems in the section of 
this chapter which follows. In the meantime, we shall have tQ examine 
existing trends in relation to the principles of expansion already 
discussed.· It is obvious that the character and organization of the 
movement, and the quality and loyalty of the membership, will be 
profoundly influenced by the way in 'which that expansion takes 
place. 

We have seen that there is, in the co-operative system, an innate 
tendency to expand. Continuous expansion is, in fact, a test of the 
extent to which' co-operative trading principles are being efficiently 
applied. There is no doubt that, during the greater part of the history 
of the movement, expansion has, in fact, been taking place rapidly; 
but it is possible at present to exaggerate its extent. Co-operative 
trading may increase absolutely while its relative position remains the 
same. Expansion relative to other forms of trading means an increase 
which is more than proportionate to the growth in population and to 
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the rise in standards of living. If this and the increase in prices are 
taken into consideration, the growth in co-operative retail trade in 

• recent years is less spectacular than it appears at first sight. However 
this may be, we are certainly justified in concluding that its full 
capacity for expansion has not been realized. And since, as has been 
shown in previous chapters, the co-operative system 'Possesses un
doubted economic advantages over rival methods, the fault must lie 
once more in failure to understand the principles underlying the 
system, and in defects of organization and propaganda. Development 
of the whole system must be purposive, not merely opportunist. An 
effective increase in co-operative membership, and in the co-operative 
trading of members, cannot be secured by the ordinary methods of 
business advertising, even if these were more effectively used than 
they are. It can only be achieved by spreading a knowledge of co
operative principles and aims, and by a logical development of the 
capacity of the movement to satisfy, in the most efficient manner 
possible, and to an increasing extent by means of its own resources, 
more and more of the wants of a growing body of members. 

So far, Co-operation has appealed mainly to the superior sections 
of the working-class. It has made less appeal to the poorer sections 
of the 'community, and not very much to the main body of middle
class con!;umers. If the movement is to preserve its sense of social 
pUrpose, it must adapt itself particularly to the needs of the former. 
It is obviously vitally concerned in the problem of poverty among 
large numbers of consUmers, and in that sense, as well as in its 
opposition to profits, it links on to the Labour Movement as a whole. 
It could do much to arouse to social consciousness large numbers 
of those who, through stress of circumstance, are incapable of helping 
themselves and remain a drag on social progress. How far the move-

. ment can, at the same time, appeal to the upper levels of middle-class 
. • demand, wi~out losing its democratic, working-class character, is 
. a matter for consideration. In so far as the attempt to meet that 

demand induces a general levelling-up in the quality and taste of 
co-operative supply, for the benefit of the members as a whole, it 
will be all to the good. But any such attempt must be directed by 
considered policy, not merely by the desire to capture a lucrative 
trade, perhaps at the expense of the essential aims of co-operative 
effort. 

Various difficulties have emerged in this survey of present trends 
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in the light of the principles of Co-operation. The time has now come 
to consider these difficulties more specifically, and the means by which 
they may be overcome. 

§ 3. ODstacl~ to the Real;"ation of Co-operative Aims 

The position which we have now reached is that, inherently, there 
is nothing to prevent the expansion of co-operative enterprise until 
it embraces a wide range of activities leading to the satisfaction of 
the primary wants of all consumers, including not merely the dis
tribution of a great variety of commodities and services, but also 
the intermediate activities, from the extraction of the raw materials 
to the final stage of consumption. A complete system of Co-operation 
would be large enough also to produce its own capital goods
machinery, buildings, transport vehicles and the like-upon which 
the output of consumption goods depends. Co-operative retail trading 
would then become only the final stage of a great, self-contained 
system of direct production for the satisfaction of the known, wants 
of consumers. Not only is there no reason why this should not happen; 
actually, the inherent superiority of the co-operative system, which 
has been clearly demonstrated in this book, should make it inevitable. 
Yet there is no evidence of a realization of these possibilitieS; iJlere is 
an apparent falling off in the sense' of social purpose in the move
ment as a whole; and the movement has also lagged far behind in 
the task of making itself independent of private production and in 
new enterprise generally. There are obviously certain hindrances 
which are obstructing the tendency to expansion. These fall into two 
main categories: those which are internal to the movement itself, 
and those which are external to it. The former may be considered 
first. • 

(a) Defects of Organ;,.ation.-In the early days of thltmovement,: 
and down to recent ,times, co-operative organization led the way in 
distributive efficiency. Success came with the realization of the possi
bilities of effective local organization, based on the compact urban 
community. When 'towns became the centres of regions, these nuclei 
spread outward, and the result is now an irregular pattern of autono
mous societies, sometimes overlapping, sometimes leaving gaps. The 
intense community feeling for which the earlier forms provided an 
effective channel is weakened, and little attempt has been made to 
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create that wider co-operative consciousness which is needed in the 
new situation, or to devise new channels for its expression. Mean
while, these narrow local divisions are rapidly breaking down; the 
most successful capitalist enterprises to-day are conceived and 
organized on a national basis under single national control. The 
problem of the co-operative movement now is to secure the same 
unified direction, without destroying its democratic character or losing 
anything of its distinctive features. 

This is important from the standpoint of technical efficiency, 
especially in view of the growth of co-operative production on a 
national basis. But effective technical direction is not the only thing. 
Broad lines of policy become more important as the movement in
creases in size and becomes conscious of wider social aims. The present 
organization actually now prevents the growth of a more effective 
democracy, capable at least of shaping policy and of laying down 
the main lines of advance. A movement which consists of a large 
number of completely autonomous units, subject to no unifying 
authority, bound to no common policy even as trading units, their 
only opportunity of discussing authoritatively those matters which 
affect the general interests an annual Congress with an overweighted 
pro~e, cannot effectively work out a common will or apply 
that common will to the prosecution of its aims. The Co-operative 
Union, focusing certain of the activities which are common to all 
of the societies, might, by propaganda methods, do more than it 
does to unify co-operative sentiment and to encourage the develop
ment of common purposes throughout the movement. It cannot, 
however, be really effective with its present organization, and it has 
no power to impose its authority on the individual societies. The 
C.W.S. Board is equally unable to give the necessary lead since it also 
is without authority in relation to the societies, and the S.C.W.S. is in 
the same position. The absence of any central directive authority is an 
undoubted source of weakness. 

The absence of unity and 'of a common policy is shown 1>y the fact 
that, in 1936,out of 1,777 societies included in the Co-operative Union, 
only 526 were members of the International Co-operative Alliance, 
671 only were associated as shareholders in the Co-operative Press, 
only 144 were participating in the collective advertising scheme, and 
489 only were affiliated to the Co-operative Party.l It might be added 

1 Mr. George Riddle, Presidential Address, Co-operative Congress, 1936. 
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that there is no such thing as a national co-operative membership 
and that the member of one society buys from another society as ~ 
stranger. 

The urgent need to-day is for the creation of a unified central 
authority for the co-operative movement as a whole, answerable to 
a united co-operative democracy, capable at once of providing for 
the effectiv~ control of the whole system, and of mobilizing opinion 
and representing the co-operative movement to the outside world. 
Although this is not the place to work out the details, it is not 
impossible to conceive of an elected co-operative parliament, which 
would meet often enough and with sufficiently long sessions to deal 
adequately with large CJ1,lestions of policy, electing in its turn a 
"cabinet" which would be the central executive authority of the 
movement. The local societies would preserve their autonomy in 
local matters, but would have to be subject in aU matters affecting 
the common interest to the central authority which they themselves 
helped to elect. Elections would have to be So planned as not to place 
the control in the hands of a few large societies. The co-operative 
parliament, if it was to be effective as the directing authority, would 
have to be given definite powers and a large measure of control 
over central finance. A body of this kind, representing. ~d con
trolling an expanding co-operative economic system, would become 
one of the most powerful influences in the State, capable of directing 
economic policy so as to ensure the widest distribution of those 
benefits which modem civilization and the modem technique of 
production should enable all to enjoy. 

There is, however, another limitation which, even more than 
imperfect organization, is likely to impose a check on the further 
growth of co-operation, and is indeed one of the most serious 
obstacles in the way of all democratic progress. .' 

(!J) Defects of Leaderslzip.-It is not intended here to level criticism 
against those who have been charged with the difficult task of directing 
co-operative enterprise, whether nationally or locally. They are the. 
product of the movement and have had to work within the limitations 
imposed by the existing structure. Through defects of recruitment,! 
too much has been imposed upon too few people. The movement 
has never attached sufficient importance to the use of trained ability 
on a scale commensurate with the size and complexity of its opera-

1 See Chapter 190 
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tions. Moreover, opportunities' of leadership are not easily found in 
an organization so lacking in homogeneity and in central direction. 
Improvements in organization would undoubtedly make the existing 
leadership more effective. 

Nevertheless, the problem of personnel is urgent. The possibilities 
of growth in any system are limited by the amount of ability at its 
disposal. The present trend of capitalist enterprise is to lay great 
stress upon high technical ability at the top and to reduce labour at 
the bottom to a routine. It is against the traditions and sentiments 
of the co-operative movement both to offer high monetary rewards 
to scarce abilities and to accept the regimentation of labour which 
advanced technical knowledge makes possible. Its choice of leaders 
tends to be limited to those people who have the necessary abilities 
and are, at the same time, so imbued with the spirit of service 
that they are willing to sacrifice greater gain in the monetary sense 
in order to serve a cause. The supply of people of this kind is at 
present seriously limited; and the buying up and monopolizing of 
scarce abilities by capitalist enterprise may become a grave menace 
to the future progress of Co-operation. Moreover, the urge to serve 
the cause of Co-operation is not helped by the failure to make its 
aims clear. 

The remedy for the shortage of the higher grades of ability lies 
obviously in the direction of making them less scarce. The co-opera
tive movement has a direct interest in increasing the State provision 
of education, so that opportunities of higher education might be 
open to all. So far, it has failed even to use the trained ability which 
is made available for it by the present educational system. Even the 
advantages of secondary education have not been realized; and 
recruitment from the Universities is almost unknown. The sons and 
daughters of working-men who go to the Universities, and the 
growing number of adult working men and women who are now 
given the same opportunity of University training, can find no outlet 
for their abilities in the service of Co-operation. Is it not time that 
the co-operative movement opened its eyes to what the rest of the 
world is doing? 

But the movement must also develop its own educational system 
with a breadth of vision which has been lacking in the past. Instead 
of paying exorbitantly in order to gain or retain an inadequate share 
of scarce abilities of leadership (and there are signs of the adoption 
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of that policy in some of the larger societies), it should use its funds 
more widely to make these abilities less scarce in relation to its own 
peculiar needs. The co-operative movement has in this a function 
to perform which cannot at present be taken over by the State: it 
has to educate a new type of individual with a new conception of 
service. His training must be related to the aims of Co-operation in 
the widest sense. He needs much more than mere technical ability: 
he must be constantly aware of the end!J which Co-operation exists 
to serve and of the means by which they may be achieved. This 
need for the training of "political" as dis,tinct from purely technical 
abilities is not, of course, confined to the full-time personnel of the 
movement. It applies also to those who are giving voluntary 
service to Co-operation. We cannot too strongly urge the need 
for raising co-operative education to a much higher level, if the 
quality of service and leadership is to be equal to the claims imposed 
upon it. 

(c) Deflcts of Education ana propaganJa.-One aspect of the need 
for a developed system of co-operative education has been referred 
to in the previous section.1 There is a more. important aspect still. 
The need for a clear perception of aims has become urgent in view 
of the changed, character of the movement and the necessity for 
re-creating in its members a sense of unity and purpose on a national 
or even an international basis, as opposed· to the local group-con
sciousness of the early days. It was easy to perceive' the significance 
of co-operative effort when it was limited to comparatively· small 
groups already united by common bonds of locality and employ
ment. The need for loyalty to the local store was easily understood. 
With the growth in size and the multiplication of branches, co
operative shops now appear to a great majority of the large body of 
members as convenient shopping places, not as part of a movement 
in which they are vitally concerned. Yet, as we have seen, a high 
degree of co-operative loyalty is a necessary condition of future 
advance, and it becomes more difficult to ensure this as rival methods 
of trading and propaganda become more efficient. For the co-opera
tive movement merely to imitate capitalist methods of advertising 
would be to sacrifice one of its greatest economies; and it would 
not make co-operators in any real sense. The propaganda of ideas 
is more important for the future oCCo-operation than the propaganda 

1 See also Chapter 28, p. 510. 
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of trade goods. Given a wide appreciation of the benefits and aims 
of Co-operation, together with a high level of efficiency in production, 
and co-operative goods will sell themselves. The education of mem
bers as co-operative consumers will not only unite them into a con
scious national body, but will also make possible a rationalization 
of the whole co-operative system; and to educate them in the ideals 
of the movement will bind the whole membership into an effective 
force for the realization of co-operative aims. 

To create a worthy co-operative service of education and propa
ganda is thus one of the essential needs of the movement at the present 
time. It is as necessary to the co-operative commonwealth as it is 
to the political state. The task needs vision and high intellectual 
endeavour. It needs men who are capable of creative thought; it 
needs those who can teach and write and inspire; it needs a centre 
of inspiration and research equal in quality to the post-graduate 
schools of Universities, but moved by the spirit which actuated Owen 
and the early pioneers. This task of education and propaganda cannot 
be left to local initiative, although local initiative should be used 
whenever possible. It is worthy of the best energies and abilities 
which the movement as a whole can devote to it. 

(d) External Hindrances.-As the movement becomes more pur
posive and more conscious of itself, the essential conflict between 
the co-operative system of economic organization and its rivals will 
become more apparent. It is not intended to suggest that there can 
be no compromise with any other form of economic organization. 
,The possibility of mapping out the ground as between municipal 
and state enterprise and the co-operative system must be clearly 
envisaged; and there are certain forms of capitalist enterprise which 
are coming more and more to be organized as public utilities, and 
in which the profit motive is less and less in evidence. But Co-opera
tion, by its very nature, finds itself in conflict with the most aggressive 
and most strongly entrenched forces of private enterprise-those 
which depend for their existence upon exploitation of the consumer. 
In so far as Co-operation aims at the rationalization of consumption 
and the abolition of private profit in the satisfaction of consumers' 
wants, it cuts the ground from under the feet of powerful vested 
interests. However much the movement may desire to live at peace 
with the rest of the economic world, it will not be allowed to do so, 
unless it is prepared to accept definite limits to its activities. Attempts 
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will be made, as they have already been made, to use the power of 
the State and of the Press to check the further growth of the move
ment. Co-operation must he prepared to meet the challenge. 

There will be wide differences of opinion as to the way in which 
this challenge should be met. Because the rival interests had the ear 
of Parliament, and the interests of Co-operation seemed to be 
threatened by Government action, the movement decided to enter 
the political arena. It was felt that the existing Labour Party, which 
seemed the natural ally of the co-operative movement against the 
opposing capitalist interests, did not express the co-operative view 
of the economic system, and it was decided, therefore, to form a 
separate political party. But since there was no clear understanding 
of objectives, and since the politically conscious members of the 
movement were already engaged in the Labour interest, and others 
were opposed to any possible form of political activity, the result 
was to confuse the issue. Co-operation can only become an effective 
political force when it has made up its mind as to what it wants; 
and it can only act if it can carry its membership with it. 

It would be a mistake, in any case, to suppose that the future of 
Co-operation could be secured merely by changing the complexion 
of the House of Commons. The only way ultimately to overcome 
the opposing interests is the way of greater efficiency; and in achieving 
that, the movement will acquire political power. There is also the 
possibility of dividing the opposing forces. Co-operation--need not, 
and indeed cannot, aim at eliminating every kind of private enter
prise~ It can, for a long time to come, work amicably with those 
undertakings in which professional excellence and public service are 
more important than soaring profits. Its vast resources, inadeqUately 
used as we have seen, would enable it at feast to share in the control 
of such enterprises. Moreover, many of the smaller entrepreneurs 
like farmers and other specialist producers, are threatened equally 
with Co-operation by the growth of monopoly interests and they 
would be better off working for an enlarged consumers' co-operative 
movement. Examples of this are already to be found in the production 
of fruit and vegetables and, at the other extreme, wireless sets, for 
co-operative consumption. 
The greatest danger at the present time arises from the tendency 
to State intervention on the side of large producer interests. The 
extension of Co-operation depends upon its ability to conquer more 
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and more of the territory at present occupied by private enterprise. 
The present policy of Marketing Boards and quota systems, supported 
by protective tariffs, aims at a delimitation of territories and must 
lead to a "walling-in" of the co-operative movement. Capitalism has 
entered upon a new, restrictive phase, in which the attempt is made 
to prevent the establishment of .new competitive businesses and to 
limit the expansion of existing concerns at the expense of their 
competitors. If this policy were allowed to establish itself securely, 
the way to co-operative expansion' would be closed. The co-operative 
movement would be forced to enter one capitalist ring after another, 
and to accept quotaS based upon existing outputs, thereby for
going the pght to expand except in the same ratio as its capitalist 
rivals. If that position were reached, the co-operative movement 
would have been effectively absorbed into the capitalist system. The 
movement must mobilize its forces in opposition to this growing 
policy of restriction. It must do this in its own interest; for so long 
as these restrictions remain and are fostered by the State, the future 
progress of Co-operation is jeopardized. It must also attack this policy 
in the interest of the general body of consumers; for Co-operation 
stands to-day as the only potential political force for the protection 
of consumer interests.1 

There is another important reason for opposition to the policy 
of restriction. The realization of the aims of Co-operation in the 
future depends on the freest possible movement of commodities across 
national boundaries. The growth of Co-operation in other countries 
and the system of exchange between the British wholesales and 
similar organizations abroad, provide the basis for a rational system 
of international trade, free from the dangers which arise when trading 
is regarded as mutual exploitation and is made to serve the interests 
of rival imperialisms. Everything that has been said about Co-opera
tion nationally applies equally to Co-operation internationally. Cer
tain vested private interests stand to lose by freer international trading 
relations, which are nevertheless advantageous to the community as 
a whole. Co-operation can only gain by expansion, both nationally 
and internationally. If the movement could make this position clear, 
it might increase its own political influence enormously and at the 
same time serve as one of the most powerful factors in the cause of 
international peace and understanding. 

1 C£ G. D.IL Cole, "Producers' Control", Paopk'$ Year BooJ:, 1936. 
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There is no doubt that political influences represent an obstacle 
to the realization of co-operative aims which must be overcome. 
We have already expressed doubts as to whether the attempt to 
form a sep~te political party, before there was ll.DY agreed co
operative policy accepted by a united membership, was the right way 
of meeting this difficulty. The alteI\lative, when political action was 
necessary, was to work with one or more of the existing political 
parties, . and that, in practice, meant working with the Labour Party. 
Whether there can be any permanent politicq} alliance between 
Co-operation and Labour will depend on the future trend of Labour 
policy. It has already been suggested that the co-operative movement 
must be opposed in principle to every form of economic control or 
political organization based upon sectional producer interests, whether 
on the side of capital or on the side of labour. The form of socialism 
which is based upon the principle of workers' control is just as much 
opposed to the co-operative ideal of society as is the existing system 
of capitalist control. This has not yet been clecJly understood. The 
conflict of ideals within the labour movement must, in the interests 
of clear thinking, be made conscious. In theory, the opposing views 
cannot be reconciled. But it may be possible, in a practical and imper
fect world, to secure some balance between them. 

§ 4. Conclusion 

This book stops short of prophecy. It has been considered sufficient 
to trace the processes of growth; to describe the form and character 
of co-operative enterprise and the principles on which it is based, 
both in its economic 'and in its social and political aspects; and to 
discuss present trends and the obstacles in the way of future expan
sion. In the proces!.' of doing this, certain weaknesses have been 
exposed; but no one could conclude this study without realizing the 
enormous possibilities which have also been revealed. It is for others, 
inspired, it is hoped, by the results of this investigatiori, to work 
out in practice what the future of the co-operative movement is to 
be-either a reasonably efficient large-scale business aggregation, or 
a new system of economic organization gradually replacing the old. 
In the first aspect, it has to compete with. other efficient national 
enterprises in its own field; in the second, with other plans for social 
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reorganization. From either point of view: it must know how it 
stands, and the conditions of success must be made clear. 

There is this to be said, finally, for the wider possibilities of 
Co-operation:' it is the only alternative scheme of economic organiza
tion actually in existence in this country, and the only attempt at 
general economic planning on a large scale. It has achieved its present 
scope and dimensions without sacrificing anything of the principle 
of voluntarism. It may, therefore, be regarded as the possible 
middle way between laisser faire liberalism and rigid planning on 
a compulsory basis, and in this aspect it has a strong claim to the 
allegiance of all those who believe that some form of economic 
planning is necessary, in the interests of order and justice, but who 
dislike the element of coercion in other systems which are offered 
for their approval. 
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ApPENDIX I 

SHOWING THE PROGRESSIVE DEVELOPMENT OF C.W.S. PRODUCTIONS FOR THE YEARS 187). 1874 

AND 1875. AND THEN'AT QUINQUENNIAL HALTS TO JANUARY 1936: GROSS VAL~ OF SUPPLmS 

YBAIl BIIDIID: 

Industry 
January 187. January 1875 January 1876 December 1880 December 1885 December 1890 

.. 
£ £ £ £ £ £ 

BlJCUIts, etc. .. .. .. .. . . (II) 2,987 13,189 13,664 19,155 31,480 51,916 
Soap, etc. .. .. .. .. .. - (6) ',099 9,264 11,733 1',911: 28,456 
Woollen .. .. .. . . - - - - - 13,069 
Clothing •• .. .. .. .. - - - - - 6,203 
Boot and Shoe .. .. .. . . (II) 3,42' 29,456 53,686 87,717 132,130 '41,633 . 

Total .. .. .. . . .. (II) 6,409 44,744 76,614 118,604 171,,521 341,'" 

(II) One quarter'. trade only. (6) Six month.' trade oo1y. 

« 

\'BAa SHDBD: 

Industry 
December December December December December December December January January> 

1895 1900 1905 1910 1915 1920 1925 1931 1936 

£ £ £ 1~,677 {. {. £ £ {. 
BlJCUIts, etc. • • .. .. .. . . 100,2.54 131,493 164,208 .64,758 84',473 585,939 7'5,465 706,491 
Preoerv .. , etc ••• .. .. " . . - 163,92, 061,687 "3.91. 591.7°3 ',603.6.6 1.36 •• 366 1,32',426 1,.546,020 
Glue.. .. .. .. . . - - - - '- 42,620 28,024 69,1°4 194.993 
Soap,etc. .. .. .. .. .. .Jt~~a '78.933 458.946 924.809 1.449.698 4.076.499 2,230,712 2,613,023 -.005.979 
JIloux and Provender •• .. .. .. 679.489 1,124,044 ..899,56. 7.1?S.385 12,906,612 11,040.50 5 8.304.841 8,003,660 

'" ... 
'" 



Tobacco " 
LaId .. .. 
Margarine, etc. 
Oil and Cake •• 
Printing, etc. •• 

Rope and Twine .. .. .. .. 
~1Iiery .. .. .. .. .. 
Bacou,etc. .. .. •• .. .. 
Butter.. .. .. .. .. .. 
Drug, Confectlonery, and Grocery Packing •• 

Calming •• 
Milk Producta • • • • • • 
Miscellaneous Grocery, etc ••• 
Flannel, Blrmketa. etc. • • 
Hosiery .. .. .. 

Corset, etc. • ._ 
Shirt.. .. 
Mantle.. .. 
Belmont Gannont 
Quilt.. .. 

Woollen 
FeIImoDgery. etc. 
Cotton •• 
Clotbing •• 
'Boot and Shoe 

Tanneries .. .. .. 
Cabinet and Bedding. • • • 
Brush and Mat • • • • 
lronworkl •• .• •• 
Bucket, Fender and Electrical 

Tinplate, etc. •• • • 
Paint, etc. ~ • • . 
Pottery ... .. 
Cycle.. .. . r 
Aluminium and Cutlery , 

Total 

35,717 
3'4,'78 

10,086 

471,126 
go,647 

:&1,620 
x22,648 
511,658 

690.930 
128,516 

'5,188 
85,642 

29,'" 
96,139 

,1,908 

98""4 
145,181 
541,573 

61,062 
29,003 
17,254 
'3,567 

6,srl 

49,943 
199,373 

108,285 
242,858 
865,586 

,93,173 
43,529 
32 , 189 
41,122 

145,455 

80,493 

:114,055 
561,775 

197,068 
784,086 

1,245.642 
620,659 

1,885,7.8 

161,123, 
419.718 

93.858 
80.656 
92 •6.6 

1 •• 911-
8g,I88 

1,591.889 
298,343 

.,563,244 
1,013.311 

670.22. 

97,026 
go,880 

100.837 
30 7,62. 

.170,801 
42 3,108 
105,051 
68,740 

314,036 
818,131 
450,59' 
380,216 

1,306,995 

U4,469 
445,077 

98,5'3 
68.650 
76 •• 67 

14,420 
72,691 
20,367 

'43,79' 
67,009 

1,409,991 
200,280 

-,958.311 
851,526 
83',303 

105.970 
s88,a20 

169,446 
510,9:11 
116,007 
go,S" 

313.676 
546,700 

4",295 
530 ,337 

1.630,833 

-130,a88 
569,4.6 
JII,074 
75,370 
54,SSO 

30,355 
110,489 

18,101 
172,100 

60,184 

1,310.1'3 
1,.,,5·8 

·.560,,,1 
877.069 

1,095.308 

90,,1. 
188,759 
943,gol 

.,271,651 
-,084,781 

619,,00 
169.81, 
163,69, 

97,459 
440.a~ 

134,233 
511,886 
97,397 

'73.660 
Sa.,83 

26',4" 
58"'75 
419,161 
,68,586 

I.S89.838 

104.140 
168,599 
17,II5 

278,112 
164,061 

... 

.• It will be seen that """'" of the Items di1fer from the a.pp,:""prl~te 1igures given In Fig. 44b. Th~ Is due .to, a di1ferent I:F""plng of the omaI!er plant. ~ .the ;::. 
two tabl ... In Fig. 44b the groapi"", ha. boen arranged to comcIde WIth that of the comparable retaIl locietle. plants. and m the above table WIth their ortg1J1a1 ~ 
associated plant •• 
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NOTE ON SOURCES OF STATISTICS 

THE main source of the statistics relating to all co-operative societies 
is the statistical section of the Annual Report of the Co-operative Con
gress. This is now also published annually as a separate book under 
the title Co-operative Statistics and can be obtained from the Co
~perative Union, Hanover Street, Manchester. Additional information 
about the trading activities of the wholesale societies is published 
annually in the People's Year Boole, obtainable from the C.W.S., 
Balloon Street, Manchester. For detailed figures of retail societies' 
trading operations the quarterly or half-yearly balance sheets and 
trade reports of representative retail societies should be studied. The 
main sources of the statistics used in this book are shown below:-

Chapter I. 

Fig. 2, page 

Fig. 3, " 
Fig. 4, " 
Fig. 8, 

" 
Fig. 9, " 
Fig. II, 

" 
Fig. 14, 

" 

62. 

63· 

64· 

75· 

78• 

92• 

108. 

Figures of membership, capital and trade of societies 
in different years are taken from the Annual Reports 
of tlte Co-operative Congress. 

Co-operative Statistics, 1935. 

Annual Reports of the Co-operative Congress. 

Co-operative Statistics, 193 I. 

Co-operative Statistics, 1935. 

Balance sheets and trade reports of the societies listed 
in the table, and local enquiries. 

Information supplied by the societies listed in the table. 

Based on information provided by the Co-operative 
Union and statistics taken from an article by A. E. 
Feavearyear in the Economic Journal, March 1934, and 
from National Income-anJ Outlay, by Colin Clark. 

Fig. IS, " 115. Co-operative Statistics, 1935. 

Fig. 16, ,,130. Information provided by seven representative retail 
societies. 

Fig. 17, ,,131. Co-operative Statistics, 1935. 
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Chapter 6. § J. Information provided by the wholesale societies. 

Fig. IS, page IJ9. Co-operative Statistks, 1935 and balance sheets of the 
wholesale societies. 

Fig. 20, .. 156. Information supplied by C.W.S. 

Fig. 21. .. 159. Infonnation supplied by C.W.S. 

Fig. 22, .. 160. Based on Co-operativlJ Statisms, 1935, and infonnation 
provided by the Co-operative Union and the wholesale 
societies. 

Fig. 23, " 162. Information provided by C.W.S. 

Fig. 24. .. 164. Information provided by S.C.W.S. 

Fig. 25, .. 165. Infonnation pr()vided by C. W.S. 

Chapter S. 

Fig. 26, page IS6 •. 

Fig. 27, .. 191 • 

Fig.2S, .. 202 • 

Fig. 29, .. 216 • 

Fig. 30, .. 233· 

Fig. 31, .. 252 • 

Fig. 32, 
" 337· 

Fig. 33, " 341• 

Fig. 34. .. . 346• 

Fig. 35, .. 352 • 

All figures used in the text were provided by the Co
operative Insurance Society and the C.W.S. Health 
Insurance Section. 

Co-oplJratiYlJ Statisms, 1935. 

Figures obtained from balance sheets of the productive 
societies. 

Infonnation provided by Co-operative Union. 

Co-operatiYlJ Statisms, 1935. 

Report ofCo-operatiYlJ Congress, 1936. 

Infonnation provided by societies listed in the table. 

Based on information provided by the Co-operative 
Union and texts of labour agreements published in the 
Drapers' RecorJ, the Grocer, and the Shop Assistant. 

Report of the Select CommittelJ on Sh.op Assistants, 1930 
and 1931. 

Co-operatiYlJ Congress Report, 1935 • 

Taken from the publications of the Trade Unions 
referred to. 
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Fig. 3G,. page 359. Based on figures from Co-operative Sta.tistics, 1930, in 
conjunction with the Co-operative Directory (from 
which the number of co-operative branches was ob
tained), The Distrihution of Con..rumahle Goods, by 
Braithwaite and Dobbs, and the U.S.A. Census of 
Distribution, 1930. 

Fig. 37, ,,375, Retail societies' balance sheets and Bulletins oj HlZI'Yard 
Bureau of Business Research. 

Fig. 38, ,,377, Based on figures from balance sheets of a representative 
group of retail societies, Bulletins of the HlZI'Yard Bureau 
of Business Research, Reports of the U.S.A. Federal 
Trade Commission, and infonnation from the Retail 
Distributors' Association. 

Fig. 39, " 
Fig·4°, " 

Fig. 41, 
" 

Fig. 42., 
" 

Fig. 43, " 
Fig. 446. 

" 
, 

Fig.4G, 
" 

Fig. 47, " 
Fig. 48, 

" 

38:1.· 

388• 

39°· 

395· 

410. 

415. 

441• 

450• 

479· 

Bulletins of Harvard Bureau of Business Research and 
balance sheets of retail societies_ 

Results of an investigation made by Birmingham Uni
versity Department of Commerce. 

Results of an investigation made by Birmingham Uni
versity Department of Commerce. 

Co-operative Statistics, 1935, and information provided 
by Co-operative Union, C.W.S. and S.C.W.S. 

Report of the Registrar of Friendly Societies. 

Figures provided by Co-operative Union, C.W.S. and 
S.C.W.S. 

Based on figures provided by C. W.S., and rates of 
profit of joint stock. companies from figures published 
in Mathieson's Stocle Exchange Record. 

Results of an investigation made by Birmingham Uni
versity Department of Commerce. 

Reproduced from Puhlic Enterprise, edited by W. A. 
Robson, George Allen and Unwin, 1937. 
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WEBB, CATHERINE: Industrial Co-operation. Co-operative Union. 1936. 

WEBB, SIDNEY and BEATRICE: The Consumers' Co-operative Movement. 
Longmans. 192.1. 

MANY informative pamphlets on various aspects of co-operative 
organization have been published by the Co-operative Union, 
Holyoake House, Hanover Street, Manchester 4. The following 
are the most important: 

The TraJe of Dry GooJs Departments. (Hall, F.). 1931. 

Outdoor Distributwn. (Cairns, J. T.). 1933. 

Credit TraJing. (Smith, F. S.). 192.8. 

Mutuality Clr.J, Trading. (Topham, E., and Simm, J. S.). 1931. 

PulJlicity anti Advertising. (Topham, E.). 1937. 

Group Advertising. (Sugar, A.). 1936. 

Co-operative MiJIc Service. (Walworth, 'G.). 1935. 

Co-operative Banlcing. (Davies, T. G.). 192.1. 

Insurance anti TraJe. Oones, J. P.). 1932.. 

Producers' Theo1j'ofCo-operatwn. (Worley, J. J.). 192.8. 

Agricu/tural Co-operatwn. (Duncan, J.). 1931. 

Farmers anti Their Marlcets. (Mcfadyen, ]., and Walworth, G.). 1932.. 

Practical EJucatwn for Employees. (Petch, A. W.). 192.9. 

When changes in the structure and methods of co-operative enter
prise occur they are described in the Producer and Co-operative Review. 
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PART m. CO-OPERATIVE DEMOCRACY 

CuA.PTERS 16 TO 19 

HITHERTO, this subject has been dealt with only iii pamphlets and 
articles. Many pamphlets have been issued by the Co-operative Union, 
and like the controversies on this subject, they extend over a long 
period of years. The.most important are: 

Constitution anJ AJministration. (Gregory, W.). 1919. 

RlIk h.r Committee. (Rae, W. R.). 19%0. 

ne NationtJ Co-opuative Society. (Mercer, T. W.). 19%0. 

RationtJqation OfeM Co-operative MwemetU. (Williamson, G.). 19n. 

Committee ResponsihiIity. Oudd, A.). 19%5. 

The Greater London Co-operative Society. (Barnes, A.). 19%9. 

Your Co-operative Union. (fopham, E.). 1934-

Co-operative Discipline. (Palmer, R. A.). 1937. 

The files of the Co-operative News, Co-operative Review, Producer 
and the Scottis" Co-operator, should also be consulted. 

PART IV. THE PROBLEMS OF CO-OPERATIVE ENTERPRlSE 

CmPTERS %0 TO %7 

THE questions discussed in this part have been treated hitherto mainly 
in occasional pamphlets published by the Co-operative Union and in 
articles written in co-operative journals. The following reports deal 
with some of the problems of co-operative enterprise: 

U.S.A.: Report of tAe 1npUr:y on Co-opuativt Enterprise in Europe. Govern
ment Publication. 1937. 

U.K.: Report of eM Royal Commission on Inc~ Tax. H.M.S.O. 19%0. 

U.K.: Report of tAe Committee on tAe Position of Co-operative Societies in 
RJation to Inco~ Tax. H.M.S.O. 1933. 

U.K.: Report on an l"'1uUy into Hours anJ Wages in eM Groce,), anJ Pro-
"ision Trrulu. Ministry of Labour, H.M.S.O. 19%6. • 
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U.K.: Royal Commission on Footl Pri&u, First lUport. H.M.S.O. 192.5. 

U.K.: lUport oftlu Select Committee on Shop Assistants. H.M.S.O. 1931. 

545 

The reports of the. Co-operative Union' Survey Committee should 
also be consulted. Interim reports appeared in the Reports of the 
Annual Co-operative Congress 1916 (pp. 2.30-319), 1917 (p. 170), 
1918 (pp. 183-242); the third and final reports were published in a 
separate volume in 1919 under the title Final Reports of the Survey 
Committee, Co-operative Union. 

Pamphlets: 
Prohlems Confronting OjJicials. (Forster, J. E.). 1933· 

Personnel Prohlems. (Twigg, H. J.). 1936. 

Stock ControL (Crossley, J., and Whitney, W. J.). 192.8. 

Employment in Co-operative Servi&e. (Palmer, R. A.). 1933· 

Hours anti WCZf!u Boartls. Oones, F.). 1936• 

Superannuation SChemes. (Twigg, H. J.). 1936• 

Economies of Distribution. (Fletcher, J. W.). 1934-

Departmental Tratle anti Working Expenses. (Hall, F.) •. 1931• 

A National Policy. (Cessford, J. C.). 1930 • 

A Pri&e PoftCy. (Downie, J.). 1934· 

Prohlems ofCo-operative Finance. (Simm, J. S.). 1933· 

Prohlems ofCo-operative Finance. (Shimmin, A. N.). 1937· 

Munkipalitiu anti the Co-operative Mwement. (Agnew, P. J.). 1935· 

Local Authorities anti Co-operative Tentlers. (San Garde, W.A. S.). 1934· 

R~port of eke Committee on State Purchase anti Imperial Tratle. 1930 • 

Marketing Schemes, Effect on eke Co-operative Mwement. 
(Walworth, G.). 1935· 

Farm anti Store. (Walworth, G.). 192.9· 

Tratle Rings Rountl eke Farmer. (Walworth, G.). 192.9· 

Tlu Co-operative Boycott. (Hayward, Sir F.). 1930 • 

Co-operative Taxation Cui/e. (Palmer, R. A.). 1932.· 

Work anti Wealth for AU. (Co-operative Party). 1935· 

Distri&t Plan.n.ing. (Topham, E.). 1936• 

Ten-Year Plan. (Woods, G. S.). 1935· 
s 
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Lum_First Inttmational Co-operative Factory. (Hedberg, A.). 193:1-

WorU Co-operation.(Palmer, R. A.). 1937. 

PART V. THE SOCIAL SIGNIF1CANCE OF CO-OPERATIVE 

ENTERPRISE 

UuPTERS ~8 AND ~9 

BAltER, J.: Co-operative Enterprise. Vanguard, U.S.A. 1937. 

ELLIOTT, SIDNEY R.: England, Cradle ofCo-operation. Faber and Faber. 1937. 

FREUNDLICH, E.: Housewives Build a New WorU.lnternational Co-operative 
Women's Guild. 1936. 

GIDE, CH.ARu:s: C01ISIIITlers' Co-operative Societies. (Trans.) Co-operative 
Union. 1921. 

JOHNSON, J. E. and others: Consumers' Co-operativu. Wilson. New York. 
1936• 

ORNE, ANDERS: Co-operative Ideals and Prohlems. (Trans. Downie.) Co
operative Union. 1937. 

POISSON, ERNEST: I TM Co-operative Repuhlic. (Trans. Watkins.) Co-
operative Union. 19~5. • 

WARBASSE, J. P.: Co-operative Democracy. The Macmillan Co. New York. 
19~7· 

WOOLF, LEONARD: Co-operatioll and 1M Future ofltuhuny. George Allen & 
Unwin. 19~8. 

WOOLF, LEONARD: Socialism and Co-operation. Leonard Parsons. 19~1. 

U.S.A. ACADEMY OF POLITICAL SCIENCE, ANNALS: C01ISUmtI1'S' Co-operation. 
May 1937. 

Pamphlets: 

Propositions Regarding t!e TAeory of Co-operation. (Muller, Hans). 

Ris« and Devuopmmt ofCo-operation. (Fairchild, E. C.). 1934-

Puhlic Healt! and 1M Food Supply. (Reid, Stewart). 1937. 

All the pamphlets listed above are published by the Co-operative Union, 
Holyoake House, Hanover Street, Manchester 4. 
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Batch production. S.. Production, stan~ 
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192, 281 

Co-operative Productive Federation, 
190fn., 191, 193, 194, 210, 232, 
285, 287 

Co-opuativ. &view, 230, 234 
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Co-operative Union: 

administration, 203-5 
agricultural department, 207 
aJbitration, 59, 63, 80, 201 
Central Board, 203-5, 210, 211, 212 
Congress. S«, Co-operative Congress 
constitution, 34, 39, 57, 58, 201-3, 

284 
education, 208--9, 21 ..... 15, 220-6 

S. also Co-operative College 
finance department, 206 
general, 86, 184, 193, 198, 201-13, 

283-8, 483, 526 
joint cotrunittees, 205, 207-10, 214, 215, 

221. 
labour department, 206--7, 331, 345, 347, 

348--9 
legal department, 205-6 
membership, 142, 201-2 
politics, 39-42. 142, 207-8, 211-12 

S .. also Co-operative Patty 
publications, :ao6, 230, 234 
Seetional BOaJds, 203-4, 210, 285, 286-7 
statistics, 206 
Trade Associations, 210 

Co-operative, Use of word, 52, 179, 196, 
468 

Co-operative Wholesale Society: 
agencies abroad, 157 
Bank, 44, 57-8, 135-'7, 165-8, 179, 197, 

472-3 
brokerage, 399 
capital and investment, 46, 53-4, 132, 

134--40, 142, 178,435-6, 439-42. 
45:a-6:a. 463-4 

constitution, 53-5, 60, 138, 141-5,463--4 
control and management: 

Board of directors, 145-50, 151-}, 
168, 181,274-6, 298, 299, 307-9. 
312, 457 

committees, 58, 146, 147-50, 168, 174, 
181, 308-10, 339» 461 

Co-operative Wholesale Society-cont .... 
control and management-cOllul. 

management, 292-3, 306-12, 309-11, 
326 

stalling, 5 ..... 5. 309-11, 3[2, 3[3-14, 
315-[6, 3[7-:ao, 3:z.o-3, 326-7 

costing, 309. 3[[. 323-5, 327, 443-4, 
45!)-62 

costs, 338. 397-408, 4[7-18, 426-7. 
42!)-30, 434-42, 45!)-62 

credit trading, 197. 399 
direetors, 145-6, 15[-3, 274-9, 297-8, 

299, 332-4, 457 
education, 209, 2[4, 2[5, 3[6--20, 326, 

528--9 
S. also Education 

employees, 43-6, [62-3, 183, 231, 328-
34, 338-44, 345, 347, 35 [, 353-6, 
426-7, 436--8, 504-6 

S. also Employment 
foundation, 36 
Health Insurance . Section, 57, 170, 

179-83 
imports, 156-7, 409-11, 480 
insurance. Sec Co-operative Insurance 

Society 
joint committees with C. Union, 207-

10, 214, 2[5, 7.1.[ 
joint enterprise with Scottish C. W.5. 

S.. Co-operative Insurance 
Society; English and Scottish 
Joint C.W.S. 

member societies: 
growth, 141 
loyalty, 142, 158--9, 398 
meetings, 54, 143-5, 175, 276--9, 

2\)0-1,292 
relations with, 59, [06, 154-5, 188--9, 

194, 197-aoo, 283, 398, 405-6, 
424-5,427,438,445,526 

shareholdings, 53-4, 1}2, 134, 136, 
138, 141 

voting rights, 54, 143-4, 273, 274, 277 
officials, 306-14, 3[5, 3[6--23, }26-7 

S .. also Officials 
prices, II!)-:ao, [55, 293, 36[-20 400-2, 

40 5, 427-8, 489> 493 
S .. also Prices 

production: 
employment, 338--9 
expansion, 492-5 
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Co-operative Wholesale Society-contJ. 
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growth, 3H, 46, 15)-4, 184, S)cS-7 
management, 310-ZO, 3~)-4 
organization, 158,401, 409-~8, 4)4-47 
output, 100-5, 1!)O-4, 199, 409-11, 

415, ~HI, 53cS-7 
quality, 39Z, 405-6, 447-51 

S .. ..Iso Production 
publications, i~ ~19, U7, ~)o-I, ~n, 

~14-5, ~9~ 

publicity, I~, ~19, u7, ~30-1, ~n, 
~14-5, 404-5 

retail trading, 59, IS), 170-2., 488, 
5~3 

saIes, )7. 46, 14z. 14), 159, 160, 161. 
394, 395. 397 fn.. 409 

services. 15):-70. 179-83, 305, 309-10, 
399, 403-6. 410-U. 443:-7, 
49:&-5 

sources of supplies, 154, ISS. I 5~. 
161. 191HJ. ~I, 424-5, 435, 
437,494-5 

trade expansion, 4O~. 42.5-8. 454-6~, 
49:&-5,5"3 

trade reports, 51J-6o, 143, 145. 175, 
~77-9, 464, 478 fn. 

wholesaling methods, 153-6, 157-8, 
3~3-40 ·3~7, 361-2.. 394-8, 492. 

S.e also Wholesale distribution 
Co-o~rator, Tlu. 35. 36 
Co-partnership, 34, 38, 40 
Costs. S .. untkr Capital, Production, Retail 

distribution, and Wholesale dis
tribution 

Credit ttading, 32., 12.0-3. 373. 375, 399, 
493 

Croft C. Society, 71HJ. 80 

Davies, Miss llewelyn, 238 
Delivery services. S.. under Retail distri

bution 
Democratic control: 

central authority, 28:&-40 484-5. 490-1, 
525:-7 

comparative effectiveness, 295-6, 501, 
5~3 

control of administtation, 29:&-3 
formation of policy, ~73-4, 28:&-8, 292. 

293. ~99 
Local Committees, ~67:-70 

Democratic control:-conttl. 
management committees and boards, 

251-4, 256, 257-8, ~67, ~74-6; 
~71J-8o, ~81, 500, 501-4 

meetings, ~54-6, ~58-67. ~76-<J, ~81. 
~9~ 

attendance, 256. 259-62, 264, ~. 
~71. 27cS-7, ~91-2 

discussions, 256, 26:&-4, ~7H 
sectional interests, 200-2, 273. 274-5. 

293-5 
Members' Councils, 257, 267. 271 
membership, 250-1. ~54, ~55, 271• 2.73. 

274. 277. 298, 522-3 
regional societies' problems, 265:-7, 270, 

52:&-) 
Dentistry, 58, 170 
Department stores, 32. 76, 82, 100, 101, 

367. 370-8Z, 482• 489 
Dividend on purchases, 31, 540 14Z, 1840 

193.358.379.383,385. 4SZ, 478• 
508-11 

and prices, 114, I16-ZO. 2.92-3. 3!)O-I 
methods of payment, 85. 112-14, 18']-8 
rates, 114-:16, 118-zo, 188 
withdrawals, 130 , 478• 509 

Drapery goods, 84-5, 107. 108--<), 16:&-4, 
360, 367. 370• 387, 388--<). 391, 
397, 401, 417. 42.3. 441• 461, 493 

Drink trade. 479 
Drugs, 83, IOIHJ. 110. 162-4, 189, 210, 

415, 444. 481. 487, 488 
Dudley C. Society, 66 
Dundee C. Society, 142. 
Durham (Co.) C. societies. 66, 61HJ 

Economies of co-operative ttading, 83. 
117, 118-19, 177--<). 196, 361-82.. 
39']-408• 414-4z. 477-80, 519 

Edinburgh, St. Cuthbert's C. Society, 76 
Education: 

employees, 218. 22.0, 221, U2, 223-5, 
316-zo, 326, 528-9 

expenditure, 36, 113. 215-17 
local committees, 12.3-4, 214, 217-19. 

267 
members, 36, 47, 123-4, 208--<). 217-

21, 226, 238. 506-8. 510-12, 
529-30 

national committees, 208--<), 214-15, 
22.1, 223, 22.6 
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Education-..... tJ. 
relations with authorities,:Ujr:&6, 316-10 
reaching of Co-operation, :&12-3. :&24, 

:£:&5-6, :&87 
Electrical goods. 107, 110, I6:&, 4:&0, 494 
Employment: 

casual labour, 343 
compulsory trade unionism, 44. 144. 

1790 339> 351, 355 
conciliation machinery, :&07, 344-8. 350 
disputes, 44-S, 347-8. 350, 354 
efficiency, u5, 3:&1-:&, 331-:&, 385-6, 

3900 393 
general,5~ 
holidays, 44. 343 ..... 
hours, 340-3 
industrial resean:h, 446-7 
juveniles, 3:&8-31, 33'1-8 
labour costs, 330-1, 366-8, 375, 4:&6-7. 

436-8, 446-7 
overtime, 341-:& 
pensions, 331• 344 
profit-sharing, 43 ...... 113 
recruitment and dismissal. 1~4, UI, 

3:&8-34. 50S~ 
sick pay. 344 
wages, 44. 1:&1, 176, 3:&1, 3:&9, 334-40 
workers' councils, 900 348-50 
Sa also Ofiici:&ls, Trade Unions, anJ 

unJu C.W.S., Retail societies, 
anJS.C.W.s. 

Enderby C. Society, 85 
English and Scottish Joint C. W.s., 5S, 

136, 153, 157, 161, :&79 

Fanning, 163, 199> :&07, 415, 43:&' 495, 5:&1 
Fawcett, Henry, 35 
Federal under1akings: 

capital and investments, 53 ...... 13:&' 136, 
137, 139-40, 187 

democratic control, :&7:a-8I, :&8N3, :&99 
federal societies: 

National wholesale: 
C. W.5., ,.1'. 
S.c. W .5., ,.1'. 

Specialist national under wholesale 
control: 

Co-operative Insurance Society, 
,.1'. 

English and Scottish Joint C. W.s., 
,.1'. 

Federal undertaking5-COlltd. 
federal societie9-COlltJ. 

Specialist national mainly under 
retail control: 

Co-operative Press, ,.1'. 
Co-operative Printing Society, '1.1'. 
Co-operative Union, ,.1'. 
Paisley C. Mfg. Society, ,.1'. 
Scottish C. Laundry, ,.1'. 
United C. Baking Society, p. 

Local federal societies: 
bakeries, IB4-6, 187, 188, 487 
C. W.5. and, 1811-9 
dairies, 185-6, 188-9> 487 
development, 189> :&81, 413-14, 

446, 484, 4B6-7 
dividends, 18'1-8 
laundries, 185-6, 188, 487 
management and conuol, 187-9. 

194, ~ :&81, :&93, 305-6 
meat, 185~ 
output, 4O\r10 
sales, 185-6, 394-5 

general, 53, 55-'7, 58, 114-9, :&900 455, 
486-8 

Flour Millers' Corporation, 153 
Flour milling, :&5, 156-7, 388-9> 415, 417, 

4:&0, 4:&7, 4:&8-9> 431-:&, 441,444. 
4790 49:& 

Food Council, 153 
Footwear, loa-" I6:&-.., 19Q-:&' 363, 367, 

370. 387, 388-9> 391, 397, 41:&
IS, 417, 41jr:&o, 4:&3, 4:&7, .nl, 

. 441, 449> 478,487, 49:&' 495 
Fourier, :&7 
Fnmlingham C. Egg and Poultry Society, 

198 
Friendly Societies Acts, 33, 36, 53 ..... 

s.. also Industrial and Provident 
Societies Acts 

Funeral furnishing, lOS, 186, 189> 41:&-13, 
487 

Furniture and hardware, 83, 84, 108-10, 
I:&:&, 155, 160, 162-4,387,3811-9. 
391-:&, 397, 41S, 417, 4:&G-3, 
4:&8-30, 441, 481, 49:& 

GenetaI and Municipal Workers' Union. 
35:&, 353 

Glasgow C. Societies, 67 
Godwin, W .. :&5 
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Grand National Consolidated Trades 
Union, ~ 

Greengrocery and fish, 83, 156, 160, 162.-40 
1<)8, 38" 3811-9, 39~ 

Groceries and provisions, 55, 83, 840 105, 
101, 1011-9, III, 112, 119; ISS, 
160, 161, 162.-40 360, 363, 367, 
369, 310-1, 38" 3811-9, 397, 
400-1, 419, ~7, 430 , 461, 4711-9, 
489, 49~ 

Guilds, ~17, ~18, ~37-440 ~57, ~60-I, ~85, 
~87, ~9~ 

S .. GUO Men's Guild 
Women's Guild 

Halesowen C. Society, 66 
Harbury C. Society, 740 77, 78""9 
Health Insurance. S .. under C.W.S. 
Highley C. Society, 77, 78""9 
Hire purchase, I ~~ 

History. 23-47 
Hodgskin, T., :&6 
Holiday homes, 4~I, 511 
Hours and Wages Boards, ~, 340-1, 

345-8 
Huddersfield C. Meat Traders' Associa-

tion, 186 
Hull Com Mill, ~5 

Ideal Clothiers, Wellingborough, 190, 193 
Industrial and Provident Societies Acts, 

52., 53. u8, 138, 141, 165, 1740 
190, 193, 196, 2.01, ~79. 463-8 

Industrial welfare, 343-4 
Insurance: 

S .. Co-operative Insurance Society 
C.W.S. Health Insurance 

International co-operation, 59, 141, 458 
International Co-operative Alliance, 168, 

179,232.,52.6 
Invoicing through, ISS 
Irish Transport Strike, 44 

Joint Parliamentary Committee, 40, ~-8, 
~II 

Joint Propaganda and Trade Committee, 
2.08 

Kettering Clothiers, 190, 193 
Kettering C. Society, 97 fn. 
King, Dr. William, 30, 31 

Labour. S •• Employment 
Labour movement, Relations with, 340 40, 

41, ~, 2U.-13, 243, 293-5, 
469-74, 513-140 531 

Large-scale operations. S.. untkr Retail 
distribution 

Laundries, lOS, 185-6, 188-9, 389, 392, 
410-11. 412.-13 

Leakage account, 324-5 
Leeds C. Society, 67. 217-18, 219, 222, 

267-71. ~8""9 
Legal position, 33, 36, 52.-4, 57, 58, 60, 

128,138,141, 165,174,175,180, 
182, 190, 193, 2.05-6, 2.08, 250, 
463-B 

Leicester C. Society, 77, 111-9, 81, 85, 
42.11-9 

Leicestershire C. societies, 77, 78-80, BI, 
85 

Leigh C. Society, 511 
Lewis's Ltd., 336 
Lennoxtown Friendly Victualling Society, 

31 

Lincoln C. Society, ~8 
Littleton and Badsey Growers, 199 
Liverpool C. societies, 67 
London C. Society, 940 97, 257, 2.67, 2.68, 

~70, 349, 430 
London, Retail societies in, 66, 72.-3 
Long Itchington C. So~iety, 74, 77, 78""9 
Loyalty, 59,76,106,111-12,117,158,194, 

2.96, 32.0-2, 32.8, 330, 371, 372, 
382.-93, 436, 477-B, 486, 528-9 

Malthus, 2.6 
Manchester and Salford C. Society, 511 
Manchester C. societies, 67, 486 
Manchester Ship Canal, 153 
Margarine, 162.-40 3811-9, 411-18, 419, ~I, 

427, 441, 4440 449 
Marketing Schemes, II7, 160, 42.<) fn., 

470-1, 474-6, 513, 532 
Maxwell, William, 41 
Meat, 83, B40 85, III, 156, 160, 162.-4, 

185-6, 2.10, 363, 367, 369, 370, 
387, 3811-9, 391-2, 411, 412.-15, 
430, 449, 479 

Meat Advisory Committee, 153 
Mechanization. S .. untkr Production 
Meltham Mills Society, 31 
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Men's Guild, 182., 2.09, 2.12.,·2.32., 2.39-44, 
,2.6<>-1 

Middlesborough C. Society, 489 
Milk and dairy products, 46, 80, 85, 107, 

10S--sl, III, 112., 117, 156, 160, 
16:&-4, 185-6, 18S--sl, 199, 2.10, 
369, 370, 387, 38S--sl, 391-2., 
41:&-13, 415, 42.S--sl,. 431, 433, 
449, 476, 479, 487, 490, 495 

Milk Marketing Scheme, 117, 160, 42.9fn., 
476 

Mill, J. Stuart, 35 
Millgate Monthly, 2.2.8, 2.2.9-30 
Mitchell, J. W. T., 38 
Monopolies, 42.7, 494. 52.1-2. 
Motor trade, 479, 488 
Municipal trading, 46~4 
Mutuality clubs, 12.0-3, 2.87 

National Association of C. Education 
Committees, 2.09, 2.15 

National Conciliation Board, 347-8 
National C. Authority, 2.10-11, 2.83-4 
National Educational Council, 2.08-9, 

2.2.1-6 
National Guild of Co-operators, 2.40-4 
National Health Insurance Act, 57, 179-80, 

182. 
National trade: co-operative proportion, 

107-9, 387, 478-80, 52.4 
National Union of Clerks, 352., 353, 355 
National Union of Distributive and Allied 

Workers, 44. 183,2.60,2.94. 343, 
346,351-6 

Neale, E. Vansittart, 34. 35 
Nepotism, 331--4 
Newspaper distribution, 110, 131 

Oakengates C. Society, 66 
Officials: 

appointment, 86, 91, 94. 97, 10:&-4. 
197-8, 312.-16 

as committee members, 89-90 
bribery, 32.2.-3 
conferences, 185-8 
duties, 91-'7, 99-101, 116, 166, 304-6, 

308-16, 368--9 
journal, 130 
qualifications, 309-16, 311, 316, 457-8, 

517-9 

Officials-contd. 
salaries, 179, 32.0-3, 32.6-7, 369 
training, 3 16-2.0, 52.S--sl 

Opposition, 171, 513, 530-2.1 
Ourselves, 131 
Owen, Robert, 15-32. 
Owenite Labour Exchanges, 2.8 

Paine, T.,2.6 
Paisley C. Manufacturing Society, 185 
Pantry shops, 489 
Parliament, Co-operative representation 

in, 4D, 41, 42., 2.12., 531 
See also Co-operative Party 

People's Year Book, 2.31 

Pitman, Henry, 35 
Planned consumption, 357-8, 405-6, 

443-4. 493, 506-8, 519 
Plant, productive. See uruier Production 
Politics, 39-43, 157-'8, 2.61, 513-14. 531 

See also Co-operative Party 
Labour Movement 

Portsea Island C. Society, 74 
Preserved foods, 46, 162., 164. 387, 38S--sl, 

391- 2 , 400, 405, 415, 421, 427, 
430, 441, 449, 495 

Prices: 
and costs, 400-1 

and dividends, 114-2.0, :292.-3, 390-1 
£Xed, 58, 119-:20,2.93,405,489 
levels, 114-19, 155, :291-3, :296, 358, 

361- 1, 380, 390-1, 42.'7-8, 493 
rings, 177, 42.7-8 

See also under Retail distribution 
Wholesale distribution 

Printing, books and stationery, 55, 83, 
109, IIO, 163-4,184. 190-3, 415, 
417, 42.7, 441, 479, 481, 488 

Private traders, 106, IIO, 112., 119, 131 
193, 198, :210, :232., 42.'7-8, 438 

Producer, The, :231, 134 
Producers' co-operation: 

history and principles, 34, 37, 38, 195, 
515 

Productive Societies: 
capital, 132., 136, 137, 139-40, 191, 

193, 194 
control and management, 56, 57, 

190-3, 194-5 
industries, 19(r4 
output, 19(r3, 394-5, 409-10 
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Producers' co-operatiOD--COlltJ. 
Productive Socie~. 

ldations with collSl1ll1erSo 141, ICJO. 
19}-5 

Su also Co-operative Productive 
Federation 

Production: 
control and management, }06--a.t 
costS, }II, }2.}-4. 138, 41?-18, 414-42. 
efficiency, 411-150 42.0, 4:&5-8. 4}8-4:l, 

49}-5 
integration, 158. :l99t 407-8. 415-2.5. 

4}1-:z, 44}-'7. 459t 494-5. 52.0 
invesanent, 45z-6:& 
margins. 4}8-42. 
mechanization, 415-18, 42.8--3:z, 438 
output, 409-11. 42.6-7. 4:&8-} I 
planning. 403-4. 41}, 415-18. 42.8-33. 

43}.49:&-5 
plant capacity. 4}8, 454 
plant location and size, 41 }-:&:z, 42.6, 444 
plant specialization, 194. 416, 42.:&-5, 436 
quality of product, 39:z, 405-6, 447-51 
standardization of product, 406, 438, 

, 443-5 
transfer price, 460, 495 

Productive Societies. S .. wuJn. Producers' 
c:o-operation 

Profit-mindedness, 5:&1-:& 
Profit-sharing, 43-4. 113 
Propaganda. S .. Publicity 
Public contracts, 58 
Publications, 35. }6. 2.06. 2.:&?-36 
Publicity, 12.3-6, I~. 2.04. 2.08, 2.10, :&I?-

19. 2.:&1-36, 37:&-}, }75. 39:z, 
404-5, 483, 49:& 

Quality of productions, 39:z, 405~. 44?-
51.508 

Reading C. Society, 74 . 
Research: 

chemical, I~o, 447 
consumer. 39:z, 40:&-6, 508 , 

Su also Retail distribution: planned 
consumption 

economic and socia1, :&:&6, 444-7, 448. 
51:& 

indusnial, 446-7 
management, 318 
market, 309. 39:z, 403-4 

Retail distribution: 
control and management, 91-IO:z, 304-6, 

3:&3-5 
costS, :&93. 358• 360-8:& 
costs: 

administration, 368-9. }75~ 
advertising, 36}, }64. 37:&-}, 375~ 
capital, 118-19, 129-33. 139. 376, 

377, 378-8:& 
credit, 12.1. 12:z, 373. 375~ 
delivery, 36:z, 363. 37}-4. 375~ 
merchandise, 361-:z, 376 
rent and stock tum, 363-4. 369-7:& 

credit trading, 12.0-}. 493. 375--() 
delivery, 77. 80, 83, 84. 36:&-3, 37}-4. 

375-6, 490 
efficiency. 1I0-1:z, 12.5, 36:z, 382.--93. 

478-82. 
large-sc:ale operations, 61. 8:&-5. 35~1. 

36:z, 489 
margins, 11:&-13. }58, 360-1, 378 
methods, 35~1 
operating areas, 63-74. 76-850 480. 

485-7 
planned consumption, 357-8, 405~. 

443-4. 493. 506-8. 519 
prices, 114-2.0. 292-}. }Bo-I. 382.. 383. 

390-1,393 
sales, 74-80. 108-9. 115.359.479 
services. 8:&-5. 100. 105. 106-12. 170-2, 

36}-4. 41:&-13. 419. 480-2.. 
488-9 

sources of supplies, 59. 105-6, 134. 
141-:z, 154-5. 158-60. 185-7, 

. 189, 191-3. 361-:z, 394-5. 40 5. 
'407-8. 409-11. 42.8-33. 480 

ttade expansion, 482--92. 
ttavelling shops, 83. 84. 489 

Retail Distributors' Association, 367. 368. 
371• 372, 373. 377. 378 

Retail societies: 
accounts, 54. 59. 94. 97. 98• 113-14. 

116. 255. 261. 290. }a.t-S. 327. 
464. 478ft. 

amalgamations, 4S~. 61. 359. 484. 
485-7 

areas of operation, 66-74. 76-7. 80-5. 
2.04. 250• 264-'7. 291. 362, 480, 
484-7. 52S~ 

bank deposits, 135. 166-7 
S .. also C.W.S. Bank 
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Retail societies-contJ. 
capital and investment, 53-4, 59, liZ, 

115, 118-19> 118-34, 138-40, 
189, 3"]6-8Z, 435-6, 45a-6Z, 
463-4, 468 

S •• also Capital and investment 
club trading, 107, 12.0-3, 187 
constitution, 53-4, 51J-OO, 118, 138, "50, 

151-7, 463-4, 468 
control and management: 

management and administration, 
91-7, 98, loa, "9"-3, 304-6, 
314-5,317,368-9 

management committees, 86-91, 9Z, 
95, 96, 97-100, 114, 119, 14z. 
151-4, "57-8, "94-5, 304-6, 
311-13, 333, 349> SOl-a 

staffing, 10a-4, "97-8, 311-13, 314-
16, 3:10-7 

costs: S .. wuI.r Retail distribution 
dividend on purchases, 31, 54, 85, 

l11-ao, 130, 18K 358, 379, 
383, 385, 390-1, 478, 508-11 

S .. also Dividend on purchases 
education; 36, 1130 123-4, 108-9, 114-

16, 167, 316-ao, 3a6, 510-1Z, 
52.B-9 

employees, 43-6, 88-90, 101-4, 113, 
121, uS, 14z. a93-5, 316-13, 
328-38, 340-56, 366-8, 375, 
385-6, 390, 393, 426-7, 436-8, 
504-5 

on management committees, 88-90, 
144-5, 177, 160-Z, "93-5, 33Z, 
349-50 

S .. a/so Employment 
hire purchase, 111 
insurance: 

S .. Co-opcrative Insurance Society 
C.W.S. Health Insurance 

interrelations, 58, 59, 63, 66, 67, 85, 
486-7 

S .. a/so F edetal undertakings 
membership: 
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